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Foreword to the First Edition

Habilitationsschrift,which I presented to the Philological Faculty of the University of
Leipzig in the summer semester of 1998.
This wide-ranging and interdisciplinary work represents in many respects
a new scholarly genre. The chapters on the chorus of the Thesmophoriazusae
and on the phallus songs present a new and distinctive interpretation in the
body of the text as weil as an extensive commentary in the detailed footnotes,
which take into consideration not only the general concept of the comic
chorus, as does the Introduction, but also the entire context of the Greek
choral culture, while treating even more extensive questions. The subject
matter determines the complex and partly intertwined arrangement, which
is designed to help the reader. The extensive introductory chapter can stand
alone as a comprehensive study of the Greek chorus, but may also be read from
the particular perspective of comedy. The chapter on the Thesmophoriazusae
(chapter 1) begins with lines 947-1000, a choral dance song long considered
to be irrelevant to the plot, but in which the twofold construction of the
comic chorus with its opening onto the extradiscursive level can be shown
in exemplary fashion. I use this as a point of departure from which to move
both forward and backward in the play. The second chapter looks at the findings on a diachronic continuum: the comic chorus and phallus songs represent
interim stages between literature and ritual.
I have been working on Aristophanic comedy since March 1992. Many
experiences and positions in my academic life have converged in this work.
My study of the history of scholarship with William M. Calder in 1990-1991
sharpened my awareness of my place within ·certain scholarly traditions.
Bruno Gentili, with whom I studied in Urbino from 1982 to 1983 and whose
ideas on orality in early Greek lyric would simply not Jet go of me, was a key
figure. Likewise, the findings of my dissertation on Dionysus and the studies
in my book on the performances of the Oresteiaon the modern stage have also
contributed to this interest. lt was through my involvement with modern stag-

T

HIS BOOK JS A PARTLY REVISED AND UPDATED VERSION of my
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ings that the performance character of ancient theater really became clear to
me. Here I should like to thank my Doktorvater,Heilmut Flashar, for his scholarly company both during my time in Leipzig and during the course of this
work. Claude Calame's dissertation, which was also begun under Gentili, gave
me the impulse to extend the Sitz im Lebenof choruses as a place of initiation
to the comic chorus as weil. One of my theses is that the comic chorus partly
reworks rites of this type in symbolic fashion .
The present project was helped by a DFG Habilitationgrant extending
from February 1994 to January 1996, during which time I was at Harvard University. I am grateful to the Department of the Classics there for their hospitality. Harvard's genius locihas overseen among many other methodological
inspirations John Austin's speech act theory, which he developed there in a
lecture series some forty years before. A high point in my stimulating stay was
Albert Henrichs' seminar on the Greek chorus, which I attended together with
Greg Nagy, Paola Ceccarelli, and two graduate students, Fred Naiden and Tim
Power. There and on other occasions I was given the opportunity to present
various works in progress. I thank these cruyxopwra{ for stimulating discussions and the exchange of work not yet published at the time, and especially
the xop11y6<;,
Albert Henrichs. I owe a great debt, too, to Greg Nagy's interdisciplinary meetings at the Center for Cultural and Literary Studies and his brilliant contributions to discussions on various occasions . I owe equally much
to my fruitful exchange with Charles Segalt, who at that time was the third
member of the constellation of Hellenists at Harvard.
I count myself especially fortunate that Albert Henrichs and Claude Calame
as experts in the material very kindly read parts of the book with close attention.
Albert Henrichs discussed the second chapter with me and subsequently sent
me further important comments. Claude Calame also read through the second
chapter and the introduction critically, and I was able to incorporate some ofhis
valuable suggestions.
For help with reading the proofs I thankJudith Habazettl, Sabine Vogt, Max
Braun, and Christian Käßer.
I further thank the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft for the Habilitation
grant and the assistance given for printing and publication of the book.
I am also grateful to Ludwig Koenen, who accepted the work for the series
BeiträgezurAltertumskundequickly and with a minimum of red tape, and also gave
me useful suggestions. I thank Frau Elisabeth Schuhmann of the Saur Verlag for
the care and attention with which she saw the book through publication.
Leipzig,June 2000
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I

T 15 A SPECIAL PLEASURE FOR ME, almost

ten years after finishing the manuscript of the first edition, to present this book in the English language and
in lightly revised form. I have made a special attempt in my references to
the scholarly literature both in the body of the text and in the footnotes to
take into account the most important works in this area published before the
end of 2006. In particular I have tried to include the editions of and commentaries to the Thesmophoriazusae
that have appeared since 2000/1, together with
any textual changes suggested therein. The fundamental argument of the
main text remains unaltered.
The book seems as fresh and relevant to me now as it did in 2000/1. lnterest in the chorus and the choral has increased substantially since then.
There continue tobe new conferences on this topic. In Urbino, at a conference
organized by Franca Perusino and entitled Dallaliricacoralealla poesiadram-

matica:forme efunzionidelcantocoralenellatragediae nellacommediagreca(21- 23
September 2005), I gave a presentation of my thesis as applied to the Lysistrata
in which I connected the exodoswith the Partheneiaof Alcman. 1 More recently
in Verona, at the symposium "... un enormeindividuo,dotatodi polmonisoprannaturali'':funzioni, interpretazionie rinascitedel corodrammaticogreco(14-16 June
2007) I gave a presentation on the same theme, this time with the focus on
Pratinas' satyr play (cf. already Bier! 2006).
Even though the central theme of this book concerns the chorus of
Aristophanes and Old Comedy and pays particular attention to the Thesmophoriazusaeand certain phallus songs, it amounts to much more than that. 2 lt
introduces a new paradigm, that of performativity, to the study of the chorus
1

2

A. Bier!, "L'uso intertestuale di Akmane nel finale della Lisistratadi Aristofane: Coro e rito nel
contesto performativo," in F. Perusino and M. Colantonio, eds. , Dallalirica coraleallapoesiadrammatica: Formee funzioni de/ cantocoralenellatragediae nellacommediagreca(Pisa 2007), 259-290.
I read an English version in Rethymno, Crete, at the International Conference on Archaic
and Classical Choral Song (May 24-27 2007); it appears under the title "Alcman at the End of
Lysistrata:lntertextuality, Chorality, and Ritual."
A critical evaluation is now tobe found in M. Dorati , QUCC81.3 (2005):143-149 .
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and of Old Comedy. Despite claims to the contrary, this approach antedates the
work of Revermann (2006) by several years . Here the element of performance
is importantly taken into account . This thesis is combined with a decidedly
cultural-historical method and accompanied by a detailed analysis of the text,
with the Sitz im Lebenreceiving proper consideration. The anchoring of the
performance in ritual and festive occasion has an effect in turn on the performance and its concretization in the text . Through various newer perspectives meaning can thus be restored to the element of ritual, which traditional
textual scholarship under the influence of the modern enlightenment had
long studiously ignored.
At the core of drama lies the chorus. Its central activity, dance, is pure
ritual. The chorus is in turn placed in an original, ritual context, namely , in
the performances of adolescent youth on the threshold of adulthood . In these
choral groups the performance of song and dance serves as the ritual demarcation of change of status, in particular as the foundation of an education in,
and introduction to, the megatext of a traditional society, myth, and ritual
practice . This megatext reflects social order, it affirms the social and theological cosmos, but it also undermines it and calls it into question. The chorus
of drama is brought back to these functions diachronically in its development
via choral lyric and the choruses of cultic practice. Because these ideas are so
fundamental for the understanding of Greek khoreia,I have made the original
subtitle of the German edition the main title here: Ritualand Performativity.
The present monograph is the first modern study to consider in an
interdisciplinary and comprehensive fashion the phenomenon of the Greek
chorus in the case of Attic Old Comedy, using more recent literary and cultural
approaches (among others, speech act theory, performative self-referentiality,
semiotic narratology, performance studies, gender studies, theater anthropology, the study of ritual, neurobiology, and the sociology of religion) . In
contrast to previous investigations, the relationship between ritual and Old
Comedy is accordingly not understood here as a result of its historical evolution, but as a productive parallel relationship. The central thesis of my work is
that the ritual and initiatory function of the chorus in Old Comedy is preserved
in remnants and that the genre builds its plots upon this.
In the extensive introductory chapter the Greek choral culture of the
archaic and classical periods as a whole is treated with a new set of hermeneutic tools. Here the attempt to grasp the chorus in its performativity as a
cultural phenomenon using the concept of the performative turn is of course
important. In addition, because of this historic and diachronic derivation the
chorus becomes understandable in its diverse locations. The choral voice is
X
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contemporaneous with several locations and connected with various functions: it oscillates between the here and now of the citizens of the polis and
the there of the dramatic role. Performative self-references have a hinge function and as shifters enable this oscillation. Among other things, the choral
voice praises and worships, is fictional, ridicules, is political, comic, and purely
performative. Using speech act theory, I show that self-referentiality, reference to the chorus' own singing and dancing in the orchestra, can also be
connected with ritual. Further, I compare the comic chorus to the choruses
of the other dramatic genres, tragedy and satyr play-an approach that has
become prominent since my book was first published.
lt can be shown how Aristophanes does not-as has been traditionally
assumed-parody simple ritual songs that are based on a performative model
and that strengthen the action in the orchestra in an illocutionary fashion by
means of speech. Rather, as the representative of a living, performative choral
culture, he reproduces them. Even embedded in a dramatic action that is
diametrically opposed to an Aristotelian and naturalistic concept of illusion,
the members of the chorus with their twofold nature continue to refer to the
performance and the pragmatic connection with the real world, while symbolically reworking rites relating to transition in status on an intra- and extradiscursive level.
Rituality is explored in depth in a detailed commentary on micro- and
macrostructure. The philological investigation in the central part of the
book represents perhaps the most intensive treatment to date both of the
Thesmophoriazusae,somewhat neglected both then and now by scholarship,
and of Semos' songs of the Ithyphalloi and Phallophoroi, which have up until
now been treated only incidentally in connection with the question of the
origin of comedy.
Apart from this illustrative interpretation of the Thesmophoriazusae
the
book in general presents a comprehensive interpretation of the Greek chorus
as weil as of the genre of Old Comedy, using an anthropological and ritual
foundation. Archaic and classical literature in its interdependent relationship
with religion and with myth and ritual becomes thereby understandable in a
completely new way. Scholarship in this area too is making definite advances.
I myself organized a conference entitled "Literatur und Religion: Die Griechen,
vorher, nachher und heute. Mythisch-rituelle Strukturen im Text" ["Literature
and Religion: The Greeks before, after, and today. Mythic and ritual structures in the text "] in Basel with distinguished scholars in the field . The
aim was to extend this approach to other genres. The conference papers in
expanded form have recently been published in two volumes (Bier!, Lämmle,
xi
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and Wesselmann 2007). In order to circulate these perspectives further I have
founded a new series, MythosEikonPoiesis.
In Basel two doctoral dissertations
on this theme are under way: Rebecca Lämmle is writing on the satyr play
from a ritual perspective, and Katharina Wesselmann is working on mythical
structures in Herodotus. lt also plays an important role in the newly formed
graduate program there, Pro*Doc IntermedialeÄsthetik:Spiel-Ritual-Performanz
["Intermedial Aesthetics: Play-Ritual-Performance"].
In this respect it is also no coincidence that Greg Nagy, friend and colleague at the Center for Hellenic Studies in Washington, D.C.,made it possible
for this book tobe translated into English and for it tobe published through
the Center by Harvard University Press. The expression "ritual poetics" is a
familiar term in the school of Greg Nagy3 -and he has greatly influenced me.
My most sincere thanks go to him: it was through him that everything here
became possible in the first place.
lt was also he who had the brilliant idea of entrusting the translation
to Alex Hollmann, a graduate of the Harvard program in classical philology.
As one brought up in this atmosphere of a new, anthropologically oriented
approach to Greek studies with teachers such as Greg Nagy and Albert
Henrichs, he was in an ideal position to translate the complex construction of
arguments from German into elegant English prose. I thank him for his tireless
work on the translation, which he completed in addition to his own work and
faculty responsibilities in Seattle over the course of many late-night sessions.
He will, I hope, receive due academic recognition for this work. Finally, I owe
thanks to Leonard Muellner, who directed the publication process from behind
the scenes in a remarkably calm fashion, as weil as to the whole team at the
Center for Hellenic Studies and those at Harvard University Press involved in
its production.
May the book in its new form find many new readers!
Procaptu lectorishabentsuafata libelli!
Basel, September 2007

3

xii

See, for example, Yatromanolakis/Roilos 2004.

Translator's Note

T

HIS TRANSLATION 1s LONG OVERDUE, both

in the sense that it has taken
me a long time to complete it and in the sense that it is a book that I
feel deserves a wider audience than the original German version may
have found. lt has been a privilege and a pleasure to have worked so closely
with it.
All translations of passages in ancient Greek are mine unless otherwise
stated. I have of course followed the author's interpretation of these passages.
Translations from French and Italian are likewise mine unless otherwise
acknowledged. In transliterating Greek words I have used ä, e,and ö to represent ä, 17,and w.
My thanks go to the author and to Greg Nagy, Lenny Muellner, and
Albert Henrichs for their support and encouragement. I should also like to
thank those who introduced me to German classical scholarship and encouraged me to read in German: Eckart Schütrumpf, Christoph Konrad, and Albert
Henrichs.
Seattle, September 2007
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RITUAL AND PERFORMATIVITY

lntroduction
The Choral Dance and Song as Ritual Action
A New Perspective

lntroductory Thoughts, Performativity, and the Twofold
Composition of the Chorus
To the extent that any kind of agreement can be attained in the irresolvable
dispute about the origin of drama, this much is clear: tragedy as weil as comedy
developed out of choral and for the most part cultic festivities. 1 On these
grounds alone the chorus forms the central element in the Gesamtkunstwerkof
ancient drama. Among other things numerous technical expressions relating
to production and performance prove this. For instance, when a poet applied
to compete in the following year's dramatic contest (agon), in the official
language of the Athenian polis he did not present a proposal for a play named
1

lt is almost impossible to survey all the literature on the question of or igin. Here we can on ly
cover, using a few selected voices , the communis opinio, which sees the essence of dram a as
lying in the chorus. Aristotle's reflections in the Poetics(esp. 1449a9-2 4), which one should
not however trust blindly, constitute the point of departure for nearly all studies. cf. Lesky
19713 :260-278, esp . 273 ("In der Tat steht der Chor für die Komödie ebenso am Anfange wie
für die Tragödie" [=Engl. trans. 1966:223-240, esp. 235 "In fact comedy begins with the chorus
just as much as tragedy does"]) . At the beginning of both genres were processions, ritual
celebrations with dances and singing . For tragedy, cf. Latacz 1993:54:"Der Chor-so muß man
schließen, wenn man diese Entwicklung über die ältesten Aischylosstücke hinaus rückwärts
weiterverlängert-war offenbar ursprünglich der alleinige Träger jenes 'Gesangs; den wir als
Keimzelle der Tragödie aus dem Terminus 'trag-odia' herausschälten. Das heißt: die Urform
der Tragödie war offenbar ein Chorgesang" ["The chorus-so one must conclude if this development is projected further back beyond the earliest plays of Aeschylus-was clearly at the
beginning the only vehicle of the 'song' which we extract as the nucleus of tragedy from the
term 'trag-odia.' That is: the original form of tragedy was clearly a choral song"]. Cf. among
others Szemerenyi 1975:325, Flashar 1991:23, Henrichs 1994/95:56, and Henrichs 1996:24-25.
Cf. in particular Athenaeus 630c (perhaps quoted from Aristokles' On Choruses[cf. ibid.,
6306]); he thinks that the satyr play as weil as tragedy originally consisted solely of choruses.
Themistios (Or.26.316d) credits Aristotle with the view that the chorus sang alone initially, and
that Thespis came up with the prologue and speech . On the organic origin of comedy from
komosprocessions, cf. esp. Herter 1947 and Giangrande 1963. Against this view of a character istic link between comedy and chorus cf. now the hyper -sociological approach of Stark 2004,
esp. 97-99, 322-323. On the origin of comedies cf. also my observations in chap. 2.
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X, but "requested a chorus" (xopov frrTJOEV)
for this play, which he would either

"receive" (xopov itt-aßEv)or not.2 A wealthy private citizen in his capacity as
khoregoshad to shoulder as a state "liturgy" the enormous costs of outfitting
(masks, costumes), provisioning, and maintaining actors, extras, musicians,
and chorus members, which included daily wages in compensation for income
lost during the long rehearsal period. This type of "chorus management" in
turn brought the individual, drawn mostly from the aristocracy, a considerable measure of prestige among his politically equal fellow-citizens in the
democratic polis. The numerous choruses for dithyrambs, satyr plays, comedies, and tragedies constituted a traditional institution of training (rratöda)
for young men, retained from the archaic period.JohnJ. Winkler goes so far as
to say that he sees in these choruses remnants of initiation practices of a type
common in tribal societies. 3 choruses were so important for the continued
existence of the city of Athens that a complex set of laws relating to them was
enacted. 4
Despite this fact, it must be admitted that the many choral songs of Attic
drama remain peculiarly strange to today's recipients. For, as is weil known,
over the long road of written transmission only the text has remained intact,
while all further semiotic performative levels of this multimedia spectaclethe melody, the musical accompaniment, the dance-steps associated with it,
the entire complex of visual presentation-have all been irretrievably lost. For
the modern reader, these songs represent at best enchanting lyric poetry. Yet
2

3

4

2

Cf. Cratin. fr. 17, 1 K.-A. on the archon to whom the poet would apply: ö~ ouK iiliwK'airnüvn
föq>OKAÜ1xop6v; on xop6v airEiv cf. Ar. Equ. 513; on xop6v 01o6vm cf. Plat. Rep. 383c2, Leg.
817d7, and Arist. Poet.144961-2; on xop6v J..aµßavE1vcf. e.g. Ar. Ran. 94; xop6v EioayE1vmeans
"to begin the play" in Ar. Ach. 11; cf. Thesm. 390-391 ÖrrounEp i:µßpaxu I Eioiv 0rnrai Kai
rpay<.pooiKai xopoi (Mika complains: Euripides makes fun of us women, wherever there is an
audience, actors, and choruses, i.e. in every tragedy ). Here xopo{ appears in a technical sense:
tragedy consists of the three bodies audience, actors, and chorus; the expression xopo{ often
simply means "drama " or "dramatic performance" in a syne cdotic sense; cf. Ar. Ach. 628, Equ.
521, Eccl.1160, and Men. Sam. 737 (comedy), Ar. Av.787, and Ran.1419 (tragedy).
Cf. Winkler 1990. He proceeds on the assumption that the tragi c chorus represents a kind of
military formation of ephebes. The members of the chorus symbolically transform themselves ,
in his opinion, into goats whose voices are breaking (rpay{~Elv)(ibid., esp. 58-62). On the initiation thesis, cf. already the negative attitude of Pickard-Cambridge 1927:159 and 172 (both
passages were significantly left out of the second edition, Pickard-Cambridge 1962) and the
suspicions ofThomson 1956:101-136. Winkler's theses have recently enjoyed the support of
Graf (1998:25-27). On the concept of initiation in the study of religion, cf. the general overview
in Grohs 1993. On initiation as a modern interpretative paradigm in the field of classics, cf.
below, n61.
Cf. MacDowell 1989 and Csapo/Slater 1995:139- 157. On the prestige of the khoregia cf. Wilson
1997, on the khoregiain general see Wilson 2000.
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a purely textual understanding is in no way sufficient to do full justice to the
phenomenon of choruses. Beside the visual, rhythmic, and all other nonverbal
elements, one must especially recognize the ritual foundation of the performance, which is radically different from the modern social context of a theatrical performance. All choruses of the archaic and classical periods consist
of youths or girls-or, correspondingly, men and/or women-who honor
particular deities-mostly gods associated particularly with choral dancing,
especially Dionysus, Apollo, and Artemis-on specific cultic occasions. The
dithyramb, the satyr play, and comedy as weil as tragedy were all performed
in honor of the god Dionysus, as is weil known. In the case of Attic comedy,
the Lenaia and the Great Dionysia were the festive occasions. In a system of
communication still largely based on orality, "literature" thus had a particular
pragmatic basis, that of its particular cultic Sitz im Leben.5
The performative and ritual aspect of the chorus was for a long time
all but neglected by modern scholarship, which was oriented toward a form
of communication that was largely written. Significantly, it was precisely
the chorus that created the greatest difficulties for the movement to revive
ancient drama on the modern stage, which was strongly influenced by naturalism. 6 Only in (post)modern staging practice is the performative potential
of the ancient chorus being recognized. The interruption of the action of the
play is here no longer feit as a disturbance, rather the emergence of ritual
traces is now placed in the context of an overall ritualization of the theater. 7
5

6

7

In connection with the study in classical philology of extratextual frame, occasion, and perfor mance, Bruno Gentili 's research group on Greek lyric in Urbino, Wolfgang Rösler, and, in a
narrower mythical-ritual connection, Claude Calame should be mentioned here as method ological examples of this work. Cf. among others Gentili 1984, Gentili 1990, Rösler 1980, and
Calame 1977 (Engl. trans . vol. I, Calame 1997). Cf. also Kannicht 1989, Krummen 1990, esp. 1-9
(general), 10-30 (on Pindar), Käppel 1992, esp. 17-21 (on the paean), and Stehle 1997, esp. 3-25
(general introduction) and 26-169 ("public" poetry of male and female choruses).
Cf. Flashar 1991:7, 22-24, 126-128 , 148-152, 221, 234, 242, 248, 250-251, 261-262, 269-27 0,
298-302 and Henrichs 1996:61.The chorus does not fit in with most modern producers' plans;
for this reason it is often drastically cut and split up into individual figures. For modern actors
a role in the chorus is relatively thankless, because they are as a result unable to stand out
and make their mark; for practical reasons resulting from specialized training actors also have
problems with the presentation of song and dance. A corresponding realization ofthis on stage
needs a lot of rehearsal time. Only in the best stagings of an ancient drama is the dimension of
the chorus not neglected . In such productions the chorus sings and dances naturally; Ariane
Mnouchkine's 1992 Atreid tetralogy was feit to be an outstanding event precisely because of
the realization ofthe chorus; cf. Bier! 1996:54-77, esp. 62n122.
On the re -ritualization of avantgarde theater, cf. Friedrich 1983:203-209; on corresponding
tendencies in productions of ancient tragedy on the modern stage, see Flashar 1991:228-26 0.
On postmodern theater in general , see A. de Toro 1995.
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The interpretation th at turns Aristotle's pronouncement about the unity of
action into a psychological and naturalistic principle of the absolute unity of
the plot no longer stands in the foreground . The chorus' predramatic (from a
modern point of view) nature, rooted in the tradition of archaic choral lyric,
now suddenly stands as the focal point of interest. 8 These points in turn also
have an effect on the scholarly problems of classical philology. The chorus in
its specific ritual aspects and its rootedness in a performative frame has thus
recently been brought into the center of attention.
Modern trends in performance studies, which are connected mainly with
contemporary stage practice, similarly emphasize the structural connection
between theater and ritual. Here the field of theater-anthropology in partic ular should be mentioned. 9 Richard Schechner and Victor Turner, important
proponents of this movement, have called into question the evolutionary
hypothesis that has held sway since antiquity. According to this theory , the
genesis of Attic drama lies in ritual origins, from which it freed itself during
the course of the fifth century BCE,finally becoming fully aesthetic theater. 10
This theory of a diachronic movement from ritual to theater, vehemently
advocated as a result of the work of the Cambridge ritualists at the beginning
of the twentieth century, is removed by Schechner's demand for a relationship
of interdependency. According to Schechner, ritual and theater ought not be
understood as a "not yet" or "no longer," but as being simultaneously present
beside each other. Ritual, too, has elements of entertainment and spectacle,
8

9

°
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Cf. Lehmann 1991:2,47-50 and Baur 1997:26-28. On the choral in con temp orary theater , cf.the
contribution ofBaur (1999), who presents a summary ofhis 1998 dissertation (: Baur 1999a) on
this topic written with G. Erken (Munich). Cf. also Erken 1997:381-382 and Bier! 2004:157- 183,
esp. 164-167. On the continuities betwe en melic choral lyric and dramatic choral songs, cf.
among others Webster 1970:110-132, Herington 1985:103-1 24, Stoessl 1987:116-141, Nagy
1990:382-413,and the references to the latest literature below, n62.
Cf. Helbo/Johansen/Pavis/Ubersfeld 1991, and esp. Helbo 1991 and Ruffini 1991. On theater
anthropo logy, cf. also Barba/Savarese 1991.
Cf. among others Schechner 1977, Schechner 1985 (for theater), and Turner 1982 (for ritual).
On Jane Harrison 's evolutionism and cult of origin, cf. Schlesier 1991:196- 199 (in William M.
Calder's excellent volume on the Cambridge ritualists [Calder 1991]). While the communis
opiniocontinues to stick to a development from ritual to theat er, theater anthropology emphasizes the structural commonalities. Both approaches have some truth to them; it is largely a
matter of perspective. The connection between both categories is already acknowledged in
the traditional approach; I am here mainly concerned with describing the ritual nature of the
(comic) chorus from the most differing points of view. On the relation between drama and
ritual, see now also Graf 1998:19-25 and Köpping 2003. On the relation between drama, myth,
and ritual in a performative persp ect ive see now also Wiles 2000:5- 47, Bier! 2002, and Bier!
2007.
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just as it cannot be denied that theater may have a serious effect in the sense
of a transformation of those taking part in it, something that is particularly
typical of ritual. 11
The structural similarity lies ultimately in the element of performance and the complex of the performative, which has recently enjoyed a
growing popularity, even if the concept remains somewhat vague and eludes
precise definition. 12 According to the criteria of immediacy and the ephemeral imposed by theater-anthropology, everything that is presented by the
performer in an appropriate context becomes a performance. Nevertheless,
what appears tobe critical is concentration on a definite action and the union
of spectator and player in the process of performative transformation. Just as
in the case of ritual, in every performance there is a lack of distinction between
actors and audience. Rather, the spectators are fellow players and participants
in the spectacle. The production of the artistic act coincides with the reaction
to it, so that the performance is thereby completed through its execution. Bert
0. States aptly formulates this connection as follows:
Here is what we might call the kerne! or gene of performativity from
which all divided forms of artistic performance spring: the collapse
of means and ends into each other, the simultaneity of producing
something and responding to it in the same behavioral act. 13

11

12

13

Cf.Schechner 1977:63-98 ("From Ritual to Theatre and Back: The Structure/Process ofEfficacyEntertainment Dyad"), 108-139 ("Towards a Poetics of Performance"), Schechner 1985.
Cf. States 1996; for a critique of Schechner , ibid., 13-20 . Fora detailed criticism of the theses
of Turner and Schechner, as weil as of the performance approach in ethnology, which masks
the fundamental differences between theater and social, ritual action, see Köpping 1998, esp.
65-71. This useful contribution correctly points out the problematic points of the fashionable
equation of ritual and theater . To a !arge part one can agree with him; yet like Turner and
Schechner, he relies heavily on an Aristotelian concept of theater. He sums up (67) : "Die klare
Unterscheidung zwischen Theater und sozialem wie rituellem Handeln muß aufrecht erhalten
werden, sonst bleibt uns nichts 'Apartes ' mehr für das Theater übrig" ["The clear distinction
between theater and social as weil as ritual activity must be maintained , otherwise we are left
with nothing that is 'separate' for the theater"). With regard to the picture of the chorus that
results from traditional ideas of a theater of illusion (one-sidedly understood as "mimetic")
with meta-reference, the present study shows that this kind of separation of categories impairs
understanding of the phenomenon . Furthermore , both ritual and theater may here usefully be
connected with the linguistic category of the performative, connections that Köpping does not
pursue. But cf. now Köpping 2003.
States 1996:25. Cf. also Schechner 1985:14-16, 117-150 and Gadamer 1992:415 (ritual), 425 (art).
In connection with ritual, cf. also Friedrich 1983:186 and Morgan/Brask 1988:191, in connec -
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In developed theater, this familiar constellation crystalizes out in a long
cultural process: others, namely the performers, enact something from which
bystanders, now called the theater audience, derive enjoyment. But countless
opportunities arise in ancient performances, particularly in comedy, to nullify
this communicative differentiation and to reduce the play to the pure aspect
of performance. lt is precisely the chorus, whose performance is always simultaneously embedded in the here and now of festive and cultic occasionality,
that achieves this transparency of rituality when the fictional character, the
"represented," fades out of the picture, yielding place to his simultaneously
present ritual function as performer. This happens particularly in passages
where everything of a narrative and descriptive nature disappears and the
present of the performative experience is brought to the fore or both categories in the act of a ritual activity are simply brought into line together.
Before being integrated into an extensive dramatic event, the chorus
has a primarily ritual, performative character, rooted in tradition. Even while
being embedded in a defined course of action in which the chorus partly
comes forward as player, the chorus nevertheless always possesses at the same
time a good measure of performative presence. Above all, the chorus dances
and sings, activities that also constitute completely autonomous patterns of
behavior in the theater. The group acts for itself, completes an action that is
an end in itself and in which it establishes contact with certain gods by means
of rhythmic movements and the sung word. The transition to more complex
plays of a developed comedy or tragedy is fluid. Aristotle significantly calls the

14

15

6

tion with avantgarde theater Friedrich 1983:208.1cite Gadamer 1992:415 for purposes of clarification: "Die Kultgemeinde darf sich durchaus nicht als Zuschauer fühlen . Sie gehört zu der
Handlung. Sie kann mithandeln, etwa im Gesang, in den alle einstimmen, auch wenn es vielleicht nur geheimnisvolle, liedähnliche Texte sind, die am Ende gar einer fremden Sprache
angehören, von der man kein Wort versteht . Oder man denke an die Tänze, die die heilige Handlung umkränzen. Selbst wenn es am Ende mimische Darbietungen sind, werden sie nicht eigentlich einer Zuschauerschaft angeboten, sondern der Gottheit selber" ["The cultic community
never regards itself as spectator . lt belongs to the action . lt can also take part in the singing,
for example, in which all join, even if these are only mysterious , song-like texts that are ultimately like some foreign languag e of which one understands not a single word. Or consider
the dances that surround the sacred activity. Even though these are ultimately mimetic
performances, they are not in fact performed for an audience, but for the deity himself"] .
These remarks fit the performative and ritual passages of Old Comedy extremely well; cf. in
particular chap. 1 below. Even Köpping (1998:66)has to concede that theater "becomes ritual"
if the performance is carried out "for the gods." Of course this is usually the case for the Greek
chorus even within the drama.
Cf. the definition in Arist. Poet. 1450a4- 5.: 'A.iywyap µü8ov rnürnv r~v ouv8rn1v rwv
rrpayµarwv . Cf. inter alia 1450a32- 33 and 145la16-19 .
On the distinction between µü8o~ as fable and as plot, and between histoire and discours(using
the terminology and interpr etation ofBenveniste 1966:237-250) cf. Kraus 1994:292-296. Kraus
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story or tale underlying the action µü0oc;,14 from which the author then forms
his specific plot, the sujet.15
lt is precisely here that the use of mythos seems of decisive importance.
Yet even ritual performances are not always purely ends in themselves and do
not exhaust themselves in their own execution, but are frequently connected
· with a myth that frames their current action, raising it and establishing it in
another realm belonging to the past or the divine. This mythical narration
may be acted out in the ritual, in which case the rite becomes a staging of
the myth and its transformation into action (enactment). 16 lt is in this kind
of arrangement that the first mimetic elements of the performing chorus
emerged. These in turn probably eventually developed into plot. The leader
of the chorus likely confronted the group as u1toKp1r~c;.
as answerer and/ or
commentator. From this formation the first actor might have developed, and
in his wake further actors emerged. 17
Because of its historical development the dramatic chorus possesses a
special status: it stands in the charged area between an inner, fictional and
an outer, actual communications system, where the chorus, in contrast to the
actors, ultimately remains itself, namely the theatrical entity of "the chorus,"
and role-specific characterization is applied only secondarily. 18 The ambiguous position of the chorus members, between representer and represented,

16

11
18

rightly refers to the action of the play, which is central for drama and which is found on two
levels in Aristotle (289- 290): "Tragödie ist für Aristoteles wesentlich Nachahmung vonHandlung
(µ1µ11cn\rrpa~Ew\) und durch Handelnde (Öpwvrwv). Handlung ist Gegenstand und Mittel der
Mimesis; Handelnde (rrpanovrE\, ÖpwvrE\) sind sowohl die Schauspieler auf der Bühne als
auch die dargestellten Figuren im Rahmen ihrer Geschichte" ["For Aristot le, tragedy is essentially the imitation of action (µ1µ1101\
rrpa~Ew\)and by means of those acting/ doing (öpwvrwv).
Action is the object and the means of mimesis; both the actors on the stage and the figures
presented in the context of their story are agents (rrpanovrE\, ÖpwvrE\)"). Among other reallife actions, speech actions and speech acts occur frequently in drama: the locutionary act is
actually completed on stage, while the illocutionary act is simulated. On the multidimensional
nature of speech signs in theater, cf. Fischer -Lichte 1983:31-36. Flashar 1976:356 (= Eidola175)
and Flashar 1977:123-124 (= Eidola60-61) already refer to speech actions, or speech acts in the
sense of Austin 1994 in the OedipusTyrannus(threats, curses , apologies, laments, condemnations). For speech act theory in connection with the concept of the chorus see pp. 36- 47 below.
Both types of action mentioned here will be of particular importance in this study.
Cf. Leach 1982:5-6. Cf. Gregory Nagy's concise expression in the introduction to Martin 1989:xi:
"The muthos is not just any speech-act reported by poetry: it is also the speech-act of poetry
itself. Viewed in this light, myth implies ritual in the very performance of myth. And that
performance is the essence of poetics."
This account reflects current reconstructions of the genesis of tragedy. Cf. among others Lesky
19713 :265- 266 [=Engl. trans.1966 :223-232].
Cf. Baur 1997, esp . 44-47 and now Baur 1999a:15-29, esp . 26- 28. Baurand Käppel (1999:61- 69)
come to quite similar conclusions with regard to tragedy.
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between their function as singing and dancing citizens of the polis and their
dramatic role, is made apparent in exemplary fashion by the mask. In contrast
to the traditional view, heavily influenced by veristic and naturalistic theater,
the mask does not help the actor to embody a fictitious figure completely,
but in ancient drama, as in many other ritual performances, it is there to
prevent a complete absorption of the identity of the performer in the figure
being represented in the action. Rather, the mask constructs a characteristic
distance between these two dimensions, as Claude Calame has also recently
demonstrated. 19
Thus the here and now of the ritual performance always remains present
behind the figure of myth. Consequently, by constantly fading in and out of
the inner frame of the plot and the exterior reality, the chorus may glide back
and forth between both levels of discourse. The emphasis on its own action
of dancing and singing and so-called shifters-that is to say, words in which
language as a code combines with the message-play a great role in this, as we
shall see.20
In its assessment of the chorus scholarship on tragedy has so far fluctuated between two extreme positions: either the chorus is conceived of as purely
a player alongside other players (a fourth actor) 2 1 or as a lyric "mouthpiece
of the poet," in which case it is also ascribed the function of being a means
of directing and controlling reception. 22 The flexible concept of divided function developed by Walther Kranz comes closer to the truth: this regards the
19

°
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Cf. Lohr 1986:78-79, Schechner 1985:4- 10 and Calame 1995:97- 115 (on the tragic mask), Calame
1989 (on the comic mask). On the convergence of drama and ritual in the mask (in its function
as shifter), whose divinity Dionysus represents, cf. Henrichs 1994/95:70.
Cf.Jakobson 1984. On the chorus in the interchange between intra - and extradiscursive function, cf. in the more recent scholarship Gould 1996 and the reply ofGoldhill 1996.
This opinion is based on Arist. Poet.1456a25-27. Cf. with regard to tragedy Müller 1967, esp.
230, Rösler 1983, esp. 107-110 (Sophocles' Antigone),123 (Sophocles), Gardiner 1987, esp. 1-9
(Sophocles), Paulsen 1989 (Sophocles' late tragedies), andin extreme form Thiel 1993, esp.
1-9, 441-456 (Aeschylus' Agamemnon). Hose II (1990/91:413) agrees with this conclusion with
respect to Aeschylus and Sophocles . Paulsen (1998:77-81) has recently confirmed his results
for all of Sophocles.
Cf. Schlegel 1846:76-77, Wilamowitz 1921:517, and Kranz 1933:170-171 and 222, on directing
reception, ibid.207-215, esp. 213; on deflection into the general ibid.,215-220.
Kranz 1933:170- 171 and 220-225. He talks of the "triple nature" (171) of the chorus; in his
opinion "contradictions" may arise from the variety of aspects. Kranz 1933:171 and Rode
1971:85make a fundamental distinction between the chorus' function in dialogue andin actual
songs. Rode 1971:99-103 also sees its inclusion in the action of the play as secondary. Hose
1990/91 similarly treats Euripides' extremely heterogeneous chorus more along the lines
of a broken model; cf. esp. the summarizing remarks of Hose I 1990/91:308- 312 and Hose II
1990/91:404-413. Cf. also recently Paulsen 1998 (Aeschylus: fellow player, mouthpiece, and
instrument [esp. 77]; Sophocles: fellow player [esp. 81]; Euripides : differentiated fellow player
[esp. 82]. not mouthpiece [85-86], not filler between acts [81-82]).
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chorus alternately as wholly dramatispersona,voice of the author, and "ideal
audience." 23 In contrast to this communis opinio I present a dynamic, open,
and transversal model: the dramatic chorus can spread from the inner plot
to external communication levels without entirely relinquishing the dimension of the fictionaJ.24 Conversely, it is never completely anchored in the plot
as a fellow player because, as a result of the origins of theater, it always carries
with it the ritual, real-life dimension. The dramatic chorus is thus a bearer of
several juxtaposed voices or aspects, among which it is able to oscillate freely.
These may be accentuated and activated to a greater or lesser degree, as
needed, without the relation to the plot ever becoming lost. The development
of drama from the ritual chorus with the resulting integration of the choral
element, which is actually a hindrance to linear action, leads, in comparison
to the naturalistic and closed concept of action, to the particularly rich possibility of expression of ancient drama. lt is precisely through this that the poet
obtains a highly flexible instrument with which he is able to have an effect on
the play, the public, and the real world. The chorus functions both as transmitter and receiver of messages; both in the dimension of space and of time it
can transcend the boundaries of the fictional into the here and now, without
really breaking the so-called illusion. In this encroachment, which takes place
mostly via the ritual and performative, the synaesthetic spectacle is not diminished in its impression, nor broken off in the sense of Brecht's epic theater
for the purposes of reflection; rather, the emotional effect of the performance
as Gesamtkunstwerkis intensified. 25 The members of the chorus act both as
fellow players within the plot as well as ritual actors in the external frame
of reference. The performative constitutes the hinge between the systems of
communication, combining the fictional action on stage, decked out with all
its theatrical signs,26 with the action of speech and ritual into an emotionally
effective spectacle. 27 RomanJakobson's linguistic model of shifters, a category
of doubly structured words that as conventional symbols simultaneously
carry with them an indexical and deictic component and thus actually refer
24

25

26

27

Cf. also Käppel 1999:61- 69, esp. 66-69. Cf. already Bier! 1991,inter alia 83-84, 106-107, 114, 117-118,
and 45-49 (on the tension between inner and outer) . Cf.now similarly Calame 1999,esp.148-153 .
Cf. Bier! 1991:114- 118.
Cf. Fischer-lichte 1983, esp . 25-179 ; she views theater as a semiotic system that consists of
various signs; she speaks of verbal, linguistic, paralinguistic, kinesic, mimetic, gestural, and
proxemic signs, the appearance of the actor as sign, the sign of space, and nonverbal acoustic
signs. These separate levels of signification are particularly important for the choral analysis
in chap. 2. On theater semiotics cf. inter alia also F. de Toro 1995, esp. 63-96 (with further literature), who treats signs using the categories ofPeirce 1983, esp. 64-67 (icon, index, symbol).
In my dissertation I looked at Dionysus as doubly located shifter in his specific connection with
performance and theater; see Bier! 1991.
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to the object to be represented, i.e. the external communications situation ,
and to the actual expression or enonciation,is thereby transferred to the realm
of the performative. For here too, reference is made both to the narrated or
fictional event (procesde l'enonce)and to the process of expression (procesde
28
l'enonciation).
Because of this ambivalent construction it is also incorrect to apply the
veristic concept of theatrical illusion anachronistically to ancient theater. lt
is much more accurate to consider separately and in accordance with genre
the sphere of action , whether it be fable/story (histoire)or theme (sujet) set in
process (discours),against the sphere of pure performance . As has been seen,
tragedy is based rather on a complex series of events, mythos in the Aristotelian
sense condensed into plot, and accordingly thrusts the here and now more
into the background, while comedy, with its preference for the episodic and
paradigmatic as opposed to the syntagmatic plane of action, is lacking in the
area of mythosas purposeful action : ritual performance thus comes to the fore
precisely in the chorus. 29
These characteristics lead me to my thesis, which may initially seem
surprising: the chorus in ancient drama is to a !arge extent ritual. The choral
lyrics of both comedy and satyr play are much closer to ritual than are those
of tragedy. Apart from its quite simple plots , which for their part are based on
mythic and ritual complexes,30 comedy is thus to a !arge extent determined by
ritual points of view with regard to the chorus. I return therefore to a theory
which has for a long time been completely forced into the background after
28

29
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These connections with the performative in the speech act theory of Austin 1994 were already
perceived by Johnson (1980:56): "The performative, then, acts like a 'shifter' in that it takes
on meaning only by referring to th e instanc e of its utterance." On the conne ction with the
discourse of theater in general cf. F. de Toro 1995:5-33 , esp. 24-28 . Moreover, Johnson
(1980:56-5 7) also refers to the self-referential nature of the performati ve utterance , to which I
will also refer in what follows.
According to Warning (1976:283-287) the purposeful plot or sujet is, using terminology
borrowed from a distinction made by E. v. Hartmann, an ult erior plot (anderweitigeHandlung)
on which paradigmatic comic elements or actions (komische Handlungen, Hartmann 1887:334)
operate, so to speak, in a "parasitic" fashion (Warning 1976:287).
Cf. Bowie 1993. Riu 1999 has similarly suggested a ritual int erpret ation of Old Comedy that
confines itself largely to Dionysus and th e Dionysian; the monographis a slightly revised
version in English of his 1989 Barcelona dissertation. See my critical review in Gnomon74
(2002):196-203. On the connection of the plot structure of the Plutus to the Anthesteria see
Bier! 1994.Generally, in scholarship on Greek drama one can see a recent boom in the discovery
of ritual subtexts . Fora performative -ritual interpretation of the Ecclesiazusae see Zeitlin 1999.
On the interaction between religion and literature and on the mytho -r itual poetics of Greek
texts, cf. Bier! 2002 and Bier! 2007 (with special emphasis on dram a), Yatromanolakis/Roilos
2004, and Bierl/Lämmle/Wesselmann 2007. On the use of the interpr eta tive paradigm of the
ephebeia,initiation, and rite de passageas definiti ve for structure in th e constru ctio n of plot in
tragedy and Old Comedy, see below, chap . 1, n481.
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the excesses of the Cambridge ritualists and their successors, namely that the
origin of drama lies in ritual. For more than two scholarly generations who
prided themselves on their modern approach this belief was regarded as hopelessly old-fashioned. Richard Seaford and Walter Burkert must be credited
with having rehabilitated these ideas at their true core. 31 Together with the
theoretical movements and interpreters about which we shall soon speak, a
new reworking of the connections between ritual and drama has recently met
with great interest.
To understand the comic chorus better, one must also keep in mind the
situation in its tragic counterpart, particularly since the phenomenon of the
chorus has been far more thoroughly investigated in the area of tragedy. The
dramatic chorus represents both a common, not particularly serious, and
hypothetical preliminary stage (cf. Arist. Poet. 1449a19-21), out of which the
separate genres crystalized and the common intersection of genres related
to each other. This study will therefore examine the comic chorus in the
diachronic dimension, i.e. with respect to its origin in choral poetry and lyric,
and synchronically, in relation to the two other theatrical genres and in the
context of a living choral culture that played a decisive role in the real world.

Performativity and Ritual: Theoretical Premises
To what extent, then, is the dramatic chorus ritual? Before a reply can be given
to this question, we must first cast a brief glance at the overall theoretical
background to this work and at the prob lern of ritual.
The frame of reference of this study is that of performance, currently
the subject of much interest in cultural and social studies, where for some
time now the field of performance studies has been flourishing. This trend in
scholarship has also drawn attention in classical philology to a series of new
formulations of questions. In this connection Eric Havelock and Bruno Gentili
together with his lyric group in Urbino are regarded as the founders of an
approach that concerns itself with pragmatic performative context, the relation of the customer or patron and audience, the communicative process, and
in particular the problem of orality. In the field of early poetry, in particular
Homeric epic, Albert Lord revealed the complementarity of performance and
composition, which corresponds to that of paroleand langue.Among societies
that rely on oral communication structures, poetic compositions are therefore
31

32

Cf. Seaford 1984:14. On the Cambridge ritualists see the extremely informative volume edited
by Calder (1991).
As further development of the theories of Lord 1960 see among others Havelock 1963, esp.
145-164, Havelock 1986, esp. 93, Gentili 1984, and Aloni 1998. The concept of performance has
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generated in the act of performance with reference to the prevailing mythos
and ritual. 32
John L. Austin and Emile Benveniste's linguistic category of the performative has been transferred in the last two decades generally to the most
diverse cultural and anthropological processes, such as ritual, everyday life,
the theater, and poetry. Here one should mention the studies on performance
by Victor Turner (ritual as social drama), Mikhail Bakhtin (the medieval
carnival), Erving Goffman (everyday life),Judith Butler (function in the representation and consolidation of gender roles), Richard Schechner (connection
of ritual and theater), and, recently, Erika Fischer-Lichte (theater-studies and
"performative turn"). 33 Finally, performativity has also entered into the study
of literature and literary theory. 34 The concept has now become almost a paradigm in Thomas S. Kuhn's sense of the word, i.e. performativity represents an
important theoretical frame of reference according to which social praxis is
generally analyzed today.35

33

34

35

recently enjoyed a great vogue in countless publications in our field, especially in the
English-speaking world. In the U.S. this has been particularly employed by Gregory Nagy as
a framework for interpretation, chiefly in the areas of epic and lyric . See Nagy 1990, Nagy
1996, Stehle 1997, and Edmunds/Wallace 1997. On performance criticism as a trend in work
on ancient drama, see Slater 1993 for a good overview. See now Wiles 1997 and Wiles 2000.
On Aristophanes and performance in a political sense, see now Slater 2002 (with my critical
review in Gnomon78 (2006):385-390);in general on comedy in a performative perspective, see
now Revermann 2006 (who ignores the original German publication ofthis book).
Cf. Austin 1994 and the restrictions ofBenveniste 1966:267-276. Cf. among others Turner 1974,
Bakhtin 1984, Bakhtin 1984a, Goffman 1959, Butler 1988, and Schechner 1985. Quite independently from me, while I was writing this book, Erika Fische-Lichte brought this paradigm to
the fore, particularly in theater studies. This "performative turn" in humanities has a great
impact on the interpretation of drama. See Fischer-lichte 1998, Fischer-lichte 1998a, FischerLichte 1999. In this new approach Geisteswissenschaftfocuses less on the reference and fixed
significance of texts and other artifacts than on the process of synaesthetic performance. Body
movements, dance , lighting , costumes, and all other semiotic signs yield to an effect of intense
transformation. In such a highly stimulating event meaning is not prestabilized and fixed, but
emergentin the actualization. On the performative see now Fischer -Lichte/Wulf 2001, Wirth
2002, Fischer-lichte 2004.
Johnson 1980:52-66 ("Poetry and Performative Language: Mailarme and Austin") successfully
applies Austin's theory of the performative and the speech act to lyric and dramatic poetry and
to the problem of self-referentiality. On its use in classical philology cf. among others Martin
1989 (in the I!iad),Nagy 1990,and Nagy 1996.
Cf. Kuhn 1968. Cf. the remarks of Versnel 1993:11-12 on this; in the field of anthropology
different paradigms are not mutually exclusive. In particular, a broadly applied concept like
performance and ritual combines various approaches. The attempt ofBell (1992, esp. 69-168),
to understand ritual as social praxis in Pierre Bourdieu's sense (Bourdieu 1977, esp. 72-158)
seems promising. On the concept of performance and its application to fifth -century BCE
Athens see now also the excellent observations of Goldhill 1999 (esp. his overview of modern
performance studies, 10-20), which introduce the collected volume Goldhill/Osborne 1999.
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This model proves to be of the utmost use for our topic, especially since
its different aspects come together in the phenomenon of the Greek chorus.
Generally, and on countless occasions, choruses, in relation to which the
theatrical chorus represents a secondary and further development, were
performed in society. lt is precisely religious activity and the initiation of the
youth into the world of adults that furnish a central Sitz im Lebenfor the type
of ritual dances that were spectacularly performed as social drama in a still
living choral culture. Elements of this type of initiation are also reflected in
dramatic choruses. My analysis of Aristophanes' Thesmophoriazusae
(chapter 1)
is strongly determined by these ritual and performative moments in the plot.
Furthermore, textual references to these choruses can also be analyzed and
interpreted from a performative point of view, using speech act theory and
ethnological studies of ritual. Time and time again reference is made to the
chorus' own action of singing and dancing. Thus we will see that choral selfreference must ultimately be traced back to rituality. But above all, precisely in
the realm of Attic drama, which is anchored so strongly in the pragmatic and
ritual reality of the polis and which symbolically reworks the everyday world,
the performative not only represents a central metaphor that one may use to
approach the phenomenon, but the members of the chorus also act directly in
their own right and performatively (in the narrower sense of the term) even in
the theatrical performance. In sum, the concept represents an intersection of
stage, orchestra, and cultural, real-life practice. lt is in the chorus in particular
that the most diverse theatrical signs of different media are brought together
in a comprehensive synaesthetic and spectacular presentation.
Given these connections, my thesis, that the chorus' dance-song is also
ritual, will in no way emerge as merely a circular argument based on superficial connections and dependent on tropic connections, even if the concepts
performanceand ritual are admittedly extremely hard to define. 36 The extension of the concept of ritual to the performative dimension is of central importance in this connection. In what follows, therefore, ritual will be understood
not merely as a particular series of events at a festival, a ceremony within the
surrounding polis-cult of Dionysus, but will also be reflected in the micro36

For criticism of the metaphor of performance and the difficulties of the concept, see States
1996. On the impossibility of a definition of performance see 1996:3;States maintains that the
concept of ritual has lately expanded from religious actions to all manner of social everyday
actions, which he believes makes it simultaneously increasingly more imprecise. The literature
on ritual is practically impossible to survey; for a good general, theoretical view, see Bell 1992
and Bell 1997. For the field of classical antiquity see Versnel 1993:15-88 (esp. on the relation
between myth and ritual) and Morris 1993.
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structure of the text. Above all, the ritual nature of the comic chorus will be
examined also in its cultural implications.
According to Stanley Tambiah's extremely useful definition, ritual is
equally performative in three senses:
Ritual is a culturally constructed system of symbolic communication.
lt is constituted of patterned and ordered sequences of words and acts,
often expressed in multiple media, whose content and arrangement
are characterised in varying degree by formality (conventionality),
stereotypy (rigidity), condensation (fusion), and redundancy (repetition). Ritual action in its constitutive features is performative in these
three senses: in the Austinian sense of performative, wherein saying
something is also doing something as a conventional act; in the quite
different sense of a staged performance that uses multiple media by
which the participants experience the event intensively; andin the
sense of indexical values-1 derive this concept from Peirce-being
attached to and inferred by actors during the performance .37
Here we should rely less on Julian Huxley's biological and ethological definition of ritual, which Walter Burkert takes as his starting point, since it is not
quite extensive enough for cultural and aesthetic achievements. For human
ritual forms are never simply conventionalized, stereotyped, and standardized
behavior patterns . The aesthetic components, the expressive representation
of ritual forms of expression, the symbolic, the element of play, the context
of the festival, and the fact that it is an end in itself should be emphasized in
particular here. The elements of the performative and theatrical, which are
simultaneously conveyed through different media, are essential for ritual.
Over the course of human history, simple, ritualized patterns ofbehavior were
37

38
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Tambiah 1985:128 and generally 123-166 ("A Performative Approach to Ritual," originally in
Proceedingsof the British Academy65 [1979]:113-169). Tambiah relies here on Charles Sanders
Peirce's well-known division of signs into icon, index, and symbol; see Peirce 1983, esp. 64-67.
See Burkert 1979:37: "In other words, ritual is action redirected for demonstration . Characteristic features of ritual in this perspective are: the stereotyped pattern of action, independent of the actual situation and emotion; repetition and exaggeration to make up a kind of
theatrical effect; and the function of communication." On Burkert's socio-biological concept of
ritual see Versnel 1993:74- 88. See also Burkert 1996. Bell (1992:73 [with 146n31]) rightly sees,
along with Meyer Fortes, the danger of expanding the concept of ritual too far if one confines
ritual, as Richard Schechner does for example, only to formalized communicative functions. As
she pointedly remarks: "lt is a short step from the proposition that everything is ritual to the
practical reality that nothing is ritual." I meet this methodological objection by limiting the
subject of my investigation to the chorus, which according to previous and current theories is
undeniably connected with ritual and is strongly performative.
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clearly further developed into artistic, expressive forms. Burkert has also of
course wholly incorporated these communicative aspects into his theories. 38
The transition to poetry and artistic drama is at the same time fluid. In
the field of German studies Wolfgang Braungart has recently come to quite
similar conclusions, independently of my studies. 39 These connections are
even more compelling for the ancient dramatic chorus, since its practical
frame of reference, in contrast to modern lyric, indicates a far greater state
of ritual integration. We can speak in only a limited way about a process of
secularization of drama in classical Athens. Rather, life in the polis, even in
the fifth and fourth centuries BCE,was extensively defined by festivals, rituals,
ceremonies, and customs. Contrary to modern practice, religion and society,
politics and ritual do not here stand in diametrical opposition to one another,
but are closely woven together. In particular, we have to rid ourselves of the
assumption that ritual is primarily conservative. Quite the contrary: the polis
produces, manipulates, and changes rituals in accordance with historical
circumstances. 40
Ritual is above all a program of actions that is set into action by speech,
among other things. The performative approach enjoys a certain popularity
in ethnological research into ritual, especially in the field of magic, since here
word and action stand in a particularly close relationship to each other. The
idea of performativity was introduced into the field of ethnology and anthropology by Ludwig Wittgenstein's criticism of James Frazer's The GoldenBough.
Bronislaw Malinowski, who viewed speech utterances in magic as equiva39

40

See Braungart 1996, esp. 139-253, specifically on theater 159-161. On theater from a culturalanthropological perspective, see also Bachmann-Medick 1988.
See among others Connor 1987, Morris 1993 (on the social function of ritual, with a good
overview of various theories), and Osborne 1994. On ritual as an instrument of power, see Bell
1992:169-238 .

41

See Wittgenstein 1975 and Malinowski 1935:1-74, esp. 8-10, 45-60 (on the pragmatic context
and potential of words), 211-250 , esp. 231-240 (on 234-235 he lists alongside magic and sacral
utterances typically Austinian speech acts: legal formulae, promises, agreements, oaths). I cite
here a few passages straight from Malinowski because they will be of relevance in the course
of this work for the connection between the ritual chorus and the speech act; see Malinowski
1935:8 (on the utterance of sacred words in a ritual): "Words, .. . the proper names of a field,
path or garden plot, are used as significant actions side by side with bodily movements. Speech
is here equivalent to gesture and to motion. lt does not function as an expression of thought
or communication of ideas but as apart of concerted activity." Equally 1935:9: "Words which
cross from one actor to another do not serve primarily to communicate thought: they connect
work and correlate manual and bodily movements . Words are part of action and they are
equivalents to actions." See finally his concluding remark 1935:52 : "All our considerations have
led us to the conclusion that words in their primary and essential sense do, act, produceand
achieve." On Malinowski see also Firth 1957 (on Malinowski's linguistic background), Tambiah
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lent to actions in a practical context, opened the way to this approach at the
time through several observations .41 Obviously the complex problem of ritual
cannot be completely explained simply by using the performative as explanatory metaphor. Yet it is precisely in the realm of the chorus, the performative par excellence,which in the theater becomes part of the drama, that this
approach finds more than simply superficial analogies. The singing and
dancing members of the chorus are theatrical sign-bearers and consequently
are connected particularly to the speech act, to action in words. To be sure,
Austin's linguistic theory, which was purely directed at the pragmatics of
everyday communication, has now been built up into a more adaptable instrument, since in the theater we are clearly dealing with two systems of communication. Myth, the existing cosmology, and the system of belief are equally
considered as context in choral ritual, especially since in their action the
members of the chorus confirm precisely these values and norms. 42
Ritual and performativity cannot however be investigated solely in terms
oflinguistic microstructure. From a cultural anthropological point of view new
perspectives in social context arise. Not only are meaning and sense translated
into ritual action through symbolic processes, but ideologically desired power
relations are also internalized through corporeal experiences. As a result,
following Catherine Bell and drawing on Pierre Bourdieu's habitustheory, we
may understand the ritual nature of choral dance as a social practice .43Thus
chapter 1 has as its theme the social practice of initiation, which is experienced directly on a physical level. Transition to adult status is primarily expe-

42

43
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1985:30-34, and Adam 1990 (on the ritual effect of speech) . The impetus for this theory came
ultimately from James Frazer. On performativity and magic see Graf 1996:185-18 6. Austin was
then received by Finnegan (1969) and Bloch (1974) into the field of ethnologi cal reseach on
ritual. In the study of everyday ritual Knuf/Schmitz 1980 :7-11 ("Ritual als Handlung ") are
favorably inclined to perform ativity and the applic ation of Austin .
The stimulating criticism in Gardner 1983 , which includes the actors' frame of belief as a
central factor in more comple x rituals , thus making the perlocutionary act not automatically, causally, and constitutively conn ected to locution, is not quite fair to Tambiah 's complex
idea, which does in fact address the interplay ofbelief and ritual (Tambiah 1985:130). Austin's
model , which is directed purely at th e pragmatic communication situ ation in a rather mechanistic and formal way, does not of course work in every ritual context. for an evaluation and
critique of performative ritual theory, see Bell 1992:37 - 43. On the generally too restrictive and
institutional concept of ritual and on the as-yet unclear assumption s behind the performative
approach in the study of everyday ritual, see Rauch 1992:31-3 2.
Bell 1992, esp . 69-168 . Cf. her definition (81) : "Practice is (1) situational; (2) strategic; (3)
embedded in a misrecogniti on of what it is in fact doing; and (4) able to reproduce or reconfigure a vision of the order of power in the world, or what I will call 'redemptive hegemony.'"
Cf. Bourdieu 1977, esp. 72- 158; on Bourdieu 's theory of habitus and the relationship to ritual
see Braungart 1996:48-57, esp. 49- 51.
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rienced in the chorus as performative practice and social drama: by means of
the combination of signs the strategic goal, the restoration of a clear differentiation of gender roles, is achieved in contrastive fashion. In comedy this ritual
process is played out symbolically and humorously.
To what extent can we now connect these results from the study of ritual
with dramatic choral dance? Let us first give by way of summary a cursory !ist
of possible parallels:
1. In a manner characteristic of ritual, a beautifully arrayed group presents itself demonstratively to an audience using dance steps performed
to the accompaniment of the aulos and song. 44 Of decisive importance
are the extent of its elaborate arrangement, the self-consciousness of
its staged stylization, the festive context, separated from everyday experience, and the development of actions that are completed using simple,
stereotypical, and repetitive patterns. For Walter Burkert the combination of choral dance and ritual is fixed in an exemplary fashion:
"Rhythmically repeated movement, directed to no end and performed
together as a group, is, as it were, ritual crystalized in its purest form."45
At the same time the songs that are sung involve myths, that is to say
traditional narratives that are relevant for the unity of the community.
As authoritative speech acts they thematize shared norms and values
in marked form. At the same time myth generally has a close connection
to the ritual framework, so that in traditional societies myth is often reactualized in ritual and translated into action.

2. Apart from myths the members of the chorus also refer in their speech

to their own activity in the orchestra. As a result of this, an arrangement
typical of ritual arises: in its purest form ritual is completed through its
own implementation.
3. The chorus represents a selected group of the entire community and
itself portrays this as microcosm of the polis. Despite the separation into
audience and performers, the differentiation in this complex formation is
at the same time removed. The transition between ritual and theater consequently becomes fluid.

I shall explain my thesis of the extensively ritual character of the comic
chorus on quite different levels, ranging from the macrostructure of the prag44
45

On demonstration as constitutive element of ritual, see Burkert 1979:37 and Braungart 1996:45.
Burkert 1985:102. On music and dance as ritual, see also Braungart 1996:246- 248.
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matic context to the microstructure of the transmitted text, and drawing on
current research, particularly on the tragic chorus. lt is important to realize
here that comedy as a genre does not strive for a specific development of a
myth or literary rendering, that is, the development of a closed narrative of a
unified act, but that the syntagmatic element takes second place to the ritual
sense.
As a result of this new perspective, typical characteristics of the comic
chorus, in particular its frequent self-referentiality, become understandable. They do not appear as innovations of the comic playwrights but can
be explained on the basis of the tradition of choral lyric and from the religious choruses and hymns of a living choral culture with its definite Sitz im
Leben.
The specifically ritual nature of the comic chorus can be illuminated
only partly from its historical development. One can of course make the
following supposition : as is well known, it was only at a relatively late stage
(487 /6 BCE)that comedy was integrated into the Dionysiac agon of the polis,
in which theater was gradually transformed into art. 46 Because of this , comedy
was isolated from poetic developments for a comparatively long time and
completely rooted in folk traditions. These comic performance forms were
thus limited to their immediate pragmatic use. Up to that time genre thus
coincided with cultic occasion, so that the performance probably crystalized
out of Dionysiac processions (Kwµot).Because of the destabilization of its Sitz
im Lebenafter 486 BCE,these ritual characteristics became fixed, preserved, or
even partly created anew, evidently to differentiate it from tragedy. Typical of
the comic genre is the total transparency between both communicative levels,
namely between the only partly developed fictional plot and the pragmatic
performative frame, which coincides largely with Dionysiac ritual.

The Current State of Scholarship Contrasted with the Thesis
Advanced Here
Only with the broad interest in social and cultural anthropological questions
that has recently arisen has the performative context of ancient dramatic
performances moved more to the center. 47 Many peoples possessed and continue to possess choral dance songs. The members of the chorus represent a
segment of the whole community and, while dancing, sing episodes of myth46
47
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On the agonistic principle, which appears also in the texts of the tragedies as a literary competition see Seidensticker 1996. On choral dance in agonistic context see also Henrichs 1996:28- 34.
See in particular des Bouvrie 1990 and des Bouvrie 1993.
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ical cosmology. In intercultural comparative studies the following functions of
ritual choral dancing have emerged as anthropological constants that may all
be applied also to ancient drama and the Greek choral tradition:
1. As a stereotyped behavior for the sake of demonstration that permanently repeats itself, the choral dance is in an exemplary fashion ritual par
excellence.The intensive rhythm, the movement of feet together, and the
expression of the religious and ideological foundation of the human group
simultaneously communicated in song contribute to its cohesion. In their
staged theatricality choral performances come closest of all to a ritual
game. As an essential part of education, khoreiais a means of social control
and furthers the handing down of the society's values and norms. One could
summarize this view in terms of a homoeostatic social theory as the social
stabilization function of dance.

2. Following Victor Turner's theory of

communitas and anti-structure,

choral performances resemble a ritual drama that temporarily reverses the
world.48
3. Collective dance rises autogenetically to an emotional highpoint that can
be applied in a social fashion.
4. Choral dance is mostly performed in an agonistic context. In the competition, members of the chorus demonstrate the limits of their skill and ability.

5. The movements of the chorus are part of a performative, multimedia
presentation in which song, visual charm, and movement are combined. Song
and nonverbal communication by gesture are part of a metaphoric communication that in a marked and ritual fashion instills a behavior pattem both in the
body and beyond it and perpetuates this in a public setting. 49

lt can be shown through a short overview of current scholarly theories how
what has been said up till now builds on this and where the new directions of
this study lie.
The most important contributions to the study of dance made by the
early anthropological work come from A. R. Radcliffe-Brown and E. E. EvansPritchard. In The AndamanIslanders,a work first written in 1908 as a disserta48

49

On communitasand "anti-structure" cf. Turner 1974:44-57, 201-202, esp. 272-274 and Turner/
Turner 1982:205-206.
In compiling the above-mentioned five characteristics I rely among others on the conclusions
of Lonsdale 1993, esp. 19; cf. also Tambiah 1985:123-166 , 382-389, esp . 124, 149-150 , 154-155,
164, and Ceccarelli 1998:10-12.
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tion, then reworked in 1913 and only first published in 1922, Radcliffe-Brown
brought together in passing extremely important findings about dance. 50 He
stressed above all the effect of group cohesion. In contrast to this, in a study
from 1928 Evans-Pritchard also brought to the fore the disruptive elements in
tribal dancing. 51 Stanley J. Tambiah's pioneering contribution "A Performative
Approach to Ritual," originally published in 1979, builds on these discoveries
and has proved extremely useful for the connection of ritual, choral dance,
speech, and music.52This study is among the best with respect to performative
aspects in ritual in general, and is extremely applicable to phenomena in the
Greek world.
In his book Danceand RitualPlayin GreekReligion,Steven H. Lonsdale gives
a good overview of Greek dance from an anthropological perspective. 53 He
unfortunately excludes dramatic choruses from his comprehensive treatment
(6-7) because he makes a strong distinction between "ritual" and "dramatic"
choruses, as if dramatic performances were not part of ritual festivals. In what
follows I shall try to show just the opposite, namely that dramatic choruses,
however embedded they may be in a plot, represent to a !arge extent ritual
choruses.
The Greek chorus has been studied extensively from all angles, and here
tragedy has been accorded a distinctly privileged position vis-a-vis other
theatrical genres. 54 Up until the 1970s the chorus was seen primarily as a
dramatic, artistic, and general cultural phenomenon belonging to Greece. lt is
only later work that has considered Greek khoreiain its broader social, anthropological, and performative context. In so doing, attention has been focused
on the Sitz im Leben,on the interplay of dance and music, and on the specific
50

Radcliffe-Brown 1964:246-254 and 334-335. On the social-anthropological functions of dance

cf. Hanna 1979, Spencer 1985, and Cowan 1990 (on modern Greece) . Naerebout (1997:293-409)
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erects a comprehensive theoretical framework, which takes into account findings from the
field of dance and communication study as weil as from anthropology and the sociology of
religion.
Evans-Pritchard 1928, esp. 460 . Because of the Marxist perspective of Bloch 1974, which
attempts to show ritual as the opium of the people , the latter views dance as a restricted code.
This does not, however, fit in with the conclusions I have presented .
Originally published in Proceedingsof the British Academy 65 (1979) :113-169 (= Tambiah
1985:123-166 and 382-389).
Lonsdale 1993. Cf. the overly negative criticism ofD . Sansone (BMCR5.3 [1994]:230 -2 33). Cf.
also the review by F.G. Naerebout, Mnemosyne49 (1996):366-369.
Kinzl 1980:180, relying on Szemerenyi 1975:319- 330, esp. 326- 330, in fact proposes an etymological connection between rpay1K6~and the Hittite root tarkw-/ tarw-, "dance," "rave;• which
implies that the tragic chorus originally represented only dance . According to Kinzl's recon struction (180-184) based on Hdt. 5.67 and 6.129, Dionysiac and orgiastic choral dance came to
the area of the lsthmos from western Asia Minor and was there hellenized and domesticated
(i.e. it took on a solemn chara cter) by Kleisthenes of Sikyon.
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production requirements in an orally-based song culture in a historical process
that reached from the archaic period to the developed theater of Athens. 55
The connection between choral lyric and polis drama is also of importance for understanding the comic chorus. For the purposes of our work, those
studies that consider the chorus and choral poetry in connection with festival
and ritual are particularly relevant. For an understanding of what follows, the
findings produced by a pragmatic and functionally oriented interpretation
of archaic lyric-especially that initiated and directed by the research group
associated with Bruno Gentili-are fundamental. This "school" emphasizes in
particular the oral nature of communication and the resulting anchoring of
poetry in social and political life in which the cultic festival as occasion for the
performance fully participates. 56
In this connection Claude Calame's groundbreaking book, Leschceursde
jeunes filles en Grecearchaique,must be mentioned. In the first volume of this
work Calame gives a general morphology of the Greek chorus and emphasizes its social and ritual Sitz im Leben.In the second volume he illuminates the
close connection between Spartan initiation rituals and the two Partheneiaof
Alcman (fr. 1 and 3 Davies = 3 and 1 Calame).57

55

56

57

On "song culture" cf. Herington 1985. On Greek song culture in general from a dramatic, artistic,
and cultural perspective see among others Warnecke 1932, Pickard-Cambridge 1968:246-257
(on the chorus 232-262), Koller 1963, Dale 1969, Webster 1970, Fitton 1973, and Kachler 1974.On
individual dances and dance formations (choreographic studies of images and texts) cf. inter alia
Weege 1926, Lawler 1964, Prudhommeau 1965, Stoessl 1987:23-47, and Brommer 1989. Mullen
1982, Henrichs 1996, and Ceccarelli 1998 are examples of more recent studies. See the detailed
overview ofthe field by Naerebout 1997:1-113, esp. on trends since 1925 (72-101). Fora supplement to the titles cited above see the detailed bibliography therein (114-145).
Cf. inter alia Gentili 1984, Gentili 1984/85, Gentili 1990, Gentili 1990a, Rösler 1980, and Rösler
1983a; the y emphasize the concrete nature of the discourse, myth as connecting link in oral
culture, deixis ad oculos(in the sense of Bühler 1934, esp. 79-80, 105, 108, 125), and its direct
reception and influence in early Greek lyric; Latacz 1985 rejects the narrow focus on concrete
and pragmatic context and postulates the presence ofimagination and fictionality even in lyric;
Latacz 1985:69 correct ly includes comedy among the genres influenced by actual everyday
communication. On the discussion between Latacz an d Rösler and an attempt to reconcile the
two approaches, see Gentili 1990a:15- 16; according to him, the cause of the difference lies in
a misunderstanding of the term "fictiona lity," which should not be understood in the modern
sense of the word .
Calame 1977. On the connection between festival and eh oral poetry cf. also Kannicht 1989. In
general studies of Greek dance there has also been something of a paradigm shift toward anthropological, ritual, and performative questions, which Calame's groundbreaking study intro duced. After twenty years the first volume has now received an English translation, which the
author has provided with updated references (Calame 1997). Cf. e.g. Lonsdale 1993 and Ceccarelli 1998 (esp. on the pyrrhikhe;cf. E. Stehle's review in BMCR00.03.17), which emphasize
inter alia the ant hropological connection to initiation. On the chorus in Greek life cf. also
Bacon 1994/95.
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In his controversial but very stimulating piece, "The Ephebes' Song,"
John J. Winkler brings the ritual point of view in the Athenian tragic chorus
to the fore by making a connection between participation in the chorus and
the education and military training of ephebes. Even though the connection of
members of the tragic chorus to the ephebeia,which is only securely attested as
an institution much later, 58 remains questionable, nevertheless the connection
to initiation practices, as demonstrated by Calame in the case of the archaic
choral tradition, cannot simply be dismissed. At the center of the khoreia,as
has been said, is paideia,the process of teaching and learning in an age-group.
Here young people are instructed in the highly important myths and rites that
reflect and instill the values and norms of society.
In his monograph Poetryinto DramaJohn Herington draws on the important concept of song culture and in so doing brings the performative aspect
of choral lyric to the fore. Moreover, he draws attention to the fact that the
performance of a traditional choral composition in archaic society was
normally reserved for re-performance at important, periodically repeated
festivals during the course of the year.
Gregory Nagy has recently summarized and synthesized important trends
in scholarship relating to the development from choral lyric forms into the
chorus of polis drama. 59 In Pindar'sHomer,following Koller, Gentili, and others,
he develops the concept of mimesis as reactualization or reenactment in an
originally tribal society shaped by myth and ritual that hands on its ideology
to the next generation by means of performances. 60 According to Nagy's
theory, the key to the understanding of the tragic chorus lies in the ritual function of choruses in traditional societies like the poleis of the archaic period.
58
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Winkler 1990. The institution of the Attic ephebeiais first attested only in the fourth century
BCE(Arist. Ath. Pol.42) and even the term ephebosis a comparatively late usage; the earliest
inscription concerning the ephebic dass comes from 334/33 (Lycurgan military reforms). lt
remains controversial whether the fourth-century institution was something completely
new or went back to very similar fifth -century antecedents. The detailed study by Pelekidis
(1962:7-79, esp. 51-79 [on its history]) argues for the latter; in particular see 33 and 78-79. The
question is also handled by Winkler (1990:26-27).
Herington 1985 and Nagy 1994/95. My summary of current theories largely follows their
presentation of the most important milestones , which range from Calame 1977 through
Herington 1985,Burkert 1987a, and Winkler 1990 to Nagy 1990.
Nagy 1990, esp. 42-45, 339-413, in particular 346, 349, 373- 375; the reactualization of myth
in ritual is thus fundamental ; on this idea cf. Leach 1982:5-6; on mimesis in this sense cf.
Koller 1954 (his thesis, that mimesis has its origin in dance, was for a long time not generally accepted), Gentili 1984:67- 68 (20064 :87-88), De Angeli 1988, and Gentili 1990a:12- 13. On
the understanding of the term during the Second Sophistic, cf. Flashar 1979, which , relying on
a different evaluation , defines mimesis in the fifth century BCEas "presentation on another
level" (79- 81, esp. 80 [= Eidola201-203, esp. 202]).
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Traces of this extensively ritual occasion can be found in the Athenian state
theater. lt is precisely in the nonprofessional status of members of the chorus
that one may still recognize the old function of initiatory rites of passage. 61 As
youths on the threshold of adulthood, in Nagy's opinion they play out in stylized ritual presentations the roles of marginal figures, thus completing, using
the remnants of a tribal initiation preserved in the classical polis, the change
in status from youth to füll citizen in front of a collective of adult spectators.
This hypothesis of a survival of puberty initiation is of substantial heu ristic value in considering dramatic choruses. In our consideration of individual rites in the action of Aristophanic comedies, initiation as important
paradigm for the study of ritual will need tobe subjected to a critical examination. But there remains the possibility that this point of view had a function in
daily life in the archaic period, before the evolution of drama, and that it may
help explain the existence of choruses of youths and maidens. In addition, the
round dance forms part of the repertoire of cultic action in the polis during
new year and fertility festivals. The ritual character of dramatic choruses is
thus not exhausted by initiation alone. For ritual character can be seen not
only in reflexes of cultic forms, but also in the structure of choral dance lyric.
lt is also in this sense that the tradition of choral lyric and customary hymns
may be invoked.
61

In a piece on choral performance traditions in Stesichorus, who is generally placed in the
field of lyric monody 6y modern scholarship, Burkert 1987a, relying on a passage from the
"Old Oligarch;' Ps. Xenophon Ath. Pol. 1.13, in which the loss of the rich song culture in Athens
of the archaic period is lamented, emphasizes the separation in choral culture of an aristocratic phase from a democratic one. lt is of course significant that, contrary to Burkert's
assumption of the professionalization in Stesichorus' time of the mem6ers of the chorus as
weil, the amateur status of choral participants continued in the classical period, even as the
choral poet-producer now concentrated on this as his main activity. That professionalization
did not take place should 6e regarded as evidence for a former initiation of the youth. lt was
not professional dancers, who might also 6e foreigners or slaves, 6ut representative groups
or age groups that on a cyclical 6asis formed the chorus, in which the polis as a whole clearly
had a fundamental interest. On the religious concept of initiation see the general overview in
Grohs 1993. As ritede passageit always requires sym6olic dramatization; on this see van Gennep
1909 and Turner 1967:93-111. For discussion of initiation as pu6erty ritual see among others
the following important works: Harrison 19272 ,Jeanmaire 1939, Burkert 1966, Vidal-Naquet
1968, Brelich 1969, Calame I 1977 (Engl. trans . Calame 1997); see also inter alia Bremmer
1978, Bremmer 1980, Vidal-Naquet 1986, Winkler 1990, Moreau 1992, Graf 1998:25-27, Baudy
1998:57-64, Calame 19996, Bier! 2002:674-675. In particular on the Greek chorus as initiatory
training institution see Calame I 1977 (Engl. trans . Calame 1997), Winkler 1990, and Calame
19996:299-307. On the history of scholarship in this regard and for a critical survey of this
paradigm (with extensive 6i6liography) see Versnel 1993:48-74, Bier! 2002:674-675, Dodd/
faraone 2003, and Bier! 2007:18-21, 23-25. On the application of the interpretative categories
of ephebeia,initiation, and rite de passageas structural determinant in the construction of plot
in tragedy and Old Comedy cf. 6elow, chap. 1, n481.
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while the tragic chorus has in recent times been thoroughly investigated using new approaches, no such study has been undertaken in the field
of comedy.62 This seems all the more surprising given the fact that ritual and
performative phenomena appear far more often in the comic chorus than in
tragedy. This gap in scholarship will be addressed in the current work.

Self-Referentiality and Speech Actin Performative Context
In what follows I intend to construct a methodological instrument with which
the ritual nature of the comic chorus can be understood more completely,
using as background theoretical discussions of choral lyric and tragedy.
From a diachronic perspective and using modern narratology and semiotics as a foundation, Claude Calame shows how in the case of tragic choruses a
second level of story or dramatic plot (enonce)is layered over the purely ritual
anchoring in the festive occasion, that is, over the frame of the actual communications situation (enonciation).63 The members of the dramatic chorus
62

63
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There is now an impressive synthesis on the chorus in Attic tra gedy in the form of a collective volume. The contributions stem from a conference on the chorus in Greek culture, held
in the spring of 1992 as a cooperative effort between Harvard and Boston Universities. The
first part focuses on the transition from choral lyric to tragic chorus; here the contributors
reflect in exemplary fashion contemporary interest in choral performativity, self-referentiality, and ritual behavior. The second part, consisting mainly of contributions on the choruses
of individual tragedians, is also published in the journal Arion;see Arion3rd ser., 3.1 (fall 1994/
winter 1995) and 4.1 (spring 1996):1- 114. Finally, on the tragic chorus see inter alia Segal 1995,
esp. 180-181, Henrichs 1996, Henrichs 1996a, Baur 1997, Wiles 1997, esp. 63-113, Paulsen 1998,
Käppel 1999, esp. 61-69, and Calame 1999, who for the most part consider archaic choral lyric
as well. See now also Foley 2003 and Calame 2005. Baur 1999a:15-29 in his general characterization of the ancient chorus represents a notable exception, in that he includes the comic chorus
in order to illustrate the phenomenon on the twentieth-century stage. Cf. also his "Überblick
über die Forschungslage," ibid., 10-12. At a conference held in Potsdam ("Der Chor im antiken
und modernen Drama," 15-17 Oct. 1997) (= Riemer/Zimmermann 1999) comedy received
its due alongside tragedy; see Zimmermann 1999 and Bier! 1999. See now also Perusino/
Colantonio 2007, the acta of the conference "Dalla lirica corale alla poesia drammatica. forme
e funzioni de! canto corale nella tragedia e nella commedia greca" (Urbino, 21-23 Sept. 2005).
On the Aristophanic chorus, particularly on the exodoiof Lys.,Pax,Av., Eccl.,Vesp.,and Ran.,see
now Calame 2004.
Calame 1995, esp. 3-26, 98-100, and 106-111. On shifters see Jakobson 1984. On enonciation
see Ducrot/Todorov 1972:405-410, Greimas/Courtes I 1979/86:1 25- 128, and Greimas/Courtes
II 1979/86 :75-77; on the enonce (i.e. the result of the act of utterance) cf. Greimas/Courtes I
1979/86:123- 125 and Greimas/Courtes II 1979/86 :74-75. A text as enonce normally blends
out references to its enonciation.Bühler's deixis ad oculos (on deixis see Bühler 1934:79-148,
on deixis ad oculos79-120, esp. 79-80, 105, 108, 125) is to some extent comparable to indexical reference to the enonciation,while anaphoric deixis, focused on the speech context, and
deixis ofthe imaginary (am Phantasma)(Bühler 1934:121-140) are distinct from this ; cf. Ducrot/
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thus have a double identity: they dance as a ritual group in the here and
now, specifically in Athens at the time of the performance in honor of the
theater-god, Dionysus; on the other hand, they also undertake a dramatic role
within the structure of the plot. All in all the chorus is given the role of intermediary between the heroes of the then and there and the audience of the
here and now. lt truly possesses, in the sense of August Wilhelm Schlegel, the
features of an "idealized spectator," or rather an inner, double spectator. 64 On
the one hand the dancers in the orchestra react as if they were themselves
the audience in the theater of Dionysus; on the other, in their rather marginal
roles-in tragedy they generally represent old men or young girls and slave
women- they react to the actions of the heroes as a kind of external spectator
and commentator, as if they were their contemporaries from the heroic age
and were also "taking part" in the action on the stage. 65 Calame shows how
the chorus, by means of fading in and fading out of the utterance situation
and the frame of the plot-that is, by the accentuation of elements that refer
respectively either clearly to the here and now or to the action on stage-is
able to float freely between both worlds. In particular, deictic words and use of
tense, mood, and person play a critical role in this regard. "Here," "now," the
present tense and the "I"/"we" of the speaker and the second person of the
addressee emphasize the performative present, for example; "there," "then,"
the past tense and the "he"/"she" of the third person tend to bring the plot
of the action of the play to the foreground. Yet the text, or utterance, through
the linguistic category of shifters (embrayeurs) ("now," "here," "I"/"we"),
can also change the focus from the uttered/narrated dimension of mimesis
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Todorov 1972:405-406. On these connections cf. also F.de Toro 1995:11-28, specifically on deixis
13-22. Even in a concrete, oral communication situation, as was also the case in Old Comedy,
not every direct reference has to relate to the act of utterance, but may in accordance with
its pivotal function also relate to the level of mimesis . Cf. the reply of Latacz 1985 to Rösler
1983a. On shifting in/out or embrayage/debrayage
cf. Greimas/Courtes I 1979/86, 119-121
and 79-82, Greimas/Courtes II 1979/86, 73-74 and 61; on the nature of personal pronouns as
shifters between enonciation and enonce cf. Benveniste 1966:251-257. On the "!" in enonciation
see Benveniste 1966:260:"Est «ego» qui dit «ego»" ["Whoever says egois ego"]. On the status of
"! " as shifter seeJakobson 1984:43-44 (= Selected WritingsII, 132-133). The problem ofthe fluctuation between "!" and "we" is of central interest particularly in the chorus; the "!" as shifter
here may also assume different voices: the speaker in the enonciation, the actor or narrator in
the mimesis, and the collective voice of the "we," which also includes the audience and the
author.
Cf. Schlegel 1846:76-77. Arnott 1989:3-43 emphasizes from a spatial perspective that the
orchestra, where the chorus perfor ms, is closer to the audience than the stage on which the
actors perform. On the ideal spectator cf. also Hose I 1990/91:32-37, on the question of space, 33.
On ovvcxywvf~€00CH
(Arist. Poet. 1456a25- 27) see inter alia Rode 1971:115n100 and Gentili
1984/85:33-35.
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(enonce)to the event of utterance (enonciation).References to one's own performance can be taken as instances in which the speakers are able to "switch"
freely between levels of communication as if between gears. In the case of the
chorus, one may especially point to expressions of its own activity in song and
dance, particularly in the first person, and talk of ritual occasion as indicative
of "gear changing" (embrayage).For the ritual chorus, which sings and dances
at different festive occasions, the essential element is its limited role identity
and its quality of being a hinge between mimesis and the actual communications situation. Regardless of whether one sees the chorus' dressing up as
ghosts, spirits, and animals in terms of the three great religious and social
paradigms of fertility, the new year, or initiation, these actors always function
as shifters and a bridge to the audience. In the multimedia performance spectators are thereby drawn into a vortex of interconnected means of perception.
In so doing they become participants in the action, and as a result a closeness
between actor and spectator, characteristic of ritual, comes into being. 66
Aristotle's requirement that the chorus "play/act/compete alongside"
(cruvaywvi~Ecr0m,Arist. Poet. 1456a25-27) may clearly be explained from its
historical evolution. In the case of tragedy, aspects of plot, descriptive narrative, and explanatory interpretation increasingly overshadowed the occasion
of the ritual. This had developed to such an extent by the fourth century BCE
that a poetological commandment arose to the effect that a stage production
should not be interrupted by excessively obvious references to its own performance.
The process of extensive fictionalization in the golden age of tragedy
between 450 and 400 BCEdid not, however, develop as far as Calame suggests.
In his essay "From Choral Poetry to Tragic Stasimon: The Enactment of Women's Song" he seems to absolutize the undeniable tendency for the frame
of the here and now increasingly to fade out .67This follows the existing trend
in scholarship to represent too schematically the gap between tragedy and
comedy in the area of self-referentiality and possible encroachments of the
dramatic action into the actual performance situation. 68 Nevertheless, he does
recognize in this case the ritual function of the chorus, even in Euripides. The
audience, gathered in the theater of Dionysus to honor the god of tragedy,
66
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Turner 1982:112 states: "Ritual, unlike theatre, does not distinguish between audience and
performers." Cf. also the sound observations in Segal 1989:340 -349 and Henrichs 1994/95 :90
(on the cult ofDionysus in the orchestra and the connection with the audience).
Calame 1994/95, esp. 142-1 46. Similarly, Segal 1995:180 stresses in the case of tragedy the
extent of embedding in the plot and the distance from actual ritual. Cf. however the much
more complicated model in Calame 1999, esp. 148- 153 (with sketch, 152).
Cf. Taplin 1986 and Möllendorffl 995:103- 104.
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identifies itself with the speaker of the unspecified "I"/"We," andin so doing
chorus and audience, just as in ehoral lyric, are joined in a ritual act. In a piece
on the comic mask Calame focuses his investigation on the actors and consequently does not go into the special properties of the comic chorus. 69
In expansion of the precise narratalogical analysis of expressions of
time, place, and person relationships, there are further indications that the
chorus manages to refer to the actual here and now of the performance. These
phenomena may best be described using the concept of self-referentiality.
When members of the chorus refer to their own current action, the performative function behind the fictional becomes clearly visible. Action in the
here and now is primarily determined by the chorus' own performance, by its
dance, by the rhythmical singing of songs in honor of Dionysus Eleuthereus,
by processional movements and others characteristic of the chorus, and by
gestures of a nonverbal nature. Because of the vague and inaccurate concept
of so-called illusion, indications of self-referentiality in tragedy have long
been denied. Without being completely aware of it, scholars anachronistically
projected back onto antiquity the dramatic rule of the naturalistic theater of
the nineteenth century, namely that the action on stage should not be interrupted by any reference to its own theatrical nature. Yet later research has
been able to detect this kind of self-reference in tragedy, in particular in the
tragic chorus. 70 The difference between the dramatic genres is in this respect
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Calame 1989 successfully applies the model of a mimesis of distance to comedy as weil. Even
the comic mask, according to Calame, helps to fade out and conceal the performative "I"
behind the "he" of the action, though the presence of the speaker's "I" continues to show
through. He sees the distorting Dionysiac clothing of the potbelly and phallus as a kind of play
that reveals the utopia of the stage; masking enables the umasking of social reality and also
facilitates a distancing effect. Cf._also the remarks on the comic mask in Lohr 1986:78-79: "Das
mangelhafte Trennungsvermögen von realem Schauspieler-Ich und darzustellender Rolle
kann durch den Gebrauch einer Maskeaufgehoben werden. Die Maske stellt einen 'Mehrwert,'
einen 'mimetischen Zuschuß,' des agierenden Individuums dar , ... Aber die Maske ist nicht
nur Signifikant, darstellender Träger eines Anderen, sondern auch Signifikat, Dargestelltes
ihres Trägers . . .. Die Maske wird zu einem Medium der Distanz, . .. Zugleich spaltete sich die
Kultgemeinde in Darsteller und Zuschauer auf" ["The difficulty in distinguishing between
the actual actor 's 'I' and the dramatic role being performed can be clone away with by the use
of a mask . The mask represents an 'added value,' a mimetic 'subsidy' of the person carrying
out the activity, ... but the mask is not only a signifier, a sign-bearer that represents another,
but also a signified, that represented by the sign-bearer . .. . The mask becomes a means of
distancing ... at the same time the cultic community is split into performer and spectator"].
But the chorus' mask also presents a possible transition from play to cult, thereby reducing the
distance between it and the spectator; Henrichs 1994/95:70 draws attention to this.
See inter alia Segal 1982:215 -271, Goldhill 1986:244-264, Bier! 1991:111-226, Henrichs 1994/9 5,
Batchelder 1995, Ringer 1998, and Dobrov 2001.
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only one of degree, not of a fundamental nature, although in principle a different poetics and aesthetic obtain in comedy.11
Albert Henrichs has focused in several in-depth studies on the aspect
of choral utterances about its own dancing in the orchestra and terms this
phenomenon "choral self-referentiality." This however represents only one
slice of a larger complex. I therefore suggest that in this case it is better to talk
of ritual or performative self-referentiality, since all actions that are named in
the embrayagefall into the realm of ritual and performative activity in the here
and now.72
Relying in part on my studies of self-referentiality and metatheater, Henrichs is able to show how individual tragic playwrights managed to overcome
the split that arose during the course of the transformation of theater into
literature between choral dance, rooted in ritual and mainly concerned with
translating cheerful vitality into bodily motion, and the tragic events of the
plot. The festive mood arises either from a mistaken assessment by the chorus
or when the members of the chorus project their dancing onto other positive
choruses of myth and ritual, thereby being able to talk about their own ritual
activity in an oblique fashion, but nevertheless remaining within the dramatic
action andin harmony with their dramatic character.
The connection to the theater god Dionysus, who functions, like self-reference in performance, as a shifter, is crucial for the intrusion of the actual
utterance situation. 73 In most cases, then, the performative element is coupled
with ritual self-reference. Dionysus stands by synecdoche for the dramatic
choral dance itself. The tragic chorus either refers to the enonciation,that
is, to Dionysiac music, the aulos,and whirling, enthusiastic movement, or it
associates its current ritual activity with other mythical transfigurations of a
Dionysus who dances in an idyllic and ideal landscape with male and female
members of his entourage. In this case too, myth and ritual enter into close
interaction. Ritual frames the myth in the performance. The ritual chorus,
71
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See Möllendorff 1995. On the distinction between tragedy and comedy see also Seidensticker
1982:249-160 ("Appendix A: Zur Trennung von Tragödie und Komödie in der antiken Dramentheorie"; characteristically, this does not deal with the chorus).
Cf. Henrichs 1994/95, Henrichs 1996, esp. 44-50, and Henrichs 1996a; Henrichs 1994/95:58-59
even refers in passing to the concept of ritual self-referentiality and calls for further study
of this phenomenon, something which would however go beyond the limits of his less ambitiously defined project. Yet he defines the area of ritual too narrowly when he refers solely to
the embedded rituals of lament, prayer , supplication, and summoning up of the dead.
cf. Bierl 1991:35-36, 83-84, 99, 106-107, 129, 155, 164, 190-191, 224, and references to choral
dance in connection with Dionysus (242-243 ). On the performative as shifter cf. Johnson
1980:56.
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which is present in the orchestra in honor of Dionysus, sees itself as a mirror
of other Dionysiac choral circles that in turn take as their model the mythical constellation of Dionysus f~apxo<;leading his Bakkhai. Euripides' Bacchae
is characterized by this "metatheatrical" interplay of mythic and ritual techniques of interlocking and nesting. 74
This type of "choral projection" onto other choruses is already one level
removed from the actual here and now. The groups that are thereby presented
are drawn from the ritual world either of the place of performance, Athens,
or of other poleis that correspond to the locations where the plot is set or to
other mythically imagined places. 75 In keeping with the prevailing anthropomorphism of the period, choral formation is attributed to the dance gods, in
particular Apollo, Artemis, and Pan. The gods thus serve as model for dancing
mortals.
While the application of the concept of self-referentiality in the field of
tragedy has been met with relatively strong skepticism and opposition, 76 there
have been fewer problems with this approach in comedy, since it has always
been noted in connection with typical elements like the parabasisthat the
so-called illusion is here broken and that the poet and/or chorus speaks to the
audience in his/its own right. 77
The following argument is often made against self-referentiality from
various sides: the concept of choral self-referentiality in drama is a nonsequitur,
because it is the poet and the poet alone who puts words and actions into the
mouth of the chorus in the plot and it is not in the power of the dramatic
chorus to determine its own utterances and movements. This also holds true,
74
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On choral self-reference in Euripides cf. Henrichs, "Dancing for Dionysos: Choral Performance
and Dionysiac Ritual;' currently in preparation for publication, extract in Henrichs 1996a.
Henrichs 1994/95:68, 73, 75, 78, 88, 90 and 1996a talks of"choral projection."
Cf. Kullmann 1993, Latacz 1993:294-295, 299-300 (critical appreciation), and Taplin 1986 in
English. Taplin has now revised his opinion in the case of the Oresteia;cf. Wilson/Taplin 1993.
Studies of the metatheatrical dimension, in particular of the Bacchae,despite their many
excesses, cannot simply be dismissed as postmodern or poststructuralist, as skeptics are
wont to do (Seaford 1996:32). Contrary to current opinion, there is no breaking of the illusion in this type of self-reference, rather it enables the audience with the help of references
to ritual activity in the theater to identify itself with the ritual activity on the stage; cf. Bier!
1991:111-119.Kullmann 1993 unfortunately does not take these important qualifications into
account. For the current state of scholarly discussion of metatheater, see Segal's lucid handling
of the question in the new afterword (369-378, esp. 370-375) to the second and expanded
edition (1997) of Segal 1982 and his excellent response (BMCR98.5.26) to Seaford's critical
review (BMCR98.3.10).The recent harsh criticism in Radke 2003 is not convincing.
See inter alia Taplin 1986, esp. 164nl0 (with references), Bier! 1990, esp. 358-359, 370-76,
384-86, Bier! 1991:27-44, 172-176, Goldhill 1991:167-222, esp. 196-222, Dover, Frogs,58-60, and
Taplin 1993:67-78, 105-110.
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naturally, for the passages in which the tragic or comic chorus refers to its own
activity in the orchestra. To this kind of skepticism one may reply that these
choruses are indeed created by an author, a poet who, following the principle
of ancient mimesis, imitates ritual choruses, of which the theatrical chorus is
a direct descendant. The dramatic role of the chorus evolved only gradually in
a historical process, supplementing its performative role. The poet ultimately
fashions his dance groups on this model and integrates them into a plot.
Considered from the perspective of performance, the members of the chorus
reenact other ritual dance groups through mimesis. Even though embedded
in a mythic plot, from the spectator's point of view they resemble at the same
time many other traditional choruses that dance and sing. lt is precisely
through self-referential signs that the poet is able to make the chorus appear
as a mediating body between the action of the play and ritual, and between the
fictional heroes of the then and there and the audience of the here and now.
Self-referentiality should be distinguished conceptually from metatheater to a greater extent than has so far been the case. While we understand
dramatic self-referentiality as an expression by which one refers to one's
own activity in the performance happening in the here and now, that is, to
one's ritual action, metatheater has to do with problematizing and reflective
speech in the theater about the aesthetic phenomenon of the theater. 78 Since
the borders between ritual and theater are fluid, the two concepts overlap.
Depending on whether one looks at choral dance, mask, and costume from the
perspective of ritual and carrying out a performance or from the vantage point
of theater as aesthetic event, either the term "self-referentiality" or the term
"metatheater" is more appropriate. 79 Both are popular in the current literature . Yet it must be emphasized that the examination of the self-referential
phenomena in this work is not an anachronistic transferral of contemporary
(poststructuralist) theory to ancient texts, but that self-referentiality represents a characteristic of ancient dramatic poetry. This is connected with its
specific closeness to ritual and to the oral nature of the medium. Eric Csapo's
attempt to trace the still quite frequent references to the chorus' own dancing
in tragedy (and comedy) back to the increasing influence of the new dithyramb, because these statements occur there with considerable frequency, is
thus probably only partially correct. 80 Although the mutual influence of individual Dionysiac genres certainly cannot be denied, in my opinion the essence
78
79
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For this reason it is often equated with the concept of self-reflexivity.
In my dissertation (Bier! 1991:190-191) I talk about the fact that when Dionysus is referred to,
the cultic and ritual perspective tends to overwhelm the purely metatheatrical.
Cf. Csapo 1999/2000, esp. 417-425 and, to a lesser degree, Csapo 2003.
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of these frequent self-referential passages lies quite simply in the ritual nature
of these genres themselves.
lt is an inalienable part of the nature of a cultic and ritual action that
during the ritual the participants refer on a verbal level to their own current
activity. Generally speaking, each simple ritual in fact completes itself in the
course of its performance. The utterances are limited to description of the
action. The ritual framework, that is, the level of utterance, prevails over any
narrative elements. Even in the case that a chorus in carrying out a ritual
refers in addition to an accompanying myth, the ritual chorus, whose performance falls completely within a cultic frame, nevertheless tends to keep referring to this context and their present activity. 81
The Partheneion of Alcman (fr. 1 PMG = Davies = fr. 3 Calame) represents
an example of this phenomenon from early Greek choral literature. 82 The song
was composed in the seventh century BCEfor an annually recurring cultic
celebration in Sparta. The occasion is a festival of Orthria-Aotis, at which girls
probably completed their change in status from maidenhood to womanhood
in a ritually marked nocturnal festival. 83 Its fit within the framework of the
81
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Braungart (1996:91-101) equally stresses the self-referentiality and self-contained nature of rituals . He focuses mainly on their performance and demonstration. He quite rightly asserts (91),
in contr adisti nction to Frits Staal's thesis ofthe meaninglessness ofrituals (Staal 1979):"Selbstbezüglichkeit schließt auch die Kommunikativität und Symbolizität des Rituals nicht aus"
["Self-referentiality does not exclude the communicative and symbolic nature of ritual"]. A
little further on he adds (92-93): "Rituale sind nicht primär poietisch und zweckhaft, sondern
»prakti sch«. Sie zielen nicht primär auf ein faßbares Ergebnis. Insofern machenRituale keinen
Sinn, sie haben ihn" ["Rit uals are not primarily poetic and dir ected towards an end. To the
extent that rituals make no sense, they possess it"] . Braungart does not however make the
connection with speech act theory. Furthermore , he does not investigate specific self-reference s in the performance of rituals, particularly on the verbal level.
P. Louvre E 3320. Calame II 1977 is fundamental for the interpretation of the song in the context
of an initiation ritual. From the substantial bibliography I mention here only the most impor tant recent work: Page 1951, West 1965a, Puelma 1977, Calame 1977, Calame 1983:28-49 (text
of fr. 3 Calame) and 311-349 (commentary), Segal 1983, Clay 1991, Pavese 1992, Robbins 1994,
Clark 1996, Stehle 1997:30-39, 73-88, and Too 1997. Further bibliography in Gerber 1994:16-32.
The ritual anchoring also remains controversial: Calame I 1977 argues for initiation, esp.
439-449 (Engl. trans., Calame 1997, esp. 258-263); Calame II 1977, esp.138-146 (on the internal
plot level Agido is leaving the choral group after the conclusion of her education), Calame
1983:312-313, Carter 1988, Nagy 1990:340,Nagy 1996:53, and Clark 1996; Griffiths 1972, Gentili
1976(= Gentili 1984:101-109 (20064 :138-145]), and Gentili 1991 (homosexual initiatory wedding
of Hagesikhora and Agido in a women's thiasos) read the Partheneionas an epithalamionor
wedding song. These two theories are not mutually exclusive, since marriage is the goal of the
initiation. Because of the poem's all-too concrete and immediate embedding in its pragmatic
context the precise circumstances can no longer be reconstructed . The common denominator
of most interpretations remains a female puberty initiation ritual , which can be combined
with two other central paradigms in the study of religion, that of fertility (cf. the polysemy of
pharos,'plough' in line 61: cpapo<;[schol. A] or 'cloak; 'garme nt': cpapo<;)and the annual festival
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festival is, as in the case of other similar poems-such as, for example, Pindar's
Daphnephorikon
(fr. 94b s.-M.)-so complete that its meaning and the references
to individuals are clear only to the insider, that is, to the female performers
and to the Spartan community participating in it, through cultural identity
and convention. 84 For the later reader, however, the references in a poem that
is transmitted purely by oral means from generation to generation in an intact
song culture remain highly cryptic. Because of the many open questions and
references, th e song is among one of the most often discussed texts in classical
philology.
After the obligatory, almost completely lost mythical narratio,85 the
members of this female chorus refer again and again to their current ritual
activity of dancing and singing in a choral dance song.86 The girls refer repeatedly to their own chorus, and in one passage they may even name their own
names (64-77). They sing about their magnificent get-up and their ritual activity
that is contained both in dance and in performance. They sing about their own
choral leader, who interestingly bears the speaking name Hagesikhora 'chorus

84

85

86
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(cf. the pannykhis).Cf. also Stehle 1997:73-88, interpreting the poem as a ritual model, in which
the entire population of Sparta is prepared, through the exemplary Hagesikhora, for the
harvest and for marriage. Here she rightly opposes Calame's overly narrow (in parts) interpretation of initiation, which means that the chorus is involved primarily with itself. Fora much
wider, new cosmic reading cf. Ferrari (2008). Clark's thesis (1996), which builds on Cowan
1990-which asserts that in choral line dance gender role is socially constructed on the female
body-overlaps substantially with my observations on the chorus of the Thesmophoriazusae
(chap. 1). On the construction of the female gender role see now also Stehle 1997:78-88, esp.
85-87 (the strategy of alienation of the girls from their bodies by means of emphasis of their
inferiority compared to their beautiful leader creates a double message in accordance with the
taste of the male audience, namely that they are sexually desirable without being aware of it
themselv es).
Cf. Kannicht 1989:47-51, esp. 50.
The myth of the Hippokoontidai perhaps forms an aetiology for the ritual and is at least closely
connected with it. Cf. Robbins 1994, who thinks that the eleven sons ofHippokoon correspond
to the eleven members of the female chorus; Castor and Polydeuces, who along with Heracles
attack the sons of Hippokoon , also compete with them as suitors over the same women,
the Leukippidai Phoebe and Hilaeira (schol. e iern. Alex. Protr. 27, 11 [p. 308, 3ff. Stählin] •
Euphorion fr. 29 Powell .. . µi:µvrrmt Kai Euq:,opiwvtv 0p()'.Ki,wv 'IrrrroK6wvrn~rraiowv ,wv
avnµv!]o,~pwv ,wv t.100Koupwv), who may correspond in turn with the two leaders of the
chorus, Hagesikhora and Agido. According to Nagy 1990:346, in the ritual the two girls by
means of mimesis reactualize the Leukippidai , whose priestesses have the same name and
are also called rrwJ..01.In the dance ritual the girls/"fillies" are tamed for the male order . The
Leitmotivof eros and the correct marriage ceremony (yaµ~v, 17) clearly connect the myth of
the first part {lines 1-39a ) with the detailed self-description in the second part of th e poem
Oines 39b-101). On khoreia as expression ofthe order ofthe Spartan polis, see Too 1997, who
interprets the myth as the working out of chaos and inner discontent and as a contrast to this.
Puelma 1977 is fundamental for this aspect of self-des cription . On deixis and the chorus' reference to its own performance in this song see Clay 1991:63-67 and Peponi 2004.
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leader,' and about Agido, a second exceptional figure, whose name similarly
plays on the idea of "leading." In their ritual activity the girls of Sparta simultaneously complete the ritual act of honoring the goddess Aotis.
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(Alcman fr. 1 Davies, lines 39-45, 60-63, and 84-91)
But I sing of the light of Agido:I look upon her as the sun, which Agido
calls to appear as witness for us. That I either praise or blame her the
famous chorus leader (Hagesikhora?) forbids me utterly.
For they, the "Pleiades" (or "Doves"), compete with us, because we
bring Orthria a garment (a plough), while they rise up (dance gliding) through the ambrosial night like Seireios, the Dog Star.
Chorus leader, I would say, I alone a maiden, in vain I screech from
the rafter, an owl. But I long to please Aotis especially, for she is
our healer of troubles. Because of Hagesikhora the maidens have
reached lovely peace.
33
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The clear references to the chorus' own performance have been underlined
in the text. In the foreground stand the "I" and "we" of the maidens, whose
perspective lies completely in the here and now of the choral performance of
the moment. In typical fashion, number switches between singular and plural.
In the singular, the collective speaks as one group; in the plural, it regards itself
as an association of several individuals. The maidens emphasize their singing
(adöw, 39), address themselves to their renowned chorus leader, possibly to
Hagesikhora, and to Agido. Their activity arises entirely in the present of the
performance. They underscore the situation of dance competition (µaxovrm,
63), 87 in which both choral leaders whirl with them, and the ritual occasion,
in which young girls, that is to say, the performers themselves, are contrasted
with already ripe, beautiful, and adult dancers, who possibly lead them along
the symbolic road of festive transition from childhood to womanhood. "Flying
up" in dance (a:uripoµi::vm,63) provides the staging point from which the
maidens in a metaphorical and metonymical movement playfully transfer
their maidenly identity of being "themselves" in the here and now (E]ywvµEv
aura Inapcri::vo~,
85-86) to birds and project their ritual activity onto the feathered creatures. 88 The collective of speaking and dancing performers competes
with the two "primadonnas." The metaphoric mention of birds, who are likewise distinguished for their rhythmic movement, song, and their marginal
position in the animal world, helps them express their subordinate position
to the chorus leaders. In a direct comparison, they feel like an ugly owl on a
rafter (86-87) compared to beautiful doves.89 The goddess of the dawn, Aotis,
87

88

89
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The verb form µcxxovrcxt(line 63) has not only erotic but also choral-agonistic connotations;
see Puelma 1977:36n66, Clay 1991:58-63, esp. 60, and Henrichs 1994/95:83 with 108n117.
See below chap. 1, n512. In ritual animals are a welcome level of projection that effects the
cognitive transformation of the actors. Cf. Tambiah 1985:169-211 ("Animals Are Good to Think
and Good to Prohibit"). Bowra (1934:41), followed by West (1965a:200), in fact suggests that the
members ofthe chorus wore bird costumes .
"Pleiades" (nEAl'\CXÖE~,
60) can equally mean "doves" (schol. A, lines 60ff.) and the constellation of the same name ; stars also !end themselves weil to choral projection: cf. Soph. Ant.
1146- 1147, Eur. Ion 1078- 1080, EI. 467. Most interpreters see a second, rival chorus in the
Pleiades; I, however, in company with scho l. A, connect this expression with Agido and
Hagesikhora (cf. among others Pue lma 1977:34; Pavese 1992:71-76 connects this description
of the choral leaders with a personal name derived from Peleus or Peleia that expresses Iocal
or genealogical origin; Clay 1991:61 by contrast sees a divine projection and mythical model of
dancing girls) . Astymeloisa , the chorus leader in the other Partheneion fragment of Alcman, is
compared to "a star falling through the shining heavens" (w] n~ cxiyM[E]vro~ cxor~p I wpcxvw
ÖtcxmET~~.fr. 3, 66-67 Davies) . lt is interesting that the Pleiades are in fact credited with
the invention of choral dance (Callim. fr. 693 Pfeiffer = schol. (K] Theocr. /d. 13.25): ... cp11oi
KcxAAiµcxxo~.
Ön rfj~ ßcxo1Aioo11~
rwv 'Aµcx~6vwv~ocxv 0uycxrEpE~cxinAEtCXÖE~,
cx'inEAEtiXÖE~
npo~11y_op~u~11ocxv.
npwrov 6' cxi'.ircxt
xopdcxv Kcxincxvvuxiöcx ouvfor11ocxv ncxp0EvEuouocxt.
Their virgmtty ts thus brought to the fore (ncxp0EvEuouocxt).In the catalogue of the group of
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in whose honor the ritual activity takes place, overcomes the exhaustion of
agonistic dance (rr6vwv, 88). From the use of the aorist aspect in the final
verses one can infer the reperformance of such songs. The goddess Aotis (and
perhaps also Orthria) "becomes" their "healer" (ichwp, 89), because through
Hagesikhora's (and/ or Agido's) intercession , who following the model of the
divine chorus leader presents herself as her human incarnation year after
year, she gave meaning to the effort of other girls (vEav10t::c;,
90) at this same
festival. As always, the girls find "longed for peace" (ipMvac;Epar[a]c;,91) on
this occasion too. 90 The completion of the dance ritual is consequently equated
with their change of status. After a marginal phase, realized in a nocturnal
dance under the educational direction of their chorus leader using symbolic
movements partially resembling those of birds, the girls come to rest in the

90

seven maidens that follows, one is called Parthenia; another is named Lampado, which refers
to the star's luminescence, associated with the radiant beauty of the maiden and the torchlight of the night festival. Their mother, who is described in the scholium as an Amazon queen,
is probably Hippo (Callim. Hymn. 3.239-247), and as "horse" is thus semantically related to the
"fillies." On the Amazons as mythical model of girls in initiation see Dowden 1997 and below
chap . 1, nn284 and 369. The once widely circulated theory of the semi-chorus (with Agido
and Hagesikhora as leaders of each chorus repectively) has lost some of its plausibility since
Puelma 1977. At the center are cultic activity, social and performative context, and self-repre sentation . The rivalry and competition appear to take place within the chorus.
The identification of Aotis and/ or Orthria is also controversial. Many interpreters identify Aotis
with Orthria and Orthria with Artemis Orthia ; Calame (II 1977:119-128), however, identifies her
with Helen (associating the ritual with the festival ofHelen in Platanistas; he sees Hagesikhora
as representative ofthe goddess Helen) ; Griffiths (1972:24-27) identifies Hagesikhora as substi tute for the marriage goddess Helen, who stands in opposition to Aotis-Artemis , the goddess
of young girls . Gentili 1976:64-65 (= Gentili 1984:105-106 [20064 :141-142)) equates Orthria Aotis with Aphrodite and points out that the "doves" (line 60; cf. above, n89) were regarded
as her sacred animals (Gentili 1976:62-63 [= Gentili 1984:103n6 (20064 :139n6))) and that the
description thus expressions the connection of the choral leaders with their goddess. According to Garvie 1965 the reference is to Phoebe, one of the two Leukippidai , who is tobe equated
with the dawn goddess Eos (cf. Aotis). On the performative self-reference in the sentence
rr6vwv yap 1 &µ1vi<hwp EYEVTO
(lines 88-89) cf. Calame II 1977:116-117 , Clay 1991:57, and
Henrichs 1994/95:84. Calame (II 1977:118),however, connects the rr6vo1with the "toils" ofthe
initiation rite that manifest themselves in the activity of the chorus . Too 1997:27- 28, in line
with his overall interpretation, refers the rr6vo1to the human concern to avert the threatening
chaos in the myth by means of pious worship of the gods and correct completion of ritual ,
which also includes the present dance. On the connection of "peace" (Eip~vri)with the status
of the Spartan Etpriv, who has passed through the rite of initiation, cf. below chap . 1, n447.
On Eip~vri,Calame II 1977:118-119 with n141 and Clark 1996:166. Calame II 1977:102-103 compares the position of the choral leaders of the two partheneia(Alcm. fr. 1 and 3 Davies), Hagesikhora andAstymeloisa, with thatofthe Etpf]V,who has already reached the goal behind the toils.
The girls say that "perfection and completion" lie with the gods ([01)wvyap iiva I Kai TEAO~,
83-84). This TEAO~
is also connected with the "goal" or "end" of the initiation ritual and with the
conclusion of its performance. On the word TEAO~
as expression of an initiation ritual see Nagy
1990:245-246.
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traditional society of Sparta after their successful initiation in the fulfillment
of their role as adult women.
The chorus' self-referentiality and self-description thus stand in the
foreground of the remaining extract of the Louvre fragment. A similar picture
presents itself in other purely ritual choruses. I suggest, therefore, that choral
self-referentiality of this type in drama and dithyramb stems primarily from
the dramatic chorus' ritual connections and only secondarily from the tradition of choral lyric, which is itself firmly embedded in the reality of ritual
activity.
A performative perspective in the form of a further development of John
Austin's speech act theory can shed light on these connections. 9 1 According
to Austin, there are certain utterances that do not report, describe, or state
anything and that are not subject to any pronouncement about whether the
statement is true or false. He gives the following as one example: "I name this
ship 'Queen Elizabeth.'" Such a statement is normally heard at a launch, at the
moment when a bottle of champagne is slung against the ship's stern. Austin
says that the uttering of this kind of sentence represents, at least partially, the
completion of an action that is not in the conventional sense "only words.'' He
calls this kind of utterance performative, because the act of speaking in this
case, in contrast to statements, is joined with the performance of an action.
In his own words, Austin explains the connection as follows: "The name is
derived, of course, from 'perform,' the usual verb with the noun 'action': it
indicates that the issuing of the utterance is the performing of an action.'' 92
By means of this kind of utterance the speaker contributes to the performance of an action: in short, by saying it he completes it. In Austin's terms,
alongside the locutionary act of the mere utterance "I name . .. " there exists
an illocutionary act, in our case an explanation or descriptive notification
with corresponding illocutionary force for the addressees. If the meaning is
understandable for transmitter and receiver on the basis of social conventions
and repetitive procedures, and if both fulfill the expected roles assigned to
them in the given situation, then the speech act in this pragmatic communication situation may be successfully completed. 93 By uttering words, the speaker
91
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Cf. Austin 1975. The series of lectures Howto DoThingswith Wordswas given in 1955 as the
William James Lectures at Harvard University and were published for the first time in 1962,
after Austin's death. See inter alia lser 1976:87- 101,Johnson 1980:52-66, Culler 1982:110-128,
and Petrey 1990. Classical philologists have only recently applied Austin's speech act theory;
see inter alia Martin 1989, Nagy 1990, Prins 1991, Calame 1994/95, Nagy 1996, Calame 1999, and
Schmitz 1999.
Austin 1975:6.
On "illocutionary force," "force of utteranc e," "force of locution ;' or simply "force" see Austin
1975:33,72-73, 100,104,117 , and 148.
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or performer achieves a perlocutionary result. He produces a conviction in
those taking part in the ceremony that the action of naming the ship has been
carried out.
Although Austin limits his theory, derived from ordinary language philosophy, to the realities of the modern everyday world, he also makes a link
to ritual through his examples drawn from ceremonies like the one above.
In connection with the decisive criterion of convention, 94 which determines
whether or not such an utterance with illocutionary potential is successful,
Austin speaks explicitly of "ritual" and paraphrases it as "conventionalact."95
The leap to the world of ancient ritual is not quite as far as one might suppose,
for each ritual action is completely rooted in the reality of everyday life and
results in a real-life complex of activity.
In the fields of anthropology, ethnology, and the study of religion, only a
few scholars so far have connected the concept of ritual with Austin's speech
act theory. 96 As has been said above, ritual is a stereotyped, aesthetically and
theatrically staged, and conventionalized action in an emotionally colored,
multimedia, and symbolic performance used to communicate within a group. 97
Through reperformance this kind of activity may be continually renewed and
reactualized independently of its original context. Socially accepted procedures, especially repetitive and formulaic utterances, are what make ritual
possible. Performative action is successful because it continually recites fixed
meanings or illocutionary roles over again. What has always possessed validity
and consequently been codified in a traditional society in a marked form can
be called upon at seasonally reoccurring festive occasions. lt is not so much the
intention of the participants 98 that is important for the success of this staged
94
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On convention and conventional action see Austin 1975:8, 14, 19, 81, 105,107,109,119 , 122, and
128. On conventional procedure as a criterion for reaching a conventional result, see Austin
1975:26- 32.
See Austin 1975:19. With the expressions "ritual," "ceremonial," "ritual act," or "ceremonial
act" Austin presupposes a negative , exclusively heteronomous concept of ritual as compul sion. On ceremony and the ceremonial, which in distinction to ritual and custom are mostly
confined to the secular sphere, see Braungart 1996:57-67, esp . 64-66.
See Finnegan 1969, Bloch 1974, and Tambiah 1985:123- 166; see above pp . 15-16 with nn41- 42.
The definition of ritual is built on the formulation of Burkert 1985:8 and Burkert 1979:37,
also taking into consideration the modifications of Braungart 1996, esp. 74-118 and Tambiah
1985:123- 166 (cf. his definition above, p. 14).
Searle 1970 interprets Austin's speech act rather in the intentional sense and views it from the
perspective of a regulatory system whose rules may also consitute the speech act; on regulator y and constitutive rules see Searle 1970:33-42. On the comparison of Austin and Searle
see Petrey 1990:59- 69 and 82- 83. Intention as criterion for a successful speech act was already
allowed for in Austin 1975:21, 40- 45, 101, and 106. For criticism ofintentionality cf. Culler 1982,
122- 123; as Austin repeatedly underscores, what is decisive for the success of a speech act is its
social conte xt, not intentionality.
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communication as the context and the authoritative convention of the group.
This social agreement determines both the delivery (the utterance itself, locution) and the simultaneously occurring action of the address (illocution),
which triggers a characteristic state of awareness necessary for reaction, and
the effect of the action, i.e. its reception by those who receive the message. Let
us take, for example, the chorus in Alcman's great Partheneion(fr. 1 Davies):
when the girls make the Statement "l:.ywv8' ad8w 1 'Ayt8wi; cpwi;"(39-40),
they do more than simply articulate these words. They sing and, in addition,
perform rhythmic movements that underscore their song. With the purely
locutionary act "! sing" comes an illocutionary act. The actors describe their
own activity, report on it, and give a retrospective guarantee of their piety. The
manner of ritual speech, supported by its multimedia expression, and marked
by rhythmic dance, obtains thereby a specific illocutionary form. Through
utterance comes an effect, a perlocutionary act: the performers complete a
ritual act-they honor Aotis. Or, viewed from the recipients' side: the maidens
bring it about that members of the community watching and participating are
convinced that honor has been shown to the goddess through song and that
all come into contact with her because of this. The result of the communication process is additionally ensured through the maidens' emphasis of their
intention and desire to please her: l:.yw[v] 8E r~ µEv 'Awn µci:i\tcrmI FavMvriv
t.pw (87-88).
With the example above the connection to self-referentiality becomes
more obvious. An utterance becomes performative precisely because it names
and describes the act tobe completed. When I say "! bet," the completed action
of placing and making a bet results only from the fact that I use this formula.
Performance thus always relates back to itself. When a chorus, as for example
in Sophocles' Ajax (701), declares "vuv yap l:.µoiµEi\EtxopEucrm"("now I want
to dance"), it is at the same time making a performative utterance that refers
to its own actual activity. 99 The action of dancing is completed simultaneously
with the self-referential utterance. True, the desired action will not simply
happen through the words alone. Rather, there must be indications that the
choral dancers, the subject of the utterance, are really there. In their indexical
dimension, with reference to the enonciationand the context, the speakers in
the first person 'T'/"we" represent an external point of reference, the presence of which is a necessary condition for the completion of the speech act. 100

ro
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Cf. Henrichs 1994/95:73-75. The expression with µEAEIis here identical to a performative
future; cf. below, chap. 2, n77.
On the connection between performative utterance and self-referentiality, see also Johnson
1980:56-58 .
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Self-reflexivity is also of central importance for the deconstructionist and
poststructuralist study of literature. 101 This type of literary theory is admittedly of relatively small value for the understanding of ancient texts, since
Jacques Derrida, for example, does not consider the situational context, and
consciously wants to expand into the infinite and indeterminate. While Roland
Barthes, Paul de Man, and Jacques Derrida take a strong position against the
present and the privileging of speech over writing in Western philosophy,
archaic literature, because of its particular grounding in the everyday world, is
founded on the present, on the orality of communication, and on the concrete
background of the occasion. Even though Derrida derives much inspiration for
his philosophy from Austin's evocation of the opposites word and deed and
proves himself to be an Austinian in many ways, he problematizes the speech
act as having immanence purely in its locution, its mere utterance, while
Austin considers in addition illocution and perlocution as activities in the
social context outside of speech. According to Derrida, every text stands at a
distance from itself (differance).The alleged absence of the present on the level
of signs and the total removal of limits from the context hinder, in his opinion,
an unambiguous determination of meaning. Each reading rests on interpretative assumptions, and the text continually presents evidence that subverts
these preconceived ideas and ruptures the given meaning. 102 For this reason,
every text, according to Derrida, finds its meaning for the recipient in its own
staging, i.e. in self-reference. 103
Austin's theory is far better adapted for explaining self-referentiality in
archaic Greek choruses because ordinary speech and ritual hymns and early
Greek lyric, as weil as in part Greek drama (and, in particular, Old Comedy),
have in common the fact that they are completely bound up in the actual
complex of actions in daily life and are carried out in an oral communication
process. The self-referential utterance is created with performative verbs not,
as in Derrida's theory, exclusively in the phatic act of locution; instead the selfreferential part functions also in the illocutionary act as a necessary addition,
10 1

In classical philology this trend mostly represents a point of departure for its application to
antiquity . See e.g. Goldhill 1984, Gellrich 1995, esp . 50 (where she opposes the predominant
tendency in literary criticism to consider the cultural context purely as an influence that lends
meaning to the literary text). Cf. by contrast the balanced remarks of Segal 1992:444-450; he
is of the opinion that deconstruction also has it positive sides; yet he is right to warn against
completely neglecting the social and historical context.
101
See Derrida 1976, esp. 101 and Culler 1982:214.
103
On the comparison of Derrida and Austin and on the polemical exchange between Searle and
Derrida, see Petrey 1990:132-165 and Culler 1982:117- 128. On the philosophical backgrounds
see also Frank 1984:476- 519.
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in order to ensure the execution of an action on a practical level. By means
of reference to its own action ("! sing") Alcman's chorus of maidens seeks to
bring about a desired consequence. 104 With the help of self-referential signals,
the senders direct attention to themselves, and in so doing aim to ensure the
receiver's comprehension ("securing uptake") and attempt to trigger the
desired reaction ("inviting a response"). Nonverbal means of expression with
specific referential character, such as dance movements, mimicry, and gesture,
may additionally strengthen the appeal. 105 Through long-standing convention
these illocutionary elements become effective as speech -action and produce
results ("taking effect"), since both senders and receivers have a preexisting
understanding. By means of the performative utterance of its self-reference,
the chorus finally achieves the perlocutionary result they strive for: actors
and spectators complete the act of worship in speech .106
Ritual acts are thus characterized by self-performative traits, since every
ritual arises in one's own activity and comes into being therein. Admittedly,
the goal here is not placing oneself on the stage, but demonstration and
communication, which rest on the common agreement of the group and stand
at the center of the performed action.
With the help of Austin's speech act theory the interconnection of selfreferentiality, actual performance, and ritual can be more deeply understood .
But using this as a foundation, how can one now apply such conclusions to the
chorus of ancient theater, even if Austin expressly excludes the phenomenon
of the theater and representation on stage as an object of research?
As has been seen, the situation in ancient drama is all the more complicated, because each dramatic chorus not only becomes absorbed into the utterance of the actual context of action, but further also undertakes a role in the
fictional plot. The closeness of ritual and theater provide the point of depar104

Cf. Petrey 1990:147- 151; Austin thus considers external reference as part of self-referenti ality and performativity; Derrida and poststructuralism look at the performative exclusively
from the isolated text, without taking the context into consideration . For our perspective the
example discussed in Petrey 1990:148 is extremely conclusive : following Roland Barthes , who
highlights the "I sing" of ancient poets as example par exe/lenceof the performative (Barthes
1977), she interprets Virgil's arma virumquecano in this conte xt. According to her , the speech
act is only successful because of the naming of the action of singing; following Barthes , "I
sing" thus only refers to the locution in an internal sense, and not additionally to the external
context. Cf. the summary in Petrey 1990:148: "In Austinian analysis, speech acts always
perform themselves and something eise as weil. In deconstructive criticism, the concern has
been with self-performativity alone."
105
In Plutarch's symposium Ammonios, one of his guests, suggests "speaking dance " as a definition of poetry (Plut. Quaest.conv.9.748a).
106
On the three functions of the illocutionary act , "securing uptake ," "taking effect," and "inviting
a response," see Austin 1975:116-118.
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ture. Ancient theater is based in large part on ritual conditions and is thus, as
stated above, not fundamentally different from ritual. Historically speaking,
drama seems to have developed out of this . Moreover, it is performed in a
cultic environment and also relies in its narrative structure on ritual models.
Mimetic representation of ritual sequences is identical with ritual. The difference from pure ritual is only one of degree, and so the points of transition are
fluid. On the one hand, in ritual, too, one also brings the theatrical element
of a staging to the fore for the sake of effect. On the other hand, rites do not
always depend on the simple presence of reality, but many ceremonies contain
disguise and masking. Both are based on repeatable practices. Like a ritual,
theater works as a speech act only on the basis of conventions set up in the
everyday world. lt is only because of the fact that theater presents fiction as
reality in a performative fashion that the event becomes able to be experienced in the first place.
Austin stressed the importance of convention for the functioning of the
performative; since he emphasizes the direct presence of ordinary,everyday
speech as further prerequisite of success, he excludes the theater and literature as a whole as a "parasitic" element. 101 He describes fictional speech from a
pragmatic perspective as being of no account, an opinion that clearly depends
on a later concept of mimesis modeled on Plato and that has nothing to with
the period of classical drama.
But theater is particularly performative, since like other conventionalized acts it is performed in public. lt is ironic that Austin's terminology seems
to derive precisely from the theater. 108 Even though theatrical discourse as
a kind of simulation is fundamentally distinct from external reality, drama
should nevertheless be included in the theory of the speech act, because
mimesis should be understood here not in terms of ontological truth content
107

108

Austin 1975:21- 22: "Secondly, as utterancesour performatives are also heir to certain other
kinds of ills which infect all utterances . And these likewise , though again they might be
brought into a more general account, we are deliberately at present excluding . I mean, for
example, the following: a performative utterance will, for example , be in a peculiarway hollow
or void if said by an actor on the stage , or if introduced in a poem, or spoken in soliloquy. This
applies in a similar manner to any and every utteran ce-a sea-change in special circumstances.
Language in such circumstances is in special ways-intelligibly-used not seriously, but in ways
parasiticupon its norm al use-ways which fall under the doctrine of the etiolationsof language.
All this we are excluding from consideration. Our performative utterances, felicitous or not ,
are to be understood as issued in ordinary circumstances." Nagy rightly sees that the reason
behind Austin's nega tive attitude toward poetry lies in his connection of poetry exclusively
with writing , following modern assumptions ("for Austin, poetry is a matter of writing , not
speaking" [1994/9Sa:12)).
The infinitives "to perform " and "to act" in English normally refer to theater ; see Johnson
1980:65.
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as empty second-rank imitation, but as reenactment or reexperiencing of the
contemporary real world.w9 Many words of the chorus, which is ultimately
anchored in ritual, at the same time constitute an action. The moment of their
utterance sets up and thus controls the action. At the moment of performance,
the action is no less immediately experienced than a speech act that is based
on the norms of everyday life.
The communicative situation is, as I have emphasized, more complex for
dramatic choruses insofar as ritua l, and therefore the pragmatic dimension,
and plot are simultaneously present. Choruses are thus, like other ritual activities, much more connected to the present than other literature.
In Old Comedy mechanisms for distancing participants from the action
of the plot and their dramatic role, as weil as opportunities for participating
in the action on stage, are much more frequent than in tragedy. The borders
between the citizenry taking part in celebrating the festival, the entire pragmatic context, and the stage are consciously kept open. Moreover, in comedy
there arises in particular the phenomenon of "ritual in ritual," that is, the
performance anchored in the cult of Dionysus will also imitate rituals in its
fictional action.
Using vocabulary from the illocutionary sphere, Austin establishes the
structure that enables a successful performance: these same areas are also
prominent in the speech of the dramatic chorus, whose conventions are
equally determined by behavior patterns current in the real world. Austin's
illocutionary groups-utterances that underscore the performance of an action
(exercitives) and social interaction (behabitives), but also commissive, verdictive, and expositive utterances-can easily be expanded to include all manner
of verbs denoting action in any series of ritual actions. The typical form in the
first-person singular of the present active indicative, which emphasizes the
presence of the speaker, is characteristic. 110
109

Before Plato, in a traditional society that relied solely on ora lity, mimesis had the meaning of
continually reincorporating and reenacting a given model; see above, n60; Nagy (1996:55-56)
thinks that the concept developed the sense of mere copying, as a result of a later destabilization of the absolute model. lser 1976:96- 101 (according to whom the convention changed in
a horizontal fashion in the theater and literature , which led to a detachment from pragmatic context; in his opinion, the illocutionary role lies in its breaking of expectations
[Erwartungsdurchbrechung,
101]),Johnson 1980:59-66, Culler 1982:116- 123, Petrey 1990:86-110,
and Nagy 1990:8-9 all argue against the exclusion of art and theater. Ohmann, for example,
argues almost in Austin's sense that literature is only a "quasi-speech-act" (1971:13-14), which
Jacks an illocutionary role because it is only mimetic .
110
On these lists see Austin's twelfth lecture, in Austin 1975:148-164. Austin himself says (1975:
150) that the !ist of possible verbs lies in the order of magnitude of 10 to the power of 3. Austin
1975:56-57 and 150 refers to the first person singular indicative present active.
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By way of example, the following performative words indicating action
may be brought under this expanded form of the performative, which includes
ritual and drama: a) in ritual: "! pray," "! cry," "! sacrifice," "! pour," "! heal," "!
celebrate," "! march"-in short, "! undertake" any form of ritual; b) in choral
dance theater: "!sing,""! dance," "! go," "! jump," "! leap," "! stamp"-in short,
"! carry out" any action that is an essential element of the performance of a
chorus in the theater. But commands in the second-person singular and plural,
as weil as hortatory forms in the first-person plural, also fall into this category. In the realm of performative utterances the chorus frequently switches
between the first-person singular and plural, 111 whether in the present or
future tense. The speaker in the first person gives the impression, in a purely
notional sense, that there is brief Japse of time between utterance and fulfilment. He may thus even place the announcement of his intention to transfer
his speech into immediate action in the future tense, even when he is already
performing the action for the observer in the present.The term "performative
future" has recently been coined to describe this phenomenon. lt is found
chiefly in ritual texts, particularly in the field of magic, but also in self-references in every kind of performative action. 112 Here one speaks of one's own
111

112

On the fluctuation of the choral "!" between singular and plural see Calame I 1977:436-439
(Engl. trans. Calame 1997:255-258), Calame II 1977:45-46, and Calame 1995:2ln28, 39-40.
According to Austin 1975:57 the "we" form is also performative.
Austin (1975:55-66) talks extensively about grammatical features in his fifth lecture. Here the
usual categories of first-person singular indicative present active are modified and expanded.
Both commands (58, 59-60) as weil as the second - and third-person are included (58-59),
similarly "hereby" (57-58, 60-61). Cf. by contrast the clear distinction made by Benveniste
1966:267-276, esp. 274: "Un enonce est performatif en ce qu'il denomme l'acte performe, du
fait qu'Ego prononce une formule contenant le verbe a la premiere personne du present"
["An utterance is performative in that it namesthe performed act, on account of the fact that
Ego pronounces a formula eontaining a verb in the first person of the present tense"]. On the
performative future, whieh often appears in Pindar in the first person of verbs of singing,
praising, and showing, but whieh clearly comes from the ritual tradition, cf. Faraone 1995
(with numerous examples), Henriehs 1994/95:80 (with 104n97), 87 (on tragedy), and Calame
1994/95:144 (with 152n25) (on ritual ehoruses); see now also D'Alessio 2004. On the model of
the performative in magieal texts cf. Poceetti 1991:194 (with referenee to the illocutionary
power of speeeh) and 198-204; cf. esp . the referenee to the self-referentiality of magical and
ritual speech (199): "L'enunciato performativo, in quanto costituisee in se l'atto di cio ehe si
enuneia, e sui-referenziale, crea cioe da solo il proprio eontesto di riferimento, da implicita mente indicazione del eanale eomunicativo, ehe e contemporaneamente anche il eanale e la
forma della stessa praxismagiea (in questo caso, la varieta dei verbadefigendidel tipo KataÖEw,
Karaypcicpw, Karar(0T]µ1, Karaö(öwµt, defigo,deligo,ece.) e fornisee, infine, mediante le eategorie del tempo e della persona le eoordinate de! soggetto identifieandolo automatieamente
con l'agente magico" ["The performative utterance, inasmueh as it eontains within itself the
aet to whieh the utterance refers, is self-referential , that is, it creates by itself its own refer ential context, gives an implicit indication of the communicative channel, which is simulta-
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ritual action, which one is in fact already in the process of implementing, in
the future. A performative command comes very close to this use of the future
tense because the intention is that action result from speech. 113
'
Austin shows that in utterances the criteria of the descriptive and the
performative are often simultaneously applied and cannot be distinguished
precisely one from the other. 114 This is especially the case with explicitly performative verbs. He therefore comes to the conclusion that constative utterances
may only treated as a subgroup and an exceptional case of the performative.
Most verbs constitute and regulate an activity attached to them. The inherently illocutionary force of the utterance in a performance is at the same time
self-referential. In a performance of a ritual or a drama, the main part of the
locution is simultaneously performative. Verbs indicating activity refer back
to their own action and in so doing support and determine this action . When
a priest, for example, says, "Let us pray," the words introduce an action and
determine it; with this utterance the speaker refers directly back to his prayer
that is now being introduced and that is already partly being created by itself
in this utterance. 115
Every ritual and every performance is carried out by performative verbs
of this type; the action, however, is also constituted by means of non-verbal
actions, such as gestures, mimicry, and bodily attitudes . In addition to the
underlying words with their illocutionary potential, the activity is also accompanied by other actions, which for their part already lie in the perlocutionary
realm of the intended result and which rest on a specific convention .116

neously the channel and the form of the same magical praxis (in this case, the various verba
defigendisuch as Kamliiw, Kamypacpw,Kam-d8riµ1,Kamliiliwµ1,defigo,deligo,etc.), and finally

113
114
115

116
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by means of the categories of time and person provides the coordinates of the subject, identifying it automatically with the magical agent"]. Cf. also Grafl996:184-207, esp. 185- 186.
On ritual commands also in comedy cf. Kaimio 1970:121-129.
Austin 1975:133-147,esp. 145.
Cf. also Calame 1995:10-12 ("Enunciation as Action"), esp. 11, where he explores the imprecise
boundary between the illocutionary and perlocutionary act of performative self-reference and
refers to Oswald Ducrot's distinction between "self-referential acts oflanguage that utilize the
rules of discourse and those which introduce the causality of the 'exterior' world." A little later
he continues : "This distinction is particularly pertinent for early Greek poetry in which the act
of enunciation manifests itself in the utterance by way of performance verbs such as to sing,
to praise,to invoke;it leads us again to those complex relationships which link the linguistic
domain marked out by the utterance of the enunciation to the empirical domain corresponding to the enunciation/ communication situation and its psychosocial protagonists ."
For the chorus the kinesic signs of performance -suc h as gesture, proxemics, and cheironomy-in combination with the level of linguistic signs are of importance; Fischer-lichte
1983:31-93.
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In sum, the performative, as has already been seen, is supported by the
"I" of the speaker of the utterance by means of a string of deictic ("here,"
"this") and self-referential references and signals indicative of urgency ("now,"
"immediately" etc .), by which the actual frame of the utterance in the hie et
nunc (enonciation)is brought to the fore. 117 The further the process of narrative distancing from the pragmatic situation advances, the more complex
the identification and attribution of these signals becomes. 118 The choral
''I;' so important for speech acts, can in one and the same poem or dramatic
extract assume quite different functions. The "I"/"we" of the singing chorus
in its function as shifter can thus refer to the person of the performers, of the
community, of the fictional dramatic characters, or even of the poet, and can
fluctuate between these roles continually. In the case of Pindar, this unstable
confusion of voices is particularly problematic, so that a considerable battle
has blazed up in the scholarly literature about whether the "I" in the Epinicians
can also refer to the chorus that is performing at the moment as speaker, or
whether, in contrast to the more ritual forms of the paean and partheneion,
the "I" should be limited solely to the epinician "I" of the poet in his laudatory function or to the autobiographical "I" of the historical Pindar.119 In the
117

For deixiscf. Rösler 1983a, Danielewicz 1990, F. de Toro 1995:13-22, and Felson 2004; for temporal
indication with vüv see Danielewicz 1990:11- 12, Calame 1994/95:144-146, Calame 1995:41-42,
and D'Alessio 2004:270-271; for "markers of urgency" (Calame) see Henrichs 1994/95:102n82.
118
See Calame 1994/95 and Calame 1995:3-26 and 27-57, where he traces the development of
a ritual chorus into the choruses of tragedy , which are embedded in the plot, and of simple
addresses to narratively complex texts ; the "!" and "you" assume in this process the authority
of the speaker/author (narrator) and addressee/reader (narratee) in a fictional narrative. Cf.
also Calame 1999.
119
For the problem ofthe "1;•see Rösler 1985, Gentili 1990:11-15,and Gentili 1990a:20-22.The theory
of the clear distinction between paeans, dithyrambs , partheneia
on the one side and epinicians on
the other is advocated in Lefkowitz 1988 (= Lefkowitz 1991:191-201), Heath 1988,and Lefkowitz 1995.
This schematic separation does not stand up to closer scrutiny; the opposite position to Lefkowitz
and Heath is held by Carey 1991; Morgan 1993 and D'Alessio 1994 give a nuanced and balanced
judgment; cf. also Krummen 1990:136-141, Nagy 1994/95a:20-25, and Calame 1997:228n78.Gentili
1990:15 characterizes the polyvalent role of the Pindaric chorus as follows: "Also eine mehrdeutige
semiotische Verfassung, analog der des tragischen Chors, der bald die mimetische Darstellung einer
dramatis persona übernimmt, wenn er die Funktion eines in die Dramenhandlung integrierten
Akteurs ausübt, bald , in den strophischen Chorliedern, die Rolle des auf die Bühne projizierten
Auditoriums annimmt oder auch die des inneren Zuschauers, der intellektuell und emotional am
dramatischen Geschehen teilnimmt . Das ist ein Eintreten in und ein Heraustreten aus der szenischen Fiktion, das sich auf der gleichen Ebene wie das «Ich» der Chorlyrik vollzieht, welches sich
nicht auf ein allgemeines einheitliches «Ich» reduzieren läßt, sondern von Fall zu Fall, in Beziehung
auf den Kontext des Liedes, neu zu beurteilen ist" ["lt is thus a polyvalent semiotic construction ,
analogous to that of the tragic chorus , that sometimes undertakes the mimetic representation of a
dramatis persona when it exercises the function of an actor integrated into the plot of the drama ,
and sometimes in strophic choral songs takes on the role of the audience projected onto the
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case of comedy, as we shall see, the multiplicity of choral roles is similarly
complicated.
Before we come to the comic chorus, !et us return to the problem of
dramatic genre. Here too one may usefully apply speech act theory. Genre is
formed from the traditional conventions of the group that performs the text.
The resulting norms regulate the performance and the particular expectations
of the recipients. 120
The real world, the ritual connections of mythical drama in the festivals
of Dionysus, but above all the particular conventions and repeatable procedures of the spectators define the norms of a particular genre through which
they become speech acts. The atmosphere that is supposed to obtain in a
particular context creates time and space for particular types of plays. lt is
entirely the same with rituals. On the basis of particular rules developed by
the community, the sacrifice offered to the Olympian gods, for example , is
different from practices directed toward to the chthonic gods, and there are
both festivals of unrestrained joy and festivals of mourning.
In an early phase, in which ritual and myth are the dominant modes
of expression of an original society and mimetic production is based on oral
communication, occasion may closely coincide with genre. 12 1 Only when these
ritual parameters gradually become weakened under the increasing influence
of written communication and fictionalization around the middle of the fifth
century BCEis there a gradual attempt to model occasion using rules of genre
of a more fixed nature. 122 This explains why, despite the shared occasion of the
Great Dionysia, comedy, tragedy and , attached to it, satyr plays, and dithystage, or even that of the inner spectator that participates in the dramatic event intellectually
and emotionally. lt represents an entry into and departure from the plot on stage that occurs
on the same level as the 'I' of choral lyric, and that cannot be reduced to an overall unified 'I,'
but must be reevaluated on a case-by-case basis with reference to the context of the song"].
The same is true of the comic chorus, which Gentili ignores. Gentili (see also Gentili 1984/85,
esp. 33-35) sees the hybrid creatio n of the dram atic chorus in its double function as a narrative and gnomic group and a mimetic group that takes part in the action; in the light of scholarship on performance I focus in addition on its performative and ritual function.
Cf. Henkel 1988:513-5 25, esp. 519-520.
Cf. Nagy 1990:9 and 362-363. and Nagy 1994/9Sa, esp . 11- 14. According to Nagy's pregnant
formulation (Nagy 1990:362), "The occasion is the genre." Thus th e genre of the threnosoriginally coincides with the occasion and act oflament.
Nagy 1990:9 sees literary genre as compensation for the disappearance of the performative
occasion. See Nagy 1990:362n127 on Hellenistic poems. Nagy 1994/9 5a:18-25 expands on the
theory of the connection betw een genre and embedding in ritual and occasion by demonstrating in the case of Pindar's epinician odes that "gen re can even absolutize the occasion"
(18), which then becomes stylized as an exem plary and prototypical framework. Accordingly
Old Comedy could also have transcended its ritual embedment int o the idealized model of the
comastic in order to allow the Dionysiac mood as moment to be experienced in its tot ality.

°
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ramb are quite distinct. Comedy, like the satyr play, has a far more ritual character than tragedy. On the one hand, comedy was included later in the official
agon,and the older connection of the rural Dionysiac festival together with its
carnival-like elements and aiskhrologia
was preserved with the genre for a long
time as performative frame. On the other hand, after the destabilization of
this original occasional connection, comedy tries, possibly even consciously,
to resurrect the actual ritual basis as a norm of the genre.
To summarize: the dramatic chorus occupies a dynamically mediating position between performing purely cultic activity and playing a consciously fictional role as dramatispersona.When one considers the chorus from the point
of view of performance, it becomes clear that the two functions, the dramatic
and the ritual, are analytically not easily separable, but are fused together
through a rather lengthy historical process into an ambivalent unity. Both are
there at the same time, yet one aspect appears more clearly than the other,
depending on genre and perspective. In genres in which narrative and myth
stand in the foreground, the ritual and performative side retreats further into
the background. Choral self-referentiality does not occur in order to interrupt
the action consciously but from the desire to integrate the ritual act, namely
dance in the orchestra in honor of Dionysus, into the play. An important
reason for this appears to lie in the long tradition of ritual choral song and
dance: for illocutionary strengthening, the ritual moment clearly needs selfreferentiality in order to be understood as such and to proceed successfully.

The Comic Chorus in Comparison with Tragedy and Satyr Play
While the tragic chorus has in recent times been thoroughly studied, in the
field of comedy (and satyr play) there is no extensive study that focuses on the
chorus from a performative-pragmatic point of view, applying new discoveries
in anthropology. 123
123

The comic chorus has however been the subject of much research in the formal aspects of
stucture and meter; see the survey of Zimmermann 1994; also, among others, Gelzer 1970,
Zimmermann 1985, and Parker 1997.Just about all of the more recent studies that invesitgate
the development from choral lyric to drama using performative or narratological perspectives generally look at tragedy alone. Comedy and satyr play remain almost entirely neglected;
cf. above, n62; cf. also Gentili 1984/85, Segal 1989, Gentili 1990, Nagy 1990, Calame 1995, Baur
1997,and Calame 1999. For an exploration of Aristophanes' exodoiusing these insights, see now
Calame 2004.Ritual self-reference to Dionysus, which has received so much attention in scholarship on tragedy, has remained almost untouched in scholarship on comedy; see however
Bier! 1990, Bier! 1991 (on Ar. Ran. and Thesm.,see brief remarks on 27-44 and 172-176), and
most recently Riu 1999; it is noteworthy that at the excellent conference on Dionysus held in
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what follows proceeds on the hypothesis that the chorus of the satyr
play and of comedy, in comparison to the related genre of tragedy, is much
more directed toward ritual. This has above all to do with its different practice with respect to the narrative structure of the genres. Tragedy, as has been
shown, rests on fixed and repeatedly performed myths, while the comic playwrights construct their plots on the actualities of the real world, to which
the realm of festival, religion, and the entire culture of ritual also belongs.
The clumsy narrative confinement of many Aristophanic comedies, often
criticized, is no shortcoming when viewed this way, but rather the expression of a specific relationship between the genre and its ritual function. The
comic chorus should therefore not be considered solely from the viewpoint
of tragedy, but as an autonomous, cultic form of polis discourse. Because of an
extensive lack of "mythic" narrative material-in comedy, myth functions as
plot only when it makes fun of myth-comedy has a fundamentally different
poetics and aesthetic constitution. The openness of the borders of the stage to
its "real life" context is an important characteristic. lt is a convention of the
genre that the comic chorus frequently and quite explicitly leaves the plot for
the external and actual context of the play.
The interchange of choral function and dramatic role and the appearances of self-referentiality associated with this have now been profitably used
in the interpretation of Old Comedy.124 In keeping with the communisopinio,
which assumes a strict separation of comedy and tragedy, the discovery that
the comic chorus refers to its own activity in the orchestra has caused no difficulties, unlike the case of tragedy, because the comic genre in other respects as
weil plays quite readily with "metatheatrical" consciousness. 125 Nevertheless,
another investigation is needed to present these phenomena with their ritual
implications for the comic chorus.
Toward the end of the nineteenth century, all studies concerned with the
chorus of Aristophanes revolved mainly around implicit production directions
and problems of dividing up parts of the chorus. Scholars chiefly proposed
Virginia in 1991 (Carpenter/Faraone 1993 with review by Bier!, Gnomon69 [1997]:389-398) there
was space given to three papers on Dionysus and tragedy, while comedy received no treatment.
124
Cf. Dover 1993 and Dover, Frogs, 58-60; the division of many passages is sometimes overly schematic ; often both levels are involved simultaneously .
125
See above, n77. Self-referentiality was here understood in particular as metatheatrical play
~ith ~heatri~al conventions and as the conscious breaking of the "illusion"; see the literature
c1te~ m Ta~lm 1986:164n10 and Bonanno 1987, esp.150 - 167. On the self-awareness ofthe poet
see m particular Hubbard 1991 and Müller 1992:135-141.
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theories about possible semi- or subchoruses and attempted to illuminate the
relationship between choral leader and the chorus as a whole and to answer
the question whether certain lyric passages were performed by individual
singers or by a chorus. 126 These studies fall under the category of the structure
of comedy. Two main directions in the treatment of the comic chorus can be
distinguished: analysis focused on action and plot and evolutionary-historical
interpretation, directed toward the origin of comedy. 127
As is weil known, the more-or-less fixed building blocks of comedy, which
are made up of the division of the chorus, for example into parodos,agon,parabasis,and exodos,chart the course of a comedy. 128 Since Thaddeus Zielinski's
seminal work, DieGliederungder altattischen Komödie["The structure of Attic
Old Comedy") (1885), scholars have turned to "the overall conception of the
plot and the function of the plot elements in the overall framework of a given
comedy."129
More recent studies mostly deal with the relationship of the comic chorus
to the action on stage either within the typical structure of an individual comedy or in relation to the historical development of the genre. Thomas Gelzer
sees the chorus in a plot structure that can be shaped in various ways, so
that the chorus has a key role in the first part (from prologue to agon) in
the establishment of the desired new state of affairs. The actors involved,
according to Gelzer, define their position according to their attitude to the
chorus, which is largely responsible for the fantastic element of the plot:
that is, they may act either as partisans or only as representatives of similar
interests or as opponents of the dance collective in the orchestra. Gelzer
maintains that the fierce confrontation is mainly about the achievement or
exercise of power and control. In the parabasisthe chorus then steps aside
and out of the frame of the plot; in the second part, the participation of the
chorus in the action and its significance decline drastically, and the fantastic
situation, now that it has been achieved, is only safeguarded and defended
in the remaining episodic scenes. Here the chorus in its intermittent songs
is for the most part assigned only its traditional mocking function (often
in the second parabasis)or the role of commentator and interpreter, and
finally in the exodoshelps shape the end in the form of a traditional celebra126

Cf. among others Muff 1872 and Arnoldt 1873.
Fora long time many investigations pursued both goals at the same time .
128
While earlier the ritual rigidity ofthe structure ofthe plot was emphasized (up to and including
Gelzer 1960), today scholars are more disposed to see the poet's individual freedom and ability
to circumvent these structural elements; see for example Gelzer 1993.
129
Zimmermann 1994:1; for an overview of the scholarship, see 1-10 therein.
127
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tion. 130In a quite similar fashion, Bernhard Zimmermann treats the dramatic
role of the comic chorus extensively from the viewpoint of whether it has
a "plot-carrying" (handlungstragend) or "plot-interrupting"
(handlungsunterbrechend)function. He sees "active participation in events on stage" and
accompaniment of plot as subcategories of its "plot-carrying" function, while
he distinguishes between explanation and preparation in the case of plotinterruption.1 31
Klaus-Dietrich Koch views the chorus within a process of historical development: from a position of limited autonomy in the earlier plays, it achieves
a gradual integration and a closer participation in the action, until finally, at
the beginning of the fourth century BCE,it is gradually forced out of the plot,
evidence of this being the emergence of comedies in the manuscripts of which
one encounters the xopou notation with increasing frequency. 132According to
Koch, the chorus initially always stands in a definite and affirming relationship
to the "comic theme" and assumes the function of a) "antagonist," b) "helper,"
or c) "field" or "foil." With the ensemble in the Frogs,the chorus increasingly
becomes an accessory, andin both of Aristophanes' last plays the trend toward
redundancy is clear. 133
130

On the agonsee Gelzer 1960, on the desire for control ibid.196-197, and on the typical progression ofthe plot Gelzer 1970:1524- 1527. On the structural elements see ibid. 1518-1524 and Dover
1972:66-72. Gelzer 1970:1520 sketches out a heterogenous evolutionary and historical reconstruction of comedy: "In der Komödie wurden wohl Elemente verschiedener Herkunft von
verschiedenen anderen Festen zusammengestellt, als die beiden Theaterfeste in historischer
Zeit neu organisiert wurden. Ihre jeweilige eigene ältere Tradition läßt sich nicht weit zurück
verfolgen , und über den kultischen oder profanen 'Ursprung' dieser verschiedenartigen dramatischen und undramatischen Elemente wissen wir darüber hinaus nichts" ["In comedy elements
of various origin and from various other festivals were probably assembled together when the
two theater festivals were reorganized on a new basis in the historical period. lts own particular and more ancient tradition cannot be traced very far back, and we know nothing further
about the cultic or profane 'origin' of these different dramatic and nondramatic elements"].
See also Gelzer 1966:55-70.
131See Zimmermann 1 1985 (esp. his summary 242-261, particularly 242) and Zimmermann II
1985 (esp. the summary 221-234 ["Chor und Handlung"]); for parodoi see Zimmermann 1
1985:6-149, amoiboia150-241, for monody see Zimmermann II 1985:1-49 , duets 50-72, and
pure choral odes 74-220, which he again divides into handlungstragend(75- 107) and handlungsunterbrechend(108-220) (paraineseis,songs influenced by tragedy , songs of ridicule , encomia,
prayers and hymns, parabasisodes). See now also Zimmermann 1999. Parker's (1997) monograph on the Aristophanic chorus provides a metrical analysis of all the lyric parts and gives
brief critical remarks on the state of text without going into these questions . On recent scholarship on single parts see Totaro 1999 (second parabasis)and lmperio 2004 (on some parabaseis). On aggressive derision and Aristophanic choruses see Treu 1999 and in general Saetta
Cottone 2005.
132
Koch 1968:94-9 8, esp. 94-96.
133Koch's scheme of"critical idea" to "comic theme" is ultimately valid only for political comedy.
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Because there is no ongoing and continuous illusion in comedy, as the
best (in my opinion) analysis of the comic chorus, by G. M. Sifakis, shows, it
is questionable to evaluate the chorus solely according to the degree of the
coherency of plot. 134 Sifakis has made it clear that one cannot speak of any real
consistent division of plot and role identity of the chorus in any Aristophanic
comedy. Because of the lesser importance of closed mythical narrative, 135
the constative, descriptive-narrative function does not really supersede the
performative function of the here and now in this genre . In the simple plot
sequences of Aristophanes that are based on ritual models , the chorus is
chiefly a ritual actor; the dramatic role and the theatrical function are extensively fused together, so that now one, now the other aspect comes more
clearly to the fore at different times, depending on the point of view. According
to Sifakis, the boundaries of foreground within the plot are consciously kept
open to the background of the external communicative frame of reference.
Depending on the situation, the chorus fluctuates dynamically between being
strictly rooted in the drama and expansion into the here and now. Just as the
eye constantly adapts to given light conditions by expansion or contraction of
the pupil, so the comic chorus is able from verse to verse to retract its specific
connection to the action and broaden its standpoint, or conversely, to tune
out the here and now and become more involved in its fictional role. 136 Sifakis
The theory does not apply weil to parodic comedy, travesty of myth, Märchen-likecomedy, or
simple fantasy. Koch unequivocally denies the ritual dimension of the chorus; this attitude
is among other things due to the fact that writing as he is in the 1960s he is predisposed to
exclude any ritual explanations, since, as he sees it, the audience is no longer a cultic community (Kultgemeinde)but exclusively a theater audience (Theaterpublikum;63), and the plays
should be understood purely in terms of their contemporary reality-as if ritual would not
have been part of contemporary existence at the time of Aristophanes. The ritual dimension
can be undertaken even by a chorus that is less embedded in the plot. A lesser degree of inte gration is not necessarily equivalent to a development toward redundancy; the openness to
the spectator is rather part of the genre's mode of play. As has already been said, in comedy
a complete embedding is not desirable ; a view of the here and now is always simultaneously
attached.
134
Sifakis(1971:7-14) is against the use of the concept of illusion, while Chapman (1983) continues
to rely on this: metatheater is for him a conscious playing with illusion and the rupturing
thereof.
135
Cf.Warning 1976:283-294.
136
Despite this in principle transgressive openness, the comic chorus is nevertheless, according to
Gelzer's analysis, more of a fellow actor or player in the first half of the play up until the parabasis,while in the second half it is more of a mediater and go-between for the audience. Sifakis
(1971) recognized this slipping back and forth between both levels years before the semiotic
analysis ofthe tragic chorus by Calame (Calame 1994/95 and Calame 1999), who terms this the
fading in and out of the enonciationframework. Calame nowhere refers to this important study
of the comic chorus.
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already emphasized the particular function of the chorus as mediator between
players, performing citizens , and the public .137
On the other band, scholars have long recogni zed the clearly ritual and
pragmatic dimension of the comic chorus. Due to a one -sided view of dramaturgy that privileged the concept of a unified plot even for comedy, this characteristic could only be explained as a survival of predramatic and ritual
elements.138 This interpretation was widespread up to and including the time
of Gelzer's dissertation (1960) . Scholars made extrapolations back to comedy's origin on the basis of the conventional structure of its fixed constitu tive elements. Typical of this tendency is Hans Herter's influential study Vom
dionysischenTanzzum komischen Spiel["From Dionysiac dance to comic play"].
He argues for an organic development from Dionysiac phallic choral dances
to Old Comedy. Comedy finally emerged from outgrowths of these , which
attached themselves to original choral occasions and komoi of traditional
phallus singers , so that the actors developed as opposite numbers out of the
chorus leader. 139 He considered the mocking, joking, and abusive speech of
the chorus as a "relic of ritual. " 140 In the case of the parabasis,in which deviation from the context of the plot is especially striking , and cult songs, dance,
rebuke, laughter, and invective in a direct dialogue with the audience stand
at the center, it was easy to find an explanation in the form of unassimilated
remnants of ritual. The formulation of Gilbert Murray , an Oxford representative of the Cambridge ritualists, is weil known: "The Parabasis is a nugget
of unassimilated ritual embedded in the structure of the play." 11 1 Gelzer also
sees the parabasisas a ritual remnant that is neither functionally adapted nor
integrated into the plot. All in all, he views conventional elements as survivals
whose real meaning has long since been forgotten. 142 In the course of the
present study we will see that the style of the parabasis,because of its open137

138

139
140
141

Möllendorff 1995a gives a bri ef interpr etation of th e rol e of th e Aristoph anic chor us. In his
survey of modern scholarship he emph asizes the inclusion of th e auditorium and inter vention
in the real world , but does not addre ss the ritual dimensi on.
On the survival theory of the Cambridge rituali sts , see for exampl e Cornford 19612 . Anything
th at contradicted the pr econceived notion of an organic , closed plot could simply be explained
away by the hypoth esis of remnant s of ritu al.
Herter 1947:38- 42.
Herter 1947:27.
Murr ay 1933:12. The parabasis was accordin gly seen for a long tim e as th e ac tu al core of
comedy: see among other s on this Herter 1947:31 and Sifakis 1971:15-20; see also below, chap. 2
nll6.
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On the theory of sur vivals see Gelzer 1960:189nl ; on th e parabasis see Gelzer 1960:203-212; on
the ritual popular substrate cf. also Gelzer 1966.
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ness to the audience and to enonciation,is to a !arge extent typical of the comic
chorus' ritual and transversal manner of speech, and is not only limited to the
actual parabasisitself.
These two directions in scholarship, the one focused on the evolution
and history of comedy, and the other on plot, have without doubt contributed much to the understanding of Old Comedy.The parts of the chorus that
contribute to plot and those that are independent of plot are admittedly not
as neatly separable as was originally assumed. Those choruses that cannot be
fully and completely integrated into a fictional context should not be rejected
as unimportant remnants of prehistory, but ought to be considered in connection with the performative viewpoints I have presented here of the blending
in and out of enonciation.lt is important here to recognize the ritual component of the performance in the here and now as weil as the ritual make-up
of the plot. The comic chorus thus not only reflects an original, conventional
substrate of rituals that could certainly no longer be understood in the fifth
century BCE,but to a !arge extent actually is ritual in the sense of the term we
have established here.
Sifakis' study comes the closest to my analysis. Yet he too understands
ritual rather as a primitive element from which comedy may have developed,
while in my work the sociocultural context and elements that constitute the
form and content of the extant comedies of Aristophanes are additionally classified as ritual in nature.
By way of a starting point one may accordingly summarize the ritual
character of the comic chorus as follows:
1. The members of the chorus carry out a performative act, in which
the performative should be understood as a speech act in the sense of a
mimetic performance. In choral songs an activity generally stands in the
foreground. By speaking, the members of the chorus bring about an action.
They frequently refer to their own activity, that is, to their singing and to
their ritual dance. Demonstrative self-presentation is at the center of this,
corresponding to the ritual practice of self-display. Form and content form
a unity. Redundancy, repetition, and compression are important elements
of expression. The performance takes place using several media: speech,
dance movement, gesture, music, and mask and costume-which emphasize the chorus ' flashy exterior-all work together synaesthetically. The
expressive quality of its speech, the sensory quality of the objects carried,
and the clothing, together with the instrumental quality of its actions,
combine to form a spectacular and aesthetically embellished complex of
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artistic staging. Moreover, its words convey ideological value. Through
associations, metaphors, and metonymy , speech moves objects and persons
predicatively in a qualitative space. By means of mimetic actions and movements, these expressive impressions are fixed on a real level.
2. Because of its self-contained nature and its self-referential emphasis on

the completion of the chorus' own action, other types of descriptions and
constative utterances are reduced to a minimum.
3. In numerous choral songs contact is established with the gods in the

here and now. 143 Hymns and prayers are prominent cultic forms. Choral
lyric is incorporated in a way that is only partly parodic, and is equally
characterized by its pragmatic-ritual function. 144 Beside the self-referential
references to its own singing and dancing, the action of the chorus takes
placeat a festival. Ritual festive events are of great importance both in the
fictional carrying out of action and in the here and now. In the social and
cultural context of society choruses dance during initiation, at fertility
festivals, and at new year's festivals. The ritual activity of the choral dance
clearlyis connected to the symbolic and dramatic enhancement of critical
transitions. This social function is reflected in the dramatic integration of
the chorus.
4. The ritual scheme of pompe,agon,and komosin the context of Dionysiac
festival is copied in the course of the comedy. In the parodos, the chorus
enters in a marching rhythm and is often engaged in a ritual acts. The agon
is often in the interest of the chorus and reflects the external competition
of the comic playwrights and producers of the chorus for the victory prize.
After completion of the actual plot, the ritual chorus often presents itself in
the parabasisto the crowd. In the concluding exodos, the result of the comic
experiment in thought is celebrated. Here the chorus anticipates the komos

143
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While the tragic chorus can talk about its own pe r formance only by resorting to the occasional device of projectio n onto other mythical or ritual choruses, the comic chorus has it
easier in this respect as weil. Of course, it can also act in this fashion. But its bearing is itself
still largely ritual. The simp le comic plot is arranged mainly about this chorus, whose actual
identity continues to shine through the interm ittent identity of its dramatic role. The masked
members of the chorus form a representative cross-section of the community as a whole, and
t? a certain extent _a microcosm of Athens. Through their activity they perform ritual pract1ces and ceremomes of the polis as a whole, and in particul ar the y honor the gods of their
pohs.
On assimilation of the lyric tradition, see Kugelmeier 1996.
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procession of the victory celebration and thus makes a transition into the
external context. 145
Wherein, then, does the difference between the comic and tragic chorus lie?
In part its difference with respect to its aesthetic is fundamental, and in part
this difference is also one of degree.
Contrary to tragedy, where the chorus tends to be made up of inconspicuous participants in the plot, such as old men or female bystanders, and
is therefore rather straightfoward and predictable in terms of its role, the
choruses of Old Comedy represent a considerable surprise and the central
performative event for the audience. The financial expenditure for the
rieb decoration of the costumes and masks of this fantastic entity was far
greater. Its conspicuously spectacular exterior is meant to be displayed and
is directly connected to the development of the comic plot. While the rules
of the tragic genre largely mask the framework of enonciationand attempt to
embed the chorus in the action on stage, the chorus of Old Comedy tends to
describe its role and its costume at first band and to enter into contact with
the audience . In tragedy one has a chorus that operates in a rather color less fashion and that is far removed from the actual activity of the heroes. lt
interprets and comments on the events on stage from a different observa tion point while possessing a relatively stable role identity, and in its moral izing insistence on taking middle-of -the-road positions largely corresponds
to the audience. Without completely obviously transgressing the boundaries
between the here and now and the action on stage, in this role as inner or
idealizedspectator it remains palpably connected with the actual context. In
comedy, on the other band, the chorus determines action, and the distance
from the everyday world of the spectator is immense because of the grotesque
surroundings of the plot. But the distance is overcome by entering into
direct contact with the audience . The role identity of the chorus members
becomes so thin as a result of explicit references to the performance context
· that on the side of the recipient the boundary between it and the chorus
appears equally transparent. In tragedy, the audience is thus drawn into
the undertow of sorrow and lament on the stage through its implicit similarity to the chorus, while in comedy , by contrast, it assimilates itself to
the viewpoint of the fantastic world, and it is through this that the desired
145

For an inter pr etation of the exodoiinvolving an anth ropological approa ch and th e aesth etics of
recepti on, see Papp as 1987. He thinks that th e final stru ctural elemen t conclude s the pr ogr ession of ritu al activity from v6oo\ to own 1pia and achieves a cathar sis in th e ritual cont ext of
fertility festivals.
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reactions of compassion (Mit-Leiden)or laughter (Mit-Lachen) respectively
arise. 146
All in all, the dramatic activity of ritual comic choruses should be
measured against a naturalist-realist theater of total illusion even less than
tragedy should be subjected to this approach. Rather, it is comparable to
strongly conventionalized and expressive -symbolic theater like Japanese Kabuki, at the center of which one also finds demonstration, the display of metaphorical connections. Just as ritual mimetic groups attempt to do, in these
forms of theater one presents oneself to the spectators, represents oneself
and the role, and remains in a continuous exchange with them. The player
acts here as a living sign that functions as a symbol. Simultaneously, behind
this symbolic role one's reality as performing dancer is always allowed to
filter through. Semiotically speaking, the chorus member dressed as a bird,
for example, is at the same time signifier and signified. In Charles S. Peirce's
terminology, the actor functions both as icon and as index, in the sense that he
achieves a similarity with the actual object, which was intended to be signified
by the external sign. Finally, as an iconicized index, the dancer also assumes
the character of a symbol, since his body language, utterances, accessories,
movements, and gestures can be interpreted as those of a bird, which in the
Greek imagination is associated with experiences of crossing into another
world. 147
While the tragic chorus, being for the most part only a marginal group
and connected to the figures and the action only through an external relationship, reflects in its songs experiences that largely pass it by or introduces
146
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On the comparison of comic and tragic choruses see the excellent observations in Taplin
1996:191-194. On the social marginality of the tragic chorus in its dramatic role, see Gould
1996. In his response Goldhill (1996, esp. 250-255) corre ct ly notes that the chorus in its ritual
role in the enonciationis anything but a marginal phenomenon , but possesses the authority of a
mythic speech act of privileged fellow citizens.
For the concepts icon, index, and symbol, see Peirce 1983:64-67; in connection with the semiotics of theater , see F. de Toro 1995:73-86. On the natur e of Old Comedy as conventionalized
and expressive-symbolic theater , see also Sifakis 1971:7-14, esp. 11: "Any conventional type
of drama -o r art for that matter - is by definition unrealistic and, in consequence, anti-illusionistic . lt makes no demands on the credulity of the spectators, and no effort to appear
true to everyday life. Thus conventional drama, be it Chinese opera, Noh drama, European
ballet, or Greek comedy, is free to show in a symbolic way virtually anything the dramatist
likes: tales of unlimited fantasy such as journeys to the underworld through lakes and strange
landscapes, men riding beetles to heaven or building cities in the ßirdland suspended between
heaven and earth , and animals talking like men ." On Kabuki see for example Pronko 1982. On
the co~ic chorus ' function of integrating and involving the audience in the comic plot, see
also Mollendorff1995a. On audience participation in ritual drama, see Turner 1982:31, 112, and
Turner 1984.
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mythical narratives as background information, the comic chorus is a ritual
actant to a far greater degree.
In his detailed study,Jürgen Rode proceeds on the assumption that actual
tragic choral song is constructed antistrophically and derives from an independent and nonmimetic choral lyric that contained gnomic elements, mythical narrative, interpretation, commentary, and description. 148 By contrast, the
chorus of comedy and the satyr play has a considerable part in the action and
in its songs represents action in the sense of speech act.
Nevertheless, one should not draw as sharp a distinction between the two
genres as is usually clone. Choruses that participate in the action can also be
found in tragedy, particularly in the early plays of Aeschylus, for example the
Suppliantsand the Eumenides.Both of these choral groups stand at the center
of the action and act in a largely ritual and performative fashion. 149 The entry
of the Erinyes in particular is just as surprising and spectacular as a choral
entrance in comedy.150 But fundamentally they largely retain their role identity, and their pragmatic function is only visible at the edges, chiefly in the final
procession, which is in many ways reminiscent of the Panathenaia. 15 1 There
are many other tragic choruses that enact ritual as speech act. 152 This occurs
primarily by means of the integration of cultic forms that are embedded in the
tragic plot. Either this action happens autonomously and unannounced, or a
dramatic announcement is followed by the performance of ritual in song. 153
In this context one may mention hymns, prayers, processions, sacrificial and
148

Rode 1971; the structural description is certainly correct. lt is nevertheless worth consid ering whether choral Iyric might not also have developed out of ritual songs, to which gnomic
elements and description were attached only secondarily.
149
See the sound analysis of the Eumenides in Prins 1991, in which Austin's speech act theory is
also applied.
150
Taplin 1996:197-199 treats the Eumenides as an exception to the rule that there is a fundamental difference between tragedy and comedy, because the Oresteiain his opinion represents
as kind of"aetiology for tragedy"; cf. Wilson/Taplin 1993. lt remains questionable whether the
Eumenidesand the Bacchae are really fundamentally different from the other tragedies. On the
unusual role of the chorus in the Bacchae,see Segal 1997; without going into the performative
aspect, he describes among other things the loss of the function as authoritative voice of the
citizenry in the light of the political transformation at the end of the fifth century BCE.
15 1
Cf. Headlam 1906, Bowie 1993a (with further bibliography, 27), and Weaver 1996.
152
On the integration of hymns and other cultic elements, see Kranz 1933:127-137. Supplication,
sacrifice, prayer , invocation, the casting of spells, blessing, and marching to a song in a procession give rise to corresponding ritual actions through speech. On hymns in tragedy, see also
Adami 1901 and Dorsch 1983.
153 Rode (1971:101-103 and 111-113) somewhat schematically terms this form Programmlieder
["programma tic songs"], thus underpl aying the amount of genuinely cultic material in tragic
choral songs; see also 1971:114.
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wedding rites, summoning of ghosts, laments , and blessings. Whether or not
these cultic elements are in Rode's words "an original and necessary part of
choral songs in general or tragedy" is, as Walther Kranz writes, hardly something that can be established, since this implies an overly fixed opinion about
the question of origin. 154Kranz does seem more likely to be right than Rode
inasmuch as every chorus carries out a ritual action. lt is of course important that in this case the tragic chorus, which in its narrative and descriptive
parts is clearly anchored, just as comedy is, in the ritual of Dionysus, incorporates further ritual from the everyday world. Drama is simultaneously
theater and ritual, and depending on one's point of view, emphasis may fall
on one aspect at one time and on another at a different moment. Tragedy
also employs parts of ritual that make up the mythos, that is the action of the
plot.155
Astrophic songs in particular are strongly mimetic and so reactualize
through word and deed all types of action that the poet brings into connection
with the dramatic action on stage. Search scenes are typical of this in all three
dramatic genres. In the verbal expression of searching, which is underscored by
many other types of signs, the chorus bring about the corresponding action. 156
Satyr choruses in particular-like the comic chorus before the parabasis,especially in the comic parodos-are often presented in actions or imitate actions
in pantomime fashion with wild dance-like movements. 157In the Cyclopsthe
chorus refers in self-referential fashion to its own activity in the orchestra,
just as is the case in the two other dramatic genres . In the parodos,while
singing and dancing, it drives its flock to the cave of the Cyclops, and Silenos
at the end of the prologue comments on the satyrs' activity and prepares the
way for their actual entrance:
T( raüra: µwv Kp6rn<;otKtv(8wv
oµoioc; uµiv vüv TEXWTE
BaKXl4'
154Rode (1971:114) considers

these elements, contra Kranz 1933:127-137, tobe merely secondary.
On these ritual elements in tragedy, see the excellent contribution by Easterling (1988), who
like me emphasizes the connection of ritual and tragedy . See now Easterling 1997, Seaford
2005, and Sourvinou -Inwood 2005.
155 See for example Foley 1992, Zeitlin 1992, and the exemplary study in Wolff1992.
156Cf. e.g. Soph. Jchn.(fr. 314 Radt) 64-78, 100-123, 176-2 02, Eur. Rhes.675-721 (satyr play); Aesch.
Eum. 254-275, Soph. Ai. 866-878 (tragedy) and Ar. Ach. 204-236, Thesm. 655-688 (comedy). See
also Pöhlmann 1995.

157For the

chorus in satyr plays see the excellent remarks of Seidensticker in 1979:236-238 (=
Seidensticker 1989:338-340) and 1999:17-25, esp. 19-21. On choral self-referentiality in satyr
plays see now also Easterling 1997:42- 44, Kaimio 2001, and Bier! 2006, esp. 118-134.
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KWµotcruvacrrr{~ovn:<;
'AMaia<;Mµou<;
rrpocrftr'ao10alc;ßapßfrwv crau1.ouµEvo1;
Eur. Cyc.37-40

158

What's all this? Is your stamping of the sikinnisnow like it was when
as fellow shield bearers to Bakkhos you came in komoito the house
of Althaia, shaking yourselves about to the song of the lyre?
In the mimetic song action is completed through words: in the short, astrophic
interchange, the animals are herded (49-54) in a similarly gesture-filled
fashion as in comedy, and here, in addition to this action, the movements of
the chorus clearly imitate the sikinnis, the dance of the satyr play. Just as in
tragedy, here Euripides knows how to combine choral self-reference with
choral projection. The stamping of the sikinnis of the enonciationin the hie et
nuncis connected with dancing in the Dionysiac komosonce upon a time when
the satyrs and Bakkhos, carrying weapons, marched to Kalydon, where the god
feil in love with Althaia, the wife of his guest-friend Oineus. The ritual of the
current performance cites and in so doing makes present the mythical event
of the past.
In the same parodosthe satyrs give a typically negative choral projection
that nevertheless functions as self-reference to their own dance, singing, and
music-making. While the bacchic dance is not shown on the grass in front of
the Cyclops' cave, it is performed in the Dionysiac orchestra with the utterance of the following verses:

ou T<XÖE
Bp6µ10c;.ou T<XÖE
xopoi
B<XKXat
TE0upcrocp6pot,
158

The performative shifters have been emphasized here as well as in the passage of Alcman cited
above (p. 33) andin the further examples. With their help reference is made from the there
and then of the plot to the here and now of the current communication situation. Ludwig
Koenen has kindly sent me a copy of his unpublished lecture "lustiges Spiel mit Theater Konventionen in Euripides ' Kyklops,"which he gave in the spring of 1999 at the colloquium
in Basel in honor of Joachim Latacz and from which I have profited. 1 have come to similar
conclusions independently of Koenen. lnterestingly, he characterizes the shouts of the Satyrs
to Odysseus' men (Eur. Cyc. 654-662), who are blinding the Cyclops inside (i.e. offstage), as
speech acts. Nevertheless , the chorus exhorts itself here, in contrast to others songs in satyr
plays and comedies (cf. e.g. the searching song, below chap. 1, n261 and Ar. Thesm.655-688, or
the work song in Pax 459-519), not to act, but with a shout of encouragement it informs the
audience about what is happening behind the stage. At most one could suggest that the Satyrs
are transforming their demands for action into dancelike movement in a dramatic fashion. See
now also Bier! 2006:130-134.
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ou rnµna:vwv a\a\ayµot
Kp~Vat~nap' UÖpOXU"t"Ol~,
ouK oi'.voux\wpat crmy6vc~·
ouö' EVNU<J<t
µrnx Nuµcpav
taKYOVtaKYOVwöa:v
µEATIW
npo~ rav '.Acppo8tmv,
äv 0fJpEuwvnn6µav
ßO:KXat~
<JIJV
AEUKOTIO<JlV.
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Eur. Cyc.63- 72
Here there is no Bromios, here are no choruses and thyrsos-bearing
Bakkhai, no thumping of the drums next to the water-pouring
sources, no sparkling drops of wine: nor in Nysa with the Nymphs
do I sing the song IakkhosIakkhosto Aphrodite, whom I flew after,
hunting with the white-footed Bakkhai.
The negated deictic reference is ambiguous in terms of the performance situation, since the chorus really dances in the hieet nunc and Dionysus Eleuthereus
is thereby imagined as being present. Even within the action of the plot
the pronouncement represents an irony, since Dionysus, who throughout
the Cyclopsis equated with the drink sacred to him, is de facto right there in
the next scene, namely as the wine of Maron, even though the Satyrs cannot
taste it. One might compare the words with which the Cyclops upbraids the
members of the chorus after Silenes together with Odysseus has traded the
fabulous wine for food: ÜVEXE'
na:pEXE'r( ra:öE; r(~ ~ pa0uµ(a; 1 ri ßaKYta,Et';
ouxt tn6vucroc;ra:8E, 1ou Kp6m\a xaAKoürnµna:vwv r' apa:yµam ("Stop! Make
room! What's all this here, what's the meaning of this laziness? Why this
Bacchic dancing? This is not Dionysus here, there are no bronze castanets and
beatings of drums!" Cyc.203-205). The Cyclops takes up the just-cited description given by the Satyrs and at the same time exposes it as false.
On the surface a gap, as it were, emerges inverses 63-72 between the
actual performance of the chorus and the plot that slowly closes over the
course of the piece. As far as the intrafictional setting of the play is concerned
it can be fiercely negated, yet at the moment of the performance the sound of
the drums resounds clearly, the members of the chorus raise the ritual shout
in the Athenian theater of Dionysus, they sing and make wild movements. The
central god, in whose honor the play takes place in the first place, through
ritual self-referentiality establishes a bridge between the here and now and
60
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the there and then. Through his name both levels can be present alongside
each other in the simplest fashion and be fused together.
Such examples of pure action in connection with self-referential utterances that relate to the carrying out of a simple action and simultaneously to
the chorus' own ritual occupation of dancing and singing are commonly found
in comedy. The relatively uncomplicated action of the plot is carried by the
chorus and supported in an illocutionary fashion by references to itself.
In tragedy there are many other examples of astrophic songs that
perform a speech act. 159 For example, in Aeschylus' Suppliants(825-835) the
members of the chorus flee to the altars of the gods while singing words that
correspond to their actions, the maidens of Argos perform a libation at the
tomb in the LibationBearers(152-163), andin the SevenagainstThebes(848-860)
the bodies of the brothers are carried in. In Euripides' Heraclesthe door to the
palace is opened in the astrophon(1016-1038). The latter two passages simultaneously introduce a kommos,which is a perfect example of a speech act. 160
Lastly,a short prayer is enacted on stage in abrief choral song in Euripides'
Hippolytus(1268-1281).
Sophocles Trachiniae205-224 161 and Euripides Bacchae1153-1164 represent spirited dance songs with choral self-reference as an expression of joy
and celebration. Astrophaof this sort that are dependent on extra-dramatic
hyporchemes are extremely rapid, highly mimetic, and expressive choral
interludes in which action is closely joined with speech, and in particular,
the fictional plane with the external communication situation. The wild
gestures and dance movements are enacted in a particular meter: they are
partly in lyric iambics.162 Cretics, dochmiacs, and anapaests are rhythmically
especially suited to the mimetic presentation of emotions and small, rapid
actions.163

159

See Rode 1971:92-94 on this.
Aesch. Prom. 687-695, Eur. Supp. 918-92 4, and Eur. Ion 1229-1243 represent brief laments
without subsequent kommos.
161
See Bier! 1991:135-137 and Henrichs 1994/95:79-84 on this; the self-referential, excited, and
orgiastic choral language (esp. Soph. Trach. 216-221) is reminiscent of other hyporchemes.
Cf. De Falco 1958, esp. 60-63; for Sophoclean hyporchemes see also Bier! 1991:126-127. On the
question of the genre of Soph. Trach.205-224, see Grandolini 1995 (with references to older
scholarship).
162
For iambics see below, chap. 2, n44.
163
Iambic and cretic meters are especially typical of hyporchemes. Cretics and paeons are also
characteristic of the paean and the hyporcheme; see Gentili 1952:139-149 and Gentili/
Lomiento 2003:220-229.
160
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A defining factor here is the participation of the choral "I," which may
be split by the introduction of references to the song and the dance into a
performer in the here and now and a role-player integrated into the plot.
Beside action-oriented songs of this type, ritual actions may also in
strophic songs be simply attached in outward appearance to the sequence
of events of a tragedy. Here one may mention prayers, as in the parodoiof
Aeschylus' Seven against Thebes and Sophocles' OedipusRex and Antigone,or
cletic hymns, such as the famous song to Dionysus in the fifth stasimon of the
Antigone(1115-1154). 164 In the prayer to the gods, particularly with the pointed
naming of Dionysus, the speech act of worship within the fiction of the play
passes into the area of the here and now.165 In uttering it, the members of the
chorus in fact complete this action. The same is the case with oaths, curses, and
blessings. So, for example, at the Persian chorus' insistent singing of "Come,
come, come here, come to upper edge of the tomb, lift the saffron-tinged shoe
of your foot!" (i'0'
iKoÜ,1ifM' fo' cfapov Kopuµßov ox0ou, KpOKoßa-1m:ov
rroSoc;Euµaptv aEipwv, Aesch. Persians658-660), Dareios really does return to
the upper world. The perlocutionary result is ensured. The illocutionary force
lies in the ritual and formulaic language with its dicola and tricola, which
emphasizes the command. The lifting of the foot in the chorus' address to
Dareios will have been imitated in the gestural language of the choral dance
and strengthens the speech act. 166
The famous "binding song" of the Erinyes in Aeschylus' Eumenides(321396) is also comparable. Magical practices lie behind this: through their words,
the chorus attempt to actually bind Orestes. The chorus' formation and its
primitive diction aim at the desired effect of psychic binding. The chorus
incites itself to join hands (äyi::8~ Kai xopov chjJwµi::v,Eum. 307), and thereupon makes a magic circle around the victim at the altar. As phatic locutionary
act, the ephymnion resembles an actual magical incantation that unleashes
enormous illocutionary energy using assonance, alliteration, and the intense
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In the fifth stasimon of the Antigone(1115-1154) the combination of choral projection and
self-reference also occurs; see Henrichs 1994/95:77-79 and already Bier! 1991:127-132; see also
Scullion 1998, who interprets the song as a Dionysiac and cathartic dan ce to free Thebes of its
"illness ." For further ritual prayers, cf. OC1556-1578 and Eur. Hipp.61-72.
In the parodoiof Soph. OT 209-215 and Ant. 147- 154 Dionysus is invoked last . Once again
Dionysus functions as a kind of shifter .
Consider the opinion of Rode 1971:102n57 on the song in Aesch. Pers. 633-680 : "Dies ist eines
der wenigen Lieder, die man auch als 'echte' Kultlieder verstehen könnte, die also keine dem
Kultlied fremden Elemente aufweisen" ["This is one of the few songs that could also be understoo~ ~s 'real' cultic songs and that thus exhibit no elements that are foreign to cult sang"].
For aEipwv as a choral self-reference cf. Soph . Trach. 216 and the references in Henrichs
1994/95:106nl05.
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staccato rhythm of the "running" trochaics interrupted by a pherecratean .
Repetition, redundancy, and the concentration of impressions give the song
its insistency. The victim is, so to speak, put under hypnosis. 167

fot 8€ rQ n:0uµEV½J
roöE µEAO\,rrapm<omx,
rrapacpopa:cppEvoöaA~<;,
uµvo\ €~'Eptvuwv,
öfoµto<;<ppEVWV,
acpopµtKrn<;,CT\JOVO:
ßporni<;,
Aesch. Eum. 328-333 (= 341-346)
Over our victim this is our song: the blow of madness, mind-destroying frenzy, a hymn of the Erinyes, mind-binding, lyreless, withering for mortals.
In both examples the members of the chorus carry out a ritual with self-reference to the singing and dancing of the performance. In the refrain quoted
above, this song (roöE µ€Ao<;)is referred to deictically. The key concept of the
uµvo<;8foµ10<;is initially expressed briefly andin a pithy fashion (Eum. 306), to
be then repeated in emphatic form in the magic formula. The chorus arranges
its linear dance formation performatively (Eum. 307), using the hortative first person plural form to order itself. The song's negative aspect as magic used
to invoke and harness chthonic powers is emphasized in the plot, although
as spectacular performance the hymn "binds" and enchants on the level of
enonciation. The singers describe their song as "lyreless" (acp6pµ1Krn<;,Eum.
332-333 = 345-346) and "hated muse" (µoüoav owyEpav, Eum. 308). Similarly,
the chorus of the Persians refers to its own ritual activity as performer and
talks of its own songs as uµvo1.168
The next two refrains testify in particular to the ''I" of the speakers who
complete the speech act. Throughout the whole song the ''I"/"we" is emphasized. At the moment they utter their destructive words, the actors stamp on
the ground and assert that the greatest glory of men will be struck down "by
167

168

On the connection with magical practice see Faraone 1985. On the Eumenidesfrom the perspective of choral self-referen ce, see also Henr ichs 1994/9 5:60-65. For interpretation of the chorus
ofEr inyes in connection with Austin's speech act theory , see Prins 1991.
Aesch. Pers. 625; Atossa does this already in her request for performance, Pers. 620. Cf. also
Aesch. Cho. 475 (öli' üµvoc;). For the mention of song and dance (as self-referential illocutionar y
intensificati on), see Kranz 1933:135 (with many ot her examples).
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our dark-clothed attacks and the hate-filled dancing of our foot" (aµnipat~
Ecp60oH;µEAavE{µocnv,6px11-Ioµoi<;r' bnq:,06votc;rroMc;,Eum. 370-371). Again,
the general self-reference to the "dance" of the enonciationprepares the way
for the actual ritual practice of sympathetic magic, which is of significance for
the progress of the plot.
The self-reference to the chorus' own performative presentation is taken
up in the refrain immediately afterward. In a mimetic and highly charged
dance, words about hunting, chasing, and attack with destructive foot stand at
the center:

169

µa:Aayap oi'Jva:Aoµiva
aviKa0Ev ßapurrEOfj
Kataq:>EpW
TTOÖO<;
aKµav,
ocpaAEp<X
yap ravuop6µotc;
KWAa,OUocpopovarav.
Aesch. Eum. 372- 376
For jumping from up above I bring down the heavy -falling edge of
my foot: unsure are the limbs of those who run at full tilt, a terrible
destruction.
"Jumping" (a:Aoµiva), the "foot" (rroMc;), and "limbs" (KwAa) emphasize
in turn in quite immediate fashion the bodily action of dance that puts the
chorus in a trance and connects the performers with their dramatic role. The
whirling chorus' agonistic exertion practically brings it to the point of almost
passing out. Like animals, the members of the chorus Junge at their victim
andin mock combat make the limbs of other dancers under attack buckle.110
One is here reminded of the animal choruses of Old Comedy. Only in tragedy,
according to generic convention, the wildness and the uncivilized nature of
169

170
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See Henrichs 1994/95:64: ''The feet of the Erinyes thus epitomize their choral identity as
performers of the dance; at the same time, their feet function as instruments of destruction
that physically perform the incantation in an act of sympathetic magic."
Prins 1991:188-189 also emphasizes the relation of these lines to the performance going on in
the present : she notes that the body of the dancer corresponds to the song , whose rhythmic
properties are also called "feet" (rr61iEdand "cola" (lit. "limbs, members," KwAa).She refers
(1991:188n14) to Svenbro 1984 (esp. 221) and the double meaning of µfäoc; as "song" and
"limb." Dance is a ritual enacted on the body. At the same time as it is executed a transformation takes place . Svenbro 1984:220-224refers in addition to the homology of sacrificial portions
and rhythmic units. In a kind of sympathetic magic the attackers thus "dismember" their body
and sang into rr60E<;
and KWAa,which dancing by themselves are supposed in a gruesome sacrificial ritual to perform sparagmos on Orestes, rendered in turn into rr60E<;
and KwAa.
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the animal, symbolized by the color of black, is emphasized as threatening
contrast to the human, while in comedy this boundary is playfully removed.
Negative incantation can also be compared with positive blessing (i:::uxa~
aya0a~, Aesch. Supp. 626) in the Suppliants of Aeschylus (630-709), which is
connected to the action on stage. This song is likewise a ritual speech act that
attempts to influence reality through the illocutionary force and role of the
wish. Even if the choral "!" retreats into the background in the wish expressed
in the optative of the third person, the chorus is nevertheless present on both
its levels through projections of a negative and positive nature. Twice the
abhorrent Ares is degraded in lively dochmiacs as the negation of the choral
dancing that is now taking place (rov axopov ßoav ... µaxAov '~pri ["wild
Ares, the shout hostile to the chorus"] and axopov aKi0ap1v 8aKpuoy6vov
"Apri["Ares, hostile to the chorus and the lyre, source of tears"], Aesch. Supp.
635 and 682) and contrasted with the positive and desired state of Dionysiac
harmony and festivity, which is identical with the present situation of the
dancing chorus members in the orchestra (d5cpriµov8' foi ßwµoi~ 1 µouoav
0dar' ao180{·1 ayvwv r' ~Kornµarwv <pcpE-1 o0w cp~µa cp1Aocp6pµ1y~
["May
the singers perform their work of the muse attentively at the altars; and from
their pure mouths let a lyre-loving song stream out!"], Supp.694-697). 171 Many
other pointed oppositions may be explained on the basis of this constantly
sought self-reference to the chorus' own performance for the sake of illocutionary intensification. Expressions such as "paean for the dead" (rrmava
rou0av6vrn~, Aesch. Cho.151) should not simply be dismissed as consciously
sought after paradoxical figures of speech and oxymoronic periphrasis, or as
theatrical genre-mixing. 172 Rather, attention is being drawn to the implicit
contrast and opposing tension between tragic role and cultic function. The
chorus tends to present its song in the orchestra as cheerful and exuberant,
while within the frame of the plot it equally needs to assume severe aspects as
weil. Finally, by means of these dispositions the tragic poet is able to imitate
the characteristic ambivalence of the Dionysiac mood and to incorporate it
dramaturgically into the build-up of tension.
171

172

On the paradoxical association of Ares and Dionysus see e.g. Eur. Phoen.784-800; Bier! 1991:
154-157.
Kranz (1933:135)proceeds from a fundamental opposition between the forms of the paean and
the kommos,and thinks "es ist daher als Vereinigung des eigentlich Unvereinbaren zu deuten,
wenn die Tragödie auch spricht vom rccnav rnü 0av6vrn<; (vom Scholiasten getadelt)" ["This
should accordingly be explained as the union of the essentially irreconcilable, even if tragedy
speaks ofthe rcmav roü 0av6vro<;, Cho.151 (condemned by the scholiast)"]. He lists Aesch. Sept.
867, Eur. Ale.424, Supp. 75, Hel.l 75ff., and Hipp.1373 among others as comparable passages. For
the explanation in terms of a potpourri of genres in Plato's sense (Leg.700d), see Rutherford
1994/95:122-124.
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Connected with the dramatic incorporation of these ritual songs into the
tragic events, rites connected with mourning and burial, especially the threnos
and the kommos,stand in the foreground. 173Albert Henrichs speaks generally in this connection of an almost unbridgeable tension between the chorus
members' dramatic role and their function as joyful dancers in the orchestra.174from an evolutionary and historical perspective this observation may be
quite right. Nevertheless, the incorporation of dance ritual into the plot is so
extensive that the breaking of this inner contradiction does not represent an
unavoidable flaw or accident, but is sought out by the poet in order to intensify the speech act of ritual performance in illocutionary fashion. Otherwise
the <langermight arise that the ritual performance would remain exclusively
hidden behind a dramatic "illusion," which would lead to the failure of one
part of the performative speech action. After all, the aim of the chorus as an
ensemble of citizens of the Athenian community at the festival in a ritual
presentation in honor of the god Dionysus is to carry away the victory prize in
choral song competition.
Tragedy thus has a much greater tendency to subordinate dance and
ritual to the dramatic role or to combine both levels completely. The tragic
chorus can also perform dance movements of mourning, thereby incorporating ritual traditions of threnoi.115 The verb xopEurn8m need not be taken to
mean exclusively "to dance joyfully in the orchestra for cultic purposes," but
in the course of the development of tragedy simply takes on the additional
connotation "to move as chorus in response to tragic action on stage."
In tragedy, dance and direct enonciationgradually take a back seat to the
course of events in the plot, gnomic utterance, reflection, and commentary
or mythical description. Only now and then does its ritual and performative
function surface next to the dramatic role. Here reference to actual activity
is mostly also linked to ritual self-reference, that is, to the mention of Dionysus.

173SeeKranz1933:127-137. Withregardto the sacredformofthe integratedculticsong,Kranz
listsas Aeschylean
formalaspectsreligiousformulaiclanguage,repetitions,the repetitionofsounds,refrains,alliteration,
assonance,
andthe useof triadicstructures.Forthrenoi
in Aeschylus,
seeAesch.Cho.306-478 (the longkommos at the tombof Agamemnon;
cf.the
termy6o~,Cho.321, Em,uµß10~
0p~vo~,
Cho.334-335 [cf. 0p~vwv
Emrnµß1oiwv,
Cho. 342), and
ilcpuµv~om
... 6>.o>.uyµ6v,
Cho.386-387 andingeneralSier1988:66-179) andSept.861-960 (cf.
againthe genericterm0p~vov,
Sept. 863 andthe contrastwiththejoyfulpaean
, Sept.866-970
[likeCho.340-344)).
.
114 H
-h
.
.
ennc
s 1994 / 95, esp.73. Henghtly
cons1ders
choralprojectionas a meansofovercoming
thisgap.
175
SeeHenrichs1996:18 and54-55, wherethetensionisviewedwithinthe culticframework
.
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The Comic Chorus
Play and Dance
In accordance with the conventions of the genre, the comic chorus is transparent in terms of its Sitz im Lebento a far greater extent than its tragic counterpart; its dramatic play constantly crosses over into its ritual function. Because
of this, it possesses no continuous role identity; rather, its involvement in one
single dramatic piece may go from direct participation in the action on stage
to commentary from the sidelines to ritual presence in the here and now, and
may freely float between these perspectives. The chorus' "coming forward" in
the parabasis,where enonciationis so strongly blended in that its dramatic role
is almost completely lost sight of, only represents an extreme case of stepping
out of the plot, where the distance between agent and audience, as in every
ritual, is almost entirely removed. 176
Comedy seems to have developed from a joyful procession, the komos.
Unrestrained and exuberant behavior, eating, drinking, and ritual celebration are in the foreground. The occasion of the comic performance falls under
the same festive auspices. 177 Over the course of a comedy one can detect the
decreasing dramatic connection of the chorus. From relatively close participation in the parodosand agon,the chorus moves almost imperceptibly after
the parabasisand toward the end, in the exodos,into the ritual context of the
performance, which is characterized by festive processions, sacrifice, and
carousing for the victor of the agon. For this reason the countless references
to the komosare primarily to be found in the closing parts of comedies. lt will
thus be important to trace this ambivalent swaying between dramatic role and
performative and extradiscursive function in connection with the dramatic
course of events by following the structural elements. We will see, however,
in the discussion of the Thesmophoriazusae,that the essence of the parabasis
as transversal manner of speech is not just limited to the parabasisitself,
but fundamentally defines the chorus in all the traditional parts of comedy
equally.
Allin all, in comedy there are clearly no difficulties in enabling the chorus
to make a connection back to its own activity, that is, to its singing and dancing
176

177

In comedy, the performative function is largely subordinated to the comic plot, at least up
until the parabasis,with the distinction that the verbal utterances and nonverbal gestures and
movements themselves generally indicate a ritual action and, in contrast to tragedy, have no
descriptive, narrative, or declaratory function.
Cf.Cole 1993 and Peirce 1993.
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in the orchestra. The so-called tension we spoke of in the case of tragedy does
not exist here, because the exuberant nature of comedy's embeddedness in the
real world corresponds to the mood of the play itself . Moments of ecstatic joy
continually arise, which may, as in the case of tragedy , be connected to selfreference by the chorus. 178
In a play on words Plato makes a connection between xapa and xopoc;.Joy
and cheerfulness are obviously part of any type of performative khoreia that is
not too clearly subject to the demands of plot. 179 Choral dance in this genre is
in !arge measure original "play" in which one experiences fun and which is not
completely subordinate to deliberate action. Since Homer the Greek word has
served as a circumlocution for carefree, joyful dancing. 180 On the oldest piece
of evidence for Attic competitive dance culture, a Late Geometrie oinochoe by
the Dipylon Master (between 750 and 725 BCE),one already finds the following
hexametric verse inscription: öc; vüv opxriorwv rravrwv arn.r..wrnrn
rrai~El,
roü r68E Iv\IM.JN ("Whoever of all the dancers now plays the most exuberantly, to him belongs this [vessel]"). 181 One can easily recognize in this verb
the substantive rraic;. Simple dance is to a certain extent "child's play." Greek
cultural theory accordingly explains its origin in the unrestrained urge of children to move. By means of established forms and rules dance becomes rrai81a
('play'), and only afterward in an agonistic context and with hard training does
it become a means of rrai8Eia ('education'). 182
Every ritual is always at the same time also play. What is definitive is the performative act. Play and ritual share the same "as -if" proper178

179

°
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In tragedy this occurs mainly in the so-called hypor chemes ; these are songs of a joy that
is deceptive. They function as a way of controlling reception within the drama, in order to
heighten the contrast with th e catastrophe that is to follow. Cf. above, p. 61 and below, 81-82.
Cf. Leg. 654a; the gods gave morals choruses and by way of (folk) etymology named them
xopov<;,from xapa ('joy'): .. . xopov<;TEwvoµaKEVat rrapa T~<;xapä<; lµcpurnv ovoµa.
From the graceful ball-playing of the Phae acia n maidens , reminiscent of a dance, to the choral
songs of drama, rrai~EIVis used as a verb indicating dan ce . See among others Horn. od.6.100,
8.251, 23.134 and 147; Horn. Hymn. 2.425 and 5.120; Hes. Scut. 277; Pind . o/.1.16 and 13.86; Ion fr.
27, 7-8 W.; Ar. Av. 660, Thesm. 947,983, 1227-1228, Lys. 1313, Ran. 318-320, 333,388,392, 4076,
415,452; Autocrates fr. 1, lff. K.-A.; for ouµrrai~Etv see Soph. OT 1109, Ar. Pax 816-817, Av.1098,
Thesm. 975 and Men. Epitr. 478. See Hommel 1949 (on Hom er), Calame I 1977:165-166 (Engl.
trans. Calame 1997:87-88), Burkert 1982, esp. 336-337, Dover 1993:173-179, Dover, Frogs
, 57-59,
61, 236-237, Lonsdale 1993:1, 33- 43, 67, 71, 80,251, and Henri chs 1996:35-38. For play, dance,
and satyr play see Bier! 2006.
Athens, National Museum 192. For the inscription, see IG 12 919 = CEG432 (pp . 239-240 Hansen,
with scholarly literature; IG 13, p. 984 considers IG 12 919 as "fictile"). For reading and dating cf.

Powell 1988 and Powell 1991:158-163; cf. Henrichs 1996:32-34 with table I
Cf. books 2 and 7 of Plat. Leg. and the anthropological basi s derived fr.om this by Lonsdale
1993:21-43 , esp. 33-35. On rrai~w, rratÖEia,and rrm81a see among other passages Plat. Leg. 656c,
673a, 673d, 803e.
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ty.183 Apart from one's own identity one establishes a second presence in
which one acts as if one were someone eise. Ritual turns the spontaneous play
behavior of children into a fixed, stereotyped, and repeatable context. Mimesis
is thus again crucial: 184 Hermann Koller has shown how this Greek concept
took root originally in the area of music and ritual dance. 185 In a performative
culture of oral communication and mediation one may become involved with
the Other through these marked forms of expression and restage and reactualize it. lt is primarily gods and animals that are presented; humans have to
distinguish themselves from them in terms of category from above and below,
respectively. Seeing oneself in the collapsing of oppositions between the seif
and the other produces laughter and joy. Original choral dance is thus an
instance of the phenomenon of the comic "tipping point" [Kipp-Phänomen]
and
is always connected with mimetic play.186
Plato interprets the chorus and the festival as the gift of the gods to
mortals, as a kind of compensation for their adverse existence. Even though
Plato incorporates choral dance and mimesis into a comprehensive state
educational philosophy, one may still derive a kind of Greek "anthropology"
from him. Most noticeable is the recognition of the play instinct as a requirement for the acquisition of culture. 187
Modern play theory in the context of cultural anthropology and child
pyschology can be remarkably weil combined with these ancient views. Ritual
play marks and dramatizes the transition of the collective conditions and so
furthers group cohesion in the rite de passage.In the marginal phase all rankings and categories thus become blurred. All hierarchies and temporal and
spatial boundaries are suspended, to be confirmed anew in the reintegration
183
184

185
186
187

On the "as if" see Burkert 1979:57 and Burkert 1996:7.
For the connection of play and ritual, see Braungart 1996:216-233, on the relationship to
theater, 225-233; he sees as a fundamental distinction the fact that play is fundamentally open,
while ritual is not; nevertheless, he does not here consider the complete openness of comic
and exceptional rituals that place openness on the stage; for the connection of mimesis, art,
and ritual, see his 234- 253.
Koller 1954,esp. 119- 121.
On the Kipp-Phänomenapplied to the comic, cf. Iser 1976a.
Plato explains choral dance on the basis of the instinct of every young creature to jump
(rrrioäv) and to romp (Leg. 673cd); children especially cannot keep still (653de). He thus sees
the origin of dance in the urge to move and in the cradling of babies (even in the womb) to
keep them calm. A concept of homoiostasis lies behind this: internal unrest may be overcome
by movement (789e-791d). This model is applied to adults, who in ritual are viewed as the toy
(rraiyv10v,8O3c;cf. 644de) of the gods . The gods gave mortals dance and festivals as relaxation
(avarraut-.a~)from everyday life and as compensation for inner disquiet (653cd); on the other
hand, humans understood choral dance as an offering to the gods (791a); through play and
dance they were able to gain the favor of the gods (8O3e).
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phase. The chorus as microcosm and a group representative of certain genderspecific age classes has a special connection in initiations among traditional
societies with these kind of staged passages from one state to another in which
the foundation of a new identity is symbolically achieved. After the merging
of seif and other in the reintegration phase the changed seif now emerges
strengthened.
In connection with research on individual ontogenous construction of
the subject, the British psychoanalyst Donald W. Winnicott developed the
concept of the "intermediate area," which he saw as being of great importance for the infant's incipient capacity to distinguish between "!" and "not-1."
According to this theory, during play the child makes use of so-called transitional objects such as a soft blanket or a toy that belong neither to the "!"
nor the "other" of the mother. The field of play as phenomenon of transition
or boundary becomes filled with images enriched by the child's perception
of seif and other that are neither completely "!" nor completely "not-!" and
that simultaneously construct and deconstruct the "!" -boundary that may be
developed from them. A positivistic boundary between true and false cannot
be drawn; what is important here is rather the paradoxical nature of the transitory condition.
Drawing on Winnicott, Schechner applies these discoveries to the
phenomenon of the theater. Here the role of a third figure is important, that of
the mother in the case of the infant, and that of the spectator in the case of the
theater. A precondition for this playful and creative process of representation
is the suppression of skeptical questions. 188 Schechner considers the playful
movement, the transition from presenter as "!" and represented as "not-!"
into the paradoxical relation between "not-!" and "not not -!," and the typical
double present, or "double negativity," as fundamental for the functioning of
theater and ritual.
During workshop-rehearsals performers play with words, things,
and actions, some of which are "me" and some "not me." By the end
188
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Cf. Winnicott 1971, passim , esp. 1-25 , on the role of illusion 10- 14; cf. also the following (3):"!
am here staking a claim for an intermediate state between a baby's inability and his growing
ability to recognize and accept reality. I am therefore studying the substance of illusion, that
which is allowed to the infant, and which in adult life is inherent in art and religion." Also(89):
"I should like to put in a reminder here that the essential feature in the concept of transitional
objects and phenomena (according to my presentation of the subject) is the paradox
, andthe
acceptanceof the paradox: the baby creates the object, but the object was there waiting tobe
c:eated and to become a cathected object. I tried to draw attention to this aspect of transit10nal phenomena by claiming that in the rules of the game we all know that we will never
challenge the baby to elicit an answer to the question: did you create that or did you find it?"
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of the process the "dance goes into the body." So Olivier is not
Hamlet, but he is also not not Hamlet. The reverse is also true: in
this production of the play, Hamlet is not Olivier, but he is also not
not Olivier. Within this field or frame of double negativity choice
and virtuality remain activated.
Elements that are "not me" become "me" without losing their
"not me-ness." This is the peculiar but necessary double negativity
that characterizes symbolic actions. While performing, a performer
experiences his own seif not directly but through the medium of
experiencing the others. While performing, he no longer has a "me"
but has a "not not me;' and this double negative relationship also
shows how restored behavior is simultaneously private and social.
A person performing recovers his own seif only by going out of
himself and meeting the others-by entering a social field.189
The famous definition of Johan Huizinga makes an extremely close
structural connection between play and festival, and thus also with ritual.
Summing up the formal characteristics of play, we might call it
a free activity standing quite consciously outside "ordinary" life
as being "not serious," but at the same time absorbing the player
intensely and utterly. lt is an activity connected with no material interest, and no profit can be gained by it. lt proceeds within
its own proper boundaries of time and space according to fixed
rules and in an orderly manner . lt promotes the formation of social
groupings which tend to surround themselves with secrecy and to
stress their difference from the common world by disguise or other
means.190
189

190

Schechner 1985:110 and 111- 112. On play see also Winnicott 1971, esp. 38-52 , 53-64, Turner/
Turner 1982:204-205, Turner 1982:20 - 88, esp. 30-35 , 84-85 , and Schechner 1993:24-36 . Bateson
1972:177-193 views play in connection with "metacommunication" ("This is play") and for
every game defines a "play frame" within which transgression s are allowed . But this sharp
contrast between reality and play seems to be framed in too schematic a fashion . Bateson's
categorization is connected among other things with the pejorative value placed on play in
modern Western thought. Schechner contrasts this with an Eastern way of thinking where
play, just as among the Greeks, is viewed as a worthy and serious interaction between gods
and humans. In his opinion the world should be viewed as a permeable net through which play
always finds access to serious reality. Play should accordingly be thought ofless as the context
of a time of exception or inversion, but rather as a mood or possible attitude to the world.
Huizinga 1955:32. lt is also important for Huizinga that the player is constantly aware of the
fact that he is playing a role (32-33) . For play in its connection with agon, cult, ritual, sacred
solemnity, festival, and religion, see Huizinga 1955:32- 46.
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Play is thus a creative and at the same time destabilizing activity. Huizinga in
fact transferred his concept of play from ritual to poetry and to musical forms
of expression. 191 Art, ritual , and performance are all in all barely distinguishable from play. Play represents not only an interruption of everyday life, but
also an attitude with which one may again and again overcome the gravity and
seriousness of civilization.
Peter von Möllendorff, in his dissertation on Aristophanes and Mikhail
Bakhtin, has recently touched on these connections. 192 Unfortunately his
investigation, which relies heavily on literary theory, leaves something to be
desired in the area of ritual, although this theme is of central importance in
Bakhtin's theory andin Old Comedy.193 lt is precisely in this genre that the
interdependency of literature, theater, play, and ritual is important. lt probably did not only develop out of impromptu play in a ritual context in which
"the participants in the game became functionally separate and thus became
author, actor (hero), and spectator." 194 Rather, even in Aristophanes' times
comedy is play and ritual, in that with the help of the chorus it reactualizes
this original unity in the festive context of license and inversion. By means
of transversal openness the public is drawn in as fellow player and functional
differentiation, as in ritual, is constantly suspended.
The chorus represents the central moment of this ritual play in comedy.
In Greek its dancing activity, apart from being described by the specific verb
xopt::unv,is also simply termed nai~t::tv.The members of the chorus behave like
nai&c;, "children" at play,195because through mimetic processes they continu191 Huizinga 1955:141:"Poiesis,in fact, is a play function." On poetry see 141- 158, on art 182-197,
esp. on dance 188-189 (Dance is "pure play"). On the relationship between play and comic
theater , see Lohr 1986:18-24 and Braungart 1996:225-233.
192Möllendorff 1995:93-98. Möllendorff 's view of an aesthetic poetics of Old Comedy is in general
convincing; the digression on Bakhtin is superfluous if one takes the ritual component of
comedy seriously. Bakhtin essentially provides only the impulse ; Möllendorff's interesting
analysis is ultimately based on the French reception of Bakhtin in the circle of Julia Kristeva
and the Telqueliens(on this see Hempfer 1976, esp . 13- 65), without Möllendorff being fully
aware of this. Methodologically speaking, it seems naturally more advisable to explain these
phenomenona in terms of their own time than to derive them from postmodern and poststructuralist paradigms. On the concept of play that is fascinating to postmodern theory because of
its fundamental openness , see Braungart 1996:217-2 18; he emphasizes that this background
gets in the way of understanding the ritual implications.
193
He touches on the area of ritual only in a footnote and refers only to Victor Turner; Möllendorff
1995:95n76.
194Möllendorff 1995:97.
195
Lohr (19~6:63-68) ~alks of the "com ic fall" that he sees as characteristic of the genre, and connects th1s form w1th a regression into the state of early childhood; from the super -ego one
moves rather quickly to a collective lt as locale of the excluded, so that laughter is then
"symbol and praxis ofthe earliest appropriation ofthe world" (65).
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ally complete in their representational dance the movement from "not-!"
to "not not-!." Schechner applies this scheme to all theatrical players; in the
modern period the actor naturally stands in the foreground. He is thinking in
particular of a modern performance, which in a certain sense comes far closer
to the ritual choruses of O!d Comedy than traditional theater.
The comic chorus cancels the historic split into choral leader, khorodidaskalos,poet, actor, and spectator at short notice in its performance;it always
plays and dances in a role that is open to the pragmatic context. Thus when
the members of the chorus appear as birds in Aristophanes' comedy of the
same name, they take on, like children in a game or in ritual begging-processions, parts of the "not-!" (the bird) by means of costume and mask, without
completely losing their "!." The performed bird becomes partly "!," and the
performer speaks in this voice in the choral "!," but in so doing never quite
gives up the "not-!" quality. The bird is thus simultaneously "not-!" and "not
not-!," since behind the role of the bird the voice of the actually performing
"!" filters through. This complex and paradoxical process of restaging a phylogenetically and ontogenetically early phase distinguishes the comic choral
group. Like a child , each individual dances and plays while being conscious
that he is at the same time someone eise. Every playground, the orchestra or
the xopoc;,where children or ritual choruses perform, is thus a place where
the individual or collective identity is put into question and is continually
created anew. The chorus of ritual, which dances at particular festivals, is in
a certain sense the cultural institutionalization of child's play. From playful
choral movements there finally arises the large-scale play of drama, which
is founded wholly on an original mimesis and in its turn incorporates ritual
elements from the real world.
To put it pithily, and to adapt the famous titles of the works ofJohan Huizinga and Walter Burkert: in comedy, man is homoludens,andin tragedy homo
necans.The character of play and the dissolution of all temporal and spatial
relations is really much more observable in comedy than in tragedy. 196 The
196

In tragedy, as in comedy, the world in the actual plot is distorted in a Dionysiac fashion. In
tragedy the point of view tends to be from above, from the sublime. Death and suffering in a
royal family determine the story. In keeping with th e tragic plot , sacrifice and ritual in general
are mostly perverted into the horr ific. The chorus of the community is seldom, however,
directly involved in th ese gruesome acts. For example, the external ritual that constitutes sacrifice is distorted in such a way that a human being is torn apart in horrific fashion. In comedy,
by contrast, the deformation tak es place when figures are drawn down into the ridiculous and
the grotes que. In this the chorus also plays a distin ct part, even if it does not attain the comic
dimensions ofthe actors. See on this Brelich (1975:111-112), who follows Arist. Poet.1448a and
1449a (cf. also Plat. Leg. 814e) in associating tragedy with the superhuman and comedy with
the subhuman. For the ritual and pragmatic poetics ofth e comic genre see now Bier! 2002a.
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most important and original element for play is the chorus, which as it dances
and plays constantly enters into contact with the audience, involves it in its
game, and thus makes it become a potential fellow-player. Often the comic
chorus refers quite explicitly to its own exuberant activity. This occurs most
clearly in Aristophanes in the parodosof the chorus of initiates in the Frogs.
Constant references are made to rcat~Etvand xopEUEtv. lt is in a certain sense
the chorus' fundamental job to dance joyfully. The chorus' references to itself
happen in a wonderful blending of two levels, that of the "player" in its function as ritual dancer in the orchestra, and that of the fictional performer in
its role. They cannot be as neatly separated as Kenneth Dover in exemplary
fashion tried to do. 197lt is the property of play to dynamize ways of perception
and to make them become one. Fusion is ultimately achieved by the double
ritual dimension; the ritual of the choruses of initiates in the plot in honor
of the dance gods Demeter and lakkhos is reflected in the Dionysiac chorus
of the here and now. Both gods are called upon to watch over the dance and
the choral performance (rcaicra(rE Kat xopEi:iom,frogs 388; and rca(~EtvtE Kai
xopEUEtv,frogs 407b), both in the here andin the there. 198
As in far eastern cultures, the gods enjoy entertainment and dance, and
function as guarantors of a playful attitude to the world . Play does not have
to be separated from everyday life by a clearly marked context, but for the
Greeks extended in many ways into everyday experience. Delight at choral
dancing and at mimesis are among their specific forms of expression. With
comedy, on the other hand, a period of exception is certainly signaled in the
Dionysiac context of the Great Dionysia and the Lenaia. As Gregory Bateson
emphasizes, by means of the keyword rca(~Etvboth spectator and participant
in our passage receive the metacommunicative signal "This is a game," which
introduces and sustains an experience of liminality in terms ofVictorTurner's
theory. lt is only with the periodically determined complex of the ritual frame
that the transitional phase comes to its end. 199
197

Dover 1993 and Dover, Frogs, 58-60 . On dance, particularly round dance and figure dance as "the
purest and most perfect form of play," see Huizinga 1955:188-189: "Th e connexions between
playing and dancing are so close that they hardly need illustrating. lt is not that dancing has
something of play in it or about it, rather that is is an integral part of play: the relationship is
one of direct participation, almost of essential identity. Dancing is a particular and particularly
perfect form of playing."
198
After the delivery of this choral Leitmotiv, Xanthias (or Dionysus; cf. Dover, Frogs, 247) also
wants to rrai~wv xopEUE1v(Ar. Ran.415).
199
See above, n189. The transitional phase in van Gennep's three -phase model, Turner's experience of liminality, and Bakhtin's concept of the carnivalesque correspond to this period of invers1on or play. Lonsdale 1993:36-3 7 connects the playful and musical element in the reenactment in an agonistic context of an animal existence with the ritual activities of sacrifice and
hunting.
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According to Plato's Laws, comic, ecstatic, and bacchic dances and choruses represent a kind of exception and a deviation from the positive norm.
In contrast to the other peaceful and warlike choral dance songs that by
virtue of mimesis positively educate society in the values of the polis and that
contribute to the maintenance of existing hierarchies and order, the obscenely
sexual movements of the former transgress the values of civilized society.200
Therefore these ridiculous and vulgar dance steps must not be carried out by
full citizens-the mimetic embodiment of the ugly would in itself of course
corrupt the citizens-but should be reserved for slaves and foreign professional performers. Citizens are of course advised to at least view these antidances and become acquainted with them as an alternative program to the
code of respectable behavior (Laws 816d-e).
The practice of comedy in the fifth century is in contravention of
Plato's moral and educational thought: the citizens put on a comic and
grotesque chorus in which they often take on the shape of primitive and
uncivilized creatures. The entire polis enters into a state of the ridiculous
and the other and takes part in the ritual of inversion staged by fellow citizens, subsequently finding their way back to civilization in a somewhat
purified state. Nevertheless, it emerges from the following discussion of the
Thesmophoriazusae
that the comic chorus not only constructs an anti-structure,
but also in !arge part integrates the polis' cult of the gods and thereby has a
simultaneously stabilizing effect. This happens among other reasons because
positive dances, like the pyrrhikhe,that belong to the polis order are embedded
as social reality in the chorus . Comic dissolution lies not outside but within
the polis and its ritual practices, because these dances represent the marginal
period of the youth during initiation.

Ritual Role

Finally,the comic chorus is especially comprehensible as ritual because of its
structure. lt usually devises metaphors against the background of which a plot
can be expanded. In the time of Aristophanes, comedy is such a thematically
rich field that it cannot be reduced to one fundamental scheme. One should
200

Plato (Leg.814e) makes a distinction in the case of dances that represent more beautifu l bodies
in a worthy fashion and uglier ones in a common fashion. He subdivides the first, serious
group in turn into a peaceful and a warlike öpxrio1~.In the latter negative category he seems
to include bacchic and other dances in which the performers undergo purifications and initia tions while imitating drunken nymphs , Pans, Silenoi, and satyrs (815c). However, Plato does
not explain what he means by this group, given his strict binary division. On khoreiaand tribal
initiation rites in Plato's educational theory, see Calame 1999b, esp . 299- 307.
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remember here its political , fantastic , and myth-parodying form. Even in
political comedy, so important for Aristophanes , the chorus often comprises
assemblages that either explicitly represent a ritual community or can be associated with such, such as groups of primeval gods and heroes or the famous
animal choruses. First of all, one should recall comedies like Aristophanes'
Thesmophoriazusae or Frogs, in which the action is set in a ritual context,
namely the festival of the Thesmophoria and the celebration of the Eleusinian
mysteries. Both the women who withdraw to the Pnyx from the men during
the Thesmophoria and the initiates in the underworld show the ritual background on which the comic plot builds . Wherever sacred ceremonies are
encountered in Greece there is most often dancing. 201 With the help of such
ritual roles the chorus can thus very easily link reflexive references to its own
performative action. The coincidence of role and function is thus guaranteed.
Depending on the perspective, either of the two dimensions can move into the
field of view to a greater or lesser extent. The festival creates an occasion, a
"ritual within ritual" so to speak, on which the obligatory dances in honor of
Dionysus can be held. Joyful and ecstatic choruses especially !end themselves
to this, in honor of Dionysus first and foremost, but also Demeter and other
gods who are associated with boisterous, chiefly agrarian festivals. 202
Old Comedy also has a preference for composing its chorus from mythical and primordial groups of gods and heroes. Satyrs are here particularly
favored, and have a similar ritual role in the related satyr play. Like their
female counterparts, the maenads, they belong to the closest retinue of
Dionysus, into whose cultic domain ritual dance in particular falls.203 Among
others may be mentioned Myrtilos' Titanopanes(Tn:av6rravec;, PCGVII, 30- 31),
Cratinus' Ploutoi (I1;\ourn1, PCGIV, 204ff .) and Kheirones (Xdpwvec;, PCGIV,
245ff.) , the Heroes ("Hpwec;)of Aristophanes (PCG 111.2, 173ff.), Khionides (PCG
IV, 72-73), Krates (PCG IV, 88ff .), Timokles (PCG VII, 764ff.), and Philemon (PCG
201
See Osborne 1993, who treats festivals together with dramatic and musical competitions.
202
Further ritual groups are represented among others by Philippides' WomenCelebratingthe
Adonia('Aöwv1a~ovom,
PCGVII, 336- 337) (the Lysistratahad this title in antiquity; see schol.Lys.
389), Aristophanes' Banqueters(ßatTCCA~<;.
PCGIll .2, 122ff.) and :EKTJV<I<;
KamAaµßavovom(PCG
111.2, 257ff .), Cratinus' DelianWomen(ßT]AtaÖE<;
, PCG IV, 134ff .) and EvvEiöcn(PCGIV, 157-158),
Phrynikhos' Comasts(Kwµaomi,PCGVII, 40lff.) and lnitiates (Muom1 PCGVII 411-412)· Platocom.
composed Womenfrom the Rites(Aiacp'iEpwv,PCGVII, 436ff.) and Ti:nokles tlie Wome~ Celebratin
g
the Dionysia(ß1ovvo1a~ovom
, PCGVII, 758-7 59), which may also be included in this category.
203
Cf.inter alia the :Earnpo1of Cratinus (PCGIV, 232) and Kallias (PCGIV, 49) , the ßT]µooarnpo1
a11d
the '!Kap101:Earnpo1ofTimokles (PCGVII, 757-758 and 766ff.) and the BaKXatofDiokles(PCG
V,
18-19) and Lysippos(PCGV, 618ff.) . Extant tragedy can only produce the BacchaeofEuripidesas
an example. The Erinyes also function in a similarly ritual fashion in Aeschylus' Eumenides.
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VII, 243), the Centaurs (Kfrmupot) of Apollophanes (PCGII, 520), the Sirens
(Zetp~vE~)of Theopompos (PCGVII, 732-733) and Nikophon (PCGVII, 70-71),
the Amazons('Aµa~6vE~)of Kephisodoros (PCGIV, 63-64) and Epikrates (PCGV,
153),and Kallias' Cyclopes(KuKAWTIE~,
PCGIV,42ff.). Their wild, primeval nature
is brought onto the stage with comic and ecstatic gesticulation, so that here
too performance can easily be brought into harmony with role. Song, equally
important for the chorus, can be particularly well displayed with choruses of
Sirens and Muses.204
Anima! choruses are particularly characteristic of Old Comedy.205 Numerous cultures have rites in which humans theatrically change into animals and
perform choral dances. As lifeforms fundamentally different from humans ,
but which at the same time because of their close coexistence are quite near,
animals are particularly well suited to reflect in playful fashion on important
ideological relations in society, such as hierarchies and cosmogonies, and to
stage them symbolically and expressively. 206 By means of projection onto the
completely "other"-in Attic drama, as is well known, Dionysus himself represents this on the divine level-the polis is thus able to reflect on its values and
norms. With the appearance of the animal other, which however at the same
time confusingly resembles the seif, namely the citizens of Attica, an inverted
world comes to power for the duration of the comic play within the context of
the festival of inversion. Significantly, the Dionysiac satyrs, Cratinus' Cheirones
(XEipwvE~,PCGIV, 245ff.), Apollophanes' Centaurs (Kfrmupot, PCGII, 520), the
204

Cf.the SirensofTheopompos (EElpi'jvE~,
PCGVII, 732-733) and Nikophon (PCGVII, 70-71) and
the Musesof Phrynikhos (Moüoat,PCGVII, 409ff.).
205
Cf.the following comedies with animal choruses: Magnes: Frogs(Bch:paxoi,PCGV, 628), Birds
("Opv19E~,
PCGV, 630), GallWasps('l'i'jvE~
, PCGV, 631); Krates: Beasts(01]pia, PCGIV, 91ff.); Krates
II: Birds ("Opvt9E~,PCGIV, 111) ; Pherekrates: Ant Men (Mupµ!]Kav9pw1to1,
PCGVII, 161ff .);
Eupolis: Goats (AiyE~,PCGV, 302ff.); Aristophanes: Wasps (Ecpi'jKE~).
Birds ("Opvt9E~).frogs
(Ba-rpaxoi),Storks(OEAapyoi,PCG
III.2, 239ff.); Plato com.: Griffins(rpünE~,PCGVII, 438- 439), Ants
(Mupµ!]KE~,
PCGVII, 468); Arkhippos: Fish('Jx9uE~,PCGII, 542ff.); Kallias:Frogs(Ba-rpaxo1
, PCG
IV, 42); Kantharos: Nightingales('A!]OOVE~,
PCGIV, 57), Ants (Mupµ!]KE~,
PCGIV, 59); Diokles:Bees
(MiJ..mm,PCGV, 20ff.); according to Sifakis, Anaxilas' Circe(KipK!J
, PCGII, 282-283) should also
be counted here , the chorus of which was made up of the companions of Odysseuswho were
turned into pigs. Perhaps they only imitated the animals, as in the parodos of Aristophanes'
Wealth.Chorus members who ride horses or other animals played by other members of the
chorus in costume in a way typical of comedy form an ambiguous unit that falls both under the
category of animals as weil as military formation: cf. the Knights('l1t1tEi~)
of Aristophanes and
Antiphanes (PCGII, 368-369); further , the mounted Amazons('Aµa~6vE~)
of Kephisodoros (PCG
IV, 63-64) and Epikrates (PCGV, 153). See in general Sifakis 1971:71-102 ("Anima!Choruses"),
esp. 76-77 and now Rothwell 2006.
206
Cf.Tambiah 1985:169-211 ("Animals are Good to Think and Good to Prohibit") and Sperber
1996.
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Sirens (IEtpijvEc;)of Theopompos (PCGVII, 732-733) and Nikophon (PCGVII,
70-71) , the Titanopanes(Trrcxv6rravEc;)
of Myrtilos (PCGVII, 30-31), or the Ant
Men (Mupµl']Kciv0pwrro1)of Pherekrates (PCGVII, 161ff.) all present hybrid

creatures that transcend the important categorical boundaries between god,
human , and animal. lt is precisely with the help of their ritual dance that the
Attic audience is able to experience the distorted world order and the return
of primitive conditions in an extremely lively fashion and on a nonverbal level.
Against this background of the inverted world the use of barbarians, even
women, for the comic choral role becomes understandable. 207
Anima) choruses appear quite early on vase paintings, and it is therefore
likely that these choruses may already be connected at a very early stage with
the evolution of old Comedy.208 Animals, like the comic chorus composed of
twenty -four members, often represent a kind of social formation and so serve
as metaphors for the communal life of humans in society. Their vital energy,
which they also share with Dionysus and his retinue and other creatures from
a primitive past-not coincidentally, wild animals such as panthers, <leer,and
goats are also found in his circle-expresses itself in wild jumps. On the comic
stage this energy is artistically transformed into choral dance. Their group and
herd formations and coordinated movements make many animals ideal projection surfaces onto which the human chorus can transfer its ritual activity. Fish
and birds are prominent in this respect . In particular, the formation of accompanying dolphins is a favorite image in choral culture , as also in dithyrambs.
Here one may recall the myth of the Homeric Hymn to Dionysus, in which the
207

208
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Particular ethnic groups are shown, for example by the Egyptians, Babylonians, Carians, and
Lydians; see among others Magnes' Lydians (J\uooi, PCGV, 629-630) , Khionides' Persiansor
Assyrians(niipcrmi\ 'Acrcrup101
, PCGIV, 73) , Cratinus' Thracian Women (ep~nm, PCGIV, 159ff.), and
the Persians (niipcrm)of Pherekrates (PCGVII, 167ff .). See also Pherekrates' Wild Men ("Ayp101
,
PCGVII, 106ff.) . Consider also the play on internal Greek prejudices in comedies such as Krates'
Samians(l:aµ101,PCGIV, l0lff .) and the Spartans (J\aKWVE~)
of Eupolis (PCGV, 398-399), Plato
com. (AaKwvE~
i\ no117rni,PCGVII , 460ff .), and Nikokhares (PCGVII , 45) .
A subsequent stage of development could have been the transfer of the role of the comic
chorus to personified objects and conditions; cf. Eupolis' Cities(not.Et~,PCGV, 424ff.) and Demes
(6ijµ01,PCGV, 342ff.), the lslands(Nijcro1)
of Aristophanes (PCG111.2,22off.) and Plato com.('EM.a~
i\ Nijcro1,PCGVII, 440ff.) and the Festivals('Eoprni) of Plato com. (PCGVII, 443ff. ; here ritual is of
particular importance; for personified objects cf. e.g. the Freighters ('Ot.Ka0E~)
of Aristophanes
(PCGIII.2, 226ff.). Here too the interchange between leader and company is important.
See the overview of attempts at explaining animal choruses in Sifakis 1971:78 - 85 ; the interpretation I choose to followhere relies on ritual and symbol. For the principle of the alternate
world that the different roles of the chorus present in variation, see also Seeberg 1995, who
advocates the hypothesis that animals and other groups are only a secondary development
and a replacement of the originally comastic choruses of potbellied dancers; they will have
represented initial mimetic and plot elements in comedy (7).
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pirates, who want to kidnap the god, are transformed into dolphins and then
like a chorus follow the ship, as is shown on the Exekias cup (Munich 2044).
The chorus of Euripides' Helen,for example, in the final, propemptikon-likesong
(Hel.1451-1511) project their dancing successively onto dolphins and birds. On
early vases armed warriors or Amazons are depicted riding on dolphins and
peacocks. Dolphins as weil as birds are closely connected with the Dionysiac
and the musical and choral sphere. Both animals are equipped with a musical
voice; a leader coordinates their group. In exactly the same way the chorus
also pays attention to the lead dancer and the chorus leader and keeps in step
with the music of the aulosplayer. The wings of the bird represent a metaphor
for the lively and ecstatic dance in honor of Dionysus .
Further role vehicles for the comic chorus are military units, such as
the Knightsof Aristophanes. 209Like the famous peacock and dolphin riders
depicted on vases, they must also obey musical signals as a collective and
follow the orders of a superior. 210As in other ritual groups, in military formations defined segments and age classes of the whole population play a role.
lt is important for our topic that military display and fighting in formation
were generally in antiquity very closely associated with ritual modes of behavior.211The famous weapon dances, in particular the pyrrhikhe, testify to the
connection between ritual and military practice .212A fragment of Socrates
(fr. 3 W.) cited in Athenaeus (628f) demonstrates this association quite beautifully: "Those who honor the gods most splendidly with choruses are the best
in war" (o'i öExopoic;Ka:AAHJrn
0rnuc; nµwcnv, ap1crro1tv n:oMµep).Athenaeus
advances the explanation that the art of choral dance is practically compa209The following

titles with connections to military groups are attested: there are the Knights
('ImiEi~)of Aristophanes and Antiphanes (PCGII, 368-369); Eupolis wrote a comedy called the
SquadronLeaders(Ta~(apxo1, PCGV, 452ff.), Telekleides (PCGVII, 681) and Hermippos (PCGV,
585ff.) composed plays called the Soldiers(L-rpanwrn1); Hermippos' chorus members typically
often seem to have an effeminate nature; hence his play was also possibly entitled the Female
Soldiers(fapanwnbE~) ; Theopompos (PCGVII, 733ff.) also wrote a piece with the latter title; the
plot seems to have been similar to that of Aristophanes' Lysistrata.The Amazons('Aµa~6vE~)of
Kephisodoros (PCGIV,63-64) and Epikrates (PCGV, 153) also belong here .
210
See the black-figure skyphos in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts 20.18 (ca. 480 BCE)(dolphin
riders: Sifakis 1971, fig. 2; peacock riders : Pickard-Cambridge 1962, fig. 86, Sifakis 1971, figs.
3 and 4) and the red-figure psykter by Oltos, New York, Norbert Schimmel Collection (ca.
520-510 BCE)(dolphin riders: Sifakis 1971, fig. 5). See also the riders seated on men dressed as
horses on the famous Berlin amphora, Berlin 1697, Antikensammlung (ca. 550 BCE)(PickardCambridge 1962, fig. 7 and Sifakis 1971, fig. 1).
211
For archaic warfare as ritual activity , see Connor 1988a.
212On Greek weapon dances see Delavaud-Rou x 1993; on the pyrrhikhe see Ceccarelli 1998 and
my discussion below, pp. 207-217. On the connection between weapon dance and war, see
Ceccarelli 1998:19-20.
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rable with military drill, since both represent a demonstration of discipline in
2 13
general, but also of control over one's body in particular.
Comic soldiers of this type often appear as effeminate comasts; or
conversely, women reach for weapons, like the mythical Amazons, to threaten
the male order. The notion of the inverted world is expressed in this inbetween
stage in which gender roles and other identity-bestowing characteristics are
found next to each other without any distinction. This marginal counterworld
can also be symbolically underscored by connecting it, for example, with a
grotesque animal world. Young people who are not yet completely initiated
are often connected with animals. They still jump around, wild and free,
before being tamed and taken into the adult dass. All comic distortions aside,
a real-life dimension continues to be preserved in these dramatic roles too.
The notion of the inbetween is thus also reflected in the combination of the
communicative levels of plot and enonciation.In the example of the dolphin
and peacock riders, despite all the reversals, the warrior component refers to
the polis and its military institutions. The chorus and the performancein the
chorus represent the element that connects them. lt is the public place for
social transitions. Here the two modes of communication are fused into their
ambivalent and shifting unity. Beside the staging of a counterworld in the
fictional role, which in its turn assimilates social practices, a new role identity as full citizens is created at the same time through dance and song in the
transition. In the theater the chorus also dances and sings in its function as
representative of its polis in honor of the gods, who ensure life in the city.The
dissolution and the foundation of order stand dialectically side by side both in
the plot and in the real-world context, and characterize the bewildering comic
play.
Among other things the members of the chorus in their performance
reactualize the initiatory transition from youth to hoplite status. As with
comedy in general, this condition of marginality is characterized by a mixing
and distortion of all practices of signification. The same thing occurs with the
real-world weapon dance, the pyrrhikhe.The participants transport themselves
back to the position of children (mxifü:c;)and symbolically become animals.
The expressive side of this process is the dance. They move as is appropriate
for children (mx(~oucr1v),they "play," hop, and jump like young, untamed
animals. 214
A~hen,-62~f:r_xEli~v
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are typically used to describe the chorus' dance
movements in comedy and satyr play. Cf. also Naerebout 1997:281-282. They are characteristic of wild animals as weil as maenads and satyrs.
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The Choral Dance and Song as Ritual Action
The real-world chorus is thus the privileged locus of initiates. On a physical level, in the ritual dance and play they experience a social shaping that
expresses itself in particular in gender role identity. Comedy assimilates in a
joking form these critical transitions in particular. Naturally the paradigms
of agricultural and new year festivals, at which choral dancing likewise takes
place, are also transferable to comic choruses. The brief approach toward the
other and the temporary dissolution of order make the world appear all the
more stable when the period of reversal comes to an end. In the comic leap
back to primordial days, the members of the chorus and the polis celebrating
alongside them represent diverse phenomena of marginality; particularly in
the reexperience of archaic initiation rituals, the polis gives expression to its
tensions under the auspices of Dionysus, examines the current order, and after
dissolving it, mentally reconstructs it.
According to a division that probably goes back to Aristoxenos, Athenaeus combines the choruses of the three dramatic genres with nontheatrical
lyric dance forms. He compares the solemn emmeleia of tragedy with the
gymnopaidike,while the pyrrhikhe, because of its quick steps, is brought into
schematic connection with the sikinnis, the dance of the satyr play, and the
hyporcheme with the comic kordax.21 5 Elsewhere, however, the pyrrhikhe is
connected with the choral lyric genre of the hyporcheme. 216The relations
215 Aristoxenos fr. 103 Wehrli = Athen . 630c-e; cf. also Aristoxenos fr. 104-106 Wehrli. On this see
Ceccarelli 1998:214 and 222-224. According to Aristoxenos (fr. 108 Wehrli) there was a kind of
curriculum that led from the dances ofboys in gymnopaidikeand pyrrhikheall the way to choral
dance in drama (= Athen. 631c): "Aristoxenos says that the ancients began first with the training
of the gymnopaidike,then moved to the pyrrhikhe before entering into the theater [rrpo wu
Eio1ivmEi~ro 9forpov ]." lt comes as no surprise, then, that the two forms should be reflected
in theatrical choral practice . lmmediately before this passage Athenaeus reports (6316)
that one should view the oskhophoric and bacchic forms as variation of gymnopaidike.The
Gymnopaidia, Oskhophoria, and the pyrrhikhe are connected everywhere in the Greek world
with male puberty initiation. For dances at the Spartan Gymnopaidia in this social context,
see below, chap. l, n418; for the Athenian Oskhophoria, seeJeanmaire 1939:344-363 , Brelich
1969:444-445, Calame 1 1977:228-232 (Engl. trans. Calame 1997:125-128); naturally this no
longer has anything to do with a classic three -phase initiation ritual (cf. Calame 1990:432- 435);
rather, the acceptance of youths into the society of men is celebrated in a ritual fashion and
mixed with elements of fertility. As bearers of oskhoi(vine-branches) the young men display
their readiness and are seen as bringers of agricultural and general welfare, symbolized in the
branch. In Athenaeus (495eO there is a fragment from Aristodemos' commentary on Pindar
(FGrHist383 F 9) in which we find a report of an ephebic running contest of the Oskhophoroi
that took place at the Skira(?), but that probably happened at this festival (cf. Proclus ehrest.
ap. Phot. Bibi. 322al3 -3 0 [= 87-92 Severyns]); the winner received the pentaploa cup with the
five elementary foods and celebrated with a komosand chorus (Kwµa~Elµrn:i xopou). This is
clearly reminiscent of the komosprocessions from which comedy developed. The comic chorus
thus reactualizes the se kinds of initiatory rituals in dance and song.
216 See among others the scholia to Pind. Pyth . 2.127 and Athen. 631c.
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between satyr play and comedy seem somewhat arbitrary and forced. 211 But
they do confirm our conclusions: the comic chorus comes fairly close to the
chorus of the satyr play. Both, like the hyporcheme, were especially marked
by rapid mimetic movements with a performatively sung verbal accompaniment. while the tragic choral song comments, advises, analyzes, and narrates
with its solemn step and serious tone, the chorus of the other genres is more
active. In delivering its songs it does something: it searches, it runs, it hunts,
it pursues, it flees, it curses, and it jumps and dances. But as soon as the tragic
chorus lays aside its usual attitude and resorts to its very own dance, in the
so-called hyporcheme it resembles the other two genres very closely.218
This barely plot-related, transversal form of discourse that transgresses the boundaries of the plot in the direction of the actual performanceand
the here and now is characteristic of ritual. We will likewise clarify the connotations of the highly mimetic weapon dance in the comic reflexes of initation
rituals. In chapter 1, these connections will be examined using the Thesmophoriazusaeas example. In chapter 2, our examination of choral culture will
be expanded in a discussion of the Hellenistic songs of the Ithyphalloi and
Phallophoroi, which are often referred to for questions of origin. All in all, the
aim is to illustrate the clear rituality of these texts in as many different shades
as possible with reference their linguistic structure as weil.

217
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Cf.Wehrli 1945:81-83.
For the hyporcheme see among others Diehl 1914and Koller 1954:166-173.A precise definition
of the genre is actually impossible. That which is characteristic of the hyporcheme, mimetic
dance with performative verbal accompaniment as speech act, is typical of all choral genres
of ritual, whether paeans, dithyrambs, or the like. Hence Wilamowitz (1 18952:77) says of the
hyporcheme: "Es ist ein schlechter Name; denn Tanzlieder sind sie ja alle" ["lt is a bad name,
for they are all dance songs"). The classification is thus a scholarly act post festum. Originally,
however, the occasion of the performance formed the sole generic criterion; Nagy 1994/9Sa.
The boundaries between the hyporcheme and the pyrrhikheand the sikinnisare open, because
there were many dances that represented military practices, the pursuit of the enemy,
and, projected onto the animal level, the hunt from the perspective of the hunters and the
hunted. cf. the explanation for the equation of pyrrhikheand satyr dance in Athenaeus (630d):
aµcp6,Epat yap Ö1a,axoU(;. l!OAEµIK~
ÖEÖOKEi
Eivat ~ rruppfxrr EVOJ!AOI
yap ath~v rraiÖE<;
6pxouvm1.,axou<;ÖEöEi,c;>rroAiµc+>
Ei<;,6 Ö!wKEtv
Kai Ei<;,6 ~nwµivou<; "cpEuyEtv
µl']ÖE
µivm
µ!]Ö'aiöEio0at KaKov<;
dvm" ["Both are fast dances. The pyrrhikhe seems to be a war dance,
because youths dance it while bearing arms. Speed is needed in war for pursuit and for those
defe~ted to 'flee and neither hold their position nor be ashamed to be cowardly' "). Athenaeus
iromcally quotes the response of the Delphic oracle to Kroisos that he should flee as soonas
a mule becomes king of the Persians (Hdt. 1.55.2), making an implicit reference to the animal
role of the chorus in satyr plays and of many other ritual choruses.

Chapter 1
The Comic Chorus in the Thesmophoriazusae
of Aristophanes

U

SING THE APPROACHDEMONSTRATEDIN THE INTRODUCTIONI should now like
to analyze the Thesmophoriazusae,
a work that has been relatively little
discussed. This comedy is particularly well-suited for showing the nonAristotelian, pre-dramatic, and ritual character of the comic chorus. The deliberate, "ulterior" plot, or sujet,is not only overlaid by comic episodes on the part
of the actors, but in particular by appearances of the chorus that make extensive reference to the pragmatic context and give way to an almost unbroken
presence. Several songs appear to interrupt the action and deviate from it.
Cult, prayer, and dance are practically self-standing and are only very loosely
connected with the events of the plot. The utterances of the chorus are at the
same time independent actions in the here and now that support the polis cult.
As a point of departure I have selected the unusual dance song (947-1000)
that takes place almost completely in enonciation.The presentation of a choral
spectacle for the pleasure of the gods and the spectators appears almost to
stand independently and outside the plot . Because of its concentration on
the actual activity of dancing and worship, this song is particularly suited to
illustrating the concepts of the performative and self-description as fundamental structural elements of a living ritual choral culture. In the course of
my discussion it will be important to distinguish between the dramatic role of
the members of the chorus in the fiction of the plot and their cultic and comic
function as actual actors. Particular attention will be given to the parabatic,
that is, the turning of the chorus toward the audience in the sense of a ritual
utterance that partially transcends the events of the plot.
We will then feel our way forward from this central point to the end and
from there to the beginning in order to illustrate comprehensively the ritual
nature of the choral utterances in this comedy. From looking at the purely
performative as something that breaks up the plot we will carefully proceed to
the chorus' simultaneously present function as supporter of the plot. My study
thus focuses on the interdependence of the plot-bearing and plot-interrupting
elements in the choral sections. The self-contained elements, directed at the
frame of the here and now, are in a relationship of constant interchange with
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those elements that carry the plot, and in the performative forma kind of intersection. Depending on the predisposition of the observer, either the here of the
actual ritual occasion or the there of the mimetic world being created will come
more into the field of vision. The comic performance contains both perspectives,
which were clearly simultaneously present for the original recipient.
The actual comic plot is at the same time only a vehicle or frame on
which a complete, self-sufficient spectacle of laughter, dancing, and festivity
is staged in the center of the polis. Within the simple events of the plot, which
themselves developed from cultic and traditional celebrations and are wholly
based on this real -world occasion, the troupe continually finds an opportunity
to pass beyond the boundaries of plot in the direction of the actual and their
simple role in the present.
The ritual nature of the comic chorus is to be found on both levels. The
prayers, hymns, dances , and singing in the Dionysiac celebration that forms
the occasion are just as much ritual expression as the reenactment of the
festival of Demeter. From general and obvious forms of cult we will look at
the progression of the dramatic events in various ways. All choral utterances,
except those that are found in the amoibaion,or lyric interchange between
characters and chorus, will be discussed. In focusing on the exchange between
comic speeches and choral performance, we will finally arrive at a completely
new ritual interpretation . The songs that appear at first glance almost independent and disruptive of the action on stage do in fact in subtle ways play a
role in the development of the plot, which follows the ritual model of initiation of the youth into adult status.

The Chorus in Cultic Dance Song (Thesm. 947-1000)
between Fictional Role and Comic Function: Ritual, Dance,
Performance
Using the hymnic choral song at Thesm. 947-1000 as an example , I will show
how a comic chorus refers to its own activity in the orchestra in a way that is
characteristic of ritual. In scholarly literature this has generally been treated
in a rather stepmotherly fashion purely as a choral song that interrupts the
progress of the dramatic action. 1 From the point of view of the Aristotelian
1
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The best and most thorough interpret ations of this song come from Thomsen 1973 and
Zimmermann II 1985:191-200 . Cf. also Parker 1997:428-437 (mainly on metre with some
observa t10ns on _th e text). On the religious background of the Thesmophoriazusae,cf. Habash
1997, who also discusses the choral parts, alth ough in a substantially briefer fashion. On this
exclusive choral dance passage, cf. ibid., 33-36. Cf. now Furley/Brem er 1 2001:357-360, Furley/

The Comic Chorus in the Thesmophoriazusae
tradition, this type of digression is to a certain extent thought of as something inferior. For this reason, the text has often been discussed merely as an
instance of Greek choral art. Hardly anybody has appreciated these lines as an
independent ritual performance that despite being the evocation of a living
choral culture has been merged into the action of the plot in a meaningful
way. What has been criticized as insufficiently lofty style and lack of reflection
in content can be explained precisely by its ritual character , which is typical of
the choral lyric of Old Comedy.
The members of the chorus sing the following song in the middle of the
paratragic scenes between the Helen and Andromedastratagems . Words in
the text that refer to the fictional context of the play have been tentatively
indicated in italics , while deictic references to the performance in the here
and now-here the ritual activity of dancing stands at the center - have been
underlined .
ayEvuv ~µEi:~rraiowµEv &rrEpv6µoc;ivBa& raim yvvaz~{v,
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Breme r II 2001:350-359, and th e new comme ntari es by Prato , 306-3 11 and Austin/ Olson ,
298-308 ad 947- 1000.
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Thesm.947-1000
Come now, let us dance, as is the custom here for us women when
we hold the revered mystery rites for the two goddesses in the holy
seasons, and (that poor devil) Pauson observes the same rites and
fasts as we do, (950) often praying to them with us that he too may
celebrate such occasions from one year to the next.
Rise up, begin the dance, form the circle with light movements of
your feet, (955) join hands with each other, let everyone take up the
rhythm of the dance! Move your feet quickly! Let every eye watch
over the circling array of our dance!
And let every one of you honor (960) the Olympian gods with song
and with frenzied choral dance!
But if anyone thinks we as women are going to bad-mouth men in
the sanctuary, (965) he is wrong.
But now we must first begin again the perfect dance-step of the
beautiful round dance as if it were a new number.
Move your feet forward now and praise with dance and song the
master of the lyre (970) and Artemis, bearer of the bow, chaste
mistress! Hai!, worker from afar, grant us victory! And let us praise
Hera the matchmaker, as is fit, (975) who dances along with us in all
our choruses and who keeps the keys to marriage.
And we call on Hermes, herdsman god, and Pan and the dear Nymphs,
to smile on us with good will, (980) taking pleasure in our choral
dancing. Lift up the double (?) charm of our choral dance! Let us
dance, you women, as is the custom! But we keep to our fast strictly.
(985) Now come, leap, whirl with rhythmic foot! Turn the whole

song! But you yourself be our leader, ivy-bearing Bacchic lord! And
we shall honor you in dance and song in chorus-loving komoi.
(990) 0 Euios, Bromios, son of Zeus and Semele, you who delight in
choral dances and dance in chorus over the mountains to the lovely
hymns of the Nymphs, o Euios, Euios, euoi, o Euios!
(995) All about you the echo from Kithairon sounds, and the dark-

leafed bushy mountains and rocky glens rumble, and leafy ivy
spiraling around you in a circle sprouts
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Even for the skeptical reader who has become blinded by modern preconceptions it should be no problem to characterize a song like this as ritual. lt has
consequently always been classified in the scholarly literature as a prayer or
hymn. There is no narration of myth or reflection of past or future events;
rather, the chorus is totally concerned with its own ritual activity. Nevertheless,
by confining themselves to the question of whether or not Aristophanes meant
this as parody, scholars have long been blind to the value of these verses as an
authentic expression of a living choral culture, anchored in the cultic life of
the polis. The song can in fact claim to be considered as ritual in two senses.
For the chorus completes a ritual act that is characteristic and constitutive of
it; it sings and dances in its fictional role in the festival of the Thesmophoria as
weil as in its function as a company that has been appointed by the polis and
that honors in a comic performance its divine patron Dionysus and other gods
of the city.2 The perspective oscillates in a way typical of comedy between this
2
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On this distinction cf. already Zimmermann II 1985:192: "Auffällig ist in den beiden Hymneneinlagen (947ff. 1136ff.) die schillernd e Rolle des Chors als religiöse und politische Gemeinde
der Frauen sowie als komischer Chor" [''The shimmering role of the chorus and religious
and political community of women as weil as comic chorus in the two hymnic interludes
(947ff., 1136ff.) is remarkable"]. Following Dover, Sommerstein (Thesm., 218 ad 947- 1000)
also refers to the ambivalence between function and role : "The chorus speak sometimes
in their 'role' as women celebratin g the Thesmophoria , sometimes in their 'function' as a
chorus performing in a comedy (for these terms see K. J . Dover, Aristophnnes: Frogs[Oxford,
1993), 57- 60); the latter comes to the fore especially in 962-965 , in 972, andin the choice of
Dionysus (patron god of the dramatic festival) as sole addressee of the final section of the
hymn." Cf. also already Horn 1970:117. On the distinction between figure and role on the
level of actor, see Flashar 1996:86-87, who sets out the important differences from comedy in
terms of the so-called suspension of plot using literary theory that proceeds on the premiss
of the closed plot. According to the latter, it is not the "licence of the suspension of plot"
in order to draw in the audience that is important, but the open manner of perception in
ritual play, which is directed at an identification:"Das Herstellen der Identifikationsebene ist
jedenfalls das primäre; am Anfang stand nicht die geschlossene Form des Spiels, das für die
Komödie charakteristische Fiktionsbrüche zulässt , sondern die offene, das Publikum einbeziehende Spielebene, wie sie von Anfang an in den präliterarischen Formen der Spott- und
Rügelieder, den rituellen Begehungen der Phallophorien usw. vorgegeben waren und dann
mit der Kunstform der Komödie die Bürgeridentifikation in der attischen Demokratie des
fünften Jahrhunderts ganz zwanglos ermöglichte , um erst allmählich sich zu einer fiktionalen Geschlossenheit zu entwickeln " (ibid., 87) ["The constru ction of the level of identification is any case the primary; at the beginning lies not the closed form of play that makes for
comedy's characteristic rupturing of plot, but rather a level of play that is open and draws
the audience in, as appears to have been the case right from the beginning in the preliterary
forms of songs of ridicule and blame and in the ritual occasions of the Phallophoroi etc.,
and then with the development of the art form of comedy made the citizen identification in
the Attic democracy of the fifth century possible , in a completely incidental fashion, only
gradually developing into a closed plot"). For this reason I would like to consider preliterary
forms of this kind and ritual phnllophorinin connection with comedy in the next chapter (2).

The Comic Chorus in the Thesmophoriazusae
internal and external view, and the characteristic performativity of the chorus
thus contains both levels in the selfsame corporal action.
Because of this conflict concerning the position of the chorus as actants,
there arises the bewildering constellation of "ritual in ritual" that is fundamental for the Thesmophoriazusae.
The women's festival of Demeter becomes
embedded in the frame of the principally male celebration of Dionysus, so that
it becomes impossible to draw definite boundaries between the two areas and
the recipient continuously switches between the there and the here, as in a
mental kaleidoscope. The fact that the identity of the male citizen behind the
female dramatic role of the chorus always remains visible also contributes to
this situation. Furthermore, one role may be divided between several actors,
and one and the same actor may also appear in several roles. Identity is established above all by the mask, which is immutable and goes through the whole
play with the same expression. In contrast to naturalistic theater one cannot
speak of a continuous illusion anywhere. Rather, the boundaries between the
presenter, the person represented, and the audience are open. In this state
of uncertainty between here and there, now and then, external frame and
internal play, the chorus in the act of its spectacular display in song and dance
performs a ritual in the sense of a speech act. In order tobe understood as
ritual celebrant, the chorus must thus refer to its own activity.
Contrary to the case of high eh oral lyric and many eh oral parts in tragedy,
what is important, as has been emphasized, in this comic choral song is not
the relation of previous events, still less the presentation of general thoughts
and aphorisms or the artistic offering of an event from myth, but the concentration on the chorus' own current activity as a complex model of action. lt
is precisely by means of this that the dance song becomes the purest form of
ritual. Thus Michael Silk's criticism of the lyrical quality of these verses, that
they are "a mixture of elevated hymnody and rather flat comments on the
proceedings,"3 may be justified from a purely literary-historical point of view,
but at the same time is inappropriate, since it does not take into account the
ritual character of the song, which is based on the orality of the performance.
For ritual speech demands precisely this self-referential commentary on the
action that is taking place.
When the chorus turns to the audience, it demonstratively shows what
is particularly characteristic for the performers of a ritual. In the past, this
address was mainly viewed as a parallel to the parabasis,which was also generally treated as an interruption of the illusion. But as we have seen, a ritual act,
3

Silk 1980:112n43.
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in contrast to interpretation or narration, is accomplished by self-reference to
the completion of one's own activity. The utterance is thus often a complete
end in itself; for the current activity of dance and prayer is accomplished,
according to speech act theory, both by andin the word. Furthermore, this kind
of ritual is expressive and symbolic in nature and describes itself by means of
a synaesthetic collaboration of different levels of expression. Dance, gesture,
rhythm, and the accompanying song are brought to the fore and marked, that
is, they stand in contrast to the unmarked forms of everyday discourse. 4 The
repetition and formal conjunction of the same or similar elements in metre,
melody, and diction aim at the recognition of continually returning models.
Redundancy and fusion in this multimedia combination lead to a heightened
perception and to the desired contact with the gods. Depending on each of
these modes of choral play and perception, one will either focus on Demeter
and Persephone, the protectors of the women's festival presented on stage, or
on the other gods of the polis in the here and now.
The criterion of connectedness to the plot , anchored in the Aristotelian
tradition, thus proves to be of little help in the assessment of the song.5 Just
like the hymn that follows (Thesm.1136ff.), this praise of the gods also transcends the so-called illusion. In a spectacular pose directed at the audience and
the gods, the simply-fashioned, directed plot is to a certain extent interrupted,
if one looks at the continuum of plot from an Aristotelian perspective. For this
reason, both hymns were often regarded as late and subsequently added parabasisodes that were not in their usual position. Once, however, one becomes
4

5
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On the distinction between marked and unmarked utterances , which goes back to Roman
Jakobson, see Nagy 1990:5-6, 30-34, and further references in his index .
Zimmermann II 1985:191 divides prayers and hymns into two groups : they are either "part of
the plot construction , thus plot -conveying" (handlungstragend),
or "they interrupt the development of the plot, but are neverth eless-in contrast to the odes of the parabasisand many
comic songs-integrated into the dram atic action." He places our song in the second category.
The ambivalent formulation already shows how vague this criterion is. Against such a distinction I would argue that any comic song that forms a part of the performance in any fashion
is integrated into the action, even songs in a parabasisor certain satirical songs, but that on
the other hand no choral song is completely absorbed in the plot. Zimmermann contradicts
himself when he classifies parabasisodes purely as digressions, but then immediately thereafter describes songs (Thesm.947ff., 1136ff.), to which he rightly ascribes a certain connection
to the plot, as delayed parabasisodes (192). Difficulties are removed if one considers, in contrast
to earlier scholarship, the parabasisnot as a singular interruption of the action on stage, but
the parabatic as an overwhelmingly ritual principle of Old Comedy. On the thesis of the delayed
odes that are missing in the parabasissee Wilamowitz II 1893:349, Gelzer 1970:1473, Sifakis
1971:52,Thomsen 1973:42-45, and Parker 1997:397. Prato, 307 argues against this connection
to a para~as,sand sees the song simply as a tribute to the changed taste of the public, which
now pnvileges dance and music over word and deman ds entertainment.

The Comic Chorus in the Thesmophoriazusae
accustomed to the idea that in Old Comedy a rather different poetics and
aesthetics obtain-something much closer to ritual and something fundamentally separate from the Aristotelian-based theater tradition that has been dominant in Europe since the Renaissance-then the essentially permeable nature of
the boundaries between inner and outer frame no langer presents any problem.
As soon as one leaves behind the modern fiction of a closed plot, then the
judgment that this kind of spectacle interrupts the action of the plot becomes
relativized. Instead, it becomes possible to recognize new kinds of reference
to a plot-development that is delimited and open. Despite their independence, both these songs (Thesm.947ff., 1136ff.) do evoke the ritual ambience of
the festival of Demeter. The frame of the plot, which almost threatens to disappear because of the political and in particular poetological preoccupations,
thereby receives support. The comic chorus in all Aristophanic comedies up to
and including the Frogsis always the central authority. lt participates in and
helps direct the simple dramatic action by expressing the symbolic and graphic
idea framing the plot, most often in the form of a metaphor that takes on a life
of its own. Through every scene this synaesthetic element is inserted on the
level of plot and the action on stage is thereby symbolically strengthened.
On the other hand, this song introduces the normally gradual transition
to the perspective of performance (enonciation)that usually occurs after the
parabasis.Considered purely in terms of staging, the choral part at Thesm.947ff.
functions as a scene-divider. The spectacular "interlude" bridges the time
during which Euripides' relative is led away, chained to the board offstage, and
finally brought in again. Yet this technical piece of staging does not completely
explain the choral song here. The genre of Old Comedy also needs the ritual
underpinnings of dance and song by a chorus. Despite its further development
into dramatically more complex forms, and in addition to its presentation of
a fictional event, the comic play remains always a komos-like celebration by
a chorus rooted in the real world of the polis, the wild, joyful romp of a boisterous, celebratory group through the city. Ritual verbal abuse, demanding,
begging, and praying still remain a central fixture of Aristophanic comedy.
The simple plot that twines around it Jacks the syntagmatic stringency of a
tragedy, because everything is aimed first and foremost at laughter. The audience's participation in the ritual action is enhanced through the chorus' stepping forward and out into the real-life frame. Beside their integration into the
unpretentious, playful plot, the spectators must primarily become involved in
the community-affirming ritual activities of derision, laughter, celebration,
and making contact with the polis gods. The particular style of speech encourages participation. The choral "!" blends into a shifting unity that contains
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within it several voices-those of the poet, the performative group of citizens,
and the chorus in its dramatic role. The gesture of self-presentation, characteristic of ritual, is thus also crucial for comedy's open manner of perception.
With regard to the markings in the printed text, it must once again be emphasized that the boundaries are completely fluid and that the song cannot be
divided up so definitively that the parts can be pinned down to function or
role alone, as has been the assumption until now.6
The underlined self-references to the chorus' own presentation in
dance and song represent a kind of intersection between comic function and
dramatic role. This area of ritual activity, common to both levels, leads both
chorus member in the here and now and performer within the plot together
with the final product of the role, based on theatrical signs, to a unity that
pulls in opposite directions, in which the dance movements and verbal utterances of the actor in the orchestra represent a praxis of signifiers that refers
only indexically to the signified of the role. 7 For both in the cult of Demeter
and in that of Dionysus, this type of dance song is performed precisely in the
circular dance form that is repeatedly emphasized here. Circular choruses are
a not infrequently found feature, especially when attention is to be drawn to
the ritual aspect of dance, as in the hyporcheme in particular; otherwise, the
formation in rows in the stikhosand the zygosis apparently the usual arrangement in the extended rectangular orchestra. 8 Aside from this the cross-shaped
formation was also typical for the Dionysiac dithyramb. The discussion of
the division of the chorus into chorus leader and chorus body, or into semichoruses, something that goes back to the nineteenth century, and discussion
of the possible division into strophe and antistrophe, as weil as questions of
metre, cannot be explored in detail here. 9
6

Sommerstein Thesm., 218 connects lines 962-965 , 972, and 985-1000 (Dionysus hymn) with
the function ofthe comic chorus; Zimmermann 111985:192by contrast connects lines 962-964
with the role of festive community (Festgemeinde)
(also 947-952, 974, 983-984 ), while viewing
lines 972- 973 and 975 in terms of function. Two different interpreters then assign the same
lines (962-964) first to the form er, then to the latter category. for a !ist of Greek dance vocabulary see Naerebout 1997:275-289 . The concepts adduced there all fall under the category of
emphatic self-reference. One can therefore clearly see how closely the song is associated with
the chorus' own performance .
7
See Lohr 1986:77-78 on this.
: See Davidson 1986 (mainly on the tragic chorus); also Wiles 1997:63-86.
l have here largely followed Thomsen 's classification (1973:2 7-29 ). Because of the two
anapaestic tetrameters (947-948) lines 947-952 are mostly interpreted as a prokerygma
delivered
by the chorus leader (whether viewed as male or female) (Fritzsche, Enger , and Muff 1872:164
,
Arnoldt 1873:160-161 , Mazon 1904:134, Horn 1970:116, Zimmermann 111985:192, and Parker
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Because of the countless references to the chorus' own dancing, the song
has in fact also been called a hyporcheme. 10 Muff remarks quite appositely,
but obviously without using performative and semiotic categories relating to
deixis and self-referentiality:
In diesem ganzen Liede ist fast von nichts weiter als von Tanz und
Gesang die Rede, und namentlich geschieht des Reigentanzes in so
bezeichnender Weise Erwähnung, dass man sagen kann, es wird hier
förmlich mit dem Finger auf die Darstellung durch eine Mehrzahl
von Personen hingewiesen.
[In this entire song practically nothing eise save dancing and singing
is spoken of, and in particular mention of round dancing is made so
distinctly that one may say that this performance by a multitude of
persons is being formally pointed to.] 11

°

1

11

1997:428; Westphal 1869:53 treats them as a melodramatic speech) . The lines could also have
been sung by the chorus as a whole. The chorus leader is sometimes also assigned the melic
lines 953- 958 and the trochaic parts of lines 959-968 (Westphal 1869:53, 61), which is by no
means convincing . Arnoldt 1873:161 distributes them as follows: chorus leader: 947-952,
953-958, 966-968, 985-989; semi-chorus a: 959-961, 969-976, 990-994; semi-chorus b: 962-965,
977-984, 995-1000. Mazon 1904:135also splits the chorus into semi-choruses with the hymns
to the gods (969-976 and 977- 984); the semi-choruses would then have been united in the
hymn to Dionysus (985-1000). But a complete chorus is usually assumed (Muff 1872:18,among
others, argues for this because of the invocation of gods in common). The search for possible
dance figures in this part remains rather speculative . Relying on a questionable term for a
special dance called the 8mAfj(cf. 982) Lawler 1945:63-66 suggests in lines 981-984 a tempo rary division of the round dance into rows of semi-choruses facing each other, but overlooks
the fact that Enger, 126 already associated line 982 with the diple dance (something already
in fact considered by Biset, 820 ad loc. and Küster, Notae ad Thesm., 223 ad 991). Thomsen
1973:31- 34 and Zimmermann II 1985:195argue against Lawler's interpretation; Coulon on the
other hand accepts Enger's suggestion; cf. also my opinions on line 982, below, n90. Further
discussion on divisions in earlier scholarship in Fritzsche, 383-386. Since Wilamowitz 1921:476,
lines 987-1000, in which he saw a "dithyrambic invocation of Dionysus," have generally been
separated as an astrophic entity; cf. criticism in Thomsen 1973:34- 35. Parker 1997:428 returns
to Enger's division in the programmatic passages (proodos[953-958] and mesodoi[966-968,
985- 989]) and the strophic pairs (959- 962 = 963-965, 969-976 = 977-984, and 990-994 =
995-1000). For metrical analysis see Zimmermann II 1985:191- 200, Parker 1997:428-437, and
my brief description below (pp. 257- 259), based on Zimmermann .
Cf.the reference in Muff 1872:164(on the stroph e Thesm. 985ff.).
Muff 1872:24 (in connection with choral art as a reference to the participation of the
whole chorus). The underlined portions given in my text of the song make it clear that the
performative utterances about the chorus ' own dancing appear here in considerably high
numbers.
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The First Part (Thesm. 947-968)The Chorus Forms a Round Dance

Overlaying of the plot (enonce)occurs only to a slight extent and seemingly
almost exclusively with the goal of maintaining the fictional frame of the
Thesmophoria while preserving the independence of the performance . The
ambience of the women's festival is thus sketched out using only a very few
references. lt was never the intention to bring to the comic stage a faithful
copy of a ritual, that is, a prayer or dance in honor of the two goddesses
Demeter and Persephone, not only because the women's rites were highly
secret, 12 but also because the mainly male audience was excluded from the
festival and could therefore in no way identify directly with the specific cult
practices. But what does interest the men and what the poet sets great store
by is the women's absurd transgression into the realm of political action. The
male popular assembly on the Pnyx and the assembly of women at the Nesteia,
the occasion of the dramatic plot, are intertwined .13 The central practice of
fasting, which gives its name to the second day of the Thesmophoria, and the
aiskhrologiaalso practiced there are encapsulated right at the beginning like a
heading, as is the description of the festival as "holy mystery celebrations of
the two goddesses" (948). At the same time, the mocking of citizens is also one
of the typical functions of the comic chorus, in particular in the songs of the
second parabasis.Aristophanes refers to these two central practices through
the use of key words (vri<rrEuE1,
949; vriorEuoµEv, 984; KaKw~ tpEiv, 963);they
are, however, subjected to comic distortion.
The mood on this second day appears to have been especially eerie
and grim, 14 which corresponds to Demeter's grief over the abduction of her
daughter in the myth. The rites were correspondingly somber and strange.
In particular the women evoked a primitive way of life on this day by fasting
and lying on the ground on a bed (stibas)made of plants with anaphrodisiac
effects. 15 Wreaths, with which the chorus normally loves to decorate itself,16
were also not worn. 17
12

13

14

15

16
17
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Cf. Zimmermann 111985:191 and the remark ofBurkert (1985:242): "When Aristophanespresents the comedy The Warnen at the Festivalof the Thesmophoria, he is unable to give many particulars about the festival."
Cf. esp. Thesm.328-329 and 372-3 82, esp. 376-377 . Two äpxouom head the women's organiza2 1184.
tions; cf. Isaeus 8.19 and IG11/111
Plut. Demosth.30.5.
Diod. Sie.5.4.7.
Cf.Blech 1982:208 and below,nll0.
Schol.Soph. OC681, p. 37, 5-6 De Marco.

The Comic Chorus in the Thesmophoriazusae
How, then, did the comic poet manage to incorporate this utterly
noncomic occasion into his joyful play? On the one hand, choral dance is
emphasized as unifying element; on the other, he comically reworks the
motifs of the rites. The aiskhrologiadirected against the men is now personally directed against the starving artist Pauson. In comic fashion he is
said to participate in the celebration of the mysteries, to fast , and often
to invoke the goddesses of the Thesmophoria from festival to festival, all
so that he can get to enjoy these fasting orgies often (Thesm.948-952). The
humor of this mocking observation lies in the fact that the starving pauper
celebrates a feast with the chorus that actually excludes any male participation, and that like the women he prays from year to year for the period of
hunger and need to return cyclically, although he ought really to be pleading
for wealth. While fasting represents for the women only a ritual of inversion and exception, of abstention and purification in preparation for the
fertility that must be renewed annually and that is celebrated on the immediately following day of the Kalligeneia together with the return to normality
and civilization, this ridiculous fool begs for times of fasting as often as
possible.
Because of his poverty the ritual exception has become the rule for
Pauson. In a pun on his name (Pauson = rraucrwv,fut. participle of rrauw, "stop ,
cease") the chorus plays on the fact that he will never end this condition of
need, in contrast to the members of the chorus. 18
In paradoxical fashion the aiskhrologia
against men that is mentioned here
is immediately withdrawn (962-965), because it does not fit the ritual activity
of the festive choral dance for one thing, and because for the male audience,
to whom the festive mood is supposed to be imparted, it represents a clearly
intended affront. The chorus then itself refers to the contrast between the

18

cf. nauowv in its meaning as the future participle active of nauw, "one about to end some th ing." Borgeaud 1988:182 points to an ancient and now outdated etymology of the god Pan ,
who is invoked later on (Thesm. 978). There have been attempts to support the functional
relationship between the Arcadian god Paon and the Vedic god Pushan, who in both cultures
assume the role of nourisher in the polytheistic system, by means of a shared development of
their names. W. Schulze suggested that Paon is derived from the root *nauowv , with Pauson
being retained in Illyrian and Messapian as a personal name. Cf. also Borgeaud 1988:181-182
and 186 (appendix) and 262nn42-48. In a play on words , Pauson the Athenian , according to
this theory, is thus conflated with Pan, who really does join in the celebrations. In Arcadian
myth it is Pan who helps deliver Demeter from fasting and anger , so that he is the one "who
will end" the critical situat ion. The joke would then consist in the fact that the starving pauper
is being compared to the nourishing god, the provider of meat. On the role of Pan in this song,
see below, pp. 111- 117.
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somber rite of fasting and the joyful dance: 19 rcafowµEv, ~ yuvalKE<;,oiarrep
v6µoc;·I v11
arevoµEVöEmxvrwc;("Let's dance for joy, women, as is the custom!
But we're still sticking fast to our fast," 983- 984).
The ritual activity of dancing can be applied to a sad as well as a happy
occasion. In comedy, however, the exuberant choral dance is particularly associated with playing (rcatl;Elv).The gloomy nature of the fictional setting is left
out as much as possible, while the joyful and cheerful nature of the Dionysiac
celebration is for the most part included. 20 Like many other parabasisodes, this
song has a further function. Viewed from the perspective of the male audience, it is to a large extent not a parody of a prayer or hymn, but the expression of genuine worship. The hymn represents a corrective to the comic period
of inversion, during which many comic plays subject even the gods to ridicule
and Olympus is threatened with collapse. The song reflects the existing polis
cult and should be regarded as living lyric from actual cult practice. As in the
odes of parabaseisand in the choral passages of other Aristophanic comedies,
in the Thesmophoriazusae
in particular the invocations of the various gods who
protect and preside over the city are integrated into the performance, and the
goddesses of the Thesmophoria in the plot actually play only a subordinate
role. 21
19

20

21
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On the dialecti c relationship of fast and carnival, cf. Ginsburg 1989 (who sees fasting as
an"a lter ego" or "Zwillingsritual des Karnevals, sein bevorzugter dialogischer Widerpart"
["the twin ritual of carnival, its preferred dialogic counterpart"]
ibid., 26-27). The
Thesmophoria as festival of inversion represents the ritual model of the comic plot, which
is in turn embedded in the Dionysiac, inverted world of comedy. As a relational difference from the carnivalistic norm, fasting is also part of the complex construction of the
festival, which cloaks itself with the plot of an Old Comedy in its succession of need and
utopian, excessive abundance . On the Thesmophoria as a carnivalistic festival of license
in the Bakhtinian sense , cf. Rösler 1986:36. The Kronia, Skira, Anthesteria , Lenaia, Dionysia,
and Haloa are included in the same interpretative framework; cf. also Halliwell 1991a:294
and Möllendorff 1995:74nl and 249n77. The privation of the fast is paradoxically juxtaposed
with the sensual opulence of the Dionysiac dance. In this comedy , the comic excess of food
is celebrated only at the end of the play, in a festival rooted in the here and now, with the
renewal of fertility and plenty also representing the aim of the ritual complex in the plot
and being celebrated on the third day of the Thesmophoria with a great feast of meat-eating.
On danc e and play as express ions in terms of body language of the carnivalesque, both in the
Dionysiac festival at which the play is performed and in the plot -intern al Thesmophoria, see
Ivanov 1974:341and 365n97; on "crossdressing;' 338.
Prayers involving a series of divinities are found in many songs in the Thesmophoriazusae:
in
the Agathon hymn (101-129) Apollo, Artemis, Leto, and once more Apollo are invoked, andin
the parodos(312-330) Zeus, Apollo, Athena, Artemis , Poseidon, the Nereids, and the Nymphs
are called upon. In the choral dance songjust discussed (947-1000), the ensemble of choral
members addresses the Olympian gods (960), in particular Apollo, Artemis, Hera, Hermes, Pan,
the Nymphs (969-98 4), and finally Dionysus (985-1000), andin the following hymn (11361159), Athena and lastly Demeter and Persephone.
.

The Comic Chorus in the Thesmophoriazusae
The song is thus mainly, qua speech act, pure ritual. The inevitable illocutionary emphasis on the chorus' own activity of dancing and praising leads to a
perlocutionary result, to the communitasof internal and external spectator in a
· feeling of coming closer to the gods, which establishes a sense of community. 22
The role of the chorus thereby increasingly disappears behind its cultic function in the here and now. In what follows we will investigate the technique of
self-referentiality in detail. Choral song and dance represent, as I have emphasized, the common denominator of function and role. Through emphasis on
this ritual activity, the poet is consciously able to keep the connection to the
external or internal hanging in the air.
Deictic concepts of time and place, commands, and in particular the
"!"/ "we" of the chorus are characteristics of the performative utterance. In
this song they appear with great frequency. By means of the combination ä.yE
vuv ('come now!'), which conveys urgency, the request to dance is performatively intensified. The emphatic Greek pronoun ~µc.'ic;('we'), together with
the key concept of playful dance (nafl;Elv, cf. nafowµEv, 947), gives rise to an
illocutionary command, by which the perlocutionary result that the speech
act is aimed at is immediately attained. Here we are talking of the communal
choral dance of the whole collective in which the choral leader is included. 23
lt remains open to question whether the female choral leader speaks at all,
as is often assumed. Despite the anapaestic metre, it would also be perfectly
conceivable that the chorus as a whole spoke. With the order "Let us dance!"
the group sets about its movements. lt is noteworthy how the deictic signals
"now" (vuv) and "here" (tv0aÖE), which refer in their function as shifters
to the frame of the dancing chorus made up of male citizens, includes the
"then" and "there" of the plot level. Or in other words: in the performative
context, the "here" and "now" of the plot, which naturally relate to the fictitious sanctuary at the Thesmophoria (EvtEpQ,964) and the imagined women's
festival, is mixed with the "here" and "now" of the performance, that is, with
22

23

On the feeling of the unity of all social connec tions , whic h Victor Turner terms communitas,see
Turner 1974:274 (definition) and passim (esp. 302, index with numerous citations) and Turner/
Turner 1982:205-206.
The combination of iiyE 6~ (or vuv) with subsequent hortativ e (cf. Aesch. Eum. 307) is a common
introduction to a prokerygma.Here the command to dance, customary in cult, is imitated; cf.
Kaimio 1970:126 and Zimmermann II 1985:192-193. On rraf~Etv as a term for dance, cf. Ar. Av.
660,Lys.1313, Thesm. 983,1227 -1228,Ran. 318-320,333,388,392,407 b,415,452;o uµrraf~Etv:Pax
816-817, Av. 1098, Thesm. 975; cf. also the early inscription on th e wine-cup (Athens, National
Museum 192) of the Dipylon Master, JG 12 919 = CEG432 (pp. 239-240 Hansen) ... c'n:aAwrara
rra(~Et;cf. Lonsdale 1993:33-43, Henrichs 1996:35-38 (on the oinokhoe,ibid., 32-34), and above,
Introduction, n180.
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the theater of Dionysus and the festival of the Dionysia. Because of the fact
that there is talk here of a "custom" or "ritual" {v6µoc;) of "women," that is,
the reactualized role of the presenters, the festival of the Thesmophoria is
constantly evoked in the play.24 Yet, as is typical for ritual choruses, the male
actors continue to be visible behind the women being portrayed. 25 Even the
insertion änEp v6µoc; Ev0a:öErafot yuvm~(v (947), "as is the custom here for
women," where in the term nomosfemale ritual is being played on, contains
an ambiguity, since dancing is also the custom here,i.e. in the orchestra of the
theater ofDionysus. 26 Moreover, the word nomosnaturally evokes the political
dimension, which applies simultaneously to the men of the civic context and
to the women of the plot. In line 983, immediately before the concluding hymn
to Bakkhos, the diction of line 947 is taken up again using ring composition:
na(awµEv, ili yuvaiKE<;,oia:nEpv6µoc;.27The chorus, made of men, in its mimesis
of women does essentially the very same thing that is the theme of the play as
a whole.Just as the two protagonists do, the members of the chorus transgress
the strict borders separating the sexes in that they too penetrate the sacred
preserve of the women. 28
In typical fashion, the chorus switches back and forth between "!" and
"we." At one moment the chorus sees itself as a collective unity in the singular,
at another as a group that is composed of separate individuals, and accordingly speaks of itself in the plural. 29 The troupe in the orchestra gives itself
24

25

26

27
28
29
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On the concept of v6µo, (and derivatives) cf. Thesm.348, 361, 675,685,947, 983. The marked
appearance of the word "women" supp .orts the chorus' role in the plot and serves as a key
concept for the problematics ofthe comedy; cf. Thesm.371,684,947,964,983. The female role
identity is also emphasized by feminine forms: rräoa , 9556, 961; µO..rrouoa, 970; yuvcxiKaµ'
ouocxv,964.
This is characteristic of Far Eastern types of play; cf. Pronko 1982. In principle it holds for all
ritual choruses; see Schechner 1977:120-127, Schechner 1985:4- 10, and Lohr 1986:77-78 (on
folk theater). According to the theory of theater anthropology , the performer and dancer
does not merge into his role completely, but rather into his nonverbal energy and his presence as a whole; he functions on the basis of a stylized, and marked, technique, distinct from
the everyday world; instead of using a fictional psychological identity , the performer describes
himselfthrough a fictional body. Cf. Barba/Savarese 1991, passim, esp . 8- 22.
This is how it is expressed at the very beginning of the following song (1136-1137), the delayed
antode of the parabasis:ncxMaocx,~v qnMxopov tµoi I oEüpo KCXAEiv
v6µo, Ei, xop6v.
On v6µo, see below, nn. 240, 274, 278.
Cf. Zeitlin 1981, esp. 169- 181 and 196-197.
"We": ~µEi,, 947, ~µrn/pcx101,980a; "!" : µ', 964, tyw, 9886. Norden sees this phenomenon as an
indication of the traditional seried (gereihter)prayer style, when the chorus talks of itself in
the singul_ar and the plural, and the second and first person are collapsed. Cf. Norden 1939:197
and Kaim10 1970:127-128, who cites as examples for self-commands to dance in the secondperson singular Lys. 1279- 1280, Thesm.953-956, 961, 969,981 , 985-986 (in song Thesm. 947ff.),
a_ndRan.340,372, 378 (in the parodos).lt is therefore incorrect to take singular forms as indicatwns of a smgle speaker (chorus leader); Kaimio 1970:128: "There is not the slightest reason to

The Comic Chorus in the Thesmophoriazusae
commands using the second person singular of the imperative: form a round
dance (953-954), take each other by the hand (955a), take up the rhythm
(9556),while taking quick steps (956) be careful not to break the perfect circle
(957-958).The commands occur at the same time as the body movements and
represent pure performative speech acts. The action is brought about through
speech. The ritual action, that is, getting into dance formation, is illocutionarily strengthened and accomplished through self-referential utterances.
Speech is completely self-fulfilling in this activity. 30
The parallels to the similarly framed speech act of the preceding search
scene (659ff.),where the chorus similarly prepares itself for the round dance,
are clear.31 Kleisthenes hands over to them for safekeeping Euripides' relative,

30

31

think of delivery by single speakers or groups on the strength of the imperatives." The singular
imperatives should in no way be understood here as commands from the koryphaiosto an individualized addressee or from each individual singer to himself, but as a general address that is
directed at all members of the collective involved with same choral dance; ibid., 128-129: "The
second person singular is predominantly used, meaning in an undetermined way anybody who
is engaged in the same dance." On indifference to the use of person, see also Muff 1872:29-32
("Person und Numerus"); he describes how many commentators depend on a rather narrow
understanding of person and number to determine whether it is the chorus leader or the chorus
as a whole that is acting. He correctly says (ibid.,29): "Alleindiese Voraussetzung ist irrig" ["lt
is incorrect to rely on this supposition alone"]. There is an extremely useful !ist in Norden
1939:193-199("Die Selbstanre de") and Kaimio 1970:121-137of parallel passages which prove
that the chorus can address itself in singular or plural as it sees fit: on the address in the secondperson singular see inter alia Aesch. Pers.571-575; Soph. Trach.821, OC118-122 (cf. esp. 121-122
rrpocroEpKou,
AEücrcrE
viv, 1 rrpoorrEv0ourravrnxfi); and Ar.Lys. 302-303, 320-321, Av. 1720,Thesm.
663-667,Eccl. 293-295, 478-483, 486-487, 496-502; on commands in the second-person plural,
see inter alia Soph. Trach.210-213, OT 1524;Eur. Supp. 73-77, Ba.83; and Ar. Lys. 1292,Av. 1721.
Kaimio1970:129 refers to the combination with rrac;(cf. KG11.1,85 and Schwyzer II, 245),which
impliesan unspecified number of individual performers . Cf.in song rracra,Thesm.9556, 961.
Zimmermann II l 985:l 93nl6 also refers to this issue. Cf. Ar. Lys. 302-303, 320-321, Thesm.
663-667, Eccl.293-295, 478-483; see also Wilamowitz 1921:475n2 and Parker 1997:429 with
reference to Enger. Kaimio 1970:127 succinctly analyzes the ritual situation of this performa tive dance songs: "These imperati ves accompanying the dance are not so subtly incorporated
into the dramatic situation as the ritual imperatives occurring in tragedy, which are used by
the chorus as an outburst of violent emotions, called forth by the events of the drama . The
dance-imperatives in comedy are naturally sung by the chorus in a cheerful mood, but they are
not used as a reaction to the events of the drama and embedded into an emotional or reflective
context. They occur in songs where the dance is really represented as a ritual, into which the
chorus are at present involved."
Cf. Zimmermann II 1985:193nl4: Koücpov. .. rr6oa, 659 s: KoücpaTiocr(v,954 (cf. also Pind. 01.
14.16-17,Kwµov... Koücpaß1ßwvrn;Ar.Lys.1303-1304,KoücpaTiiiAovand Lys. 1309,1316- 1317;
cf. Eur. EI.860-861, wc;vEßpoc;oupavtov I TI~Ol'jµaKOU(j)l~OUIJU
IJIJVay.\a'i~ and Eur. Tro. 325,
rraAAE
rr6o' ai0Ep1ov;cf. also Autocrates fr. 1.1-6 K.-A.: oia rra(~oucrtvcpiAmI Tiap0Evo1
Auowv
K6pm,1Koücparrl'jowcrmmoooi:vI KavacrE(oucrat>
K6µav I KCIVaKpououcrm
XEpoi:v
l 'EcpEO(av
Tiap'
''ApTEµtv);
OtalJKOTIEIV
... Tiavrnxfi,660;::;ElllOKOITEIV
OETiavrnxfi.. . oµµa, 957-958 (cf. Soph. oc
122);TPEXElV
. .. KUKA<Jl,
662;::;äy' Eie;KVKAOV,
954.
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who has just been exposed, so he can report the matter to the prytanis.The
members of the chorus surround the criminal in a circle and using the same
formation, they simultaneously occupy themselves with the search for other
male intruders. In similar fashion, the chorus of the Erinyes encircle Orestes
to "chain" him symbolically in a üµvo<; öfoµto<; (Aesch. Eum. 321-396). The
performative self-command äyE b~ Kai xopov chJ,wµEv(Eum.307) corresponds
to the imperative xnpi ouvarrrE xdpa (Thesm.955a),32 which in its reciprocal
syntactic relationship imitates the joining of the dancers to the circle of dance
that is simultaneously created in the speech act of utterance. The Erinyes form
a closed circle with their intertwined hands in order to put a spell on their
victim using a magical speech act.
In metaphorical fashion at least Euripides' relative is also encircled as an
evildoer in the choral dance song under discussion here. This is precisely why
the members of the chorus put so much emphasis on the tightness of their
formation;just as in the searching song, here too the chorus admonishes itself
to be vigilant. Is there not a possibility that the relative is not actually led off
by the Scythian henchman and brought back after the song, 33 but remains in
the orchestra? The circle of dancers would then carry out the act of binding
the captive to the board in a staged and gestural fashion.
Admittedly, stage convention and the fact that the songs (947ff., 1136ff.)
as subsequent parabasisodes actually leave the chorus behind on the stage,
alone, argue against this. Nevertheless, one can say that on the level of the
32

33

The connection between Aesch. Eum. 307ff. and Thesm.954ff. was already noted by Sommerstein
1989:136ad Aesch. Eum. 307 and Henrichs l994/95:95n38. Petersmann 1991:80, following Frisk
II, 1112-1113, ventures an etymological connection between xop6c; and x6pi:oc;,Lat. hortus,in
the sense of"enclosure;• so that chorus, following Frisk II, 1113, may be explained as "a row of
dancers holding each other by the hand."
On departure from the stage cf. for example the stage directions in Sommerstein's translation
ofThesm.109 and Henderson 1996:129.The only indication ofthis is the command o~oov aurov
Eioaywv (930). On this point cf. Sommerstein's fine commentary, Thesm. 216 ad loc. "Leading/
bringing inside" in most cases certainly involves the stage building . But it is perhaps conceivable that the Scythian, by way of exception, actually leads his prisoner around the circle
formed by the chorus, who then encircle him. Of course in this case the barbarian henchman
would then have to have carried his plank, hammer , and nails with him. The relative reminds
one of the magic voodoo-dolls that the ancients would "bind down" (KaraoE°iv)in order to
hand them over to the underworld powers and daimones,in particular the goddesses associated with the Thesmophoria, Demeter and Kore, but also Plouton and the Nymphs. As part of
the procedure they would also be pierced with nails; on defixionessee Graf 1996:108-157,esp.
114- 115, 122-124, 191. Bonanno 1990:257 interprets the scene as I do: "Rimasto invece sulla
scena, legato alla oavic; in tunica color zafferano, assiste all'agile 'balle tondo ' nonche al 'paso
doble' de] ~oro (vv. 936 [sic!]-1000)" ["Instead, remaining on stage and tied to the oavfc;in a
saffron turne, he helps the nimble 'round dance' as weil as the pasodoble ofthe chorus"].
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chorus, the activity ofbinding (930, 943), which takes place behind the scenes,
is at the same time symbolically accompanied by body language. In sacrificial
rites the round dance is in fact danced in the orchestra about the thymele.34
In a transferred sense at least, the relative is encircled like a sacrificial victim
at the altar of Dionysus, or rather, Demeter, and the aggression against the
intruder is transformed into dance. The almost tragic reversal is noteworthy
here: Euripides' relative, who precisely in the parody of the Telephossacrifices
the "child" of Mika as a wineskin (Thesm.733-764, esp. 753-759), now himself
becomes a potential sacrificial victim for Dionysus. The reference to the polis
gods becomes understandable, since the city of Athens punishes any violation
of the ritual rules of the women's festival as an attack on its official cult. The
whirling movements of the chorus members (in their actual identity as weil as
their dramatic role)35 in honor of the gods, particularly the madness-inducing
Dionysus, bring the relative, as weil as the audience, under the spell of the
order that the cultic dance as performance represents.
The introductory self-representation comes to a conclusion in three
small strophes. In the first (959-961), the self-command is attached to a hymn
to the Olympian gods, which is tobe performed with dancing and the performance of which we will also see in the second part. Beside the xopda, the
second vocal and acoustic component of the choral dance song, the µo>..n:~,
is self-referentially thematized. 36 Praise of the gods accompanied by dance
steps is a central cultic occupation of the Greeks. The song takes place in a
high, lyric style, which also characterizes the marked manner of expression found in ritual. lt produces a particular mood, which creates a solidarity among those praising and the spectators, who identify themselves
with this, and on the other hand, through its arousing language, which
underscores the wildly turning motion, arouses a feeling of proximity to the
immortal. This "chorus-mad manner" (xopoµavEi rpon:c.p,961) anticipates
in particular the µavia of the dithyrambic and Dionysiac conclusion, where
34

35

36

On the altar in the theater see Poe 1989. On the altar of Agyieus in the Thesm.as a comic means
ofbreaking the illusion ibid.,131, on the thymele ibid., 138-139. See also Wiles 1997:63-86. On
goat sacrifice on the thymele and on bull sacrifice by the circular dithyrambic chorus, see
also Burkert 1966a:101-102 with n32 (on the thymele).On the performance of a KUKAJO~
xop6~
during animal sacrifice, see Furley 1993:36.
The chorus members are simultaneously male in their function in the here and now as dancers
in a chorus at a festival for Dionysus and female in their dramatic role as female dancers in a
chorus at a festival for Demeter and Kore.
On µE.\nw/µo.\n~ as the sign of choral performance see Cingano 1993:349-353; consider the
strong concentration of instances µEAl!Win this hymn: Thesm. 961, 970, 974, 989. On µo.\n~ cf.
Ran.370,384, and 1527.
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the god of the performance clearly breaks into the realm of the Demeter plot
(987ff.).37
In the second small strophe (962-965) the theme of the song is negatively defined. The women's aiskhrologiadirected toward the men is not on
the program, although one would expect such speech acts on the fast day
(Nl']o-rda) represented in the plot. Admittedly, a comic twist lies hidden in
the comment, since precisely this type of ridicule occurs in the case of the
painter Pauson and malicious gossip is something fundamental to the chorus
both in its comic function and in its role. Rather, it is exclusively connected
with its very own activity. The choral dance song itself, designed to honor the
Olympians, is the order of the day. The chorus thus commands itself in the
third strophe to "begin next as something new the perfect step of the beautiful dance" (966-968). 38
lt is almost impossible to make a complete survey of the discussions of the
details relating to choral dance in this song, in particular studies of possible
changes in dance and pace. Most often there has been an attempt to deduce
a succession of two or even three different dances on the basis of the performative diction of the chorus' utterances. 39 Yet it is in fact a characteristic of
37

38

39

for xopoµavEi -rp6n:4>
(961) cf. 0upooµavEivEßpi6wvµfra 6iv~ (coni. Hermann), Eur. Phoen
.
791 (also with Dionysiac connotation), and Hf 878-879. cf. Bier! 1991:145,154-158 (on both
Euripidean passages). In comedy,joyful dance, particularly in a religious context, is often
treated as harmless and beneficial mania:Ar.Ran.316-459, esp. 332-333, 356-357;cf. also Vesp.
1474-1537,esp.1486, 1496,and Pax 320-336.
CJ.AACJ.
xpfiv I won:EpEpyovau n KCXIVOV
I n:pwrnvEUKIJKAOU
xopda~ EU(j)UÜ
o-rfiomßao1v(text
after Thomsen 1973:27-28).Contra Coulon's text won:Epfpyov, au-riKa(Dindorf) cf. Thomsen
1973:30.Blaydes I, 235 ad 967 translates won:EpEpyovas "ut opus est, ut resfert." Zimmermann
II 1985:194n22interprets the passage correctly: "o-rfiom ßao1v xopda~ ist eine poetische
Periphrase für das gewöhnliche xopov o-rfiom'einen Tanz beginnen' " ["o-rfiomßao1vxopEia~
is a poetic periphrasis for the usual xopov o-rfiom'to begin a dance' "]. The ingressive aspect
of the aorist refers to the beginning of the performance of the round dance. Cf. the explanation of Blaydes I, 235 ad 968 (first found in Küster, Notae ad Thesm., 223 ad 977), which does
not go into the question of aspect: Id est rhythmiceet in numerumterrampedibuspulsare,quodoi
xopEuov,E~faceresolent.On xopov io-ravm('to form, set up the chorus; 'perform choral dance')
cf. Aesch. fr. 204b.7= 16 Radt; Soph. EI.280;Eur.Ale. 1155,EL 178, IA676;Ar.Av.219,Nub. 271;cf.
further the derivatives xopoo-ran~(Alcm.fr. 1.84Davies;xopwv Ka,aorno1v,Aesch.Ag.23)and
o-rao1~(Ar.Ran. 1281[cf. Cingano 1986],Plut.954).Cf. the name Stesikhorus and o-r11ofxopo~,
fr.
adesp. 938c PMG.Cf. also Calame I 1977:88n91, 94-96 (Engl. trans. Calame 1997:4ln91,45-46),
Nagy 1990:361-369,and Henrichs 1994/95:95n36. The performative terminology ofthe speech
act is of course particularly emphasized by the circumlocution. The substantive ßao1vis
taken up in the immediately following command n:p6ßmvEn:ooi (Thesm. 969). In dance, step
~d foot position are naturally of importance. On ßao1~cf. Eur. Ba. 647 (ßacnvconi. Blomfield:
n:oöa LP; cf. Seaford 1996:203 ad loc.), where there may be an allusion to the language of
dance.
See Thomsen 1973:30-34.
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literature that is pragmatic and completely rooted in the everyday world of
literature that the details of a performance may often not be able tobe reconstructed on a more exact basis. Many critics have made the same interpretative suggestions; they incorrectly take 01:17omas meaning "stop" or "bring to
an end."4°From this they conclude that the round dance introduced in lines
953ff. comes to an end after line 968 and that the chorus begins a new dance in
line 969. 41 Many interpreters even believe there is an additional dipleinterlude
(981-984) 42 before the bacchic dance begins in line 985.
Contrary to the communisopinio I believe that the round dance in close
formation is never once stopped throughout the entire song. That is to say,
neither in line 969 does the chorus begin a march in a straight line, nor does
the collective divide itself up into opposing half-choruses in line 981; still less
is the circular formation changed in line 985. 43 Thomsen has convincingly
contradicted the theory that the tragic diple dance (cf. 982), first attested
in Hesychius, appeared here. In the following dithyramb (985ff.) the typical
KUKA1oc;
xop6c;is in fact continued.
On the basis, then, of the lines just cited (966-968) a change of step
has erroneously been posited to have taken place. Using an incorrect inter-

°Cf.among others van Leeuwen Thesm., 123 ad 966-968 , Rogers Thesm.,102 ad967 (sisteregradum),

4

and now Furley/Bremer I 2001:357 with Furley/Bremer II 2001, 354-355 ad 968 and Austin/
Olson, 301-302 ad 966-968. Fritzsche, 390 interprets the passage as follows: "sed cito te oportetprimumsaltationis in orbemconcinnum constituere gressum, id est, sed cito te oportet primum in
orbem saltare itaque novam praeparare choream ." The meaning of crrfjom (constituere) is thus
made to hover between the correct interpretation "to begin the dance" (saltare)and the incorrect interpretation "bring to a halt" (or "end" [finire]), since he proceeds on the basis of a new
step in line 969. Dover Clouds,136 ad 271, on the other hand , correctly translates iorcxvm with
the object xop6~ as "bring into being." Thomsen 1973:31 and Prato, 104, 310 interpret orfjom
ßcx01v
(968) in this sense.
41
Fritzsche, 390, van Leeuwen Thesm., 123 ad 966-968, Rogers Thesm., 102 ad 969, and Mazon
1904:135nl, who, like Fritzsche, postulates a march because of rrp6ßmv€. Cf. also Sommerstein
Thesm., 111 (stage direction): "With a change of formation and rhythm" and Parker 1997:429.
Blaydes I, 235 ad 969 thinks that it is only here that the dance begins . Fritzsche, 390 and Rogers
Thesm.,102 ad 969 assume a dipledance between 969 and 984.
42
Coulon and Lawler 1945:59-66. The diple interpretation (cf. already Küster, Notaead Thesm.,
223 ad 991 and Enger, 162 ad 982 [and see now also Prato, 310 ad 982]) is rejected by Thomsen
1973:31-34, using persuasive arguments; Zimmermann II 1985:195 follows him; 0mAfjv
(982) should be understood as a predicative adjective with proleptic meaning that belongs
to xcxpivxopdc:c~and expresses "das reziproke Verhältnis zwischen menschlichem Tun und
göttlicher Gnade und die gegenseitige Freude an diesem Tun" ["the reciprocal relationship between human action and divine favor and the mutual pleasure of this activity"].
Similarly now see Furley/Bremer II 2001:356-357 ad 982-983 and Austin/Olson, 304 ad 981984.
43
Lawler 1945:66 assumes an open circle in which the dancers do not hold each other's hands ,
but move freely as a komos.
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pretation of crr~om and Engers' conjecture wc; fo' lipyov ... Katvov, certain
scholars44 understood the passage to mean that the members of the chorus
were exhorting themselves to stop their round dance and form themselves
into a "new" formation for the subsequent hymn to the gods. 45 Yet precisely
this KUKAlO<;
xopoc; can be encountered particularly in the area of cultic
worship of Dionysus and Demeter. 46In the staging of a hymn to Dionysus
within a fictional frame relating to Demeter there is thus no reason to change
the arrangement at this passage in particular, once we point out the symbolic
association of the scene with sacrificial ceremonies, at which the round dance
was often performed around the altar.47
The expression /ipyov ai'i n Katvov is thus not to be taken in the sense of
a new dance to which the chorus now directs itself; rather, the circular formation continues in the following addresses to the gods. Because this is more
44Austin 1987:84 ad 967 conjectures

wc;

rrpoc; (accepted by Sommerstein) ; manuscript R has
WOrrEp.
45Thus the two most recent English translations of the passage. Cf. Sommerstein Thesm.,111:
"rather what we should now be doing, to proceed to another new task , is first of all to halt the
graceful step of our circular dance" and Henderson 1996:130: "ßut now we should rather halt
the graceful steps of our circle-dance and go on to our ne xt number!" Cf. now also Furley/
Bremer 1 2001:357 with Furley/Bremer 112001:354 ad 967. Thomsen 1973:30 (following PickardCambridge 1968:239) sees it quite differently. He thinks that the chain is broken after lines 959ff.
and that the chorus is now calling on itself to assume its previous arrangement. He also rejects
irr' or rrp6c;,because no new dance is begun (Thomsen 1973:3ln3).Johansen 1975:87 understands ifpyov ai:in Kmv6v as reference to the reintroduction of civilization, the dissolution and
refoundation of which was reenacted in the festival ofDemeter; see below, pp. 150-151.The
dance would then correspond to an act of civilization. Ludwig Koehnen has correctly pointed
out to me that in line 967 there is an uncertainty regarding responsion, since this line has
one syllable more than the corresponding lines 960 and 964 (cf. Parker 1997:430-433). In his
opinion it is striking that Aristophanes could easily have written ai:i vfov at the end, but that
the poet clearly did not want this. Perhaps he intended to express something by his choice of
the word Kmv6v.
46Ar. Ran.440-442, 446-447. Beside the Erinyes in Aesch. Eum.(esp. 307ff.) there are other female
choruses that forma round dance : Aesch. fr. 379 Radt (prayer); Eur. JA 1036ff., esp. 1054-1057,
1480-1481, cf. 1467- 1472 (dance), HF 673ff., esp. 687-690 (cultic: Delian maidens), Hel.130lff.,
esp . 1312-13 14 (Demeter and Kore!). On circular dances in tragedy see Davidson 1986. Round
dances were connected with sacrificial ritual and were performed around the thymelein the
orchestra; see Rehm 1988:264-274 on the altar in the orchestra and Poe 1989. The altar as
prop in the Thesmophoria festival becomes the tomb of Proteus in the immediately preceding
parody of the Helen (Thesm.885-888; cf. Rehm 1988:304-305 and Sier 1992:7nl3); in the choral
song (947ff.) the chorus dances around the altar, so that the dramatic action on the level of
the actors and the ritual performance both in the women's festival and in the here and now
become fused with one another on the level of the chorus.
47
On hymnic performances by a chorus that groups itself about a sacrificial altar, see Bremer
1981:197-199; on the connection with animal sacrifice, see Furley 1993:36. for the connection between paean and sacrifice see Käppel 1992:44-47, 49-51, 55- 56 (and test. 95), 58-63, 81,
285.
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seldom encountered in the theater, the chorus keeps referring to it in a selfreferential fashion. The KUK11.10c;
xop6c;belongs essentially to ritual, and the
continuous confirmation sets up the circular movement and regulates it in the
sense of speech act theory. 48 The chorus, and also the poet, who in the parabasisin particular blends his own voice with that of the chorus, presents its
dance song as "yet another new work," where Katv6v should be understood in
the sense of "innovative," "unusual," or "original." The poet's claim to originality is closely tied to his self-presentation in the parabasis,with which the
song is continuously and formally placed in connection. 49 Nevertheless, the
poet's utterance represents merely a variation or further development of
the chorus' self-advertisement, which manifests its particular quality in the
comic agon.50 Every comic chorus contains one original idea on which its iden48

49

50

Cf. Searle 1970, esp. 33-42. Searle does not follow Austin's distinction between locutionary and
illocutionary acts and prefers to subsume propositional characteristics under the illocutionary.
On the other hand, he takes over Austin's idea of the perlocutionary effect as a separate category tobe distinguished from the conventional effects of the purely illocutionary or performative act; see on this my Introduction , above, n98. On self-referentia l connections to the round
dance see Thesm. 953-958, 966-968, and 985-986.
On the poet cf.: Ar. Nub. 547, Katva~ iofo~ and 561, Eup~µao1v (with Hubbard 1991:103-105),
Vesp. 1044, Katvorcirm; .. . oiavoia~, 1053, Katv6v n AEyElv KO:~EUptoKEtv,
Pherekrates fr.
84 K.-A., avopE~, llpOOEXETE
TOVvoüv I E~EUp~µan KatV(+J,1 ouµmuKTOI~ avarratoTOl~ and
Metagenes fr. 15 K.-A., Kar' ETTE106010v
µErnßaAAw rov Myov, w~
&v I Katvaiot rrapoijlfot Kai
l!OAAai~EUWX~OW
TOeforpov. Cf. Xenarchus fr. 7, 1-2 K.-A., OIJOE
€VI Katvov yap EUptOKOUOlV,
Antiphanes fr. 189, 17-18 K.-A., o:Ma rrcivrn OEiI EUpEiv,6v6µarn Kmvci;cf. Henrichs 1993a:175
(with parallel adduced from Pind. Nem. 8.20-21). Cf. also Sifakis 1971:39 (Cl: the content of
parabasisand pnigos "explains the virtues and stresses the originality of his [i.e. the poet's]
art as compared with the art of other poets or with the quality of comedy before him ").
Outside the parabasisin the prologue: Ar. Pax 54-55 , 6 oEorr6rri~ µou µa(vnat Ka1v6v rp6rrov,
1 oux ovrrEpuµET~,o:AXETEpovKatv6v rrcivu and other passages not related to Katv6~ in Sifakis
1971:39.On the conventional idea of originality and innovation in hymns see Burkert 1985:103.
Lohr 1986:175 emphasizes the element of the impromptu and novel for the provocation of
laughter, a constituitive element of comedy: "Zur Aufführungssituation der theatralischen
Form 'Komödie' gehört immer ein Moment unvorhergesehener Neuheit, mit dem sich die
Schauspieler-für den Zuschauer meist nicht bemerkbar-den Raum der komischen Comunitas
(sie!) schaffen ; gerade auch in einem durchinszenierten
Stück des modernen RepertoireTheaters" ["Attached to the performance situation of the theatrical form 'comedy' there is
always a moment of unforeseen novelty with which the actors-something that the spectator
generally does not notice-create space for the comic comunitas(sie!); even in a scripted and
staged piece of modern repertory theater"]. On the motif of novelty in the ritual song fr. 851b
PMG,see below, chap. 2 nn90 and 93.
On the identification of the poet with the choral leader (for example in Nub. 518- 562, Pax
734-764) see Körte 1921:1244, Pickard -Cambridge 1962:198-199, Kranz 1933:26-27, Herter
1947:38,Dover 1972:50-53, and Sifakis 1971:52; on the identifi cation of the poet with the voice
of the actor cf. Ach. 496ff.; cf. Möllendorff 1995:222-266 ("Protagonist und Polyphonie"), specifically on the Ach., ibid., 222-235. Contrary to Lefkowitz 1991:24 and the communis opinioI do not
believe that this form of the parabasisis older. Ar. fr. 30 K.-A., oioa µEv apxaT6v n opwv, .. . can
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tity within the plot rests. In the competition it presents itself to the audience,
which is celebrating alongside it, using self-descriptions that are also typical
of ritual groups. 51 How deeply embedded in the ritual tradition this tendency
to emphasize the newness and originality of one's own action is can also be
seen in the equally bacchic song of the Hellenistic Phallophoroi, which will
receive thorough investigation in chapter 2.52The similarity between the first
part of this choral dance song and the popular song (fr. 85 lb PMG)just referred
to is not simply limited to the foregrounding of personal achievement, but
extends also to the performative situation. On both occasions, members of the
chorus present their own current activity before they move on to the actual
hymn.

hardly be taken in this sense . The fact that later parabaseistend to remain in the dramatic
role of the chorus could be an accident of transmission (cf. esp. Av. 685-722, Lys. 614-705,
Thesm. 785-813). Even there one should rather speak of a state of fluctuation between
different levels of utterance. Anapaests may be equally often used for the self-presentation
of the chorus as for that of the poet; cf. Hubbard 1991:20: Cratinus fr. 105 K.-A.(the chorus of
the Malthakoispeaks in its dramatic role about its garland); Eupolis fr. 13 K.-A. (the chorus
of the Goats speaks in its dramatic role about its food); Ar. fr. 427-431 K.-A. (the chorus of
ships in the Holkadestakes an inventory of its cargo). Just as in Pindar's Epiniciansthe choral
"!" may take on an autobiographical, epinician , social, and performative aspect, so the
comic chorus unites various voices in itself ; precisely in the parabasisthe choral "!" /"we"
may present itself to the audience as historical-autobiographical (as poet), generally political (as chorus in its real-world function), performative (as chorus in its role or function),
and dramatic (as chorus in its role within the plot) . The comic chorus can speak in several
of these voices at once and can fluctuate freely between these manners of speaking. On
different voices in Pindar see Segal 1995:180-181; in the tragic chorus ibid. and Calame 1999:
149-153.
51 In Aristophanic comedies the chorus seeks to make its identity clear right at its first appearance by speaking self-referentially : cf. Ran. 209-214 (croaking of frogs), Av. 260-262 (twittering
of birds), Nub. 275-290 and 298ff., and Eupolis Aiges fr. 13 K.-A.; on other animal choruses see
Sifakis 1971:76; self-description of human choruses is found in Ach. 209-222; Lys. 254-265,
319-335; Thesm.328-330; Eccl.285-288; and Plut. 257-258. The wasps describe their stings only
at a later stage, for dramatic reasons (Vesp.403-407 : up until this point the members of the
chorus present themselves as old warriors at Marathon, 230ff.).
52
The words of the song: ooi, ßaKXE,ravoE µoüoav ayAa'f~oµEv, 1 arrAoüv pu0µ6v xfovrE~
aiOA(pµEAEI
, 1 KaLVCIV
&rrap0EVEUTOV,
01) Tl Tai~ rrapo~ 1 KExpr,µivav woaio1v, aÄÄ llK~parov1
KarapxoµEvrov üµvov (fr. 851b PMG[= carm. pop. sb], carm. pop . 8 B., 48 D.). The claim to originality is practically hammered into the audience by means of an asyndetic and metaphorical
series of attributes. This song is of particular importance since it has often been adduced as the
possible ritual source of the parabasis,to which th e song from the Thesmophoria (947-1000)
also belongs . For interpretation see below, chap. 2.
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Second, Hymnodic Section (Thesm. 969-1000)Danced Praise of the Gods

The second section of the song consists of a hymn to the Olympians (Thesm.
969-980 ), which becomes a further illocutionary confirmation of the real-life khoreiain the performative frame (981 - 984 and 985-989 ), and finally endswith a long
praise of Dionysus, the god of the performative occasion. Pure hymns of this
type directed to the various polis gods are characteristic of parabasisodes, with
which this song has frequently, and correctly, been associated. The comic poet
is free to decide what to do with these basic forms, to play with their structure,
to double or shift parts. The parabasisodes of the Thesmophoriazusae
are not to
be found in their usual place, but come to some extent in the place of a second
parabasisas two scene-dividing songs at a latter phase during the course of the
play. The ode is thus inserted belatedly after the Helentrick, while the antode
comes after the Andromedatactic, in the form of hymns (947-1000 and 11361159), and this at the same time concludes the cycle of tragic parody. 53
Perhaps they are original (gpyov ai'in Kmv6v Thesm.967) for this among
other reasons, but certainly because the spectacular round dance in the
theater represents a distinctive feature: hymns are generally staged as processions using the typical line formation. The dramatic chorus usually directs this
sort of praise song to the gods when (in terms of the plot) it approaches a sanctuary.54The term hymnos seems to be used as a general overarching term for
subgroups, as, for example, paean, dithyramb, nomos,or prosodion,and simply
means a song in praise of the gods. 55On the basis of a passage of Plato (Leg.
53 Hubbard 1991:195nl09 think5 the songs would have been out of place in th e context of the
women's self-justification in the parabasisof this play. Mazon 1904:134 and Gelzer 1970:1470
call Thesm.947-1000 a "se cond parabasis," or "Nebenparabase ." Cf. Wilamowitz II 1893:349,
Gelzer 1970:1473, Sifakis 1971:52, Dover 1972:171nll, Thomsen 1973:42-45, Hansen 1976:184,
Zimmermann II 1985:192, and Sier 1992:65n6. Schmid 1946:314n4 and Prato, 306-307, on the
other hand, are scept ical.
54 Cf. the prosodionin Ar. Av. 851- 858 (cf. rrpoo6oia, 853). cf. e.g. the parodoshymns in Soph. or
151-215 and Ant. 100-154, which culminate , as does this song , in an invocation ofDionysus (OT
209- 215;Ant.147-154).
55 Proclus ehrest. ap. Phot. Bibi. 320al2-17 (Severyns 39) and Didymus ap. Orion , s.v. Üµvo~
(pp. 155-156 Sturz). See the discussion in Furley 1995:31-32, which I follow here to a !arge
extent. Furley thinks that the distinction between actual hymn and other genres of choral lyric
has been wrongly introduced into studies of the history of literature, since the Alexandrians
ultimately simply lumped everything that they could not unequivocally ascribe to a particular
god and genre into the category of hymns. Against this view, Harvey 1955, for example, is of
the opinion that the hymn represents a unique and separ ate genre from paean , dithyramb,
and other hymnic forms. Käppel 1992, esp. 64 also believes that the paean was distinct from
the hymn in terms of style and intention. On the differentiation of the target-group into gods
and humans cf. Proclus ehrest.ap. Phot. Bibi. 319b33-320a6.
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7006) and Alexandrian classifications into subgroups, a particular category,
namely that of the actual hymnos,has nevertheless been deduced. According
to a late-antique definition, this is distinguished by a specific performance
mode: 6 oe:Kup{wc;
uµvoc;rrpoc;Kt0a:pavfioero fon.0-rwv["the hymn in the proper sense of the word was sung to the accompaniment of the kithara by those
who had taken up their position"].56 The practice of the members of the chorus
in the Cretan Palaikastro hymnos,where they talk about their current activity
using the typical performative "we," appears comparable to the women at
the Thesmophoria, who move about the altar while dancing: y€ya0t µoAn~·I
nxv rot KpEKoµev
rraKTtcrt
1 µd~av-rec;äµ' auAoi'crtv
I Kat aravre\'.
a:dOoµev-reov
1 a:µcpißwµov euepKfj(lines 6-10) ["Rejoice in the dance-song (molpe)which
we play on the pektis, mixing it with the aulos,and which we sing, taking up
position around your well-fenced altar."].57On the basis of references such as
this one usually speaks of a standingchorus, as if the chorus in a hymnosstands
still and does not move.58 In the light of the choral and dancing self-references
in many songs, this widespread opinion must be revised.59 Our hymnosin the
Thesmophoriazusae
clearly shows that the chorus dances to its song.
The verb forms derived from fo-rao0atmust be interpreted in the context
ofline 968 (rrpwrovEUKUKAou
xope{m;eucpuao-rfioatßa:otv).60 "Io-rao0atin refer56

57

58

59

60

Proclus ehrest.ap. Phot. Bibi.320al 9-20. This sentence has invariably been cited as a definition of the proper hymn (cf. Harvey 1955:166and Bremer 1981:197). Fora precise explanation
see Furley 1993:23n7 and Furley 1995:31- 32. Immediately preceding this Proclus contrasts it
with the prosodion,which was sung to the accompaniment of the aulosand during the procession to the altar or temple: EAE.yEro
15Ero rrpoo61510v
ErrEll5avrrpooiwot roi~ ßwµoi~ ~ vaoi~. Kai
EVr0 rrpooti.vm fjfü:-rorrpo~ auMv (Phot. Bibi.320a18-19 [Severyns 40 with comm., pp. 117125]).
Cited following West 1965:149(= Powell 1925:160). In the case ofthis song too (Thesm.947ff.)we
may thus also speak of a rrapaßwµtov (cf. Bremer 1981:197), particularly since the altar used in
the Thesmophoria , or the thymele in the orchestra, has already been introduced into the play
in the preceding parody of the Helen(885-888). Cf. above, nn34 and 46.
Thus Harvey 1955:166 and Bremer 1981:197.See now also furley/Bremer 12001:10, who speaks
of a "stationary chorus. " On the performative mode of the chorus in the Palaikastro hymn
(orcivrE~ aEil5oµEv,9) cf. West 1965:157: "Our hymn, sung by a choir standing round an altar
(verse 9), may have been preceded or accompanied by a dance executed by others ." Jbid.,n35
he also suggests the possibility that the chorus could later itself have begun to dance (referring to Jeanmaire 1939:432-433); see now Furley /Bremer II 2001:11 ad 6. On the dance of these
chorus members in the sense of a "weaving process" (see now Furley /Bremer II 2001:11ad7)
that symbolically introduces them as ephebes going through an initiation rite into the "web"
of society, see Ceccarelli 1998:111- 112.
On the Proclus passage see Furley's sound remark (1993:23n7): "Emphasis should not be placed
on forwrwv as indicating that there was no dancing at or round the altar during hymn-singing
(thus Harvey); it is simply Proclus ' antithesis to Ev rw rrpomi.vat 'during the procession:"
f
, . .
b
.
,
C , on xopov toravat a ove, nn38 and 40. Cf. however Austin 1987:84 ad 968, who , like van
Leeuwen Thesm., 123 ad 966- 968 and Rogers Thesm., 102 ad 967, argues that or~om ßciotvhere
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ence to the chorus does not mean "place oneself" in the sense of "stand still,"
but "take up a position," "get into formation for a choral dance song." This is
accordingly called a stasimon,except in the case of an entry or departure song.
The chorus has thus arranged itself around the altar in circular formation and
then dances in this formation in the hymnos.61
In the Thesmophoriazusae,
immediately before and after the first hymnosto
the various polis gods (969-980 ), the members of the chorus in self-referential
fashion emphasize their movements in the round dance using speech (966-968
and 981-984). 62 In line 985 there is a clear break, but the choreography undergoes no fundamental change. To speak of a new dance, as many interpreters
do, is thus not accurate; one could at most talk of a new rhythm for Bakkhos.63
The round dance is characteristic precisely of the dithyramb, with which the
ensuing cultic song of Dionysus (985-1000) may practically be equated. 64
The impressive hymnic section is completely in the tradition of archaic
cult lyric. As an expression of a living choral culture, it represents an authentic
representation, in the sense of a reactualization, of existing ritual forms, but in
no way is it a parody. 65 The prayer to a succession of polis gods is in fact a char-

61

62

63

64

65

means to stop. Cf. now also Furley/Bremer 1 2001:357 with Furley/Bremer II 2001:354-355 ad
968 and Austin/Olson, 301-302 ad 966-968. More recently Habash 1997:34 similarly interprets
xopoü Ka,a:crracnv(958) as the "standstill" of the chorus members.
On the ancient and modern misperception that the stasimonwas a stationary song , see Henrichs
1994/95:93n21. On the correction that the stasimon included motion and dance throughout ,
cf. ibid., 95n37 (with references). Cf. Nietzsche 1878/79:378: "Die o,a:otµa drücken dem Namen
nach nicht das Stehen aus; der Name heißt 'Standlieder,' nicht Stillstandlieder, weil der Chor
seinen Standort erreicht hat, auf dem er wohl tanzen kann. Viele o,a:oiµa wurden getanzt"
["Despite their name crra:otµa do not refer to standing; they are called 'standing songs' because
the chorus has reached the position in which it can now dance. Many o,a:cnµa were danced"].
In addition to the references cited in Henrichs see also Gentili 1984/85 :31-32, Cingano
1986:141-142, and Grandolini 1995:249-250.
lt is not necessary because of the command rrp6ßmvE rroo( (969) to assume a march in 969-982
(saltationemprorsusruentium, quam vernaculedicimus "Marsch," fritzsche, 390). The members
of the chorus could also while in a circle set one foot in front of the other emphatically at the
moment they order themselves to perform a hymn. The imperative represents rather a further
self-referential confirmation of the performance that regulates the round dance .
Cf. above, nn9 and 43. Cf. for example Zimmermann II 1985:196 and Sommerstein's (Thesm.,
113)somewhat unclear stage direction: "As the rhythm and style ofthe dance change again."
Cf. Zimmermann 1992:25-26, Ceccarelli 1995:292-293, esp . n17, and Ceccarelli 1998:123-124,
esp. 124n10. On presentations of hymns around the altar see Bremer 1981:197-199. On the
practice of circular dance in dithyramb , paean, and hyporcheme during sacrificial rites see also
Furley 1993:35-36, and on the round dance in tragedy and comedy Henrichs 1994/95:95-96n38.
See also above, n46.
Cf.Thomsen 1973:42-43. Fraenkel 1962:213 unfortunately did not include the song in his treatment of the parabasisodes (ibid., 191-215); however, in his article (Fraenkel 1931:5) following
Wilamowitz II 1893:349, he did briefly include it in the context ofthe parabasis.Imitation offolk
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acteristic of parabasisodes, as Eduard Fraenkel demonstrated fully. In similar
fashion, different divinities are beseeched to come to the aid of the chorus
and to participate directly in the chorus' own activity in the orchestra. In
this passage, too, the double nature of the chorus in terms of its function and
role is brought into play. lt is significant that the majority of the gods named
have a close connection with dance. In familiar fashion, and typical of Greek
anthropomorphism, the idea of choral performance is applied to Olymposas
weil. According to the religious beliefs of the Greeks, humans become similar
to the gods in hymnic choral dance songs of this type; conversely, taking pleasure in this, the gods participate in mortal round dances. The divine chorus
represents the mythical frame for human ritual activity. The cultic dance thus
reactualizes the model action of the gods, and in so doing, in the heightened
state of perception of the ritual festive period, the boundary between god and
human is removed, for both spectators and actors.
Apollo, addressed first, is the quintessential god of the Muses andin
the Homeric Hymn to Apollo(Hom.Hymn. 3.186ff.) functions as the leader of
the divine thiasos.As lyre player, he is also the divine founder of the musical
accompaniment to the song of praise. He is also fundamentally the male polis
god par excellence,with which the order of the chorus, the cosmos, and the
harmony of the human and divine world are praised.
Because the deities Apollo, Artemis, and Hera (969-976), who are invoked
first, are often connected in cult with female choruses, they are also to a
certain extent drawn into the ritual framework of the plot. 66 Artemis is prayed
to for victory, which can be understood as a reference to success aimed for
by the comic chorus in the contest of comic plays. From the point of view of
plot one may also associate this with the wish of the members of the dramatic
chorus to triumph over the male intruder.67 Hera, as marriage goddess, is

66

67

models can be detected, according to Fraenkel , in the musical and metrical composition, in
structure, and in diction. On the rhythmic antecedent of the simple glyconics with which
Aristophanes imitates the "religious poetry of the old days" (esp. Equ. ss1ff. and Nub. 563ff.,
but also Thesm. 1136ff.), see also Wilamowitz 1921:242-243 (with reference to Philodamus'
paean), Fraenkel 1931:3-5, Fraenkel 1962:191-194, and already Crusius 1894:21. Kleinknecht
1937:116 and Horn 1970:115 also take the hymn as nonparodic. On individual gods in the
hymnic portion (969ff.) see also Habash 1997:34-36.
The sources are collected in Calame I 1977 (Engl. trans. Calame 1997): on Artemis, 174-190
(Engl. trans. 91-101), 252-304 (Engl. trans. 142- 174); on Apollo, 190-2 09 (Engl. trans. 101-113),
305-323 (Engl. trans.174 - 185); on Hera 209-224 (Engl. trans.113-123).
Requests for victory in the dramatic agon are found in Ach. 1224, Equ. 586-590, Nub. 11151130, Av. 445-447, 1102-1117, Lys. 1293, Ran.390-393, Eccl. 1154-1162, 1182. cf. on this Totaro
1999:168-170. 'EKaEpyEis a typical epithet of Apollo and Artemis ; Horn l 970:ll 7n223 sees
it as referring to Apollo standing at a distance, since Artemis supposedly "mit musischem
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particularly closely connected with the dramatic role of the women at the
Thesmophoria, in which only married women could participate. Yet by referring to the fact that Hera enjoys dancing with all choruses, 68 the chorus also
refers to itself and its own function in the here and now.
Hermes, Pan, and the Nymphs, who are called upon as the next group
in the antistrophe (977-984), lead us into the outside and thereby represent
a fluent transition to the concluding song in praise of Dionysus, who is often
accompanied precisely by this retinue and whom the chorus also locates in
wild nature. These are all dancing gods. 69 Hermes is addressed with the epithet
v6µt0~. which refers to the world of the pasture and the eskhatiaibeyond the
polis. At the same time, the adjective is a clever play on the musical dimension of the citharodic nomoi, which are sung mainly in honor of the previously mentioned Apollo. The seven-part nomoi,like for example the nomosof
Terpandros, consisted of hymns to the gods, and had similar characteristics to
the one discussed here. The shepherd Hermes is also a simple, pastoral musician (Horn.Hymn. 4.24ff.) and as vvµcp17y€n7~is imagined as "leader" of the
group of nymphs, envisaged as a choral collective .70

68

69

70

Geschehen wenig zu tun hat .. ["has littl e to do with musi cal activity ..]. Cf. however Calame 1
1977:174-190(Engl. trans. Calame 1997:91- 101), 252-304 (Engl. trans . Calame 1997:142-174).
On Meineke's conjecture ouµrrat~Et (975) cf. Soph. OT 1109. Manuscript R transmits the reading
xopoicnvilµrrai~Et.
On the connection of Pan , the Nymphs, Hermes, and Dionysus cf. Soph . OT 1098-1109 (in
general the latter choral song, also chara cterized as a hyporcheme, is quite close to this
hymn; see Bier! 1991:133-1 34). Panis often the attendant ofDionysus or Hermes. As son ofthe
pastoral god Hermes, Panis often described as the friend ofDionysus; Borgeaud 1988:174-175.
Pans, Nymphs, silenoi, and satyrs are combined in Bacchic dance (Plat. Leg. 815c). On the
connection of Pan and the Nymphs see Borgeaud 1988:107-108, 140,155,173, and 227nl02; on
Hermes and the Nymphs see ibid., 159 and 206nl7. On Pan and Hermes cf. Borgeaud 1988:54,
66, 77 and 261n17 and on Pan's connection to Dionysus cf. ibid., 54,100, and 178 (with all references). On nymphs as female followers of Dionysus see Hedreen 1994:50-54, who argues for a
distinction between nymphs and maen ads. Dance also plays a role in the god's cult; in general ,
clapping (Kp6rn~). laughter (yt:Aw~). and cheerfulness (Ev<ppoouvri)are essential parts of his
ritual; Borgeaud 1988:150. On the origin of dance and its connection to maniaand panic see the
excellent observations of Borgeaud 1988:251nl18 . Panis particularly connected with choral
dance: in drama he is called in Aesch. Pers. 448 the god "who delights in choruses .. (<p1Mxopo~)
.
In the strophe of the hyporcheme in Soph. Ajax 693-705 he is sumrnoned, as in the parabasis
odes, to participate as "chorus master .. (xoporroi' ava~. Ajax 698) together with Apollo in the
choral dancing now taking place (the song exhibits many Dionysiac associations and perfor mative self-references ; cf. Bier! 1986:53- 54, Henrichs 1994/95 :73-75, and Henrichs 1996:44-45).
Cf. Pind. fr. 99 5.-M., nava xopwrixv rEAEwrnrnv. Cf. the hymn to Pan fr. 936 PMG, where Pan's
music and dance are praised . On Pan in drama cf. also Eur. Ion 492ff. and Ar. Av. 745-746 (the
chorus of the Birds performs "holy tunes „ for Pan and "festive choral dances" for the Great
Mother) , Ran. 230-2 31 (with Apollo) ; cf. Lonsdale 1993:261-275 (on Pan as xopriy6~) and
Henrichs 1994/95:101n79.
In Aristid. Or. 53.4 Hermes is directly named as their choral leader (xopriy6~).
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The transition to the gods named in the antistrophe is smoothly made,
since Apollo and Artemis are also particularly connected with the world of the
outside. Like Hermes and Pan, Apollo is closely associated with the pastoral
world and shares with both of them the epithet N6µt0c;.1 1 Apollo and Pan are
similarly described as vuµcpa:yfrm.72 But Artemis is above all the choral leader
of the Nymphs. lt is she who is worshiped in the choral thiasosby young women
on the threshold of adulthood, that is, brides (vuµcpa:t).73 The nymphs thus
represent in this function a bridge both to Hera and to Demeter and Kore,the
goddesses of the cultic and dramatic context. Hera thus reaches into Artemis
and Apollo's field of expertise in that she accompanies young maidens on the
initiatory transition to marriage and leads them to the fulfillment of marriage,
that is, the birth of children. For this reason Hera may also be invoked with
the names rra:p0evoc;and TEIi.da:(as in Thesm.973). 74 But in particular Hera and
the Nymphs belong to the ritual sphere of the festival of the Thesmophoria,
since married women paradoxically represent themselves there as vuµ<pai
,
and as a foil to the sequence leading from fasting (Nricrrda:) to the production
of offspring (Ka:11.11.1yevE1a:)
they ritually reenact the transition from virginal
abstinence to female fertility.
The nymphs called upon bestow fertility, just as Demeter does. Among
other things they are responsible for human reproduction and growth, and are
compared to chaste bees, which in the Greek imagination are brought into a
metaphorical relationship with the status of the married woman. The women
celebrating the Thesmophoria, separated from their husbands, also carry the
name bees (µe11.10crm).
Untamed female sexuality is thereby rendered acceptable for men, in that the wives are temporarily returned to the condition of
chaste vuµcpm. As bees, they become symbols of a sexuality that is only to be
found in expectation and that has not yet been consumed. Although all other
norms of behavior are stood on their head in this festival of inversion, order
71

72

73

74

Apollo:Apoll.Rhod. 4.1218,Theocr. ld. 25.21;Pan: Horn. Hymn. 19.5.
2
IG IV .l, 130, 15-16 (1-2) (= fr. 936, 1-3 PMG)(Pan), IG Xll.8, 358a (Apollo). Dionysusis also
presented as a god involved in dance and play with the Nymphs (Soph. OT 1108-1109).
Cf.also Larson 1997.A cult of Pan, the Nymphs, and ApolloNomios is attested (IG13 974-981)in
the cave ofVari on Hymettos (cf. Ael. VH 10.21).An inscription addresses ApolloHersos(IG13
981).On the initiatory threshold position of vuµcpatbetween rrap8iivotand yvvaiKE~cf.Calame
1992:110- 112 and also Calame 1999a:125-129and 163. He refers in particular to the factthat
vuµcpl]is also the term for the newly married young wife who has not yet had a child (127with
n. 34).The ambivalent status does not then abruptly cease with the rite of passage of marriage,
but continues until motherhood, which counts as the actual boundary of womanhood.Cf.also
Dillon 1999(on sacrificial requirements on Kosfor vuµcpmafter marriage [Segre 1993: ED178]).
Cf.Calame 11977:209-210 (Engl.trans. Calame 1997:113),who emphasizes that the cult ofHera
Parthenos, the virgin, was never separated from that of Hera Teleia, the adult woman.
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in matters sexual is supposed tobe preserved. 75 This paradoxical oscillation
between the dissolution and the preservation of the usual view of the world
is a vital component of comedy. In particular, the juxtaposition of speaking
parts, in which everything is topsy-turvy from the perspective of the plot,76
75

76

On the myth of the "bees " and King Melisseus cf. Apollodorus of Athens, FGrHist244 f 89 and
Callim. Hymn. 2.110-111. On the women at the Thesmophoria as bees see Versnel 1993:251-254
(with ample sources and secondary liter ature); on the ideological implications and the explanation of the Thesmophoria as a festival of inversion see the excellent account in Versnel
1993:228-288, with whose conclusions I am in substantial agreement . Through the suspension
of reproduction the wildness of female sexuality is tamed by marriage. lt is generally assumed
that virgins were excluded from the Thesmophoria . Callim. fr. 63.9-12 Pfeiffer is an impor tant text here . Cf. among others Deubner 1932:53 and Versnel 1993:246 and 253. Still, the last
word on the problem has not yet been said. Gerhard Baudy has kindly drawn my attention
(per litt.) to this fact once more. The testimonium in Luc. Dia/. Meret. 2.1 speaks explicitly in
favor of participation by unwed girls . Yet given the comic context of this cynic of the imperial
period, the seriousness ofthe statement may be placed in doubt. Baudy 1992:24nl3 2 nevertheless maintains that the Callimachus testimony speaks only seemingly in favor of the exclusion of virgins, because in the same third book of the Aitia, from which the fragment comes ,
Callimachus teils the story of Akontios and Kydippe , which forms the aition of a prenuptial
wedding ritual (of a Koüpo~ and a rrap0ivo~ , fr. 75 Pfeiffer) . Baudy (per litt.) adds that it is
important to examine the conte xt of fr. 63 more precisely, to determine whether it is spoken
in the poet's voice or in a figurative way and how the banishment is grounded. Clearly the
girls have "betrayed" Kore and broken a taboo. Narrated as the aition of the Thesmophoria , the
exclusion would create expectations of its "repetition " in the structure of the festival. Baudy
concludes on the basis of the two Callimachean fragments th at there was also a symbolic pre consummation of the marriage whereby the girls are switched into the category of married
women (he also includes in this context the aition of the Thesmophoria on Paros, according to
which Demeter brought the daughters ofKing Melisseus a weaving stool [see below, n350] and
the mysteries , so that the women celebrating the festival are also called Melissai [Apollodorus,
FGrHist244 F 89]). This is the equivalent , then , according to Baudy, of a female rite of initiation
(see now Kledt 2004:115-120); even though this view would support the interpretation that
follows even further, I am careful to distance myself from it, because there is unfortunately no
unambiguous evidence in support of it. Yet clear typologic al analogies to initiatory processes
do seem tobe there (see below, n398). For this reason talk of "myster ies" and initiatory rites
(tEAEra()is not without grounds; cf. Burkert 1985:242with nn9-10. There is in fact one indication that the sequence of kathodosto anodosand the myth of Demeter and Kore that frames
the ritual structure was at times mimetic ally performed. This kind of performance would thus
be reflected in Aristophanes' play. Cf. also Lada-Richards 1999:85; Kledt 2004 (a dissertation
directed by Baudy in Konstanz) attempts to reconstruct the performance of the abduction of
Kore using among other things the Thesmophoria (esp. 114-147). Of course this can only lead
one to the well-known conclusion that the relative reenacts Kore's descent into Hades as a
definite mythical pattern . Euripides accordingly corresponds to Demeter on her search for her
daughter. Cf. among others Bowie 1993:214- 216, Lada-Richards 1999:163, and below, nnl20 and
404-407. Yet the indications in the play in relation to the plot are relatively few; rather , the
play is loosely organized about the initiation, which the women at the festival and the men in
the theater ritually reexperience.
Here one sees the typical Aristophanic comple x of the inverted becoming the normal. lt is ultimately a reflection of the ritual inversion of order protected by the state .
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and choral passages, in which, with a glance at the here and now, the holy,
divinely sanctioned order of the gods is celebrated, reflects this comic tension.
But this contradiction is also built into the choral song. Behind the cosmos
there also appear elements of chaos and unfettered nature. The cultivating
function of the grain goddess Demeter, who because of the chorus' role must
always be kept in mind, stands at first in open opposition to the wild, unfettered ambience that Hermes, Pan, and lastly Dionysus represent.
The constellation of gods evoked is not merely a product of poetic
imagination, for it also finds an actual correspondence in Athenian cult. For
example, on a votive image from the Acropolis Demeter is clearly connected
with Pan, the Nymphs, Hermes, Apollo, and Artemis. 77 Pan, son of Hermes and
a nymph, particularly represents this wild, rustic, enthusiastic component of
choral dance that finally culminates in the hymn to Dionysus (Thesm.985ff.).lt
is maniathat represents the important link between the female deities Artemis
and Hera and the ecstatic world in which the Nymphs, Pan, and Dionysus have
their home. 78 In particular Pan shares with Hermes and Dionysus an association with the phallic.
As goat-god, halfway between animal and human, Pan mediates between
the different categories and incorporates impetuous male sexuality and fertility.79Most of all, he is also a wild dancer, who jumps like an exuberant goat and
thereby constantly threatens to disturb the harmony of the Nymphs' round
dance. His phallic and excessive sexuality directed toward the nymph Echois
opposed to the civilized encounter between Demeter and Iasion in the fields,
from which Ploutos eventually arises as agrarian personification of prosperity
and wealth. 80As sacred child he symbolizes to a certain extent the Kalligeneia,
the day of beautiful birth that is celebrated by women after the Nesteia. Yet
in choral dance even a god like Pan may produce beauty, fertility, and wealth.
Panis sometimes (Aesch. Pers.448), like Athena in the song following the one
under discussion (Thesm.1136), given the attribute qnMxopo<;.His exuberance
in dance is more reminiscent, however, of phallic songs, such as the somewhat later Hellenistic komoiof the Phallophoroi and Ithyphalloi. According
to Aristotle, comedy arose from the improvisations of the people who struck
up these phallika.81 The transition to the Dionysiac part is also prepared for
77

Shear 1973; cf. Shear 1973a:168-170. On other evidence for the connection of Pan and Demeter
see Borgeaud 1988:140-147.
78 On nympholepsy cf. vuµqi6>.rirrro~(IG13 980), Borgeaud 1988:104-107, and Connor 1988.
79Cf. Borgeaud 1988:66 on the connection of Hermes as weil: "In many respects , Pan is Hermes,
only more so, and more exactly so."
80See Borgeaud 1988:84.
81
Arist. Poet. 1449a9-13. On this see below, chap. 2, passim , esp. nn7-9.
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by mention of the passion for choral dance associated with Pan, for in the
bridging lines 985-989 the chorus refers once more to its own activity, singing
now especially in its comic function. The self-referential speech act, which
still reflects Pan's connection with the chorus, is completed in the chorus'
performative announcement in the first-person singular that it will now celebrate Dionysus in song with "chorus-loving processions" (tyw SE:KwµoH;1 ot.
qn1.ox6po101
µe1.tjJw,Thesm.988-989).
As dancing goat, Pan is any case connected with the rpayepöo{, the
dancing singers for goat sacrifice who are linked with the development of
tragedy.82 The mention of Pan thus establishes the connection between the
comic chorus and the material of the plot, for the other dramatic genre and
its relation to comedy are thematized in the Thesmophoriazusaein a particularly intense fashion, precisely in the immediate context of this song. What
Pan and Dionysus do in rural seclusion with their choruses corresponds to
the singing and dancing of the comic chorus going on in the present in the
orchestra under the leadership of its koryphaios.The gifts that he allows his
worshipers to share, namely "laughter and cheerfulness," that is, "excess in
correct form,"83 are identical in effect to comedy.
In the myth, Jambe, the result of the sexual union of Pan and Echo
(Philokhoros, fGrHist328 F 103), cheers Demeter up and moves her to give up
her withdrawal, the cause of the earth's infertility. In the figure of Baubo she
is known for her gestures, which openly display sexuality and which characterize the Thesmophoria and comedy.84 In addition, the anodosof Persophone
is often represented on vases together with Hermes and jumping and dancing
Pan figures, who with their wild movements apparently support her in the
effort to overcome the boundaries of Hades.85 Similarly, Pan appears as mediator in Demeter's return in Phigalia.
82

83

84

85

See Burkert 1966a, on rpayyiöo(. esp. 92nl 1.
See the inscr iption from a cave in Pharsalia (4th c. BCE):nav ÖEyf'Awm Kai Eucppoouvl']vüßp1v
TEÖtKaiav(SEG1, 1923, 248, line 17, pp. 60-61).
In an Athenian version that goes back to Philokhoros (fGrHist 328 f 103) and according to
which Pan and Echo are Iambe's parents, Iambe combines indecent speech and self-gesture in
comic play (nai<ouoa) in front of Demeter. nai<E1v relates to the speech act and to the movement, which in a sense amounts to a dance . Cf. Olender 1990:89 and Borgeaud 1988:147. On the
connection of the Iambe episode (Hom. Hymn. 2.192- 205) with the pannykhisin Eleusis, where
of course there was also dancing, see Borgeaud 1988:170.
See the no -longer extant kalyx-krater Dresden 350 (ARV 1056, 95) (Persephone was securely
identified by an inscription); on a skyphos from Boston, Museum of Fine Arts 01.8032 (ARV
888, 155), two Pan figures jump and dance about a goddess emerg ing from the earth; see in
genera l on anodoiBerard 1974; there is a good collection and interpretation of the most impor tant anodoivases in the context of Pan in Borgeaud 1988:145-146 , 247nn7 5-82 .
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Hades' abduction of Persephone and Demeter's excessive mourning,
which threatens the process of natural regeneration, form the mythical background to the ritual practices at the Thesmophoria. The breakdown of order
is recreated by the women in the temporary cessation of sexual relations with
their husbands, precisely during the Nesteia. At the end of the Thesmophoriazusaethe transition to the final day, the Kalligeneia, is introduced as the overcoming of this period of reversal. The mention of the lecherously leaping Pan
prepares the way, among other things, for the comic finale and in this song also
points to the inherent tension between harmony and chaos. Both his laughter
and his ecstatic behavior effect a transition to the Dionysus hymn that follows
and introduces the return to normality after ritual transgression. Pan's wild
and animal-like skipping represents a challenge to the pure harmony of the
divine dance.
Like Dionysus, he threatens the current order. Yet when ecstasy is shut
out, society is in grave dang er of becoming stuck in a sterile rigidity. By means
of the comastic dance in the here and now of the performance a new harmony
arises, just as in the Themophoria, and makes possible the regeneration of
nature and fertility in a cyclical interchange. 86 The obscene gestures and
movements of the women are homologous to the comic and Dionysiac dance
in the orchestra, through which unity between the function and dramatic role
of the chorus is restored.
The invocation of these gods of the outside does not occur, as it does
mostly in parabasisodes, in the form of a hymnos kletikos that calls for an
epiphany to aid the chorus. Rather, they are here requested to "give a laugh"
to the chorus and experience pleasure at the choral dance, which may be localized both in the plot andin the orchestra of the real world. 87
With regard to the self-referential utterance of the chorus (Thesm.
979-982) Ole Thomsen makes a crucial observation: in line 982, as has been
emphasized, we are not dealing with the tragic diple dance, rather om.\~v
should be taken as a proleptic adjective with the phrase xapiv xopdac;, which
reflects the reciprocal relationship of joy between human worshipers and
gods. By means of the repetition of rrpo0uµwc;(979 and 981), as weil as xapfrm
xopdmc; (9806) and xapiv xopdac; (982), this reciprocity is underscored. In
86
87

On Pan, see similarly Borgeaud 1988:151.
On the laughter of the members of the chorus in their role as women at the Thesmophoria
see Winkler 19906:188-209, who views the laughter atmen in the conte xt of aiskhrologia
as
the "laughter of the oppressed ." In the sense of a social safety valve the festival of Demeteris
suited to blowing off steam in order to then better resume social relations. Zeitlin 1982also
sees the Thesmophoria as a temporary relief for women from the frustr ations of everyday life.
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particular Pan, as divine choral leader, by means of his wild gestures induces
yfAw~in his thiasos,88 which is in general characterized by cheerfulness and
joyful play. The chorus in the orchestra is ultimately a reproduction of the
divine round dance. Pan is precisely placed to experience sympathy toward
the comic chorus in the theater, who, like him, dances exuberantly. 89Therefore
the members of the chorus order themselves to spur themselves on to joy over
their dance in two ways,90 for both men and gods, as well as dancers and spectators, take pleasure in this . As in many parabasisodes, through this specific
ritual mode of address boundaries that normally exist between actors, audience, and gods, or that separate the poet from the human and divine choral
leader, are removed.
Here we may remember the passage from Plato's Laws(653d-654a) cited
earlier, where a pseudo-etymological connection is made between xop6~ and
xapa (654a).91 The passage also mentions that the gods were given to men as
companions in dance. Nevertheless, pleasure does not only exist in harmony
and order, on which Plato places so much value in the context of cultic chorus.
Playing with normal perspectives and the pleasure of the wild exuberance of
the komos,which in this genre forms a rraAfvi-ovo~apµov(a with the round
dance, are key elements in comedy.Joyful rra(<nv is thus an especially suitable
term for the comic chorus to use in reference to its own activity.
88 In Soph.Ajax698 Pan is in fact invoked as xoponof' avcx~.
89 The participle xcxpEvTCX
refers possibly to Pan and not to Hermes, as has traditionally been
assumed, or to both gods, since they are taken as a fixed unit of father and son. Cf. also carm.
conviv.fr. 887.3-4 PMG(to the dancer Pan): yEA<XoE1cxc;
cJ'Jnav in' lµcxic;1 fo1cppoovvcx1c;
rcxioö'
cio1öcxic;
cxo1ÖEt
KEXcxpr,µEvoc;.
On yEA<XOCXl
cf. also Eur. Ba.380 (Dionysus).
90 Line 981, E~CllpE
R: if~cxpxE
Meineke. Meineke's suggestion is a reflex of ~yoü (987), where
Dionysus is asked to become exarkhosof the dithyramb and thus the divine khoregosof the
chorus in the orchestra; if~cxpxE
is then a direct command to Pan to assume control of the
chorus. Meineke was probably unaware of the dance imperative in the singular as an address
by the chorus to itself. Still less should the addressee be thought of as one person; cf. Kaimio
1970:128 and Thomsen 1973:34n9. According to Lawler's view (Lawler 1945:63-66) E~CllpE
represents a self-command to dance the diple.One could of course assume a corruption of line
982:grammarians would mark a passage with the marginal notation öm,\~ in order to characterize the rejected verse as a suspected doublet. Perhaps they did so in this instance because
they did not und erstand the reciprocal relation of lines 980b and 982 (for this see now Furley/
Bremer II 2001:356-357ad 982-983 and Austin/Olson, 304 ad 981-984 and above, n42); in this
way the indication could eventually have been incorporated into the text in expanded form.
One possible version: 1'~CX1pE
ö~ npo0vµwc; 1 n6öcxc;,xap1v (xap1v Ellebodius, Biset: xcxipE1v
R)
xopEicxc;.
Cf. the choral dance diction in Soph. Ant. 224, KoücpovE~apcxc;
n6öcx.Cf. also the full
presentation in Bier! 1999.
91 See above, Introduction nl 79. One could therefore consider xcxpavinstead of xap1vin line 982.
On the interchange of the two words cf. also Soph. Trach. 179. On the gods' enjoyment of the
choral dance of men (or frogs!) see also Ran.229- 232.
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The keyword xa:pt<;
(982) implies reciprocity and the important conceptof
reciprocal compensation. 92 God and mortal are connected with the help of this
fundamental idea, which means that every favor from one side entails a moral
obligation on the other side to reciprocate. The concept of xa:ptc;means at
once "thanks," "favor," "joy," and "grace, charm"; in Greek society, the balance
of interests and cohesiveness among mortals and between rnortals and gods
is aimed at using xa:ptc;.
Walter F. Otto explains the concept as follows: "Xap1~
ist nicht bloß das Erobernde, das andere in Besitz nimmt, ohne sich selbst
mitzuteilen: ihre Lieblichkeit ist zugleich Empfänglichkeit und Echo, 'Liebenswürdigkeit' im Sinne der Gunst und Hingabefähigkeit" ["Xaptc;is not simply
the power to win someone over without giving anything oneself: its charm is
at once receptivity and echo, 'loveliness' in the sense of favor and readiness to
give oneself"]. 93 With the key word "echo" the subsequent hymn to Dionysus
(996) and adjoining Andromeda scene (1009-1135, esp. 1056ff.), in which Echo
plays an important role in the comic effect, are foreshadowed. Just as humans
and gods stand in a reciprocal relationship, so too untamed nature, which is
under the protection of the gods invoked, including Dionysus, responds to
the choral dance song of humans and gods, and the sound of it reverberates
through the mountains and valleys (995-998).
With these reflections we have come to the crowning finale of the song.
After the various polis gods Dionysus is finally summoned. By means of the
naming of this central deity, in whose honor the chorus dances in its real-life
function, 94 the change in perspective from the plot and its dramatic roles to the
92

93
94

On the effect of exchange see Thomsen 1973:33. On the concept of reciprocity in ritual
Seaford 1994, passim . On kharisin the relationship of gods to mortals in Aristophanes Bowie
1993:273-278. Consider Race 1982, esp. 8- 10, who summarizes his findings on the reciprocal
nature of kharisas follows (ibid.,8): "No oth er word epitomizes so well the relationship which
the hymnist tries to establish with the god-one of reciprocal pleasure and goodwill." Cf. also
Meier 1985 (who shows among other things that Athena's political function of reconciliation in Aeschylus ' Oresteia coincides with her gracefulness) . The Kharites as personification
of kharisembody the grace of the reconciliation of unequal individuals competing with one
another . On song as kharisin the interplay of god and mortal in Pindar see among others Most
1985, esp. 60- 95. Cf. also Xa:p1~
in Pind. Ol.1.30 and the definition in Nagy 1990:65n72:'"beautiful and pleasurable compensation, through song or poetry, for a deed deserving of glory:This
word conveys both the beauty ('grace ') and the pleasure ('gratification') of reciprocity." Cf.also
Maclachlan 1993, esp. 3-12, index s.v. "reciprocity," and Burkert 1996:129- 155, who considers
the facts of the matter more from the perspective of gift exchange .
Otto 19706 :103.
See Taaffe 1993:99:"lt would be most appropriate to invoke Dionysus here: Dionysus presides
over the festival that the women, as comic figures , have been created for, and so he makes
possible their appearance and their speech in the first place. He is also the god of transformation and sexual ambiguity, an appropriately met atheatrical god ." cf. also Bier! 1991:172- 176.
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actual context of the Great Dionysia, at which this comedy was performed in
411 BCE,is achieved. 95 The transition to this Dionysus dithyramb is once again
smoothly achieved. The performative self-affirmation (985-986) is linked to the
many choral self-commands in this song. lt is noteworthy that a new dance is
not introduced here, as is often assumed, but the chorus' circular dance formation only affirmed. The imperative a:vaorpEcp'(985) indicates at most a change
in the movement of the round dance. 96 The next order, Bentley's conjectured
r6pvEUE(986), should also be viewed in this connection. The manuscripts have
r6pEUEnifoav Cf>Ö~v,
which means something like "Let the song ring out with
full voice!" 97 The discussion about which of these two interpretative possibilities should be favored is almost impossible to survey. Both verbs are to
be understood metaphorically here; they are derived from artisanal vocabulary andin both cases have to do with a turning motion. 98 Still, this nuance
comes out substantially better in Bentley's conjecture. The chorus, dancing
in circular formation, thus commands itself to produce its song, 99 the second
component of its activity, while turning like a lathe . Xopda and Cf>Ö~
are here
poetically combined, with Cf>Ö~
standing for the whole through synecdoche. 100
95

96
97

98
99

10

Cf.other series in dramatic hymns in which Dionysus also receives the important final position.
Cf. Soph. OT15lff. (Apollo, Athena, Artemis, Apollo, Dionysus [209-215]), Trach.205ff. (Apollo,
Artemis, Nymphs, Dionysus? [216-220)); Ar. Nub. 595ff. (Apollo, Artemis, Athena, Dionysus
[603-606)), Lys. 1279ff. (Dionysus is named in the center , 1282-1284, and Aphrodite at the end).
The following invocations or mentions of the god do not represent independent hymns and
are better integrated into the course of the plot : Soph Ant. 150-154 (Dionysus at conclusion to
parodos),OT 1105-1109 (Dionysus at the end of song ofjoy); Eur. Ion 216-219 (Dionysus at end
of strophe of parodos).Cf. also Habash 1997:36 in connection with Ar. Thesm. 969-1000: "This
hymn demonstrates a movement from Demetrian to pan -Olympian , and finally to specifically Dionysiac elements. The Chorus begins its song as celebrants of Demeter , but ends it as
Bacchants celebrating Dionysus. This final shift leaves the Chorus and audience in a Dionysiac
mood that befits a Dionysiac, not Demetrian, festivat:'
Cf.Wilamowitz 1921:475-476n2. On rraAXsee Ar. Lys.1303-1304 and 1309.
On rräoav cf. Thomsen 1973:37, on the whole discussion on ,6pw€ cf. Thomsen 1973:35-37. Cf.
also schol. Thesm.986.
Top€U€1v
= "drill"; rnpv€U€1V
= "turn on a lathe."
On the dithyramb as circular chorus par excellence see also Ar. Nub. 333, Ran. 366, µi.\ri
. . . KUKAta,Av. 917-918; on the dithyramb and KUKA100tlia0Ka.\oc;
cf. Av. 1403 and Av. 1379
(comic treatment of the dithyrambic poet Kinesias, Av. 1372-1409; cf. also Ar. fr. 156 K.-A.). Cf.
Ceccarelli 1995:292-293 and Ceccarelli 1998:42-44 , 123-124.
Cf. also Eur. Cyc. 661 and Hf 978, where the conjecture ,6p,v,wµa . . . rroo6c; has turned
out to be the transmitted reading. Wilamowitz 1921:476n2, using the same reasoning, is
also in favor of this : "rnpcu€1v kann drehen wohl kaum werden" ["rnp€U€1Vcan hardly
become turning") (Thomsen [1973:35) does not understand Wilamowitz here ["his point
escapes me")). Bentley's conjecture ,6pvw€ was considered by Brunck (Notae in Thesm.,
136) and adopted by Coulon in his text; in any case , the decision does not have to
depend on the verb rnpv€U€t (Thesm. 54) in the play, where it is reported that Agathon
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Then follows a plea to Dionysus to lead the chorus. In a fashion typicalof

parabaseis,the god of comedy himself is asked to join the actors dancing in the

orchestra for him, that is, to take over control of them. 101 Dionysus functions
as divine model of the KWµ<J)Öo{
moving in the Athenian theater of Dionysus.
In drama it is he most of all who is connected with choral dance. 102 The xap1~
of the dancers in their dramatic role and function produces the same effect
in the gods, and thus a direct participation of the gods becomes understandable in the imagination of worshipers. Beside the illocutionary confirmation
of their own activity, the ritual action is also supposed to have perlocutionary
consequences; it is supposed to delight the gods, in particular Dionysus as the
god of the occasion, who, it is hoped, will then take over and lead the chorus.
As with every hymnos,praise of one's own performance is closely linked with
the assurance that one is thereby entering into a direct state of communication with the gods. The object of the chorus' ritual action resides in a double
xa:p1<;(cf. öur11.fjvxa:ptv xopdm;, 982). This desired reciprocity is ultimately
supposed to have the effect of making the gods favorably disposed to their
performance. The balance between god and human resides, then, in the ritual
of hymnic and dance activity. The xa:ptc;summoned up calls for a positive
answer from the Olympians. According to Greek belief, the latter take part and
involve themselves in the exuberant activity. At the very least the worshipers
hope for divine approval and support, which also coincides in the performative context with victory in the agon.
Choral self-representation must also be viewed in this connection. The
more the chorus praises itself, the more intensely it seeks thereby to entice
the god. The emphasis on its own activity in the orchestra is thus not merely
an illocutionary confirmation that constitutes and regulates the activity. Selfdescription occurs with a perlocutionary aim as well, the intervention of the
gods. In the religious imagination, a command of this nature also implies an
action at the same time as its utterance: for in the actual hymn (990-1000)
Dionysus then functions in the religious imagination of the dancers as their
choral leader. 103
is "turning" a new tragedy (cf. Fritzsche, 397-398 ad 986). Because ofthe difficulties Blaydes(!,
96 ad 986) conjectured x6pwE,adopted by van Leeuwen Thesm.in his text.
101
On Dionysus as choral leader cf. Ar. Ran. 351-352, 396ff.; Soph . Ant. 1147; Eur. Ba. 115, 135ff.,
esp. 141. Lines 985-1000 have been briefly analyzed by me (Bier! 1991:174- 175) from the point
of view of metatheatricality. But the principally ritual element of these performative utterances had not yet been recognized at that stage, cf. esp. ibid., 174n188. On the khoregos,
which
the imperative ~yoü plays upon, cf. Calame I 1977:92-143 (Engl. trans. Calame 1997:43-73)and
Nagy 1990:345ff., 375-381.
102
Cf. Bier! 1991:99nl79 .
103

Gardner (1983) thinks that the performative
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absent here. In the actual hymn to Dionysus
(990-1000) one cannot speak any longer of a prayer, 105since the single, but
central, request that he take over the chorus in an epiphany has already been
uttered, right at the beginning (987). lt represents
the climax of an appeal,
which in parabaseisis directed to the gods, to appear, hurry to the aid of the
chorus, or even mingle with them. 106The reciprocal
relationship
of xapt<;
strictly confined to the illocutionary act and that it ignores the causal effect in the mind of
the believer.Still, the boundaries do not have to be drawn so strictly. The request for perlocutionary consequences also of course implies that those praying already imagine this in terms
of the religious inner perspective as having been realized. The command "Dionysus,lead the
chorus!" can also be interpreted as a speech act: in its speech the chorus acts in such a way
that in the imagination of the speakers Dionysusreally does accompany them as choral leader.
Furley1995refers to aspects of self-presentation and reciprocal communication by means of
kharis,which are characteristic of every hymn (esp. 36 and 45).
104In defenseof the transmitted xopoic;TEprr6µEvoc;
(992a)against Wilamowitz'sconjecture xwpEic;,
which Coulon accepts, see Thomsen 1973:39-40; Thomsen (1973:40) correctly remarks that
the relationship of ~yoü in connection with xopoic;TEprr6µEvoc;
forms an analogy to Kwµo1c;
cp1>.ox6po1cn
oi:µE>.lj,w
(sie!)in the reciprocal relationship that exists between lines 979-981and
982;cf. also the names of the muses Terpsichore (Hes. Th. 78 and Corinna fr. 655-fr. 1.1 PMG)
and Euterpe, or the name Terpandros; xaipElVand TEprrE1v
"said of the gods" belong to ritual
style;cf. Kleinknecht1937:156and Thomsen 1973:40with n19; see also Norden 1939:195:"Denn
bezeichnenderweisehat sie [i.e.old Comedy]Reste alter Technik auch auf diesem Gebiettreuer
bewahrtals die in gemessenerem Stilgewandeschreitende Schwester"["For it [OldComedy]has
significantlypreserved the remains of old technique more faithfully in this area too than its
sister with its more measured style"]. On xaipE1v/xap1c;
cf. in this song (Thesm.947-1000)Thesm.
972a,9806, 982, and Eur. Ba. 417-418, 6 oaiµwv 6 tn6c;rraic;1 xaipE1µi:v ea>.imo1v;Soph. Ant.
147-148,NiKaI Tg rro>.uapµanf)avnxapEi:oae~ßc,t.cf. also Ar. Nub. 274,rnic;iEpoio1xapEiom;
Nub.311,Bpoµiaxap1c;;
Av. 1743, txapriv üµvo1c;,
txapriv <i,oaic;(where Peisetairos is pretending
tobe a god);Alcm.fr. 27 Davies,Mwo' iiyEKaM16rra0uyaTEP616c;1 iipx' t\paTwvfrn iwv, foi li'
i'µEpovI üµv<pKaixapiEvm TierJxop6v;Aristonous, Paean in Apollinem (Powell 1925:162-164
,
164= Käppel 1992:384-386,386-Pai. 42), line 45, xapEic;üµvo1c;~µETEp01c;,
carm. conviv. fr.
887.4PMG,tEucppoouvmc;
mioli' ao1oaic;ao1liEt [ao11igPage] KEXapriµivoc;;
Ar. Ran. 231-232,
rrpooEmTEprrEm1
li' 6 cpopµtKTac;
'Arr6Mwv;Ran. 674-675,Moüoa,xopwviEpwvt\rrißri01
Kai l i!>.0'
t\rritEplj,1vao11iac;
t\µäc;.On enjoyment by members of the chorus and mortals cf. Pind. fr. 75.2
S.-M.(the Olympiangods are to react to the xaptc;by their arrival), Ar. Ran.244,xaipovTEc;
<i,liijc;,
and Ran.358.Cf.also TEprr6µEvoc;
. . . t\parnio1vüµvo1c;(Thesm.992-993)and Philodamus,Paean
in Dionysum(Powell1925:165-171,166= Käppel1992:375-380,375-Pai.39),line 9.
105Cf.Thomsen1973:42with references.
106
Cf.Ar.Ach.665-666,Equ.559- 564,586-594;Nub. 563-565;Pax.775-781;Thesm.1136-1138,11481159;and Ran.326-327,385a-388,398-403,674-675.
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between human worshipers and the relevant deity is again evoked with the
chorus' announcement in the performative future that it intends to celebrate
Bakkhos in Kwµo1c;cp1Aox6poun. Just as the chorus loves its own activity of
dance, Dionysus, too, who has a special affinity for the xop6c;, takes pleasure
in this. 107 With the repeated direct second-person singular address (cri:,989;
ou, 990; aµ<pi OEoof, 995; nc:pf oE, 999) and the naming of the correct names
(988, 990-991), Dionysus' attention is sought in ritual style, 108so that the god
may then react entirely in the desired fashion. At the center is the exuberant
komos song (9886), 109 which is essential for the chorus' performance in its
comic function. Just as the members of the chorus often wear a wreath of ivy
or other plants for the festive occasion, so too Dionysus himself is called "ivybearer."110Speech and gesture, in keeping with the pattern of the performance,
become increasingly dithyrambic and enthusiastic. Here the comic element
is also present. The chorus indulges, so to speak, in a Dionysiac balancing act
between serious and exuberant elements. 111
To arouse the desired xap1c;,the chorus here celebrates its virtual choral
patron with a hymn that emphasizes not so much a mythical event in the form
of a narrative as the choral nature of the choral god par excellencein myth. The
hymnic description thus gives the mythical frame of the ritual at hand. As
divine role-model, Dionysus takes pleasure in the chorus' activity in the here

107Onthe reciprocalambivalenceof the wordqnMxopo~cf. SommersteinThesm.,220ad 988-989.
108On the Du-Stilof predicationin lines987ff.see Norden1913:158,who comparesthemwiththe
hymn to Dionysus(Soph. Ant. 1115ff
.).Thereuponfollowsthe participialstyle typicalofhymns
(Norden1913:166-168)
.
109Onthe kilmoscf. below,chap.2 nn29-30.The mentionof the komosfunctionsas a performative
switchto the performancecurrentlygoingon in the here and now.
11°Cf.Eur.Cyc.620,q:>tAOK1oooq:,6pov
Bp6µwv.Onthe Dionysiacepithet Ktoooxaiu1~
cf. Cratinus
fr.
361K.-A.,Ekphantidesfr. 4 K.-A., PratinasTrGF14 F 3, 16. On the ivywreathsof the performers
cf. Philodamus,Paeanin Dionysum(Powell1925:165-171,
167,169= Käppel1992,375-380,376,
379-Pai.39),lines 58-60(Muses),146-147(performers);on the ivy wreaths of the worshipers
of Dionysusin their fictionalrole cf. Eur. Ba. 106,323,342, 1055. Dithyrambicchoruseswere
decoratedwith the ivywreath in particular;on the dithyrambicchorus cf. Pickard-Cambridge
1968:75
-77 (the part involvingDionysus[985ff.)approaches a dithyramb in tone).Onthe
PronomosVase(Naples3240 [ARV2 1336,1)) all participants in the satyr chorus wearan ivy
wreath,exceptfor two membersof the chorusand the aulosplayer,.lt is of coursequestionable
whether the chorus of the Thesmoplwriazusae(Thesm. 985ff.)or that of the Trachiniae(Soph.
Trach. 216-220)actuallydancedwearinggarlands of ivy.On the connection of garlandswith
cheerfulmusic and choraldancecf. alsoEur.Ale.343-344 and Hf 677.
111
The communisopinio,whichtreats the song,in contrast to the comicaction,as if it is entirely
serious, should therefore be revised. Cf. MacDowell1995:273:"lt does includethree hymns
to variousgods, which may have been impressivemusicallyas weil as poetically(312-330,
953- 1000,1136-1159); but the rest of the play is for laughs."
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and now while being himself in the Dionysiac landscape of the mountains. Just
as the chorus in the theater has wished, he cheerfully dances as choral leader
(avaxopEuwv,994) of his mythical thiasosamong the Nymphs, who honor him
with their ecstatic cries of Eutov eu1ov euoi. 112 At the same time, the Nymphs
also represent the mythical examples of the chorus in its dramatic role as
warnen at the Thesmophoria who are imagining themselves as vuµq,m. lt is
thus noteworthy that here the pars epica is described as a genre picture, with
the emphasis thus being placed on the aspect of khoreiaand accompaniment of
the song, as in the chorus' self-referential commands (992a, 993-994).
Nevertheless, the chorus does not content itself with just this, but the
projection of the Dionysiac choral scenery finally goes so far as to imagine,
in a fashion typical of Dionysus, the whole environment also participating
actively in the choral dance song (995-1000). In the famous parodosof the
Bacchaethe chorus strikingly describes this performative state of affairs:
auttKa yä rräoa xopeuon ("Now the whole earth will dance!" Eur. Ba. 114).113
The transferral of the chorus' activity to nature equally confirms the cyclical
formation of the performing troupe in its dramatic role and in its function as
chorus. Choral self-referentiality and projection are here closely intertwined
with one another. As Albert Henrichs has shown, this combination of choral
speech occurs often in tragic choral songs. 114 In this passage the observation
also holds true for the acoustic side of things, for in this setting the ecstatic
sound of voices, drums, and auloi resound from the mountains and valleys all
around Dionysus (aµq,i SE:oo{,995), who thus also becomes the central E~apxwv
of the auditory projection. 115 In the final image (999-1000), ivy is associated
112

This the transmitted reading for 9936 in manuscript R. In my text for reasons of responsion
I adopt Hermann's conjecture J Eu1', Eu1', Euoi, which Zimmermann II 1985:198-199 and
Sommerstein Thesm.,112 also accept. Cf. now also Prato , 311 ad 9936 and Austin /Olson 307 ad
994a-6.
113
Cf. Philodamus , Paean in Dionysum (Powell 1925:165-171 , 166 = Käppel 1992:375-380, 375- Pai.
39), lines 19-20, rräoa o' uµvoßpu~~ XOPEU-1
E[V tiE}upw)viEpC!µaKatpa XWpa.
114
Cf. Henrichs 1994/95:7 3-90, Henrichs 1996a, and already Davidson 1986:39-4 1. Here, however ,
we see not so much the usual projection onto other dances, 6ut rather a transference to nature.
Henrichs 1996a:6ln49 terms 60th passagesjust cited (Eur. Ba.114 and Philodamus, lines 19-20)
"pathetic fallacy." Cf. also choral projection onto the cosmos (Soph. Ant. 1146-1154, where
Dionysus 6ecomes xopay' äorpwv); on this cf. Eur. Ion 1078- 1080, EI.467, and Alcm. fr. 1.60-63
Davies.
115On KTUJtEivsee Eur. Ba. 129 and Soph . oc 1500, Ar. Eccl.483, a'AJ.: µa'Atora rniv rroooiv
EltlKTUltWV
ßaot~E, Eccl.545, KTUJtOÜOa
rniv rroooiv, and Plut. 758-759; on ßpeµElv see Eur. Ba.
156,164. On the loud Dionysiac music duringoreibasia, see Eur. Ba.126-129, 155-165; cf. Ar. Nub.
311-313. His epithet Bp6µ10~(Thesm.991) derives from this; see Eur. Ba.66, 84, 87,115,329,375,
412,446,536, 1031, 1250; see Dodds 19602:74 ad Eur. Ba. 65-67.
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metonymically and metaphorically with the dithyrambic and cyclical dance
form of the performance. Once again the god stands at the center as imaginary koryphaios;about him his sacred plant arranges itself in a round dance
(KuKÄep)
and shoots up in spiral form (i!'ÄtKt),which also plays on the circular
motion of the chorus. 116
The hymn on the one hand thus confirms in illocutionary fashion the
present activity of the choral members, while on the other it is also intended
to have a causal effect of a perlocutionary nature, namely the summoning
of Dionysus as divine leader of the ritual performance, which includes both
the dramatic plot involving Demeter and the actual performance involving
Dionysus. The chorus thereby proceeds in an almost magical fashion. Through
dance, speech, melody, and rhythm it attempts synaesthetically to get the
attention of the god and the spectators. The circular dance is underscored
by self-referential speech acts. The completed encirclement is supposed to
enchant the gods, in particular Dionysus, so that they join the chorus. These
circular dance movements in many respects resemble the effect of the iynx,
the magic wheel used in erotic magic. The spinning wheel produces a penetrating sound that puts the beloved under the spell of the lover. Love affairs
are also connected in the Greek imagination with xap1c;and enchantment.Just
as the members of the chorus attempt to make the gods subject to their will,
so too does the epaor~c; in the case of the epwµEvoc;.The noise and intense

116Cf. now similarly also Austin/Olson, 307 ad 999-1000. Cf. Eur. Hel. 1331; Ar. Ran. 1321. On
EiA(crcrw
as an expression of choral dance, esp. in Euripides, see among others Tro.2-3, EI.180,
437, IA 1055-1057, Hf 690, Phoen.234-236, 313-316; on this see Bond 1981:245 and Mastronarde
1994:221-222. Cf.Ran.1314, EiE1E1E1A1crcrei:E
(imitation of a Euripidean choral ode that Aeschylus
performs monodically; note here the stretching out of this favorite verb of Euripides;parody
among others ofEur. EI. 436-437; cf. Dover Frogs, 352-353) and Ran. 1349, EiE1E1E1Aicrcroucr
Cf.
the idea in Eur. Phoen.649-656 applied in Thesm. 999-1000, where the chorus teils of the birth
ofDionysus.Ivysurrounds the newbom immediately: Bp6µwvfv8a ,EKETO
µa-1 TTJP
t.16~yaµo1oiv,
1K1crcr6~
Övn:Eptcrmp~~
1EAlKO~
(coni. Hermann; Diggleand Mastronarde adopt the transmitted
EAlK'[0~)
Eu8u~En ßpi::cpo~
1XAOl](j)üpOlCllV
EpVECllV
I KarnClKLOlCllV
6Aßfoa~EVWHC!EV,
1BaKXlOV
x6pwµa n:ap8i::Ivmcr161Jßa"imcr1
1Kaiyuvm~ivEu101~.
Not only does Dionysusserve as inspiration
for the Bacchicdance of the Theban maidens and rejoicing women-so that the abstract concept
stands for the divine dancers themselves (so Mastronarde 1994:339 ad Eur. Phoen.655: "Bya variation typical of Eur., the abstract is used for a person, here the object rather than subjectof the
verbal action . .. : 'who is worshippedin dancing; 'inspiration of dancing worship'")-but the scene
of the ivy surrounding the baby can also be understood as a projection of choral formationonto
Dionysiacnature. Thus ßaKXlOV
x6pwµa stands in appositionboth to K1crcr6~
and the babyDionysus,
both described in terms of dance. Cf. esp. Soph. Trach. 219-220, Euoi, 6 K1crcr6~
apn BaKxiav1
urroITTpi::cpwv
ixµ1Mav.On this point see both the excellent discussion ofHenrichs 1994/95:81-84
(who does not, however, investigate the special self-referential function of"ivy" and "turn" in
connection with the round dance) and Bier!1991:135-137.
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motion of the magic wheel make the beloved give himself of his own free will
(xapi~Ecr0at).Iynx, the mythological personification of this wheel, is considered, like Jambe, tobe a daughter of Echo and Pan, who are both of importance
in this song.117
In its dance the chorus thus whirls about the altar ofDionysus, the god of
its desire,just like the magic wheel about the beloved. But encirclement is also
found in the diction of µ011.rr~and <i>ö~.
Here one may mention in particular
the arrangement of ring composition. Dionysus is approached in concentric
circles. First, reference is made to a visual characteristic: the god is initially
addressed as Ktcrcrocp6pE
(988a), while at the end of the hymn ivy, which
surrounds the god (999-1000), comes once more into the field of view. Then the
focus shifts to the auditory dimension. Dionysus receives the epithet Bp6µtE
(991),while the description of the noisy torrent of enchantment reaches a
climax in the corresponding keyword ßpi:µovrat (998b). At the center of the
auditory attractions is the mention of the echo on Kithairon (996). Standing
as it does almost at the midpoint of the Dionysus hymn, it reflects individual
sensory impressions as on an axis of symmetry. The god is shown in oreibasia
(Kat' öprn, 992b) with his retinue of nymphs, and the mountains (öpri, 997)
resound in the same way with the echo of the komos. Moreover, the reciprocity
of the multimedia relationship of xapt<;between gods and mortals is emblematically mirrored. Dionysus, standing in the center, conducts a series of circles
of dancers following one after another: in the mythical projection he leads
the chorus of nymphs, in the world of the dramatic plot he leads that of the
women at the Thesmophoria, who as vuµcpat relate themselves to these mythical nymphs, while in the here and now of the orchestra he is in charge of the
chorus dancing in his honor.
This reciprocal connection is also manifest in the verbal concretization.
Dionysusis pleased by ecstatic cries, wild music, and uninhibited movements
of the "!" of the performer and by the internal chorus of the nymphs , and so
he himself makes noise and dances (a:vaxopEuwv, 994). Ultimately the entire
surroundings-the idyllic landscape as well as the orchestra in the here and
now,together with the assembled audience-are drawn into the activity.

117

On the iynx cf. Callim. fr. 685 Pfeiffer (= schol. Theocr . Id. 2.17) and schol. Pind. Nem.4.56a; cf.
Borgeaud 1988:85(with useful references). Iynx is also the name of a bird, the so-called wryneck,
which can turn its head 180 degrees and emits shrill cries , which the Greeks compared with
the pan flute or generally with the au/os; see Richter 1975. Among other reasons, the chorus
members were frequently compared and equated to birds for the musical quality of th eir song
(see above, pp. 78-79), esp. in the Birds of Aristophanes.
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Echo and the Chorus of Maidens in the FurtherCourse of the Play
In the mythological imagination of the Greeks, Echo is herself a nymph who
defends her maidenhood, just like the women at the Thesmophoria, against
the wild, ithyphallic attacks of the god Pan, who has fallen in love with
her. In a version of the story in Longus (3.23) Pan drives the herdsmen mad
and has them tear Echo limb from limb as a punishment. After this strange
Dionysiac sparagmos
, the earth, at the Nymphs' command, buries the far-flung,
and still singing, parts of her body, thus preserving her music. The chorus of
the Thesmophoriazusae
combines in itself the part of Pan (as a group of comic
performers) and that of the nymph (in the role of the women attending the
Thesmophoria). The echo of ritual sound patterns spread over the hymn
represents the dithyrambic and enthusiastic music that delights all gods,
especially Pan and Dionysus, and performers and audience alike.118 At the
same time Echo serves as a symbol of maidenhood, which the women reactualize precisely on the fast-day of the Nriorda. 119 The young women group
themselves into a chorus during their initiation in exactly the same way as the
choral members in their dramatic role of female choral members and worship
the gods with dance and song.
Furthermore, Echo and the wild natural scenery anticipate the comic play
on the echo-effect in the paratragic Andromedascheme (1056ff.). lt continues
118

The myth of Echo, embedded in the plot of Daphnis and Chloe(Long. 3.23), is of great interest
for understanding our song in terms of the relationship of kharis between gods and mortals.
Echo is a maiden on the threshold of becoming a woman (rrap0Ev(a\Ei\ av0o\ aKµaoaoa);her
primary occupation consists of participating in the choruses of the Nymphs and Muses(mi~
Nuµ<pat\oUVEXOPEVE,
mi\ Mouoat\ ouvfiOEv)
. After the virgin's limbs are gathered together
and buried , the earth imitates (µ1µEim1)everything, even Pan as he plays his syrinx. "Andhe,
when he heard the voice, sprang up and pursued it up into the mountains , not to catch it,
but to find out who his hidden pupil was." The failed sexual relationship between man and
woman, which also depends on kharis, thus here becomes sublimated to a musical relationship. Echo,now transformed into a natural phenomenon , imitates the musical activitiesofPan
and reactualizes them qua mimesis, at which th e god experiences pleasure and even participates as dancer (avarrrio~ .. . Ka,a -rwv6pwv) in order to discover the origin of the sound.
Cf. Dionysus' oreibasiawith the Nymphs (Thesm. 992); on rrrioaw as choral term see Lys. 13161317, Ran. 1211-121 3 (from Eur. Hypsipyle [fr. 752 N/Kannicht] on Dionysus as choral dancer):
"L'H6vuoo\,ö\ 0upoo101Kai vEßpwvOopai\ 1- .. l rrrio~xopEuwv- "; Vesp.1520 (on the dancing
sons of Karkinos); Equ. 545, 599, 604 (in connection with the horses and riders of the chorus);
Autokrates fr. 1.1- 6 K.-A., oia rraf~ouo1v<p(l\a11 rrap0Evot Auowv K6pat, 1 Koü<parrriowom
moooiv I KavaoEiouoat>K6µav I KavaKpououoa1XEpoiv1'E<pEoiav
rrap' 'J\p-rEµtv;and fr.adesp.
936.8 PMG(hymn to Pan), rrrio~. On the echo of the dithyrambic chorus, see also Pind. fr. 75.18
S.-M. On the echo as characteristic element of the bird chorus see Ar. Av. 215.
119
Echo had a sanctuary on the Sacred Way to Eleusis (IG II/III 2 1011.8) and was thus closely
connected with the cult ofDemeter. Cf. also Philokhoros, FGrHist328 F 103.
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to be a contested point in the scholarly literature whether Echo appears in
person to console the relative playing the role of Andromeda, or whether
Euripides takes over the role of Echo and thus himself takes his Echo-idea
in the Andromedaad absurdum.120 lt is impossible to give a definitive answer.
Aristophanes has clearly switched the two parodied parts of Euripides' Andromeda.In the tragedy there came first an anapaestic duet between Andromeda
and Echo, then the parodosof the chorus of young female attendants, who
enter into an amoibaionwith Andromeda. Andromeda must first have ordered
Echoto keep quiet in order to then be able to lament with the chorus.
The amoibaionalso represents the basis of the introductory aria of the relative in his role as Andromeda in the Thesmophoriazusae
(101sff.). The subsequent
grotesque interchange with Echo becomes the absurd highpoint of the scene,
which explains the shattering of the Euripidean intrigue. Despite this reversal
the relative turns to Echo in her cave: KAU€!<;,
i1rrpooiöouo ' 1aurni<; EVavrp01<;;121
("Doyou hear, o you who answer mein song in your cave?" 1018-1019). The

110

Heath 1987:51n106, Sommerstein Thesm., 226-227 ad 1056-97 (with sound arguments) and
Gilula 1996 argue for Echo's appearance as a separate person; see now also Slater 2002:175.
Sier 1992:75-76 (with n41) on the other hand gives good reasons for thinking Echo was invisible, was reduced to her voice alone, and yet, as the scholia also maintain (schol. Thesm.1056),
was played by Euripides (see now also Prato, 321 ad 1056-64); similarly Bube! 1991:lOnlO. Van
Leeuwen Thesm., 133 apparatus ad 1056-1096 and Mureddu 1987:21-22 interpret Echo as an
actual person, who remains invisible, however, performs behind the scenes with voice alone ,
and supposedly mimetically parodies the natural phenomenon thematized in the Andromeda.
Klimek-Winter 1993:140-143, with Hansen 1976:182-183, believes Echo was visible to the audience and played by Euripides/Perseus, though she remained invisible for the parties affected,
the relative and the Scythian (this seems tobe the position of Austin/Olson). The report in the
scholia probably means nothing other than that th e momentarily released actor, who otherwise played the role of Euripides, here provided the voice of Echo. On the Echo part in general,
see Mureddu 1987 for more detail. On the Andromedaparody cf. Rau 1967:65-8 9. As Iambe's
mother, Echo could have been introduced by Aristophanes almost as a sort of sexually themed
comic stand-in for the daughter, in keeping with the Thesmophoria as the context for the plot.
Euripides finally transforms himself in the exodosscene into a pro curess and resorts to the level
of prostitutes , who adopt a vulgar speech similar to that of women during the ritual aiskhrologia of the Thesmophoria (Cleomedes 2.1, p. 166, 7 Ziegler). On prostitutes in the parabasissee
below, nn312 and 324. In addition, in the comic Echo scene (1056ff.) one could also perhaps
associate the so-called ekheion in Eleusis (-ro KaAouµEvov ~XEiov, Apollodorus, fGrHist 244 f
llOb), the sounding of a gong by which the lost maiden Kore was supposed tobe summoned up
from the depths . Cf. the explanation of Demeter's by- name Akhaia in schol. Ach. 708 and Etym.
Magn.,s.v. 'Axa(a (180.34-41). cf. on this Berard 1974:75-87, esp . 83-87.
111
On the text ofT hesm. 1018- 1019: rcpoo~Öouo'aurni\, Sommerstein Thesm.,rcpoo~oouo' (Elmsley,
Dobree) aurcx\ (Burges) Mitsdörffer 1954: 69-70, rcpoo~oouoa (Elmsley, Dobree) rciµ' (Willems)
Coulon, rcpooauow oE rav Bothe: rcpooaiöoüooat ra\ R and schol. Thesm. 1018. cf. on this Austin
1990:28, who like Parker 1997:436 and 443 favors Mitsdörffer's solution; see now also Austin/
Olson,314 ad 1018-1019.
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context of the Andromedais in fact briefly introduced (1010ff.); Euripides clearly
appears as Perseus. To understand the parody, the audience has to recall the
tragedy together with the famous Echo-scene. Yet the just-cited verse becomes
comprehensible from the reference in the immediately preceding choral sang
(996).122 Echo reverberates in the wild Dionysiac landscape, in the cave that also
defines the stage-setting of the Andromeda.Later on in the aria, the relative as
Andromeda also refers to the chorus in an additional dramatic role (1029-1030):
maidens, who form the chorus of the Euripidean Andromeda,are mentioned.
The chorus of the comedy thus receives a tragic opposite, which in the parody
makes sound fragments of the original resound over the cheerful stage. In the
mock-aria Mnesilokhos behaves like an E~apxwv without a chorus. As in the
parody of the Helen,through the unsuccessful rescue, which prevents a connection with the male, the relative approaches the ritual role of the women at
the Thesmophoria, whom we know abstained from sex. Because of his failed
marital reunion, the comic hero on stage regresses to the status of the lonely
virgin unable to complete the initiatory transition to womanhood though
marital consummation with Perseus/Euripides. In this respect he resembles the
nymph Echo, who embodies the Nuµcpm of the chorus in its role as worshiper
of Demeter. Echo becomes the alter egoof the relative, and for this reason she
mimics him in the following scene (1056ff.) as weil.
The relative's aria, which reworks the amoibaion of the original, also
integrates words which the lamenting Andromeda originally directs to her
choral retinue. At the moment of utterance the cliche "Dear maidens, dear
and lovely" (1015), with which the tragic heroine addresses the sympathetic
chorus, also becomes part of the address of the actual chorus of women at the
Thesmophoria, who ritually reexperience the condition of rrap0Evia. The relative, like Andromeda and Echo, is threatened with death by a monster (Skythes,
Ketos, Pan). In his moment of need, he laments that he has become separated
from the chorus of his age-mates: 6p~c;,ou xopoloiv ou8' 1ucp'~AiKwvvrnvi8wv
1 Kflµov forriK' i:xouo' (1029-1031). The chorus of women celebrants oppose
him of course, because he has trespassed as a male into a women's festival. His
only hope of rescue is to associate himself with the women in the orchestra, as
ultimately happens after the failed Euripidean schemes. Andromeda and Echo,
like all young women before marriage, once indulged in beautiful dance and
122

Sier 1992:74 speaks of the relative summoning Euripides as Echo in line 1019. Yet how can it
be that Euripides, who in line 1011 is still named in the role of Perseus, now has supposedly
slipped into the role of Echo without any occasion for doing so or any indication of transformation of identity? At most one may only draw this conclusion retrospectively, from his subsequent appearance (following schol. Thesm.1056); for the audience, such a solution at this point
could hardly have been comprehensible and for the actors, impossible to perform.
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songsurrounded by the circle of their age-mates as chorus in order to honor
the gods.123 The parodied orginal of Euripides makes this clear. Yet something
new is mixed in here in a comic and grotesque form. The original context
is adapted to the changed situation: Andromeda apparently laments that
deprivedof her age-mates she cannot celebrate with a komos(Kwµov ayouoa;
cf. 1031);124 a typically masculine object, the voting urn, which serves to collect
the voting pebbles, is introduced into comic context with slight sound change,
so that the relative now says that he stands alone, without a voting urn in bis
hands(Kt]µovi:xouoa). Parody and the parodied thus enter into the characteristicreciprocal relationship of intertextual play. The amoibaionwith the chorus
becomes a monologic aria, the female ambience of the initiatory chorus is
shifted by the change of some letters into the male realm of the public polis
society.By means of the adopted lament of Andromeda that she will never
experiencemarriage, the relative compares himself qua mimesis to the status
of the female chorus as nymphai.125
At this point !et us take a brief preliminary look at the series of events. In
what follows dance continues to remain a Leitmotivof the play. After the Helen
scheme,the Andromedatrick also fails. Yet by means of the mimetic process
of assimilation to the female figures and through the absurd intervention of
Echo,Euripides and his relative gradually approach the position of the women
celebrating the Thesmophoria. After this episode the chorus sings another
hymn to the gods, to a certain extent the delayed antode of the parabasis
(Thesm.1136-1159), which separates the tragic schemes from the comic rescue
broughtabout by the peace agreement with the women . After this assimilation
to the female world, Pallas Athena and the goddesses of the Thesmophoria, the
chorus'actual points of reference in its dramatic role, now stand at the center.
Asin the great choral dance song (947-1000), the goddesses are envoked in
typical parabasisfashion to participate in the chorus of the performance
in the here and now. First the chorus pronounces in almost prosaic fashion
that it is its ritual duty to summon Athena to the activity at band: flaAMöa
r~v qHMxopovtµoi I ödJpo KaAdv v6µoi; Eie;xop6v, 1 nap0Evov a~uya Koupt]v
123
Cf.among others Eur. EI. 178- 180 (Elektra) , IT 1143- 1152 (chorus of Greek maidens serving as
temple slaves in the land of th e Taurians), and Phoen. 1265- 1266 (Antigene) ; on Echo cf. Long.
3.23and above, nl1 8.
124
Van LeeuwenThesm., 130 ad 1031 conjectur es Kwµov fonJK' äyouo' and adopts it in his text; cf.
Sommerstein Thesm., 225 ad 1031.
125
Cf.Thesm. 1034-1036: yaµ11Ai<+iµEV ~uv I rrmwv1, ornµi<+iOE I yoäo0ii µ.' Here too the relative plays ironically on th e situation of th e üµvo<;ofoµ10<;in the previous choral ode (Thesm.
947-1000).
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(1136-1139 ). 126With Athena an even clearer reference to politics is established
than is usual even for the parabasis(cf. 1140-47). Yet even here one cannot

speak of a change of perspective and a move away from the mythical and ritual
121
perspective, as Sommerstein thinks; Athena is invoked above all because
she embodies the state of maidenhood (nap0Evov a<uya Kovp11v)important
for the women celebrating the Thesmophoria and because as goddess of the
city she is responsible for the functioning of the democratic order together
with its ritual requirements: the legal order (v6µoc;, 1137) of the men protects
even the women's festival of inversion from violation. Interestingly, Athena is
128
characterized as friend of choruses (qnMxopov). While the members of the
chorus have until now used the expression "it is customary" (voµoc;)mostly
in connection with their ritual role as women at the Thesmophoria, it is now
transferred to the ritual context of the chorus' activity in the here and now of
the polis. We know nothing in fact of any direct participation of the goddess
129
Athena in the Thesmophoria. Rather, it is the scenery of the pannykhisat the
central polis festival of the Panathenaea that is evoked, at which nocturnal
choruses of maidens were conducted for Athena. 130 She is called upon to
appear (cpav110',1143), so that she may appoint longed-for "festival-loving
peace" (dp~v11v<ptAfoprov,1147) to her retinue. Here the reference is clearly
both to the festival of the Thesmophoria as occasion for the dramatic plot
and to the celebration of the Dionysia as occasion for the performance. 131The
126On the invocation of Athena in Thesm. 1136ff. see also Anderson 1995 :63-67 . On the songcf.
also Habash 1997:36-3 7.
127Sommerstein Thesm.,231-232 ad 1143-1144.
128The chorus has already invited Dionysus and his Kwµo1cp1Mxopo1in the previous ode to
participate in the festive dance song (Thesm.987-989). This epithet is not elsewhere attested in
connection with Athena.
129Cf.however the reference to the Skira Thesm.834 and below,pp. 196-206 .
130
On the pannykhiscf. Eur. Hel.777-783 and JGII/III2 334.30 and 32-33; on the nocturnal performances cf. Eur. Hel.780-783: there are choral performances by ephebes, vi.wv r' ao16aixopwv
TEµo>.rraf(Hel. 780). The place echoes with their cries (6>.oMyµam, Hel. 782) and resoundswith
the stamping of the maidens' feet in their nocturnal dance, rravvuxfo1~urrorrap- l 0t.vwviaxei
rcoowvKp6-co101v
(Hel.782-783). See in general Wilkins 1993 :151- 152, and on the agonesat the
Panathenaia see Kotsidu 1991:35-62, esp. 59-60. On Athena as goddess worshiped by choruses
of unmarried girls see Calame I 1977:232-241 (Engl.transl. Calame 1997:128- 134). Pallasstands
synonymously for rcap0i.vo~;see Fauth 1964:681. Furthermore, Athena is the goddess ofthe
Arrhephoroi, who also perform choruses in her honor; cf. Eur.Ion 492ff.
m On further ritual and choral self-references see Pax 775-781 : Moüoa, . . - 1µET'lµoü 1-coüc:pfAou
x6pwoov, 1KAEfouoa
0EWV
TEyaµou~ 1avopwv TEoaim~ 1Kai 0aAfa~µaKapwv·I ooi yap rao' E~
apx~~µD,El; Nub. 308-313: EUOTE.<pavof
TE0EWV
0uofm 0aAfmTEI rcav-cooarcaio1v
wpm~.1~p(r'
ETCEpxoµi.v4>
Bpoµfa xap1~1EUKEAUOWV
TExopwv EpE0foµamI Kai µoüoa ßapußpoµo~auAwv;
Av.731-734: rrAou0uyfEiav
, ßfov,Eip~v17v,
1vE6r17m,yfäwm, xopou~,eaAfa~.I yaAar' 6pvf0wv
;
and Eur. Ba. 417-418: 6 oafµwv 6 L\10~
rrai~ 1xafpE1µEv0aAfmo1v.On the fopr~ cf. Ran.371: Kai
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Athenianpeople calls on its goddess (öfiµ6c;rn{ OE1<aAEi,1145), who is accordinglyfurther defined as "she who hates tyrants, as is fitting" (<1rnpa:vvouc; 1
132
oruyouo',wonEpEix6c;,1143-1144).
In this way the chorus evokes the politicalcomponent of its role as demosin the popular assembly, which in the negotiation scene, as will be shown ih more detail below, will become mingled with
its identity as female celebratory community. With the postponed qualification yuvmxwv (1145-1146) this comic mesallianceof the women's ekklesiain
the parodos
is restored.
The characterization as demosalso refers to the chorus in its performative function. As chorus of citizens, the members of the chorus constitute a
representative cross-section of all politically-enfranchised male inhabitants.
The chorus speaks here for the people as a whole, who have gathered in the
theater, and at the end of the comedy call on the patron goddess of the polis
to come and bring peace to the Dionysia in the tense situation of 411 BCE.133
Onlyafter the postponed attributive genitive yuvmxwv (1145-1146) is the
prominent dimension of the here and now reintegrated into the mimesis of
the then and there. In the immediately following scene Euripides straightaway makes the decisive peace-offering to the women of the chorus (1160rravvux(6a~ta~ ~µm:pa~ a'i rfi6E rrpfoouo1v foptfi, Ran. 391,398, 443-444 , and Pax 816-817:
Moüoa9Ea, µn' ilµoü ~uµrrm~ETTIV
fopt~v. The comparison with Pax974-977 (prayer to Eirene
for propitious reception of sacrifice):
0Eµvoran1 ßaoiAEta 9Ea, 1 rr6rv1' Eip~vri, 1 6forro1va
xopwv6forro1vayaµwv , l 611~at9uoicxvr~v ~µEtEpav is also of particular importance for this
passage. In the Peace,the divine personification is also mistress of the chorus together with
Dionysus as god of performance. Once again there is a typical fluctuation between perfor mance and the fictional function ofEirene as founder of marriage (the wedding simply represents a metonymic extension of the peace accord).
131
This scene makes Athena's role as protector of the demosclear; cf. Ostwald 1986:357-358. The
frequent references to tyrants (e.g., Thesm. 338-339) in this work are of political importance
given the historical situation in 411 BCE;on the other hand, they should not be overly interpreted as completely transparent statements of the politics of the day. Dover 1972:171- 172
warns against excessive reliance on contemporary politics and views the references as a
conventional means of expressing the demos' habitual fear of oligarchy. On the political background cf. Sommerstein Thesm.,2-4, esp. on preparations for an oligarchic coup, cf. Ostwald
1986:337-358;Sommerstein (ibid., 2) thinks the remarks directed against Persians and despots ,
which he interprets as exclusively political, were only integrated into the completed manu script at a later stage, immediately before the performance at the Dionysia in 411 BCE;see now
also Prato, 329 ad 1143-1144 and Austin/Olson, xliii. See below, n276 on the resulting ritual
implications of the relative as intruder being compared to a tyrant. In a different performative
perspective see now Slater 2002:150-180.
1lJ Cf. esp. lines 317-319, corresponding to lines 1140- 1142, and Anderson 1995:64: "When the
women claim the practice of inviting Athena as their own , they are no longer just female
celebrants at the festival, but stand-ins for those who would normally call on Athena at an
assembly,namely the Athenian ecclesia." Anderson also does not see the performative dimen sion and the reference to the pragmatic context.
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1161), who respond to it, since the men have come closer to their world and

their comic mode of behavior. As city goddess Athena helps to polarize the
Athenians' attitude to the Scythian barbarian and to act out racist comedy
against him, 13 4 which builds solidarity and group cohesion among the
spectators.
At the end of the song the fictional frame is strengthened by the appeal
to the goddesses of the Thesmophoria, Demeter and Kore. They, too, are again
and again implored to come and participate in the choral activity, with vuv and
fv8a8' ~µiv (1158-1159) acting as a hinge between the hie et nunc and the "we"
of the performers and the fictional "now," "here," and "we" of the chorus in its
role as women celebrating the Thesmophoria and who uphold the command
of abstinence.
~Kn' dkppovE<;,\'.Aaoi,

n6rviai,&Äcro~
t\ vµirEpov,
av8pacnv ou 8eµh' doopav
öpyuxcrEµva8rniv \'.vaAaµrraoi
cpa(vn:ov, aµßpornv o\jliv.
µ6AEWV,i:A8nov, avr6µe8',
ernµocp6pw rroAurrorvia.
d rrp6rep6v rror' frr17K6w
~A8HOV,<Kat>VUVCX(j)lKEo0ov, iKETEUOµEV,
€V8aö' l'.)µtv.

1150

w

1156

Thesm. 1148-1159
Come in friendly and gentle fashion, o mistresses, to your grove,
(1150) where, a sight forbidden for males to look upon, you two
reveal the holy mystic rites of the twin goddesses with torches, an
immortal spectacle! (1155) Come, approach, we beg you, o much-revered Thesmophoroi! If ever before you heard our prayer and came,
now too, we beseech you, come to us here!
The peace agreement may be considered as parallel to the end of aiskhrologiabetween the sexes (1160ff.). The comic intrigue of Euripides, who acts
134

On this basis the chorus' anti -Persian attitude (337,365) should also be read not simply as an
extra-dramatic, politic al statement. On the friend-enemy complex that Athena establishes in
the Oresteia by means of an association and dissociation of powers ("Assoziation und Dissoziation
der Kräfte"), see Meier 1980:207-2 14, 218-222 (adopting the ideas of Carl Schmitt [30-3 3]) and
Bier! 1996:29, 51-52 , 64. Euripides and his agent (relative) as Athenians have the same interests
as th e chorus.
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as a procuress, uses a young dancing girl called Elaphion. 135 As a result of her
solo dance to the wild accompaniment of the aulos, played by Teredon, the
Scythian becomes so sexually aroused that he is drawn into a rendezvous
arranged by Euripides. The barbarian is thereby distracted from his assignment to keep watch over the prisoner, so that the relative can eventually be
freed. Moreover, it may in fact be established that on the middle day of the
festival,on which the plot of our play takes place, all prisoners were released
fromtheir chains. 136
To the Scythian, the multimedia spectacle seems like a jolly, noisy komos(ß6µßo and Kwµo, 1176) en miniature,a mini-revel in the komoswhich the
chorusstages.137 The latter stands for the cheerful, exuberant bustle of comedy,
135 Euripides

now humorously calls hims elf after Artemisia, queen of Halikarnassos in Caria
(12ooff.), whose bravery in the naval battle at Salamis (480 BCE)cause d Xerxes to exclaim (Hdt.
8.88.3): "My men have become women, my women men!" In the ag6n in the parabasisof the
Lysistrata,
the male semi-chorus accuses the women ofbehaving like Artemisia (Lys.675), since
they endanger the traditional power of men through their behavior. On Caria as a locus of
inversion,see Bier! 1994:31.
136
Marcellinusad Hermogenes, RhetoresGraeci4.462.2-3 Walz. Cf. the orator Sopater, ibid. 8.67.4
Walz.The release of prisoners was also transferred to the Panathenaia and Dionysia (schol.
Demosth. 22.68 [170b, p. 293 Dilts]); this could also form a basis for the invocation of Athena
(Thesm
. 1136ff.).
137
Agathon's performance on stage is already described as an introverted solo k6mos (see es p.
Thesm.104). Agathon here resembles the solitary k6mastai in vase paintings, who, following
the Anacreon-like model of the poet, are shown with the barbitos(cf. Thesm. 137). Cf. Snyder
1974 and Frontisi-Ducrou x/Lissarrague 1990; Agathon, however, does not have a beard,
while the Anacreon figures retain this sign of masculinity . The onomatopoeic ß6µßo (1176) is
already anticipated by the bomolokhos
-like comments of the relative at the entry of Agathon:
he interrupts the parousiadescription of the servant with the insertions ßoµßa~ (45) and
ßoµßa;\oßoµßa( (48). The chorus, whose song (947ff.) becomes in a way a catalyst for the
reconciliation in the final scene, has previously evoked the komos (988b); the relative in his
tragic mood parodic ally alters the term (1031); see above, nl24 . Here the comastic is now
expanded, in contrast to the introductory Agathon scene . Euripides, dressed as a woman with
harp (pektis;on this instrument see West 1997; according to West 1997:50 a harp is meant in
line 1217), and having a beard, now clearly resembles the figur es on Anacreontic vases ; at
the same time the flute-player Teredon ('Woodworm') and the female dancer complete the
musical side. The whole ensemble also resembles comastic vase paintings with an aulos-player
(on the aulosas instrument of transgression see Wilson 1999) and a slave-girl as dancer (cf. for
example the representation on a kylix from th e Bareiss collection, Malibu 86.AE.293;Front isiDucroux/Lissarrague 1990: ill. 7.32). In the comic finale the hetaira as sexual element in the
k6mosis also present in the person of the dancing -girl, and the phallic in the person of the
Scythian. On the common presence of the aulos, which provides musical accom panim ent for
others, and of the stringed instrument (barbitos), with which the poet accompanies hims elf,
see a fragment from the Agora, Athens, Agora P 7242 (ARV 566.4). The Anacreontic komos
scenes also usually display the type of the poet with parasol , an item of feminine apparel. The
tableau in the parabasis(821-829) and the appearance of the relative form a brid ge between th e
comastic scene of Agathon and Euripides . On the connection between weaving (cf. the female
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which retains the upper hand over Euripides' tragic ideas. 138 After the barbarian
has been made a fool of by the women several times and sent in the wrang
direction after the fugitive, 139 the chorus ends the farcical game abruptly with
a closing song, which at this stage of the plot in typical fashion switches over
into the here and now:
confusion in the tableau 821-829) and dance with rhythmic beating on a string instrument,
see Ceccarelli 1998:111-112; the rc17Kr1,,which Euripides carries (rr17Krfoa,, 1217), can be
understood as a string instrument (cf. Anacr. fr. 373 and 386 PMG)as weil as a loom. In the
Palaikastro hymn (lines 7- 8), which is connected, according to Lonsdale 1993:165and Perlman
1995, with an ephebic oath, flute and pektis are also combined as accompaniment. The dancing-girl Elaphion receives her name from the Dionysiac fawn , which is often connected with
dancing maenads (cf. Eur. Ba. 866). On the deer (E'Aa(jlo,,vEßp6,) as choral metaphor cf. Horn.
Hymn. 2.174- 175, Ar. Lys. 1318-1319 (D-.a(jlo,); cf. Sappho fr. 58.16 L.-P., Bacchyl. Epinik.13.86ff.,
Eur. EI. 860-861:
VEßp6, oupaviov I rc~o17µaKOU(jlt<ouoa,Ba. 862ff., esp. 866 (vEßp6,). The
dancer jumps as lightly as a deer or flea (1180). The dance terminology , also used in lines
1178-1179 (6px17ooµiiv17
and 6pK~OlKai µEAET~ot)
, strengthens the dancing girl's activity on
stage. The lascivious dance culminates in Elaphion winding herself about her victim with her
lovely charms, to which the barbarian comments KaA~r6 oK~µa rrEpir6 rc6onov (1188).I:x~µa
refers to a dance position (Lawler 1964:25-27, 72, 83, 87, 114, 128, 133) and to the arrangement
of her bottom , which is probably exposed. The play-within-play situation is emphasized by
the fact that the flute-player is not the same as the aulos-player in the theater, who usually
accompanied all m usical eh oral parts and is elsewher e often addressed metatheatrically
(Taplin 1993:105-110), but performs next to the latter; cf. Sommerstein Thesm.,233 ad 11601175.
Cf. Bier! 1991:175-176 and Bowie 1993:219-225.
The comic chase -scene possibly alludes to the Chalcidian o(wyµa at the Thesmophoria.
Cf. now Prato, xxx and 340 ad 1221. See the emphatic commands of the chorus, ofwKEand
01w~E1,(Thesm. 1223- 1224), directed at the Scythian . The XaAKl◊tK0V ofwyµa or circoofwyµa
was a custom that is supposed to have consisted of a secret sacrifice. An aition reports that
once, during a war , the women prayed for victory and the enemy thereupon fled and was
pursued as far as Khalkis; Hesych. and Suda, s.v. and Versnel 1993:239. We are clearly dealing
here in fact with a symbolic and mimetic pursuit of men by women, carried out in a kind of
dance. In the inverted world the women play with the idea of besieging their male opponent
by military methods as weil. The idea of a female military dance fits weil with the evocation of the pyrrhikhe in the tableau within the parabasis(821-829). The connection with the
Thesmophoria is thus no coincidence, as Deubner 1932:60 thinks . Rohde 1870:554n2(=
Kl. Sehr. II l 901:362n2) considers connecting the ritual with the dance of the women in
Halimous (cf. below , nl80) . Deubner 1932:60 rejects Rohde's interpretation of a mimetic
dance , although a few lines later he says that it must originally have been a mimetic chase.
Mimetic action is achieved of course using expressive body language in dance; on this see in
general esp. the thesis of Koller 1954. Dahl 1976:99 describes the practice, considerably more
accurately, as "a symbolic act, to make sure that no men and nothing harmful was present"
(here one may think of the search-song [Thesm. 655-688]). After the women have already
actively and mimetically pursued their male enemies in the search-song , they entrust in
grotesque fashion the task of pursuit to the police henchman at the end of the action, once
the inverted world has been overcome. His departure will a lso hav e been in the form of
dance .
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a'A.Mrrfomcrrm µnpfw~ ~µiv·
wo8' wpa ö~ 'onv ßaöf~nv
OtKaÖ'EKCXorn. ernµoq,6pw ö'
~µiv aya8~v
TOUTWV xaptv avmrroöofrov.

Tw

Thesm.1227-1231
But there's been enough playing and dancing by us, so it's time for
each and every woman to go home. May the two Thesmophoroi give
us a good reward in exchange for our performance!
Even here it cannot be clearly established whether the chorus speaks in its
role as women celebrating the Thesmophoria or in its function as comastic
worshiper of Dionysus. The verb in the perfect passive rrfomorm characterizes the process of wild, comic dance (rraf~e:tv)as having come to an end. The
performative "we" and the deictic rnurwv once more function as connecting
elements between the Thesmophoria and the comic dance performances
at the Dionysia.140 The lines represent on the one hand a request within the
dramatic plot by the women celebrating the Thesmophoria to their gods to
reward their devotion; on the other hand, the male choral members, released
from their occupations by the polis for this task, speak about their dancing
now having come to an end and say that they expect a reward from Demeter
and Kore for their pains, that is, help toward victory in the comic agon.As in
the great hymn (947-1000), the word xa:pt~,with its reciprocal implications, is
here also of central importance. The women celebrating the Thesmophoria,
that is, the members of the comic chorus, dance for the enjoyment of the two
goddesses; now in exchange for this performance they hope for a return gift
with which Demeter and Kore may refund joy as their "thanks." At the same
time, the distance between the orchestra and the audience is also removed
by these shifters. The "we" also includes the spectators, who in the shared
laughter have found together with the goddesses a new, consolidated society.
In the "we" the polis as a whole rejoices and wish for blessings from the
mother and daughter in their function as agricultural goddesses as weil as
fertility in their fields and families.
140

On the ambiguity between dramatic role and the function of the chorus in this passage cf. also
Sommerstein Thesm., 237 ad 1231: "[I]s this a prayer by women celebrating the Thesmophoria
for the goddesses to accept and reward their worship, or is it a prayer by a comic chorus for
blessing on, and for the success of, their performance?" See also Flashar 1994:67 and Totaro
1999:169.
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The festival of inversion is now over; the married women, temporarily
returned to being vuµcpm, now resume once more their married existence
and pray for good offspring. The peace accord of the two men and the women
anticipates the final day of the festive cycle, the Kalligeneia, and the end of
the inverted world that the audience members also experience during the
course of the Dionysiac comedy. At the end, after their fasting and abstinence,
the women at the Thesmophoria await the resumption of normal married life
and copious eating . After the toil of the dance the chorus in its comic function looks forward to the exuberant victory celebration with ample feasting
and abundant drinking of wine. The men anticipate only natural and carnal
behavior from their spouses, who have been celebrating separately according
to the strict division of sexes. The comic poet projects this male attitude onto
the basic structure of the comic plot, which is built on the simple concept that
women object to the way they are depicted through the heroines ofEuripidean
tragedy, but during the period of separation in the festival in fact prove tobe
even worse than Euripides and men could ever have imagined. On the other
band, when it comes to the chorus, the ritual purity of the female agents in
their dramatic role is taken into consideration. All in all, in the manner and
custom characteristic of the paradoxical festival of the Thesmophoria, the
women come across as ambivalent beings. 14 1 The unbridled and wild aspect of
the chorus is restricted to the element of Dionysiac komos,which is applied
from the masculine world of the performers to the chorus of the dramatic
plot.
Already in the songs before the caesura that the great choral dance song (9471000) represents in the development of the plot, hymn, song, and choral dance
are equally thematized in self-referential fashion. The lyric utterances in the
Thesmophoriazusaerepresent, as will become clear in my analysis, a kind of
counterpoint to what is happening on the stage .

141

Cf. Versnel 1993:228-2 88, esp. 245-25 0 and 274-283.
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The Song of Agathon (Thesm. 101-129) as Pseudo-choral
Songand lts Lack of Connection with Actual Reality
The komos,the exuberant procession and supposed original form of the comic
chorus, is already reflected in the famous song of Agathon (101-129) with the
same kind of parodic distortion as it is in the Andromeda-plot.The modern
tragic poet, to whom Euripides turns for deliverance from his difficult situation, is shown working out a choral ode on the ekkyklema.Agathon delivers the
followinglines:

iEpavX0ov{aiv ÖE~a:µEVat
11.aµrcci:öa,
Koupat,~uv e:Arn0Epi<;t
rcaTpiötxopEucrao0E
ßoa:v.
- Tivtömµ6vwv 6 Kwµo<;:
MyEVtV.EUTClOTW<;
ÖErouµov
öaiµovac;EXEtoEßioat.
- a.yEvuv öAßt~Eµouoa,
xpuoEWV
puropa TO~WV
ct>oißov,
öc;iöpucraroxwpac;
yua11.a
:Etµouvriötyq..

101

105

110

- xaipEKaAAtomt<;
aotöai<;,
ct>oiß''
EVEuµoucrototnµai<;
yEpac;iEpovrcpoq,Epwv.
1

- Ta:vT e:vöpEcrtöpuoy6vototv
K6pavaEioaT''J\.pTEµtv
aypoTEpav.

115/116

- ifrcoµmKA!l~ouoa
oEµvav
y6vov611.ßi~ouoa
Aarouc;,
'J\.pTEµtv
arcEtpOAEX~- AaTwTEKpouµaTa:T' 'Aota:ÖO<;
rcoöl
rcapci:pu0µ'
Eupu0µa.ct>puyiwv
ÖtvEuµaraXapfrwv.
- oEßoµatAaTwT' a.vaooav
KieapivTEµaTEp'üµvwv
a.poEvtßoq.ÖoKiµwv.

120

125
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- r~ cpa:o<;
focruro8mµovfo1<;
oµµa<JlV,aµrn~pm;'CEbt' aicpv18fOU6rr6<;.~v xa:p1v
avaKr' ayaAAE<I>otßov.
- xatp', oi\ß1Errat Aaro0<;.

Thesm.101-129
Take, you maidens, the holy torch of the two chthonic goddesses and sing and dance with freedom your song for your homeland!
- For which of the gods is the komos?(105) Tell him! For my task is to
worship the gods piously.
- Come now, praise with song the archer with the golden bow,
Phoibos, who set up the walls of his land (110) in the Simois region!
- Hai! and rejoice in the most beautiful songs, Phoibos, you who
bring to our musical performances in your honor the sacred prize
of victory!
- Sing too in praise of the virgin of the oak-covered mountains
(115- 116), Artemis the wild!
- I follow, celebrating and praising the holy offspring of Leto,
Artemis, who knows not the marriage bed!
- (120) And Leto too, and the clashings on the strings of the Asian

lyre that make us move now out of step, now in step with the
rhythm, the whirling dances of the Phrygian Kharites!
- I give honor also to the Lady Leto and the lyre, mother of hymns
(125) famed for the shout of men.
- lt is this that causes light to dart in the eyes of the god, this and
our suddenly lifted voice . Therefore praise Lord Phoibos with a
hymn!
- Hai!, blessed son of Leto!
At the heart of the Agathon-scene is the question of mimesis. Because the poet
intends to compose a drama with a female chorus, he has dressed himself as
a woman. In contrast to the great choral dance song (947-1000), we here find
ourselves in the following paradoxical situation: an individual is imitating the
song of a collective. The spectator witnesses a pseudo-amoibaion between the
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individual who initiates the song and a chorus composed of young women,
with the poet undertaking both roles. 142 Through the distorting mirror of
another poet Aristophanes thereby inserts into the dramatic plot the process
of composition and coaching of a chorus before the actual performance. As
modern scholarly directions in theater anthropology show, it is characteristic
both of theater and of ritual to integrate events before and after the actual
performance into the play. 143 Old Comedy has in common with ritual presentations the fact that the performance transcends the spatial and temporal frame
of the plot in the direction both of the before and the after and of the here and
nowof the spectator's perspective.
The Agathon song is like a chorus in statu nascendi. As this process
is revealed it becomes clear that the poet is ultimately in charge of leading
the chorus and is in turn only a mirror image of an ideal, divine choral
leader.Agathon acts like a parody of Dionysus, the god of the current perfor142

Smallchanges in lines 102-103, 107, and 122 have been made in comparison with Coulon. cf . in
general the fine exposition in Zimmermann II 1985:22-29. The humor of the song lies according
to Zimmermann II 1985:28 in the type of presentation; he terms it a "Pseudo -Amoibaion" (ibid.,
24).There is no space here to go into musical parody and the connection with the new Attic
dithyramb and new music. See also Zimmermann 1993:45 and Kugelmeier 1996:271-297 (on
the Agathon parody), esp . 277- 280 (on the Agathon hymn). On the whole scene see also Rau
1967:99-114(who [ibid., 104-108] correctly rejects Kleinknecht's [1937:101- 103, esp .1 02] interpretation that the hymn is full of "nichtssage nden einzelnen Prädikationen" ["meaningless
individual sentences"] and "übertriebenen Pathos" ["overblown pathos"], because th e style,
according to Rau, though caricaturing, nowhere oversteps the customary limit in hymns of this
type), Horn 1970:94-106, Muecke 1982, Stohn 1993, and now Furley/Bremer l 2001:350-354,
Furley/Bremer II 2001:341-346, and the new commentaries by Prato, 168-177 and Austin/
Olson, 86-97 ad 101-129. Consider also the thesis advanced by Zeitlin (1981:177-178) that
Agathon is not suited for the defense of Euripides because he is too weil accustomed to the
female role. Zeitlin 1981 goes into the problem of mimesis in the Thesmophoriazusaein detail
and also addresses the function of Dionysus and Demeter in this comedy (194-200). For a
detailed analysis of the play in terms of ritual see now also Tzanetou 2002; for the aspect of
performance and body see now Stehle 2002 (both cont ributions to the special issue of AJP123.3
edited by Garnei 2002).
143
This inclusion of the frame , the before and after, has been emphasized in more recent approaches in performance studies and theater anthropology. Richard Schechner, applying the
theories of Victor Turner, compares the theater together with the preparatory phase before
the play with initiation and other such changes in status . The three-stage model of the rite de
passagedeveloped in van Gennep 1909 is thus transferred from rites of puberty in tribal societies to the theater: in both cases, actor and spectator undergo a process of transformation by
means oftheatricality; cf. Schechner 1985:117-150. On the integration ofthe rehearsal process
into a performance cf. Schechner 1977:132-137. These connections will become gradually
more meaningful in my analysis, since Aristophanes in the Thesmophoriazusae,
as will become
clear in the course of this chapter , th ematizes the th eater's mode of operation, using initiatory
rituals as a basis.
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mance.144Agathon's appearance draws on iconographic attributes from the
real world. On the one hand, his outer appearance possesses a close likenessto
depictions on vases of Anacreon, Ibycus, and Alcaeus in archaic Ionic gear (see
Thesm.160-163). The lyric poets are often represented as comasts with feminine accessories. With the barbitosin hand, the singer-poets lead the komos
of parasol-wielding dancers surrounding them, who in the din and musical
5 The poets'
ecstasy experimentally transgress the boundaries of the Other. 14
masculine seif nevertheless remains continually present through the emphasis
on their beards. Anacreon is not, however, portrayed as a real figure: instead,
the poet is treated as an ideal type and a human manifestation of the leader of
the komos,Dionysus. lt is for this reason that Agathon appears not as a reincar144On the

Agathen hymn (Thesm. 101-129), see Rau 1967:104-108, Horn 1970:100- 106, Muecke
1982:46-48, Zimmermann II 1985:22-29, Parker 1997:398-405 , and now Furley/Bremer 1
2001:350-354, Furley/Bremer II 2001:341-346, and the new commentaries by Prato, 168-177
and Austin/Olson, 86-97 ad 101- 129. Zimmermann refers to the ritual embedding ofthe sang.
In the preparation the slave acts in the role of a hierokeryx who announces the epiphany of
a god; on the sacrifice and prayerlike character of the preparatory scene (Thesm.39ff.) cf.
Kleinknecht 1937:15lnl , Kleinknecht 1937a:300-30 1, and Zimmermann II 1985:22. The humor
of the passage lies, according to Kleinknecht 1937:151nl and Zimmermann II 1985:22,in
the fact that this high -flown introduction does not, as in Av. 1719 and Pax 1318, announce a
(supposed) divinity, but only a poet. Yet the ambivalence of the presentation extends at the
same time to placing Agathen in the presence of gods . The fashionable poet is on many occasions connected with Dionysus. In terms of his external hermaphroditic appearance Agathon
is in fact quite similar to him. He wears, as the in-law does later, a saffron robe (138) and carries
a mirror (140) (see on this Seaford 1996:223 ad Eur. Ba.918- 919). On Dionysus in feminine garb
see also Kenner 1970:116- 129. Moreover, Agathen is addressed with quotations from the
Aeschylean Lykourgia.Line 136 is a direct quotation from the Edoni(Aesch. fr. 61 Radt), and lines
137-145 could have been adapted directly from the scene of interrogation in which Dionysusis
tried by Lycurgus. Cf. Sommerstein Thesm., 167 ad 136; cf. also the reminiscence in Ar. Ran.47.
The metrical form with its ionic basis (but cf. the skeptical remarks of Parker 1997:402)makes
one think of Dionysiac cultic poetry; cf. the parodosof Eur. Ba. 64- 169, esp. 64-104 with the
commentary ofDodds 19602 :71-72. The ionicus a minorewas perceived as lascivious and soft (cf.
Ar. Eccl.882-883 and Thesm.163). Further, the Phrygian harmony in which the song was probably composed also seems to point to Dionysus, since both harmony and god must have been
particularly orgiastic and emotional , and is accordingly attacked by Aristotle (Pol.1342blff.);
West 1992:181. lt also has its place precisely in the New Dithyramb, which also refers to
Dionysus. On the New Dithyramb see Zimmermann 1992:117-132, and particularly in connection with the Agathen song (Thesm.101-129) Zimmermann II 1985:28-29 , Zimmermann 1988,
and Kugelmeier 1996:279-280. On nearness to Apollo cf. below, pp . 146-148 (with nn166-169).
145Cf. Caskey/Beazley 1954:55-61 and Frontisi-Ducroux/Lissarrague 1990. Cf. also Muecke 1982:50.
The audience may also have associated the komosnamed in line 104, the imagined chorus, with
the komosof effeminate parasol-dancers. Cf. quite similarly Price 1990:169-170: "The nature of
the chorus remains ambiguous, as played by Agathen in his long lonian chiton. An Athenian
audience, however, would have had 110 difficulty recognizing his 'chorus of maidens' as effeminate males costumed like Agathen, for the scenes 011 vases indicate that Anacreontic performances lasted at least until the mid-fifth cen tury."
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nation of Anacreon , as Snyder thinks, but rather as the comastic god himself. 146
Onthe other hand, this more archaic figurative scheme is comically exaggerated, since Agathon is clean-shaven and the masculine index of the beard thus
disappears completely behind this effeminacy. In so doing Agathon assumes
the practice, starting around 425 BCE and contemporary with the Aristophanic
performances, of representing Dionysus as a beardless youngster. 147
As we have already seen above, Dionysus is understood as the ideal
E~apxwv(987), and as is weil known, the poets themselves originally participated in the play as choral leaders. Furthermore, according to Aristotle (Poet.
1449a9ff.),drama arose from those "leading off" (t~ci:pxovn:c;)ritual songs.
Through the imitation of another dramatic chorus in this lyrical passage,
as I see it, the way is prepared for the chorus of the women celebrating the
Thesmophoria. The latter chorus only appears in the parodos,of course, but
this represents a similar prayer.
The performance situation is particularly complicated in this instance
sinceAgathon in his song performs a scene of tragedy about Troy that cannot
be precisely reconstructed. The imitated choral dance song is extremely polyvalent and shifting, in particular because no actual chorus performs, thereby
giving rise to the paradox of a monody that reproduces a collective singing.148As in a kaleidoscope , depending on one's perspective, one clear image
146
Snyder 1974. The

scattered anacreontics (lines 104, 124 and variation in lines 117, 118 and
123;cf. Parker 1997:402), which represent the anaclastic form of the ionic dimeter, but which
originally forma catale ctic iambic dimeter (cf. Gentili 1952:21, 132, Gentili/Lomiento 2003:176,
and Parker 1997:61-64), could also refer to the closeness to Anacreon. On the connection with
Bakkhos cf. Frontisi -Ducroux/Lissarrague 1990:228-232, esp . the illustration 7.38 of Dionysus
playing the barbitos(Paris , Cabinet des Medailles 576, ARV371, 14), who in terms of type resembles the representation of the poet comp letely. Anacreon says of a bearded man clad in Ionian
and eastern fashion, Kwµa~El li'
t116vuoo~. fr. 123 Gentili (442 PMG). In fr. 82 Gentili (388
PMG)he makes fun in the symposium ofjust such an effeminate comast named Artemon, who
carries a little parasol (oKialiioKriv,line 11) with him ; Price 1990:170-171. On the parasol in the
tableau of the pnigos(Thesm. 821-829) see below, pp. 198-206 . A speech -bubble-like inscription on a kylix in Erlangen (Erlangen 454, ARV 339, 49) confirms the theory of the comastic
barbitos-player: EIMI KO[MA]ZONHYnAY[J\OY].
147
Cf. Carpenter 1993. He interprets two exceptions, which alre ady show in 470 BCEa beardless
Dionysus (1993:186-187 , ills. 7 and 8 [Private collection (ARV 605, 65bis), and Thessalonike,
Archaeological Museum 8.54 (ARV591, 28)]), as a reflex of stage practice; in his opinion, the
vase paintings reflect the situation of the Aeschylean Lykourgia, in particular the Edoni,where
Dionysus, as later in the Bacchae,appears as a masked man.
148
Schol. Thesm.101; van Leeuwen Thesm., 21 ad 101-129, Rogers Thesm., 14 ad 101-129, Coulon,
Cantarella IV, 421, Rau 1967:106nl9, Horn 1970:100-101, Muecke 1982:47, Zimmermann II
1985:22,Gannon Thesm.,8 ad 101-1 29 (he thinks Agathon sings as Dionysus and the chorus of
the Muses), and Sommerstein Thesm., 164 ad 101-129 all correctly adopt the scholiast's explanation.
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emerges, while other interpretative possibilities of the ambiguous picture
must be kept in view.
The chorus in this fictional role seems to consist of Trojan maidens. The
Apollo invoked is neither Delphic nor Delian, but the city god ofTroy (109-110),
who together with Artemis and Leto is on the side of the Phrygian polis (cf.
121) in the fight over Troy. In terms of plot the celebration of "freedom"
(102) 149 can be associated with the departure of the enemy fleet. Sommerstein
assumes that the solo singer who directs the responsive prayer of the community is ultimately tobe identified with a priestess. 150 Yet the situation is even
more complex than has hitherto been recognized. When in the introduction
to this scene the slave of Agathon is compared to a hierokeryx,15 1 an EleusinianDemeter layer is added to the Trojan location indicated in the song. Right from
the start, with the call directed to Demeter and Kore (101-103), the song is
brought close to the chorus of the women celebrating the Thesmophoria.
The mode of performance is also not clear from the text. Despite all
the parodic elements directed against the style of Agathon, who follows the
music of the New Dithyramb, the language throughout is suited to the ritual
prayer style and shows definite similarities to the song already discussed (esp.
959ff.). 152 There, various Olympian gods, in particular Apollo and Artemis, as
here, are invoked in a series of prayers. In the following parodosthere is also a
similar paean to Zeus, Apollo, Athena, Artemis, Poseidon and the Nereids, and
the Nymphs (312-330). The song thus acts as a prefiguration for the chorus
that will appear only later and which, as is weil known, oscillates sharply
between its dramatic role and function, and between the female cult of the
goddesses of the Thesmophoria and the worship of the polis gods by the male
chorus as representatives of the polis as a whole.

149

150

151

152

On the text-critical result oflines 102-103 cf. t:ÄEU0Epi~,
Hermann : t:Äw0ipm Rand rrarp(ÖtR:
rrparriöi, Wecklein. Wecklein 's conjecture would convey an unrestrained spirit in the choral
ode, which is completely in keeping with the high-flown dithyrambic mood of the ode. Prato
1998:270-271 (cf. now also Prato, 170 ad 103a- b and Austin/Olson , 90 ad 101-103) follows the
transmitted text of R because of the contemporary political events at the time of the first
production (December 412/January 411 BCE).The hypothesis of a Trojan chorus put forward
most recently after Cantarella (IV, 423 ad 101-129) by Sommerstein Thesm., 164 ad 101-129
goes back to Bothe (111,111ad 101). Henderson 1996:223n38 follows Sommerstein . See now also
Furley/Bremer I 2001:351- 352 and Austin/Olson, 87.
Sommerstein Thesm., 164 ad 101-129. On the ancient ritual form of responsive song cf.
Radermacher Frösche,200 and Parker 1997:403 (with referen ce to Sappho fr. 140 L.- P.).
Kleinknecht 1937:151nl.
Cf. Rau 1967:104 and now Furley/Bremer I 2001:353 against Kleinknecht 1937:101- 103 and now
Prato , 169-170.
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In particular, Agathon's connection to Dionysus brings to the fore the
levelof choral performance in honor of the god of comedy. 153 As is appropriate
for comedy, the imaginary chorus is described as Kwµoc;(104). Naturally, the
komosmay also be interpreted in a Trojan context as an expression of joy at
being liberated from the Greek siege. The very term Kwµoc;thus functions as
performative shifter, mediating between the here and now of the performance
and the then and there of the plot. 154 Moreover, the mention of a "sacred gift
of honor" (113)can be understood as a reference to victory in the comic agon.
Apolloand Dionysus, as divinities associated with the Muses, are responsible
for success in the activity at hand. 155 Once again, the xa:ptc;relationship of
givingand taking seems tobe decisive. The references by the imagined chorus
to its own dance only spread to the level of performance in the imagination
of the spectators, since in this instance the entire performative situation is
purely presented as a recreation .
This quality, which cannot be comprehended in the here and now, stands
for the fickle appearance of Agathon in general. The underlined passages are
not realized in a choral performance. When mention is made of Leto's Asiatic
lyre-playing,or of "the mother of glorious hymns with manly voice" (123-125),
the goddess must here be taken as an ideal example for monodic performance
of the hymn accompanied by the kithara.Like Agathon, a man who sings like
a woman, the famous mother of Apollo and Artemis, her feminine stringed
instrument, and the imaginary chorus of maidens represent a similar paradox,
in that she lets the song ring out with "masculine voice" (äpcrEvtßo~, 125). 156 In
the choral allusions to playing the lyre the perversion of Agathon's performa153

Onthe closeness of Agathon to the theater -god Dionysus see Hansen 1976:174, Muecke 1982:48,
Sa"id1987:230,Zeitlin 1981:196, Gannon Thesm., 8 ad 94, 101-129, and Taaffe 1993:82, 85.
154
Cf.Thesm
. 9886 and above, nl09 and below, chap 2. nn 29- 30.
155
Cf. Thesm. 111-113, xaipE KaAAiotat~ ao18ai~, 1 <l>oiß
', EVEÖµouoo101nµai~ 1 ytpa~ iEpov
rrpocptpwv
. The sense of the lines is equally ambivalent and illustrates the relationship of reciprocity.The meaning depends in particular online 113; ytpa~ is interpreted by Austin 1987:74
and Sommerstein Thesm., 31 as honorary privilege , namely of being mentioned first in th e
series before the others , which Apollo is entitled to and which he here receives through song,
because he "produces it himself " (cf. Austin 's explan ation "displays" and now Austin/Olson, 92
ad 111-113).cf. Sommerstein's (ibid.) translation: "Rejoice in our beautiful song, 10Phoebus,
and be first to receive I this holy privilege in our fair tribute of music " (similarly Henderson
1996:102) and Sommerstein Thesm., 165 ad 113 (with his proposal to understand rrpoq>Epwv
as "win before others") ; elsewhere , however , rrpoq>EpEtV
means less "receive ," "obtain; • than
(among other things) "give of oneself," "br ing openly."
156
There also seems to have been a comic element in this : Zimmermann II 1985:28; Wilamowitz
1886:156suggests that Agathon used a falsetto delivery to emphasize this comic parado x.
Tsakmakis 1997 thinks it probable that this role, which demands remarkable vocal and
performative abilites, was played by the actor Nikandros, mentioned twice in Philodemos On
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tive categories is also reflected. He praises Leto and the "blows on the Asiatic
kitharis that are counterrhythmic and rhythmic, the whirlings of Phrygian
Kharites" (Kpouµcrcar' 'A01a8oc;no8i Inapapu0µ' d5pu0µa, <l>puy{wv
18tveuµara
Xaphwv, 120-122). Leto thus serves as the model for a monodic singer, whose
tones recreate the choral dance song of a collective. The Asiatic element
resides not only in the role, but above all also in the modern playing style of
the new music and the New Dithyramb. The Kharites are more precisely characterized as Phrygians not only because of the plot locale, but also because
of the mode in which the song is composed. 157 The mentions of feet, rhythm,
and round dance clearly refer to the later self-references of the chorus, which
emerge frequently in Thesm. 947-1000, as discussed in detail above. 158 Yet all
these references to xopda remain in a vacuum here, since no actual chorus
performs and Agathon can hardly have accompanied his monody with dance
steps. 159 The oxymoron napapu0µ' eupu0µa, which describes the dances more
precisely, reveals the performative paradox that while the rhythm is indeed
suited for a choral presentation, in reality no chorus appears on stage.160
There is no corresponding "we" of the collective to the "!" of the performing

157

158

159

160

Music (füpi µouotK~~). Price 1990:170 interprets the "excellent masculine song" (Thesm. 125)
as a reference to male comasts who present a distinctly feminine appearance in the komos.She
maintains (170n110) that Leto, associated with Lycia and Phrygia, is particularly fitting for the
effeminate chorus and that for this reason she is not mentioned in the hymn to the Athenian
polis gods (Thesm.969-1000).
On the stylistic and rhythmic interpretation
of the song see Rau 1967:104-108 and
Zimmermann 1988.
Cf. esp. Eupu0µ<yrrolii, 985 and above, Introduction n169, chap. 1 nn31, 38, 62, 90, and below,
chap. 1 n269; liiavEuµam is glossed in schol. Thesm. 122 by opx~µam . Bentley conjectures,
probably correctly, litvEuµam from litvEuw ('whirl'); Coulon himself later withdraws his
defense of the transmitted litavEuµam, based on Hesych ., s.v. litavEUEt·01:pE<pEI,
KUKAEi
(pro
li1vEUE1);
cf. Coulon, REG50 (1937), 458. Parker 1997:400 and 404 also defends the transmitted
reading. On litvEuw in a choral context with the meaning "move in a circle" cf. Horn. ll. 18.494,
Eur. Phoen.792, 0upooµavEi vEßpiliwv µfra liiv',l (on the choral implications of liiv!] and the
text [Diggle prints the transmitted tlitvEUEt~;li(v',lis a conjecture by Hermann] cf. Mastronarde
1994:380-382). Cf. however fritzsche's cortjecture lita vEuµam ('with nodding ofthe head') with
the commentary ibid., 37-38 ad 120-12 3; he suggests that for parodic purposes Aristophanes
changed lita rrvEuµam (cf. Eur. Phoen.787) to lita vEuµam. Sommerstein accepts this conjecture, but for reasons having to do with the choral context, namely that the Kharites coordinated the chorus through nodding of the head, just as actual choruses were conducted by
aulos-players (Sommerstein Thesm., 166 ad 121-122). He follows here Wilamowitz 1921:341nl
and Austin 1990:16-17; see now also Austin/Olson, 95 ad 120-122.
See esp. the command xopEuoao0E ßoav (103) and Kwµo~ (104); note also the important choral
projection onto the Kharites, which remains without an actual counterpart and thus without
effect: <t>puy(wvIlitvEuµam Xapi-rwv (121-122).
See Zimmermann 1993:45 and Mureddu 1982/8 3:83-8 4; see also Kamerbeek 1967:77-78 and
Austin 1990:16.
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Agathon.The effect of the expression aµi::n:pa:~
... on:6~(127) is purely artistic,
1
61
since only a single persona sings and plays. The solo singer merely imitates
the "we"; on the practical level, the reference only emerges as a pluralis
maiestatis.
All in all, the self-referential allusions to the ritual activity of singing
and dancing should not be taken here as pure speech acts, because no action
corresponds to the utterance. One may at most refer to them as performative
on a metaphorical level, since they describe the solo singer's mannered style
of performance in a transferred sense.
Given the lack of actual performance information, a further hypothesis
could be advanced. Over the course of the history of interpretation of this
passage a second chorus of maidens or even of Muses that performs behind
stage and interacts with Agathon has been constantly suggested. 162Yet, as
Newiger has rightly commented, these voices off-stage would be physically
inexplicable to the audience. 163Moreover, any actual effect that the mimesis
of a chorus might have would be lost by a behind-the-scenes chorus of this
type.164
161Austin 1987:74ad 127 accepts by contrast Nietzsche's conjecture uµntpa~. which would thus
lose the choral "we."

162
This proposed solution is found mostly in the older editions, among others in Brunck, Bekker,
Fritzsche, Enger, Blaydes (cf. also Blaydes I, 142 ad 101-129), and Hall/Geldart ; see e.g. Beer
1844:79:"Dazu kommt noch als Paraskenion der Musenchor (Vs. 104-129). der nicht auf der
Bühne, sondern hinter derselben von den erst Vs. 295 auftretenden Choreuten gesungen wird"
["To this the chorus of Muses is attached as a paraskenion (lines 104-129), which is sung by
the chorus members , who only appear at line 295, not onstage but behind the stage"]. (lt is
mostly compared to the subchorus of the frogs; but the chorus of frogs was probably visible:
Dover frogs, 57.) Frit zsche, 32-33, Enger , 24-25 ad 101-129, Enger 1846:62-70, Muff 1872:73,
113-114, 162, Arnoldt 1873:71, Wilamowitz 1886:157, Fraenkel 1962:112nl, and Austin 1987:73
argue for an off-stage female chorus of the Muses, whose members also assumed the role of
the chorus at the Thesmophoria . Kleinknecht 1937:101 seems to assume that a chorus actually
performed ("Wechselgesang zwischen Agathon und einem [Musen?-]Chor") ["Interchange of
sang between Agathon and a chorus (of Muses?)"]. Zielinski 1885:88-91 also sees a chorus of
Muses;relying on a completely idiosyncratic train of thought, he theorizes that Aristophanes
removed it as a semi-chorus (separate from the second semi -chorus of mortal women) from
anotherversion of the second Thesmophoriazusae(B) ("Kalligeneia")-which Zielinski regarded
as preceding the present Thesmophoriazusae
(A) ("Nesteia")-and adapted it for this version. In
the "Kalligeneia," according to Zielinski, this semi-chorus of Muses supported Euripides and
his relative.
163Cf.H.-J. Newiger's review of Fraenkel 1962 in Gymnasium72 (1965), 252-254, esp. 253. Cf. also
Rau 1967:106n19, Horn 1970:100- 101, and Kugelmeier 1996:278.
164
On the imitati veness of the New Dithyramb cf. esp . Ar. Plut. 290-32 1 (with Bier! 1994:38-41)
and Zimmermann 1992:127-128. On the parody of Philo xenos in this passage (Plut. 290ff.)
see Kugelmeier 1996:255-264. He establishes (262, 277) similarities between this passage and
Thesm. 101ff., since there too a dialogue between chorus leader and chorus takes place -a lthough the interchange in the Wealthis an actual one .
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what sense would there in fact be in having the Muses at Agathon's
command perform a choral song addressed to other gods? For while it is the
Muses who usually inspire the poet, here they would ask the poet as E~apxwv
whom they should honor with their song of praise. 165 Nevertheless, it might
have been intended that the text be left open for even this possibility. Here I
am admittedly assuming a completely different background from those who
have so far supported the idea of the Muse chorus, for one might expect that
this song too should clearly refer back to a divine model. In this case it may
be seen in the arrangement of the gods grouped about Apollo, who leads off
the singing in his capacity as K18ap4>86c;and ideal player of string instruments. The Muses take up as a refrain the song of praise directed at various
deities, while the Kharites (122), Horai, and other female deities dance in the
chorus. Apollo stands in the center as choral leader, and the female chorus
surrounds him in a round dance (öivEuµara Xapfrwv, 122) . This corresponds
precisely to the situation in the HomericHymn to Apollo (Hom. Hymn. 3.179-206).
There the Muses reply to Apollo's playing with beautiful voice (Hom. Hymn.
3.189: aµEißoµEvm oni KaAfi;cf. Thesm. 127) and praise the immortal gifts of
the gods (Hom. Hymn. 3.190: uµvEüofv pa 0Ewv 8wp' äµßpora; cf. Thesm.113),
165

Cf. however the interpretation of Muff 1872:113- 114, who does not take into consideration the
dimension of the chorus' identity as women celebrating the Thesmophoria: "und nachdem er
[Agathon) präludirt hat, fordert er in einem Liede die Musen auf, zu Ehren der unterirdischen
Gottheiten die Fackeln zu ergreifen, zu tanzen und zu singen. Und diesem Wunsche willfahren
die Musen; sie feiern in Liedern die Götter sowie das Spiel und den Tanz der Charitinnen.
Dieser Gesang ist offenbar kein Theil des neuen Dramas, wie viele gemeint haben, sondern nur
die Vorbereitung zu ihm, der Anruf der Götter" ["and after he [Agathen) has sung a prelude, he
instructs the Muses in a song to take up torches in honor of the underworld deities, to dance
and to sing . And the Muses comply with this wish; they celebrate in song the gods as weil as
the play and the dance of the Kharites. This song clearly forms no part of the new drama, as
many have thought, but is only the preparation for it , the invocation of the gods "]. Beside line
41 (0icxoo<;Mouowv) the only evidence for a subchorus of Muses in the Agathon song is the
vocative Moiiam (107), which is, however, based solely on a conjecture by Wilamowitz (äyn' ~
KA~<nE, Moiiom); R gives the reading äyE viiv ÖrrA1<E
µoiiacx. Fraenkel 1962:111-114, esp. 113,
following a splendid suggestion of Fritzsche, who had already combined Bentley's 0Aß1~E
and
Bergk's µouai;i, changed the text to äyE vuv ÖAß1<Eµouoi;i, with µoiiacx being used by way of
metonymy for "song" (for this practice cf. fr. 8516, 1 PMGand below, chap. 2 n82). Sommerstein
Thesm.,30 follows this reading and, like Kugelmeier 1996:278 (the latter takes 0fcxao<;
Mouowv
[line 41) merely as "poetic metaphor"), also rejects the idea of a chorus of Muses. See also Van
Leeuwen Thesm.,22, who prints äyE vuv ÖAß1<E,
Moiiocx.But why should Agathon first address
the Muses as Koiipm (102)? How is a spectator supposed to identify these maidens as Muses?
But see Austin 1987:73 ad 103: "The Koiipm in 102 are clearly the Muses ." He follows (73 ad
107) Gannon's conjecture äyE vuv oAßi~ETE
, Moiiam (Gannon 1982:92 and in Gannon's text).
Parker 1997:403-404 is skeptical about Fraenkel 's µouoi;i; but on metrical grounds this cannot
fit Gannon's solution and so he places the passage in cruces. The difficulties in arriving at a
clear answer perhaps point to the poet's consciously leaving the matter up in the air.
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the Kharites form a circle with the Horai, Harmonia, Hebe, and Aphrodite,
join hands, and dance in a circular formation (Horn.Hyrnn. 3.194-196, esp. 196:
6px1::uvr'
o:AA~AwvErri KaprrQ xEipac;Exouom; cf. Thesrn.122). A divine chorus
of this type praises the chorus leader Apollo especially, but also Artemis and
Leto, who are particularly singled out in this hymn (Horn.Hyrnn.3.197-199,
204-206). The choral constellation is further developed by an intertextual
weaving of allusions in which Apollo is described in archaic lyric as leader of
the chorus. 166 In Pindar (Pyth. 1.1-4), Apollo's lyre-playing gives the signal for
the dance and song; the prelude-like prooirniahave the function of directing
the chorus' tempo and rhythm (a:y1701x6pwv... rrpoo1µ{wv4; cf. Thesrn.99).
In its reminiscences of the HornericHyrnnto Apollo,which itself functions
as, and is called, a prooirnion(Thuc. 3.104.3-4), the song as a whole thus has the
character of a prelude that prepares the way for the later chorus of women
celebrating the Thesmophoria, but also simultaneously represents its negative mirror image. 167 Agathon serves to a certain extent as a distorted image of
the poet Aristophanes, who as khoregosdirects and leads his troupe. Yet while
Agathon's chorus performs ritual actions only in an imaginary sense, the
chorus of the women celebrating the Thesmophoria is real, mimesis aside, in
that it sings and dances for the community and its gods.
Through reference to the Apollo hymn, the poet Agathon thus finds his
divine model in Apollo alongside Dionysus as god of comedy. 168 The compar166Cf. Horn. II. 1.603-604, Hes. Scut. 201-206, Pind. Nem. 5.22-25, and Pyth. 1.1-4. In the Birds
Aristophanes integrates this situation into the hoopoe's call to the nightingale (Av. 209-222,
esp. 216-219): as in Thesm.101ff. at the center lies the oÄoÄuy~, the loud ritual cry, particularly
of women (Av. 222; after Thesm.129 a scholiast has written oÄoÄv~EIin the margin) .
167Enger, 25 ad 101- 129 already recognizes the prooimion-like quality of the song. Cf. Aesch. Ag.
31, <ppoiµ1ovxopEuaoµcn (the passage is not mentioned in the excellent study of self-reference
in the Oresteiaby Wilson and Taplin [1993], but Ag. 1216 is [ibid., 172 and 179n23 (with reference to Hubbard 1992)]), Aesch . Supp. 830, q>poiµ1a ... rr6vwv, Eur. Hf 753, q>6vou q>poiµ1ov,
and Ar.Equ.1343 . On the prooimionsee Nagy 1990:353-361 (at 356-366 Nagy shows that Pindar's
stylized prooimiaare idealizations); consider 353: "The prooimionor prooemium took the form
of a prayer sung to a given god who presided over the occasion of a given seasonally recurring festival where the song was performed in compe tition with other songs." Since the song
(Thesm.lOlff.) is addressed to Apollo in particular, it ultimately fails to achieve its goal, since
Dionysusis the actual divinity who presides over the comic ag6n.
168There is an important interte xtual allusion in the reference to the spark in Apollo's eye. In
lines 126- 127 there is a high -flown description of how "light spark les in the eye of the god"
because of the lyre and "t he suddenly lifted voices" of the singers. Chorus and choral leader
are once more connected to each other through the typical kharis relationship . Music, voice,
and dance please the god, making him shine and causing him to move and participate in
the choral dance. c f. Horn.Hymn. 3.201-206 : auTap 6 <l>otßo~'ArroÄÄwvtyK10api~El I KaÄa Kai
~.
a1yÄn8Eµ1v &µqmpadvE1 1 µapµapuyai TErroöwv Kai EiiKÄworo10 xnwv':.~· 1 oi o'
tmriprrovrn 1 9uµov µiyav Eioop6wvTE~1 A11TwTExpuoorrÄ6Kaµo~Kai µ11TiErnZEu~1 uia q>(Äov
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ison of the two gods in a musical context is nothing unusual. Yet while Agathon accompanies his chorus on the kithara,the fact that the comic chorus is
accompanied by an aulos-playeris significant for its being anchored in the real
world. 169
Determining the change of speakers is a notorious prob lern in Aristophanes. The Jack of actual xopda has also led interpreters to search for various
solutions about how to divide up the text. Most more recent divisions followan
opinion found in the scholia (schol. Thesm.101) that in his solo song Agathon
takes on the role of the chorus leader as weil as that of the answering chorus.
But it still remains unclear where the breaks should be made. 110 Person and
rrai,ovm µn' a0avcho1cn 0rnio1. Apollo steps high and beautifully (202); ß1ßa~ here already
refers to his dance movements. A glow shines about him, sparks of light emanate from his
feet and clothing (202-203). This shining is identical with the radiant expression of the chorus
in the hymn fr. 8516, 1 PMG(cf. below, chap . 2 nn94 and 96); Apollo's feet refer to his dance,
and his garment to his beautiful exterior. Agathon in our scene represents a parody of this; he
too wears a long garment, which is here identical with saffron -colored clothing (Thesm.138).
The latter was normally worn by women, particularly at ritual celebrations (Ar. Lys. 44, 51,
644-645); the krokotosis typical ofDionysus in particular; cf. among others Ar. Ran. 46, Cratinus
fr. 40 K.-A., Pollux 4.117, and Dover Frogs,40. In Ptolemy Philadelphos' famous procession, a
ten -cubit high anthropomorphic figure ofDionysus wore a "purple khiton, reaching to his feet,
and on top of this a diaphanous krokotos(KpoKw,ov 8iacpavij)" (Callixinus of Rhodes, fGrHist
627 F 2 in Athen. 198c). The relative will retain this saffron robe of Agathon as clothing (Thesm.
250, 253) in order to sneak into the festival of the Thesmophoria . In the hymn to Apollo, Leto
and Zeus are happy that their son Apollo dances (rrai~ovm, 206) among the gods. In our song,
however, it is questionable whether Agathon actually dances, since his chorus is not really
there. On the divine choral leader see Nagy 1990:361-365, esp., on Apollo, p . 361: "Asthe generalist of SONG, Apollo is the ultimate chorus leader of the Muses, their authority in the choral
integration of singing, dancing , and instrumentation."
169 On the closeness of Apollo and Dionysus, see Bier! 1991:91- 99 and Bier! 1994a:82-83, Calame
1990:364-369, and Grandolini 1995:256-258. Because of its Apollonian description Rau
1967:104 terms the Agathon song a paean. On Apollo as a lyre -playing khoregossee Calame1
1977:102-108 (Engl. trans. Calame 1997:49- 53). On the presence of the aulos-player in representations of comic choruses see Taplin 1993:69-78, on metatheatrical aulos-players in comedy
ibid.,105-110. Reed and string instruments are largely complementary in their musical leadership function; Calame 1 1977:126-133 (Engl. trans. Calame 1997:64-68) and Käppel 1992:80(on
the paean).
170
In manuscript R aya 8 appears before lines 101 and 107 and before lines 104 and 111 x0 ; before
lines 114, 117, and 120 there are rrapaypacpo1.Lines 101-103, 107-110, 114-116 , 120-122 are thus
assigned to Agathon , and lines 104-106, 111-113, 117-119 to the chorus . The attribution is less
certain at Thesm. 122ff. In the old editions lines 123- 129 are assigned to the chorus (or rather,
Agathen speaking as chorus) (Brunck, Thiersch, Fritzsche, Bothe , Enger, Blaydes, Hall/Geldart,
Rogers); so Horn 1970:104. Coulon, Cantarella, Gannon , Sommerstein Thesm. (now also Prato
and Austin/Olson) give lines 123-125 and 129 to the "chorus," and 126- 128 to "Agathon" (that
is, Agathon as Dionysus or priestess) . Van Leeuwen Thesm. assigns lines 123-127 (up until 6rr6~)
to the chorus, the command c;iv xap1v ävaK,' äyaAAe <lloi:ßovto Agathon as koryphaios(his
reason seems to lie in the singular form[!]; for this reason the transmitted imperative singular
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number, we know, give no clear clues. Agathon could have sung a choral song
with a completely different division of asides by the choral leader, particularly
since self-exhortations by the entire collective are also found among those
performing ritual actions. 171
Aristophanes' criticism of Agathon is thus directed less at his style than
at the lack of actual connection of his dramas to the real world. For this reason
he cannot represent a mediation in the Thesmophoriazusae:dramatic action
and choral songs are intimately connected with the ritual of the polis, that
is, both in terms of the setting of the play at the Thesmophoria and in terms
of its contemporary, real-life dimension in the polis cult of all the gods, but in
particular that of Dionysus as patron of comic performance.

The Entrance of the Actual Chorus-The
(Thesm.295-371)

Parodos

The real chorus of women celebrating the Thesmophoria enter the orchestra
for the first time in silence and with smoking torches during Euripides ' relative's prayer to Demeter and Persephone, goddesses of the Thesmophoria (280294).172
The hero's pious wish that his plan may succeed (282-283), the vow of
sacrifice-a comic distortion of the do ut des formula-if he only be allowed to
remain unrecognized by the women (284-288), his third request, for offspring
for his daughter (289-291), and the dismissal of the slave-woman who carries
the obligatory offering of cakes (285) because she is not permitted to attend
the festival (293-294) , all suit the dramatic role of the chorus as it assembles
and enable the male intruder to sneak into the Thesmophorion without being
noticed. For apart from his external resemblance to them because of his
feminine attire, he now also successfully imitates the women in their festive
context on the level of verbal utterance and of behavior. Like Dikaiopolis in
the Achamians,he also becomes part of the audience of a popular assembly; he
in lines 107 and 128 is changed into the plural; cf. Austin 1987:73 ad 107, where he suggests
avcxKr'aycxAAE<1:E
><l>oißovfor line 128; cf. Parker 1997:405), and line 129 to the chorus.
171
Cf.above, nl70 on Thesm. 123-129. One could also argue that lines 101- 103 should be given to
the chorus as a self-command . Mazon 1904:127-128 argues precisely thus for the solution of
the scholia, namely that Agathon is imitating a chorus in a monody; he does, however , divide
the chorus into two semi -choruses; he interprets lines 101- 103 as a command to dance given
by one of these to the other (128).
172
Cf.Zimmermann I 1985:112. The verb avi:pxw0ai (281) may indicate the anodosonto the Pnyx
as weil as the first day of the festival , which bears the same name and on which the women
ascended to the Thesmophorion, which lay on higher ground; see schol. Thesm. 585 and
Deubner 1932:54.
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takes a seat in the front row in order to hear the "speakers" (292) as clearlyas
possible.
The parodosin this way becomes a "play within a play" for the relative.
The stage has thus already been set for the interplay of the two discourses,
the female festival of Thesmophoria and the male ekklesia.This constellation becomes a vehicle for comedy for the subsequent first real entrance of
a chorus. One cannot sufficiently imagine the ridiculous nature of the scene:
women gather to hold a popular assembly, something which lies wholly in the
domain of the men. Only they have the right to take part in Athenian politics. Representatives of both sexes in this comedy thus encroach on spheres
of activity allotted strictly according to gender-specific categories. The situation is made complicated in terms of gender identity by the third narrative
authority. For over the mixture of female dramatic role with male political
understanding arches the chorus of the performance, composed of male citizens. What connects the three modes of action is ritual. The citizen chorus
honors the polis gods in the orchestra, the chorus of the plot prays to the
deities of the Thesmophoria, and even the introductory ceremonies of a
popular assembly use cultic epithets.
Furthermore, the intertextual blending of an ekklesiainto the context of
the Thesmophoria is not as absurd as it might appear to a modern observer
whose idea of the world has been completely shaped by the opposition between
state and religion. Aristophanes succeeds in linking the two areas, since on the
one hand the institutionalized political activity of the demosis closely interwoven with polis ritual and marked by festive occasions and appeals to the
gods. On the other hand, even the festival of inversion of the Thesmophoria
is arranged according to political points of view. The festival corresponds to
an inverted world which, though in mirror image and with reversed conditions, nevertheless is organized in adherence to the usual norm. The women
do not assemble against the wishes of the men: the male-dominated polis is in
fact concerned that the women's festival proceed as it should. 173 lt is by means
of the ritual action of temporary separation from their oikosthat the married
women guarantee fertility and continuity of order.
The precise location of the Thesmophorion is controversial, but it is quite
probable that the suggestion of the Pnyx is not entirely based on some comic
idea of Aristophanes to bring about a combination of levels, but might have
173

On the political character of th e Thesmophoria see Deti enne 1979:199- 201, Loraux 1981:126
,
and Versnel 1993:25ln80 (with further literature).
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corresponded to reality. 174 For the few days of the festival of inversion in all its
piquancy,the Pnyx, where the male popular assembly was traditionally held,
wouldaccordingly be precisely the place in which the women celebrated their
holy rites without the presence of men. On these festive days the men ceased
all political activity, and in particular the bouleand ekklesiadid not meet. By
way of inversion, the women named two apxoucrm corresponding to the male
archons. These, together with the priestess, exercised overall supervision of
the festival.
The day of the Nricrrda, the setting of the dramatic plot, provided ample
opportunity for such an assembly. On this day of fasting, the women lay on
beds of leaves in front of their camp city. In addition to the secret and strange
rites performed by the avr;\~rptm-the "dipper-women" who fetched up the
rotting remains of pig sacrifices that had previously been thrown into subterranean megara,placed them on altars, and mixed them with the grain for
sowing-there was ample time for the women to come together because of
the obligatory fasting and the accompanying cessation of all activities. On this
occasion they could have all discussed questions concerning the festival and
their situation. Diodorus (Diod. Sie. 5.4.7) considers the Thesmophoria overall
tobe a restaging of a primordial, primitive world. 175 According to Arnold van
Gennep's scheme of the rite de passage,the Nricrrda is a day of marginality on
which all current codes of the community are played through in inverted and
distorted fashion. On the last day of the festival, the Ka;\;\iyi:vna, the city finds
it way back to the normal order of things. In the male ideology of the polis
the Thesmophoria is thus seen as a temporary return to a matriarchal stage of
societythat is imagined as preceding the current stage of civilization.
In what follows it will be shown how the three narrative perspectives interact .
While attention has always been paid in the discussion of the parodosto the
interweaving of ekklesia and Thesmophoria, focusing on the simultaneous
174

Cf. Henderson 1996:92-93, who considers that the women at the Thesmophoria referred to
their place of assembly as the Pnyx in a kind of comic distortion because of the confusion of
the levels. He nevertheless is inclined toward the earlier conventional interpretation that the
Thesmophorion really was on the Pnyx (cf. Thesm. 658). Cf. Thompson 1936, who despite inade quate archaeological evidence tentatively located it next to the place where the men held their
assemblies. Versnel 1993:240n40 has also more recently subscribed to this opinion. Following
Broneer's influential article (Broneer 1942) the Eleusinion, the main sanctuary for Demeter
and Kore in Athens lying southwest of the Agora on the northwest slope of the Acropolis, has
generally been adopted as the locale for the women celebrating this festival. Austin 1990:20
and Sommerstein Thesm., 196-197 ad 658 follow this theory.
175
He reports that th e Syracusans celebrated the Thesmophoria as µ1µouµEvo1,6v cxpxa10vßiov.
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performance of the ritual citizen chorus is something new. 116 Moreover, the
relation to Agathon's song, which is not anchored in real life, needs to be
examined.
The songs in the Thesmophoriazusae
have in general little connection with
the action in the plot. Rather, they deliver the necessary atmosphere, the ritual
background to the comic play. At the same time the polis gods are honored
from the standpoint of the male chorus, which as a representative cross-section of the community represents a bridge to the mainly male audience and to
the polis. As internal observer, the comic chorus functions as a place of mediation for the audience, which is wholly marked by a male perspective. Sincethe
men assembled in the theater could know, and were permitted to know, only a
little about the women's festival of inversion, the members of the chorus also
bridge the cleft between the female attitude in the plot and the male perspective of the audience. In order to address the spectators, the chorus chooses
specifically male viewpoints which it extends onto its female role. Besidethe
representation of the ritual ambiance of the Thesmophoria, what we have
here is laughter at the inverted world of the festival as viewed through the
lens of the normal world of men, which at the City Dionysia, the performative occasion for comedy, likewise celebrates a festival of inversion and comic
distortion.
In these types of songs the traditional function of the nondramatic choral
song is blended into the development of the plot. Collective speech , worship,
dance, prayer, expression of joy and comic festivity, criticism, ridicule, and
praise are at the center. Nevertheless, the Aristophanic chorus has a more or
less limited connection to the action on stage, up until the parabasis.lt is in the
parodosand agonthat debates between firm positions are often introduced and
played out. In the case of the Thesmophoriazusae
the plot-sustaining element
admittedly seems almost negligible, for just as in the later songs, here too a
pure prayer ritual lies close at hand.
Scholarship has treated the embedded hymn in the parodos(312-330),
like the great choral dance song (947-1000) , as a subsitute for the missing
parabasisodes. 177 All four individual components of the entry song (295-311,
312-330, 331-351, and 352-371) have been compared with the parabasis
on account of their prayer-like character, the cursing and blessing form,
which reflects ritual praise and blame, and because of their political dimen176

177

On the parodoscf. Wilam owit z II 1893:347-355 , esp. 352-3 55, Kleinkn echt 1937:33-4 0, Haldane
1965, Horn 1970:106- 115, esp . 109- 115, Zimm erm ann I 1985:112-1 21, Habash 1997:25-30, and
Parker 1997:406- 413.
Cf. Horn 1970:111.
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sion.178 As is weil known, Aristophanes plays with the building blocks of
comedy. The ritual form of expression in the parabasisis thus not limited to
this, but can ultimately be extended, as in this comedy, over the whole course
of the play. This manner of speaking on the whole defines the comic chorus,
which, in contrast to the more strongly narrative and commentative manner
of its tragic counterpart, brings the traditional function of ritual to the fore.
Yetdespite the seemingly very loose connection to the plot, Aristophanes also
places this parodosin the context of the story. The emphasis on the aspect of
the ekklesiais mainly responsible for this, for the women will after this decide
on Euripides' sentence formally in an assembly. 119 By means of the speech act
of the introductory prayers the entry song thus constitutes the collective
organ that is of great importance for the progress of events on the stage.
Because of this plot-determining element the central expressive element
of the round dance is almost left out by the members of the chorus, in contrast
to the dance song (947-1000). For although dances are expressly attested at
the Thesmophoria, 180 the element of body language is suppressed because it is
not in keeping with the discourse of the popular assembly that is introduced
here. One does not dance in a political institution. As a result, the emphasis
is on resolutions and speeches rather than on a cultic festival. Only once the
intruder is discovered is movement brought into play, which is expressed
also on the collective level of the chorus. Nevertheless, the element of choral
dance, which has already played a role in Agathon's song, is also implicitly
present here.
Next, after the command for ritual silence (c:ucpriµia),obligatory both for
the popular assembly and for any ritual activity, a woman, whose identity comically oscillates between a priestess of the Thesmophoroi and "heraldess," 181
178

Cf. Horn 1970:111-115. On ritual blaming cf. Meuli 1975:33-68, esp . 33-41 ("Bettelumzüge
im Totenkultus, Opferritual und Volksbrauch"), 177-250 ("Schweizer Masken und Maskenbräuche"), and 283-299 ("Der Ursprung der Fastnacht"), esp . among others 223 and 293.
179
Up until line 530 the action consists of the presentation of the popular assembly of women.
Lines 329 and 372ff. consitute an immediate reference to the deliberate "other action" (cf.
Hartmann 1887:334); particularly after the relatively self-contained interlude of song and
prayer we return to the actual plan (372ff.), that action be taken in this pseudo -po litical organization against Euripides for his hostility to women .
180
See Plut. Sol.8.4-5 (referring to the festival at Halimous on the 10th of Pyanopsion; on the day
before the actual beginning of the Thesmophoria there was a visit to the local sanctuary of
Demeter on Cape Kolias, during which the most prominent women of Athens would carry out
a sacrifice and dance on the beach; the women of the chorus ca ll themselves here EUYEVE
t~
yuvaiKE~,Thesm.330) and Polyaen . Strat. 1.20.2.
181
Cf.Horn 1970:109n203; contra Sommerstein Thesm., 176-177 ad 295, who identifies the woman
as Kritylla and thinks that the prayer to the divinities there named is only appropriate for a
priestess of the Thesmophoroi.
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corresponding to the blending of discourses, gives a command in prose form
to pray to certain gods, a move designed to support the dramatic context,
just as in lines 947 and following. 182 Because of the demands of plot development the cultic function in the women's festival has to be placed frontstage,
while the herald aspect is introduced only secondarily. The deities named by
the priestess have a more or less clear connection with the Thesmophoria.183
Hermes in particular is named because in the myth he conducts Kore back to
the world (Hom.Hymn. 2.334ff.).The Kharites are the personification offemale
charm and sexual attraction, which play an important role for fertility. They
also naturally belong to the performance of a song, as has already been seen
in the song of Agathon (121-122). 184 With Kalligeneia, the special goddess
of "good birth," after whom the third and final day of the Thesmophoria is
named, 185 and again with Ploutos and Kourotrophos, reference is made to
the birth of noble offspring. The figure of the pure boy Ploutos embodies in
the context of the festival both material wealth and the sexual fertility of the
women. The name Kourotrophos is appropriate to many goddesses, but here
represents Demeter herself in particular , who gives birth to and brings up the
son of "Wealth" in his agrarian and human dimension. 186
By concentrating on the specifically ritual element of this festival,
Aristophanes also achieves a smooth transition to the previous prayer of
182

Kleinknecht 1937:33-34 shows how the call for EÖcp!]µfawith subsequent prayer to certain polis
gods introduces and sets up a popular assembly. The female speaker's prose is thus supposed
to imitate the political ceremony in a way that is as unartificial and true to life as possible. The
often-interrupted prayer of the priest in Av. 864-888 is comparable; cf. also Av. 1035-1057 and
1660-1666, where legal formulae are at the center.
183
Cf. Deubner 1932:55.The less clearly associated divinities Kourotrophos, Hermes, the Kharites,
and Ploutos may also be placed in the context of a festival of Demeter. An archaic inscription
from Eleusis, IG 13 5, mentions among the gods who are supposed to receive initial sacrificesat
the Eleusinia the names of Ge, Hermes, the Kharites, and Plouton . Cf. Deubner 1932:55,91n12
and Haldane 1965:40with n3.
184
cf. Pax 796-797, Av. 782, 1320, Lys. 1279, and Ar. fr. 348 K.-A.
185
In the second Thesmophoriazusae
(PCGIII.2, 182-200) she delivered the prologue, according to
schol. Thesm. 298. Presumably this version was not set at the N!]ouia, but on the third day.
186
Cf. a black -figure vase from Rhodes (London , British Museum 1906.12-15.1); Ashmole 1946
with ills. 2a, 3a, c, d, e. There the dance is performed by five women, who hold each other by
the hand. The last woman holds a twig of eiresione(on eiresione as symbol of Ploutos and sign
of wealth and fertility cf. Camps-Gaset 1994:77-87) and a naked dancing boy by the hand; the
late arrival could certainly be Ploutos himself. Next to a priestess is a seated figure, probably
the goddess Demeter, who watches the choral spectacle as onlooker. Simultaneously a phallus
in the liknon is being revealed. On the image cf. Calame I 1977:133-134 (Engl. trans. Calame
1997:68-69). The naked rrai~ aµcp18aA~~perhaps embodies Ploutos, particularly typical of the
day of the Kalligeneia. Lines 289-291 could be a comic reference to this kind of ritual content
(phallus, Ploutos); the element of the dance is only hinted at in the following choral sang and
is only transformed into ritual action in the later chora l dan ce songs (947ff. and 1136ff.).
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Euripides'relative (280ff.). 187 Then three narrative "instances" are referred to
with deictic signal words: the gods are to "grant the bestand finest success for
this assembly here and the ritual gathering now going on (EKKA17cr{av
-r:~vöE
Kaicruvoöov-r:~vvuv)" (301-302). The two juxtaposed categories of political
assembly and women's festival have been sufficiently discussed in critical
interpretations of the scene. 188 But "this ritual gathering" also means the gathering of the chorus members in the here and now and so the woman speaking
is thus simultaneously the female leader of the chorus, who is concerned with
getting the gods' help for her current activity. 189 The activity is to happen for
the "use of the city of the Athenians, and for your (i.e. our) own happiness"
(304-305).190 These wishes are also precisely applicable to the current choral
dance,which is intended both to serve the polis as a whole, in turn coming into
closercontact with the gods, and also of course to bring the audience and the
chorus Juck, that is to say, success. The transmitted "we" refers to the typical
187

Cf.Thesm.280 and 285-286 with 295ff. On Ploutos cf. rrJ..ournüvrn\, 290. As a male intruder, the
relative renders the cultic contexts ridiculous. He prays (289-291) to Demeter and Persephone
that his little daughter "Piggy-pussy" (line 289: xoipov R, EÜxo1povCoulon, Xo1piov Fritzsche)
find a rich man (avop6\ . . . rrJ..ournüvro\) and be able to look after the "Willy-boy" (oa0iaKov; cf.
schol. Thesm.291, tov rratoapiaKov) (cf. Austin 1990:20-21). In the ideology of the festival one
really does encounter pigs, which symbolize fertility . In particular the married women are
all symbolically transformed back into virgin genitalia that encounter the male sex for the
first time in order to ensure good offspring. In the plot of the ritual, female and male genitalia made of dough where brought together. The relative takes up these suggestions in a
humorous fashion and sees in Ploutos only a materially wealthy man who might get his little
daughter pregnant. The textual situation of Thesm. 291-in opposition to the transmitted
reading in manuscript R rrpo\ 0ciAl]KOv-involves the following conjectures: rrpo\ cpciAl]ta
(Scaliger), noo0aAioKov (Dindorf), rrpo\ ro Al]Kdv (van Leeuwen), noo0ciAl]KOV(Rogers), and
rrpo\ oa0ioKov (Willems and Coulon). One has thus to make a decision whether "the Willy-boy
(noo0aAioKov/noo0ciJ..!]Kov)has intelligence" (cf. schol. Thesm. 291, rov rrmoapioKov) or the
girl ought to "pay attention to (rrp6\!) the phallus (or sexual act)" (voüv i:xnv µ01 Kai cppiiva\,
291;cf. schol. Thesm. 291, avrl roü KatwcpEp~ rov voüv µou rroi11oov).Austin 1990:20-21 and
Prato 1993:696-698 argue for the corresponding diminutive forms Xo1piov and noo0aAfoKov
for a girl and boy (cf. schol. Thesm. 289 and 291). Sommerstein Thesm.,48 and Habash 1997:25
also follow them. Cf. now also Prato, 38 and 215-216 ad 289, 291 and Austin/Olson, 15 and
147-148ad 289,291.
188
See esp. Haldane 1965:40. He shows that ouvooo\ is used to describe ritual meetings: cf. among
others Thuc. 3.104.3, Plat. Leg.771d3, and Arist. Eth. Nie. 1160a24 and 26.
189
So too van Leeuwen Thesm., 49 and ad 295-310, who correctly describes the woman as
Kopucpaio\(iEpEia),and Austin 1974:316-319.
190
Online 305: Fritzsche's conjecture uµiv is opposed to the transmitted ~µiv in manuscript R,
which could also be interpreted in the sense of a wish that the current action might fall to "us
ourselves" (i.e. the members of the chorus) (tUXIJPW\o' ~µiv aurai\, 305). In contrast to the
reading uµiv the chorus leader would then be included in the group . The comment in Horn
1970:110n208is unclear, since the female speaker more than likely includes herself in the
collective with the formula xaipwµEv (311).
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choral manner of speaking; the feminine m'.rrai'c;,however, which is emphasized by the pronoun, directs attention to the fictional part of the enonce.
The next statement is also consciously left up in the air in terms of the
level of utterance . On the one hand, Kai r~v 8pw- 1 crav Kai cxyopEuouoavra
ßD„ncrra rrEpirov 8fiµov Irov 'A0r]va{wvKai rov rwv yuvatKWV,taUtl']VVlK(XV
(305-307) clearly refers to the situation of the assembly: the wo man who speaks
best will retain the upper hand . Once again the two areas are juxtaposed and
are then arranged chiastically; the 8pwµEva of the ritual and speaking in the
assembly apply logically to the Athenian people and to their women, 191 and
rautf]V v1Kav then brings both discourses together. Yet it has not been hitherto recognized that raurr]V v1Kavalso includes the communicative context of
the actual performance . The verb "to win" in Aristophanes can often refer to
victory in the contest at hand ; the feminine form of the subject , raurr]v, which
completes ritual actions (8pwcrav)and speech acts (cxyopEuoucrav)for the polis
as a whole, could grammatically speaking apply equally to €KKAr]criav
r~vöE
Kai cruvo8ov r~v vüv (301) , which in fact is also identified with the chorus in
the here and now. Requests of this type by the chorus for victory in the comic
agonare typical of the self-referential discourse of comedy, which transcends
the plot. This also characterizes the odes of the parabasis,which this play does
not have; for this reason , their attributes are transferred to the songs. This
manner of speaking is not confined to the parabasis,but is characteristic of the
genre as a whole. 192 Using ring composition, the female leader of the chorus
once more takes up the command to the group to begin the prayer (raut'
Euxrn0E),and to pray for "good things for yourselves" (Kai uµi'v aurai'~ raya0a,
310) . This wish relates to the cxya0athat the Thesmophoroi bestow on women.
At the same time there is also a glimpse of the performative context here. The
formulation refers back to line 305 and implies that the deities named there
can come to the aid of the chorus in their current activity and have the ability
to assure their success. 193 The chorus then take up this suggestion in their cry
to the gods of €ASE8Eüpo (319).
191

192

193

On gender differentiation in the pointed expression see Horn 1970:110 and WilamowitzII
1893:349 and 352. For ö~µov ... TwvyuvmKwvcf. also Thesm.1145-1146 and above, nnl32-133.
Cf. the antode of the parabasisEqu. 581-594, a hymnos kletikos to Pallas Athena: <:il!OAtOÜXE
naAMi;, . . . 1 ... 1 (586) ÖEüp'acptKOÜ
Aaßoüoa T~VI EVOTpanaii; TEKal µaxmi; 1 ~µmlpcxv
~UVEpyov
I NiKQV.fi YOptKWV
EOT\V
haipa I rnii; T' EX0poiotµE0' ~µwv OTaOlCX~Et
(Equ. 581-590).
The "victory" refers both to the great agonagainst Kleon and to the contest of choruses in the
real world. Cf. also above, n67 on Thesm. 972b. Prayers for victory in the agonof plays are not
confined to the parabasis:cf. Ach. 1224, Nub. 1115-1130, Av. 445-447, 1102- 1117,Lys.1293,Ran.
390-393, and Eccl.1154-1162, 1182.
Cf. the female chorus leader's wish for favor at the end of her second invocation (Thesm.351)
and that ofthe chorus at the end ofthe comedy (1230- 1231).
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The singer's closing shout of paian equally reflects the complex narrative
situation. On the level of performance the paean is associated with victory in
the comic agon.194 A paean is normally sung in life-threatening situations, for
example in war. On the dramatic level this cultic cry can thus be taken as a
signalfor attack and an expression of self-exhortation against the men. 195 The
verb v1Kä:v(309) could then to a certain extent be understood as a sign of the
willto victory in a war of the sexes. Furthermore, the paean is sung at concrete
culticoccasions, for example at sacrifices, weddings, processions, and to accompany prayers, all of which fit the situation of this parodos.We know too little
of the modalities of performance to be able to construct a clear picture, but
asongof this type normally seems tobe performed by men. 196 There are of course
choruses of young women for Artemis or Apollo. 197 The rule that choruses of
young men sing the paean would be identical with the performative perspectiveof the citizen chorus. There can be hardly be a reflex here of actual women's
cult practice. 198 The projection of the chorus of Theban elders onto the paean
of Delian maidens in Euripides' Heracles (HF 687ff.) appears to be a poetic
construct of the tragic artist. The poet thereby creates a point of comparison
that makes understandable the sudden feeling of youthful power bestowed
194

Cf. Ar. Lys. 1291-1294 and Av. 1763-1765 together with the T~VEAAaKaAAiv1Ko<;
(cf. Dunbar
Birds,769 ad 1764-1765; cf. also Ach. 1227-1234). In the context of another literary contest, the
dithyramb, cf. Timoth. Pers.fr. 791.202-205 PMG.
195
Cf. Pax453-458 (Hermes and the chorus encourage each other to drag Peace out against the
will ofthe other gods) . Haldane 1965:40 compares Pax431-458 to Thesm. 305-311. On the paean
as protection against disease and illness in connection with Apollo Agyieus in the pseudo -trial
on the Pnyx, see Vesp.863-874, esp. 868-874. Wilamowitz II 1893:354, because of Thesm. 748,
imagines a statue of this divinity on the Pnyx and connects this with the typical appeal to
Apollo. On Vesp.863-874 see also Kleinknecht 1937:52-53; the call for EVcpT]µiais found here
(Vesp.868) andin Thesm.295; on the wish for favor cf. Vesp.869, Pax453 with Thesm.283, 305,
and 310. On the performative situations of the paean see Käppel 1992:45-46 (war), 46-49
(general <langer).
196
SeeCalame 11977:148(Engl. trans . Calame 1997:77), Käppel 1992:81, and Rutherford 1994/95:114
(choruses of young men were the rule); on paeans sung by maidens, Calame l 1977:147- 152 and
190-209,esp. 203 (Engl. trans. Calame 1997:76-79 and 101-113, esp. 109).
197
These types of choruses of maidens, however, are th e exception in the case of the male paean :
see the comparison of the old members of the chorus with the Delian maidens, who perform
the paean for Apollo (Eur. Hf 687-700, esp. 687-694; cf.with this the description ofthe Deliades
in Horn.Hymn. 3.146-164 and the comment in Calame 11977:147 [Engl. trans. Calame 1997:76
with n204]), and the paeans directed at Artemis (Eur. IA 1467-1531, esp. 1467-1469, 1480-1484
and IT 1398-1405) and to Apollo and Artemis together (Soph. Trach.205-224).
198
Käppel 1992:61 mentions late attestations of paeans at sacrifices to Demeter and Kore in the
Eleusinian mystery cult, which is naturally connected to the Thesmophoria . Yet here too
2 1078 and IGII/III 2 1338.1-19). For
(male) ephebes and tekhnitai perform the song (cf. IG11/111
dramatic reasons Helen sings a paean to Persephone as underworld goddess (Eur. Hel. 177; cf.
Kannicht 111969:70-71ad Eur. Hel.176-178 and Käppe l 1992:48-49).
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on the old men by Dionysus in their dance. 199 At this point in the parodosthe
female chorus clearly sings a paean in their dramatic role in order to facilitate
the identification of the male audience with its (male) citizen chorus.
The chorus now replies to the command with a solemn hymnoskletikos,
which is, surprisingly, directed at completely different gods (312-330). lt is
not the divinities associated with the festival of Demeter that are invoked,
but Zeus, Apollo, Athena, Artemis, Poseidon, the Nereids, and the Nymphs.100
The ritual, hortatory formula xafpwµEv (311) is answered by the collective's
◊Ex6µE0a ("Let it be so!" 312). The group "takes up" the command in the
performative "we" form; the gods whom the chorus wishes to address in the
following prayer are grouped together in a kind of proem. We are dealing here
with the 0Ewv yEvoc:,(312), and not just the deities of the Thesmophoria, who
belong specifically to the cult in the plot. 201 The song accordingly is a typical
serial prayer (Reihengebet)to the polis gods that perhaps was uttered in the
introductory ceremony of the ekklesia.Yet apart from the explicit rEMwc:,o'EK1 KAllcrtacrmµEv
(328-329) there is no trace of this dimension. Rather, it seems
as if the chorus has completely drifted from its role into the utterance level
of its function as citizen chorus. At the end it therefore has to summon itself
back to its function within the drama (328-330).
The conventional character of this song, which is reminiscent of pure
cult poetry, has been universally recognized by scholars. 20 2 But the conclu199

200

201
202

Cf. Henrichs 1996a:60: "But, it is more likely that we are dealing with a poetic construct in
which the poet assigns performance of the paean to the imaginary chorus of Delian Maidensin
order to facilitate comparison with the male chorus ofTheban elders in the orchestra ."
In the sanctuary of the Thesmophoroi on Thasos there were altars of Zeus, Artemis, Athena,
and the Nymphs, to whom the families of the elite would offer sacrifices; cf. Rolley 1965.
cf. Thesm. 960, yivo~ 'O}\Vµrr(wv0€wv.
On metrical grounds Wilamowitz II 1893:353 views the dactylo -epitrites that appear here as
being "wie sie die wirk lichen cultlieder boten" ["like ones found in real cult songs"]. Haldane
1965:41 comes close to this when he says: "the chorus . .. emerges as a party of worshippers
at a religious festival." But he does not commit himself; the festival he speaks of must be the
Great Dionysia of 411 BCE,and the worshipers are identical to the comic chorus of citizens. Silk
1980:112 in the throes ofhis literary criticism finds fault with the conventionality ofthe piece.
But cultic poetry is never concerned with producing world literature; it is entirely grounded
in the pragmatic. Zimmermann 1 1985:116 makes a similar assessment, but his categories are
concentrated on the course of the action. He approaches the song purely in connection with the
conventional opening ceremony of a popular ritual and within the frame ofthe Thesmophoria,
although these dimensions recede completely into the background in these lines. Horn
1970:111 has a similar approach : he sees a political element behind the invocation of Athena.
He correctly observes : "Die komischen abrupten Überg änge vom Volksversammlungs - zum
Frauengebet . . . fehlen diesem Lied fast völlig" ["Comic, abrupt transitions from the prayer of
the popular assembly to that of the women .. . are completely absent in this song"]. Yet the
political ought not be separated from the ritual task of the citizen chorus , since politics also
determines polis ritual.
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sion has thus far not been drawn from this that at this point the chorus also
departs from its role and speaks in the here and now. Aristophanes thus does
not imitate cult poetry for parodic purposes. 203 Rather, he composes this song
of request within a living choral culture in order to fulfill a key ritual function
of the chorus, namely honoring the gods of the city and giving them pleasure
(cf.bnxap~vcn, 314).
The overcoming of boundaries between polis gods, cultic actors , and spectators is an important feature. The ritual of choral dance and prayer joins the
groups in one communal activity , to which the gods are summoned. Following
the logic of cult, they are expected to experience pleasure at their worship
and to appear in person as a reaction to this (cpav€vrn<;bnxap~vat , 314), in
order to mingle with their worshipers . Clear connections can thereby be made
to the song of Agathon, which is not grounded in any practical reality , and to
the parabasi
s-like songs at 947ff . and 1136ff. Apart from support of the plot
achieved by the naming of the goddesses of the Thesmophoria, there is also
the real-world function of the worship of the patron gods of the city. One finds
similar prayer series to the polis gods spread over the choral passages of the
Thesmophoria
zusae, so that this dimension behind the plot is not neglected. 204
Since the Agathon song is not perfo rmed by an actual group, one does not
find there the usual request for epiphany and participation in the circle of
the chorus. But these characteristics bring out all the more clearly the chorus '
worship in the parodosandin the following choral dance songs. 205
Zeus is named first as supreme prin ciple of the cosmos (315). The popular
assembly and the justice brought by order are after all under his control,
and for this reason the invocation of him is taken up once more at the end
103

Cf. Kleinknecht 1937:34: "Der he rr liche Hymnus .. . ist dur chau s auf ernsten Ton gestimmt
und fern von j egliche r parodisch en Tend enz" ['T he mag nifi cen t hymn .. . is pr esented in a
completely serious to ne and is far re moved from any kind of paro dic tenden cy"].
104
Thesm. l Olff .: Apollo, Art emi s, Let o, and once more Apollo; 969ff.: Apollo , Artem is, Hera, Her mes, Pan, Nymp hs, Dionys us; 1136ff.: Athena, Deme ter, and Kore . See Haldan e 1965:41, who analyzes the syste m beh ind th e se ries and speak s of a "poss ible reminis cenc e of t he state prayer'"
because of th e gods men tioned.
105
On the request for a divin ity t o app ea r cf. Thesm. 1136- 1147, esp. 1143 (Athena), 1148-11 59,
esp. 1154- 1155, 1158- 1159 (Demeter and Kore); in oth er come dies cf. Ach. 665-6 75, esp. 665,
674 (the Acharn ian Muse), Equ. 551- 564, esp . 559 (Pose idon), 581- 594, esp. 586, 591 (Athen a),
Nub. 263-274, esp. 266, 269 (Clouds ), Ran. 323-336 , esp. 326 (Iakkhos) . On the 0cüpo-formul a in
cletic hymns cf. Thesm. 1136- 1138 (Ath ena), Ach. 665 (the Achar nian Muse), Equ. 559 (Poseidon) ,
586,591 (Ath ena), Ran. 394-399, esp. 395, 399 (lakkhos) . The request for the epiph any of a
god is explicit ly rela ted to th e choru s in the perfo r ma nce: Thesm. 1136- 1138 (Athen a), Equ.
559 (Poseidon), Equ. 586- 594, esp. 589-590 (Ath ena with Nike and request for vict ory in th e
dramat ic compe ti t ion !), Nub. 563- 565 (Zeus). Pax 775-777 (Muse), Ran 323-336 (Iakkhos),
385a-393(Demeter), 394-413 (Iakchos), and 674-675 (Muse).
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of the song by way of ring composition. As lord of the gods he is supposed to
guarantee that the gods support the chorus members, even if they are only
women (368-371). Once again, the chorus plays here with its double identity
of dramatic role and function. The "we" refers to the performative context,
to which the gods are summoned for support (~µ1v 0rnuc; mxpccornrdv,370),
while the reference to female identity (Kcctm:pyuvm~iv oüomc;,371) maintains
the plot of an assembly of women. Although Zeus is less often connected with
choral dance, 206 the gods subsequently named are very closely associated with
it. Yet because the plot involves an ekklesia,this dimension remains largely
hidden. This fundamental element of the chorus thus establishes a connection
to the Agathon song and the other choral dance songs, where choral divinities
are equally invoked. While this motif is never really translated into action in
the solo song of the new-fangled poet and in this hymn, which explains the
lack of extensive references to the chorus' own dance, this central function
does come to the fore after the popular assembly has gotten underway, especially since dance performance is also quite at home in the ritual ambience of
the Thesmophoria.
The naming of Apollo (315-316) takes up the priestess' shouting of
the paean (310-311). He is summoned in his function as inhabitant of the
island of Delos.207 The chorus implicitly views itself, as does the chorus in
Euripides' Heracles(687ff.), as the embodiment of the Delian maidens, so that
the female identity of the dramatic role can be blended in (330). This is all
the more easily achieved by the invocation of Athena and Artemis (317-321) ,
who as choral goddesses are equally responsible for the dances of young
women. Furthermore, Athena, like Artemis, in particular oversees the condition of women before marriage, a state to which the married women at the
Thesmophoria symbolically regress. Athena has of course a special connection
with the city of Athens and its politically active citizens. 208 As particular choral
goddess of young girls, Artemis again reflects the paean-motif, since this kind
of song may also be addressed to her. 209 From the point of view of gender,
Apollo, Athena, Artemis, and Poseidon are arranged chiastically; from the
point of view ofbelonging together as sibling pair and gods who competed for
power over the polis in a mythical battle, a parallel sequence can be observed
206
207
208
209

Zeus is also invited in Nub. 563-565 to come to the chorus.
Cf. Nub. 596 and Ran. 659.
On the invocation of Athena (317-3 19), see Anderson 1995:58-62.
Cf. Soph. Trach. 205-224 (Apollo and Artemis), Eur. /T 1398-1405, /A 1467-1469 (Artemis); cf.also
schol. Soph. OT 173 (p. 147 De Marco) and Käppel 1992:35, 56- 57 (paeans in honor of Apollo,
Artemis , and Leto in Delos!).
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here.This competition between Athena and Poseidon for patronage of the city
(n6>.1v
. .. neptµa:xrrrov, 318-319) goes back to a cultural stage when women
stillhad a say in politics in the form of the right to vote. 210 The myth is evoked
because this prehistoric condition before the struggle is of importance for
the configuration of the dramatic plot of the Thesmophoria, which likewise
temporarily restages primordial matriarchal conditions. Athena and Poseidon
represent the integrated order that Demeter and the "noble women" need in
order to be able to guarantee legitimate sexuality, the fertility of the polis, and
the continuation of its offspring.
Poseidon may be less immediately associated with the chorus. Nevertheless, the appeal from Knights (551-564) in this connection may still have
been present in the audience's mind. 211 In this instance the Du-Stil address
particularly emphasizes the god and the traditional epithets unequivocally
connect him with his home in the sea. Instead of the expected participial
predication, the participal npoAmwv is combined with the magical summons
(0,0Eöeupo, 319) in a manner typical of cletic hymns: 2 12 he is asked to leave
the depths of the sea that teem with fish (npoAmwv µuxov ix0u6evrn, 324),
and come straight to the chorus, right now, in the orchestra. The reference to
fish refers to Poseidon's "choral" retinue, which consists mainly of dolphins.
Aswith the previously named gods, he is also associated in the Greek imagination with the figure of "chorus leader," around whom the dolphins move in a
circulardance.213
210

This configuration is in general suggestive of the Skira, which as another festival of inversion lends its character to the scenery in the Ecclesiazusae. Cf. Bowie 1993:256-258.During the
Skirawomen also had their own organizations and assemblies. The contest between Athena
and Poseidonconcludes the prehistory of Athens. The Knightsis influenced by this mythical
conflict;cf. Bowie1993:66-74. Skiron is a place oflicense. At the Skira the priestesses of Athena
Polias, Poseidon-Erechtheus, and Helios traveled in procession to the temples of Athena,
Demeter, and Kore (!) in Skiron, near Eleusis. The women held a separate assembly (Kara
ramirpia [IG II/III2 1177.11-12))and ate garlic in order to keep their men away from them
(Philokhoros,fGrHist 328 F 89).
211
In this hymnoskletikosthe words fä8E ÖEi'ipo(Thesm.319) are directly connected to the chorus
of performers in the orchestra ; cf. ÖEi'ip'EA8' Ei~xop6v (Equ. 559) and above, n205. Poseidon
is also invoked of course because of the plot, since as horse-god he is the patron god of the
Knights.
212
Cf.Haldane1965:43.
213
Cf.Hes. Scut.209-212and Arien 1 D. = fr. adesp. 939 PMG;cf. ibid., 4- 5, rrEpiOErrAwroi[ 8fjpE~
xopEuouo1
KUKA(fl
; dolphins are called, ibid., 8-9, cp1Mµouoo1[ ÖEAcpivE~,
i.e. they are associated
withthe musical activity of choral dance. Like dolphins in the sea, so too the stars often serve
as projection surfaces for choral dance. On dolphins , cf. Eur. EI.435-437, Hel. 1454- 1455 (the
Phoenicianship that is to take Helen to Sparta is addressed by way of apostrophe as xopayE
rwv KaAA1x6pwv
IÖEAcpivwv).
See now Csapo 2003.
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This self-referential context becomes even clearer with the address to the
Nereids and Nymphs. Both groups of maidens serve as a divine model for the
female collective that the chorus embodies in the plot. Once more the arrangement forms an artful chiasmus in which the Nereids relate to Poseidon and
the Nymphs to the previously invoked Artemis as their xop17yof.In addition
to the dolphins, the daughters of Nereus represent the mythological example
of a KVKA.10<;
xop6<;,which is of great importance for the cultic dance of the
chorus in this comedy. 214 The situation is identical in the case of the Nymphs,
who make up Artemis' chorus. 215 At the same time, they represent a bridge in
terms of content to the chorus' dramatic role since, as we have seen, in terms
of the ideology of the festival the married women temporarily regress to the
state of vuµq,m, that is, of brides and young women on the threshold of adulthood. The Nymphs in fact also bring us to the sphere of Dionysus, which is
connected with the festive occasion of the performance. 216 They are invoked
as "mountain wandering ones" (326), which refers to Dionysiac oreibasia
and
prepares the way for the later image (990ff.). The adjective oiorpo86vrirov
(325) attached to µux6v also reflects Dionysiac mania,which defines the chorus
surrounding Poseidon. 217
The first request in the concluding prayer (327-330) is also described by
a verb that has Dionysiac connotations and is connected with the playing of
music in the performance: "Let the golden phorminx resound to our prayers!"
(xpuofo bE q,6pµ1y~ 1 iaxnoi::u::vEn' i::uxatc;I nµi::dpmc;. 327-329). By this is
214On the Nereids as a chorus (sometimes together with dolphins), see Bacchyl. Dith.17.101-108;
Aesch. fr. 150 Radt (from NereidesTrGFIII,262-264); Eur. Andr.1267,EI. 432-437, Tro.2-3, Ion10811086, IT 427- 429, JA 1054-1057; in Soph . OC 716-719 the fifty Nereids are called EKar6µrroÖE~
(718) (with special referen ce to their feet, which are naturally of importance for dancing). Eur.
IT 428-429 (xopoi 1 .. . EYKUKA101)
and IA 1055-57 (EiA1006µEvatKUKAta1 . . . EX6pwoav) refer
to the round dance . On their number, which corresponds to the fifty dancers in dithyrambic
choruses, see Calame 11977:78 (Engl. trans . Calame 1997:35) and Zimmermann 1992:26. On the
Nereids and dolphins as divine escorts, see Wachsmuth 1967:100-112, esp. 103-106, 108-112,
and Barringer 1995:69-9 4 (chap. 4: "Thetis, Nereids, and Dionyso s") and 141- 151 (chap. 8:
"Marine Thiasos" [on Dionysiac associations]).
215
Horn. Od. 6.99-109 (Nausikaa plays ball with the maidens and is surrounded by them , like
Artemis by the Nymphs; cf. on this Calame 1 1977:165-166 [Engl. trans. Calame 1997:87-88]),
Ant. Pa/. 6.57.7-8 (the Nymphs forma chorus together with the forest -dwellers), and Soph.
Trach. 205-215. Cf. Larson 1997. The Nymphs are also invoked in Ran.1344 and Thesm. 978.
216On nymphs and maenads see Hedreen 1994.
217
Zimmermann 1 1985:116 refers to the metaphori ca l use of the adjective, otherwise used
only to characterize Io. Zimmermann connects the transferred use of oiorpo~ with the New
Dithyramb . The Nereids in particu lar, who are mentioned immediately afterward, have a
connection with the dithyramb because of their number. cf. above, n214. On the influence of
the New Dithyramb on the song's metre and diction cf. Zimmermann 11985:115.
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surely meant the lyre of Apollo, who has just been invoked as xpuooMpac; (cf.
315). In the reciprocal relationship between human members of the chorus
and the divine chorus, greater worth is thus bestowed on the musical accompaniment than on the dance. 218 But the Apollonian sound must here ring out in
an almost Dionysiac fashion (iaxnonEv, 328); the verb thus reminds one of the
cry of iakkhosat the Eleusinian procession. 2 19 Yet at the same time the actual
accompaniment of the song is meant, which in this case is not performed on
the aulos,but on a stringed instrument. In the sense of a speech act the illocutionary role of the command refers to the event happening right now. In the
very moment of the utterance of this request the musical accompaniment is
completed, which actors and audience could interpret as the joyful reaction of
the god Apollo.220 lt is clearly this instrument that the kithara,mentioned in the
Agathonsong (Kf0aptv, 124), takes up. The player bases himself on the divine
modelof Apollo kitharodos,who as xopriy6c;directs the song and the dance. 221
Whilethe chorus in the Agathon song is only imitated, here it actually appears
for the first time. The Apollonian dimension determines the ceremonial tone
of this song as weil, which is designed to convey the reverential mood of the
hymn for the polis dominated by noble men. 222
The cletic iA0t öEüpo (319) applies to all the polis gods mentioned. The
summonstakes place both within and without the drama: on the one hand, the
godsare invoked to ensure their assistance in the assembly, which is central to

218

Cf. Ar. Av. 217- 222, 776-784 (the gods make music in reply to a musical invocation in which
they take pleasure) .
219
Cf. Horn
. Hymn. 2.20; Eur. Hel.752, EI.1150, Hf 349, Tro.515, Or. 826, 965; Ar. Ran.217. On i(rnxa<w
as synonym of iaxEw cf. LSJ s.v. iaKxa<w, II and Orph. Lith. 46 i. c\018~v(as in Ar. Ran.213-217).
220
Wilarnowitz, who elsewhere generally includes the performative dimension of the chorus,
here does not see this connection. He argues as follows (Wilamowitz II 1893:353-354) for a OE
instead of the transrnitted rE (327): "Wie kann an die anrufungen angereiht werden 'und die
goldene laute klinge zu meinen gebeten'? welche laute? es wird uns wirklich zugemutet, nichts
hierin zu finden als 'und zu meinem liede soll der musicant die violine spielen .' Das wird der
hoffentlich schon längst tun , sonst ist's zu spät . Aber eine goldene laute wird ihm der chorege
schwerlich spendirt haben, die gehört nur dem xpvooMpa~, der eben angerufen war" ["How
can 'and let the golden lute resound to my prayers' be attached to the invocations? What lute?
We are asked to find here nothing more than the thought 'let the musician accompany my
song on the violin.' That he should hopefully already have been doing for quite a while, otherwise [the instruction] comes too late. And the khoregoswould hardly have spent the rnoney on
a golden Jute for him: that belongs only to the xpvooMpa~. who has just been invoked "].
221
For Apollo as khoregosand mousagetescf. Koller 1963:58-78. Cf. also Pind . Pyth. 1.1-4 and the
passages collected above, nl66 .
222
This is emphasized by the adjective EVyEvEi~ (330), which is, howe ver, comically distorted in
terrns of the dramatic role by the attached substantive "women.'' At the same time the women
at the Thesmophoria are considered as "well-born.''
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the development of the plot; on the other, they are also directly summoned to
the activity going on in the here and now in the orchestra, which represents
one part of their ritual worship. In so doing this song also takes over the function of the parabasisodes, which are absent in this play. Aristophanes seemsto
have incorporated the prayers extensively into the rest of the comedy, partly
to convey the ritual ambience of the action and partly to provide validation,
through the perspective of the performers, for the male majority opinion,
which threatens to be drowned out in this play, so strongly molded by the
women 's temporary period of inversion .223
This ritual worship of the gods is in harmony with the positivity of
comedy. Thus the comic playwright Phrynikhos says in his Kronos(fr. 9.1 K.-A.):
cxv~pxopEUElKai ra TOU0rnu KaAO:("Men dance in the chorus and the affairs
of the gods are in order") . The comic chorus of citizens do precisely this and
worship the patron gods of Athens , even though in other respects comedy to
a !arge extent stands the world of the polis on its head. The chorus dances
for these gods and entreats them; in accordance with the Greek pattern of
thought, the worshipers hope for a positive reaction from the divine side.
The gods are envisioned as ideal chorus -leaders who are supposed to join
the circular dance of their worshipers out of pleasure, thereby suspending
the boundary between god and human for a short while. The audience, who
knows from personal experience what being in a citizen chorus involvesevery year about fifteen hundred young men danced in a public chorus,
quite apart from the choruses that the demes and other micro-organizations
of the polis arranged-identifies
itself with the representative dancers and
thus itself participates directly in the worship of the gods. lt is true that in
tragedy similar choral songs appear , but there the embedment in a fictional
event is further advanced. Phrynikhos' maxim represents the comic opposite
to the self-critical verse of the tragic chorus in the Oedipus Tyrannus,which
asks itself, in the light of tragic developments, why it should continue to
dance at all (rf 8Ei:µe: xope:unv; Soph. OT 896) . Comedy, then, clearly has no
problem in connecting the choral dance , a definitive element of the genre,
with dramatic events using a generally much lower level of embedment.
Tragedy, on the other hand , must deal with the difficulty of connecting tragic
events, which may in extreme cases lead to doubting the existence of the
gods, with the bodily expression of joy and unequivocally positive worship of
them. 221
223On th e prayers in parabasis odes see th e fund ament al studi es of Fra enk el (1931 and
1962:191- 215).

221 See Henri chs 1994/95:65-73.
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In the following speech of the priestess-herald (331-351) in iambic trimeters, the parodic blend of the two areas of popular and Thesmophoric assembly
comesstrongly to the fore. Already in the entry prayer (331-334), the juxtaposition of male and female domains is projected in a comic and absurd fashion
onto the world of the gods:
EUXE00E
rni<; 0rnicn rni<; 'Ot-uµrc(ot<;
Kaitat<;'Ot-uµrc(atot,Kai rni<;Tiu0(ot<;
Kairafot nu0(aicn, Kai rni<; ßl']Atot<;
Kaitafot ßl']Atatot, rni<; -r' a>.>.ot<;
0rni<;.

Pray to the Olympian gods, male and female , to the Pythians, male
and female, to the Delians, male and female, and to all the other gods!
The priestess thus takes up the prayer of the chorus, which beseeches, after
Zeus, male and female gods in alternate fashion. The formal invocation of
the male and female Olympians first sums up the previous song in a meaningful fashion. In a false analogy to the formula 'OMµmot Kai 'OMµmat the
principal of equality is parodically extended to the Pythians and Delians, male
and female, where no such female form exists as a separate category. Although
the "Olympian" heaven of the gods may count as the central overarching term
for all the divinities named , it becomes on the contrary downgraded to a local
subgroupwhich stands on an equal level with the others. 225
In what follows the emphasis is on the complementary ritual actions of
blaming and cursing, as weil as on those of praising and blessing, which are
all of great importance for comedy. The passage is based on the traditional
formula of execration of the enemies of the state and traitors that a herald
would pronounce before the opening of the ekklesia.22 6 At the Thesmophoria
a similar curse may have formed part of the ritual program. The comic effect
again resides in the fact that the public discourse is intertextually embedded
in the women's festival. Euripides and the enemies of women are thus indiscriminately thrown together with Medes and tyrants (335-339).
Horn thinks that Aristophanes is trying not to parody the curse formula,
but to weave "political polemic against certain persons and groups" into the
text.227 Wilamowitz had already attempted to demonstrate political connec225

The first position in the following line of the nonexistent female divine union (Pythian and
Delian goddesses) makes the absurdity particularly apparent. Cf. Kleinknecht 1937:35 and
Haldane 1965:3.
226
See Kleinknecht 1937:34-37 (with evidence).
227
Horn 1970:112.
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tions between individual parts of this passage and events in the year of the
performance, 411 BCE.228 Given the public discourse of Old Comedy this political element was always present, but the references to a coup remain relatively unclear; ultimately, the mention of Persians and tyrants is one of the
standard topoiof the genre. To talk of a political parainesisin this connection,
however common this may be in parabaseis,is certainly an exaggeration .119 The
parabasis-likequality is emphasized several times, tobe sure; still, the parabasis
ought to be less strongly connected with serious political advice. Rather, the
comic chorus' traditional role of carrying out speech acts of praise and blame,
censure and blessing that are more or less connected to the action of the plot
stands in the foreground in this structural element of comedy.
The joke depends on the intertextual use of official speech within the
comedy. Together with the divine apparatus this form of utterance within a
specific context "binds" the group of those involved, which is more precisely
definied by the EI rn; series (335ff.).230 Within the drama, the sexual themes
of possible female misbehavior, which later play a role in the speeches to the
assembly, are already being prepared. The catalogue of negative female behavior-women like to drink wine, are sexually overactive , commit adultery, and
even possibly foist their children on others-is introduced here for the first
time. lt reflects the fears of the men, who are not able to control their wives
during the festival of inversion. 23 1
The wives in fact uphold these male prejudices by cursing those who
conceal these transgressions. Through the inclusion of masculine categories,
their masculine ways of seeing are comically revealed and the spectator can
identify himself with the male chorus members, who only represent womenas
far as the plot is concerned. In the act of uttering the curse the male intruder
is condemned, while the women who are not affected by the curse formula,
that is, the chorus in its dramatic role and all right-thinking Athenian women,
are simultaneously blessed. The prolific expansion of the EIrn; formula culminates in the following dichotomous expression, strongly reminiscent of traditional speech acts (349-351):
KO:KW<;
anoMo0m TOUTOV
0:IJTOV
Kt;iK(o:v
apao0E,to:i<;o'CXAA<XIOlV
uµiv TOU<;
0rnu<;
228

See Wilamowitz ll 1893:345- 351.

229

Horn 1970:113.

23

°Cf. the magical speech of the Erinyes in th e üµvo~ ofoµ10~. Aesch. Eum. 328-333; on this see

23 1

above, pp. 62- 63.
Cf. the excellent interpretation in Versn el 1993:228-288 (particularly on the unrestricted
drinking of wine , which is repeatedly mentioned in the Thesmophoriazusae, 264- 268).
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€UXE00€
mxoau;rroMa OouvmKayaea:
.
. . . a curse and destruction on this man and his house, but pray that
the gods will give all the rest of you women many blessings!
In her speech the herald-priestess calls for this binary distinction. Yet already
in her command-requests for prayer and blessing are pointedly placed at
the beginnings of lines-public condemnation and honoring are carried out.
Throughcomic refraction the ritual speech act naturally extends to the audience as weil. Behind the parody lies the cultic reality: whoever disturbs the
women'sThesmophoria commits a crime against the polis as a whole , which is
the guarantor of the festival's orderly progress .
In the chorus' utterance (352-371) the speech act is confirmed by the collective using the performative "we" form ~uvwx6µrn0a (352), 232 while it simply
acknowledges the command euxrn0t::in 351. Before the group repeats the
curses, a reference to victory in the assembly and in the comic context is
workedin (355-356) by referring back to lines 305-309. 233 The following reprimand (356-367) is admittedly of a highly explosive political nature, given
the historical situation shortly before the oligarchic coup, yet its meaning
shouldnot be limited to this. 234 The chorus sings not only as a female popular
232

Cf.Ar. Vesp.885 and Thuc. 6.32.2.
This occurs again in connection with motifs found in the parabasis.One ought not therefore
take as negative a view ofthese lines as Horn 1970:114 does: "Sieht man dieses überraschende
Motivim Zusammenhang mit dem sicher verdorbenen Schluß des Liedes (s. u.), so wird man
sich fragen müssen, ob diese Strophe überhaupt noch viel ursprünglich Aristophanisches
enthält." ["If one views this suprising motif in connection with the end of the song , which is
certainly corrupt, one has to ask oneself whether this strophe actually contains much that is
genuinely Aristophanic "].
234
Cf. Haldane 1965:44-45 , esp. his statement (44): "The double image of the chorus falls tempo rarily into the background; whereas it was seen before as a party of women at a festival it
now emerges almost wholly as a debating society." Cf. also Zimmermann I 1985 :117: "[Das
Lied], in dem der Chor ganz als ofjµo~ ,wv yuvat Kwv singt" ["[The song] in which the chorus
sings entirely as ofjµo~ ,wv yuvmKwv"]; and ibid.,120- 121, esp. 121: "Die Parabase mit ihrer
Illusionsdurchbrechung ist für solche Worte nicht mehr geeignet; sie würde zu deutlich die
Meinung des Dichters zu erkennen geben . Durch das Einfügen von Parahasenthemen in den
kultischen Rahmen der Parodos bezieht Aristophanes die politischen Anspielungen und
Warnungen in die Handlung ein, läßt sie Teil einer dramatischen Szene, der Eröffnung der
Frauenvolksversammlung, werden" ["The parabasiswith its shattering of the [dramatic] illusion is no longer suited for such words; it would reveal the poet's opinion too clearly. By means
of the insertion of parabasisthemes into the cultic framework of the parodos,Aristophanes
incorporates political allusions and warnings into the plot , and has them become part of a
dramatic scene, the opening of the women's assembly "]. Cf. also the purely political interpretation in Banova 1994:153-158 , esp. 156-15 7 and Prato 1995.
233
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assembly : the festival of the Thesmophoria continues to be present as a reference. The political terms (n:apaßa(vEtv rnu<;ÖpKou<;
rnu<;VEvoµ10µ€vou<;,
ij,T]cpioµarn KCTl
v6µov ~rrrdv avnµE0Hmxvm , ran:6pprrra rniotv rx0poi'<;rni'<;~µw:potc;
}iyEtv ; cf. 357-358, 361-362, and 363-364) are used ambivalently throughout,
particularly since the Thesmophoria in terms of ritual "ideology" resemble
a political institution and the name Thesmophoros itself was connected via
folk-etymology with the term thesmos ('law'). The festival was also seen as a
reminder of the fact that Demeter brought civilization, law, and order to
humankind .235
Men were in fact not "usually" compelled to swear an oath in the
popular assembly; rather, the forms of the oath appear to refer to the
assembly at the Thesmophoria. 236 The concept of v6µo<; retains throughout
the connotation of ritual and custom. The vEvoµtcrµEvot ÖpKotare accordingly also ritual oaths that the married women at this festival give in order
to ensure its successful performance. Their "ritual oath" also refers to the
priestess' recent speech act, which subjects any act hostile to women and
the polis to a curse. 237 A promise is implied in their confirmation of the
instruction. Furthermore, the reference to ÖpKotis reminiscent of the corresponding situation in the Lysistrata, where an inversion of gender roles is
staged in the use of ritual performances and the heroine also makes the
group of women take an oath, this time in connection with the sex-strike
(Lys. 181-239). 238 The "resolutions" relate to the above-mentioned oath:
235

Cf. Diod. Sie. 5.5.2, Callim. Hymn. 6.18, Serv. in Verg. Aen. 4.58; cf. Burkert 1985:246:"The Greeks
finally interpreted Demeter thesmophorosas the bringer of order, the order of marriage, civilization, and of life itself, and in this they were not entirely mistaken." Similarly Wilamowitz
II 1931/32:45 (repr. 11, 44), Detienne 1979, 184 ("la Legislatrice - celle qui donne la cite ses
«lois» " ["the legislator - she who gives the city its 'laws' "]); in reality thesmoi are primarily
material objects, i.e. "what is put down" (cf. Burkert 1985:243); on the tension between these
two meanings see farnell 1907:77- 81, Parke 1977:83, Brumfield 1981:70- 73, and Camps-Gaset
1994:48.
See Sommerstein Thesm., 180 ad 359.
On the oath in magical conte xts see Faraone 1993 and Graf 1996:186-188. On the closeness
between defixiones and ritual curses see Graf 1996:116-117. Graf sees magical defixionesin
the conte xt of crisis management. Without the nearness of the gods , which prayer seeks to
achieve , the power to harm also becomes impossible .
Cf. Lys.183,187,191 (ÖpKo~).Cf. Henderson Lys., 90 ad 181-239. The oath accompanied by sacrifice (186- l 90a) here parodies the political and military oath of the Seven againstThebes(Aesch.
Sept. 42- 48). The speech act is described in great detail in the Lysistrata; Lysistrata pronounces
th e formula like a priestess, and the collective follows, repeating the words in unison. The oath
is there accompanied by a sacrifice similar to that carried out by the yEpapai (or yEpmpa{.
Etym. Magn. 227.35) during the Anthesteria ([Demosth.] 59.73-78) . cf . also faraone 1993on the
oath. On the mythic and ritual models in the Lysistrata, cf. Bowie 1993:178-204, whose analysis
could be expanded considerably ; cf. also faraone 1997.
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"resolutions" 239 and "laws"/"customs" may not be "altered." In the Greek
scheme of things, a ritual clearly belongs to the äypacpot v6µot.240 The
arr6pprrca
are not only state secrets or personal secrets: the word is also a technicalterm for any form of a ritual to which a particular group in a society does
not have access, as is also the case for the Thesmophoria.
Even the punch line with which the chorus closes its long list of potential
evildoers (male and female) demonstrates the interweaving of ritual relating
to the Thesmophoria and political discourse: aoe:ßoüo' aötKoüo{ re: r~v rr6Atv
(367).Such people commit a religious outrage and crime against the city, for
it is the polis that ensures the yearly performance of the festival and thus the
city's continued existence. Crimes of a political and religious nature mean
an attack against the law, but 8{Kflis equally determined by the gods. This
sentence (367) is in no way anticlimactic, dull, and lapidary, as has too often
been maintained, but firmly condemns opponents (both male and female).
The two declarative indicatives in the speech act completely take over the
place and function of the curse (cf. 350). The illocutionary role of command
and the perlocutionary goal of cursing are easily derived from the context. 241
At the same time, the carrying out of this speech act is already a preparation
for the condemnation of possible male intruders (667-686, esp. 670-671, 685).
Evenif the feminine forms (355,356,371, similarly also in 331-351) indicate
that warnen in particular are being addressed, because the chorus speaks in its
dramatic role and the participation of men in the assembly seems completely
impossible, the censure nevertheless applies to the audience through the
insertion of the political element.
This sang, like the Thesmophoriazusae
as a whole, is characterized by the
opposing genres of praise and blame, which are quite characteristic of the
239

The articles of association of a third-century BCE cult from Mylasa in Caria direct that the
festival of Demeter Thesmophoros be conducted "as the women have decided" (wc;i!lio~€rnfc;
yuvm[~(... , Sokolowski 1955 [LSAM].nr. 61, 5). This corresponds to the formula normally used
in popular assemblies conducted by men.
24
Cf.iiypac:potv6µ01 (Thuc . 2.37.3) and iiypacpa v6µ1µa (Demosth. 18.275, Plat. Leg. 793a10); cf.
Soph. Ant. 454-455, iiyparrrn KaocpaA~0cwv I v6µ1µa. On the meaning of v6µoc; as ritual and
social practice, see Leinieks 1996:244-254.
241
Following Wilamowitz II 1893:354-355, Horn 1970:114-115 thinks that a curse would be
expected instead of a statement (367); arguing against the use of conjectures introducing a
curse formula, Zimmermann I 1985:118-119, correctly maintains, although he makes use of
the argument criticized above, that "die feststellende, indikativische form um so pointierter
erklingt,ja, dem ganzen Lied noch mehr Parabasencharakter verleiht" ["the declarative indicative form sounds even more pointed, in fact gives the whole song an even more parabasis-like
character"]. By this he understands only the political aspect . Austin 1987:78 ad 365-366 views
the sentence as a delayed anticlimax, since the women would not have the heart to curse a
fellowwoman (followed by Sommerstein Thesm.,181 ad 367).
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comic chorus. Speaking well of someone (ei:iMyav) relates first and foremost
to the gods of the city, while speaking ill (KaKwc;Myav) relates to particular
women and men of the community. The speech act of defamation in the formulary repertoire has its counterpart in the real world. As in several other festivals
of inversion, particularly those connected with Demeter and Dionysus, verbal
attacks aggressive in both content and gesture, aiskhrologiaand tothasmos,
are particularly fundamental actions in this festival. 242 Crude, ridiculous, and
mocking remarks are precisely a characteristic of Old Comedy. Its positioning
in the Dionysiac festive context makes a connection between aiskhrologia
and
243
this dramatic genre highly likely. Ritual ridicule is very often based on the
battle between the sexes. In the upside-down world of the festival of exception
and inversion it is therefore permissible to denounce the other sex. This license
to defame individuals or whole groups also obtains in same-sex contexts,
in which accusations of abnormal sexual practices are hurled. Wolfgang
Rösler has shown in a seminal work that in the Thesmophoriazusae
aiskhrologiahas itselfbecome the theme. 244 He shows how this aggressive act heightens
collective experience in the group and fosters solidarity among women, who
rely on a distinct separation between themselves and the opposite and other
to define themselves as a community in their own right.
A connection has already been made between the sexual and erotic
components of the chorus' curse upon women who act contrary to the interests
offellow members of their sex (339ff.). 245 The curse (331-351) is significantly
directed against men and more so against outsider women, like slave-women
or old women, who have been separated from the true group of married women
of childbearing age. 246 While many attestations speak of aiskhrologiabetween
242

Beside the Thesmophoria, one may mention the following as festivals connected with Demeter:
the Stenia, closely connected in time with the Thesmophoria , the Haloa, and the so-called
jokings at the bridge (gephyrismoi)during the procession to Eleusis; as festivals connected with
Dionysus : the Anthesteria, Lenaia, and the Great Dionysia. On t/Jthasmossee Fluck 1931:11-33,
Rusten 1977, and below, chap. 2 n66.
243
Cf. Schmid 1946:13-42, esp. 13-26 , Henderson 19912 :1-29, esp. 13ff., Degani 1987, Reckford
1987:461-467 , Rosen 1988, Degani 1988, Halliwell 1991, Halliwell 199la: 294-296, and Degani
1993. Cf. now also Treu 1999 (for blame and praise, esp . 129-140) and Saetta Cottone 2005(for
Thesm., esp. 285-344).
244
Rösler 1993, passage 77.
245
Cf. Haldane 1965:44 (who adopts an explanation common at the time , that aiskhrologia
served
to foster fertility; cf. Deubner 1932:53 and 57-56) and Zimmermann 11985:117.
246
Hence the explanation of Austin 1987:78 ad 365-366-that the chorus (Iike the priestess as
chorus leader in line 349) also will not curse other women in line 366, so that the curse in line
367 ends up becoming a "lame statement of fact"-seems only in a very limited sense correct.
Old women do not seem to have been excluded from the festival, but virgins certain ly were.
The situation regarding slave-women and hetairai is not clear; in line s 280ff. a slave-womanis
present; before the relative enters the Thesmophorion, however, she is sent away (293-294).
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individualgroups in the assembly of women, mockery of the other sex, which
is so important for this comedy, will certainly also have been present. 241our
sourcesare ultimately quite sparse, but most attest to the practice of obscene
invective among women themselveS. 248Aristophanes probably changed the
function of the rites of the Thesmophoria, which for the most part took place
amongthe women participating in the festival, for his own dramatic purposes
and, through the application of structurally related practices involving ridicule, directed them against men in order to address the male audience. 249
Praiseof one's own group represents the counterpart to disparagement, as is
expressed in the parabasis.In this song the speech act of Ei'iMyEtv is admittedly directed at the polis gods, since emphasis on one's own qualities would
make little dramatic sense at this point. At the same time, the characteristics
of women, who purely on the level of plot (i.e. in the context ofDemeter},had
to be described positively, are presented from the perspective of the male
world of (Dionysiac) performance in such a way that they correspond to the
prejudices of the citizen chorus performing and those of the spectators. The
inverted world of the ritual thus, from the perspective of the polis, turns on
itself.
247

Burkert 1985:244: "[T)hey may split into groups and abuse one another, but there must also
have been occasions on which men and warnen derided one another ."
248
On aiskhrologia
at the Stenia cf. Hesych., s.v. En\v1a· fopr~ 'A0~vricnvKai .. . Ö!a0Kwmouo1Kai
Ao1oopoüo1v;
ibid., s.v. or11v1woai· ß;\ao<priµ~oai, Ao1oop~oai; Phot., s.v. Er~v1a· fopr~ 'A0~v1101v
EV EOOKEI
~ iivooo~ yrnfo0ai T~~ ß~µrirpo~- EAOIOOpOÜVTO
o' EVavTfi VUKTO~ai yuvaiKE~
aAA~Am~
. ourw~ EußouAo~. Cf. Eubulus fr. 146 K.-A. with Brumfield 1981:79-82. On aiskhrologia
at the Thesmophoria , cf. Apollod. 1.5.1, Cleomedes 2.1, Diod. Sie. 5.4.7; in Apollod. 1.5.1 ritual
ridicule at this festival is derived from Iambe's derisive cheering-up of Demeter. Baubo, the
Orphic equivalent of Iambe, is said to have exposed her genitalia for this purpose . Cf. Fluck
1931:28;on aiskhrologia
in general cf. Fluck 1931, passim , West 1974:22-39, and Chirassi Colombo
1979:39n34.Cf. also in the context of the grain-goddess the cult ofDamia and Auxesia on Aegina
(and in Epidauros), where ten khoregoiincited female choruses to mutual ritual ridicule (Hdt.
5.83);cf. on this Fluck 1931:20-22 and Nagy 1990:344 and 364-365 . On mutual aiskhrologia
by
women in connection with beatings with a whip plaited from µ6porrov (bark), cf. Hesych., s.v.
µ6ponov and Deubner 1932:58, who, like Versnel 1993:238 more recently, connects this action
with the practice ofbeing beaten with the Lebensrute.There is an account of men and warnen
trading insults in Pellene (Pausanias 7.27.9-10); there were similar practices on the island of
Anaphe, where male and female choruses who ridicule each other are attested (Apoll. Rhod .
4.1719- 1730, Apollod.1.9 .26); cf. Fluck 1931:59- 62.
249
Here one must draw a distinction: ritual ridicule carried out directly in front of men can
hardly have taken place at the Thesmophoria, since no men were allowed at the festival.
The aiskhrologia
of the other sex can thus only have taken place without the presence of the
opposite party. Aggression against the Other that is not present, but remains outside, serves
in this case purely as female self-definition . In the Thesmophoriazusae
the masculine recipient
of comic abuse and criticism is however included in the fictional festival in the form of the
audience.
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The Reactions of the Chorus to the Speeches in the Agon
(Thesm. 433-442, 459-465,

520-530)

After the opening ceremony of the assembly an agon composed of three
speeches follows. Each time the chorus adds its own opinion (433 [434]-442,
459-465, 520-530). Bernhard Zimmermann considers this one of the choral
songs influenced by tragedy and categorizes it under the general concept of
choral songs that interrupt the action of the play. 25 ° For here, in a manner
typical of Sophocles and Euripides, a position is taken on the immediately
preceding action on stage . One finds again to a !arge extent, then, the style
of commenting on events that we established earlier as characteristic of the
tragic chorus. Furthermore, this contest of speech is clearly reminiscent of
the traditional structural element of the comic agon. The actual ekklesiaand
the assembly of women at the Thesmophoria are combined with the tragic
agon as we know it from Euripides, so that the so-called separating songs
[Trennliedchen]
clearly evoke the odes of the comic agon.251
To the speech of the first woman (383-432)-who denounces Euripides'
misogyny, reveals his influence on the male audience (with corresponding
negative consequences for women), and ends with the plea to get rid of the
tragedian by any means possible (430-431)-the chorus, full of admiration for
her rhetorical ability, responds with the intermezzo (433-442). Such interjections by the collective resemble forms of agreement found in the everyday life
of the polis. 252 This first, positive reaction ends in a personal attack against
250

251

252

Zimmermann II 1985:141-145, who still includes only Ran. 814-829 , 1251- 1260, and 1370-1377
in the same subgroup. For criticism of the tendency to foreground the criterion of closed action
too rigidly, see above , pp . 51-52 and n5. Under the category of choral songs that interrupt
the action of the plot Zimmerman also treats parainetic choral odes (ibid.,108-140), encomia
(151-168), songs of ridicule (Spottlieder)(169-190) , and prayers and hymns (191- 220). The latter
three subgroups clearly fall into the category of the ritual speech act of E0and KaKwc;
Mym, an
essential element of the comic genre. The parainesisbefore the agon exhorting one to do one's
best is a traditional form. In a few lines the agonis thus introduced, the contest presented, and
the heroes spurred on and either praised or belittled , depending on the content. On the three
elements of the chorus in the Thesmophoriazusa
e see also Parker 1997:412-417.
See Zimmermann II 1985:141-143. He suspects that Aristophanes is here specifically using
the agon in Euripides' Telephusas a model (cf. Zimmermann I 1985:122 with n49). While in
tragedy speech and counterspeech are generally separated by two lines sung by the leader of
the chorus, we have her e a song. Specific textual reminiscences (cf. Gelzer 1960:155n3)and
the two catalectic iambic tetrameters (531- 532; cf. also the introduction by the chorus leader
in 381-382), which formally correspond to the katakeleusmos, point to the comic agon(Gelzer
1960:154-155).
Zimmermann (II 1985:142) comments : "Aristophanes dadurch, daß er jede Rede durch ein Chorlied abschließen läßt, den Eindruck eines 'Volksgemurmels' erwecken wollte und damit wieder
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Xenokles, son of Karkinos (440-442). This practice of 6voµacrri KWµ'¼)öEiv
(comedydirected at a named figure) is part of the ritual license that allows
prominent figures from politics and society to be ridiculed during the festival
of inversion.253 Thus once more an element that is often found in the parabasis
playsa role here as weil.
The speech of the second woman, who adds to the arguments of the
first speech the further charge of atheism, 254 thus imitating the setup of an
assembly much more vividly than any speech or counterspeech could, is
also followed by a positive reaction from the chorus. Thanks to the schemes
of Euripides, in whose tragedies the existence of the gods is again and again
denied,she, a maker of garlands, is losing her livelihood (443-458). The chorus
admires the speaker's fighting spirit (Afjµa, 459) and her convincing presentation. Finally, clear arguments are advanced for making Euripides pay for
his hubris (465). The cultic context of this little song (459-465) has so far not
been properly appreciated. When the woman maintains with comic exaggeration that Euripides "with his tragedies makes people believe that there
are no gods" (450-451) (ouK dvat 0rnuc;, 451), 255 he thereby becomes marked
as the enemy of the chorus, who in the parodosand later songs worship the
gods of the polis (0t:wv y€.voc;,312, cf. 960) with their song and dance. The
statement that Euripides must be punished for this takes up the speech act
of cursing (367) and already anticipates the next great song, in which the
chorus searches the orchestra for other male intruders and continues these
motifs word for word (667-686). 256 The chorus is thus also speaking here
in a ritual sense, in that it takes Euripides' poetry as an attack on its ritual
identity.
The chorus at first answers the counterspeech of Euripides' relative, who
defends him by saying that women are in reality considerably more cunning
and depraved than he depicts them in his tragedies (466-519), with surprise

die Ebene der Volksversammlung ins Spiel brachte" ["By having every speech end with a
choral song, Aristophanes wanted to give the impression of the murmuring of a crowd and
thus brought the environment of the popular assembly back into play"].
253
Cf. Sommerstein 1996. Xenokles was, like Euripides, a tragic playwright and apparently also
had political ambitions. On Xenokles see Sommerstein Thesm., 170 ad 169, Sommerstein
1996:349,and beside this passage Vesp. 1508-1511 , esp. 1510-1511, Pax782-795, 864, Thesm.169,
Ran. 86, Pherekrates fr. 15, and Plato com. fr. 143 K.-A.
254
On Euripides as atheist see the titles listed in Winiarczyk 1989:144-145, esp. Lefkowitz 1987
and Lefkowitz1989.
255
Cf.the sound remarks ofSommerstein Thesm., 186 ad 451.
256
Cf.oouvm OIKIJV(Thesm.465) with owoEl TEOtKIJV(668) and the double appearance of Ü~pEw~
(465 and 670). The statement also possesses here the illocutionary role of a command.
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and horror (520-530). 257 Yet his words seem to have reached their target, for
the collective, in a tetrameter couplet (531-532) in the closing part of the
song, now actually affirm by way of conclusion, "Yes, in comparison to those
women who are completely shameless by nature there is nothing in the
world that could be in any respect more despicable-except for women!"25s
Aristophanes the rhetor here conceals himself behind the relative and underneath the proverbial "stone" (529). He thereby pours his "biting mockery"
over the female sex (cf. 529-530). The supposed KaKwc;Myav of the women
against Euripides is now directed against themselves. For the chorus in its
dramatic role this agreement is completely surprising; 259 behind it also liesthe
criticism that the people believe any kind of fancy rhetoric. But the chorus'
utterance, given its function as a collective of male citizens responsible for
a comic presentation in honor of Dionysus, makes complete sense. The men
take up the ritual form of aiskhrologia.
The audience's prejudices about women
are thereby served, which must have given rise to loud and unrestrained
laughter.
All three intermezzinot only express a reaction of comment, but in each
case fit skillfully into the ritual speech category of disparaging aiskhrologia
and elevating eulogy that runs through the piece like a Leitmotiv.Once again,
the form derives from public debate in an ekklesia,the pretext which gives
the scene its character. Echoes of tragedy may also play a role here, yet even
in this group of short songs the speech of comedy is quite distinct from the
dominant discourse of tragedy. Insofar as tragic choral songs do not integrate
ritual speech into the action in the same way, they represent not only a reaction to what precedes, but often also a reflection, with or without the citation
of mythical exempla, whereby the preceding events are reworked and the way
is prepared for subsequent events.

257

258

259

There is an approximate responsion between lines 433-442 and 520- 530 (on this see Parker
1997:414-417), while the reaction of the chorus to the second woman forms an astrophon.
The chorus reads Euripides' MelanippeDesmotisinto its song intertextually: '~\ µEvKaKii,
KCXKtov
ouoEv yiyvncn I yuvcnK6\ (fr. 494, 27- 28 N/Kannicht). The ridicule is thus directed
against women as weil as Euripides. Lines 531-532 are regarded by Taaffe (1993:91) as a key
passage in the Thesmophoriazusae.
On the internal level of the Thesmophoria , ridicule of one's own sex lies behind the pseudowoman's counter-oration . For analysis of how this passage functions comically in the roleplaying of the sexes, see Taaffe 1993:91 and Ferris 1989:23.
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The Search Scene of the Women Celebrating the
Thesmophoria (Thesm. 655-688)
Euripides' rescue plan to have his relative, disguised as a woman, influence
the assembly of women in his favor by means of a speech is unpredictably
confounded by the entry of the effeminate Kleisthenes (574ff.),260 who interrupts the agonal speeches before the ekklesia (381-573) with his paratragic
messenger speech and as comic spy of the other side delivers a report about
a secret informant. A search is immediately mounted, a suspect is quickly
found, and a rough interrogation leads to his unmasking and arrest. Before
the women's darling Kleisthenes departs to report the case to the prytaneis,he
placesthe convicted relative in the custody of just two women, namely Mika
and her wet-nurse. He does not include the chorus in the guard explicitly,
followingthe conventions of tragedy.
The chorus now begins an impressive choral dance song that mimetically
represents a lively search for further male intruders. Here, for the first and last
time in this play, the chorus becomes a moving force in the dramatic action,
even though this scene has no actual consequences for the further development of the comedy, since the search efforts produce no results. Search scenes
of this type belong to the repertoire of the dramatic chorus; 261 Aristophanes
integrates them into his comedy, "at the same time taking the active role that
the chorus is deprived of in the parodosbecause of the particular structure of
this comedy and transfering it to another part of the drama.'' 262
These passages, in which the chorus keeps a lookout for someone, are
particularly characteristic of the satyr play. 263 The chorus in so doing translates word directly into action: it performs a speech act, since the group simultaneously carries out the typical self-instructions for the search. We have
already come to the conclusion in the Introduction that the chorus of Old
Comedy,like that of the satyr play, very often speaks in this active form and
260

In contrast to the relative and Euripides, who only resemble women in terms of their dress,
Kleisthenes is a kinaidos,a man who has lost all his masculinity and thus effectively become a
woman (cf. Winkler 1990a:194). He no longer counts as a man and can therefore penetrate the
female realm with impunity; see Winkler 19906:193 and Versnel 1993:245n58.
261
Cf. Ar. Ach.204-236, Av. 1188- 1198, Eccl. 478-503; Aesch. Eum. 254- 275; Soph . Ai. 866-890, OC
117- 137, lehn.fr.314 Radt, 64-78 , 100-123, 176-202; see Kaimio 1970:134-137.
262
Zimmermann II 1985:104. On the whole song see ibid., 104-107 and Habash 1997:32- 33.
Westphal 1869:36 and 61 sees the song as a parodos because of the strong plot elements it
contains.
263
See above, Introduction nl56 .
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supports the dramatic action, which to a !arge extent is itself dependent on
basic ritual forms, while the tragic chorus also admits elements of narrative,
reflection, and commentary into its discourse. Speech in a speech act may,
however, be directed not so much at the external action of the play but may
rather be particularly related to the chorus' performativity in its function as
a citizen chorus . The rituality consists, then, as has already been described,
mainly in self-referential speech about the current activity of dancing and
singing, which defines the ritual performance of the chorus.
The search song (655-688) is on the one band integrated into the course
of events; on the other hand, however, the action also simply affords an occasion for choral dance so that the scenes may thereby be divided. At the same
time, as the chorus members perform in the orchestra, their words also apply
implicitly to the relative and take up the central motif of cursing.
The anapaestic prokerygmaof the chorus leader (655-658) is reminiscent
of the kommationof a parabasis,which is actually lacking in the actual parabasis
(785ff.) of our play.264 The keyword is the participle arcoöucrac;(656). Removing
the outer garment as weil as girding the undergarment high up frees the
women for their searching activity translated into dance form. 265 The "we"
(~µcic;,655) as subject accusative stands in the emphatic line-beginning position and gives us, together with the further adverbial qualification that they
should conduct the search "in a good and manly fashion" (E0 Kav8pEfwc;,
656),
a view of the enonciationof the male performers. lt is only through the feminine participles that the female role is referred to.
The first accompanying action, that is, the lighting of torches, connects
the pronouncement with the plot explicitly, in which the members of the
chorus mainly take over the function of worshiping Demeter and Kore.The
torchlight and night are evoked in all songs as a kind of Leitmotivto maintain
a connection to the plot. Even Agathon, by mentioning the torches (101-102),
makes a loose connection to the cultic context of this comedy right at the
beginning of his pseudo-choral song. Similarly, in the parodosreference is made
to the fact that the chorus has entered with burning torches that provide light
for the nocturnal dances at the Thesmophoria (280-281).
The torches have clearly gone out in the meantime and are now lit again
in this passage to place the cultic character more in the center once again after
264
265

cf. Gelzer 1970:1473.
Cf.also Ach.627 and Lys. 663, 687-688. Undressing (arroOUEo0m),
in the sense of the removalof
the mask and costume associated with the dramatic role, is not , however, as was often maintained in the past, a necessary condition of the parabasis; cf. Sifakis 1971:106- 108. The setting
aside of clothes normally occurs before the dance (Ach. 627, Vesp. 408 , Lys. 615, 637).
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the intertextual assimilation of the ekklesiaand to give the torch its function as
instrument of the mimetic search. W ith this light the chorus seeks to illuminate
the surroundings in the fictional darkness of the pannykhisin order to find out
whether any other man has intruded (foEA~Au0E,657). 266 The instruction with
the XP~formula culminates in the command to "run through the whole Pnyx
and inspect the tents and the throughroads" (nEp10pe~atl r~v mJKvanixcravKat
OKT]Va~
Kat ra~ öi68ou~ 8ia0p~crat, 657-658). Here the three performative
levels-the actual performance in the orchestra, the male ekklesiaon the Pnyx,
and the female cultic organization during the Thesmophoria-are collapsed
into each other . In the plot of the play the male Pnyx also represents the place
of assembly,which stretches in front of the women's tent city (crKrJva()and its
pathways. With reference to the performative space, the Pnyx that must now
be searched corresponds to the orchestra, which is located front of the stage
267
building(skene)with its side entrances (parodoi).
In what follows the chorus as collective or the koryphaiosswitches to
catalectic trochaic tetrameters (659-662), 268 but resumes commands to itself
with XP~and the accompanying infinitive. Here explicit reference is also made
to the chorus' own movement in dance: Eia 8~ npwncrrn µEv XP~ Kouq:,ov

,a~

266

On Handley's decision to emend th e metrically problematic doEM.\u0Ev (R) to EREA~Au0E,
"has come against us," see Austin 1987:80-8 1; the emendation EOEA~Au0E
was proposed by
Faber.
267
Cf. also Sommerstein Thesm., 196-197 ad 658. On temporary accommodations in OKl]Va( in
Bitalemi, see Kron 1992:620-622.
268
The fact that choral self -commands typically occur in the singu lar does not allow for the
establishment of a criterion for the separation of chorus and chorus-leader; see Kaimio
1970:134. Metrical considerations argue perhaps for the koryphaios.Van Leeuwen Thesm., 87
assigns lines 659-662 already to the group; contra Kaimio 1970:134, Zimmermann II 1985:105,
and Sommerstein Thesm., 82-83, who assign them to the (female) chorus leader. fritzsche, 244
assigns the song from line 659 onward to a semi -chorus; he makes the following divisions (on
the proposed rearrangement see below): 655-658: leader of the whole chorus; 659-662: leader
ofthe semi-chorus; 663ff.: semi-chorus. Rossbach/Westphal 18893:172 assign 655-658, 659-666
and 687 to the chorus leader; Muff 1872:49-50, 61, 163 assigns 655-662 to the female chorus
leader and 663-666 to the chorus; Arnoldt 1873:109-114 idiosyncratically assigns 655ff. to six
separate members of semi-chorus (2 ornixo1): 655-658, 659-662, 663-666, 667-676/ 7, 678-686,
687-688; van Leeuwen Thesm., 88 again assigns 667-674 to the koryphaios. formerly the
general tendency was to construct an antistrophic system with the subsequent hostage -scene
(667-686,or - 688 = 707-725, or -727 ); cf. fritzsche, 243-244 (who does not actually subscribe
to this and suggests placing lines 659-662 after 663-666, so that the resulting strophe corre sponds with 699-706 [with the exception of the tetrameter missing after 706]; see ibid., 244-245
and 256),Rossbach/Westphal 18893 :172, Muff 1872:163, Arnoldt 1873:109-114 (divided among a
further six speakers!), and van Leeuwen Thesm., 88 and 91. Cf. now Parker 1997:422. Conversely,
Hermann unconvincingly proposed a responsion between the astrophonin Thesm.459ff. and
lines 663ff.;cf. Parker 1997:417.
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t~opµiiv n68a I Kai 8taoKOTIEtV
otwnfi navrnxfi (659-660) ["Come, first lift up
your foot lightly and search everywhere in silence!"]. Fora chorus, searching
in the orchestra can only mean choral dance. The command "lift up your foot
lightly" (659) is a self-referential utterance; 26 9 while pronouncing the words
the chorus puts them into action, dancing and searching at the same time.
The search operation is supposed to be conducted quietly, yet the
chorus in fact sings and dances throughout the scene. This is not simply tobe
taken, as Sommerstein thinks, as making fun of the conventions of dramatic
theater, tragedy in particular, where the chorus always sings, even when
silence is commanded. 270 Rather, the linguistic mechanisms of choral performativity are also here being exposed. In a drama, a chorus can only express
an action that must be completed in silence as a speech act. The sung words
are connected to the chorus' own execution of the movement in the present,
so that steps and gestures, as weil as utterances in song pertaining to them,
must be presented loudly and clearly in order for the audience to be able to
perceive them as a speech act that underpins the mimesis of an action. After
the command to make haste, reference is again made to the formation of the
round dance (KUKA<.p,
662), 27 1 characteristic in this ritual context, in which the
members of the chorus are supposed to move quickly in the orchestra (rprxm,
662).

The chorus then takes up the recited trochaics with lyric trochaics and
continues its self-commands to inspect the place in the imperative singular
(txvrnE ... µarrnE ... pi'tjlov öµµa ... avaoK6nn) (663-666). 272 The resulting
search action is then accompanied by a longer, astrophic, and polymetric
section (667-686). At first glance, the chorus seems here too to introduce an
extended reflection, as is more usual for tragedy. Yet even this extract accords
with the ritual mode of expression that is typical of the comic chorus. While
the chorus of the Thesmophoriazusae
in all its important songs brings the ritual
background of comedy to the fore chiefly through prayer, there are no such
cf. Thesm.954, Koiiq>arrooiv; Soph. Ant. 224, Koiiq>ovil~apa~ rr6fo; Eur. Tro. 342, µ~ Koiicpovapn
ß~µ· E~'ApyEiwvorpar6v; cf. also above, n31. Feet naturally constitute the principal body part
to which the chorus makes particular reference in its self-referential utterances. Cf. in the
great choral dance song (947- 1000) Koiiq>arrooiv, 954; ßaivE KaprraAiµo1vrroooiv, 956; rrp6ßmvE
rrooi, 969; and avaorpEq>' Eupu0µ(f)rrooi, 985.
270
cf. Sommerstein Thesm.,197 ad 660.
271
Cf. Thesm.954, 957-958, 968.
272
Cf. Kaimio 1970:134-137 and 127-129. In terms of choral self -referentiality the parallels to
lines 947ff. are striking; cf. above , n31. "Inhaltlich wiederholt er (i.e. der Chor) zunächst die
Anweisungen des Prokerygmas" ["In terms of content the chorus at first repeats the directions
ofthe proke,ygma"],rightly remarks Zimmermann (II 1985:105), yet he overlooks the factthat
the chorus needs these performative directions to support its own activity .
269
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appeals directed to Demeter and Kore or the other polis gods. This is clearly
connected directly with the present activity of searching and keeping watch.
But even if hymnic speech does not occur in this passage, this song does
have a religious character , for the chorus-whose cultic range of functions
in the contest of speeches is extensively mixed with the political-now sees
itselfincreasingly as an agent of the divine. In the case of a citizen chorus this
is naturally comprehensible only in the context of polis religion. During the
intensive search for further men who might have sneaked into the assembly
and the festival, the women of the Thesmophoria paint an imaginary picture
of such an enemy. In long, conditional periods the consequence of this sort of
godlessbehavior is demonstrated; the gods will punish it. As with the priestess'
curse formula, introduced by Ei'rn; (335ff.), so too must the future less vivid
conditionals(~v yap µE M0n 273 öpacrm;av6crta,667; KUV µ~ TTOlWcrtraum rntaö'
form,678;and aurwv örav Aflcp0fi
rn; Öcrta<µ~>öpwv, 679) be interpreted as a
speechact, whereby the illocutionary role represents a threat and curse. The
closeness of the group to the gods has already been shown in the prayer of
the parodos;
now the destructive curse and KaKw<;
M.ynv against those who are
enemiesand have different thoughts are shown on stage.
The women do not intend to exercise any violence themselves if they
should capture somebody, but deliver their curses in a form that implies that
the gods will themselves take vengeance. This corresponds completely to the
passive role of the chorus in this play. Kleisthenes hurries away just before
the song with the women's agreement that he will report the infringement to
the prytaneis(654). The male-dominated polis thus intervenes in the name of
the women, since it is guarantor of the orderly course of the women's festival.
The gods are in turn the patrons and guarantors of the city. lt is therefore no
surprise that the Thesmophoria, despite its inverted nature, is in accord with
273

On the text of line 667: µE M:en Bergk: µ~ M:en R (unmetrical!), A17cp8fi
Reisig. Wilamowitz
1921:590opts for A17cp8fi:
"µE M:8171.ist lächerlich: wenn er sich verstecken kann , wird er kein
warnendes Exempel" ["µE M:8171is ridiculous : if he can hide himself, then he cannot be any
kind of warning example"] . See also Zimmermann II 1985:106, Sommerstein Thesm.,82, Austin
1990:23,and Parker 1997:423; now also Austin/Olson, 240 ad 667. In the company ofFritzsche,
246 ad 667, Rogers Thesm.,71 ad 667-686 , and Coulon and Gannon, I nevertheless prefer µE
M8n. There is nothing "ridiculous" about this: the relative does after all infiltrate the assembly
secretly; the curse is aimed at him and other disguised intruders. This does of course involve a
leap of thought, but one that is quite understandable given the highly emotional situation. The
women after all set out with the goal of capturing still more men on their search , and for this
reason the action of seizing is here left out. Prato 1998a:73-74 defends µE M:en using similar
arguments; see now also Prato , 268-269 ad 668. He correctly sees a Leitmotiv in this secret infiltration (cf. Thesm.184, 589, 599-600, 664). Cf. howev er 679, where A17cp8fi
is transmitted; an
infelicitous repetition of this verb would occur in 667. The predicate M:en 6paoa~ (667) refers
back to AfA178Ev
wv (664). Onµ~ M:en cf. Aesch. Eum.255-256 .
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the official ideology of the city. Into the curse that accompanies the search is
woven a layer of religious and ideological argument that forges connections to
the choral utterances preceding and subsequent. The transgression of these
boundaries set up by the polis is considered as an impious act (av6ota, 667,
685 [cf. 679]; rrapavoµa, 685), as hubris, as actions contrary to what is right,
and as signs of an atheistic character (üßpEw<;aö{Kwv ,:' itpywv I a0€wv rE
i:p6rrwv, 670-671) . The gods, threatens the chorus, will assuredly punish such
an intruder harshly (öwoEt TEÖlKrJV,668) and make an example (rrapcifü,1yµ',
670) ofhim. He will henceforth no longer doubt the existence of the gods (672)
"and will soon teach all mankind to honor the divine powers, to respect rightfully that which is holy, and concerning themselves with law and ritual, do
that which is fair and noble" (öd~n ,:' ~15riImfotv av0pwrrotc; oEß{l;m 15aiµovac;
1 ötKa{wc;,:' Eq>Errnvoota Kai v6µ1µa 1 µri15oµ€vouc;rroEiv o n KaAwc;EXEt,
673-676/7) .274 The assertion in line 672 is clearly aimed at Euripides, accused
in the assembly of having suggested to the audience in his tragedies that the
gods do not exist (450-451). 275
The ideological key concepts in this passage are reminiscent of contemporary tragedy, especially that of Euripides, who throughout the play is a
target of ridicule and paratragoidia.The final lines, in particular, describe the
intruder being searched for as a criminal who has been struck by madness and
driven to this awful sacrilege (µav{mc; q,Mywv Moon rrapaKo- 1 rroc;,680-681).
27 4

275

For metrical reasons Parker 1997:423 does not adopt Hermann 's conjecture i.cp6mv (Thesm.
675) and places the tr ansmitted i.cpfoovrn<;in cruces (p. 420). 1 have construed the clause
ö n KaAw<;EXEtas an indefinite relative clause that forms the object of rroEiv, and not, as in
Sommerstein Thesm., 83- 85, as a statement (Ön) governing the infinitive and dependent on
liEf~Et(although in his commentary Sommerstein Thesm.,197-198 ad 674-677 does refer to the
possibility I have adopted here) . Another consideration is whether öcna Kal v6µ1µa, in contrast
to most translations (cf. the alternative solution of Sommerstein Thesm., 198),ought not both
be taken as objects of E(j>ErrEtv;
in this case µ111ioµiivou<;
would have tobe taken as a circumstantial participle upon which the infinitive 1t0Eivdepends (cf. Wilamowitz 1921:590).Thus:"He
will show all men that they should worship the gods, uphold divine and human law,and be
sure to do that which is good." Henderson 1996:120construes this the same way. On the ambivalence of the word v6µo<;,which has religious as weil as political connotations , see above,n240.
The division of lines made by van Leeuwen Thesm., 88-89 and earlier editors between choral
leader (667-674) and entire chorus (675-686) makes little sense. On this passage cf. Thesm
.
356-367, 465, 715-716, 718- 725, esp. v6µov (361) "' v6µ1µa (675) (cf. rrapcxvoµa[685]),aoEßoüo'
(367) "' oEßi~m (674),ll0IKOÜO'l
(367)"' aliiKWVT' Epywv(670)"' alifKOI<;
Epyot<;
(716)(cf. OtKafw~
[675]).mun1<;T~<;üßpEw<;
(465)"' üßpEw<;
(670) "'i.vußp1Ei<;
(719), lioüvai lifKTJV
(465)"'liwoEIrE
lifKT]V
(668), av601a (667, [679; cf. Prato 1998a:74],685) "'Myou<; TEAE~El<;
avoofou<;(720)(cf.
Öota [675,679]), a9iiwv TETp6rrwv(671)"' a9fot<;Epyot<;(721).
Cf. the relation of ouKdvm 9rnu<;(451) to cp~oE1li' dvai TE9rnu<;cpavEpw<;
(672). lt seemsas if
the women also credit Euripides with the sacrilege of penetrating a secret sanctuary, sincein
his tragedies he reveals women's secrets . On the charge of atheism leveled against Euripides
see above, n254.
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such an individual bears the characteristics of a tragic hero. This type of
tyrant is weil known to the audience in the form of Creon and Oedipus, Lykos,
Lycurgus,and Pentheus. 276 Mania and lyssa breed hubris, an offense against
divinedikeand all conceivable values and norms. The women are searching for
a 8rnµaxo~.The idea of a deed that is inspired by madness refers quite clearly
to the Dionysiac dimension. 277 This world is hardly unfamiliar to the chorus as
a group that is performing a comedy in Athens in honor of Dionysus. For this
reason there is much that is reminiscent of Euripides' Bacchae,particularly
the choral songs Ba. 863-911 and 977-1023. 278 This tragedy was of course only
276

On the n\pavvoc; cf. e.g. Soph. Ant. 60, 1056, 1169, OT 873 and, among other places, 514,799,925,
939, 1043;Eur. HF809 (Heracles), Ba. 776. On the role of the tyrant in Soph. OTand Ant. see Bier!
1991:58n41;011 Pentheus Seidensticker 1972 and Bier! 1991:68-70. lt becomes even clearer on
the basis ofthis passage that the mention oftyrants in the curse (Thesm.338-339) not only has
political implications, but is also extensively connected to the ritual and religious.
Apart from violent anger, hubris, greed, and se xual lust, it is impiety in particular that
belongs to the image of the tyrant; cf. Plat. Rep.57la-576b . On Pentheus as 0rnµaxoc;, cf. Eur.
Ba.45, 325, 635-636 and also 544, 789- 790. On Creon as a 0rnµaxoc;, cf. Bier! 1991:63.
277 On hubris cf. Soph. OT873 (Oedipus) and Eur. HF 261, 313, 459, 708, 741 (Lykos). On the mania of
attackers cf. Aesch. Sept.343-344 (Ares), 497-498 (Hippomedon), Soph. Ant. 134-137 (Polyneices);
on mania and lyssa cf. among others Soph . OT 1258, 1300, 1318 (Oedipus), Ant. 765, 955-965
(0rnµaxoc;)(Creon); on the madness of Heracles and on lyssa see Eur. HF 822-1428, esp . 875ff.,
and Bier! 1991:84-87; on the analogy of lyssa and Dionysus cf. Aesch . Xantriae fr. 169 Radt and
Eur. Ba.851,977. On mania in tragedy see Pade l 1995; in Euripides in particu lar Schlesier 1985.
278
Cf. in particular Eur. Ba. 997-1010 . On Pentheus in connection with hubris cf. Eur. Ba.375, 516,
555;at the same time Pentheus regards Dionysus' behavior as hubris (Ba.247,779); Cadmus and
Agaveare also connected with this kind ofbehavior in Ba. 1297, 1311, 1347; on hubris cf. gener ally Fisher 1992, passim , on the Bacchaeibid., 443-452 and Leinieks 1996:214. According to the
chorus, Pentheus is iivoµoc; (Ba. 387, 995, 1015), iilitKoc;(Ba. 995, 997, 1015, 1042), av6owc; (Ba.
613), ii0rnc;(Ba. 995, 1015), iiornroc; (Ba. 890), and rrapavoµoc; (Ba. 997); in the chorus' opinion ,
Pentheus is insane: hence the occurrence of concepts such as µafvoµm (Ba.399-400, 887,999),
Auoowliric;
(Ba. 981), rrapaKorroc;(Ba. 1000), and 6py~ (Ba. 51,537,647 , 997, 1348). For the positive alternative, cf. the Dionysiac KaMv (Ba. 881, 901, 1007) with the remarks of Henrichs
1969:239-240 and Merkelbach 1988:124 - 125. In Euripides, ~ouxfa is part of the positive
Dionysiac worldview (Ba. 389- 392); µav(a and 6py~ represent its opposite (Ba. 386-401, 647);
concepts such as EvoEßEiv(Ba. 1009) and liiKTJ(Ba. 992ff., lüllff. [as punishment!, cf. HF 739]);
liwoE1ÖIKTJV,
Ba. 847 (cf. HF 740 [Lykos!]. 842 [Heracles]) ~ Thesm. 668, liwoE1TE liiKTJV
remind
one of utterances of the chorus in the Thesmophoriazusae;
on dike see Schlesier 1985:33n127; on
the concept of the öowv : the personification 'Ooia, whom Pentheus vio lates, is invoked in Ba.
370-374); on this cf. Hose II 1990/91 :356-358; the attribute öowc; is attached to the Dionysiac
sphere (Ba.70, 77, 114); on the concept of v6µoc;, see v6µ01 (Ba. 891) and v6µ1µov (Ba.895); cf. ra
li' E~wv6µ1µa l liiKac;t:KßaMvrn nµäv 0rnuc; (Ba. 1009-1010); on the meaning of v6µoc; as reli gious practice, cf. Ba. 331,484,891,895 (cf. 201) and Leinieks 1996:244. nµäv 0rnuc; (Ba. 1010)
also appears in a similar fashion. Self-reve lation is a lso important: Dionysus wants to reveal
himself to morta ls as god : Ba. 22, i'.v' EITJVtµcpav~c; liaiµwv ßporni'c; ~ Thesm. 681- 683, rräo1v
lµcpav~c;6pav I form yuvm~i Kai ßporni'c; (where th is is, however, said of the enemy: it will be
revealed to him that god "punishes injustice and impiety" [Thesm.684-686]; Ba.47, avrQ 0Eoc;
yEywc;lvliEf~oµm [said ofDionysus] ~ Thesm.673ff., liEi~El. . . [said of the enemy ]).
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performed several years later, yet in the Lysistrata,likewise performed in 411
279
BCE,there are also allusions to the ideas that later characterize the Bacchae.
280
These may clearly be traced back to a common Dionysiac model that influences all of tragedy as an ideological context and that in late Euripides assumes
more and more importance as a system of reference. 28 1
For the comedies centered around women, ritual role-reversal and the
idea of women on top is decisive. The chorus is therefore comparable to the
chorus of the Bacchaein many respects. 282 These, too, restrain themselves and
leave punishment to the god; they speak in a manner that is equally quite ritualistic and carry out speech acts that imply an action. The Bakkhai curse and
despise Pentheus' sacrifice, they worship the god with song and dance, and
the chorus in so doing often refers to its own performance.
Behind this relatively peaceful facade men must be on the lookout for
a real outbreak of violence. 283 Male anxiety about what the women in their
279

cf. Levine 1987. On the structural connect ion betw een the behavior of Pentheus and that of the
relative , who both spy on women in their secret cults and thereby transgress gender boundaries,
see Zeitlin 1982:146-147. She observes the closeness in the structural relation between Bacchic rites and the Thesmophoria, which function as "ideological opposites" (132); see in particular Zeitlin 1981:194-200. On the interte xtual conn ections between the Lysistrataand the Thesmophoriazusae,see generally the sound remarks in Hubbard 1991:186-199 and Taaffe 1993:101.
280
On the predecessors of the Bacchae, see Bier! 1991:11-12. Aeschylus' tetralogy the Lycurgeia
seems to have had a great influence on Euripides . Cf. the reference in Thesm. 134ff.to Aesch. fr.
57-67 Radt, particularly the quotation from the Edoni(Aesch. fr. 61 Radt) in Thesm. 136.Cf.also
Seaford 1996:223 ad Eur. Ba. 918-919 (esp. on the mirror ofTh esm. 140).
28 1
Bier! 1991, passim, on Euripides 137ff., esp. 219-2 26.
282
The Dionysiac description of the enemy as µavim~ cp>..iywv(Thesm. 680) is completely ambivalent, insofar as the women are themselves associated with fire because of the torch light
(280, 655). In their function as citizen chorus the dancers are also Dionysiac . Their glow is a
metaphor of the enthusiastic behavior that they express in song and dance in honor of the
gods, particularly Dionysus. Madness is ultimately overcome by madness; cf. Hf 822ff.and Ba.
977ff. Cf. also Schlesier 1985:lln44 on the ambivalence ofDionysiac madness. On the Dionysiac
(and Demetrian) role of the chorus, cf. also Zeitlin 1981:196: ''This ambiguity also means that
the women must, in turn , play a double role, as followers ofDemeter and as Bacchants ofDionysus." The subsequent hostage-t aking of the wine skin (689ff.) clearly takes the women into
the sphere of the Dionysiac. Violence now seems to break out ; the women want to set fire to
the altar (726ff.) to which the relative flees. The woman who is summoned to help in lines 728
and 739 is, significantly, named Mania. On the positive, idyllic, and Dionysiac projection of the
chorus, cf. Thesm.985-1000.
283
In the case ofEuripide s' Bacchaethe violence is projected onto the Theban maenads and seen as
mania sent by Dionysus as a punishment. Yet the Lydian Bacchants also sho w substantially
violent tendencies in their choral speech acts . Cf. in particular the disputed reading ofthe ephymnion in the third stasimon, 877-881 = 897- 901; contra Seaford 1996:218- 220 and Leinieks 1996:
370-3 72, which invert the meaning with the help of Blake's conjecture in order to remove the
simultaneous contradiction from Dionysus and his chorus. 1, along with Dodds 19602:186-188
ad Eur. Ba. 877- 81 and Hose II 1990/91 :373-374, support the interpretation that the Bakkhai,
in accordance with Greek ethics, here call for brutal reven ge against the enemy ; cf.Bier! 1991:
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secludedfestival community, which separates them for a time from the malecontrolled oikos,might be getting up to manifests itself in the concern that
the warnen might really take over the power of the polis for good or might
use force. This male fantasy finds its symbolic expression in the myth of
the Amazons and the Bakkhai. 284 In the case of the women celebrating the
Thesmophoria, the spectator also never knows whether their dances might
not actually turn into violence. In myth there are frequent reports of this
happeningin cases of male transgression. According to Aelian (fr. 44 Hercher),
KingBattos of Cyrene, absolutely determined to observe the arrheta of the
Thesmophoria,was attacked by the sphaktriai,the women who, quite unusually,were given responsibility for carrying out sacrifices. 285 With hands and
faces smeared with the blood of the sacrificial victim, they brandish their
swords286 and try to castrate the spy.287 Similarly, at the unmasking of the
male intruder, the comic playwright does not deny himself the opportunity
ofhavingthe women cast an aggressive eye on the infiltrator's phallus (Thesm.
643-648).
206;see also Ba.977-1023.
On the myth of the Amazons and the Lysistrata, see Bowie 1993:184-185. Detienne 1979:210
already connects the warnen at the Thesmophoria with Amazons; he is followed by Zeitlin
1982:146and Versnel 1993:250.
185
Fora more complex view of the sacrificing women, see Osborne 1993a. He attacks Detienne's
(1979)overly schematic and structuralist approach, which sees women as fundamentally
excludedfrom the action of sacrifice, in keeping with their political role, and which views the
Thesmophoria as an exception to the rule. Conversely, according to Osborne, the opinion widely
held before Detienne's work, that women generally took part in sacrifice, is also incorrect. He
argues for distinctions drawn on the basis of specific cults . Instead of the apparent homology of politics and sacrifice, he emphasizes the differences between the two areas; in certain
cases, sacrificial occasions could also bring warnen into public life, from which they were
otherwise excluded in political contexts. Detienne's model of exception for the Thesmophoria
does thus have a certain validity.
186
In Eur. Ba.993 Dike carries the epithet ~Hp!]cp6po~.which is traditional (cf. however Shapiro
1986:390-391,who withholds the designation of Dike from several ~epresentations of winged
women [ills. 10-12)). The women at the Thesmophoria are accordingly enforcers of dikein
addition to their function as female sacrificers .
187
Cf. Detienne 1979,Burkert 1985:244, Bowie 1993:213, and Versnel 1993:250. Cf. also the Spartan
setting of the episode of Aristomenes, the hero of the Messenian resistance (Paus . 4.17.1);
he tries to capture the women in the temple of Demeter in Aigila, but the celebrants of the
Thesmophoria defend themselves with sacrificial knives and spits. He is tied up and beaten
with torches, and only manages to escape because the priestess of Demeter falls in love with
him. The relative is also tied up and anybody who wants to set the prisoner free is threatened with a torch by the Old Woman (Thesm. 916-917). For similar stories see the !ist in Bowie
1993:212-213.In the following hostage-taking and sacrificial scene (Thesm.689-761) ritual is
again parodied. The relative assumes the ro le of the ocpayEu~,the only man allowed to attend
the festival, while the women participate actively in the sacrifice and catch the blood (Thesm.
750-755).Cf. Detienne 1979:193-194 and 208.
184
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The actual events on stage are important for these generally observed
procedures against a further possible intruder. The actions of threatening
and cursing are aimed directly at the relative, who remains onstage with his
guards. The chorus may possibly have encircled him while singing their song,
something that corresponds to a magical and symbolic "binding," a so-called
Karn8rnµ6i;. 288 The relative becomes the comic surrogate for Euripides, whom
the song and the play as a whole intertextually monopolizes and parodies.289
This choral song thus fits excellently into the development of the plot. And
the immediately following scene demonstrates t hat the relative considers
himself directly addressed by the speech act. He reacts to the women's threatening behavior with a comic hostage-taking (689ff.). This parodies the kidnapping in Euripides' Telephusand brings the Dionysiac dimension of the women
to the foreground through the fact that the stolen child is represented as a
wineskin. 290
The search song ends abrupt ly with the following two verses (687-688):291

aA.Äfo1x' ~µiv ärravra rrwi; ÖU:OKE<p0m
KUAW<;.
oux 6pwµEv youv fr' aAA.ovouÖEv'EyKa0~µEVOV.
But I think we've searched everything quite thoroughly.
In any case, we don't see any other man sitting here.
288

Cf. also Sommerstein Thesm., 198 ad 689-758. He thinks that when Mika calls on the chorus for
help after the child is stolen (696ff.) this means that the relative flees not to the altar of Apollo
Agyieus on the stage, but to the thymelein the middle of the orchestra. Possibly he had already
been encircled previously; after the song he takes the supposed baby and hurries to the center.
289
The KT]OEot~~
as relative by marriage acts as Euripides' representative; Bonanno 1990:253
views the relative as the tragic poet 's double . Accord ing to Hubbard 1991:185 the choice of
the figure of the KT]OEOt~~
shows how much Euripides follows traditional attitudes to women.
In particular, he argues, it should be noted that Euripides thereby honors the institution of
marriage, of centra l importance for the Thesmophoria. The Thesmophoriazusaethus thematizes not Euripides' misogyny, but rather popular misconceptions about him and his handling
of female roles, just as the C/oudsis not dire cted at Socrates, but builds on popular prejudices
against Socrates and other intellectuals.
29
Cf. also Ar. Ach. 325-351, where the "baby' ' is a charcoal-basket. On wine, not otherwise
permitted to women, as characteristic indication of a women's festival of inversion, see Versnel
1993:262-268; sexual desire thereby unleashed is kept in check by antaphrodisiac plants
(Myo~. Kovu~a. Kviwpov). Despite all these liberties , wine must be concealed, hidden, and
renamed in order to reduce any scandal; cf. Thesm. 733-761 and Versnel 1993:268. He considers
the fact that sacrifice and access to wine is exceptionally granted to the women during the
festival as a ritual processing of the anxiety that troubled Greek males. They must have still
been concerned that their oppressed wives, despite all security measures, would break their
chains and give full expression to their desires (284) .
291
Like lines 659-662 immediately following the prokerygma,these concluding words are also catalectic trochaic tetrameters.
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Theseconcluding verses clearly mark the fact that the time for searching is
over.The chorus thereby shows that the speech act that set up and guided the
action in the orchestra is coming to an end. 292 At the instant of uttering line
687, the chorus members stop their dance movements. The negative result that
they have not found any further men (688) acts as a hinge to the following
hostage scene. The words have an effect on the relative, who is the sole addresseeof the chorus ' torrent of words and who in reaction to this speech act
movesto defend himself. From the perspective of the performance now going
on outside the plot, the statement in line 688 (oux 6pwµEv youv fr' a"A"Aov
ouofv' lyKcx0tjµEvov)is of course ridiculous since in the audience there are
thousands of men sitting and following the action .293 In a manner typical of
ritual the chorus infringes on the participants that it represents.
The choral dance song thus constitutes the action of searching. Apart
from the intensification of the chorus' own dance movements, the longwindedperiods and the associative and redundant ordering of the repetitive
contents, expressed now negatively, now positively, imitate the up and down
motion of people intensively searching .294 Since the interplay of content and
formultimately constitutes the action , Sommerstein's criticism of the quality
of the poetry in this passage seems to miss the point. 295 For this song is not
292

Cf. Zimmermann II 1985:107: "Die Frauen würden kein Ende ihrer Verwünschungen finden,
wenn nicht die Chorführerin in den Versen 687f. die Suche für beendet erklären würde" ["The
women would not cease their cursing if the chorus leader in lines 687-688 did not declare the
search ended"]. He sees the performative aspect without, however, making use of the concept .
lt remains questionable whether it is really the koryphaioswho puts a stop to the chorus '
endless talk, or whether it is not actually the chorus, or the chorus leader, who speaks the
lines, since the search has come to an end at precisely the same time. Both the search and the
dance are completed by this utterance .
293
Cf. Dionysus' question to Pentheus-if he wishes to see the women sitting together in the
mountains (ouyKa0riµi:va~ ioEiv, Eur. Ba. 811)-which (along with Ba. 816) is inte rpreted by
Segal 1982:226 and Bier! 1991:212 with n97 as a reference to the situation of the audience in
the theater. Taaffe 1993:94 comes to a similar conclusion from the perspective of gender-role
identity: "In another joke on gender identity , they find no men , when it is clear that many men
have in fact infiltrated this secret meeting and the men are just where you might expect to
find them, too: in the audience."
294
Cf.the repetition and parallelism in expression ~v yap - Käv - ornv. For purposes of clarity I
reproduce here once more the repetitive and winding thread of the argument: when someone
commits an impiety (negative), he is then punished (passively,by humans) and serves as an
example to show the necessity of piety (positive) (667-677); ifhe does not do so (negationof the
positive),then the following will happen (declarationof the negative)(678): if someone is caught
committing a crime (negative),he will become an example of how the god punishes wrongdoing(positive,actively,by god) (679-686).
295
Cf.Sommerstein Thesm., 197 ad 663-686: "Much of the diction and most of the sentiments of
this song are tragic, but its stylistic quality as poetry is mediocre, its most notable feature
beinga high degree of repetitiveness:'
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poetry, but the direct expression of a living choral culture. The ritual choral
dance song is characterized precisely by the redundancy and repetitiveness
found fault with by Sommerstein. lt expresses here a completely concrete
and simple action, namely searching, which is based on repetitive models and
which as a fundamental biological program of action has been ritualized and
processed into cultural codes. 296

The Parabasis (Thesm. 785-845)
The parabasisof the Thesmophoriazusae
separates the Palamedesstratagem from
the Helenstratagem, and as a result of deviations from the traditional structure its form is very free. 297 Because of the absence of odes, the character of the
eh oral dance song retreats far into the background. The ritual elements ofhymns
to the gods and concern with the chorus' own dance, which are characteristic
of the lyric parts of the parabasis,are, as has been discussed, transferred to the
other songs, in particular to the two later choral scenes (947-1000 and 11361159). The chorus of the Thesmophoriazusae
is thereby marked by a relatively
limited engagement in the action of the plot, but by an intensive rituality.
Because of the expansion of the mood and tone of the parabatic, the
actual parabasisitself does not represent any real break in dialogue of the
characters in comparison to the other songs. This is even more striking in that
this parabasis,as with that of the Birds,fits more clearly into the context of
the plot than in the other comedies. The communisopiniohas generally evaluated the parabasisin general-at least the part containing the anapaests-as a
digression from the action in the play and as a breaking of the "illusion," since
the chorus leader, or the chorus as a whole, addresses the audience directly,
praises or censures individuals by name, discusses the matter of the poet and
his work, focuses on and praises the author while attacking his rivals, strives
for success and recognition among the audience and the judges, and/or talks
about politics and dispenses advice. 298
296

297

298

Cf. the sociobiological theory of Burkert 1996. One could perhaps think here of the hunt for a
natur al enemy that invades one's own territory. On fear of death and concern for survival as a
background of religion see Burkert 1996 :30-33, on territorial and boun dary concerns ibid., 45
and 165-166.
There is no kommation,or rather it is inte gra ted into the anapaests. Ode and antode, as wellas
antepirrhema,are missing. The structure is as follows: 785-813 are anapaests (catalectic anapaestic tetrameters); 814-829, pnigos (anapaestic dimeters); 830-845, epirrhema(catalectic
tro -chaic tet rameters) . On the pambasis of the Thesm., see Moulton 1981:127-135, Zeitlin
1981:185-186, Bonnette 1989:240-248, Hubbard 1991:195 - 199, an d Taaffe 1993:76-78 .
On the contents of the actua l parabaseisof the first five extant works and numerous fragments
cf. Sifakis 1971:38-41 (with tables 45-5 1).
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Here, in any case, the chorus goes on to talk about itself, as is in fact
. normalwith epirrhemata.299 The fluctuation between role and function takes an
only apparent step back in the anapaests. Nevertheless, rrapaßfjvm here does
at least partially involve an even further movement away from the chorus'
dramatic role-which up until this point has been that of a chorus of ritually
celebrating women-and toward a general commentary on womanhood. The
clearly male identity of the chorus in its comic function, which remains ever
present behind the female masking, gives rise to greater comic effect the more
the chorus concentrates exclusively on its fictional femininity. 300 One can just
imaginethe hearty laughter among the mainly male audience: male citizens
appear before the spectators and attempt to teach them that women are better
than they are!
In terms of its strongly argumentative speech the parabasisis comparable
to a public appearance before a court or before the demos. In this way it becomeslike the speeches delivered before the women's assembly. 301 All in all, the
interlude functions like a defense against the charges brought against women.
The dramatic role thus remains present, even behind the discussion of the
general question as to which sex is morally superior, since the presentation,
designedto prove the supremacy of women over men, is linked to the Leitmotiv
of aiskhrologia
between the sexes, which is an ingredient of the Thesmophoria and is thematized in this comedy. 302 The emphasis on the superior qualities
of the women functions as a counterpart to the putting down of men. Censure
and praise, which belong to the fundamental speech acts of Old Comedy and are
particularly characteristic of the parabasis,are here integrated into the ritual
context of the plot. The actual parabasis,which the comic poet evidently developed only at a late stage to praise himself or defend himself against attacks,
usingthe chorus leader as his representative in the first- or third-person, here
becomesreshaped into the comic chorus' usual self-presentation. 303
299

Sifakis1971:43 mentions that the contents of the epirrhematahave spread into the actual parabasisof the Thesmophoriazusa
e and have therefore changed the usual situation .
300
Taaffe1993discusses these connections using insights from feminist performance criticism .
301
See Moulton 1981:128and 135.
302
See Rösler 1993.
303
See Hubbard 1991:19-20, rightly remarking that anapaests were used for choral self-presen tation almost as frequently as they were to defend the claims of the poet. The anapaests of
the Birdsand the Thesmophoriazusaeshould therefore not be treated as a later development
followedby the poet in order to free himself from the "undramatic" form of the actual parabasis;examples of self-description ibid., 20nl 7: Cratinus fr. 105 K.-A. (chorus of malthakoispeaks
in its role about wreaths of flowers), Eupolis fr. 13 K.-A. (chorus of goats talks about its fodder),
and Ar. fr. 427-431 K.-A. (chorus of freighters talks about its cargo). On the themes actually
typical of epirrhemata in the anapaests of the Thesmophoriazusae,
see Sifakis 1971:43.
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The chorus delivers the keyword of the Leitmotiv right in the first line,
which here in abbreviated fashion incorporates the usually two-versed kommation into the speech as a whole. The question of whether the chorus leader or
the chorus as a whole spoke or sang cannot be determined unequivocally. The
metre points to a recitative quality, while the kommation-like style suggests
song and dance. 304 The argumentative style of delivery argues against collective speech, while the specifically ritual element and the intrusion of the epirrhematic argues for it. 305 The first line (785) is in any case programmatic:
~µEi<;rofvuv ~µä<;aura:<;Ei'iM~wµEv n:apaßäcrm.
Let us step forward in the parabasisand praise ourselves!
The "we," placed in emphatic first position, and the reflexive "ourselves"
emphasizes the group. The (female) chorus leader can of course speak for
the whole using the plural form. From a performative and pragmatic point of
view, much speaks in favor of this line being emphatically sung and danced
by the whole chorus as a kind of kommation marking a transition. First, the
"we" in line-initial position leaves it open as to whether the chorus speaks
in its dramatic role or whether it speaks in its function as chorus; the feminine forms of the reflexive pronoun and participle stress its female role. The
performative hortatory subjunctive EÖM~wµEv refers in clear-cut fashion to
the EÖMyElv of women, which corresponds to the KaKW<;
MyEtv of men. The
self-command clearly shows the ritual aim . The participle n:apaßcxcrmself-referentially mirrors the technical term parabasis.Its literal meaning refers to the
chorus' movement: that is to say, the group wheels and now steps forward to
address the audience directly. The figurative meaning, to step out of the frame
304

305

Rossi 1978:1149-1155 (cf. Nagy 1990:46 on this) argues for the performance style of the
rrapaKarnAoy~, a musical "recitative" by the chorus leader, which falls between song and
speech and is accompanied only by the mimetic dance figures (ox~µarn) of other actors; for
discussion as to whether the kommationwas sung or recited by the chorus or chorus leader,see
Muff 1872:86-88. Pollux 4.112 talks of the song of the kommation:,6 µtv KoµµcxnovKamßoM
Ti~ fon ßpaxfo~ µEAou~.The kommation, according to Hubbard 1991:18, was thus sung and
apparently also accompanied by dance. Scholars long debated whether the parabasisin
the stricter sense might not also have been sung (and danced?) by the entire chorus; it was
largely assumed that the chorus stood motionless during this part; cf. the discussion in Muff
1872:89-90. Today the unanimous opinion is that the koryphaiosrecited it; Hubbard 1991:19.
The manner in which epirrhematawere performed is also disputed. For earlier theories see
Muff 1872:91-95 (he himself believes, 94-95, that the whole chorus sung and danced) and the
summary in Hubbard 1991:2ln27. Westphal 1869:48 even proposed a connection to the wild
and "obscene" kordax.Hubbard (21) represents the communis opiniothat the epirrhematawere
also recited by the chorus leader (cf. similarly, for example, Dover 1972:50),so that the chorus
could have accompanied his words with gestures and dance figures.
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of the plot in order to praise oneself in a form of digression, as Sifikas defines
306
the concept, appears tobe not quite correct, since üld Comedy, as he himself
stresses, never constructs a strictly consistent illusion of plot. New investigations have on the contrary shown that the parabasisdoes not interrupt
the action, but is an integral part of the play in which the central themes are
307
collected. The parabasisis clearly connected with a ritual mode of speech in
whichenonciationis emphasized while enonceretreats into the background. 308
Through direct contact between audience and chorus members, the distance
between performer and spectator is bridged, a situation characteristic of any
ritual performance. This immediate involvement turns theatergoers into
active participants. In any event, this manner of speaking is by no means
confinedsolely to the parabasis,but is typical of the genre of Old Comedy.309
This finding has considerable consequences for the interpretation of this
self-praise.Through the address of the male audience by the chorus, whose
identity varies between role and function, the praise of the female sex is
relativized and deconstructed. The winking and nudging of the male players
directed at the male spectators more or less reduces the grand defense of
womento a farce. The reaction probably consisted not of open agreement with
the arguments put forward, but of laughter shared with the male performers
at the women whom they played. 310
Froma plot-internal point of view, the speech is closely connected with the
culticcontext of the Thesmophoria. The counterattack to the claims advanced
by the men is a further reflex of ritual aiskhrologia,which becomes a theme
306

The verb m1paßaivE1vappears explicitly in five passages: Ar. Ach. 628-629 (629), Equ.507-509
(508), Pax734-735 (735), Plato com. fr. 99 (V. 2) K.-A., and Thesm. 785. Fora precise discussion
with evaluation of the other sources, see Sifakis 1971 :62-68. Sifakis excellently demonstrates
how the parabasisis connected with self-praise (65). For its definition as a digression, cf. ibid.,
66, 69 and below, chap. 2 nl 18. Although Sifakis has clearly refuted the so-called illusion of the
closed plot in Old Comedy (7-14), he here remains under the influence of the older scholar ship. For the parabasissee also the discussion below, pp. 310-314.
307
Cf. among others Bowie 1982, Harriott 1986:20-36 , Reckford 1987, and Hubbard 1991; see now
also Imperio 2004:13- 14. Koester 1835:15- 16 had early on attempted to find points of contact
between the parabasisand the rest of the action in the play, but this view was only taken up
again much later.
308
Direct confrontation with the audience finds a correspondence in the attitude of certain
figureson the Pronomos Vase who do not comm unicate with the other figures involved in the
plot of a dramatic performance (as depicted by means of profile view), but rather enter into
contact with the viewer frontally, that is, with the authority of the pragmatic context; Calame
1995:116-136.
309

SeeFlashar 1996:86-87 and Purves 1997 (who also relies on Schechner's theater , ibid.,6-7) .
310
SeeHubbard 1991:197, who characterizes the Thesmophoriazusae
as play "about men's attitudes
toward women;• and Taaffe 1993:74- 102. See now also Stehle 2002.
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throughout the play. The men's position is based on the well-known premise
that women are the root of evil for humankind (mxv foµEv KaKOV
av8pwrro1~,
787) and on the piling up of negative conditions that are associated with the
female sex (Ka~ ~µwv fonv ärravrn I itp18c~,vdKr], ora:01~apyaMa, Mn~.
rr6i\cµo~, 787-788). 311The women counter that the evil (KaK6v)cannot be all
that great if men marry them and guard them like a treasure (788-799). Asa
logical consequence of this refutation, they then propose the thesis that they
are far better than men (800). Since no one represents an absolute KaK6v,
the argument now revolves around the comic contest as to which of the two
is worse by comparison (xdpou~, 801, 820; ~nwv, 804; xdpwv, 805), that is,
which is relatively speaking the greater KaK6v.Although the women insist on
their moral superiority (ßci\riou~. 800, 810; aµdvwv, 808), they concede with
an implicit nod and a wink that they, too, are to some extent bad.
They comically try to prove their superiority by comparing speaking
names that express abstract virtues in the political and military spheres with
the names of contemporary leaders (802-809). The aristocratic speaking
names of the cuycvd~ yuvaiKE~,such as Nausimakhe, Aristomakhe, Stratonike,
and Euboule, represent instances of success in contrast to the actual disasters
of the politicians Kharminos, Kleophon, and Anytos. 312 To the archaic way of
thinking, names are metaphors for the identity of the name-bearer, and in
them the claim to realization of the content of the name is emphasized. lt is
precisely in ritual that women contribute to the construction of ritual reality,
that is, to founding and securing the noble status of their social identity.313
By inserting the names of well-known prostitutes, the women's declaration
of their superiority is clearly rendered suspect, inasmuch as the symbolic
content of the name is at odds with the reality, as in the case of Nausimakhe.
The women's claim to superiority (810) is thus once more demonstrated as
311Cf. Horn. Od. 11.427, Hes. Th. 562- 612, esp. 590 - 602, Op. 54- 99, Semonides (on the different
types of women) fr. 7 W.,esp. 94-118, and reflexes in Eur. Hipp.616-633, Med.573-575, andin
Old Comedy,esp. in Sousarion fr. 1.3- 5 K.-A.:KaKovyuvai:KE~·
ix.},){ öµw~. ~ 01']µ6m1
, 1ouKfonv
oiKEi:voiKiav iivw KaKoüI Kai yap ro y~µm Kai ro µ~ y~µm KaK6v.For concentration in the
parabasisof the Thesmophoriazusaeon the KaK6vthat is woman, cf. Thesm. 786, 787, 789, 791,
796, 797, 799.

312 The whoremonger Kleophon is inferior to the famous hetairaSalabakkho (805), whose nameis
reminiscent of the word for trumpet signal. Nausimakhe, according to schol. Thesm.804, is also
supposed to have been a prostitute (rr6pvl']).The claim to sophrosyne, upon which ritual places
such great importance with respect to women as guarantors of legitimate offspring (cf.Brule
1987:342-343), is contradicted by their actual behavior.
313
See the excellent remarks in Calame 1995:174 - 185. Euboule is reminiscent of the cult nameof
Artemis Aristoboule. On this scene see also Möllendorff 1995:250 - 251, who speaks of a mixing
of the level of signified belonging to male discourse and the level of signifier belongingto
female discourse.
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in no way serious, and the men take some pleasure at the comparison. At
the same time the chorus as chorus of citizens is here able to bring its role of
deliverer of criticism to bear against powerful individuals. Finally, the women
showthat they are only relatively better, since in accordance with the division
of roles between the sexes they commit only small crimes at home, while the
men commit great ones in the state: warnen only pinch a little wheat from the
storage cellar, but men embezzle public funds (811-813).
In the pnigos(814-829) the audience is in typical fashion included in the
attack: "We could prove that many of them do this" (a:AX~µEi<;äv rroAAou<;
rourwv Iarrobd~atµEv mum rrotouvm<;, 814-815). With the deictic rourwv the
members of the chorus once again point clearly at the spectators and intensifythe parabasis'direct manner of speech. Then follows the statement "that,
beside this, they are more often gluttons, clothes-thieves, tricksters, and
kidnappers than we are" (Kai rrpo<;rourot<; yaorptba<; ~µwv Iovm<;µäAAov Kai
>.wrrobura<;
1 Kai ßwµoA6xou<;Kavbparrobtora<;, 816-818). The warnen do not
excludethemselves categorically from the group of evildoers; men are simply
more likely to become bad. Warnen are certainly tricksters (ßwµoA6xot) themselves,as can be established precisely in the case of ritual aiskhrologia.Yet as a
comiccitizen chorus, the male players teil these sorts of dirty jokes accompanied by appropriate gestures, thus meeting with the audience's approval. 314
Finding fault with men (µEµ\j!a{µE0'äv, 830) is certainly continued, but
the women remain entirely within their traditional role and within the area
of competency alloted them. The fact that the mother of a bad man such as
Hyperbolosis accorded the same honor as that of the mother of the successful
general Lamakhos (830-845) is decried as deplorable. The mocking of men
in general here returns once more to the traditional ovoµaori Kwµ4>bEivof
powerfulpoliticians.
The men in the audience thus feel ultimately confirmed in their chauvinistic attitude, despite the direct attacks on them, and come away with the
followingmessage after the speech act of self-praise by the warnen: women
are utterly bad, as they themselves admit; comparatively speaking, they are
only a little less bad, because they cannot undertake any public tasks. Men are
actuallygood; only a few are guilty of public crimes. lt is therefore the citizen
chorus' task to subject these to censure. 3 15
314

Onthe derivation of comedy from impromptu scenes played by clowns of this type, see below,
pp.280-282.
315
Onthe freedom to criticize and deride , see Gelzer 1970:1528,Edwards 1991:168-179, and Gelzer
1992:31-35;on the connection of iambosand comedy, see Degani 1987,Degani 1988,Rosen 1988,
andDegani1993; see now also Treu 1999:129-140 and SaettaCottone 2005:143-151.Blaming(µiiµ-
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The ritual nature of the scene does not manifest itself only in praise and
blame, which are just as much a part of Dionysiac license as the aiskhrologia
of
the Demeter festival: the dramatic role of the chorus as women at the Thesmophoria also has an extensive effect on this part too. One should not, then, read
this parabasissimply as a political statement against certain politicians or as
a parody of a courtroom speech. The ritual nature is shown especially on the
level of content , The men, dressed as women, here thematize the mixed feelings they experience toward women at the Thesmophoria. The temporary loss
of control over women causes all kinds of suspicions to arise in the men. For
men, women at this festival in particular are a "beautiful evil" (KaAOV
KaK6v),
something the chorus explains in its opening demonstration (785-799). The
festival is supposed to further female and agrarian fertility. The polis, which
with the exception of ritual occasions completely excludes women from
public life, needs the married woman as mother of legitimate male offspring
in order to ensure its own continued existence. 316 Marriage is the institution
by which the city is able to regulate reproduction .317 The sexuality necessary
for this goal is ritually renewed by the separation of the sexes in the festival
cycle. The Thesmophoria reenact a cultural relapse into matriarchal conditions and a reentry into civilization, which is founded anew at the Kalligeneia
with marriage and the desire for good offspring. In their segregation, the
married women preserve a certain ambivalence. The wild sexuality necessary
for survival and the fundamental inversion of the normal order are experienced as a threat to the male world and thus filled with contradictory signs.
Lascivious, unbound sexuality is simultaneously overlaid with signals of chastity in order to make the intolerable tolerable. 318
Aristophanes knew how to depict this paradoxical mixture of layers by
using intertextual connections in the speech of the women; Euripides receives
particular attention as the target of literary parody. The starting position of

316

317

318

cprn0m, r-0115op~crm)
and praisin g (irrmvfom) are centra l themes of the parabasis;cf. Ach.676691 (esp. 676), 702-718, Equ.565- 580 (esp. 565), 595-610 (esp. 595-596), 1274-1289 (esp. 12741275), Nub. 575-594 (esp. 576), 607-626, Vesp.1015-1050 (esp. 1016), 1275- 1291, Av.753-768,
1072-1087, Lys.626-635, 648-657, Thesm.785-813, 830-845 (esp. 830), and Ran.686-705, 718-737.
The constant concern about spurious infants in the Thesmophoriazusae(339-340, 407-408,
502-516, 564-565) is also based on this.
On marriage as a central institution th at exe rcises control over th e legitimacy of masculine
offspring, see des Bouvrie 1990:44-5 0.
On mechanisms for control over the Athenian woman, see des Bouvrie 1990:50-57. On the role
of the Athenian woman in general, see ibid., 35-59; see also Gould 1980, Foley 1981 (on the role
of the woman in Attic drama), La Matina 1987 (on women in Aristophanes from a semiotic
point of view), and Versnel 1993:276-288.
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the defense rests partly on the particular situation of the aiskhrologiaby men,
which clearly responds in iamboi to the attacks delivered by women at the
festivalof Demeter. 319 In the first part of Semonides' iamboion women (fr. 7 .1-93
W.)it is told how Zeus created the different types of women from eight animals,
earth, and sea. A negative characterization
is constructed using parallels
between the behavior of animals and women. The bee (83-93), which also functions as the symbol of chaste and noble women at the Thesmophoria, represents a significant exception. 320 In the second, general part of the poem (94118),the image of wo man is unrelentingly negative. The fragment of Sousarion
(fr.1 K.-A.)directed against women, which is often cited in connection with the
development of Old Comedy, 321 might have stood in a similar ritual context:
aKounE AE4>·
I:oucrapfwv AE)'ElniÖE,
uio~ <1>1Aivou
MEyap60Ev TpmoöfcrKto~.
KCTKOV
yuvaiKE~·&XXöµw~, J>öriµomt,
oux ifonv oixEiv oixfav avw xaxou
Kaiyap ro y~µm Kairoµ~ y~µat KaKOV
Listen to me, you peoples! Thus speaks Sousarion, the son of Philinos
from Tripodiskos in Megara: women are an evil. But even so, my fellow
citizens, it is impossible to have a house without evil, for both marrying and not marrying are evils .
What is important here, on the one hand, is the direct address to the people (1,
3),which is identical to the address of the audience in Old Comedy, especially
322
in the parabasis. On the other hand, the fragment also possesses much in
common with the parabasisof the Thesmophoriazusae
in terms of the theme of
319

Cf.Wilamowitz 1 18952 :58nl 7: "Auch das Weibergedicht des Semonides, eine Predigt über ein
hesiodisches Thema, welche an sich ohne rechten Zweck erscheint, erhält als Replik auf die
Spöttereien der Weiber am Demeterfeste Sinn und Salz" ["Semonides' poem on the types of
women, a sermon on a Hesiodic theme that appears without a real purpose of its own, also
gains sense and humor as a reply to the ridicule by women at the festival of Demeter"]. Cf.
Rösler1993:83on this, who also associates the Semonides poem and the fragment ofSousarion
with the Thesmophoriazusae
(ibid.,80-86).
320
Womenat the Thesmophoria were called µEl11ooa1.
Cf. Apollodorus, FGrHist244 F 89 and Detienne 1979:211-212; on bees, see esp . Detienne 1971 and literature cited in Versnel
1993:25ln82; now also Kledt 2004:119-120.
321
See the testimonia in PCGVII, 661-663 (and pp. 147-1 48 W. [with text]), esp. Marm. Par., FGrHist
239A 39.
322
Thewords aKOVETE
AEwseem to have been a traditional Athenian formula of proclamation and
publicaddress that is r~flected in old Comedy; cf.Ar. Ach. 1000, Pax551 and Av. 448. For the vocative c;ibl]µ6rm cf. Ach.319 and Nub. 1322; cf. also ~vöpE~ö1]µ6rm (Ar. Plut. 322; cf. Ach.328).
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323

marriage with the evil that is woman. For although the speech is conceived
as a riposte to this kind of attack, the male point of view remains detectable
through the Athenian players, who emphasize the female character as a KaK6v.
In the parabasis,as in the fragment of Sousarion, the fundamental ambivalence in the attitude of men to women is at the center. Woman is a KaK6v,
but a necessary one for the house and for the continuation of the family
line. This explains the concentration on marriage and the comic paradox
that both being married and not being married amounts to a KaKov(5): for
in the marriage partnership one lives together with a KaK6v,yet life without
marriage is "bad," because the continued existence of the polis is thereby
endangered.
Hesiod's Pandora as KaMv KaK6v(Hes. Theogony585) equally explains the
paradox of woman at the Thesmophoria. Without sexual attraction, a KaAA1yEvE1acan hardly come to pass, but from beauty, to be sure, arise jealousy
and discord between men, particularly when the woman cannot be placed
under the direct oversight of the husband, as is the case at the festival of
Demeter. Despite the emphasis on their virtues and chastity, in the eyes of
men women are potential whores precisely during the inverted world of the
festival. 324 Hence the insertion of Salabakkho among the glorious and noble
names (804ff.), which in turn mark the female infringement on politics and
war that the Demeter festiva} represents. 325 The claim to female superiority
is also inserted intertextually. 326 Both in Euripides and in the Lysistratathis is
based on the role of the woman as keeper of the marital household and on her
prominent ritual function in the polis.
From the male standpoint, they emphasize their superior ability to watch
over the patrimony (ra rrarpQa yE 1- .. cr4>~E1v,
819-820). Safeguarding the
patrimony ranks equally with patrilineal inheritance from father to son, which
does, however, necessitate woman as bearer of children. For this reason, TEKEiv
becomes the Leitmotivof the epirrhema.327 Quite in keeping with male expecta323
324

325

326

327

For yaµEiv see Thesm. 789.
Cf. Versnel 1993:282, who views sexuality, which is displayed but never consummated, as a
fundamental paradox of the women celebrating the Thesmophoria {ibid., 254). To the same
category belongs the fact that the women espouse a lofty ethical claim to chastity, but on the
other hand are compared with prostitutes. See above , nnl20 and 312.
See myths about martial conflicts in connection with the Thesmophoria in Bowie 1993:212-213
and above, n287.
Thesm. 810"' Eur. MelanippeDesmotisPap. Berol. 9772 = Suppl. Euripideum fr. 6 (p. 32 v. Arnim),
esp. line 3 (cf. fr. 499.3 N/fr. 494.3 Kannicht): ai o'do' aµEivov~ apoivwv. ◊El~W o'e:yw;cf.also
Horn. II. 4.405.
On TEKEivcf. Thesm.832, 836,839,845. The Thesmophoria have a double function , the increase of
natural fertility as weil as that of women, in order to ensure the continued existence ofhumanity;
consider the famous scholion to Lucian Dia/. Meret. 2.1 (276.14-15 Rabe): rrEpi r~~ rwv Kap-
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tions,giving birth to men who are good and useful for the continued existence
of the city as a whole occupies the central position. 3 28 The concluding play on
the words r6Ko~/ceKEivtogether with the accompanying alliterative piling-up
of concepts (840-845) underscores this ideological core. The mother of the
evil politician Hyperbolos is put in the spotlight and faulted for her practice
of lending money at extortionate rates of interest. The semantically related
Greekhomonyms "interest" and "male offspring" (r6Ko~)are comically mixed,
whichgives rise to a meaningful comparison between the exchange of money
and intercourse in marriage. 329 Procreation is like a loan of money; a mother is
simplya kind of bank. She is removed from her bodily connection to her son,
sinceshe functions only as an abstract carrier that ensures the transaction of
payment and repayment. A male child is considered as interest or profit from
this exchange between the sexes, which ensures the well-being of the polis
fromgeneration to generation in the male line. 330
At the same time there is a connection between this comparison and
the commensurable claim of a woman who has given birth to a capable son
to receive a better place at the women's festival than the mother of a bad son.
Themention of proedria(834) at the women's festivals of the Skira and Stenia is
alsoa metatheatrical reference to the current order of seating in the theater. 331
Here the demand for privilege has of course a particularly comic effect,

rrwvyEvfoEw~
Kai r~~ rwv av8pwrrwvorropä~;cf. ibid.,20-22: the throwing of piglets into an
underground chasm happens 8tixro rroMrnKov Eii;ouv8riµa r~i; yEvfoEwi;rwv KaprrwvKai
TWV av8pwrrwv.
See now Kledt 2004:132,135-136.
328
The formulation EiTEK01
ni; avlipa xpriorov rfi rr6AE1(Thesm.832) is reminiscent of both the
goalexpressed by the chorus in the parabasis,xprio-rix-rfirr6AE11 ~uµrrapatvEivKai li1licxoKE1v
(Ran.686-687),andin particular of the epirrhemaof the women in the parabasisof the Lysistrata
(648-651)
, which is related intertextually to the Thesmophoriazusae.
In the Lysistratathe connection is made-via a useful piece of advice (xpriorovrfi rr6AE1
rrapaivfoai, Lys.648)-to women's
central usefulness for the city; they bear sons, who as future men guarantee the continuity
of the system: -roupo:vouyo:pµ01 µfrEOn Kai yixpavlipa~ Eiocpipw(Lys. 651). Here too female
reproductivityis compared to a monetary contribution.
329
Onthis play on words, cf.Nub.1156- 1159,Plat. Rep.507a, 555e, and Arist. Pol. 1258b4-7.
330
The personification of Ploutos' agricultural wealth also plays a great role in this festival; cf.
Thesm.296 and above, nn186-187; in society Ploutos is also equated with monetary wealth;
the plot of Aristophanes' comedy of the same name is based on this polyvalency. In the
Thesmophorionof Bitalemi dedications of meta! used for bartering have also been found: see
Kron1992:633-635
. On Ploutos in the Euripidean Helen,parodied in the Thesmophoriazusae,
cf.line 69 (Theoklymenos' palace is nJ..ournu [L: nJ..ounp Nauck] . .. a~10~);at the same time,
Theoklymenosis also connected with Pluto-Hades, who is of central importance in the myth of
the Thesmophoriaas Persephone's husband; see Foley 1992:136.
331
Onproedria,the right to sit in the first row on festive occasions, see Sommerstein Thesm., 209
ad834:this privilegewas normally reserved for selected officialsor priests, but could by way of
exceptionbe extended to those who had rendered a service to the state.
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since women, if allowed in the theater at all, always sat at the back.332 With
the mention of the first row, the distance between performance and plot is
bridged in a way typical of Old Comedy. As in any ritual, the spectator thereby
becomes in turn active participant.

The Central Image of the Parabasis as Symbolic Expression
(Thesm. 821-829) and the lnitiatory Interpretation of the
Thesmophoriazusae
The tableauvivant with which the pnigoscomes to its comic end is also based
entirely on ritual concepts of the chorus in its role. The motif of better
management of paternal capital retreats into the background behind the play
with mention of the semantically related homonyms of the symbolic concepts
Kavwv (822, 825) and crKiaöEtov(823, 829), 333 which may describe gender role
identity on both sides. Figurative speech that operates using simple objects
from the immediate living environment is characteristic of ritual discourse.
The concentration of polyvalent signifiers in this instance is also related
to the ritual of the Thesmophoria, which provides the frame for the plot, and
to the Stenia and Skira (834), which are mentioned immediately afterward
and which also have a connection to this festival. The parabasisconstantly
returns to elements of this festival in an associative and redundant fashion
and thus focuses on themes and motifs that are of importance for the work as
332

333

On the question of the presence of women in the theater, see Henderson 1991a; women apparently sat in the rows at the back (ibid., 140-144); he shows that a distinction needs tobe drawn
between a purely male "notional audience;· which was clearly viewed politically, and an "actual
audience," which encompassed all participants in the festival, certain women included; on
Ka0ijo0ai (838) as metatheatrical term, see above, n293. On proedrictin the theater ofDionysus,
cf. Pöhlmann 1981. On the mention of the proedriaof the priest of Dionysus in the Frogs(297),
cf. Bier! 1991:37. Cf. also the priest's invitation to Dikaiopolis in Ach. 1085-1094 to take part in
the Khoes. lt is clear from both passages that the priest is taking part in a festival in his official
capacity , that is, that the ritual of performance directly flows into another ritual event. Cf.also
Dover Frogs,230 ad 297.
On the symbolic see among others Turner 1967:19- 47, Turner 1969, Geertz 1973:87-125
("Religion as cultural system") , Lewis 1977, Foster/Brandes 1980,Jensen 1986, and Braungart
1996:108-113; see particularly the comments of Jensen 1986:112-113 ("Ritual as Condensed
Action"). On its application in the field of drama, des Bouvrie 1990:70-77 and des Bouvrie
1993:87-92 (with copious references) . Cf. also Moulton 1981:131-135 , who similarly treats
the passage as the "imagistic center of the pctrnbctsis"(131). On the concept of initiation in
the study of religion , see the general overview in Grohs 1993. As a rite de passage, it always
requires symbolic dramati zation; see van Gennep 1909 and Turner 1967:93-111. For initiation
as puberty ritual in classical and religious studies, see the key works listed above, Introduction
n61. On the use of the interpretative paradigms of ephebeict,initiation, and structurally determining rites de passagefor plot structure in tragedy and Old Comedy, see below, n481.
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a whole.334 The self-referential connection to the Stenia (ninth of Pyanopsion),
whichcomes immediately before the actual Thesmophoria (eleventh to thirteenth of Pyanopsion) and which forms together with the festival at Halimous
(tenth of Pyanopsion) a !arger five-day complex, seems to be drawn here
particularly because of the aiskhrologia
that usually took place there. Details
of this picture (821-829) yield a further meaning when they are linked to the
mention of the Skira, a festival that also has a heortological connection to the
central practices of the Thesmophoria. At the Skira, which took place at the
height of the summer, women threw "piglets" and other fertility-inducing
objects,such as cakes in the form of snakes and male genitalia, as weil as pineconesand twigs into subterranean pits (µEyapa); the "decomposed" remnants
of all these things were then brought up at the Thesmophoria in October to
be added to the earth at the sowing of crops. 335 The Skira belong to the rites
of the Arrhephoria and have a structural connection to the Thesmophoria
as an anticipation of the latter. 336 In particular, women gathered together
both at the Skira and at the Thesmophoria, with men being excluded in both
334 Here I am

in agreement with more recent scholarship , which ge nerally regards the parabasis
as a focal point for the themes appearing in that particul ar comedy; Hubbard 1991:11 and
17n5.
335 Giventhe highly unclear nature of the scholion to Lucian Dia/
. Meret.2.1 (275.23ff. Rabe) there
is still a debate about which festival of Demeter this rite of cast ing down was performed at.
Relyingon eiern. Alex. Protr.2.17, the following scholars (among others) argue for the same
Thesmophoria: Brumfield 1981:77, 159-161, Burkert 1966:7-8 (= Burkert 1990:43-44 ), Burkert
1983:257n5,and Burkert 1985:242-243; see now also Kledt 2004:134 and 186n4. At the previous
year's festival: Harrison 19223:123 and Clinton 1992:63n203. Clinton 1988:77-78 refers to a
similar practice at the Eleusinia (but with the qualification [Clinton 1992:63n203] that megarizein at the Mysteries was not synchronized with the Thesmophoria) . Simon 1983:19-20
argues for the Stenia , which took place only two days before the Thesmophoria (according
to her the "bailing" thus occurred on the day of the Kalligeneia). Rohde 1870:554-556 (Kl.
Sehr. II 1901, 361-364) considers the day of the procession to Halimous, one day after the
Stenia, while placing the activity carried out by the avrMTptm only several days after the
festival.Skira: Robert 1885:363ff., Deubner 1932:40-44, 50, Parke 1977:83, 159-160, and Baudy
1992:22ff.According to Baudy 1992:23, the putrescent piglets and live snakes mentioned in
the description are simply a ritual fiction: piglets and snakes were symbols for female and
male genitalia, and in ritual reality only imitations made of dough were thrown down into
the chasm. Cf. now also Kledt 2004:128- 132. On the piglet as vulva, cf. Thesm. 289 (with schol.
and above, n187, and below, n471), Ach. 792 (with schol.) and the remarks ofVersnel 1993:256257.
336
Cf. Harrison 19223:131-135, Baudy 1992:22-23, and Camps-Gaset 1994:142-144 . Schol. Luc.
Dial.Meret.2.1 (275-276 Rabe) incorrectly collapses "Arrhetophoria/ Arrhephoria/Skirophoria
and Thesmophoria" into one, which clearly goes back to an abbrevia ted comparison based on
an analogy of summer and autumn rituals. On the Skira see also Calame 1990:339-354 andin
general (in connection with the structure of the festival and symbolic spatial partitioning of
Attica)ibid.,289-396; see now also Kledt 2004:152-187.
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cases.337 The Arrhephoria, as did the Thesmophoria, restaged the myth of the
abduction of Kore, the young maiden par excellence,by Hades.
Let us turn next to this image and then to its connections with the ritual.
The chorus of women show that the objects relating to weaving and woolworking and typical of their house-bound role-that is, the loom (avriov,
822), the shuttle, or the rod with which the layers of woven thread are pushed
together (Kccvwv,822), and the woolbaskets (KccAcc0icrKot,
822)-are looked
after carefully and not lost. The parasol (crKtabnov, 823) comes as the climax
at the end of the series. lt is also an important accessory for women, not for
their work, but rather for their external appearance: it protects their pale,
genteel complexion from exposure to the sun. Like the mirror (cf. Thesm.140),
it relates to the external characteristics of feminine vanity and toilette. 338
Among the men, these objects, which have the same names, but a different
meaning-Kccvwv (825) as the wooden frame which keeps the shield taut (cf.
Horn. II. 8.193) and crKtabnov (829) as metaphor for the shield itself here refer
to their role in warfare-are poorly cared for, because men just throw them
away out of cowardice. 339
337

2 1177 = Sokolowski 1969 (LSCG),nr. 36.8- 13 (Thesmophoria and Skira are named
cf. IG 11/111
as festivals at which separate assemblies of women were held). In Ar. Eccl.18 the womenplot
their takeover while assembled at the Skira. The place of assembly at the Skira in Piraeusis the
Thesmophorion. Mommsen (1864:289-299) incorrectly thought , on the basis of schol. Thesm.
834 (ra ÖEfäipa AEyrn9aicpaoiT\VE<;
TCIy1v6µEVaiEpaEVrfi foprfj murn ti~µ!]TplKaiK6pn[i.e.
ernµocpopio1<;]),
that the Skira mentioned in line 834 were different from the Skirophoria.He
wanted to connect the assembly at the Skira directly with the Thesmophoria, and placedthem
on the day of the anodos(ibid., 298-299).
338
The parasol in comedy is invariably the mark of an effeminate character; cf. Eupolisfr. 481,
Pherecr. fr. 70, and Strattis fr. 59 K.-A.
339
There is no further evidence for 0K1a6aovwith the meaning "shield." Schol. Thesm. 823offers
as an explanation oKfoaoµa n foi rij<;KEcpaAij<;
ßa>.MµEvovor "part of the sail" (µipo<;roü
ioriou) (clearly as a reaction to the other instruments, which are all connected with weaving).
The scholiast probably relates the sail to Athena 's peplos, which was fixed to a wagonand
brought up onto the Acropolis at the Greater Panathenaia; cf. Deubner 1932:32with reference to (n4) Strattis fr. 31 K.-A.: rov rrfoAov ÖErourov I EAKouo'ovEuovrE<;
rnrrEio1<;
avÖpE<;
avapi9µ1]rnt I Ei<;aKpov worrEpiodov rov ior6v; on the peplosin connection with this image,
see below,n348. A comic play on words might lie behind the fact that Strattis in his Psykhastai
fr. 59 K.-A. connects 0K1a6aov with pmi<;('fan,' from pirrrw [cf. Thesm. 829]; cf. Frisk II, 658);
thus Pollux 10.127: 6 ÖEl:rparn<; Ev 'l'uxaomt<; rrpoEmwv pmiöa trr~yayEv EITEoK1aÖE1ov.
Kock (1,728 ad Strattis fr. 56) thinks the following: Falliturenim Pollux,cum pmiöa et oKtaÖEIOV
idem esse dicit. The objects were certainly not identical, but Strattis seems to have associated
them comically because women used them both to protect themselves from the summer heat.
For the parasol as particularly characteristic of women, and also in particular of effeminate
men, cf. also Dion. Hai. Ant. Rom. 7.9.4; there, as in this passage from the Thesmophoriazusae
,
it is reported that Aristodemos, tyrant of Cumae, made the young people soft: ~KoAou8ouv
r'
ainot<;.. . rraiöaywyoiyuvatKE<;
oK1aÖEta
Kai pmiöa<;Koµi~ouoai.The connection with female
handwork could equally reside in the association with pitj, "wickerwork made from young
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tOI~8' ~µEtEpOl~
av8paot TOIJTOl~
cm6AWAEV
µtv TTOAAOI~
6 Kavwv
EKrwv OtKWV
aurft Mvxn,
JtoAAOI~
8' EtEpOl~arro rwv wµwv
tv rai~ orpanai~
Eppmratro OKtCX8ElOV.
Thesm.824-829
Butas for our men here, for many of them their kanonhas gone missing from the house, along with their spear, others have had their
skiadeionfall from their shoulders while on campaign.
Thedeictic pronoun once again includes the audience. The transition from
the immediatelypreceding part relating to women is smooth: for many men
"their kanonhas gone missing from the house" (825-826)-men are worse
housekeepersthan women, it seems, because they are incapable of watching
overpossessions, which also !end them a womanly appearance and effeminacy.The chorus, Agathon, and the relative have assumed only external signs
fortheir mimesis of the female role,340 behind which their male identity still
shinesthrough. They have only to divest themselves of these signifiers to
becomecompletely male again. Many men in the auditorium will have had a
similarexperience in the course of their Jives.
Onlyon hearing the lines does one understand the metonymous shift of
meaning,which is finally accomplished with the uttering of aurft Myxn:
men
are worse in the political and military arena, because out of cowardice they
throw away (€ppmrm) the wooden shaft 34 1 together with the spear and the
"sunshade,"the shield, with which they protect their head, thus wasting their
patrilineallypassed down inheritance (EKrwv otKwv).342 Such a man is like
twigs or shoots or rushes ," a word that is also etymologically related to p(m:w (Frisk II,
659-660). The parasol was probably "woven" or "plaited." Our passage Thesm. 829 would then
havethe followingcomic connotations: on campaigns, the woven screen/shield was waved
overthe head "from the shoulders" like a fan, to be then suddenly cast off from the upper arm;
6>µo\is often connected with weapons (Horn. II. 5.41 and 15.544); the word can also mean the
"shoulders"of a garment worn by women (LSJs.v. 1.3).
340
Therelative (Thesm. 140)asks in puzzlement how mirror and sword go together for Agathen.
Hereone encounters the same paradoxical association of effeminacy and manliness that ultimatelycharacterizes Dionysusas god ofthe members of the chorus.
341
Cf. schol.Thesm.825:r~v KciµaKa tfi\ Myxl']~MyEl.oi µiv cpao1Kav6va aurov >.eyEtvt6 ~u>.ov
rfj\ AOYXll\,
oi OEt0V Kav6vatfj~ aorrioo~.
342
In the ephebic oath the young men swear to uphold the fatherland as it was and not to allow
anythingtobe lost, that is, "to hand it down to the next generation not diminished, but bigger
andbetter" (9-10: KaiO<U
>KEAClttWrrapaowowt~V rratpio-1a, RAEIWOEKaiapEiw);cf.Tod II, nr.
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the much-ridiculed "shield-abandoner" (pf \jJaomc;), who abandons the male
code of behavior (Kavwv, cf. Eur. Hec.602, EI. 52) together with his spear (aurfi
Myxn), the sign of aristocratic birth. 343 The verb form ifppmrm clearly harks
back to the Palamedesparody (770-784) just before the parabasis;the relative
wants to write on oar blades and cast them into the sea. When he finds out,
however, that there are none around, he decides to take votive tablets from
the sanctuary ofDemeter, inscribe them with a call for help to Euripides, and
"throw" (pf\j)w, 771; ötappfmo1µ1, 774) them overboard. 344

343

344

204, pp. 303-307, Merkelbach 1972 (= Philalagica
88-94), and Siewert 1977 (here the inscription
is reproduced as it appears on a stele from Akharnai from the fourth century BCE,following
Tod II, 303-304 and Siewert 1977:102-103; th e text is also attested, with slight deviations, in
literary sources in Pollux 8.105-106 and Stob. 4.1.48; Siewert 1977:104-109 shows that fifthcentury writers already referred to it). The ephebic oath is a typical speech act in the Austinian
sense (note the speaking "I"). Aglauros was the goddess of young men as a group. On the heortological connection with our tableau see Baudy 1992:18-19 (twelfth Skirophorion).
On the p(l),aomc;cf. Ar. Nub. 353 and Dover C/ouds, 148 ad lac.;cf. also Ar. Pax 1186 (with Olson
Peace,294-295 ad 1185-1186), Plat. Leg. 94467-cl, and Archil. fr. 5 W. (with Pax 1298- 1301). On
the spear as symbol of the aristocracy, cf. Trag. adesp. fr. 84 N/Kannicht = Carcinus, TrGFl 70
F 1, Myxriv ijv <popoüo1YTJYEvEic;.
Lines 776ff. are anapaestic dimeters . In earlier scholarship the lines were seen as a substitution for the missing kommatian.Cf. van Leeuwen Thesm., 101 ad 776-784: "ceterum commatii
lacasunt hi anapaesti,parantenim transitum a diverbiaad chariparabasin." Accordingly, the chorus
would already have taken up position with the performance of lines 776ff. Bothe (III, 151ad
741) in particular argues that the parabasiswas accompanied by the throwing away of the
tablets, which is, however, extremely unlikely (cf. Fritzsche, 291; he assigns lines 778-780,ayE
µ6x8wv, and 783-784, ßa:oKH' - rnxEw<;XP~,to Euripides [MS Monacensis 492 assigns the
whole set, 776-784, to Euripides]; Rogers Thesm., 81 ad 776 correctly argues against this). In
favor of the kammatianhypothesis is the emphatic xwpE1,xwpE! (782), which apart from being
an address to the writing tablets he casts away (Fritzsche thinks that the relative here writes
"Euripides, come, come!"; Rogers Thesm., 82 ad 781, following Enger, 136 ad 782, interprets the
imperative as a command to the stylus [oµtATJ]to inscribe the wood carefully) could also be an
address to the chorus, who are often ordered to form up in just this way: Thesm.953, Ran.372,
Eccl.478 (cf. xwpEiTE,Ran. 440). In all cases it is clear how Aristophanes' chorus continually
picks up and processes the references like weaving a fabric. On the Palamedesparody see Rau
1967:51-53. DuBois (1988:77-78 ) compares the inscribing of the tablets to taking possession
of the female body sexually, often compared in Greek culture to plowing . Precisely these two
levels, human sexuality and agriculture, were synchronized and ritually strengthened at the
Thesmophoria ; cf. esp. also Baudy 1992. DuBois refers to the ai'i>.a~(furrow) made by the plow
(phallus) on the OEATOI
(tablets). There may in fact even be a play on the word OEAra,which
also refers to the female pubic triangle (cf. Henderson 19912 :146; duBois 1982:98-99 considers
this possibility in another context [Soph. Trach.680-683]).
After th e Battle of Salamis the Greeks brought the wrecked ships to Cape Kolias; Hdt. 8.96
cites in relation to this an oracle ofLysistratos: "The women ofKolias shall one day roast their
barley with oars:· There was a sanctuary of Aphrodite on Cape Kolias, south of Phaleron; on
the day of the procession to Halimous, the tenth of Pyanopsion,just before the Thesmophoria,
there was ecstatic dancing on the beach; the connection between Cape Kolias and the Thesmophoria could explain the mysterious oracle: women celebrating the Thesmophoria in Eretria
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The comic mesallianceof male and female signs thus induces laughter.
Themost diverse connotative strands from all over the entire play are brought
together in this image as a focal point. Ritual speech and poetry weave in
associativefashion various individual elements into the web of connections.
Accordingto representatives of the Prague school of linguistics, in particular
RomanJakobson, motifs constantly move in a simultaneous and reciprocal
processalong a syntagmatic, horizontal axis of combination using metonymy,
and along a paradigmatic, vertical axis of selection using metaphor. Eventually
they return with slight change in a sort of loop. Poetry is in fact often traditionallyassociated with spinning, sewing, and weaving. 345
The complex image of the sunshade in combination with instruments
relatingto women's woolworking only becomes fully comprehensible through
a later recurring reference to the Skira (834). 346 In the complex festive cycle
that extends from the Arrhephoria to the Panathenaia and that Walter Burkert has interpreted as a new year's ritual connected to female and male
initiation, woolworking also plays a central role. 347 At the Khalkeia, in late
autumn, on the thirtieth of Pyanopsion, two young girls at the tender age of
between seven and eleven, representing all maidens, enter into the service of
Athena on the Acropolis. Up until the Arrhephoria in the following summer,
they are chiefly concerned as ergastinaiwith the making of the peplosfor the
goddess,which is then presented to her at the subsequent Panathenaia at the
end of July (twenty-eighth of Hekatombaion). The great polis festival thereby
seals the return to the normal order of things after the preceding reversals, celebrated during the course of the transition from the old to the new
(Plut. Quaest.Graec
. 31.2986c) rediscover the technique of roasting as part of a restaging of a
primitive lifestyle (Diod. Sie. 5.4.7). They do not roast meat over a fire, but in the sun . Perhaps
in this place on the sea there took place the special rites with oars to which Aristophanes
here refers. In Lys. 1-2. Aristophanes also alludes to the rites at Cape Kolias on the day of the
festival at Halimous, on which women, from the male perspective, took every opportunity to
take pleasure in sex, dancing, and wine. The relative realizes that the requirements on the day
of the Nesteia have nothing more to do with oars and grasps for what lies at hand.
345
Spinning is described in Latin as filum deducere (Ov. Met. 4.36); ducere or deducere is often
combined with carmen, which means something like to compose a song; see Nagy 1996:49.
On "stitching" a song cf. the verb pamw(preserved in rhapsodos) and Nagy 1996:61-64;
on the weaving (ucpaivEtv) of songs and texts (Latin texere; on the word textus see Scheid/
Svenbro 1996:131-155, 209-216), see Nagy 1996:64-65 . For all three aspects of woolworking
in the context of combining and weaving together of elements to produce a new "fabric" or
"weaving;' which is subject to continuous alteration in the process of reperformance, see Nagy
1996:66ff.
346
Moulton(1981:134)is the only commentator to indicate a connection between the parasol and
the Skira. See now also Prato, 291 ad 823.
347
Burkert 1966(=Burkert 1990:40-59), Burkert 1983:135- 161, and Burkert 1985:227-234.
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year.348The skira, held on the twelfth of Skirophorion, to which the rites
of the Arrhephoria belonged, were celebrated both for Athena and for
the Eleusinian Kore. The Arrhephoria, as has been demonstrated above, structurally anticipate the Thesmophoria, at which weaving and woolworking are
also of central importance. Numerous loom weights and jewelry were found
in the Thesmophorion at Bitalemi. 349The dedications do not necessarily indicate the presence of looms and the making of garments in the sanctuary, but
at the very least the votive offerings represent symbolic conditions that point
to the central female activity in the oikos,and using the myth that accompanies the ritual one may posit a connection to weaving.
Apollodoros of Athens (FGrHist244 F 89) relates that Persephone as vuµ<pl']
prepared herself for her impending marriage by, among other things, weaving
costly clothes. After her abduction by Hades and disappearance, Demeter, her
mother, entrusts the basket (Ka.Aa0o<;)that contained these clothes to the
348After the Arrhephoria the Arrhephoroi were discharged. There were two maidens, not four
(as Deubner 1932:12 thinks). Cf. Burkert 1966:3-5 (= Burkert 1990:41-42). The two girls also
belonged to the EÖyEvEi~.
On the Arrhephoria see now also Brule 1987:79-123 (esp. on discussion of sources, 79ff.) and Donnay 1997 (with criticism of the initiation theory, 201). On the
basis ofEtym . Magn. 149.19Brule 1987:392assumes that there were two groups of Arrhephoroi:
two girls who enter into yearlong service, and another two who for three years and nine
months are responsible for the peplospresented every four years to the goddess at the Greater
Panathenaia. The young maidens are first-fruit offerings for Athena, representatives of feminine eugeneia (cf. Thesm. 330), which must reproduce itself; on the function ofintroduction into
the female role cf. Camps-Gaset 1994:136. On Athena's peplos and weaving on the Acropolis,cf.
Brule 1987:99-116 (also on the Plynteria and Kallynteria). Agraulos is the first mythical laundress of the cloth; the washing festival also took place shortly before the Skira/ Arrhephoria on
the twenty-ninth ofThargelion; Burkert 1970 (= Burkert 1990:77-85, esp. 78). The Kallynteria
were celebrated much earlier, in Anthesterion or Maimakterion; on the peplosand weavingin
general, see Barber 1992:106-112 (''The Greek Terminology of Cloth Making"). A papyrus in
Cologne (inv. nr. 264) contains the hypothesis to Euripides' Auge;Telephos, who also plays an
important role in the Thesmophoriazusae,as has been seen above, is her son. The editor of the
papyrus, Ludwig Koenen, shows the connection between the myth of Auge and the ritual of
the Plynteria; just like the mythical maidens who dance in a chorus on the Acropolis during
the Arrhephoria, the beautiful and virtuous Auge in the service of Athena Alea in Tegea is also
the leader of a chorus of maidens; Koenen 1969. Girls on the threshold of initiation dance in
choruses and are here prep are d for marriage. The papyrus then mentions the washing of a
garment. Washing is also connected with prepar atio ns for marriage, the goal of female initiation. Nausikaa, who at Athena's behest washes clothing at the river (cf. rr.\uvoi, Od.6.40and 86),
also represents a reflex of this ritual practice (Horn. Od.6.l ff.). She too dances in a chorus after
this, and as chorus leader is even compared to Artemis, another goddess of virginity. Artemis
and the Nymphs (nymphai!)dance in a circle; the choral dance ofNausikaa and her companions
is at the same time a ballgame (Od.6.100),just as the Arrhephoroi also danced on a space used
for ball playing (cf. Eur. Ion. 492ff. and see below, n351). Consider the emphasis on the verb
rrai~E1vin the sense of playing and dancing (od. 6.100 and 106) and above, Introduction n180.
349 Kron 1992:621.
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Nymphs. She herself goes to Paros, to King Melisseus, and gives the Kore's
bridal clothing to the sixty royal daughters as a guest-gift and also reveals to
them the mysteries of the Thesmophoria. Since then, as Apollodoros aetiologicallyexplains, all women celebrating the Thesmophoria are called "bees"
350
(melissai).
The kalathiskoinamed in line

822 and the tools of female woolworking
thus recall the objects with which important female rites were accomplished.
Thelittle baskets are a symbol of feminine identity and are passed on from year
to year in sacred rites. Through these actions initiation into marriage, which
is to say the reproduction of the polis, is ensured . As at the Thesmophoria,
so too at the Arrephoria choruses of young women performed. Kalathiskos
itself can refer to a special form of tragic dance. One might suggest that the
chorus leader refers in the pnigosto the accompanying dance movements of
his chorus.351 In the Lysistrata,which was performed at the Lenaia of the same

°Clem.Alex.Protr.2.17,Ov.Met.5.393, and Claudian Rapt.Pros. 2.138-139 also mention the KaAa0o~.

35

Cf.also the naming of the KaAa0o~in Callim. Hymn. 6.lff., 120ff. and the festive introduction of
a KaAa0o~at the festival of Demeter by Ptolemy Philadelphos in Alexandria in imitation of the
Athenianrites (schol. Callim. Hymn . 6.1, Pfeiffer II, 77). On the connection of weaving, birth, and
sowing at the Arrhephoria and Thesmophoria, see Moret 1991:236-242. Carrying baskets was
part of the secret rite of the Arrhephoria; in addition, there were also maiden basket-carriers
(Kanephoroi)at the Panathenaia. Baskets are symbols of fertility : the basket of the Arrhephoroi
contained symbolic objectsthat were used in the introduction to sexuality in the form of"ritual
play-activity" (Baudy 1992:12); the covered baskets carried down into subterranean passages
contained, according to Baudy 1992, twelve phallic snakes with the heads of children, simultaneously representing procreation and birth. What the girls brought back from their journey
into the underworld was, Baudy thinks , exactly the same: after the initiatory learning experi ence the cult object simply underwent a change, now representing an infant.
351
Onthe kalathiskosas a dance form see Athen. 467f and Pollux 4.105. On basket dances in the cult
ofDemeter and Artemis, see Lawler 1964:109-110; for a comic phlyax basket dancer with artifi cial breasts and phallus, much as we imagine the participants in the chorus might have looked,
see ibid., 89 with ill. 35. See also Brommer 1989:485-486 (with a !ist of illustrations on vases) on
this dance. for dancing boys and girls with broad wreaths of this type at the Spartan Karneia,
see Burkert 1985:234. According to Eur. Ion 492- 506, the three daughters of Aglauros dance in
front of the temple of Pallas and near a cave of Pan on the north slope of the Acropolis. The
daughters ofKekrops possibly represent the mythic model for ritual choruses of girls (cf. also
Lee 1997:212ad Eur. Ion 496: "There may also be a reference to the reenactment of their story
in the ritual of the summ er festival known as the Hersephoria or Arrephoria"), upon which the
tragic chorus projects its current performance. Dance in the here and now is reflected in myth
andin ritual, which has a close connection to the plot, since Ion is viewed as the reincarnation
of Erichthonius. Luc. Salt. 39 reports that the myth of Erichthonius, the incarnation of King
Erechtheusresurrected as baby, was danced mimetically. Ritual dances of this kind could be practiced on the area used for ball playing by the Arrhephoroi (Plut. Vit.X or. 839c). In the <lerneof
Phlya,Athene Tithrone (Paus. 1.31.4) was associated with sexually charged dances; Petersmann
1990.Tithrone simply means "the jumper;· according to Petersmann 1990:47-48;jumping and
dancing belong together, as both activities promote fertility and offspring. Athena is herself
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year, 411 BCE,the woolworking of the women equally stands at the center as
reflex of the rites of the Arrhephoroi; consider in particular Lysistrata's extensive woolworking metaphor (Lys.567ff.), which comically reworks the preparation of Athena's peplos.In the immediately preceding pnigos,the Proboulosis
comically dressed up as woolworking woman (Lys.532-538). In addition to this
costume he also receives a woolbasket (Lys.535).352
The repeated mention of the sunshade (crK1cxöEtov,
823, 829) and, in
particular, the not otherwise attested synonymy with "shield" become more
understandable when taken in connection with the Skira and Panathenaia. In
the context of the reversals of the normal order at the end of the year inJune,
on the day of the Skira (twelfth of Skirophorion) the priestess of Athena Polias,
the priest of Poseidon-Erechtheus, and the priest of Helios, under the cover of
a white canopy carried by one of the Eteoboutadai, march in procession from
the center of the polis, the Acropolis, to the periphery on the border of Attica,
to Skiron, located near Eleusis,just before the Kephisos River. Here there wasa
sanctuary of Athena Skiras and one of Demeter and Kore, where according to
Pausanias (1.37.2) Athena and Poseidon were also worshiped. The canopy was
known uniquely as the crKfpov,from which the name of the festival was apparently later derived. The word means nothing more than a !arge crK1cx8etov
(Harpocr., s.v. crKfpovand Suda, s.v. I:Kfpov;schol. Eccl.18).353
On countless vase paintings of the late sixth and the fifth centuries one
finds representations of several enthusiastic bearded parasol-bearers and of
whole komoi similarly outfitted, which cannot, however, as Ernst Buschor in

352

353

Pandrosos (schol. Lys.439) , the all-bedewing. Pandrosos is also one the daughters ofKekrops,
who form the mythic model for the Arrhephoroi. On leaping gods , see also Petersmann 1991; on
Tithrone, ibid., 85. Pausanias (5.3.2) reports that women in Elis were immediately impregnated
by their husbands after a prayer to Athena and that the latter was worshiped there as M~t~p.
Weaving and dancing are also at the foreground for the initiation rites at Brauron, located on
the border of Attica in the peripheral zone of the Outside, where Attic girls were dedicated to
(significantly) Artemis; Cole 1984:238-244 and Brule 1987:177-283 , esp. 225-240, and particularly 227-2 29 ("Artemis fileuse ") and 250- 260. On the Arkteia , see also Sourvinou-Jnwood 1988,
and on dance at Brauron, Calame I 1977:186-189 (Engl. trans. Calame 1997:98- 100). On the rites
in Brauron in general see now Gentili/Perusino 2002.
For interpretation of the wool met aphor, see Moulton 1981:48-58 ; on the motif of weavingin
this comedy, see Dorati 1998:44- 50; I am planning a detailed study of the ritual backgrounds of
the Lysistrata.On the basket , cf. Henderson Lys., 137 ad 532-538, andin the wool metaphor Lys.
579. On the metaphor of woolworking and spinning in connection with female initiation see
now also Ferrari 2002:11- 60.
Deubner 1932 :50 sees in the !arge oKtcX0Etovof which Lysimakhides, FGrHist366 F 3 (in
Harpokration, s.v. oKipov) speaks not a parasol but rather a canopy. See also Parke 1977:157
and Simon 1983:23 (although protection against the sun is recognized as its practical and
immediate purpose, they stre ss the status and dignity that such an array lends priests).
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a famous article claimed, be associated with the Skira. Rather, they seem to
be connected generally with male transvestism in the circle of Dionysus. 354
Didthe members of the chorus, clad perhaps in similar fashion to these feminine-looking comasts, accompany these lines with dance? The image would
certainly have been most impressive from a theatrical point of view. Our
performers increasingly experiment with the other sex in this comedy, so that
they certainly would not have worn any (false) beards simply on the basis of
their dramatic role as women. The chorus was possibly made up of ephebes on
the threshold of manhood. We will discuss the implications of such a symbolic
tableau
vivantfurther below.
Sunshades were clearly also held over the Kanephoroi at the Panathenaia
to protect the honorable maidens from the effects of the sun. 355 A Dionysiac
element is also blended in this passage with elements of Demeter and Athena.
The associative combination of ritual patterns thus reworks various examples
fromthe contemporary world of the audience, among which the components
of the Skira are here prominent. The latter is above all a harvest festival. On
35
4On the Anacreontic

vases see Caskey /Beazley 1954:55-61 and Frontisi-Ducroux/Lissarrague
1990; for arguments against connecting the red-figure vase paintings (Buschor 1923/24)
with the Skirophoria, or Skira, see Deubner 1932:49-50, who assigns them speculatively
(132-133) to the Lenaia. On the difficulty of drawing an unequivocal connection between
a visual sign and a ritual referent , see Durand/Frontisi -Ducroux 1982. The Skira, at which
the decision in Ecclesiazusae
18 has been taken, have nothing to do with women dressing in
men's clothing; this is why the women do not have the important idea of putting on men's
attire. Bowie 1993:257-258, following many other commentators (e.g. Kenner 1970:130-131),
connects this reversed transvestism in the Ecclesiazusae
with the Hybristika of Argos, which
feil in midsummer and at which women also put on beards . Aristophanes always makes use of
ritual models in pastiche -like free association. Female comasts carry parasols in the following
illustrations in Frontisi -Ducroux/Lissarrague 1990: ills. 7.3 (Paris, Louvre G 285; ARV 380, 170),
7.5 (Paris, Louvre G 220; ARV 280, 11), 7.9 (Copenhagen, Nationalmuseum 13365; ARV 185, 32),
7.24(Palazzolo Acreide), 7.25 (Bologna 234; ARV 524, 20), 7.27 (Cleveland 26.549; ARV 563, 9),
7.28(Vienna 770; ARV 576, 33), 7.29 (formerly Rome, Cippico collection; ARV 291, 25), 7.30 and
7.31 (Chiusi C 1836; ARV 815, 2), 7.34 and 7.35 (Madrid 11009). On the history of the scholar ship, see Kenner 1970:113- 116 and Frontisi-Ducroux/Lissarrague 1990:213-2 17; the use of the
term "Anacreontics" stems from Beazley, who took it from an inscription on a krater by the
Kleophrades Painter (ca. 500 BCE, Copenhagen, Nationalmuseum 13365), on which similar
comasts are depicted, and transferred it to the entire group . On a further oriental context,
see Price 1990. On the Madrid stamnos (Madrid 11009) eight female comasts of this type are
represented with small parasols. Next to them is also a wool basket (see above, n350), which
refers to women's woolworking. On the parasol and Anacreontic vases, see also Miller 1992
and Delavaud-Roux 1995, who place the groups of female comasts in a Dionysiac context. See
now on the Anacreontic vases Miller 1997:193-198, Miller 1999, Neer 2002:19-23, and Bundrick
2005:84-87, 90, 166.
355
See the discussion in Deubner 1932:3lnl4, arguing that par asol and stool do not represent any
special cultic equipment, but are simply carried for the comfort of the Kanephoroi. See also
Miller1992:103-105.
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the sacred Skironian field, where the harvest was officially ended with the
reaping of the crop on the twelfth day of Skirophorion, the canopy that had
previously served the high representatives as protection from the sun was
also erected as a roof for the fieldworkers, who began the threshing there.356
The day of the Skira also brings with it, however, the desired connection with
masculine war. In myth the legendary battle between Athens and Eleusis,in
which the Athenian king, Erechtheus, was killed by Poseidon, took place on the
skironian field. 357 On this day too, Agraulos, a daughter of Erechtheus, sacrificed herself for her homeland because of an oracle, and her sisters shared her
lot. According to Euripides' Erechtheus,the Athenians worshiped the maidens
under the name of the Hyakinthidai with yearly rites and festive dances (fr.65,
68-80 Austin). Their sacrificial death corresponds to the fall of the daughters
of Kekrops from the Acropolis, which serves as the aition for the practices of
the Arrhephoroi. 358 lt was at the sanctuary of Agraulos/ Aglauros that ephebes
would take their oath to defend the fatherland bravely, as symbolized in its
agrarian fruits. 359 As Gerhard Baudy has shown, the mock battles of ephebes on
the Skironian field correspond to the mythical model. The death of Erechtheus
and his warriors is paralleled by the harvesting of the sacred crop there and is
analogous to the death of the ephebe, who rises once more, like Erechtheus
in the form of Erichthonius. Beside the conflict between Athens and Eleusis,
there were other mythical and historical battles that served as possible aitia
for ritual two-sided "wars." 360 In particular, the ephebes believed they were
reenacting the most famous of all wars, the Trojan conflict. The epoch-making
356
357

358
359

360

See Baudy 1992:29nl61.
The priest of Poseidon proceeding from the Erechtheion represented Poseidon and his opponent Erechtheus in the same person.
See Philokhoros, fGrHist 328 F 105.
See the text in Siewert 1977:102-103 and above, n342. For this reason a woman, Mika, curses the
women's cowardice in the name of Aglauros (Thesm. 533); she wants to remind her comrades
of their "ep hebic oath" sworn by the name of Aglauros (the "rustic"), tobe brave and defend
the nomoi of their institution, which forms a counter-polis. Mika presents the virtuous handworker Penelope as the model on whom the women should base their actions (Thesm.547).The
ephebic oath sworn by the various crops of Attica also evokes the panspermiaof the Thesmophoria.
Baudy 1992:18-20; see now also Kledt 2004:160-163. Baudy (14-17) convincingly does not
date the Arrhephoria, as does Burkert 1966:5n2 (= Burkert 1990:54n8), on the basis of a sacrifice in Erkhia which feil on the third day of Skirophorion, but also dates it to the twelfth of
Skirophorion. For as Baudy says, the birth of Erichthonius, which was celebrated at the
Arrephoria, could hard ly have been before the death ofErechtheus (12th Skirophorion), whose
symbolic reincarnation Erichthonius after all represents. See now also Kledt 2004:169-173.On
the rituality and symbolic nature of expression in Greek warfare of the archaic period, see in
genera l Connor 1988a.
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conquest of this city was dated to the twelfth of Skirophorion (Clem. Alex.
Strom.1.104), as was the historical battle at Mantinea (Plut. De glor.Athen.
7.350a).361

For this reason the tableau vivant (823-829) also evokes Homer in its
diction.All in all, the Trojan War provided a generally recognized explanatory
mythfor the pyrrhikhe,which Neoptolemos-Pyrrhos was thought to have instituted. Troy is supposed to have been destroyed by this dance, the so-called
Trojanleap.362 This spectacular dance with weapons was performed in Athens
at the Panathenaia by choruses that represented the three age-classes of men,
not their phylai.363 This qualifies it as a time-honored ritual reaching back to
beforethe reforms of Kleisthenes. Like many ritual actions, the pyrrhikheis a
highlycomplex and shimmering phenomenon which simultaneously conveys
not only one but several meanings and to which justice cannot be clone using
simplyone model of development. The main function of the dance appears
tobe preparation for war. This type of weapons dance clearly accompanied
the transition of the male youth to adulthood, and represents a ritual practice
that underscores in festive mode the rite de passageof initiation at puberty. 364
361

Cf. Baudy 1992:19 and Burkert 1983:158; significant ly, the Spartans placed the sack ofTroy at
the time of the Karneia. In ritual , during the time of dissolution the Acropolis was seized by
men from Eleusis, the Kerykes, who were also involved in overseeing the Bouphonia at the
Dipolieia(see, however, the reservation expressed in Burkert 1983:139nl7), while the protectors ofthe Acropolis, Poseidon-Erechtheus and Athena, departed with the sun god Helios.
362
Luc.Salt.9. Another aition (schol. [B] ad Hephaestion , p. 299, 1 Consbruch) maintains that
Pyrrhos was the first to jump from the Trojan Horse (further references in Borthwick
1967:18-19),described by Homer (Od.4.277) as a Mxoc;. On the connection ofMxoc; with birth
and ambush, see Lonsdale 1993:150- 168 and below, n372. On the Trojan leap and its reflex in
Eur. Andr.1129-1141, see Borthwick 1967. On the lususTroiaeand the pyrrhikheas metaphorical
weavingmovement in the social web see Scheid/Svenbro 1996:35-49, esp. 47-49, and 184-188
and Ceccarelli 1998:149. In Fronto Ad M. Aur.Caesar1.5.4, the metaphor of weaving in connection with the pyrrhikheis applied to the written discourse of Latin and Greek poetic verse.
363
On the pyrrhikhein general, see Ceccarelli 1998; on its appearance in Athens, ibid., 27-89. Cf.
esp. the inscription IG ll/lll 2 2311, esp . 72-74 = SIG3 1055 (cf. SEG37, 1987, 129) from the fourth
century BCE,which gives information about the pri zes at the Greater Panathenaia ; cf. the
photograph and brief illustration of the inscription in Neils 1992:15-17, Kotsidu 1991:100-103
(with tables 6-7), Ceccarelli 1995:296-297, and Ceccarelli 1998:32-33. The presence of the
pyrrhikh
e at the Panathenaia is also attested in Lys. 21.1-4 (agon of dancers of the pyrrhikhe
at the Lesser and Greater Panathenaia) . Osborne 1993:30-31 maintains that the ag6n of the
pyrrhikhewas also an event involving the phylai.
364
On this see Baudy 1992:20nlll. On the pyrrhikheas preparation for war, see Athen . 630d-63 la.
On initiation and Troy, see Bremmer 1978. lt has even been suggested that the pyrrhikhe is
connected with the conferring of weapons and the Attic ephebic oath sworn by the name
of Aglauros ; cf. Vidal-Naquet 1986:136 (pyrrhikhe as equiva lent to the ephebic oath) and
Lonsdale 1993:162-166, esp. 164. On the connection of the pyrrhikhe with the ephebeiaand
initiation, see Ceccarelli 1998: inde x s.v. "Efebi;' "Efebia," "lniziazione," "Rito di passaggio;' and
"Transizione."
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Beside being performed by choruses, this dance may also be performed by solo
dancers and by women. In a panhellenic context the occasion of the dance is
not limited to festivals in honor of Athena, but also plays a role at festivals of
Dionysus and Artemis. Apart from Pyrrhos, it is the polis goddess Athena who
is credit ed in Athens with the invention of the pyrrhikhe,but Zeus, Artemis,
the Kouretes, Dioskouroi, satyrs, and Amazons are also involved. What links
this ambivalent spectrum of references is clearly an initiation ritual for male
and female youth, who by means of mimetic and acrobatic movements prepare
themselves for adulthood, that is, for war and marriage. 365 Visual representations of performers of this dance show mostly naked or lightly clothed male
or female dancers who, arrayed only in a helmet and carrying a shield in the
left hand, a javelin or spear in the right, take up wild offensive and defensive
positions. They protect themselves and jump up, swinging their shields up and
down above their heads and brandishing their spears.
In Athens Athena herself represents the divine model, since in paradoxical fashion she combines these male and female signifiers simultaneously in her own person. 366 She forms both the aitionof the pyrrhikheand the
divine center of the sequence of rites that stretch from the Arrhephoria up to
the Panathenaia and that relate to the turn of the year . In a tradition that is
attested in Lucian and that probably goes back to the fifth century BCE,the
birth of the goddess is tied to this dance. Hephaistos, who facilitated this birth
from Zeus' skull by means of an axe, in a conversation with Zeus explains the
event, saying that she jumped out dancing the pyrrhikheand swung her shield
365

366

On the structural similarity of war and marriage as goal of initiation, see Vernant 1990:34:
"Here again both the link and the polar opposition between the two types of institution are
noticeable . Marriage is for the girl what war is for the boy: For each of them these mark the
fulfillment of their respective natures as they emerge from a state in which each still shared
in the nature of the other"; see in general ibid., 29- 53. For the connection of dances in armer
with female initiation, see also Bron 1996. The skiadeionis also distantly reminiscent ofthe
oKuiöE~ at the Spartan Karneia. Demetrios of Skepsis reports (in Athen . 141e-f) that the
festival was staged as an imitation of military training; nine such skiadeswere erected, and
nine men at any one time ate together in one skias,three from each phratry. Demetrios thinks
they were so called because they resembled tents (oKHXOE~
OEoi'i-ro1KcxAoüvm1
OKIJVCXi~
€xov«,
1rcxpcxrrA~016v
n) . On the basis of this characterization one could even make a connection in our
passage to the well-known tents (oKIJVcxi;
cf. Thesm. 658) of the women at the Thesmophoria.
In this case, the women's festival would be imitative of a male military structure. In Thesm.
624 there is an allusion to the camaraderie of the tent . While the women treasure their
ritual camping at the annual celebration of th e Thesmophoria, the men part with it quite
casually.
On Athena and the pyrrhikhe cf. Dion. Hai. Ant. Rom. 7.72.7 (invention of the dance after
Athena's victory over the giants); Plat. Leg.796b-c (Athena does not dance this dance empty·
handed, but in full armor); Crat. 406d-407a (the name Pallas is etymologized from rraAAEtV
in
the context of a dance in armor, admittedly without specifying any particular dance).
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and shook her spear like one possessed (Luc. Dial.Deor.13 [8], 17-18: ~ öe:
TITJÖ~
Kainupptxi~EtKai r~v a:crrciöanvacrcret Kairo Mpu rca;\;\e1Kai e:v0oucrt~).367
The ecstatic dance movement with its jerking back and forth of objects
might also form the background for our image (Thesm.819-829). The spear in
the right hand "has been lost" (a:rc6>..w>..ev,
825) and the shield in the left hand
"has been cast away" (ifppmmt, 829) because the movements of the weapon
dance have perhaps been too violently carried out by many male ephebes, as
opposed to the way the women perform it. In a fragment from Pherekrates'
Kheiron
(fr. 155, esp. 8-12 K.-A.), Kinesias is personally charged by Music with
havingperverted "and so destroyed" it (a:rco>..w>..ex'
oürwc;, 10) that in his dithyrambs, "as in his shields" (Ka0arcep Ev mic; a:crrcicrtv,11), left seems right to
him. Perversion in connection with the notion of the shield-abandoner here
impliesa loss.368
The ambivalence of gender roles (which, as has been seen, also describes
the theme of the Thesmophoriazusae)and the interplay of male and female
signs,of weapons and weaving instruments , as weil as the paradoxical connection of war, birth, and marriage, are made concrete in the goddess Athena.
Asarms-bearing virgin, she stands between the strictly defined social roles
of man and woman. As warrior goddess , she is responsible for the initiation
of the male youth. As permanent virgin, she is simultaneously, like Artemis,
symbolof women in transition from maiden to mother, which the participants
in the Thesmophoria as vuµcpm also experience. Both male and female youth
367

Onthe mad tossing back of the head in connection with the death of the Gorgon as the crx~µa
riji; 'A8!]väi;,see POxy 2738 (vol. 35, 1968, 46; the fragmentary commentary on a comedy,
possiblyby Eupolis) and Borthwick 1970; on kheironomiaand the swinging of Neoptolemos'
shield in defensive fighting as pyrrhikhe, see Eur. Andr. 1131: EKEicrE
KIXKEicr
' acrTT(Ö
' EKtELvwv
XEpt
, and 1135: ömai; ö' äv EiöEi;TTupp(xai;
. See below, n372.
368
Reckford1977:288 observes that aTToßaAwvÖTTAa
(Ar. Vesp. 27) contains a double meaning:
"losingone's weapons" and "losing one's genitalia ." Kleonymos the shield-thrower has just
been mentioned (Ar. Vesp. 15-23). On the word-play on ÖTTAov
in the further meaning of
phalluscf. Ach.592, also Henderson 19912 :110, 123, 248, MacDowellWasps,131 ad 27 and 242
ad823, as weil as Sommerstein Wasps,154 ad 27 and 207 ad 823. Kinesias is also associated in
Aristophaneswith the dithyramb and KUKA101
xopo( (Ar.Av. 1379, 1388, 1403);in Ran. 152-153
he is named as the composer of a pyrrhikhe. He apparently combined the pyrrhikhe and the
dithyramb; KUKA101
xopo( were also performed on Kos (Segre 1993: ED 52 and 234) at the
Dionysiaand described as pyrrhikhai(KuKA(wv
rä1 7!Upp(xai);
cf. Ceccarelli 1995and Ceccarelli
1998:121-123;
on the Pherekrates passage Ceccarelli 1995:295-296 and Ceccarelli 1998:44with
n83;on KinesiasCeccarelli 1995:293- 296 and Ceccarelli 1998:42-44,124; on the switching of
right and left cf. Borthwick 1968:62-65. One may also perhaps think of a mirror image, as Ar.
Ach. 1128-1131.The verb Eppmra1(Thesm. 829) could be a reflection of the fact that Pyrrhos'
danceleveledTroy to the earth. Luc. Salt. 9 puts it as follows: ~ EKELvou
opx!JcrnK~Ka8EiAEv
KaiEii;EÖacpoi;
KarippnjlEV(where the second verb also implies the rapid movement of the
shield).
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on the threshold of adult status may be represented as human reflections of
the polis goddess.
As with all rites de passage,the initiation ceremonies also proceed along
the lines of van Gennep's three-phase model. After the obligatory separation from the normal world, the initiates undergo a time of transition until
they reach the stage of reintegration into society in a new social identity. The
stage of marginality is characterized by a fundamental reversal, or mixing,of
the gender roles. In the period of transition men demonstrate female types
of signification and behave contrary to the male, hoplite code of honor, in
that they retreat to the periphery and live according to the rules of ambush
(Mxoc;), theft, and deception (86.r-oc;).Girls, conversely, temporarily assume
masculine traits, exercise in athletic competition, and hunt in the wild. In
myth Artemis and her retinue of nymphs reflect these modes of behavior.
According to Callimachus' hymn to Artemis (Hymn. 3.237-247) the Amazons
form themselves into cyclical choruses under the leadership of Hippo and
perform weapon and shield dances, the so-called prylis, in honor of the
goddess. 369 On the other hand, the mythical Kouretes (Callim. Hymn. 1.52) and
male age-groups undergoing initiation put on quite similar dances.
In the phase of marginality both sexes, then, assume characteristics of
what represents in each case the opposite. In contrast to the briefly experienced Other, the formation of a gender-specific social role identity is designed
to be concluded in a symbolically definitive and impressive manner. Athena
as goddess of war and weaving represents the mythical model of male and
female youth in the liminal transition period of initiation, which Victor
Turner describes as a "betwixt and between" condition. 370 In addition to
369

370

The Ephesian prylis dance attested in Callimachus is the aition for the annually performed
weapon dances of Lydian maidens at the Ephesia, the subject of the well-known fragment of
Autokrates from the Tympanistai.See Calame I 1977:178-183 (Engl. trans. Calame 1997:93-96),
Dowden 1997:122, and Ceccarelli 1998:135- 136. In this fragment the characteristic self-referential terminology of choral dance appears frequently: rra1~ouo1v,KOÜcpa
lll]Owocn,E~a(pouoa,
ixAAErnt.On the Amazons as a mythic model for girls in initiation, see Dowden 1997. On the
Amazons as mythic image of the lack of differentiation in signs, see duBois 1982. For Amazons
dancing the pyrrhikhe,see Bron 1996:78-79 and Ceccarelli 1998:22-23, 98-99, 135,211, esp. ills.
72-79 (depictions on Athenian vases). For female initiatory choruses, see Calame I 1977 (Engl.
trans. Calame 1997) and Lonsdale 1993:169-205.
See Turner 1967:93-111. On a distinction in the initiatory model concerningritual transvestism
in the case ofthe Cretan Ekdysia, see the sound observations ofLeitao 1995:136-142. In particular he attacks what he sees as the overly abstract scheme of the structuralists (Vidal-Naquet
and Turner). In his opinion, what is at issue is not only an inversion of signs (for example,
masculine and feminine) , but also a ritual dramatization aimed at the differentiation of social
gender roles. When, for example , boys are given feminine clothing in an initiation , the social
context needs tobe taken into account , namely th e fact that youths are closer to women in
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terms of their social gen der role and status than are men. In the transition, these characteristics are emphasized purely in ritual terms , tobe then discarded in a celebratory fashion.
371 lt is possible that male yout h undergoing initiation also provided the personnel for Athenian
theatrical choruses; cf. Winkler 1990 for the case of tragedy , which is in fact the object of
parody in this comedy. See also Graf 1998:25-27 (also with extension to comedy: 27). Winkler
1990:55ff.furthermore makes a connection between the pyrrhikhe, the theatrical chorus, and
the hoplite formation. On the pyrrhikhe as initiator y practice of the male youth, see Lonsdale
1993:137-168, Leitao 1995:134, and Ceccarelli 1998: index s.v. "Efebi," "Efebia," "Iniziazione,"
"Transizione"; on Sparta and Crete, Ceccarelli 1998:99-115;on initiatory elements in the mythical realm, Ceccarelli 1998:187-218; and on the pyrrhikhe in the theater, Ceccarelli 1998:37-45,
219-225.
372
SeeLoraux1981a, Lonsdale 1993:150-152 with nn58-72, and Ceccarelli 1998:202-204 (Mxoc;as
ambush),204-206 (Mxoc;as birth). Artemis and Athena are called J\oxia.Evidence for Artemis
Lokhia, who protects initiated girls up until the birth of their first child, can be found in Cole
1984:243n62.
Athena as Lokhia is implicitly attested in Eur. Ion 452ff. (see Lee 1997:209ad Eur.
Ion452).The lokhosof the Trojan Horse is like a "birth" from its interior (Lonsdale 1993:150).
Orestes'company, which ambushes and attacks Neoptolemos, is described in Eur. Andr.1114 as
a ~1q>~pl]c;
... Mxoc;;Orestes is called KAura1µ~crcpac;
,6Koc;in the following line, which forms
an end-rhyme with the preceding one. On the emphasis on ,6Koc;in Thesm.843-845, see above,
pp. 194-195and n329; Mxoc;, like xop6c;,depends on the locale and on the group that carries
out the activity (Lonsdale 1993:139). Fora description of Pyrrhos' fight as pyrrhikhe, see Eur.
Andr.1114- 1146:cf. the excessive movement of the shield as kheironomia(1130-1131) and the
movementofthe feet (,6 Tpw1K6vn~ÖT]µaTil]O~oac;
noooTv,1139);he is in fact explicitly associated with this (OEIVac;
o' äv doEc; nuppixac; cppoupouµivou 1 ~EAEµvana 1o6c;,1135-1136). The
hostileband (Mxoc;)lies in ambush and is "shaded by laurels;· oacpvnOK1ao0dc;
(Eur.Andr.11141115), which may represent a further connection to the oK1aOE1ov
(Thesm.823,829). Orestes
is the leader of the /okhosand is described as "scheme -knitting" (µT]xavoppacpoc;,Eur. Andr.
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sexes together with the performances of male rruppixm and affords an occasion for choosing a wife, a precondition for the birth of the next generation.373
The images on Attic vases of maidens dancing the pyrrikhe, who are
shown in the women's quarter of the house and accompanied by a female
aulos-player, represent a complex play of equivalences between the weapon
dance, marriage, birth, and woolworking. 374 Women in the transition phase are
associated with weapons; the Amazons, to whom the women in the Lysistrata
refer, are the mythical exemplum of this. 375 In ritual, both in the vase paintings and in the compressed verbal image of the pnigos, one finds a hybrid
network of heteronymous systems, a simultaneous overlapping of male and
female signifiers. They are clearly designed both to express the liminal situation of the fluid transition between maidenhood and being fully a women and
to refigure in symbolic fashion the preparation for marriage.
On the lid of a pyxis from the Kanellopoulos Collection in Athens dated
to the fifth century BCEone finds, for example, the following configuration:376
there is a column, clearly representing the interior of an oikos;from right to

373

374

375

376

1116); this adjective also points to the connection between the pyrrhikhi!and woolworking. On
Orestes as a symbol of the male initiate who during the marginal phases operates using deception and ambush , see Bier! 1994a. Orestes and his men attack Neoptolemos in a circle (KUKA<p,
Eur. Andr.1137; on pyrrhikhi!as a circular choral dance see above, n368); the latter reacts with
the "Trojan leap" (Eur. Andr.1139) and further elements of the weapons dance. He thus replies
to one pyrrhikhewith another pyrrhikhe.On the widespread idea of a connection between the
dance and warfare, cf.carm. pop. fr. 857 PMGand Luc. Salt. 14 (the Thessalians used to call their
fighters in the front ranks rrpoopx11or~p€<;)
.
See Baudy 1992:44. Choruses of maidens joined the male dancers of the pyrrhikhi!and the
ephebes singing the paean (Eur. Hel. 777-783). On the communal marriage of all ephebes after
completion of the ageli!in Crete, see Ephorus, FGrHist70 F 149 ; Strabo 10.4.20, C 482.
There is scholarly debate on whether scenes of this type represent a reflection of actual cultic
practice or simply a parody ; Lonsdale 1993:148 with n43. Epithets from the realm of domestic
labor and housekeeping are remarkably frequent on the graves of women; see Brule 1987:343.
See Bowie 1993:184-185; for other mythical and ritual models, 178-204 therein . On women and
war, see Graf 1984. Cf. esp . the sphagiaand oath scene in Ar. Lys. 181-23 9, where the aspisis
also central (Lys.185,188,190). Lysistrata later boasts that she has four lokhoiof armed women
inside (tinapc<; Mxo11 µaxiµwv yuvaiKwv iivliov E(wrrA1oµivwv, Lys.453-454); see Henderson
Lys., 126 ad 453- 456, who thinks that women in full armor, apart from depictions of Athena,
were only to be seen on the stage or in the symposion, where there wer e alleged ly hetairai
who danced the pyrrhikhi!in this outfit as a diverting interlude. He relies here on Poursat
(1968:586-609, esp. 607-609), whose theory of the symposium has now rightly been subjected
to reconsideration. For other feminine lokhoi, cf. Aesch . Eum. 46 (Erinyes) and Eur. Ba.916
(Maenads).
Schauenburg 1976:50 ill. 21 (discussion p. 43) and Ceccarelli 1998: nr. 72, pi. X (discussion
pp . 62-63). On waterbirds see Autokrates fr. 1 K.-A. (because of their violent movements, the
Lydian female dancers of a weapons dance in honor of Artemis are compared to a waterbird
[oia KiyKAo<;
, line 10) that rapidly moves its tail to and fro like a wagtail [Aei. Nat. Anim.12.9];cf.
K1yKAi~w
and LSJs.v.).
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left one sees an unidentifiable object on the floor, perhaps a ball of wool, a
seated female aulos-player, and a female dancer of the pyrrhikhe,practically
nakedsave for coverings wrapped around her loins and breasts. She is armed
with spear and shield, but the usual helmet is missing. Her hair is therefore
visible,surrounded by a band. Then there is a woman , who is clearly watching
the performance. Next to her is a kalathosfor the wool, beside which another
womanis kneeling. Finally, we see a winged Eros and a water bird. 377 The woolbasket and the Eros refer to domestic life and sexuality in the marriage, for
whichmaidens prepare under the influence of Athena. Another image shows a
femaledancer of the pyrrhikhe,who completely resembles her model, Athena,
with a female aulos-player, whose presence indicates that this is a performance;behind, the Parthenon is represented in miniature. 378 Paola Ceccarelli
in her study of the pyrrhikherefers to an extremely interesting parallel. A later
commentary on Aristotle's Rhetoricby the Byzantine grammarian Stephanus,
probablywritten c. 1150 CE,mentions that apart from referring to the acrobatic
weapons dance performed by soldiers "against and with swords," pyrrhikhe
alsodesignates a "dance with the crrra0riat wedding games." 379 Like the object
namedin the pnigos,crrra0rihas a twofold meaning: it may mean either a sword
with a long blade or a "flat wooden blade used by weavers in the upright loom
(insteadof the comb [,m::fc;]
used in the horizontal), for striking the threads of
the woof home, so as to make the web close."380 Athena as goddess of weaving
and war is able to embrace this polarity in the pyrrhikhe.38 1
377

Ceccarelli 1998:60- 62 discusses similar representations; for depictions offemale dancers ofthe
pyrrhikh
e in general , see 60-67 therein .
378Bell krater Vienna 732, Pothos Painter , ca. 420 BCE (ARV1190, 30; Poursat 1968: nr . 41,592 ill.
45, Ceccarelli 1998: nr. 41, pi. XII with discussion pp. 65-66).
379Stephanus, In ArternRhetoricamcommentaria 3.8 (Arist. 1408b36) (in Commentariain Aristotelem
Graeca21.2, p. 317 Rabe) : nuppix11 ~ EVOTIA.to~,
i, xpwvTm oi orpanwm1 KaTa ~l<j>WV
Kai µHa
(1cpwvKuß10TWVTE~
Kai oi EVTal~ yaµT]AIOI~Jla\ÖJal~ nai~OVTE~µna ona011~-See Ceccarelli
1998:63and 208. For nai~e1v and nm81a as concepts belonging to choral dance, see above,
lntroduction nl80.
380LSJs.v. 1. Cf. also Aesch. Cho. 232 and Moret 1991:243nll0 . Fora feminine sword dance cf. the
red-figure depiction of a girl , attributed to the painter Makron , on a fragmentary vase (Malibu,
J. P. Getty Museum 86.AE.3 15); see on this Bron 1996, who also views the scene in an initiatory
context. While female dancers of the pyrrhikhe are consistently shown with shield and spear,
the sword in this connection is practically unique .
381 Ceccarelli 1998:207- 208 also connects the passage in Stephanus of Byzantium with the
Koupe10v,the hair-offering made to Artemis by boys of ephebic age, and with the yaµ11;\ia,
which probably was a sacrifice performed on the day of the Koureotis during the Apatouria
by the husband for his young wife upon her acceptance into his phratry . See on this Deubner
1932:232-234 and Parker 1996:105 with nl2. Brule 1987:402- 404 interprets Pollux 8.107 differently and argues that the yaµT]Aia was a very early sacrifice made by the father in front of the
phratry in honor of his daughter (aged 5 to 7) as future bride , and could have coincided with
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This passage especially illustrates the ambivalence of homonymous signs
and the symbolic polysemy in the central tableau of the pnigos.Here, too, there
are men and women who in their dance concern themselves with objects that
bear the same name and come from the fields of weaving and warfare. The
Kavwv corresponds to the omierJ. "Those who dance at wedding games with
a sword/weaving rod" (oi tv rni<; yaµJ']Aiotc;rrmötaic; rrai~ovrEc;µrnx orrcx0ri~)
correspond to the comically described men in the makron (Thesm.824-829).
After their successful initiation, women retain the objects that define their
role. Men, however, give up the weaving instruments at the end of their dance,
just as women give up the instruments of war. Only thus can the marriage they
aspire to and the regulated education of the new generation in accordance
with the idea of the KaAAtyi:vEta come about. But when men throw away
the homonymous male instruments, then in terms of symbolic content they
are men no longer, but are like women. The continued existence of the polis
would also thereby be endangered. The structural similarity of the Athenian
Thesmophoria and Amazon society, which is reenacted in the female pyrrhikhe,
is described by Ken Dowden:
This same pattern is exhibited, for instance, by the Athenian Thesmophoria: breaking off of sexual contact; segregation of the sexes;
establishment of magistrates by the women as they take up residence on the Pnyx (yuvmKoKparia). The Pnyx is not very far, either,
from where the Amazons drew up their battle-lines-in front of the
Areopagos, which mediates between Pnyx and Acropolis. 382
The ambivalent construction of the pyrrhikhe and similar rites of transition also illuminates the comically distorted encroachment of women on the

382

her being entered into the !ist for the Arkteia. One could also simply call a wedding feast for
the bridegroom a gamelia.Bruit Zaidman/Schmitt Pantel 1992:70 remark that it is no coincidence that the ceremony took place exactly nine months after the marriage month, Gamelion,
at the Apatouria, which concluded the legal act of marriage. According to Proclus' commentary on Plat. Tim. 216 , a rhapsodic contest among the young men took place on this day of
the Koureotis; perhaps there were also choral dance competitions. Although the transitional
phase would already have been concluded , the pyrrhikhe coming at the successful completion
of the rite de passagewould once more have evoked the dangers of marginality; see Lonsdale
1993:162ff. On the koureionsee Cole 1984:233-238 and Schmitt 1977. The belt (see the depiction
of a female dancer with belt on the Kanellopoulos pyxis; Schauenburg 1976:50 ill. 21, Ceccarelli
1998, nr. 72, pi. X) is also an ambivalent sign of masculine weaponry and feminine chastity;
the dedication of the premarital belt is the symbolic act of preparation for marriage; Schmitt
1977:1062-1064. Women have to lose their first girdle in order to become a wife; after consummation of the marriage they wear the girdle of the married woman; men have to wear a belt as
warrior. Ephebes receive the weapon belt as sign of their manhood.
Dowden 1997:127.
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areasof politics and warfare that was discussed in the immediately preceding
sectionand that in the case of the Lysistratadefines its plot, 383
Lna0ri has yet a third connotation. lt is used synonymously with the
wordnMt11,which refers to the broad, lower end of an oar (Lycoph. Alex.23).
Oarbladeshave a close connection to the parabasisof the Thesmophoriazusae,
as we have seen. Immediately before this, the relative mentions them, playing
on Euripides' Palamedes(770-773), but has to make do with sacred tablets from
the sanctuary.384 Just as the man in his imitation of a woman would like to cast
a rrMrriinto the sea, and finally does so, but using a different piece of wood, so
too in the pnigosthe chorus sings of men who lose their omi:Sri,while women
keeptheirs safe.
The poet thus harnesses the symbolic polysemy of the pyrrhikheand the
objectsthat are swung during its performance. In the pnigosthe members of
the chorus in their role or the chorus leader alone reaffirm the ambivalence
of women at the Thesmophoria, 385 who as vuµq,m reexperience the initiatory transitional stage. Standing between the worlds of man and woman, the
membersof the chorus may have imitated a weapon dance with their gestures
and movements. The mixing of male and female realms, the comic theme of
the whole Thesmophoriazusae,
is underscored by the conscious blending in of
the extemal communications context. Behind the female masks and costumes
it is male performers who emerge and who in the pnigos sing of polyvalent
objects.Possibly these were shaken in the air by some members of the chorus
at the same time as the orgiastic movements of the pyrrhikhe.As Dionysiac
groupthey simultaneously become Dionysiac dancers of the pyrrhikhe,a komos
of wild dancers, whose spears may be associated with the thyrsosor phallus. 386
383

See among others Rosellini 1979, Loraux 1981:157-196, Zeitlin 1981:169-181, Foley 1982 (also
on Eccl.),Graf 1984 (on other ritual models, with reference to the Lysistrata,245 and 254n59),
and Bowie 1993:178-181, 205-207. Cf. in general Vernant 1990:29-53. On weaving as metaphor
for integration into the "social fabric," i.e. the citizen body, see Calame 1997:57 with n145 and
Ceccarelli1998:111,113,149, and 157.
384
Seeabove,n344.
385
On the participation of the whole chorus, see Koester 1835:6 and Hubbard 1991:20 with n21.
Normally,however, no motion of the chorus is assumed when it sings. The association with
weaving could also be understood as a self-referential reference to choral dance. On the
chorus' weaving, cf. Nonnos' xoporrA€K~~('chorus-weaving') (Nonn. 6.49 and 14.33),Naerebout
1997:278-279, Calame I 1977:77-78 with n63 (Engl. trans. Calame 1997:34-35 with n63 [and
57 with n145]), Restani 1995 (on the relationship between music, dance, and weaving), Nagy
1996:65(on weaving of song), and Ceccarelli 1998:111-112 with n104.
386
On the symbolic and visual dimension of choral dance, see Golder 1996. Golder even goes so
far as to describe individual poses by the chorus on the basis of the art of the day. The dance
skhemata,like synaesthetically translated tableaux vivants, intensify the symbolic message
(esp. ibid.,11). On the Dionysiac pyrrhikhe,cf. Athen. 631a-b and Ceccarelli 1998:67-72. On the
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By means of the pointed reference to the shield the tableau may have triggered
in the audience's mind a memory of the well-known komoiof parasol-dancers
depicted on contemporary vases. The Dionysiac performers, who overlay their
male identity with feminine accessories and who through wine, dance, and
music transport themselves into the ambivalent condition of otherness, 387
emerge from their female dramatic role, which is conversely overwritten with
male signs. In this ambiguous border region of the contradictory definition of
gender roles, role and function overlap in a comic way.
The ambivalent sign of the sunshade is connected, as has been seen, both
with the Skira and with the Panathenaia, which has connections to the former.
Aristophanes also draws on this symbol in the Birds. The Titan Prometheus
approaches Peisetairos with a 0K1a8nov to teil him the secret ofhow to depose
Zeus. He asks him to hold the parasol over his head so that he may not be seen
by Zeus (Av.1508-1509). 388 He then takes up the parasol again and sets off, in
order to give Zeus the impression that he is an attendant holding the parasol
for a Kanephoros at the Panathenaia (Av. 1550-1551). 389 In this scene one can
recognize the rhythm of the Athenian cycle of the new year, and one sees the
following elements in a comic reworking: the procession under the canopy at
the Skira; the temporary inversion of the world; the threat to the Olympian
cosmos; 390 the Promethia as model for the bringing of the new fire to the Panperformance by choruses of pyrrhikhe dancers in circles at the Dionysia on Kos (Segre1993:
ED234), see Ceccarelli 1995. There is also a similarity in terms of rhythm and metre between
the pnigosand the pyrrhikhe, whose most common form used the catalectic anapaestic dimeter
with numerous resolutions and in terms of rhythm remained open to the dactylic in orderto
make use of the Ka-t:'lv6rcAtov (cf. Ceccarelli 1998:167- 177). The catalectic anapaestic dimeter
concludes the pnigos(Thesm. 829) with the central term ro oKuxOEtov
, which in line 823 already
forms a monometer and is thus brought to the fore.
387
Cf. Frontisi-Ducroux/Lissarrague 1990. They describe the komosas a dance in which the collective acts in completely uncoordinated fashion and each carries out his own ecstatic movements (227).
388
Bowie1993:162 also sees in the skiadeionan allusion to the procession under the canopy at the
Skira.On the parasol see also Dunbar Birds,698 ad 1508-1509 .
389
Cf. the connection with the Panathenaia: Peisetairos ends the dialogue by adding that
Prometheus should also take the oicppo~as diphrophoros(Av. 1552). cf. Dunbar Birds,709-710
ad 1550 - 1551 and 1552 with list of sources; Harpocr., s.v. 0Kacp11cp6po1,
quotes Demetriosof
Phaleron (fGrHist 228 F 5), who thinks that according to a legal provision metics had to carry
oKcxcpm
and their daughters water vessels (ulipEta)and parasols (0Ktcxli1a)
; Ael. VH 6.1: rcx~
yoüv
rcap0Evou~
rwv µErotKwv0K1ali11cpopdv
lv rai~ rcoµrcai~~vcxyKa~ov
[i.e. oi 'A011vaio1);
cf.Pollux
3.55 and 7.174. In the followingsong by the chorus of birds about the realm of the Shadowfeet,
the word OKtCXOEtov
is possibly taken up by association (so already Rogers Birds,ad.loc.);cf.
Dunbar Birds,711 ad 1553-1555.
390
The cutting off of the Olympians from their supply of sacrificial victims is additionally
compared with fasting at the Thesmophoria (Av. 1519).
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athenaia; finally, the return to order at the great festival of Athena accompanied by the victory over the Titans, 391 Immediately before this parasol scene,
in a song (Av.1470-1493) in which the chorus ofbirds teils of the wonders seen
on its flights, the Kleonymos tree, which loses its shields, and an exchange of
blowswith Orestes, the ephebe par excellence,are at the center. Prometheus,
likeKleonymos and Orestes, acts with cunning and in the dark, in a marginal
worldof fantasy and the horror of the realm of shadows. These sign complexes
express the symbolically comparable transitions of the new year and initiation. Kleonymos also seems to lose his shield in a weapon dance (Av.1481). 392
0restes, who is here comically confounded with the contemporary clothesthief of the same name (Av.712), operates, as in Euripides' Andromache,by lying
in ambush in the dark and, like Prometheus, under something that provides
shade (cf. Eur. Andr. 1115, oKtao8d<;); 393 whosoever encounters the hero
0restes at night is surprised by a blow to his right side and stripped naked.
The formulation in Greek yuµvo<; ~V TIA11YEt<; m'.rrou I mxvra 'CO'.Til
bE~l(X (Av.
1492-1493) is reminiscent of a possible duel in the pyrrhikhe.The initiate fights
naked,as does the dancer of the pyrrhikhe,during the phase of marginality and
with his shield attempts to ward off the spearthrusts ofhis opponent by lunging
to the left and right. But Orestes still hits him on the right, all over his side. 394

urc'

391

On the Panathenaia as festival of the new fire, see Robertson 1985; on the Promethia as an
original procession by torchlight that departed from an altar in the Akademia and served as
the model for the torchlight run at the Panathenaia, Robertson 1985:259-260 and 281-288.
391
ForKleonymos as "shield-abandoner" see the testimonia in Dunbar Birds,238 ad 289-290.
393
Seeabove, n372. Prometheus goes underneath a parasol (cf. Dun bar Birds,695 ad 1494-1509) and
is also "wrapped up" (cruyKaAuµµ6~,Av. 1496; cf. EKKEKaMijloµat,Av. 1503) (see Agosti 1987/88).
Fora good mythical and ritual interpretation of the Birds,see Auffarth 1994 (he connects the
comedy, as Craik 1987 already does , with the Anthesteria and interprets Prometheus as a trick ster figure [76ff.]); cf. also Bowie 1993:151-177.
394
1reproduce here Coulon's text. Cf. the quite different interpretation of Dunbar Birds,692-693
ad 1490-1493. With MSS. AMS she reads rambE~ia, "paralysed all down his right side;· and
connects this with attacks by certain heroes who could give their opponents a stroke (so also
Hofmann 1976:205); in Ar. Heroesfr. 322, esp . 4-7 K.-A., they release as rnµ(ai I rwv KaKwvKai
rwv aya8wv (4-5) all manner of illnesses upon evildoers (such as KAEJtrn~Kai >..wrroöurn~.6;
cf. Thesm.810-818, esp. >..wrroöurn~,817). On the question of whether the figure of Orestes
(as in Ach. 1162ff. and Av. 712) is meant to be the mythical hero of the festival of Khoes or a
historical and notorious highwayman, see Hofmann 1976:200-206, who wants to separate
the two figures and sees in this Orestes "einen gan z und gar unheroischen Wegelagerer, der
dank seines mythologischen Gattungsnamens zum Heros emporstilisiert wird" ["a completely
unheroic highwayman who owing to his mythological generic name is elevated to the status
ofhero") (205). With Henrichs 1991:192n67, I assume a comic and associative overlapping of
both figures. One could also understand lines 1492-1493 in the following way: "unprotected
all down his right side, he was hit by him," or: "completely naked/unprotected, he was hit by
him with a blow to the right" (perhaps also "on the right side," foi ÖE~tg).On nudity in the
pyrrhikhe,
cf. Ar. Nub.989 and Ceccarelli 1998:49 and 51-52 .
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The catalogue of elements that the ritual and festival prescribe for the
polis reflects the whole span of disintegration and refoundation from the
skira to the Panathenaia. The decomposition and restoration of fertility at
the Thesmophoria, which has to do with agriculture and human sexuality,
are thematically enriched by references to the upcoming festival cycle, which
synchronizes the three paradigms of agriculture, initiation, and new year.
The temporary return to the stage of being a girl on the threshold of adulthood is connected with the Skira, Arrhephoria, and Panathenaia, at which
young men and women are confronted with initiation rites. Overcoming the
period of inversion is the goal of the ritual complexes. The marginal phase
of separation culminates in the unification of both sexes. At the Panathenaia
the completion of the girls' and boys' initiation is celebrated by a meeting of
choruses at which contacts arise that lead to marriage, the ultimate goal. The
temporary isolation of the sexes at the Thesmophoria and the playing out of a
primeval gynokratiathat threatens the world of men come to a conclusion with
the Kalligeneia and the reinstatement of the normal order and with the return
of women to their oikos.They are underscored by the above-mentioned rites
from the realm of Athena, which structurally anticipate the Thesmophoria.
The key themes of the play-the absence of role identity, the marginal
area between man and woman, the phenomena of transvestism and mimesis,
as weil as the dissolution of order-are illuminated by means of further rites
drawn from the real world. The Thesmophoriazusaereflects the central questions of the polis ideology, which are also dealt with in ritual. The reversal of
all codes in ritual play and the chaotic mixing up of all structures are preconditions for coming to know the prevailing values and norms. Under the
auspices of Dionysus, at whose spring festivals the normal world also becomes
perverted, the polis enacts the critical transitions of new year, harvest time
and change of status in summer (June to August), and the decisive turningpoint in autumn, when the sowing of crops determines hunger or nourishment, death or survival. 395
395

In the case of the pyrrhikhe,beside the aspects of initiation, which stands unequivocally in the
foreground, and of the new year , which is completely peripheral , the increase of agricultural
fertility can also be observed . In the description of the six weapon dances performed by Xenophon's soldiers at a reception for Paphlagonian messengers (Anabasis6.1.5-13), in second place
comes the harvest dance (Kaprra(a) of the contingents from Ainis and Magnesia. The mimetic
dance concerns a confrontation between a robber and a farmer, who defends himself whilehe
is sowing and plowing with a team of oxen (Xen. Anab. 6.1.7-9). All six presentations are staged
by people from Greek marginal areas and represent to a certain extent only a marginal Greekness; the performance of the Thracians, that of the Ainians and Magnesians (i.e. Thessalians),
both dances by the Mysian, and the entry of the people from Mantineia and Arcadia culminate
in the pyrrhikhedanced by a slave-girl owned by an Arcadian. Cf. Ceccarelli 1998:20- 21.
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On the basis of these heortological connections, the invocation of gods
suchas Athena, Poseidon, Artemis, Pan, the Nymphs, and Hera-who at first
glancehave little to do with Demeter and Kore, the controlling deities of the
Thesmophoria-becomes understandable. Athena and Poseidon are connected
withthese goddesses at the Skira.396 The central position afforded Athena next
to Demeter and Kore is not explained solely by her function as polis deity par
excellence.
Up until now the mention of her name has generally been seen only
in connection with the overlapping of male and female discourses, in which the
chorusof women assume a political position as popular assembly. The political
intervention of the chorus as male group of performers in the here and now
has also been discussed in this chapter. 397 Yet Athena is also of central importance from a cultic and inner-dramatic point of view, since she, like Artemis
(thoughthe latter is situated on the periphery, unlike Athena), as eternal and
armed virgin represents the initiatory model for girls (and youths) during
the transition to marriage. 398 Weaving and choral dance are preparations for
married life, which is ritually celebrated in the Thesmophoria, during which
mothers would temporarily experience the ambivalent transition phase in
an imaginary sense. 399 The swaddled baby Erichthonius as rebirth of the dead
Erechtheusis the mythic exemplum for the male initiate who attains manhood
at the Panathenaia . The rite of the Arrhephoria is in symbolic play form a
representative initiation of prepubescent girls into the mysteries of sexuality
396

Seeabove, p. 204 and Deubner 1932:47.
Camps-Gaset1994:140-142 particularly stresses the political character of the Thesmophoria,
in the sense of the conveying of Athenian citizenship. Before marriage, she emphasizes, it is
Athenawho protects the citizen status of girls. Demeter takes over this function after marriage :
"Enrevanche, les fetes de Demeter representent la confirmation-et l'affirmation-de ce statut
civiquequi comporte la securite et la garantie pour la cite qu'il y aura toujours des Atheniens
et que la femme-ce mal ambigu, donne par les dieux - se maintient dans un ordre civilise,
celui d'Athena et de Poseidon , celui de la famille et de la sexualite legitime" ["On the other
hand, the festivals of Demeter represent the confirmation-and the affirmation-of the civic
status that means security and the guarantee for the city that it will always have Athenians
and that women-that ambiguous evil given by the gods-will abide by the civilized order, that
ofAthena and Poseidon, that of the family and lawful sexuality"] (142).
398
Certain commentators in fact insist on th e idea that the Thesmophoria was also a festival
of initiation; see Jeanmaire 1939:269-2 82, 296-307, Johansen 1975, Lincoln 1979, and Baudy
1992:24 with nl32; now also Kledt 2004:114-147, esp. 115-120. Fora critical discussion of the
initiation theory, see Versnel 1993:253-254 with n88. Sfameni Gasparro 1986:280-283, esp. 282,
sums up the state of affairs: she thinks it is in fact incorrect to speak of an actual initiation
in the case of the Thesmophoria , but that there are clear typological analogies to initiation
throughout. See above, n75.
399
Pan is connected with these rites of Athena through the cave of Pan on the precipitous north
face of the Acropolis, down which the Arrhe phoroi descended with their baskets. Cf. Eur. Ion
492-494.
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and agriculture. The Erichthonius baskets form the model for the plant beds
through which the functions of sowing, harvest, procreation, and birth are
experienced in a preparatory fashion. 400 These contents are then confirmed by
the married women at the Thesmophoria. lt is thus not surprising that the last
song of the chorus in the Thesmophoriazusae
(1136-1159) is directed at Athena
and the goddesses of the Thesmophoria, for Athena also has connections with
marriage. When a girl married, at the Proteleia she was taken one more time
by her parents to the Acropolis, where they would perform a sacrifice for
Athena. 401

The Helen and Andromeda Paratragoidia and the Subsequent
Plot from an lnitiatory Perspective
In the previous section we examined how the plot depends on a development
that leads, in harmony with the fictional framework of the separation of the
sexes and their undefined condition, to the unification and reestablishment of
the differentiation of roles. After the parabasis,the relative attempts to escape
from his hopeless situation by an imitation of the Euripidean Helen,because he
thinks that the successful rescue of this heroine by Menelaos from the hands
of the Egyptian barbarian Theoklymenos may serve him as a plan of action. He
therefore takes on her role in order to be brought to safety by her husband,
a role which Euripides plays. This richly comic scheme, reminiscent of the
cunning of an initiate, 402 ultimately has to fail, like the relative's attempt tobe
rescued by staging the situation of the Andromeda.The intertextual interplay
of quotations from the two Euripidean tragedies, which were performed a year
previously, in 412 BCE,has a parodic effect, the comic side of which has been
thoroughly explored. 403
4oo Cf. Baudy 1986:9-48 and Baudy 1992:31-40.
401Suda, s.v. npoi:O,cia· ~µiipav oüi:w~ 6voµa~ovcnv, i:v Ei~i:~v aKp6rro;\1v ,~v yaµouµiiv!]v
rrap0iivov äyovow oi yovd~ Ei~i:~v 0c6v Kai 0voia~ Elll,€Aoiio1. According to Deubner 1932:16
it remains questionable whether by "goddess " Artemis is meant. After a wedding the priestess
of Athena visited the newly married wife (Suda, s.v. aiyi~). At the birth of a child the priestess
received a khoinixofbarley, a khoinixof wheat, and an obol - likewise when an inhabitant died.
On other connections between Athena and the blessing of marriage and child, see Deubner
1932:16- 17. The connection with agriculture is further attested by the Prokharisteria. At the
end of winter, when the grain began to sprout, this sacrifice, associated with the return of Kore
(see Suda, s.v. npoxap1oi:~p1a), was made to Athena.
402
Cf. µl]xavoppacpo~, Eur. Andr. 1116; on cunning and deception in initiation , see Vidal-Naquet
1968:111- 113, 120 (PCPSn.s. 14 (194] [1968], 53-54, 61-62), Moreau 1992:210-2 11, and Bier!
1994a:89-90 with 154-155 nn47-50.
403
Cf. Rau 1967:53- 65 (Helenparody), 65-89 (Andromedaparody). On parody ofthe four Euripidean

n
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The ritual implications of these two parodies, however, have so far only
been analyzed to a small extent; Froma Zeitlin has referred to the connection of ritual and drama in the Thesmophoriazusaein an important study in
whichshe outlines to what extent the two tragedies can be related in terms
oftheir deep structure to the two goddesses important for the Thesmophoria,
Demeter and Persephone. 404 The transformation of the figure of Helen into
faithfulwife is especially connected to the ideology of the Thesmophoria, and
here Zeitlin introduces as evidence the explicit connections between Helen
and Persephone (Eur. Hel. 175, 244ff.) and the blending of the central myth of
Demeterand Kore into the choral song addressed to the Great Mother (Hel.
1301-1368). 405 She notes that Andromeda especially underscores the theme of
the maiden Kore. As far as can be determined from Zeitlin's nuanced presentation-she reads the comedy as weil as its mythical background mainly as an
expression of marginality, as a metatheatrical or even metaritual statement
about the threshold between festival and theater, Dionysus and Demeter,
tragedy and comedy, man and woman-she does not draw any clear connection to the transitional phase between maidenhood and womanhood in female
initiation rites. 40 6 The construction of the Aristophanic plot has an effect, as
wehave seen, not only on the central myth, which is connected with the ritual
dramas Telephos
, Palamedes,Helen,and Andromeda, see Zeitlin 1981:181-194. She remarks that
the relative plays a masculine role in women's clothing in the first two scenes , while after the
parabasis
he assumes feminine roles and thereby ultimately entices Euripides for the desired
soteria;Zeitlin (1981:182) interprets the "successive insertion" of parodies as "metatheatrical
variants" ofthe comic intruders who are ridiculed and driven out by the comic hero. See now
alsoTzanetou 2002:339-351.
404
Zeitlin 1981:194-200. Gruber 1986 (esp. 14 [study of situations of social conflict], 19-20
[threshold situation and "metatheater"], and 37 [playing out of conflicts between the sexes in
the Thesmophoriazusae])
and Bowie 1993:205-227 are extensively based on Zeitlin's findings. On
the "metatheatricality" of the Thesmophoriazusae,
see also Bonanno 1990:256-261 (on the Helen
and Andromeda)and Bier! 1991:172-176. Bowie 1993:212-217 emphasizes the myth ofDemeter
and Kore as reference model; he does not go into other heortological connections . He treats
(ibid., 215) the relative as a comic Persephone, and sees Persephone 's role as divided between
the dancer Teredon (sie!) and the relative, who is freed by Euripides in the form of Demeter
(216).See now also Tzanetou 2002:339-359 .
405
Zeitlin 1981:199.On Eur. Hel. 1301-1368 see Bier! 1991:163- 172. On Helen as Kore/Persephone
see Guepin 1968:120-122,128-133, 137-142 and Foley 1992.
406
Disputes about ritual, in particular the relationship of the Kore myth to initiation (also in
the reception of theories in Bowie 1993:205-227) are simply not discussed further in Zeitlin
1981.See, however, her contemporaneous piece (Zeitlin 1982), which concentrates on ritual
and in which the structural and dialectic connection of the Thesmophoria to the Arrhephoria
is discussed (150-153). Harrison 19223 :131 already calls the Arrhephoria "the Thesmophoria
of the unmarried girl." On the contested initiatory interpretation of the Thesmophoria, see
above,nn75 and 398; on the myth of Persephone in the sense of a female initiation and as aetiologyfor the Thesmophoria and Haloa, see Lincoln 1979. See now also Kledt 2004:34-36, 38-57.
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in tbe plot, but, as in tbe otber comedies, furtber mytbical and ritual references arrange tbemselves about tbe center. In associative fasbion individual
elements are isolated, reassembled, and linked to a complex plot.
In wbat follows tbe tbeme of tbe tbresbold state, so important for the
Thesmophoriazusae,will be connected with tbe liminal state in tbe ritual
process of female and male initiation. Tbis critical pbase becomes, as we have
seen, a Leitmotivin tbis comedy, since tbe married women project tbemselves
back to tbeir former status of nymphai. In tbe tableau vivant of tbe parabasis
(821-829) tbe cborus strikingly realizes tbese connections in tbe form of image
and dance.
As long as Euripides' relative as comic bero is provided witb tbe external
signs of tbe female sex, be is located in a transitional stage between clearly
defined roles. He may be compared metapborically witb Ericbtbonius, the
epbebe par excellence,wbose rite de passage is connected witb the ceremonies under discussion and is concluded at tbe Panatbenaia. 407 The mortal
dangers, torments , and encbainment comically reenact tbe symbolic death of
tbe initiate and bis rebirtb as fully adult man; on tbe level of mytb it is thus
possible to associate tbe relative's fate witb tbe deatb of Erecbtbeus and his
renewal as Ericbtbonius.
In order tobe able to infiltrate tbe women's festival, tbe man bas to put
on women's clotbing. Yet tbis mimesis, as in tbe case of tbe comic chorus,
is furtber complicated. Wbile playing tbis additional role tbe performer
remains present for tbe audience in the original role. Agatbon, wbo rejects
tbe defense of Euripides, altbougb as effeminate figure be would be suited for
tbis, combines male and female indications , like tbe bero after bis dressing-up
scene. Tbe question tbe astonisbed relative asks in reaction to tbe appearance of Agatbon, "Wbat on eartb bave a mirror and a sword to do with each
otber?" (-de;bat Kar6mpou Kat ~frpouc;KOtvwvfa;140), is of importance for the
image under discussion in tbe parabasis(821-829). Tbe combination of objects
407

The Telephusparo dy, together with the abduction of the baby, may also be connected with
this; the relative while still in his role as woman parodies the role of the man Telephos; he
wants to steal the baby Orestes (the model for male initiation). who is here in the women's
festival present ed as a girl, but turns out tobe a wineskin (Thesm. 733-734: aoKo<; i\yivE0'~
Küpl'J1 01vou llAEW<;),which is finally sacrificed. Here all levels of meaning have been comically inverted . As Arrhephoros he steals the "female" baby Erichthonius, whom the hero, as
he undergoes initiation and oscillates in the liminal space between Orestes and Kore, finally
hims elf becomes. The diachronic structure and relations have become distorted. On wine at
the Thesmophoria, or at the analogous Roman festival of Bona Dea, see Versnel 1993 :262-268.
The abduction has so far generally been read as a reflex of the abduction of Kore; Zeitlin
1981:197.
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corresponds exactly to the paradoxical combination of the sexes. In this line
(140)the general state of liminality in this comedy is condensed into a symbol
through these two contrary objects.
This motif emphasizes the liminality of the transition from youth to
adulthood in what follows. The married relative leaves wife and child behind
and assumes Agathon's womanly accessories in order to play his female
role. In so doing, he resembles Agathon and young men undergoing initiation, who in the phase of separation from their previous condition decorate
themselves with both male and female signifiers. In this way he also resembles structurally the women celebrating the Thesmophoria, who, conversely,
as married women project themselves back to the transitional phase of being
a bride and thereby also temporarily combil'!e elements of male and female
discourse.
The feminine saffron-colored robe, a ritual tunic designed to emphasize
the beauty and sexual radiance of the young woman with its dazzling color,
here plays an important role. The beautiful and alluring costume stands therefore in diametric contrast to the precept of chastity, to which the virgins are
subjected in accordance with the expectations of the men. The KpoKwi-6~thus
symbolizes a profound sexual ambivalence and the condition of abnormal
inversion.408 The relative receives the KpOKWTO~
of Agathon (253; cf. 138), who
according to Hansen and Zeitlin is celebrating a private Thesmophoria.• 09
In accordance with its ritual polysemy this yellow garment characterizes Mnesilokhos as a follower of Demeter, as a girl in the service of Artemis
Brauronia,and as a fellow Dionysiac player.• 10
In this passage, however-and contrary to the approach of Zeitlin and
Bowie-it is the aspect of preparation for marriage and the motif of the initiatory isolation of prepubescent girls at Brauron that should in particular be
emphasized.This sojourn on the periphery of Attica in honor of Artemis goes
hand in hand with the representative initiatory service of the two Arrhephoroi on the Acropolis. In the famous section of the parabasisin Lysistrata
642-647, both these cults are combined with other rites involving young
girls.The service of a girl who is there called aAnpi~ evokes Demeter and the
Thesmophoria, the goal of female fertility, and once more indicates the struc408

SeeSourvinou-lnwood 1988:128, in general 119-135 .
SeeHansen 1976:170and Zeitlin 1981:196.
410
On Dionysus and the krokotossee above, n168; on Dionysus in women's clothing, see Kenner
1970:119n460and Bremmer 1992:189-194 (in connection with initiation, 194-198). On Artemis
and the girls at Brauron wearing the krokotos,see Sourvinou-lnwood 1988:119-135. On Demeter
and saffron, see Bowie 1993:215n51.
409
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tural connection between preparation for marriage and revisiting of this transitional phase at the Thesmophoria. 411
After the relative has been revealed as a male intruder, he then, as a
man dressed in the feminine krokotos, plays the role of two Euripidean heroes,
Telephos and Oiax, in order to induce Euripides to intervene. But Euripides
does not react to this. He is obviously waiting for a signal from a female figure,
seeing that it is female figures who determine the action in his romantic
rescue tragedies.
The chorus at this point performs its parabasis,in which the position of
the women is laid out. The central tableau vivant paradoxically combines the
male and female realms in the dance of the pyrrhikhe.lt is only after this that
the comic hero tries out his imitation of Helen (r~v Kmv~v 'Oiv17v µ1µ~ooµcn,
850) because he becomes aware of his feminine attire (yuvmKEfa ornA~, 851).
In Euripides ' version she is the epitome of the faithful wife. Because of her
abduction by Paris she has become separated from her husband, Menelaos.For
ten years she Jives a life of chastity in Egypt, while her eidolon,the symbol of
a wicked and lascivious woman, resides in Troy. The relative responds to the
ideology of the Thesmophoria through this splitting up and separation of the
negative component of the female. He has been asked previously in the assembly why it is that Euripides enjoys putting female monsters like Phaidra or Melanippe on the stage, but never figures like the chaste Penelope as we know
her from Homer (547-548; cf. also the misogynous reply at 549-550). Yet even a
Penelope has her negative side, for in another tradition she is characterized as a
hetairaand prostitute. 4 12 The women naturally prefer to remain silent about this.
With his Helen, Euripides placed just such an exemplary wife in the
center, completely brushing away all her morally questionable characteristics in the mythic tradition. Theoklymenos states after the intervention of the
Dioskouroi that Helen is without doubt the best and purest woman (apior11~
ow<ppovEcrrar17<;
0' äµa, Eur. Hel.1684) and presents an extremely noble mind
411

412

On Lys. 642 (or 641)-647,see esp. Sourvinou-Inwood 1988:136-152,on the ct\ETpf\,142-146.On
the basis of the scholia this office is normally associated with Athena (Brelich 1969:238-240
and Henderson Lys., 156ad 643-644).
In Lycoph.Alex. 771-773Penelope is described as a whore (riöi ßaooapa, 1oEµvw\KaowpEuouoa,
771-772). According to Duris of Samos, FGrHist 76 F 21 (= schol. Lycoph. Alex. 772),she gives
herself to all the suitors and so gives birth to the shady god Pan (already in Pind. fr. 100S.-M.
he is the result of the union between Apollo and Pene lope; according to Hdt. 2.145-144 her
sexual partner is Hermes). Tzetzes attempts to rationalize away the negative characterization
by going on to say in the scholion that this was about another Penelope (nrivEADlll'\\
aAAl'\\lAs
in the case of Helen, the contradiction experienced as a paradox in the Greek imageof women
is here cloneaway with by means of a doubling. On Penelope see Papadopoulou-Belmehdi1994
and Ceccarellil 995a:181.
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(EuyEvrnrarri~
1yvwµ17~, Eur. Hel.1686-1687). Both Penelope and Helen, whom
the relative now embodies, thus correspond precisely to the ideal of the
married women at the Thesmophoria, who refer to themselves as "well-born
women"(EuyEVEl~yuvatKE~, Thesm.330). 413 Her ambivalent appearance on the
stageand in life is determined by, among other things, the male perspective.
In completely similar fashion to Penelope in Homer's Odyssey,Helen is purifiedby Euripides and stylized into an incarnation of all that is pure and positive,while the tragic poet projects the objectionable part of the Helen figure
ontoa phantom-like false double.
Helen is not only a reflex of Persephone, the main figure in the central
mythologemeof the Thesmophoria, but also a heroine responsible in Spartan
cult for the initiation of young girls, which Euripides also emphasizes in
his tragedy.414 At the end of the play, the chorus in a propemptikonimagines
Helenafter her return to Sparta. In its vision, she dances a nocturnal dance
with the Leukippidai, who also represent a model of female youth just before
marriage,415 and Hyakinthos, in front of the temple of Athena Khalkioikos.
Herethe members of the chorus in typical fashion project their own current
activity onto the Spartan ritual choral dance (Eur. Hel. 1465-1470). Helen is
connected in the rite with the festive marriage of girls, with which the critical
413 DesBouvrie 1990:289-313 interprets

the tragedy as the "'symbolic' establishment of marriage,
marital fidelity and female chastity " (313). In her opinion, Dionysiac tragedy dissolves the
institution of marriage; anagnorisisbrings the separated partners together once more, and the
successfulflight to Sparta refounds the marriage.
414
Foley1992,following Zeitlin, explores connections between Helen as she appears in Euripides'
play and Persephone and the cult of Demeter, while at the same time also viewing Helen as
a figure of initiation (145-146). On Helen's initiatory function see Calame I 1977:333-350,
354-357,443, 447 (Engl. trans. Calame 1997:191-202, 204-206, 260, 262). For Helen as khoregos
who outshines her companions because her initiation has been concluded , see Calame I
1977:92,127nl70 , 136, 345-346, 397-398 (Engl. trans. Calame 1997:42-43, 65nl70, 70, 199,
229-230).Theocr. Id. 18 gives an aition for a Spartan tree cult in which maidens celebrate Helen;
GowII 1950/52:358ad 43-48. At Platanistas on the Eurotas Helen was celebrated with a running
race and dances as the embodiment of a maiden who has completed the initiatory phase and is
ready for marriage; in Therapne, however, the aspect of the married woman and goddess had
central place; her husband Menelaos was also honored there; cf. Calame l 1977:333-350 (Engl.
trans. Calame 1997:191-202) and Larson 1995:80-81.
415
See Kannicht II 1969:381-383 and Calame I 1977:323-333 (Engl. trans. Calame 1997:185-191);
Larson 1995:64-69 has reservations about this theory (esp. 67-68) and thinks that the cult
of the Leukippidai had to do with the initiation not of maidens but of ephebes. Penelope
(mentioned in Thesm. 547-550) like Helen fluctuates between the faithful wife and the chaste
virgin who prepares herself for marriage ; the weaving of the peplos and her scheme in the
Odyssey(Horn. Od.19.137ff.) can be linked with the activity of the ergastinai.On the trick at the
loomand on Penelope's name see Hölscher 19892 :46 and 325n6; see also Brule 1987:35, 116,344;
for a connection between the Leukippidai and ritual weaving, the manufacture of a khiton for
Apolloin Amyklai as preparation for the Hyakinthia, see Paus. 3.16.2 and Pettersson 1992:40.
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transition phase of the ritual process of initiation comes to a successful end.
The telos of the days of the women's festival and the choral dances at night
in the month of Pyanopsion also represents marriage and the confirmation
of marriage as cultural institution. Just like the women at the Thesmophoria,
Helen thus unites the condition of the married woman and the young bride
just before marriage.
The same semantic ambiguity also marks the relative: he is married and
only temporarily separated from his wife, yet returns to the liminal state of
initiation when he assumes his role. This marginal state together with the
assumption of feminine markers predestines him for the role of Helen.416 In
view of the Jack of so-called illusion, the relative oscillates between various
identities. The spectator is confronted with a mise en abyme that has mimesis
in the theater as its theme. As Helen, the relative becomes a player who is
yet one step further removed from the staged reality of the Thesmophoria
plot, which is why Kritylla refuses to play along in the role of Theonoe and
the rescue ultimately fails. 417 The removal of the separation of the sexes and
the bringing together of man and woman as goal of the festival of Demeter
cannot be achieved here since the assembly of the ritual, which is articulated
along structurally similar lines, does not correspond to the comically enacted
reworking thereof. Ultimately it emerges that this Helen is a man. The point of
the joke lies in the fact that in this second level of tragic mimesis the tension
416 On the one hand Helen and Menelaos are a married couple; on the other , the plot as mythical preparation for marriage leads toward the successful completion of female initiation. The
barbarian locale of Egypt refers to the condition of marginality. The streams of the Nile are
significantly referred to as Ka,Uun:cip0Evo1,
"virgin -beautiful" (Thesm. 855). Perhaps the cultic
Helen could also renew her virginity symbolically , as she does in Euripides; on Helen's loutron
cf. Paus. 2.2.3 and Foley 1992:158n71. The KaAllmcip0Evo1poa( (Thesm.855) are possibly an
allusion to this. In Eur. Hel.543 Helen regards herself as opoµa(a n:wAo~~ BaKXTJ
0rnü when
she sees Menelaos for the first time; cf. Ar. Lys. 1307, and for the filly as metaphor for young
woman undergoing initiation, see Calame 11977:340, 411-420 (Engl. trans. Calame 1997:195,
238-244), Henderson Lys., 221 ad 1307-1308, and Versnel 1993:278n168. The comparison with
a bacchant could come from the Dionysiadai, who are connected with the Leukippidai; cf.
Calame 11977:323-333 (Engl. trans. Calame 1997:185-191); the priestesses ofthe Leukippidai,
also termed n:wA01,are associated with Dionysos Kolonatas. On the role of Dionysus in initiation, see Foley 1992:157n62 and Seaford 1988:124- 128. On the metaphor of taming the woman
through the act of marriage, as if she were a wild beast, see the collection of verbs in Seaford
1987:111. This idea reflects the fundamental ambivalence of women , whose wild side is domesticated by marriage; see Versnel 1993:276-288.
417
On the role of the maidenly Theonoe, who represents the righteous matter of marital fidelity,
see des Bouvrie 1990:311- 312. As Nereus' granddaughter she is just as maidenly as the Nereids
and Nymphs (cf. Thesm. 325- 326) who serve as a model for the chorus. Kritylla is however
completely grounded in the reality of the festiva l; her role as thesmophoriazousa
who is temporarily taken back to maidenhood is of course completely identical to the status ofTheonoe.
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betweenthe male identity of an actor and the female identity of the role also
remainsconstantly present .
The scene imitates the recognition of a separated married couple. The
successfulrescue of the "wife" would correspond to a new wedding. Despite
the failure of the plan on the level of the comic plot, the successful end of
the comedy, which has to coincide with the end of the ritual in the fictional
context,is already being prepared for. As the embodiment of seductive beauty,
Helenstands, as do the women at the Thesmophoria and the relative, between
Artemis,goddess of the liminal transitional phase, and Aphrodite, Hera, and
Demeter,the goddesses of consummated marriage. 418
The scene is rudely broken off by the entry of the prytanis summoned
by Kleonymos, who orders his Scythian policeman-henchman to fasten the
offenderto a wooden board and to guard him. This intervention reflects the
418

SeeCalame l 1977:344-345 (Engl. trans . Calame 1997:198-199). In terms ofhis second level of
identity as male ephebe, the relative is also associated through the Spartan perspective with
the Spartan cycle of the Hyakinthia/Gymnopaidia and Karneia. The festive cycle is comparable to the Athenian new year cycle inJuly/August; in particular, the central khoreiamay be
compared with the current performance of the Athenian citizens. At the Hyakinthia, choral
dance served as preparation for marriage and the selection of a bride (Polykrates, fGrHist
588F 1, cited in Athen. 139c-f); at the Gymnopaidia, it is a symbolic expression using body
languageof the marginality of the transitional phase (Plat. Leg. 633c, Plut. Ages. 29.2-3 , Paus.
3.11.9);at the Karneia, by contrast , the activity of the chorus members underscores renewal
(Eur.Ale. 445-451) and collective marriage (choruses of men and women dance together in
Cyrene;Callim. Hymn. 2.71-87). On the festive cycle in Sparta , see Pettersson 1992, passim,
esp. on choral dance at the Gymnopaidia, 45-55; at the Karneia, 77. Athenaeus (631b) says
the gymnopaidikewas performed naked and that variations thereof represented oschophoric
and Bacchicdances. This form is thus ultimately traceable back to Dionysus, the god of comic
performance. For choral dance as expression of initiat ion, see Calame 1 1977:439-449 (Engl.
trans. Calame 1997:258-263), Harrison 19272:23-25 , Jeanm aire 1939:182ff., 531-540, Brelich
1969:32,38-39, 75n71, 94n128, 108n152, 139-140, 171-173, 187-191, Moreau 1992:208-210,
and Pettersson 1992:48-51. Among others neaniskoi danced at the Hyakinthia. The eirenes
(twenty-year-olds) received a red cloak and a shield (!) as token of their new military status
(Xen. Lac.11.3). The mimesis of Helen with the emphasis on feminine characteristics points
to the fact that, on the fictional level at least, the transgressions of women into the preserve
of the male warrior (pyrrhikhe)are thereby overcome and the women at the Thesmophoria
now concentrate solely on imminent wedding as the aim of the comedy and of the festival.
Pettersson 1992:38-40 also connects the Hyakinthia with female initiation rites: he associates
the triad Demeter-Kore-Pluto on the altar at Amyklai, as described by Pausanias (3.19.3-5),
with Polyboia's transition from the status of maiden to adult (death of the maiden!). He interprets Hyakinthos as Polyboia's father; he then plays a similar role to Kepheus in Andromeda's
initiation. The gymnopaidikeas weil as the pyrrhikhewere of course also performed in Athens.
Accordingto Athen. 630e, the gymnopaidikeis comparable with the tragic emmeleiabecause of
its ceremonial and solemn movements. This means that in tragic parodies the initiatory hero
is brought close to the tragic mode of dance. The chorus is also drawn into the tragic sphere
through its interaction with the hero.
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interest of the polis in having the course of the festival undisturbed. Kritylla
applauds this intrusion by the state and comments that an av~p ... ionoppaq:,o<;(934-935) almost snatched the relative away from under her nose when
she was watching over him. This man is Euripides, of course . The polysemy
of this epithet has passed almost unnoticed. The scholia (schol. Thesm.935)
connect it with Egypt, the setting of the Helenplot, where linen and papyrus
were in fact produced. Euripides/Menelaos would accordingly be a miserable Egyptian. Van Leeuwen sees in this passage yet another comic allusion to
419
the epithet µl']xavoppaq:,o<;.
Euripides ' µl']xav~ is paralleled by the µrixav~
of the ephebe, who thereby himself becomes sewer/weaver. The "sail" in fact
has ritual connotations as weil, which allude to the weaving of the sail for
the Panathenaia. Through his intrusion into feminine space Euripides is also
brought under the spell of feminine signs. 420
Even the rela tive's plea to the prytanis tobe tied to the board naked, as
opposed to in his saffron costume, is not an incidental or unplanned touch
(939-942) . Rather, the theme of female intiation is thereby underscored
through the mention of the ritual saffron -colored clothing, which becomes a
key motif in the plot. 421 As has already been seen above, the saffron garment is
a symbolic signal of the maiden in the transitional stage of becoming a woman,
particularly in the cult of Artemis Brauronia . The sexually attractive clothing
symbolically prepares the virgin for marriage and sexuality. 422 The end of the
preparation and segregation phase of the Arkteia is marked by the celebratory
throwing off of the garment. The act of presenting oneself naked indicates a
definitive turning point in the life of the girl. At the same time, the surrendering of her body to her husband on the wedding night is thereby anticipated
and practiced. 423 The relative's plea tobe bound naked is thus also a reference
419

Van Leeuwen Thesm., 121 ad 935. Sommerstein Thesm., 217 ad 935 further interprets "a sailstitching fellow" as a shabby man dressed in sailcloth stitched together in makeshift fashion.
Presumably he has in mind Euripidean figures such as Telephos.
420
The reference to Egypt in the scholion to Thesm. 935 could also be con nected with the inverted
world there as described by Hdt. 2.35. The women go to the agora, while the men sit at the
loom. This corres ponds precisely to the upside-down world of comedy, of the ritual attached to
the Thesmophoria, and to states of inversion du ring initiation .
42 1
cf. Thesm. 138, 253, 941, 945, 1044, and 1220.
422
Sourvinou -Inwood 1988:127-130.
423
Sourvinou -lnwood 1988:130-134; she refers to the parallels in Lys. 644-645 (in R's reconstruction Ka-rcxxfovoa)and Aesch. Ag. 239 (Kp6Kov~acpa~o' E~rcioov xfovoa) . On the state of scholarship, see Sourvinou-Inwood 1988:68nl; in Lys. 644- 645 the transmitted reading xfovoa (Kal
xfovoa , Stinton) stands in opposition to the conventional interpretation of r Karixovoa, or
the emendation of Ellebodius and Bentley K9r' ifxovoa. Cf. also Henderson Lys., 156 ad 645,
who adopts Stinton's Kat xfovoa for his text . Iphigen ia is in particul ar the archetypal bear of
Artemis, cf. schol. Lys. 645 and Brelich l 969:242ff.; on the aetiology and on the Brauronia in
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to the fact that he wishes to get past his transitional phase. When the prytanis
refuses, the relative cries out in pointedly comic form, "O saffron clothing,
what have you done! There is no longer any hope of rescue!" (945-946). Only
the taking off of the garment would have represented a sign that the time of
marginality, suffering, and testing could soon come to an end. Only as bride
couldthis "Helen" have been snatched away to Sparta by her "Menelaos." The
intervention of the prytanis and the Scythian prevents the successful transition to marriage, which would have amounted to being rescued from a precarious situation. The Helen theme is often presented with particular emphasis
on the bodily level,4 24 and for this reason the comic playwright dwells on this
point. Helen's naked body was believed to have a completely disarming effect:
her husband Menelaos is said to have dropped his sword at the sight of her
naked breast (Ar. Lys. 155-156 and Eur. Andr. 629-630). 425 The refoundation of
the marriage partnership is thereby alluded to. In terms of the plot of our
play Menelaos must of course not be moved to return to his "spouse." Rather,
Krityllaand the entry of the prytanis stand in the way of the "married couple."
Therelative as Helen thus would dearly have loved to have disarmed the power
ofthe state, the Scythian policeman in particular, with the removal of his dress
in order to ensure the transition to marriage. The comedy of the situation of
general, see Brelich 1969:241-268 and Brule 1987:179-283, and on Iphigenia in the context of
initiation , Dowden 1989:9-47. Iphigenia, like Helen , is also the model of the maiden undergoing initiation immediately before marriage. On Helen, who is abducted as a young pretty
girl by Theseus, see Brule 1987:98, 289-290, 297 and Sourvinou-lnwood 1988:52- 53. The girl
is represented as a sexually mature woman on the threshold of marriage, despite her tender
age of seven years. For the Greek conception of woman in general, see Carson 1990. A woman's
bloom coincides with the transition to marriage (Carson 1990:146-147) . For the anakalypteria
on the wedding night as an opening up of female borders and of making oneself available , see
Carson 1990:163-164.
424
For the staging of the Helen myth on the bodily level , see Worman 1997. On the body as a
central area of play with the opposite sex, see also Zeitlin 1990:71-75. On the body in general
as the place where ritual as the ideological praxis of society is enacted, see Bell 1992:94- 101
and 197-223, esp. 201- 204. Here Bell draws particularly on Michel Foucault; cf. in particular
Foucault 1979:1-69, esp. 32- 69 ("The Spectacle of the Scaffold"), where execution is presented
as a communal festival , a spectacular performance, and a ritual that is carried out on the body
of the condemned.
425
See Worman 1997:161- 162 and Henderson Lys., 86 ad 155-156. This may also be read as a
further reference to the central image of the parabasis(Thesm.821-829 ). Women are better than
men because their attractiveness enables them to cause men to throw away their weapons.
On the krokotosin the Lysistrata, cf. lines 42-48 and 219-220 . The garment has the power of
sexual attraction; as ambival ent sign it is worn both by prostitutes and by chaste virgins. From
a male perspective one could also say that the Spartan relative/Helen perhaps alludes to the
Gymnopaidia with his reference to nudity; cf. n418. Nudity here, as in the case of the girls,
means a lack of identity . The dancers are still in a liminal status, which will be overcome only
with the Karneia and their marriage.
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course lies in the fact that in addition to the feminine marker of the krokotos
and mitrathe previously concealed phallus is clearly visible. 426
The interruption of the scene by the entry of the chorus (947-1000)
underlines the anchoring of the comic hero in the time and space of the ritual
festival of the Thesmophoria. The song serves not merely, as is the case with
tragic songs, as a method of structuring and of condensing time; rather, the
context is symbolically focused once more on the Leitmotiv of initiation. 427
Through their dance the members of the chorus intensify their reenacted
marginal condition of women undergoing initiation. The relative with his
saffron garment is thus part of the whole: he also symbolically becomes a
"maiden" on the threshold of marriage, which would be the outcome of his
rescue. While carrying out this dance the chorus members (both male and
female, depending on role and function) change from enemies to companions
in this critical transition. 428
After the choral dance song, the relative, bound to a plank, stands at the
center together with the Scythian. The arrangement gives Euripides the idea
of now rescuing the relative with the help of his Andromeda,also performed
in 412 BCE.According to this scheme, the shackled relative in saffron gown
corresponds to Andromeda, the Scythian to the sea monster, and the tragic
poet to the hero Perseus. 429
426

On the word "weapon" in the sense of phallus, see Henderson 19912:110, 123, 248 and above,
n368.
427
On dance as a characteristic element in initiation, seeJeanmaire 1939:182ff.; he sums up the
connection succinctly in the following pregnant expression: "Etre initie, c'est «etre danse»"
["To be initiated is to be 'danced' "] (183). This also holds for the relative. See also Moreau
1992:208-210 and the further literary citations above, n418.
428
The chorus thus also emphasizes that this is still during the Nesteia, the day of fasting
(947-952). The transition to the Kalligeneia, on which day the institution of marriage is once
more instituted, is not yet complete. The relative's remark that as an old man in this disguise
he will become an object of laughter for the crows, which he ceremoniously feeds (fonwv,
942), stands in humorous contrast to this. He thereby presents himself in paratragic fashion
as a human sacrifice that will be served up to the hungry crows-who in this case are the wild
women. On diasparagmosby birds in tragedy, cf. e.g. Aesch. Supp. 801, Soph. Ant. 1017-1018,and
Eur. Ion 504-506, 902-904, 917. Van Leeuwen Thesm., 121 ad 942 notes that 0Eoµoqi6p1afonäv
(cf. lsaeus 3.80) might have been a term for the sacrificial meal at the Kalligeneia. ln the second
Thesmophoriazusaeof Aristophanes a catalogue of tasty dishes is recited (fr. 333 K.-A.).And
every comedy ends with a celebration involving eating and drinking. In addition, the curse Ec;
KopaKa~is comically reworked (K6pa~1vinstead of oiwvoi~). Une 942 is taken up again in the
lament (1026- 1028): the Scythian has hung him/her (Andromeda) up as a baneful andjoyless
meal for the crows.
429
On the scene see Mitsdörffer 1954, Rau 1967:65-89, Zeitlin 1981:190- 194, Zimmermann II
1985:7-13, Hall 1989, Sier 1992, and Parker 1997:436-4 45. On the Andromedaof Euripides, see
Bube! 1991 (with the critical review by Bier!, BMCR3.6 [1992], 429-434) and Klimek-Winter
1993:55-3 15. On the parody in the scene on the visual level, see Golder 1996:10-11.
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Yeteven this paratragoidiais not simply defined by the external situation.
Asin the case of the Helen,the Andromedais in turn chosen for its symbolic
mythicalcontent, which clarifies the condition of the comic protagonist. Since
he is not allowed to remove his krokotos,he once again plays a virgin in transitionto becoming a married women. The entire staging of this tragedy is clearly
basedon the model of a female initiation. Ethiopians, like Egyptians, represent
a barbarian no-man 's-land, the landscape of marginality . The borderline situation immediately preceding marriage is dramatized by the deadly threat of
the barbarian, who corresponds to Hades in the case of Kore. The potential
disasterdevelops the idea of death and rebirth in initiation, which mythically
represent change of status . Perseus/Euripides plays the role of the bridegroom
whofalls in love with the virgin and wants to marry her .430
lt is thus also important that in this scene we do not simply have a literary parody; Aristophanes incorporates the text in his comedy because
of its symbolic content. Modern research on parody indicates that this is
never a one-way process designed to denigrate the text being parodied, but
that both texts, both the parodying and the parodied, mutually illuminate
each other and stand in a productive dialogue with each other that provokes
laughter.431 The intertextual reading of one discourse in another engenders
an open attitude of perception. The concept of parody in this case needs to
be expanded from a purely literary one to a cultural phenomenon. The integration of the Helenand the Andromedais effective for the very reason that
as symbolically similar actions they are able to illuminate in a comically
430

Onthe Andromedaas typical initiator y situation, see Bier!, BMCR3.6 (1992), 431-432 (with references). The threat of being devoured by a monster is a characteristic indication of initiation:
cf.Moreau 1992, esp. 221-225, on Andromeda and the K~rnc;ibid., 224; cf. also the comparative
morphology of initiation in Brelich 1969:37 and 90n 116. On the topos of marriage with Hades
in tragic marriage, see Seaford 1987. On the possible resolution of the Danaid trilogy by the
institution of the Thesmophoria, see ibid., 110-119, esp. 115-116; Herodotus (2.171) says that
the festival was founded by the Danaids from Egypt. On the Danaids and the Thesmophoria,
see also Detienne 1988 and Zeitlin 1992:234-238. Mourning, death, and antisexual impulse
configure the sequence from abstinence to fruitful sexual union. On Andromeda as bride of
Hades,cf. Thesm.1019 (?) (on the basis of many conjectures, cf. Klimek-Winter 1993:154-155),
1040,1055. On the association of funerary lament and lament before marriage, see Alexiou
1974:120-122 and Seaford 1987:113-114. Conversely, Perseus ' action is also interpreted as an
initiatory trial ; cf. Burkert 1992:82-87, esp. 85 and Bremmer 1994:62. Perseus' monosandalismos
can equally be seen as an indication of marginality in initiation; on this see Henderson Lys.,
159ad 667-669. Ginzburg 1989:239-242 presents another interpretation, associating Perseus
with shaman-like figures of myth. The signifier of monosandalismosis characterized by a polysemy,and refers only indirectly to a signified . Signs of initiation and underworld thus do not
contradict each other, acccording to Ginzburg: both refer to marginality and liminality. Cf.
ibid.,235-295 (on the characteristic sequence of the asymmetric gait) .
431
Cf.Rose1993,who stresses the metafictional quality and comedy of the moment.
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distorted manner the crisis-prone stituation of the hero in the liminal phase of
initiation. 432
The relative's monody arranges the elements of the Andromedanext to
the actual situation, and the comedy and the tragic action of the virgin thus
become merged into a unity. All in all, Mnesilokhos here glides back and forth
completely freely between his new role and his actual situation, so that the
fluctuating assumption of male and female gender in grammatical terms is in
no way synchronized with this. 433 The impression thereby arises of a comic,
432

433

cf. Möllendorff 1995:262-263: "Die moderne Parodieforschung ist sich weitgehend darin einig,
daß die parodistische Bezugnahme eines Textes auf einen an deren keineswegs aussch Iießlichsatirisch funkt ionalisierbar, also einseitig ausgerichtet ist; vielmehr problematisiert die Parodiedie
naive Auffassung, ein Sprecher könne mithilfe der Sprache die innere oder die äußere Wirklichkeit mimetisch abbilden, indem sie das sprechende Subjekt in die Äußerung hereinzieht und
es gewissermaßen aus der Sicht des parodierten Textes betrachtet: denn sie integriert in ihre
aktuelle Äußerung ein fremdes Wort mit einem fremden sprechenden Subjekt, so daß die
hierarchischen Positionen von Autor und Held der parodistischen Äußerung aus der Sicht des
Rezipienten potentiell vertauschbar sind, also auf eine Ebene gesetzt werden" ["Modern scholarship on parody largely agrees on the fact that the parodic reference of one text to another does
not function exclusively as satire and is thus not configured as a one-way process; rather, parody
problematizes the na"iveapproach that a speaker using language is able to picture the inner or
outer reality in mimetic fashion by incorporating the speaking subject into the utterance and
by considering it in a sense from the point of view of the parodied text; for it integrates into its
current utterance a foreign word with a foreign-speaking subject, so that the hierarchical positions of author and hero of the parodic utterance are potentially interchangeable from the point
of view of the recipient, and are thus placed on the same level"]. This is however viewed in terms
of a polyphonic, postmodern discourse that is in !arge part foreign to Bakhtin himself. In this
connection it is worth noting that there were attempts in the former Soviet Union to explain
parody as a ritual and cultic phenomenon; see Freidenberg 1974. Freidenberg (275-276)also
turns his attention to Aristophanes and in fact discusses the parody of the Thesmophoria (Thesm.
295ff.). In his opinion (and following Aristotle), tragedy and comedy go back to a shared orginal
form: the comic forms a double to the high -brow. The relative thus here also forms a comic
discourse with the ritually elevated quality of Euripides' tragedy. Nesselrath 1993 relies on the
traditional concept of parody ; in so doing he shows how strongly influenced the development
of comedy was by the element of mythic parody or travesty (see also Nesselrath 1990:188-241);
comedy thus always represented a dialogu e with elevated myth: the comic double is clearly
based on the same narrative and ritual plot elements. On parody and intertextuality, see also
Verweyen/Witt ing 1982 and Glei 1992 (from the perspective of classical philology).
See the good analysis by Sommerstein Thesm., 224 ad 1015. With Euripides too, who imrnediately thereafter perhaps even takes over the wide-ranging and playful role ofEcho (cf. however
the reservation expressed above, n122) and leaves the conventional discourse completely (Rau
1967:84), as with the relative, it is striking that both, in contrast to the case in the previous
Helenparody, partially lose sight of the direction of the plot in the sense of a logical and syntagmatic development, as is characteristic of tragedy. This is caused by the absence of role identity
and by paradigmatic interludes typical of comedy. Although the Scythian disappears off-stage
for rather a long time in order to get himself a mat, the escape, the releasing of the bonds, is
not simply translated into action . Cf. Möllendorff 1995:251. Nevertheless , in contrast to earlier
scholarship, I see throughout this entire passage a meaning that goes beyond mere parody.
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uncoordinated, triply-encoded, and mutually connected, while at the same
time chaotic, juxtaposition of two roles, behind which the actual player
remains present. The comic hero thus only partially assumes the role of the
girl. Behind the imperfect, theatrical imagining the male identity continues
to shine through, just as the chorus also switches between their plot-internal
roleand their plot-external function.
The lament about the suffering inflicted by her relatives (ouyy6vwv,
1039)and the man who put her into the saffron robe 434 is extremely expressive
(1036-1044).The krokotosis emphasized with the deictic pronoun as costume
of the here and now (KpOKOEV
r6b', 1044). Perseus/Euripides, in his later
conversation with the Scythian in the presence of the relative, in turn problematizes in a metafictional fashion the phenomenon of mimesis (1098ff.).
Becauseof the interplay of the two discourses, the person he speaks to is both
Andromedaand Mnesilokhos. Within the Andromeda plot Euripides addresses
him as "virgin" (<Ilmxp0tv', 1110). For the Scythian, who, like Kritylla before
him,will not be drawn into this game without illusion, it is only the real dimension that counts. He says the person being addressed is no virgin, but rather
an old sinner, a crook, and a scoundrel (1111-1112), to which Euripides retorts
that she is Andromeda, daughter of Kepheus (1113). The Scythian then in a
comicallyfactual manner uses the primary sex-marker, the relative's dangling
phallus,as proof for his argument (1114). The contrast between tragic plot and
comicdisillusionment gives rises to laughter. In any case, the failure of the
Euripidean scheme is once more ensured. Euripides continues in the role of
Perseus. He claims to have been seized by love for the virgin, and expresses
his wish to lie down with her on the bridal and marriage bed (nEoEivE<;Euv~v
Kaiyaµ~AtovAEXO<;,
1122).435 This would mean marrying her and successfully
overcoming the transition stage. Thus if the Scythian were to agree to the
request, then Euripides would be allowed to release the bride from her chains
and saffron rohe and take her home. This would mean the successful rescue of
the relative.
But the Scythian does not play along with the staging of the Andromeda.
In his eyes, the advances of Euripides remain simply weird and tragic-sounding
nonsense. When Euripides attempts to untie his beloved, he intervenes. Like
the audience, he perceives the two actors as actual, male performers. Since
434

The word ouyy6vwv (1039) in the text of the Andromedarefers to the father, Kepheus, and his
family; in the comedy it refers to Euripides.
435
This wish refers back to the maiden's lament that she will die without the wedding paean
(yaµT]Al(\l
µEvou ~uv I rrmwvt, 1034- 1035); the marginality of the immediately prior situation
couldbe overcome through marriage.
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Euripides declares his love for the prisoner, the barbarian guard interprets this
on the level of pure reality in the here and now as a homosexual relationship,
which he does not want to stand in the way of. He says he can certainly turn
the man around and tie him to the plank with his head facing toward it; or in a
pinch, he will even allow Euripides to drill a hole through the wood so that he
can service his lover from behind (1119-1120, 1123-1124). The audience would
certainly have broken into hearty laughter at these coarse remarks. Still, these
are not just dirty jokes pandering to the tastes of simple folk, but actually
intensify the message on the symbolic level. Because of the women's clothing
and the apparently pederastic relationship, the relative is simultaneously
equated to a young man in the liminal phase of initiation. Euripides becomesin
the eyes of the Scythian the e:pao--r~<;,
and the relative his e:pwµc:vo<;.
In fact,in
terms of the Spartan context introduced into the immediately preceding scene
of the Helenparody, this homosexual relationship becomes understandable. In
an epoch-making work on pederasty in Sparta, Erich Bethe emphasizes that the
physical relationship between e:paar~<;and e:pwµc:vo<;
played an important role
and should be interpreted in the context of initiation rites , which represent a
precondition for entry into the world of the hoplite society of adult males.436
The connection between a twenty- to thirty-year-old man and twelve- to
twenty-year-old youth constituted an institutionalized relationship and formed
a part of the agoge,which structured the system of age-classes on symbolicand
ritual basis. At age thirty a Spartan could marry and only then would he receive
citizenship. If one considers the relative in terms of his male identity, then he,
just like the adult women at the Thesmophoria , is temporarily transported, in a
symbolic and ritual act, back to the threshold situation of young people before
marriage. lt is only at the conclusion of the Thesmophoria and toward the end
of the comedy, which for its part is based on ritual structures of action, that the
women, as weil as the men, turn back to their usual socially defined role relationships and the separation of the sexes is removed.
Reference has already been made to how the relative and the chorus
resemble each in terms of their status as nymphai, which is also comically
mediated via the figure of Echo.437 This connection deserves a closer look. In
contrast to the previous Helenstratagem , which is separated from the Andro436

437

Bethe 1907. Cf. Calame I 1977:421- 427 (Engl. tr ans. Calame 1997:245-249), Cartledge 1981,
Bremmer 1980, and Bremmer 1990. Xen. Lac. 2.12-14 admittedly emphasizes that according
to Lycurgus the relationship between erastesand eromenos should not be sexual in nature , yet
everything points to the fact that in reality it was in fact built on this . On the phenomenon of
Greek homose xuality in general, see Dover 19892, passim, and on the Dorians 185-196.
See the brief preview of the plot, above, p. 129.
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medaparody by the great choral dance song (947-1000), it is here particularly remarkable that the relative now comes into contact with the chorus as
Andromeda.This happens because of the reading in of parts of the Euripidean
text, which in this passage originally consisted of an interchange in song
between the heroine and the chorus composed of virgins. In particular, the
wordsuttered at the beginning of the monody, <pG\atrrap0ivot, cpO,at(1015),
are not simply integrated into the comic text forthe pure fun of the process
of intertextuality. This typical address to the tragic chorus shows a close
emotionalconnection between Andromeda and the maidens who accompany
her.438 In mutually interconnected encoding of the parody the base text also
has meaning in the new situation. The relative turns to the members of the
chorus, who in terms of the ideology of the festival reactualize in mimetic
fashion,as does he, the state of rrap0e:via. Zeitlin differentiates between two
levels of audience in this parodic game: the Scythian, on whom it has no
effect, and the nearby chorus, who is perhaps even pleased by it, since it is
subsequentlyvery quick to make peace with Euripides. 439 The chorus thus acts
here once more as a kind of "inner spectator" in comparison to the audience
in the theater, which also enjoys the comic virtuose interlude. The Euripidean
text enters into a reciprocal tension with the situation in the comedy. Up until
now,the chorus was hardly "dear and trusted," but was downright hostile
to the relative. Through his presentation of the exemplarily chaste Helen of
Euripides' tragedy the relative approximates the chorus' disposition more
and more closely. Andromeda, another exemplary maiden on the threshold
of marriage, once again constitutes a mythical reworking of the ambivalent
and critical situation of the change of status from maiden to married woman,
something that the members of the chorus must also undergo in the ritual
· of the Thesmophoria. The relative's address to the chorus thus sets out their
commonality and tries to enlist sympathy. For the relative, the successfully
completed rite de passagemeans that he can go home again to his wife (10201021).The women also strive for the telosof the festival, namely reunification
withtheir husbands. The paradoxical situation of diametrical opposition simultaneouslycombined with congruity provokes laughter. Even the addressee of
the "you" (sing.) form (1018, 1020, 1029) remains undetermined, and could
refer equally weil to Euripides, the Scythian, and the chorus. Since on the one
hand Euripides as winged Perseus has apparently just disappeared once more,
perhaps in order to appear as Echo immediately afterward-his visual appear438
439

SeeKlimek-Winter1993:153 and Mitsdörffer 1954:67.
Zeitlin1981:190-191.
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ance remains completely unclear-and since on the other hand the Scythian
has also left the stage at the time of the performance of the song to fetch a mat
(1006-1007), the only actual person remaining to interact with is the chorus.
Against this background, the relative's address, 6p~<;,ou xopoiotv ouo' 1
ucp' ~AlKWV
vrnv{öwv (1029-1030), appears all the more absurd. Although he
is standing right in front of the chorus, he says that he finds himself without
the accompaniment of a chorus of maidens of the same age.440 In the monody
he is not of course accompanied by them in song, but he is standing in the
orchestra right in their midst. The chorus members in their female identity are
of approximately the same age as the maiden Andromeda, since the women
are also presented as being transported back to their youth.
The chorus of maidens is in fact particularly aproposin the context of
female puberty rites . Many heroines, Helen in particular, are abducted in the
prime of their youth and from the dance circle of their contemporaries, which
mythically reworks the crisis-ridden rite de passageof marriage. The xopo{have
their institutional place in the life of young maidens. In the ritual activity of
song and dance they take the step toward adulthood. 441 In any case, the comic
Andromeda's transition is to be unsuccessful, since the Scythian returns with
his mat in line 1083 and confronts the stage Perseus.
The "basket" (Kl']µ6v,1031) that the relative is missing in his monody is
also quite ambivalently encoded. On the one hand Kl']µ6<;
refers to the voting
basket: "the notorious litigiousness of the Athenians merrily continues to
assert itself rrap' urr6vo1av even in the face of fictitious death." 442 This meaning,
which is directed at the male hero as Athenian citizen, is partially overlaid by
the connotations the basket has regarding woolworking (cf. 822), the central
440

441

442

In line 1018 in the original Echo is of course addressed (cf. schol. Thesm. 1018); line 1029(6p~c;)
is according to Rau 1967:73 still directed at Echo; according to Klimek-Winter 1993:179-180
6p~c;is however a "mere colloquialism ." He thinks that it is here superfluous to try to determine the addressee. But when it comes to the Euripidean Andromedahe maintains that 6p~c;
is
not colloquial, but should be taken as an apostrophe to the chorus (ibid., 180). In my opinion,
one cannot separate out the function quite so neatly; in the parody the connection is flexible,
especially since the addr ess to the chorus here becomes particularl y paradoxical.
Cf. among others Calame 11977, esp. 439-449 (Engl. trans. Calame 1997, esp. 258-263). Therefore the lame nt in the Euripidean text is not simply about "[d]ie wehmütige Erinnerung der
tragisch en Heldin oder des weiblichen Chores an die Reigenspiele der Jugend " ["the tragic
heroine or female chorus' sorrowful reminiscences of childhood dancing and playing in a
circle") (Mitsdörffer 1954:77). Klimek-Winter 1993:181- 182 (with many parallel passages)
correctly reckons that what is at issue here is the loss of what for a Greek woman represents
the world that both determines and is necess ary for existence . Nevertheless, he too does not
recognize th e dramatization of the critical moment of marriage as a death -experience.
Rau 1967:74 with nl33 , where the meanin g of K11µ6c;
as fem inin e ornament (following
Hesychius) is rejected as "incorrect :'
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occupation of young maidens and women, 443 The paradoxical intertwining of
a typically masculine and a typically feminine object (Hesychius even explicitly describes K1']µ6c;
as feminine ornamentation) graphically emphasizes the
transgression of the boundaries of male and female gender identification
during the transitional phases of initiation.
The relative's command to lament for him is unambiguously directed
at the members of the chorus (yoifo0E µ', ciiyuvaiKE<;,1036). They are now
addressed as women, since they represent the period of youth only temporarily.Paradoxically, they are asked to represent the chorus whose absence he
has onlyjust pointed out. Through lament the women at the Thesmophoria are
supposed to undertake the central function of the hymenaios,that is, dramaticallyaccompany the rite de passageof wedding, a critical period for the bride,
with songs of mourning. 444 The plea for sympathy directed at the women is
comicallyundermined by the relative's complaint that Euripides has sent him
right into the sanctuary, in the midst of women (r6ö' avfoEµ\j,Ev I kp6v, i:v0a
yuvaiKE<;,
1045-1046). Elements both hostile and friendly to the chorus are
thereby directly juxtaposed.
The Andromedaplan naturally also has to fail. Yet the chorus appears to
move closer to its former enemy: for now the women call on Pallas Athena,
first as nap0Evov a~uya Koup11v(1139), to join the dance (1136ff.). lt becomes
more and more clear that escape from the entanglements can be achieved
only through the chorus. The chorus in its interaction with the hero thus
also takes on the dramatic role of mediator. 445 After the parabasisthe chorus
almost imperceptibly changes into a dance group that has as its model the
initiatory choruses of real-life Greek ritual. Athena is the divine example for
both Athenian maidens and ephebes. The chorus finally invokes her using the
443

The feminine form E'xouo'(1031) makes the contrast with the masculine voting basket particularly grotesque; at the same time the female significance of the object asserts itself over
the male. On the probable change rrapa rrpooooKiav from an original Kwµov to KTJµ6v,see
Mitsdörffer 1954:78and Rau 1967:74.
444
See above, n430 and Contiades-Tsitsoni 1990:112, 124. Death is often presented as marriage in
Hades.Many funerary laments resemble wedding songs that sing of the separation of the girl
from her parental home. See also Danforth 1982:86 and further Rehm 1994, esp. 11-42, with the
critical review by Zeitlin, BMCR5.7 (1994), 612-618, esp . 614: "What R.[ehm] might have noted,
however,is that these similarities are not just conflations but derive from the parallel nature
of two rites de passage,whose function in each case was to assure separation from a previous
status and incorporation into a new one ." Rehm's (1994:121-127, esp. 126) analysis ofthe Helen
in this connection as criticism of the Sicilian expedition (cf. also Rehm 1996:57-58) is disappointing.
445
Onthe interaction of the chorus with the hero and the chorus' presence and absence as drama turgical tool, see Rehm 1996. See also Gruber 1986:37-38, who observes (37) that the hero has
to get the chorus on his side and that this can happen only by using a clever piece of acting.
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epithet Kt.n8ouxoc;(1142), "key-holder," which should be interpreted not only
politically, but also as having cultic implicationS. 446 In the Thesmophoriazusae
Aristophanes brings together in associative fashion many rituals that have
to do with the transition of young people to adult status, both within and
without Athens, and embeds them in the context of the Thesmophoria. In
his mimesis of Helen and Andromeda, who exemplify the figure of the young
woman immediately before marriage, the relative comes close to the idea
of the women celebrating the Thesmophoria, who in parodic play gradually
assume the role of his guide. As Alcman describes in his Great Partheneion (fr.
1 Davies), the girl that awaits her wedding stands out in the chorus of her agemates . This intrigue does not work in any direct fashion: rather, through the
symbolic discourse of female initiation, the relative gradually becomes a kind
of secret chorus leader without himselfbeing aware of it.
For this reason even the chorus' rapid coming to terms with Euripides
immediately after the second hymn-like song (Thesm. 1136-1159) does not
come as quite the surprise it has generally been assumed tobe. With the offer
of peace, the end of the festival of inversion, mutual aiskhrologia,
and division
of the sexes are simultaneously agreed upon. Comedy and the Thesmophoria
have in common a delight in abusive speech. After the failure of his tragic
intrigues, Euripides now makes the women an offer: never again will he make
them the victim of his defamatory speech (axoucrat µ11fü:vun:' Eµou µ11foµa1
KaKovro Aotn:6v,1162-1163; ouOEvµ~ n:OTEI KaKw<;<XKOUOrJT',
1166-1167). But
446

447

See Sommerstein Thesm., 231 ad 1142. In Eur. IT 1462-1463 Athena in her function as deaex
machinaorders lphigenia as priestess to exercise her key-holding function (KAnoouxEiv)
for
Artemis in Brauron. lphigenia is the mythic model for the "bears;• who prepare themselves by
weaving and dance in the periphery during their service to Artemis, just as the Arrhephoroi
on the Acropolis do in the service of Athena. lphigenia is also practically synonymous with
Kalligeneia, "the beautifully born one"; see Dowden 1989:46. The personification Kalligeneia
is of course celebrated as Demeter's wet-nurse on the third day of the Thesmophoria, which
bears the same name. Beauty is the most important prerequisite for marriage. Younggirls and
boys interact both at the Tauropolia at Halai and at the Arkteia at Mounikhia and Brauron.The
choruses at the pannykhisat the Tauropolia bring together women and girls, who are accepted
into the community of women in a ceremony by torchlight: see Dowden 1989:33-34.The festival
of the Thesmophoria exhibits similar traits, with the distinction that here mature women
relive their initiatory experience. In Brauron and at the Tauropolia the pyrrhikhewas also
perhaps danced for Artemis by the women. See Brule 1987:313-314 and Ceccarelli 1998:77-78;
on the ephebic pyrrhikheat Halai and other places in Attica, ibid., 83- 87. On the prylis, see above,
n369.
Hesych., s.v. Eip~vri glosses the word with K6po~,fäo~ . At age twenty the dpriv did not yet
have full citizenship; this he obtained only at thirt y, at which age he could marry. From the
perspe ctive of the play the marriage (i.e. the return of the relati ve to his wife) will take place
only after the completion of the actual plot. On the eiren, see Pettersson 1992:82-85 and
88-89.
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if the women do not release his relative from the plank, then he will continue
his aiskhrologia
against women. Once again, the actual cultic context is wittily
played upon; Euripides again incorporates male suspicions about women
separated from their husbands during the festival. As in the Lysistrata,the
isolation of the women is explained by the fact that the men have left their
familiesbecause of war. Therefore he finally utters the comic threat that if
the women do not accept his offer, he will teil the men, as soon as they have
returned from the campaign, what havoc the women have caused during the
Thesmophoria (1167-1169). The chorus agrees to these conditions without
much hesitation, partly out of fear and partly because its action in the
orchestra has already prepared the way for the conclusion of this condition of
inversion.
The overcoming of the separation of sexes and the liberation of the relative can be compared to marriage, the telos of initiation. The chorus calls on
Athena in the immediately preceding song to come and bring "festival-loving
peace" (Eip'lVTJV
cp1Afoprov,1147). With this the end of the unstable phase of
marginality,thoroughly comparable to an internal war, is simultaneously indicated. In Sparta, a young man who has successfully come through the aywy11
at the age of twenty is called an dpT]v. Hesychius associates the term with
dp11vrJ,
explaining that "peace" indicates the telos of male education. 447 The
chorus in Alcman's Great Partheneion (fr. 1 Davies) says (90-91) that "because
of Hagesikhora the girls have set out on the path of lovely peace (ipMvac;
Epar[a]c;)."
They approach this desired condition because they have learned
correctbehavior through contact with the chorus leader in dance and are thus
on the way to passing successfully through the rite de passage.With the help of
the xap1c;that has accrued to them through the process they have undergone,
they gain beauty as precondition for the goal of marriage .448
448

See Calame II 1977:118-119 with nl41, Clark 1996:166 and above, lntroduction n90. Elektra
laments that in this impoverished, peasant anti-world she is avfoprnc; iEpwv Kai xopwv
tl]rwµEVT]
(Eur. EI.310). lmmediately prior to this she complain s that she does not dance at
joyous festivals (ouK trr' ayAa'ia1c;,Eur. EI.175; on choral dance and ayAaia see below, chap. 2
nn94 and 96) in the circle of Argive girls (ouo' io-räoa xopouc;l 'ApyEfaic;aµa vuµcpaic;1 EiAIKtOV
Kpouowrr6o' tµ6v , Eur. EI.178-180). Choral dance is tobe equ ated with a festive atmosphere;
despite her marriage to a Mycenaean farmer she has remain ed a maiden; she is still waiting
for her telos;marriage with Pylades , which, like the preparation in the chorus of maidens, will
give her "peace;• is only announced at the end of the play. In heortological terms the worship
of Eirene is also closely connected with Athena and the Panathenaia , which is important for
the Thesmophoriazusae.
At the Synoikia, celebrated on the sixteenth of Hekatombaion, there
wasperhaps already in Aristophanes ' time a sacrifice to Peace personified. The cult is however
only attested with certainty from 374 BCEonward; on this see Deubner 1932:36-3 8 (who thinks
it does not exist in the late fifth century) .
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Euripides' comic scheme has already been briefly explored in terms of its
dance-related aspects. 449 We shall now look at them from an initiatory perspective. Through his participation in the Helenand Andromedaparodies, Euripides
enters more and more into contact with the feminine realm, particularly since
he actually enters the cult sanctuary of the Thesmophorion. lt is noteworthy
that Euripides, who up until this point has refused to put on women's clothing,
now assumes the female role of the procuress Artemisia, though without
shaving off his beard.
After the Scythian has been duped, the relative can swiftly be freed ofhis
chains. Euripides orders him to run off home like a man (av8p1Kw~,1204) to
his wife and children (1204-1206). 450 Return to married life may be compared
to its renewal, which is also the ritual goal of the Thesmophoria. The relative
probably casts off his saffron-colored robe as soon as he is freed; ambivalent
sexual status, which was important in playing through the initiatory phase of
youth, is thereby brought to an end. 451 Now the relative is once again a real
man, and his escape proceeds without problem. His wife, from whom he has
been separated over the course of the entire play, stands symbolically for all
Athenian women who withdraw themselves from the oiKo~during the festival.
Admittedly, the construction of the comedy avoids having a meeting between
the relative and his wife in the Thesmophorion, and for this reason she is
treated in the plot as having been at home all the while. Meanwhile, offstage,a
sexual union takes place between the Scythian and the dancer. "Marriage;' the
goal of the plot of Old Comedy and of the Thesmophoria, is here used dramaturgically for a successful outcome of the entanglement within the plot, in
order to facilitate the relative's return to his legitimate marital relationship.
When the Scythian returns to the stage from his sexual encounter, he
looks for the prisoner and once again mentions his saffron-colored garment
(1220). The barbarian cannot find him, because the clothing has been taken
off. Moreover, the chorus, which has now completely gone over to the side of
the men, sends him in the wrong direction; after the festival of inversion the
women now subject themselves to the men once more.
449

Cf. above, pp. 132-136 .
The expression "get out of here as quickly as possible like a man" (önw~ civ6ptKW~
1-. . rax1ota
<pEU~Et,
1204 - 1205), is of course still meant ironically; through such behavior the relative
continues to remain effeminate and resembles men who cast off their shields in battle. See
Sommerstein Thesm., 236 ad 1204- 1205; he refers to the connotation Euripides intended,
namely that civ6p1Kw~means "resolutely." The expression w~
r~v yuvaiKa (1206) is already
prepared for in the Andromedaparody (1020-1021) : fooov
1 r~v yuvaiKa µ' EA8Eiv
.
45 1
On the comparable initiation ritual of the Cretan Ekdysia, in which initiates also took offtheir
female clothin g in a festive fashion , see Leitao 1995.
450
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Just like the women, the men now reclaim their sexual identity. Unmanly
behavior is now projected onto the barbarian, whose stupidity causes much
laughter. In the role of procuress Euripides relieves the Scythian archer of
his quiver (ou~tVI'], 1197) as payment for the transaction with the dancer.
The stranger, who up until now was the only real man, now behaves like the
Athenian"shield-abandoners" previously criticized by the women (824-829). 45 2
Evenso, a certain confusion in the code prevails right up until the conclusion;
it is only at the end of the Dionysiac staging of inversion that is comedy that
the festival,on which the plot of the play is based, is definitely over.
As we conclude this discussion of the Thesmophoriazusae
we should take
another look at the plot structure in order to reply to a criticism frequently
made,namely that the lengthy middle section (210-1159) is ultimately senselessand superfluous from a dramaturgical point of view, especially since the
third section (1160-1231) can be joined almost seamlessly to the introduction (1-209). First, as Möllendorff, for example, has recently put it, 453 it is
Euripides' intention to oppose the threatening judgment of the women. Yet
he avoids sneaking into the women's realm himself, because he is afraid of
beingswiftly revealed as a man (189-190). With Agathon's refusal to put in a
goodword for him with the women, Euripides' plans seem to have been shattered (209). lt is only then that the relative presents himself. The main action
451

Onthe text of line 1197:oußivriv Brunck (in -vri corr. Blaydes): ouMvriv schol. R and Suda,
ouµß~vrivR. Giventhe sexual word play in line 1215on ß1vEiv(oußivri·KamßEßivrioo)1accept
Brunck'semendation. Van Leeuwen Thesm., 149 ad 1197 cites passages in support of the idea
that ArtemisBrauronia received this kind of ouß~vri as votive offering. See also Sommerstein
Thesm.,235 ad 1197 and Wilson 1999:72 with n59, who also see this humor in the variant
ouß~vriv.The word play also depends on the etymology of the substantive, which combines
ou-(fromoüc;,"pig") and ß1v-(from ß1vEiv,"copulate"); in the case of the reading ouß~vrivan
iotacizingpronounciation may already have been present. The myth has it that the swineherd
Eubouleuspastured his animals in the area where Pluto abducted Kore into the underworld;
the pigs also feil into the gaping earth. This was the reason, then, that the ritual of throwing
piglets into the megarawas introduced (schol. Luc. Dia/.Meret. 2.1 [275.26-276.3 Rabe]). In
Greek"piglets" may be used as a circumlocution for the genitalia of girls on the threshold of
marriage. Accordingto Henderson 19912:132,oc;(= oiic;)is identical to 6Dupa~, which describes
the genitalia of mature women. When the barbarian thinks that he has "banged" (1215) a
oußfvriin the truest sense of the word (6prwc;),this is then playing on the fact that the return
fromxoipoc;to oüc;has been completed and that the women are now seen once more in their
adultand fertile condition; 6prwc;can further be connected with the erect phallus with which
the Scythiancompletes his work (Henderson 19912:112).On the interpretation of Thesm.1215
seealsoHenderson 19912 :152 and now Prato, 339-340 ad 1215. As the relative is being shaved,
he compareshimself to a piglet (01µ01KaKo6afµwv,OEA<p<XKtoV
yEv~ooµm,Thesm.237); with
these words he introduces his staged phase of female initiation . See in general also Versnel
1993:256-260,
esp. 256-257.
453
Möllendorff1995:246-247.
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in the plot, which revolves around the comic hero dressed as a woman, does
not achieve its goal: the relative is also discovered. And the rescue attempts
are also unsuccessful. But as soon as Euripides takes the matter into his own
hands he manages forthwith, in an astonishing way, to conclude peace with
the women on a long-term basis. The freeing of the relative is then just a small
matter.
for critics who simply look at the syntagmatic structure, almost all of
this comic to-ing and fro-ing revolving about the relative's adventures seems
unnecessary. This is the opinion of Wilhelm Süss, for example: 454
Who can doubt that all this could continue in this style for a good
long while? But the play has to come to an end eventually, and it
comes to a very surprising one. A very drastic and clumsy tactic: a
girl sent by Euripides, who is dressed up as a procuress, manages to
distract the policeman to such an extent that the rescue succeeds
at long last. of course, a precondition for this is the involvement
of the women of the chorus in the plan. Surprisingly, this presents
not the slightest difficulty after Euripides has agreed not to write
anything nasty about them in exchange for their help in freeing his
in-law. Andin so doing Aristophanes has pulled the wool over his
audience's eyes.
If the two parties were so minded, they could easily have come to
an agreement a Jot sooner and avoided all this expenditure of malice.
In any retelling of the plot, in whatever form, one comes across these kind of
"incongruities," with which scholars have long struggled.
If one applies Rainer Warning's analysis of comedy, one rightly sees that
in this middle section we are dealing not so much with progress on the syntagmatic level, but with episodic and comic play on the paradigmatic level.455
Meaning in what appears to be syntagmatically meaningless has been sought
in literary parody, 456 in reflections on mimesis, 45 7 and in play with gender
454
455
456

45 7

Süss 1954:158-159.
See Möllendorffl995:252n85.
See among others Gelzer 1970:1469, Tschiedel 1984:41-46, and Sier 1992:63; Gelzer 1993:84
also speaks of the ineffectual nature of the Euripidean scheme, but nevertheless treats it as
"Aufhänger für die Tragödienparodien" ["a peg on which to hang the parodies of tragedy"].
See Zeitlin 1981:171-211, Paduano 1982:115- 127, Gruber 1983:106-110, Gruber 1986:19- 41, Sier
1992:63, and Sommerstein Thesm., 7. On reading the Thesmoplioriazusae
as metatheatrical play,
see Zeitlin 1981:181-194 , esp. 182, Paduano 1982:115-127 , Bonanno 1990, Bier! 1991:172-176
,
Hubbard 1991:182-199 (metatheater and intertextuality), and Sommerstein Thesm., 4-6, 8-10;
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roles.458 Finally, by applying poststructuralist theories some have seen that
the "discursive state of boundaries " is a characteristic of this main part of the
plot: the actual theme is accordingly polyphonic representation without any
particular aim, that is, the simultaneous unfolding of polyphonic discourses in
alternate agreement and disagreement. 459
The aim of this discussion has been to show that this rich middle portion
ofthe play is not simply paradigmatic comic play, but also works in a symbolic,
ritual, and performative fashion on the syntagmatic dimension of plot. The
action of the comedy runs parallel to the course of the festival of inversion,
the Thesmophoria, which imitates a rite de passage.At its center is the reversal
of the male and female worlds in the liminal phase of transition. lt is only at
the festival's end that one finds one's way back to the normal order of things.
Whathas rightly been called the threshold state, in particular the reversal and
mixingof gender roles in the main part of the play, is thus not some kind of
postmodern end in itself , but an expression of the transitional phase of initiation, which the festival of the Thesmophoria also reactualizes. lt is played out
paradigmatically in a ritual and symbolic way in order to make the conclusion understandable on a syntagmatic level by association. The ritual chorus
supports the development of the plot , which in accordance with the tripartite
modelrecalls separation from the given norm, the state of marginality, and
the return to the normal order of things.
In this connection Michael Vickers' interpretation-which
focuses exclusively on the historical and on contemporary politics, and which I largely
distancemyself from because it seems highly contrived-here offers an interestingparallel to my ideas in terms of the carrying out of the plot. 460 His interpretation also proceeds on the basis of a syntagmatic connection between the
parodies and the action of the play as a whole. His contention that the play
must date to 410 46 1 in order to incorporate the events of 411 is only tenable
in any sense because Vickers takes a sequence of events, namely the critical
return of a political leader to Athens from exile, that is only seemingly similar
in structure and imposes this upon the ritual framework of the imitation of an
on the met ath eatri ca l stat ement th at comedy is bett er th an tra ge dy, see Bier! 1991:175-176 ,
Hubbard 1991:186, Bowie 1993:219-225, and Somm erst ein Thesm., 10. See now also Tzanetou
2002:355- 359.
458
See Zeitlin 1981, esp. 171- 174, Taaffe 1993:74- 102, H0ibye 1995, and Sommerst ein Thesm., 4, 7-8.
459
See Möllendorff 1995:247-254 follow ing Grub er 1986:11-41 and Zeitlin 1981, esp . 170- 171 (she
also addresses th e conn ecti ons between myth an d ritu al [194-20 0]).
460
Vickers 1989.
461
See Vickers 1989:42 with n5; thi s datin g goes back to Dobree; cf. the t elling criticism in Sier
1992:63nl.
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initiatory rite de passage. In Mnesilokhos he sees a comic cipher of the effeminate Alcibiades. Vickers also treats Palamedes, Menelaos, Helen, and Andromeda as further aspects of this prominent personality, who as the target of the
satire establishes a notional unity in this comedy. Between the Euripides interJude and the rest of the plot one may, according to his completely fantastic
explanations, detect a syntagmatic connection. Euripides, according to Vickers,
is targeted because he supposedly wrote material sympathetic to Alcibiades
and appeared to collaborate with the oligarchy. 462 His role at the end reflects
Peisandros ' efforts to bring Alcibiades over to the side of Athens. Mnesilokhos
in chains and his tragic reflexes represent, says Vickers, Alcibiades at the
court of the barbarian Tissaphernes, so that the play's conclusion corresponds
to Alcibiades' hoped-for return to Athens . The modern historical prejudice
of this interpreter sees in the Thesmophoriazusaean experimental playing
through of politics. 463 Such an interpretation can of course hardly do justice
to Old Comedy as ritual performance, even though this genre is certainly no
stranger to political allusion. Vickers attaches contemporary references to
the text in too one-sided a fashion, without paying attention to the symbolic
world of images and the unfolding of a specific rituality in the course of
the plot.

Mnesilokhos-Name

as Program of Action

Once again I present my thesis as an alternative approach . At the center of the
lengthy main section of the play (210-1159) stands the relative, who, dressed
as a woman for his role, undergoes the puberty rites of a girl, but in terms of
his male identity undergoes the initiation of an ephebe. 464 In this "betwixt and
between" condition the comic hero is, significantly, nameless. 465 Anonymityis
an expression of a critical transition, often associated with death and rebirth
with a new identity. The familiar name Mnesilokhos is never used in the play
462

463
464

465

On one-sided interpretation of tra gedy in terms of the history of the time, see the critical
remarks ofBierl 1991:22n61.
Cf. Vickers 1989:65.
Thiercy 1986 does not see the reminis cence of initiatory features in the Thesmophoriazusa
e,
although he does consider the structure of initiation as fundamental in a number of comedies
(305- 327). He views the Thesmophoria
w sae only in term s of its erotic structur e (335-337).
Cf. Barton 1990:22-2 3 and Olson 1992:307 (wh o doe s not consider the connection between
function and meaning) ; Möllendorff 1995:241-242 thinks th at Euripides represents tragedy,
and his relative comedy, in particular the voice of the auth or Aristophanes ; Cratin. fr.342
K.-A. (cuptmöaptoTO<pavi~wv)is usu ally cited in support of th e conne ction between the two
writers.
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itselfand seems to have been bestowed by the scholiasts only at a later stage. 466
lt is usually concluded that the scholiasts transferred this name to the relative from Euripides' similarly named father-in-law. 467 Taking over an opinion
already current in antiquity (schol. Thesm. 74) many critics have therefore
taken the view that the relative is identical with the father-in-law. This is in
fact rather improbable, as Hiller showed, since the hero-particularly given
the international audience at the Great Dionysia-would scarcely have been
recognizableto all spectators simply on the basis of a portrait mask. Moreover,
one would have to imagine a Kl']brnrtjc;
as being a man belonging to the same
generation as Euripides. 468
lt is clear that some of the scholiasts call the relative Mnesilokhos simply
on the basis of the Euripidean Vita.469 The question is what kind of evidence led
the Alexandrian compilers to do this. lt is known that a playwright's biography
wasmainly reconstructed from his work and from citations in other contemporary dramaturges. The Euripidean Vita in particular presents a hodgepodge
of comic attacks against the tragedian as fact. lt knows of two Mnesilokhoi:
the one is Euripides' father-in-law, father of his second wife, Khoirile (Vita 5
[5, 5 Schwartz]; cf. Vita 2 [2, 12 Schwartz]); his second son from this marriage
is the actor Mnesilokhos (Vita 2 [2, 13 Schwartz]). The older Mnesilokhos,
the father-in-law, is generally identified with the relative, since the title ui6c;

466

Cf.Hiller 1874:449-453. In the play he is only described as KllÖEo.:~,(Thesm.74, 210, 584, 1165)
or yepwv (Thesm.63,585, 1111, 1123, 1199, 1212, 1219-1220) . lt is only one group of scholiasts
who give him the name Mnesilokhos; cf. the beginning of the scholia: rrpo.\oyi~ElMvrioi.\oxo,
KllÖEor~,Eupmiöou, schol. Thesm. 603, 1065 and schol. Ach. 332; in the scholia to Thesm. 129,
469,633, 756, 760, 1064 (KllÖECJr~,)and 1031, 1090, 1199 (yepwv) the name is not mentioned.
Brelich1969:102nl43 notes that fellow initiates are often seen as "relatives." The characteristic
solidarity between age-groups being initiated together might also explain the spontaneous
readiness with which the relative undertakes Euripides' case among the women.
467
On Mnesilokhos, father -in-law ofEuripides, see Vita 5 (p. 5, 5 Schwartz) , Suda , s.v. Eupmiöri, (E
3695II 468, 22 Adler; here, however , the daughter is the first wife and is called Khoirine) and
van Leeuwen Thesm., ln2 .
468
See Hiller 1874:452. The father-in-law would have been about ninety years old in 411; he was
probably long dead. lt is quite unlikely that he still had small children (Thesm.1206). See Hiller
1874:453,Wilamowitz l 18952 :7nl2, van Leeuwen Thesm.,1-2, and Sommerstein Thesm.,157 ad
1.
469

On the Vitasee Wilamowitz 118952 :lff .; he thinks (12- 13nl8) that the basis for identifying this
genosoriginates from one of the Alexandrian compilers from the period 230-130 BCE;see also
Lefkowitz1981:88-104 and 163-169 . Beside the genas there are also papyrus fragments (POxy
1176[vol. 9 (1912) 124-182)) of a biographical dialogue about Euripides dating from the third
century BCEand composed by Satyros that also largely presents the gossip of comedy, particularly the Thesmophoriazusae,
as historical fact; see Lesky 1972:275.
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would otherwise have been used if the son were meant to have been identified
with him. 4 70
The biographers also seem to have taken the father-in-law Mnesilokhos
simply from the Thesmophoriazusae.They could have proceeded on the
following assumptions: they bad in front of them reports from comedy, such
as fragment 41 K.-A. of Telekleides, where in order to ridicule Euripides it is
claimed that Mnesilokhos and many others helped the famous tragedian
compose. This comic gossip they then incorporate as historical fact into the
Vita (eh. 2 (1.10-2.2 Schwartz]) (cruµnrno117Kivm).Like the later scholiasts,
they saw the connection with the Thesmophoriazusae.
For in a transferred form
here too the relative supports Euripides, who himself has no idea what to do.
On the one band he declares that he is ready, in place of Agathon, who refuses
to help, to sneak into the women's sanctuary in women's clothing to undertake Euripides' case there. On the other band, the initiative for the attempt to
rescue him with Euripidean parodies is also bis. When Euripides at first does
not react at all, he introduces the Helen and helps to realize the "reperformance" of the Helenand Andromedawithin a comedy.
Following the biographical method he then becomes the father-in-law
through the following thought-process: in the Thesmophoriazusae,
the comic
hero is described as a relative by marriage (K178e:cr-r~c;);
moreover, he enters
with bis little daughter. Aristophanes is perhaps reacting to ridicule from
other comedians who gave her the name XotptAr]when he associates her with
the piglet (289): the diminutive form Khoirile plays in particular on a colloquial term for the female genitalia, which perfectly suits the ritual humor
of Old Comedy in general and the cultic context of the Thesmophoria in
particular. 471 If the Kr]be:cr-r~c;
has a daughter who was eventually identified in
470

On the basis of the discussion in the Thesmophoriazusae,
Hiller 1874:452connects the testimony
in Vita 2 (1.10- 2.2 Schwartz), taken from Telekleides fr. 41 K.-A. (MvricriAox6~
for' EKEivo~
<Ö~>
<ppuyE1
Tl lipäµa KatV0V
I Eupudlin, Kai EwKp<XTT]~
Ta <ppuyav'IJJtOTi0T]OIV),
that Sokratesand
one Mnesilokhos collaborated in the composition of the Euripidean tragedies becauseof the
discussion in the Thesmophoriazusaewith the father -in-law. Kassel-AustinPCGVII, 683do the
same. Telekleides belonged to the generation of comic playwrights immediately preceding
Aristophanes ; his first victory at the Dionysia occurred shortly after 446 BCE. His criticism
of Euripides has an immediate temporal connection to Aristophanes' works between the
Acharniansand the Thesmophoriazusae
. lt is at least also probable that the aging Euripideswas
criticized for receiving help from his son, especially since the latter was himselfinvolvedin the
profession as an actor. Cf. also the talk ofKephisophon's collaboration (cf. Lefkowitz1981:89).
Allin all, however, the entire Vita consists only of wild speculation.
47 1
See above, nn187 and 335. Manuscript R reads xoipov in line 289. Wilamowitz 1875:149n3
correctly sees a sexual joke in the name Xo1pi>.ri.
Cf. Wilamowitz I 18952:7n12 on the metaphorical meaning of the name, already explained by Philokhoros (schol. Eur. Hec.3 = FGrHist
328 F 90):"Daß der Name Xo1pi>.ri
wirklich als Eigenname vorkommt, ist eine triviale Wahrheit,
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grotesque fashion with Euripides' wife, then, according to the type of reconstruction used in a vita,the relative by marriage, connected with the co-author
Mnesilokhos,can only have been his father-in-law.
Aristophanes could thus quite possibly have had the intention in the
Thesmophoriazusae
of targeting Mnesilokhos, the generally known co-producer of Euripidean tragedies (Telekleides fr. 41 K.-A.), and of intertextually
reworkingthe comic attacks of others. The genoscompilers would accordingly
seemto have grasped Aristophanes' comic intentions very weil. But the question immediately arises as to why he then avoids mentioning this name explicitly.Acombination of two reasons suggests itself:
1. A prominent political figure among the oligarchs, who at the time of
the production were preparing to launch a decisive blow against Kleisthenes'
constitution, had the same name. At the very beginning of the rule of the Four
Hundred,a Mnasilokhos, one of their number, had the chairmanship for two
months (411/10). 472 At a time that was extremely tense for the democracy,
Aristophanes quite deliberately avoided naming the name directly in order
not to anger its opponents any further and in order not to bring the current
politicalclimate to boiling point. Perhaps for this reason, too, possible referencesin the parodosto the threatening rule of tyrants were disguised in ritual
garb to the point of being alrnost unrecognizable.

2. Above all, Aristophanes wanted to prevent the play from being understood as a political statement in the sense of taking up a position either for or
againstthe oligarchy. The unequivocal connection with the powerful oligarch
of this name would have destroyed his ritual game completely. Many associations were supposed to be detected, but in the comedy he wanted first and
foremostto continue a favorite discourse about Euripides and against tragedy
and at the same time bring to mind another Mnesilokhos.
mit der nur ein Gecketwas kann ausrichten wollen" ["That the name is attested as an actual
personalname is a trivial fact that only a fool would attempt to make something of"]. Zielinski
1885:83 here sees further evidence for his theory that the Thesmophoriazusae
that we have is a
reworkingof the so-called 9Eoµocpop1a~ouom
OEUTEpat.
In the supposed allusion to Khoirile
(Thesm.289) he sees proof of the fact that her father, Mnesilokhos, must have performed in
the 0EOµocpop
1a~ouom OEUTEpm
("Kalligeneia"):"In the 'Nesteia' [i.e. in the Thesmophoriazusae
we have] the poet substituted a beloved 'cousin' of Euripides for him-presumably because
Mnesilokhoshad died in the interim ."
472
Arist.Ath.Pol.33.1; cf. IG13 373.2. Cf. Vickers 1989:44, who nevertheless argues for a perfor mancein the year 410. He views the connection with the archon Mnasilokhos merely as an
"extraordinarycoincidence" (44); the target, he maintains, is Alcibiades,who at the beginning
of 411 was flirting with the Oligarchs.On the distribution of the name, see Fraser/Matthews 1,
316 and 318; II,315 and 111.A,
303 (s.v.Mvaol/\oxo~and Mvrioi>-oxo~).
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Because of other comic performances many spectators were in a position
to associate the relative with this name even without any name being used,
As is weil known, Greek poetics readily uses speaking names as program for
action in the plot.473 Comedy in particular is especially partial to this. 474 In
this instance Aristophanes refrained from explicitly applying this dramaturgical device. Nevertheless, the plot, which is based on ritual complexes, is in
continual etymological connection with Mnesilokhos. If the author really
did have Mnesilokhos in mind when he composed the comedy, which is quite
likely, then here he proceeds using implication and disguise . For the relative
does indeed carry out an action as a µvricrf-Aoxoc;-he is a comic hero who
recalls, i.e. imitates in playful form, the time of the Mxoc;, the marginal phase
of initiation that is marked by a mixture of masculine and feminine symbols.475
473

474

475

See above, p. 190; on this Greek idea in general, see Calame 1995:174-185, esp. 183 (on comedy
an d Archilochus). On the power of names , see also Pulleyn 1994.
On the use of speaking names in comedy, see Steiger 1888 (who thinks that proper names
must be speaking names [13]), Marzullo 1953, and the extensive bibliography in Di Marco
1981:163nl9. On the names of Aristophanic heroes and the question of how they were introduced into the plays, see Barton 1990:13-27, esp. 22-27, and Olson 1992.
For memory in grave-cult images of the important stage of being an ephebe, see Blech 1982:
341 with n46. In his historical and political approach to the play, Vickers (1989:44)also considers
the possibility that Mnesilokhos could be a speaking name. But for the term Mxo\ the only
possibility he considers is the unit in the Spartan army, which he then connects with Akibiades' stay in Sparta. The deverbative compound name Mnesilokhos could additionally be an
allusion to his comic function as b6molokhos(on Mnesilokhos as b6molokhos
, see Whitman
1964:222, Wit-Tak 1968:363, Gruber 1986:24, and Henderson 19912:87): a ßwµo-Mxo\ is "one
who lies in wait for a person at an altar" and in so doing hurls aggressive and vulgar speech at
the person sacrificing; on this form of malicious speech cf. Ar. Equ. 902, Pax 748, and Ran.
358. On the semantics of the word, see Nagy l 979:245n3, who also sees Arkhi-lokhos as being
possibly linked with this etymology. The case of this figure of the iambic poet (cf. Nagy 1979:
243-252) is of particular interest, especially since he was worshiped as a hero in connection
with Dionysus and Demeter: on the cult aetiology of the Mnesiepes inscription, cf. Archil.fr.
251 W. (Dionysos Oipholios) and West 1974:25; the structural similarity with the aition of the
Great Dionysia (schol. Ach.243) is striking; Archilochus is the archetypical xopriy6\ of the city (fr.
120 W.) who looks after the fertility and welfare of the community; on the poet's cultic worship
of Kore, Demeter, and Dionysus at the festival of the Iobakkhoi , cf. Archil. fr. 322 W.;see now
also Clay 2004 and Compton 2006:41-58. On the connection of iambic poetry with the cults of
Dionysus and Demeter , see West 1974:23-25 and in general Nagy 1990:395-397; on the association of iambic poetry and comedy, see Nagy 1979:249-252, Degani 1988, and Rosen 1988;cf.
Nagy 1979:301-308 (Archilochus in connection with Apollo and the Muses). Mnesilokhos is the
comic-iambic "hero" of comedy and the social representative of the "chorus-leader" Euripides; finally, a comparsion with the chorus , which feels itself connected to the same cults, can alsobe
made through the relative via Dionysiac and Demetrian components. Agathon is, like Archilochus,a
"servant of the Muses"; cf.Archil. fr.1 W.0Eparrwv , , . Mouoiwv and the epiphany of Agathon in the
Thesmophorictzusae
(39ff.; on the comically exaggerated divinity of the poet, see Kleinknecht 1937:
151111;the passage is reminiscent of the parody of human divinity , esp. Av. 1706- 1765[see Kleinknecht 1937a]), in particular because ofhis close relationship to the Muses (Thesm.41 and 107).
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On many occasions Aristophanes will not provide a character with a name
immediately upon his first appearance, but will delay his naming up until a
point when releasing the name will have a particular effect in the dramatic
context. In the Thesmophoriazusaewe have an exceptional case in which the
anonymity of the hero is maintained over the entire course of the play, but in
whichthe actual name of a historical figure is eventually alluded to. 476
Certainly not everyone in the audience could have caught the possible
play on the name Mnesilokhos and the subtle etymological humor. But the
ritual dimension of this comedy was understandable to all original recipients.
In the synaesthetic spectacle it will have been symbolically quite clear that the
relativeis undergoing a rite de passage.The hero, as woman in his second-level
fictional role, and as man in reality , is retrojected into the conditions of the
undifferentiated and inverted world of the transition. The chorus here helps,
in particular in the tableau of the parabasis (821-829), to make this condition, which is expressed in the lokhosand in the pyrrhikhe, clear in symbolic
fashion.The chorus also has a critical role in preparing the way for the return
to normality.

Concluding Remarks on the Role of the Comic Chorus in the

Thesmophoriaz
usae
TheThesmophoriazusae
is thus not merely a literary representation, and still less
is it about contemporary politics. Rather, against the background of the Euripideanparodies, the projection surface of an Attic festival, in which the female
sex phylogenetically undergoes a primordial and precivilized stage and ontogenetically a threshold state between being a virgin and an adult woman, is
usedto handle the male identity of the Attic citizen in a playful fashion and as
a comicand Dionysiac experience.
The chorus is given an important role in this. lt is the bearer of the ritual
ambiance, and it constructs the festive background on which the plot feeds.
Thecollective interacts with the comic hero and with the audience. The chorus
476

See Olson 1992:306- 307. He refers to another extreme cas e, in the Knights; the Sausage-seller
comes onstage in line 146, but only receives the name Agorakritos in line 1257. The anonymity
of the relative in our play is mentioned by Olson , but not further explained (1992:307). Aristo phanes could certainly have had dealings with Mnesilokhos , as with other Athenians of his
day (Olson 1992:316-3 18). But then , as already mentioned, he would have centered his interest
on another Mnesilokhos; Mnesilokhos the helper of Euripides was too insignificant a figure to
have a whole comedy explicitly constructed upon him , something which could only have been
done with a portrait mask.
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is thus above all a mediator. 477 In its function as Dionysiac chorus it speaksof
its own activity, and thus self-reference as speech act underpins ritual dancing
and the worship of all the gods of the polis. In its fictional role too, the chorus
performs purely ritual tasks that the festival as context of the play predetermines. At the center here stands aiskhrologiaand the hymn to the gods, which
coincide with the comic chorus' traditional function of praising and blaming,
478
the complementary KaKwc; Mynv and i::i'i11.i:ynv.
As fellow actor in the
drama its speech is also often identical to its action. We have seen that in the
Thesmophoriazusae
in particular the comic chorus has a ritual nature, since its
utterances are entirely translated into action and contain no general reflections or narratives. The construction of a ritual background and its speech
against, about, and with the comic hero construct a syntagmatic connection
with the structure of the plot, which is entirely based on a ritual model.
The realization that both the comic hero and the chorus of the
Thesmophoriazusaereactualize the initiation of girls and youths in a ritual,
symbolic, and multimedia spectacle contains an even deeper significance
if one connects it with John J. Winkler's thesis, already discussed in the
Introduction, that the tragic chorus is equivalent to the initiatory experience
of young men. 479 Gregory Nagy has performed a great service in modifying
this initially surprising and controversial theory in Attic tragedy. According
to the latter, the choral tradition, which can be connected very clearly with
rites of initiation in the real world, was so radically monopolized by the polis
theater that these practices can be found only as remnants in the fifth-century chorus. The theatrical chorus is thus not actually identical to ephebic
477

478

479

Steiner 1988:208 considers the chorus in a certain sense as a variably expanding connector
between stage and audience. He gives the following striking char acterization of the functionof
the tragic chorus : "So wirkt er als eine Art Zugbrücke , die der Dramatiker mit metrischen und
choreographischen Mitteln nach Belieben hochziehen und senken , verkürzen oder verlängern
kann. Über den Chor läßt sich der Zuschauer an die Bühne heranziehen oder von ihr distanzieren; er kann praktisch in die szenische Situation verstrickt, ihm kann aber auch (naiver)
Zugang zu ihr versperrt werden" ["lt functions thus as a kind of drawbridge that the dramatist
using metrical and choreographic means can raise and lower or shorten or lengthen as he sees
fit . Through the chorus the spectator can bring himself closer to the stage or distance himself
from it; he can almest involve himself in the situation on stage , but he can also be barred from
(na"ive)access to it"] . Cf. also the definition of the tragic chorus' role in Goldhill 1986:271 as
"commentator, expander, mediater between the actors and the audience ."
On praise and blame in poetry see Nagy 1979:213-275; on the ritual connection of iambic
poetry and comedy, 249-252 . West 1974:34- 37 and Nagy 1979:242- 243 consider iambosas a
particular dance step; that is, the comic chorus also in its dance fulfills this ritual dimensionof
praise and ridicule. See below, chap. 2 n44.
Winkler 1985 and the reprint Winkler 1990. Independently of Winkler, Seiterle 1984, esp.
138-139, has expressed the thesis that original rituals involving goats were part of initiation
celebrations. Cf. also Seiterle 1988:7-11.
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service,but it notionally imitates in a ritual way a chorus of young men on
the threshold of adulthood in the imagination of the presenter and recipients.
The chorus members in the orchestra form a bridge to an audience that in its
idealcomposition consists of adult full citizens. In the performance the chorus
mediates between the dramatic action and the spectator first by acting rituallyas if it were in the ephebic transitional phase as citizen-to-be. Second, the
membersof the comic chorus in their function as actual dancers appear in all
respects as full citizens, who as microcosm form a representative part of the
polisas a whole. The initiatory status manifests itself in tragedy through the
fact that the chorus here is almost exclusively made up of socially marginal
groupssuch as girls, old men, women, and prisoners-of-war. Even though the
actual historical and archaeological "hard" facts put forward by Winkler can
in no way prove bis thesis beyond doubt, 480 he does concern himself with the
figurativelevel of evidence in the text and shows how many tragedies play out
ephebicexperiences and how the chorus made up of marginal figures reflects
them.48 1 Nagy extends this theory in a consistent fashion. He interprets the

°Forcriticism ofWinkler's

48

thesis , see Csapo/Slater 1995:352. Winkler 1990:48- 49 did, however,
offer a convincing reply to the argument that there could hardly have been an exemption from
military service for members of the chorus if the chorus had formed part of military training:
he sees the reason as lying in a symbolic equivalence of the two civic duties . Goldhill 1987:74-75
and Graf 1998:25-27 are also positively disposed to Winkler 's position. lt is much more questionable whether the representation of the chorus members as ephebes on the Pronomos Vase
(nnllO, 308 above), upon which Winkler relies , should be taken as fact. For a narratological
analysis ofthe vase, see Calame 1995:116-136.
481
lt is interesting, however, that he omits the important observations of the original piece
(Winkler 1985:32-38) in the 1990 r eprint (but see Winkler 1990:57). He does see Perseus in
the Euripidean Andromedaas a typical ephebic hero who has to undergo an adventure in the
Outside (Winkler 1985:33-34) , but he does not recogni ze Andromeda's initiatory status. On
Orestes see Winkler 1985:35 and Bier! 1994a. On the direction in scholarship that connects
Attictragedy with ephebiaand rites of puberty, see the bibliography in Goldhill 1987:74n70 and
Zeitlin 1990:68n12.cf . in particular the application of interpretative scheme in the sense of an
"initiatory" process in Zeitlin 1990:86-87; this she understands as a temporary questioning ,
with subsequent confirmation, of masculinity. On the mixing of images and metaphors of the
mysteries and ephebic initiation in Sophocles' Philoctetes, see more recently Lada-Richards 1997
and Lada-Richards 1998. On the use of the interpretative paradigm of the ephebeia,initiation,
and structure-determining rite de passagefor plot structure in Aristophanes (for the Knights,
Wasps
, and Clouds)see Bowie 1993, esp. 45- 58, 78-101, 102-112. Here however he is constantly
forced to postulate inversions of the standard model to take into account the usually older
hero. Cf. the critical comments in reviews by A. H. Sommerstein (JHS 114 [1994]: 188-189, esp.
188),D. M. MacDowell (CR44.2 [1994]: 263-265 , esp. 264), J. F. McGlew (BMCR 94.10.10), and
R. M. Rosen (BMCR94.10.11). For this reason I shall here follow the path of theatrical reactu alization of these experiences of the liminal, a reactualization that is also to be found in the
ritual structure of festivals . The reflex of the puberty rites of young girls and the synchroniza tion with male initiatory ceremonies in Aristophanes have so far not received attention. The
closest to my approach is Loraux 's interpretation of the Lysistrata(1981:157-196, esp . 173-179).
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tragic chorus of nonprofessionals as an instrument that using a ritual recollection of the initiation stage conveys to the audience in an "intersubjective" way
the pathos experienced there .482
from this we may establish the following conclusions concerning the
Thesmophoriazusae:
both comic hero and chorus are connected with initiatory
symbolism. Here too, the marginal chorus of women mediate the process of
transition for the audience; both actors and chorus are retrojected as adults
in a comprehensive ritual process of reversal into a pubertal and marginal
situation. In contrast to tragedy, here it is not pathos that is conveyed; rather,
the reversals experienced in rites of puberty and striking cultic experiences
are transmitted to the polis gathered in the theater by means of dance and
symbolic action as comic passions, laughter, and an atmosphere of festivity.
In the penetrating synaesthetic experience of the communitasthe feeling of
connectedness among all participants becomes stronger in both dramatic
genres.
So far these reflections on the initiatory quality of the tragic chorus have
not been applied to comedy.483 There are two possibilities for the special case
which the Thesmophoriazusaerepresents in terms of its paratragoidia.
First, in
parodying the other genre the tragic setup is imitated. Second, one may recognize these traits in the comic chorus in general, but in a comic transformation. In comedy, reception is not guided by way of commentary delivered by
a chorus that is only marginally involved in the action. 484 There is also here
little of the tension between the authoritative voice of the chorus in its real
world function as educator and the limited speech of the chorus in its innerdramatic role as outsider, as Simon Goldhill correctly maintains in the case of
In this study she employs female initiation as weil as the return to this marginal condition
as structural interpretative categories. lt is no coincidence that the Lysistratais closest to the
Thesmophoriazusae
. See above, nn. 279, 284, 328, and 375. For the Frogssee also the extensive
monograph by Lada-Richards (1999) , who again sets out the ritual character of the play as rite
de passageand the interpenetration of ephebic and Dionysiac or Eleusinian mystery initiation
(esp. chap . 2, 45-122: "'Separation', 'Limen', 'Aggregation': The frogs as a 'Rite of Passage"').
The comic chorus is however almost completely ignored in all initiatory interpretations to
date. For some indications, see now Lada-Richards 1999:220-229 , who pursues a similar direction independently of this work.
482
483

Nagy 1994/95:48-52.
Winkler 1990:21 refers to the relations in comedy only once in passing. But there can be

484

no talk in comedy of an ordered exercise in rank and file. Even in tragedy the round dance
is far more common than Winkler suggests. See Davidson 1986 and Wiles 1997:63-86 on
this.
On the social marginality of the tragic chorus in its fictional role and on its collective otherness, see also Gould 1996 . Barlow 1971:25 talks of a "different focusing perspective." On the
focusing function of the tragic chorus, see also Goldhill 1986:273 .
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tragedy.485 The Aristophanic performers in the orchestra hardly possess
an authoritative and gnomic attitude, and even less to be seen is the almost
deconstructivist tendency of members of the tragic chorus to place all advice
underquestion by adding an opposing viewpoint. 486
On the contrary, in comedy the chorus performs simply as a ritually
speakingand acting group that helps fashion the comic play as it oscillates
betweenthe plot and the here and now. The confirmation and simultaneous
dissolution of the norm happens almost exclusively in cultic dance and in
hymnsto the gods. Precisely like a tragic chorus, the women celebrating the
Thesmophoria qua festival chorus still allow their Dionysiac and theatricalperformative dimension to shine through and provide an audience for the
hero.487 Festivity and unrestrained pleasure are given full expression and translatedinto action, so that all can participate in this. The choral-lyrical gestures
ofgnomicinstruction and mythical narrative as context are absent, since they
are diametrically opposed to the comic. 488
But ritual play even of this type has a distant connection with initiation. Both the comastic Dionysiac activity of the male youth and the fictional
involvement of a comic chorus in an inverted world ritually represent liminality,a state beyond all norms and categories and situated on the threshold
between childhood and adulthood. Even if participation in a comic chorus
cannot simply be equated with a rite of initiation, the experience is at least
structurally similar to an initiatory experience. For this reason the comic
playwright is able to superimpose other rites of passage as contexts for the
plot on top of the ritual scheme of collectively reactualized initiation. In this
connection, annually reoccurring polis festivals of inversion, which may be
interpreted both as new year's and agrarian fertility festivals, are of particular
importance. In the Thesmophoriazusae
the members of the chorus in terms of
boththeir role and their function take themselves back to the initiatory stage,
and the two other liminal aspects are simultaneously present.
485

Goldhill1996:254. Cf. also Goldhill 1986:267-271.
Goldhill l986:271 terms this dialectic connection "play of difference," significantly following
Derrida'sdifferance.
487
See now also Baur 1997:40-44 and Baur 1999a:23- 26. Baur (1997:44-47; 1999a:26-28) empha sizes the "separate status" (Sonderstatus) of the dramatic chorus; in contrast to the actors, it
represents an entity without a signified that always remains simply the theatrical institution
of "chorus"; its fictional characterization is accordingly merely an accidental property. The
historical evolution from citizen collective to theatrical institution occurs according to Baur
only in the realm of the signifier.
488
The felicitous observation by Lehmann (1991:47) that the tragic chorus aids expression, not
communication ("dem Ausdruck, nicht der Mitteilun g"), is even more applicable to the comic
chorus, since it preserves the ritual element to a much greater degree.
486
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Beside the chorus' purely ritual role in the here and now, which is
attested in the parabasis-likemanner of speech, it also contributes somewhat
to the deliberate action set "elsewhere." Through its ritual action the chorus
on the one hand constructs the background that forms the context for the
action on stage in a fairly independent fashion. The comic play is also, on the
other hand, implicitly propelled by the chorus' interaction with the actors,
since the chorus in its role in front of an internal audience shapes and characterizes the relative. 489 At first, within the plot of the trial at the Thesmophoria
he is made out to be the enemy of the women. After his uncovering, he is
symbolically and visually presented in the tableauvivant of the parabasisas a
male/female inititiate. During the choral dance song (947-1000), he is assimilated to their initiatory status in terms of role and function. This ultimately,
in parallel to the conclusion of the women's festival in the plot, enables the
comedy's "happy ending."

Rituality in the Microstructure
In conclusion to my discussion of the Thesmophoriazusae
I would like to enlarge
on the concept of ritual seen in the comic chorus, particularly in aspects that
are not related to the plot. Here our point of departure at the beginning of
the chapter, the great choral dance song (Thesm. 947-1000), will serve once
more as example. In what follows rituality will also be shown as it occurs in
the microstructure. lt must be stressed again that form cannot be separated
from content.
Stanley J. Tambiah's theory of performative ritual yields important conclusions, particularly in the context of theater. The cultic side should not of course
be limited to the illocutionary side, which one might assume followingJohn
Austin, as if one were only concerned with a speech act without perlocutionary
consequences . For what is first and foremost in the mind of the worshiper is
489

Gruber (1986:37-39) is so far the only scholar to put forward ideas about the role of the chorus
in relati on to its performative interaction with the hero and the audience. The chorus of the
Thesmophoriazusae
has up until now been too strongly disqualified as "nondramatic." But even
Gruber subscribes to a false dichotomy of ritual and theater: "Far from being a ritual 'element'
that identifies Aristophanes' <lebtto archaic predramatic structures, the chorus of old Comedy
is a supremely theatricalinstrument that in this play as weil as in others is capable of great
sophistication" (1986:37). lt has been shown in this chapter th at ritual belongs to the theatrical
speech of the chorus, whose structure can therefore largely be described as predramatic, since
the comic playwright in a ritual performance does not so much intend to place emphasis on
the creation of a total illusion , but rather to draw the audience and the everyday world into
the production.
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makingcontact with the gods through this kind of prayer, something Tambiah
often refers to. In his opinion, one may consider songs of this type as performative in three senses: as speech acts in the sense of Austin and Searle· as
'
dramaticspectacle; and finally in the sense that they problematize and define
hierarchical values and positions in performance. These criteria are tightly
interwovenand are not susceptible to separate investigation. As a culturally
determined system of symbolic communication, the choral song is also based
on fixed models and an ordered series of actions and words. Expressiveness is
enhanced by a synaesthetic manner of performance, the content and form of
whichis primarily characterized by conventionality and stereotypical formularity,compression, and mixture of expression (fusion) or redundancy based
on repetitive phenomena. 490
What is distinctive about the presentation of a choral dance song is
the simultaneity of various media. The opsis of the spectacle, the external
appearance enhanced by costumes and masks, contributes especially to the
typicaldemonstrative attitude in ritual. The round dance in the rectangular
orchestra, with its rhythmically repetitive movements that lead to ecstasy,
brings about a collective unity through the use of the same sequence of
movements by a representative group of individual citizens. The rhythm,
the movement, or Kfv17otc;,
and the powerful accompanying music produce a
sociallyunifying experience in both body and spirit. Then there is also song
(µo.\rr~),a mode of expression based on words and language in which a myth
oftengives the context for the ritual being performed. The occasion of these
ritual performances generally presupposes the participation of a group. In
the case of Greek drama and dithyramb, which are dedicated to the worship
of Dionysus,a !arge part of the polis as a whole is gathered in the theater.
Thechoruses are a distinctive element in a performance that joins audience
and actors in a particular experience. The ritual and its mythical treatment
impart in symbolic form the system of norms and values held in common by
the community, thereby creating contact with the cosmos and the gods who
protect the city. The fictional plot of comedy is based on myths, which are in
turn drawn from the community's ritual repository of experience. At the same
time, the reality of the performers and the crowd involved is always visible
behindthis game. The chorus itself is an important shifter between the inner
and the outer, the here and the there.
The discourse of choral dance songs, as is the case in many ritual performancesin other cultures, is distinct from everyday speech, echoing the sepa490

Tambiah 1985:123-166, esp. 128.
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rate state of the festival. Everyday speech is, however, roughly imitated in the
speaking parts. The stylistic level of the chorus members is elevated, and their
language is of a conventional rather than an intentional nature. Since we ultimately find only an imitation of human intention in songs of this kind, the
performers Jack any free emotional expression and spontaneity.
Our song is marked by a great formal regularity, despite modulations in
voice (cpwvfj,Thesm.961). Yet it never depends on purely stereotypical convention, but presents above all "aesthetically arranged, symbolic and expressive
actions" and "phatic acts," "which emphasize their own performance and
make reference to themselves." 49 1 Despite all this uniformity, the chorus makes
contact with the gods in this festive tone using lively, creative metaphors in
an uplifting and intensified form of communication. 492 Repetitive examples,
stereotyped streams of identical or similar sounding words-such as, for
example, the brief invocations of the gods, reference to xa:pu;or in particular to the chorus' own dance formation-are of great importance. The selfreferential and self-limited manner of referring to the round dance should at
the same time be understood as a performative speech act, which translates
typical self-representation into action.
The formulaic nature of prayer, invocations in Du-Stil,the enumeration
of names and cultic places, and the catalogues of several divine addressees
are also reflected in the course of the melody and in the rhythm. The creative
function of fixed units of recycled song has been emphasized in Homeric
studies by Albert Lord and Milman Parry in particular. 493 Lord explained how
for a singer in a purely oral culture the moment of composition coincides with
performance. 494 On the basis of memorized formulae and by the use of small
variations, such as, for example, expansions, contractions, rearrangements,
substitutions, and recursive new combinations, the poet continually composes
new verses according to need, context, and the nature of his audience.
One ought not view the stylized technique in the Aristophanic choral
song as the result of a stereotyped ossification that was necessary for the
mnemonic technique of oral poetry because of the gradual disappearance of
49 1
492

493

494

Braungart 1996:108and 117-118; for explanation ofthe connections see 108- 118.
Tambiah 1985:142. He reports that the tribe of the Chamulas in the high country of Mexico
calls formalized, ritual diction "hot" speech (in contrast to everyday , "cold" speech).
Parry 1971 (the book includes Parry's relevant works [1902- 1935]) and Lord 1960. See Nagy
1990:51, however, for the differentiation caused by the development of spoken poetry froma
song culture (SONG).Nagy thinks that the formulaic nature of oral poetry was only a result of
the suppression of melody and dan ce.
On ora lity as a cultural mode of presentation that in the telling of a tragic myth functions on
the level of the emotions, see des Bouvrie 1990:89-92.
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melodyand dance. Since music and khoreiaplay a central role here, the characteristic style depends on the fact that the comic poet is restaging a ritual
modeof performance in a living choral culture, a mode that is reflected in the
phraseology,metrics, and melody. 495 The eh oral dance song of lines 94 7-1000
is thus of a ritual nature, because Aristophanes does not simply imitate the
metre and diction of choral lyric as literature, but in the process of mimesis
productivelyreactualizes forms of expression which are anchored in ritual and
in which Greek society handed down its values and norms through communal
song.
Let us now take a brief look at the formal structure, which is closely
connectedwith the content. One can easily follow this ritual technique of variation of the song in its rhythmic and metrical structure. 496 The transition from
everydaymodes of expression to the marked choral style is fluid. First comes
an anapaestic prelude (947-952) that as a steady recitative (parakataloge)falls
between song and speech. The song then moves via an ambivalent and brief
anapaestic period (953) consisting of four long syllables (two syncopated
trochees, an anapaest or two spondees) to a trochaic section (954-956). The
lekythia (954, 956) as catalectic trochaic or acephalous iambic dimeters pave
the way for the iambic period (957-958). 497 The following three small trochaic
strophes (959-961, 962-965, 966-968) refer back to lines 953-958. After a cretic,
which may also be interpreted as a catalectic trochee (962, 966; paeon 959),
495

These three categories correspond to the tripartite division of Myo\, apµovia, and pu0µ6\,
which constitute µfäo\, according to Plato (Plat. Rep.398d); cf. Arist . Poet. 1447a21-23 (not
however used by Aristotle). Logos,continues Plato, forms the basis; tone (apµovia) and movement (pu0µ6\) have to follow this as subordinated levels. In what follows, only Myo\ and
pu0µ6~can be analyzed, since the musical framework has been completely lost. Even in the
area of pu0µ6\, only the metrical form can be discussed, since the actual movements of the
dance, which is what the term really designates (cf. Plat. Leg.664e-665a: ,fi o~ '~\ KLV~oEw\
ra~n pu0µ6\ ovoµa dri; Rep.400c: ,a\ aywya\ roü rroo6\), can also no longer be reconstructed.
The three categories that make up µD,o\ are also important for the analysis of the phallophoric songs in chap. 2.
496
For the metrical analysis here I largely follow Zimmermann II 1985:192-200. See also Parker
1997:428-437
. All in all, the short periods are largely variations on the original !ndo-European
verse of the dimeter with twelve morae (rrEpiooo\ ow0EKaoriµo\); see Gentili 1952:15-19 and
nowGentili/Lomiento 2003:13-14 and 53-54.
497
Coulon, following Wilamowitz 1921:475n2, uses a different division . He puts the anapaestic
colon together with line 954 to form a catalectic trochaic tetrameter, followed by a trochaic
trimeter (xEpiovvarrrE xip', <iEpä\> pu0µov xopda\), a trochaic tetrameter (ürrayErräoa. ßaivE
KllprraAiµoivrroooiv. t\moKorrEivoi), and a catalectic tetrameter ; see the criticism in Parker
1997:431.Sommerstein Thesm. also reads 957-958 purely trochaically, while taking 957 as
trochaic trimeter (ßaivE KaprraAiµo1vrroooiv· t\moKorrEivoi) and 958 as Coulon does. Parker
1997:428-431interprets 953-958 as a sequence of iambic and choriambic cola; he takes 956,
ß1XivE
KaprraA1µ01v
rroooiv, as a glyconic.
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follow a lekythion in 960 and 963, or a complete trochaic dimeter (967),and a
catalectic tetrameter. The trochee is considered particularly animated and fits
the comic chorus' quick movements. Aristotle (Rhet. 1408636) teils us that the
comic and orgiastic kordaxwas also danced in this rhythm. The antistrophic
hymnic section directed to the O!ympians is introduced 6y two iam6ic dimeters , to which a catalectic form is attached (969-971, 977-979). Two reiziana
form the midpoint , where the transition once again occurs seamlessly through
its iam6ic 6eginning (972a/6, 980a/6). 498 Then follow once again two catalectic
iam6ic dimeters (973-974 , 981-982) and the concluding periods (975-976,
983-984), which consist of a com6ination of iam6ic trimeter and the clausula
of the catalectic dimeter. The transition to the Dionysiac section is made up
solely of short periods with no enjam6ment (985-989) , and again happens
smoothly. An iam6ic trimeter is again followed 6y a catalectic dimeter ; now
follow an iam6 with a molossus, an iam6 with spondee (988a) as a catalectic
form of the preceding line, 499 an aristophaneus (9886), that is, a com6ination
of choriam6 and 6accheus, 500 and finally the clausula of the catalectic iam6ic
dimeter. The spondaic element in particular refers to a simple cultic form that
is also favored in cannina popularia(fr. 863, 865, 871, lines 2 and 5 PMG).The
concluding antistrophic hymn to Dionysus (990-994, 995-1000) starts with
an aristophaneus (990, 995), already used for the invocation in line 9886.The
choriam6ic element is taken up in the following pherecratean (991, 996).Lines
992a-993a (= 997-9986) 6egin with an aeolic short verse, the so-called dodrans
B, which joins a iam6ic foot with a choriam6; 501 a single iam6 forms the
connection to the following aristophaneus. The end of the strophe consists of
two catalectic iam6ic dimeters (9936-994, 999-1000). The predominant short
periods emphasize the repetitive metre, which has the effect of orchestrating
and integrating the song. We have already talked a6ove a6out ring composition, which emphasizes the cyclical motion in this song.
Repetitions, parallelisms, and series also mark diction on the level of
content. Self-exhortations to dance come thick and fast. Rhythm also accom498

499

500

For the reizianus, see Gentili 1952 :73-78 and now Gentili/Lomi ent o 2003:199 and 203-2 04. lt
appear s with both forms of th e beginning (long, two shorts) together with a pher ecratean in
the famous Rhodian swallow song, which as a folk song demonstrates rhythmic structures
typical of orality (fr. 848 PMG[= carm . pop . 2), carm . pop . 41 B., 32 D.).
Zimmermann II 1985:197- 198 int erprets the conjunction of iamb and molossus or spondee as
syncopated iambic dimeter.
The aristophaneus can be an alyzed as a cat alecti c anaclastic choriambic dimeter and also
rep re sents a dödekasemos in short ened form . The character of the choriamb is significantly
described as KUKAlO~(Choeroboscus in Heph. p. 218.23 Consbruch) ; it is thus perfectly suited
for this dance .
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panies content. The four longs in opµa xwpEl (953) set the dance in motion
slowly,and the resolutions of the second trochaic foot in the following
Koiiq,arcocriv,ay' Ei~KUKAOV
(954) with the resulting four shorts accompany
the gentle and nimble movements of the chorus' feet. The catalectic form
of the trochaic dimeter forms the clausula-like short period that ends in the
cretic Ei~KUKAOV,
thus underscoring the formation of the circle as closed
system.
The serial invocation of the Olympian gods (969ff.), for example, is also
of importance. The self-command rcp6ßmw: (969) stands at the important
initial position of the short period, with the object rov EuMpav forming the
end (969)and being connected to the participle µt:Arroucra(970). The two lines
beginwith rrp6ßmv€ and µt:houcra, thereby addressing the central aspects of
the performance of a choral dance song. Artemis' title (970), and her actual
name with a two-member apposition that only appears in the following line
(971),is syndetically joined to this. The two reiziana form the central greeting
(972a)and plea for victory (972b) together with the command at verse beginning.Then follows the name of Hera together with an epithet (973), then a
variation of a choral self-command with a change from second-person
singular imperative to first-person plural hortative (974), and finally a relative clause in which it is said she participates in the performance (975) on
the one hand and has a role in the plot (976) on the other. The antistrophe
invokesin varying fashion a series of gods from beyond the city (977-978)
with the request to smile upon the chorus of the here and now (979-980).
Finally,through repetition in diction, we circle back via the reciprocal relationship of performers and gods (981-982) to the choral self-command to
dance.502
The fusion of word, music, and rhythm achieves both an emotional intensity and an insidious loss on the level of signification. Because of the "poetic"
and aesthetic formation using hyperbaton, rhythm, and alliteration, both
performers and spectators receive an impression of an integrative unity and
inner meditative centering as grammatical sense units blend into each other
and lose their unambiguous contours. At the center point is rhythmic motion,
501

The dodrans is ultimately a choriambic dimeter with double akephalia, i.e. a further variation
of the dimeter or the short period of twelve morae (oriµE"ia).
502
For the principle of repetition and rhythm ("Wiederholung und Rhythmus") as the aesthetic
form of ritual and ritual texts, see Braungart 1996:166- 186. Braungart's further categories of
festivaland celebration, cult , play, and mimesis ("Fest und Feier" [187-199), "Kult" (200-2 15),
"Spiel" [216-233), "Mimesis" (234-25 3)) are also relevant for our example. On the function of
repetition in ritual , see Baudy 1998, esp. 21-99.
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the recognition of rhythmic patterns: in short, khoreiaas self-presentation and
the motor function of cult. 503
By means of the free interchange of variation, the working of paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations in concert, and the dynamic embedding of
metaphoric and metonymic dimensions, a new, cohesive message comes into
being. lt conveys to performers and participants the subjective impression of
being included in a greater whole: for this redundant and repetitive orchestration engenders a feeling of oneness with the cosmos. lt is precisely the even,
repetitive movements of the dance in a similarly varying rhythm, distinct from
the iambic trimeters of the speaking parts based on everyday speech, that on
a fundamental and corporeal level underscore this function, whose effect is to
bring about social proximity. 504
Eugene G. d'Aquili, Charles D. Laughlin, and their research group have
demonstrated the integrative effects of ritual in neurobiological experiments.
They have shown how in so-called spillover effects the flow of stimuli from
parts of the central nervous system in which the cognitive and intentional
abilities as weil as analytical thought are located are diverted to other regions
of the system that are thought to contain vegetative and sensory centers as
weil as centers responsible for integrated thought and imagination. The
exchange can also occur in the opposite direction. The total effect of these
503

Cf. Tambiah 1985:164-166; in this connection he cites Bateson 1974:161: "When words are set
to music, spoken in unison or both danced and sung, only the high-level boundari es are likely
to match perfectly, and ther efore the structure is only fully intelligible at the highest levels
with lower -level segmentation destroyed." He also discusses (Tambiah 1985:389 nnSl-52)
Jakobson's famous treatment of the poetic function (cf. Jakobson 1960, esp. 358 [cf.Selected
Writings IIJ, 27]). The Marxist th eory of choral dance developed by Bloch 1974 maintains that
the repetitive, redundant, and fusionistic characteristics of formalized ritual cause a Jack of
propositional power in speech and a loss of cre ativity . Bloch sees dance as an instrument of
political power, a kind of opium for the people designed to bring about complete control ofthe
bodily functions ofthe subjects. For criticism ofthis view, see Tambiah 1985:154- 155.
504
Cf. also Nagy 1990:30-48. He contrasts SONGwith speech, where SONGis every speech act
distinguished by dance and music from everyday speech. Myth and ritual repres ent the
festive context that separates the dance song mode (SONG)from normal speech . The modeof
expression in song culture occurs in marked , stylized, and stereotyped speech, characterized
in morphology and syntax by isocola , rhyme, alliteration, and other stylistic devices. Nagy
1990:33 connects the structures of this original choral speech with Jakobson's poetic function. In his opinion, poetry is only a later offshoot of this original song culture. Khoreiais a
typical expression of thi s song culture; as indicated above, Nagy also emphasizes the tendency
toward formalization and stylization that is only tobe compared with metrics in poetry in
a diachronic sense (ibid.,38-5 1). Nagy puts forward the hypothesis that the rhythmic colaof
song are related to the stichic metres oflyric, but that dactylic hexameter, elegiac distichs, and
iambic trimeter, which are actually spoken poetry, represent a further derivative of this (ibid.,
48- 51).
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sudden distributions of stimuli in the individual is an overwhelming feeling
of wellness, security, and joy. 505 The ritual agent or individual involved in the
action experiences for a short while a feeling of harmony with the seif and
with the world. Transcendent powers, the cosmos of daimonesand olympian
gods,seem to work benevolently upon the ritual performers. The performers
(asweil as the gods) thus become transmitters and receivers of a message. 506
Thisparadoxical communications situation is reflected in the relationship of
xcipt~
that characterizes hymnic discourse.
This biological analysis of ritual thus proceeds, in simplified terms, on
the basis of two mutually complementary and asymmetrical systems. Laughlin
mentions by way of example the exchange between the frontal cortex of the
brain and the sensory centers of the cerebral cortex, whereby each form of
perception in cognitive terms is first brought under control through a process
of symbolization, then the reciprocal relationship of the left and right hemispheres of the brain, and finally the interchange between the hierarchically
constructed levels of cortical and subcortical , endocrinal and immunological
structures. D'Aquili and Laughlin had earlier attempted to group all biological oppositions as either energy-creating (ergotropic) or energy-retaining
(trophotropic).507 In terms of this theory, ritual activity throws the nervous
systeminto complete uproar .508
Dance,rhythmic accompaniment on the tympanon,the shrill sound of the
aulos,and song belong inalienably to ritual performance. In the same way as
figurativespeech, which has a particular impact on the imaginitive and spatial
center of the right hemisphere, they have a strong stimulatory effect on the
endocrinal and immunological system. There, ecstasy-inducing chemical
substances are released that give rise to enthousiasmos,the feeling of being
filledwith a divinity. At the same time, cognitive centers are also stimulated
505See the collection of d' Aquili/Laughlin/McManus
1979, esp. d'Aquili/Laughlin 1979 , and
the overview of biogenetic structural theory in Laughlin 1990. Ritual is defined as a human
cultural technique; with its help homo sapiens learns in symbolic fashion how to come to an
understanding with others of its type about cognitive centers. Moreover, during the course of
phylogenesis, ritual came to have the function of getting different somatic subsystems within
an individual to interact and synchronize with one another. See also the corresponding definition of ritual (Laughlin 1990:25): "Ritual is a special case of formalized behavior that usually
involvesgroup members in a reciprocal performance that is highly structured, repetitive, and
5tereotyped, and results in the coordination of the behavior , perception, cognition , and experience of individual group members relative to some social goal or purpose ."
506
SeeTambiah 1985:145 and 154. On the gods as the ultimate causal impetus behind phenomena
experienced in the ritual process, see d'Aquili/Laughlin 1979:170-171.
507
D'Aquili/Laughlin 1979:172 -180 .
508
Laughlin1990:29-31.
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by the invocations to the gods, for apart from the musically intensified perception of the word, its linguistic dimension also has an effect on the analytical
consciousness of intentional sensual perception in the left hemisphere. But
one may also consider cognitive stimulation through language as activation
of the ergotropic system. The resulting tension is ultimately set in motion, so
that dance becomes both trigger and result in a ritual cycle. In our song, this
connection is clearly visible in the performative and illocutionary self-commands and self-references. When these commands are voiced, action arises.
The chorus dances, which in turn causes stimulation, which in turn keeps the
dance going.
Like animals, humans also seek to control their environment through
motor behavior. 509 Problem -solving strategies of this kind extend far back into
the phylogenetic past of mankind. Rituals possibly reflect absolutely fundamental biological programs of action , such as, for example, the search for
food, flight, pursuit, and aggression . The bodily realities of life itself, such as
sexual maturation, menstruation, or distinctions in status, are often reflected
in ritual. The biological kerne! is generally embedded in social contexts in a
hidden fashion. Ritual transforms basic realities into a new program of action,
which in turn may be clothed in a complex mythical narration. Religious
rituals create images and symbols for the common orientation of a group. The
link between the mental world and the natural environment is the human
body. Rituals represent strategies that attempt to channel simple somatic
modes of behavior after mental processing for group stability. The spiritual
process then manifests itself once more in formed and formalized sequences
of bodily movement. 5 10 Repetitive motor functions generally predominate,
while visual and acoustic signals function as triggers, causing the ergotropic
system to be strongly stimulated. As soon as oversaturation of rhythmic
stimuli occurs, activation of homoeostatic, energy-conserving nerve centers
takes place, which then causes a feeling of oneness.
In traditional societies organized along tribal lines, choral dances are
attested for various occasions: they are carried out, for example, during
hunting, in war situations, at initiations, at sexual presentation, at harvest,
when influencing nature through magic, and, of course, when worshiping the
gods and daimones. One could assume a biological kerne! for the comic chorus
as weil. Presentation of the phallus is certainly a possible motive for action;
concerns about natural and human fertility and strategies of hierarchic differentiation, among other things, also seem to lie behind this. According to
509
5 10

See d'Aquili/Laughlin 1979:177 and Burkert 1996.
See Burkert 1996:166.
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Burkert'stheory, this biological program of action was then soon overlaid by
socialand cultural motifs. The two sign systems, purely ritual bodily movement in dance and its symbolic refiguring in song, enter into a fruitful union,
undergo expansion, and form the mental infrastructure and the cultural
memoryof a society,511 which are important for the cohesiveness of the group.
The central cultural contents of this group are learned in the repetition of
both word and movement. Turning to the gods gives the feeling of unassailable stability and security in the face of the uncertainties of biological life.
Dancingcreates joy, which is strengthened through words, and eventually
transferred to the gods, who are ideal participants in the same activity as the
human chorus members. Through this reciprocal construction the cosmos
as a whole, that is, the performers, the community involved, and the gods
protecting them, is united under the sign of the khoreia.
The emotionally loaded language converts cultural knowledge, which
is also supposed to be absorbed during initiation, into dance movement .
The gods are worshiped, and through physical means of accompaniment
the distance between them and humans is narrowed, until finally from
the perspecitve of the performers and spectators they appear as fellow and
lead dancers. Tambiah correctly observes that in many cultures spectacular
dancesparticularly associated with divine epiphany represent the most effective and central medium of communication. Following Radcliffe-Brown, he
thinks the reason for this is that dance performers when involved in their
communal activity experience a temporary feeling that they can transgress
the lawsof gravity and soar up to the gods just like birds. lt is therefore also no
coincidencethat many Greek choruses make use of the creative metaphor of
flight.s11
The round dance in this passage of the Thesmophoriazusae
is equally sensationaland involves the gods in the current khoreiathrough embedment strategies,so that the spatial and hierarchic divisions of the world are temporarily
set aside.
511

Onthe concept of cultural or collective memory , see Assmann 1991 and Assmann 1992.
1985:149-150: "Dance is a superb vehicle for realizing the sense of force and
power through 'ritual gesture,' through physical motion that gives the illusion of the conquest
of gravity, and through movements that create spatial tensions between the dancers ." Cf.
llEtpoµai, ai'poµai, or a,pw in choral language: Alcm. fr. 1.63 Davies: auripoµEvm µaxovnn (see
above, lntroduction nn88 and 166), Soph. Trach.216 (consider also the upward motion intensified by ava- 205, 210-211, 218), Eur. Tro.545-546 (cf. also 325), Ar. Nub. 266, 276-277, Lys.539,
1292,and Eccl.1180. On a red-figure astralagosvase by the Sotades Painter (British Museum E
804,460-450 BCE), three groups of women from a female chorus are depicted sweeping over
the ground as if equipped with wings; see Robertson 1992:189-190 (ills. 199-202) and Lonsdale
1993:xvi and xxi, ill.1 (a and b).

51
1See Tambiah
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Moreover, in a ritual performance, hierarchies, sometimes those between
choral leader and chorus, sometimes those between the gods invoked and
their human worshipers, are defined. Already existent distinctions in status
are confirmed. In the hymnic genre in particular, relationships of super- and
subordination, which are otherwise partially suspended in the ritual inversion of comedy, are stabilized. 513 At the same time, the strict delineation of
the boundary between god and human is transcended, as with sacrifice. The
human chorus members praise the gods in dance and song; the latter take pleasure in this and transform themselves from recipients to transmitters, having
an effect on the ritual group in turn. Dancers become facilitators between
human spectators and the gods and in the festive atmosphere of their ritual
occupation experience the feeling that the gods involve themselves directly in
their play and assume the leadership of their activity.
To sum up, then, a tension between the dissolution and the establishment
of order can be observed in the comic chorus and in its reception by the
audience. The countless signs of an inverted world , seen in the act of selfretrojection into the transitional phase between youth and adulthood and in
the realization of yearly reoccurring festivals of inversion both in the plot and
in the ritual context of the Dionysia, are contrasted by means of ritual forms
of affirmation of the cosmos, as in hymns to the gods and in prayer. Symbolic
inversion in synaesthetic performance creates communitasand gives rise in the
contrastive process of boundary definition to an overarching and emotionally
based appreciation of the inherited cultural values and norms of the polis.The
chorus brings together all the contradictory components of this multimedia
experience and focuses them upon themselves. On the one hand, as part of the
plot, it is directly involved in constructing and controlling the action as ritual
process and in emotionally conveying its inverted effect to the audience by
means oflaughter and comedy. On the other hand , it functions simultaneously
as a chorus of citizens that conveys the transcendent embodiment of the polis
to its fellow citizens using the medium of rhythmic body language. 5 14 The antiillusionist chorus thus becomes the central means of expression of a ritual
and symbolic performance that has little to do with naturalistic, Aristotelian
theater and its primacy of unbroken role and plot.
5 13

5 14

On hierarchy in ritual see Burkert 1996 :80-101 ; on the allocation of power and meaning in
ritual using indexical means, see Tambiah 1985:156-161.
According to des Bouvrie 1990:94-99, the dramatic chorus serves mainly to incite the audience
emotionally during the ritual proc ess .
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In the next chapter we will extend these connections to non- and predramatic choruses. The question of to what extent the specifically ritual nature
of the Aristophanic chorus may be derived from choral culture in general
willbe investigated. Aristophanes' songs clearly stand in a continuum that
extends from pure worship to ritual play. Because of its high reflectance and
the seriousness of the themes it treats, archaic choral lyric can be adduced as a
parallelonly to a limited degree. However, because it is rooted in a ritual occasion one may find traces of ritual speech even there . Once its mythic narration and its serious, gnomic nature are set aside, one can get at the lyric of
everyday cult practice. Self-description and self-referential speech there in
the speech act simply support the action being currently performed and turn
the presentation into a spectacular event. The mythic is only introduced as a
framework.Aristophanes reveals himself to be a poet who is attached more to
this everyday, "lower" choral tradition . Yet he does allow the solemn, sublime,
and authoritative to enter his work in a comic, intertextual process .
Limited dramatization is characteristic of Aristophanes' ritual form of
utterance, since the chorus is integrated into the comic play only in a belated
and secondary fashion. As in the Thesmophoriazusae,the specifically ritual
appearsin other comedies and in choruses with their Sitz im Lebenin a parabasislikemode of expression directed at the participant.
Most of all I wish to demonstrate again how in synaesthetic performances
of this kind central ritual meanings are combined together on various levels of
expression.
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Komas and Comedy
The Phallic Song between Ritual and Theater

TheChoral Culture between Literature and Ritual: Origin or
Structural Commonalities?
Whenone talks today in a scholarly context about ritual and theater, a culturally preformed association usually asserts itself. Under the influence of Aristotle's theory of entelekheia,which is also expressed in his Poetics,under the
influence of the Enlightenment, and especially as a result of the historical
and genetic interest of nineteenth-century
scholarship, which even today
continues to shape the kind of questions our scholarship asks, we normally
considerAttic drama as a historical development. Its origin, according to this
approach, lies in primitive ritual, from which tragedy or comedy gradually
freeditself, until eventually, in the course of the fifth century BCE,in a matter
of decades, it became in an almost miraculous fashion the aesthetic and poetic
culturalartefact we call "theater."
In this chapter we will be concerned with leaving behind this teleological mode of thought and will instead emphasize the structural connection of
theatrical and ritual forms. The diachronic genesis from ritual beginnings to
developedtheatrical production is thus replaced by a relationship of interdependency.The two phenomena are accordingly to be understood neither as a
"not yet" nor as a "no longer," but may both be present simultaneously. Their
commonality is based on their performativity: both theater and ritual are
stagedin a spectacular fashion in front of the whole polis.
In the case of the genre of Old Comedy in particular, there are many facts
that argue clearly in favor of this paradigm-shift. The dramatic productions
take place in a cultic context, in honor of the god Dionysus. Certain comastic
celebrations take place both before and after, so that the complex as a whole
appears as a ritual continuum. 1 By means of typical strategies of embedment,
1

Onthe cultic context and roots of ancient theater, cf. Graf 1998; for tragedy see now Easterling
1997, Seaford 2005, and Sourvinou-lnwood 2005; against the communis opinio of a connection with Dionysiac ritual see now the vehement attacks of Scullion 2002 (for tragedy) and
ofStark 2004:11-102, esp. 97-102, 322 (for Old Comedy). Stark's sociohistorical approach is
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the ritual and tradition of choral culture are also integrated into drama. The
plot structures of Old Comedy are, as has been mentioned, to a considerable extent constructed on the foundation of ritual models that constitute
the communal life of the citizens, for the ancient polis defines itself largely
through ritual practice.
Ancient drama is first and foremost a public spectacle. A major part of the
citizenry actively participates in it. The chorus of the drama forms a representative segment of the entire community and often acts in a ritual fashion. In
Aristophanes' choral songs the members of the comic chorus pray to the gods,
for example; they praise them in a hymn, or ask them to appear and mingle
with them and take part in the activity being carried out in the here and now.
Furthermore, the comic chorus often carries out actions that have little to do
with its theatrical role in a naturalistic sense. As in ritual, in comedy there is an
absence both of the total merging of the players with their roles that is usualin
civic veristic theater and of the clear differentiation between performers and
spectators, with the chorus intervening as connecting link. And so the chorus
scolds and ridicules people present in the theater, pelting them with rude
and obscene expressions, even throwing sweets at their heads. Aiskhrologia
and references to festive events and to the ritual calendar are prominent. In
particular, the members of the chorus laugh, dance, and sing, which is in itself
an expression of choralculture and represents the very essence of ritual action.2
This property of the chorus is characteristic of those societies that communicate extensively in an oral fashion despite the presence of writing and take
their identity primarily from myth and ritual. 3 Beside its real-world function
as comic chorus in the here and now, this internal group also experiences a
condition of ritual inversion in its dramatic role.
The comic chorus is thus, as has been emphasized several times already,
not only derived and descended from ritual, but is to a !arge extent ritual as
well.4 This thesis is distinct from the scholarly approach that considers ritual

2

3

4

highly reductive and questionable, as she does not refer to Greek culture in all its aspects.
On the complex program of the City Dionysia , cf. Pickard-Cambridge 1968:57 - 125, Goldhill
1987, Connor 1989, and Cole 1993, esp. 25-29; cf. also the latest attempt at reconstruction in
Sourvinou -lnwood 1994 and now in detail Sourvinou-Inwood 2003 :67-200. On the comic play
as continuum, see also Sfyroeras 1992, esp. 3- 8.
On chora l dance as ritual action par excellencesee Burkert 1985 :102: "Rhythmically repeated
movement, directed to no end and performed together as a group, is, as it were, ritual crystallized in its purest form."
Cf. the remark of des Bouvrie 1990:89 - 92 on Greek theater as an oral medium.
On ritual theatricality, see also Lanza 1983, esp. 107-108 and 115-116. Lanza sees ritual as incorporated into the theater in the form of lament, laughter, and fear. He especially recognizesthe
relationship of spectacle and ritual. Cf. esp. 107: "Ogni rito e dunque in qualche modo spet-
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in comedysolely from the aspect of origin. Moreover, this theory enables us to
set the aspect of literary parody in Aristophanic choral songs, which has until
nowbeen considered as central, in context. Even when Aristophanes receives,
adopts,and parodically reworks cultic lyric, 5 he is still able to fashion choral
performance in a completely new and productive way. Mimesis of a choral
culture that resides in the pragmatic is not the equivalent of fundamentally
literary imitation, but can mean authentic reenactment, a re-experiencing
and recalling of model choruses, which in a society of this nature are omnipresent in mythic imagination as weil as in ritual practice. A choral song by
Aristophanesis thus part of a cultic choral tradition that was still alive in his
owntime and that by means of emotional involvement mediates the symbolic
connections of a community of people living together. 6 The only difference
between pure and dramatic cultic lyric resides of course in the fact that the
playwright attempts to embed the ritual substrate in a plot sequence to a
greater or lesser degree. Since Old Comedy Jacks a syntagmatic dramatic unity,
the choral song often remains at the same time tangible as an independent
ritual song.
There are two indisputably ritual and predramatic texts, cited by the
travel-writer and antiquarian Semos of Delos (ca. 200 BCE),that are of great
interest precisely in terms of the concept of performance referred to above. In

5

6

tacolo. Si potrebbe allora distinguere tra rito, nel quale chi si esibisce e chi osserva non sono
distinti, e spettacolo vero e proprio, nel quale attori e spettatori sono istituzionalmente separati. Ma anche questa distinzione edifficile: i confini appaiono labili: la stessa messa, per rifarci
a un esempio relativamente familiare, puo apparire da questo punto di vista volta a volta rito
o spettacolo. Dipende dai margini di coinvolgimento degli intervenuti; e lo stesso si dica anche
perle processioni, le laudi con responsorio, talune forme 'sperimentali' di teatro contemporaneo ecc" ["Every ritual is then in a certain sense spectacle . One may thus distinguish
between ritual, in which performer and observer are not distinct from one another, and spectacle in the correct and proper sense, in which actors and spectators are institutionally separated. But this distinction also has its difficulties: the borders appear to be slippery. The very
same Mass, to use a relatively familiar example, may appear from this point of view tobe now
ritual, now spectacle. lt depends on the limits of involvement of those attending; the same can
be said for processions, praises with responses, certain 'experimental' forms of contemporary
theater, etc."). This is strongly reminiscent of the theories of theater anthropology and performance studies; consider e.g. Schechner 1977 and Schechner 1985.
SeeFraenkel 1962:191-215 (on the parabasis;he sees cultic lyric, in addition to Stesichorus and
Alcman,as an influence on Aristophanes), Gelzer 1972 (parabasisodes and Alcman), Mastro marco 1987:83-93 (on the parabasis;he focuses on the phraseology connected with the motif of
originality and superiority to other poets}, and Kugelmeier 1996 (general monograph).
For anthropological studies on tragedy based extensively on Turner's concept of the experiencing of a liminal and marginal phase (corresponding to the three-phase model of rite de
passage
proposed by van Gennep 1909), see des Bouvrie 1990, passim (on the chorus esp. 94-99)
and Aronen 1992; on Dionysus in particular, see Hoffman 1989 and des Bouvrie 1993 (as god of
symbolicinversions).
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his work OnPaeans,which we know from the Deipnosophistae
(622a-d = FGrHist
396 f 24) of Athenaeus (ca. 200 CE), he introduces as examples of the genre one
song associated with the Ithyphalloi (fr. 851a PMG)and another with the Phallophoroi (fr. 8516 PMG).As ritual texts, they have been more or less exclusively
discussed using the traditional historical-genetic approach andin terms ofthe
origin of comedy. Aristotle had in fact identified (though rather in passing)
the latter as lying with the early singers of phallic songs, which were still
customary in his own time (Poetics1449a9-13).7 With the phallic songs of Semos
it was thought that a link to the origins of comedy had now been discovered.8
Apart from the parallels to the parabasisthe evidence is actually rather scanty,
and only a few still subscribe to the theory that the performance of composi9
tions of this nature could only represent a point of departure for üld Comedy.
One of the chief difficulties in connecting the two phallic fragments of Semos
with the origins of the comic genre is the fact that they come from a period
later than Aristophanes. The only way out of this dilemma is to assume that
they are survivals, an approach that Aristotle had already demonstrated. Afolk
practice, so the theory goes, continued to exist in other places as a substrate,
while in a local phenomenon limited to Athens it developed into world literature. In principle this cannot of course be excluded, but because of the lack of
sources one cannot reach any final conclusion or indeed any proof: everything
remains ultimately in the realm of speculation. And the songs of Aristophanes
are too complex tobe derived from this kind of phallic song alone.
I shall therefore follow a different path here. In what follows, I intend
to show how the texts enable us to see the simultaneity of ritual and theater,
the common denominator of which is formed by the concept of performance.
Phallophoria,
an activity quite removed from everyday events, is carried out as
a sacred ceremony on the one hand, while on the other it is a ritual action
conspicuously located in the theater. The passage of Athenaeus is particularly
fruitful for this performative approach, since the quotation from Semos gives
a detailed description of the performative context: the realm of visual signs,
7

8

9

For discussion , see Leonhardt 1991; his theory of the reversal ofrelations that links comedy
with dithyramb and tragedy with phallic songs has meanwhile been conclusively set aside by
Patzer's review (Gnomon67 [1995]:289-310).
Kolster 1829:51-61 was the first to do this. The connection to th e parabasishas always been
critical; see below, nn116-117.
cf. Leonhardt 1991:15-16; Radermacher Frogs, 12 and Pickard-Cambridge 1962:147,150-151
were already decisively opposed to this idea; both argue for searching for the origin in popular,
agonistic begging- and blame-Kwµot performed in animal costume (Radermacher Frogs,4-36,
Pickard-Cambridge 1962:151- 162); Gelzer 1966:57-70 sees the point of departure for the development of Old Comedy in countless traditional festivals and folk customs. On the question of
origin, see now also Rothwell 2006.
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otherwisealmost entirely lost, the chjnc;
of the spectacle, that is, the costuming
or external decoration, as weil as the actors' sequence of movements in the
theater and the action after the actual entrance of the song, are all described.
In order to avoid any misunderstanding, it must first be said that those
predecessors who sought the origins of comedy certainly recognized the
connection between ritual and the theater of Aristophanes; yet they mostly
proceededon the assumption that the comic genre gradually freed itself from
its ritual beginnings and that at the latest stage Aristophanes was already
creating a higher literature. The ritual element is thus dismissed as something inferior and primitive and accepted only as a remnant. As an alternative
to this evolutionary hypothesis, I offer the idea of a combination of theater,
"literature,"and ritual that continues on the diachronic level and that in terms
ofthe time axis is at some no longer determinable starting-point valid both for
the time of Aristophanes and for even a much later period. If one leaves aside
as an exceptional phenomenon the relatively brief interlude of the modern
Europeantheater, purely oriented toward Aristotle, this close interaction of
levelscan be observed from the spectacle-like performances of most tribal
peoplesall the way to postmodern theater, which is rediscovering precisely
this choral dimension and which is abandoning the "dramatic" in the sense
of a closed action in favor of a return to predramatic and pre-expressive
forms.10
In what follows the two fragments of Semos will be considered as documents of a living choral culture. Even though explicit references to the performers' own dance are not found here, in contrast to the central passage in
the Thesmophoriazusae
(947-1000), the songs are also performed by a chorus, a
komos.Procession (fr. a) and hymn (fr. b) belong accordingly to the realm of
choralpresentation, if one understands by chorus a cultic group that performs
movementswhile singing at or in a ritual.
In the case of the hymn, on the basis of a misunderstood description by
Proclus (in Photius 320a20), who characterizes the performers as fo-rwn::c;,
a stationary bodily attitude has been assumed. Recent scholarship tends no
longer to separate the "real hymn" 11 from the paean, dithyramb, or prosCf. Lehmann 1991:2 and more recently Baur 1999a:3-4; on the chorus in twentieth-century
theater, see Baur 1999 and Baur 1999a. Cf. now Lehmann 1999, esp. 233-238. On the return to
pre-expressive forms in contemporary theater, cf. the approach of so-called theater anthropology,in particular the theoretical and practical works ofJerzy Grotowski and Eugenio Barba;
on this see Ruffini 1991 (with bibliography). On postmodern theater , see A. de Toro 1995. On
postdramatic theater, see now Lehmann 1999.
11
Proclus Chrest
. ap. Phot. Bibi. 320al9-20 (Severyns 40): 6 OEKup(w~ üµvo~ rrp6~ Kt0cipav /jcSEl:o
forwrwv ["Ahymn in the strictest sense is performed to the kitharawith the chorus standing/
having taken up their formation"].

10
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odion,12 but rather to establish the relationship of these separate genres to

hymn as the relation of subspecies to species. The subgroups are thus combined
with the generic concept.13 Immediately preceding this description, Proclus (in Photius 320a18-20) makes a distinction between a prosodion,which is
sung while moving toward the altar, and a hymn. The latter, as is weil known,
is generally performed around the altar.Just as with the prosodion,a hymn may
also be accompanied by a dance. In any case, the performers did not sing while
rigidly "standing" about the altar; forwri::c;must on the contrary be interpreted
as meaning that they have formed a formation and now, often in a KUK11.10c
xop6c;, and using gestures and body movements, are performing the hymn
in honor of the god. 14 The setup possesses a strong similarity to the stasimon
,
which should not under any circumstances be interpreted as a "standing-still
song," and to the parodosin developed drama. One could describe fragments
851a and b PMGas parodoiin nuce,and the subsequent improvisation in ridicule
as a stasimon(crraöriv öE lfrcparrov, Athen. 622d) or epirrhema.15
The central element of comedy is the chorus , through which the
dramatic genre is also connected with Greek choral culture. Walter Burkert in
a ground-breaking study brings together the concept 01::wpia,the "display" of
the festival, and the development of theater . He lists three types of spectacular 01::wpiaincorporated into ritual that represented extensive and emotional
events for the archaic citizen: the festive procession, or rroµrr~; the athletic
contest (a:ywv); and presentations by xopo(, which were performed with
dance and musical accompaniment and also for the most part in an agonistic
context. In the ritual context of the festival a sacrifice was often offered to
12

13

14

15

Fora different view, see Harvey 1955 and Käppel 1992:64-65, 83 (on the paean , in which he sees
a particular style of addressing the divinity in contrast to the general hymn).
Didymus ap. Orion, s.v. üµvo~ (pp. 155-156 Sturz) and Proclus ehrest. ap. Phot. Bibi.320al2-17
(Severyns 39). See now also Furley /Bremer I 2001:10-13.
For discussion see above, pp. 108-109 and Furley 1993:23n7, Furley 1995:31-32, Bremer
1981:197-199, Bernadini 1991, esp. 85-89, and, on the prosodionin particular, Grandolini 1991,
esp. 132.
Cf. the remark in Muff 1871:6n3, who reports on the view in scholarship that the Ithyphalloi
represent a stasimon (because they come first to the center of the orchestra and sing only once
they have clone so), and the Phallophoroi a parodos.He relativizes this theory and also refers
to cmi0l']Vfopan:ov. Cf. also Navarre 1911:249, who translates oni0!']V fopanov in a similarly one-sided fashion as "ils jouaient en pla ce fixe (loco stantes agebant)" ["they perform
while standing on the spot"]. Kolster 1829:58-60 sees it the opposite way round : the song of
the Ithyphalloi is a prosodion,and that of the Phallophoroi a stasimon ("Erat igitur ithyphallus
carmen ilµ~aT11p10v,phallophororum vero 0Tao1µov" [58]). He thinks the song was originally
accompanied by dance and violent movement and that in being transferred from the street
into the theater it was chang ed into a standing song, so that the origina l movement can stillbe
observed in the en try procession (58-59).
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the gods, which at the same time provided the meat to feed the festive crowd.
Withinthe context of the Great Dionysia, which were first instituted by the
Athenianpolis at the time of the Peisistratidai on the basis of older, more rural
festivalsand which also included procession, sacrifice, agon,and choral performance,Attic drama developed, according to Burkert, as a Gesamtkunstwerk
that
synaestheticallyreconfigured ritual elements. 16
Not every "display" or "show" attained the level of Attic stagecraft. The
songsof Semos do of course combine the same ritual elements: the spectacle
(0fo) takes place in the permanent structure of the polis' 0fo-rpov, which
historicallyreplaced as the site of performances the agora,the marketplace,
where the players and choruses had previously entertained the spectaclehungrypeople. The term xop6c;,as I have already emphasized in the Introduction,refers simultaneously to the place where a chorus performed. Procession
and musical presentation were offered alongside animal sacrifice in honor of
a deity. Choral culture is thus just as closely connected to ritual and its ritual
occasionas drama, which arose from it. One may pursue the question whether
certainsongs ought to be regarded as literature rather than ritual in the case
ofchoral lyric as weil.
The deficient role identity of the dramatic chorus as dramatispersonaand
the fact that the actual performers are not completely concealed behind the
plot- that is, the narrative complex which is determined within the communication system as a whole and which does not clearly distinguish between
inner and outer, between the there of the plot and the here of the current
performance-can all be explained by the inherited ritual function of choruses
andtheir social presence and function. 17
The traditional, purely literary-historical approach points to Alcman's
GreatPartheneion (fr. 1 Davies = fr. 1 PMG= fr. 3 Calame) or the epinicians, pae16
17

Burkert1987,esp. 29-35. Cf. also Goldhill 1999:2-10.
Baur1997:45n48(= Baur 1999a:27n45) emphasizes, as do I, that one should not overestimate
the historically determined difference that Calame 1994/95 brought out between the chorus
of choral lyric and that of drama . Seen from the point of view of the performative there is
clear continuity: independently of my conclusions Baur (ibid.) also thinks that "wer den
Tragödienchor verstehen will, muß weniger die Unterschiede zur verwandten Chorlyrik als
vielmehr die zum unser abendländisches Theaterverständnis so stark beeinflussenden aristotelischen Modell betonen" ["whoever wishes to understand the tragic chorus should
emphasizeto a lesser extent the differences between it and the choral lyric related to it and
rather emphasize its differences from the Aristotelian model, which has had such a strong
influenceon our Western notion of theater"]. Though he correctly defines the special status
(Sonderstatus)
of the ancient chorus (Baur 1997:44-47; Baur 1999a:26-28)-"[d]er Chor spielt
immer einen Chor" ["the chorus always plays a chorus "] (1987:44 = l 999a:26)-he does not
locatethis in its continued ritual function the way I do here.
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ans, and dithyrambs of Pindar as written monuments of archaic lyric, thus effectively detracting from their practical performative context. Despite their indisputably artistic form, these poems continue to remain anchored in their Sitz
im Leben. On the other hand, in the case of so-called simple cultic lyric this
aspect is never contested. Chance epigraphic finds of ephemeral, customary
occasional poetry such as the Palaikastro hymn (see below) or songs connected
with folkpractices cannot, however, be neatly separated from so-called high
literature and reduced exclusively to their cultic value. These songs too
possess the aesthetic trademarks of ritual style, which have been described
as follows: repetition, fusion, redundancy, metaphor, alliteration, chiasmus,
homoioteleuton,and rhythmically shaped speech. These are all characteristics normally associated with lyrical literature. On the other hand, as modern
studies on the orality of archaic literature have in particular made clear, even
"high" choral lyric, such as the Great Partheneion of Alcman (fr. 1 Davies),
is completely tied to a ritual occasion. A song like this is absorbed to a !arge
degree in its concrete connection to its current context and occasion, which is
evident to the local festival audience. For a later reader, of course, the precise
circumstances remain unclear. 18
Festive spectacle only really becomes literature in the time of the Alexandrians with its separation from a ritual performative context, which is a result
of the phenomenon of textual transmission. Aristotle is the first to make this
decisive step with respect to Attic drama by considering it primarily as a
text. 19 Both brilliant choral poetry, such as Alcman's Louvre Partheneion,
and
more pedestrian customary songs of ritual practice or popular songs could
quickly transcend the ephemeral nature of the one-time performance by
being repeated at a later time. The reperformance of choral cultic poetry takes
place mostly in the ritual context of seasonally reoccurring annual festivals.10
Yet one may possibly recognize in this the point of departure of the development that with the introduction of the book trade would ultimately lead to the
complete separation of texts composed in writing from festive occasions.
18

19

20

Kannicht 1989:47-51, esp. 50. Claude Calame (per litt.) correctly draws my attention to the fact
that in investigating this one ought also to consider the status of poetry (rroi1101c;)
in Greece
during the classical period. Ritual songs exist ultimately only in poetic form, and the distinction between songs that can be ascribed to authors and carmina popularia (as with that between
Homeric, anonymous, and inscriptional hymns) is somewhat illusory in this connection.
In an important article Massenzio (1972) discusses the fact that Aristotle consciously separated
tragedy from its ritual and sacred context and reduced it to the text.
In the same way dramas could also be staged anew : consider Aeschylus' Oresteiaor the Frogsof
Aristophanes. This is not so much an instance of ritual repetition as a theatrical interest in the
same public ambience.
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On the Performative Manner of Speech and Self-Reference in
Ritual Choruses
1have already described in the previous chapter the extent to which ritual

depends on the illocutionary confirmation of its own action, in what way
cultic action results from a jussive manner of speech, and how contact with
the deity is established. In the actual process of utterance the group or the
individualdoes something. The insistent call invokes the god in a sympathetic
fashionand creates a closeness to him. 2 1 The locating of a ritual in its occasion
alsocauses the chorus to refer to its own activity, to its singing, dancing, and
action in the here and now. The emphasis on the chorus' own rhythmic and
musicalpresentation supports its implementation and is supposed to trigger
a heightened state of attention in the deity being called upon. The chorus
praisesits own performance and its spectacular skill in the display; the spectators become convinced of this by the immediate impressions acting on their
senses,and the divine addressee is thought to be addressed directly. The gods
asarchetypal choral members are sympathetically drawn in through the xa:pic;
ofthe performance and are invited to reciprocate in turn. 22
The chorus' self-description and self-reference to its own dancing in
the here and now run right through the whole tradition of choral song. Selfreferentiality is also a characteristic of rituals. The carrying out of an action
needsverbal confirmation: it is in the utterance that the action is completed. 23
Inhis semantically and thematically oriented analysis of choral lyric, Carlo Odo
Pavesehas shown that this motif seldom appears in epinicians, but is prominent in the dithyramb, hyporcheme, partheneion,and paean. 24 This is clearly
21 See,for example,Preisendanz II 1973/74:245-246,hymn 11 (where someone attempts to o6tain
a propheticgift from Apollo at night). The example is discussed in Furley 1995:39-40. On the
magichymn, see Poccetti 1991(who also applies the performative model, 194,198-204).
22
Cf.a6ove,chap. 1 n92 andin general pp. 116-125,also Furley 1995:36.
23SeeJensen1986:112-113,119-121and Braungart 1996:91- 101.
24Pavese1968,esp. 416-417 and Pavese 1979. Pavese marks the theme with cho (chorus)or dcho
(descriptio
chori).The su6division into individual motifs seems overly complex. For references
bythe chorus to its own activity, cf. Alcm. fr. 1.39-101 (cf. a6ove, pp. 32-36), fr. 3-fr. 1.7-10, fr.
27,fr.32, fr. 33 Davies;Pind. fr. 526.96- 102, esp. 99-100: io,aµ~yat xop6v / mxu]rcoöa ... , fr.
52d.2:xopE]uooµai;fr. 52f.18:rcoöiKpoufo[vn; fr. 52m (a).10-11: xopov IJTCEpm,[ ]xap1v;fr.
70b.25:Moio' avfomo' 'EMaöi Ka[J..]M1x6p<J);
fr. 70c.16:rc6y9_1xopwv;fr. 75.1-2: ÖEÜTf.Vxop6v,
'OMµmo1
, 1 f.JllTE KAu,av m/µrcETE
xap1v, 0rni ; fr. 946.6- 15, 33-39, 66-70; fr. 94c; fr. 107a-6
S.-M.; Nem.3.1-12; lsthm. 3/4.906 and Nem. 9.1 5.-M. (komosand song com6ined); Pratinas fr.
708,esp. lines 1-5 and 14-16 PMG;cf. also the performative self-description in the first-person
plural,without explicit mention of the xop6~,in the folk songs fr. 848 PMG(Rhodian swallow
song),870PMG,and 882 PMG(Sicilian song of the boukoliastai}and in the 6egging song of the
Samianeiresione
, carm. pop. fr. 1 D. The phenomenon is also found in the so-called song of
1 •..
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not simply a random semantic characteristic of certain genres. In his structural
approach Pavese does not actually recognize the fact that these choral genres
include this theme precisely because of their being anchored in ritual. And
it is in dramatic choral lyric also, in particular in the songs of Aristophanes,
that numerous instances of self-referentiality and descriptions of the chorus'
own performance appear. 25 On the basis of the above it becomes clear that the
treatment of this theme by no means constitutes an anachronistic application
of poststructuralist interests: rather, the motif has its roots in the ritual nature
of the chorus .
But one should not fail to make the observation here that self-referentiality can also of course be indicative of the growing self-awareness of the
poet. Although instances of drawing attention to one's own artistic achievement are generally found in the work of later practitioners of a developed

25

the koronistaiby Phoinix, fr. 2 D. = Powell 1925:233-234, lines 15ff., which is however not an
authentic folk song but rather a Hellenistic imitation; see Schönberger 1980:50-56and Furley
1994. As in the Callimachean hymns, the performative cliche is inbuilt, although the work
is aimed at a reading audience; cf. ibid., esp. 25-31. Cf. furthermore the self-referentialityin
customary hymns: the Palaikastro hymn, West 1965:149-151, 149 = Powell 1925:160-162
,
160, lines 6- 10; Macedonius, Paean in Apollinem et Aesculapium (Powell 1925:138-140,138=
Käppel 1992:383-384, 383-Pai. 41), lines 1-5; Paean Delphicus I (Käppel 1992:387-389,388-Pai.
45), lines 14-16 = Powell 1925:141-148,141, lines 12- 13; Limenius, Paean Delphicus II (Käppel
1992:389- 391, 390- Pai. 46), lines 15-17 = Powell 1925:149-159, 149,lines 13-15.
A similar self-presentation of the chorus, also in connection with choral performance (cf.
the switching between performative and dramatic function) is found particularly in Ar.Ran.
209-220, esp. 212-214: EuvauAovüµvwv ßoav I cp0EyEwµE0'
Eüynpuv tµav ao1oav, 1KOU~
KOa~.
229-235: EµEyap EOTEp~av
EÜAupo(TEMoüoai I Kai KEpoßarn~mxv6 KaAaµ6cp0oyyaJ{(lt,WV,
1
npoornrnlpnErn1 o' ocpopµtKrcx<;
J\n6Uwv I EVEKaMvaKo~. öv unoAuptov I ic'vuopovtv ;\(µvm~
TpE<pw.
1ßpEKEKEKE~
Koa~Koa~.and 240-250; on the song of the Frogs and the parodosof the
Mystai (Ran.316-459) in the switching between performative and dramatic rote cf. Doverfrogs,
57- 60 and Dover 1993. The self-description is entirely comparable to the chorus of swallows,
carm. pop. 848 PMG. Cf. Lefkowitz 1991:21- 22. She correctly states: "These choral swallows,
like the Wasps and Frogs of Aristophanes ' comedies, preserve some of their human characteristics , and only with their final words do they reveal their true identity." Comic choruses
always present their appearance and action in verbal terms as weil. Comparable with the
passage in the frogs are the parabasis odes in the Birds737- 752, esp. Av. 745-752:navi v6µou,
iEpou, &vacpa(vwIoEµva TEMnTpiYOpEuµaT'
6pda, 1TOTOTO
TOTOTO
TOTOTO
i:iy~1EV0Ev
WOllEpEI
µfämq 1<l>puv1xo~
&µßpoo(wvµEAEWV
CIJ!E-1
ß6oKETO
Kapnov &Ei1<pEpwv
yAUKEiaV
woav.l no
no no Tty~.and Av. 769-784, esp. 769-773: TOlCTOE
KIJKVOl
I no no no no I ouµµiyfi ßonv 6µoü
TTTE-1
pofo1KpEKOVTE\
\'axov 'An6AAw,1no Ttono Tty~. Cf. also the self-presentation at the entry
of the Clouds,Nub. 298- 313, esp. 308-313 with the ritual self-referentiality to the here and now
of the festive context in Athens: EIJOTEcpqvo(
TE0Ewv 0vofo:i 0a:MaiTEI navrnoanaio1v wpm~,
1~p( T' ETTEpxoµEv(jl
Bpoµ{a:x&:pt(1EUKEAaowv
TExopwv tpE0ioµarn I Kai µoüoa ßapußpoµo,
auAwv. The Dionysia represent the current occasion for the dramatic competitions (in song,
round dancing, and aulos)and the sacred offering. On the performati ve choral "!" in comedy
and tragedy cf. Lefkowitz 1991:22-25.
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genre,16 one in fact already encounters this phenomenon in the first preserved
examplesof Greek poetry . lt can increasingly be seen with the expansion of
written expression in the fifth century BCE,and in the reading culture of the
Hellenisticperiod this form achieves special significance. But a self-referential procedure of this sort seems to represent only a secondary phenomenon
that actually rests on the basis of the illocutionary confirmation of a verbally
realized performance situation in the process of written composition. The
splittinginto ritual and artistic self-reference is almost impossible in a performance,since the "!" of choral lyric can hardly be separated from the voice of
the poet. Conversely, from the mixed and polyvalent voices of the speaking
"I"/"we" it becomes possible to trace the claim to originality all the way back
to the authority of the composer, thereby removing the actor from the picture,
in terms of both his actual and his possible fictional identity.
In his hymns Callimachus as literary and self-aware poetadoctusalso refers
backto this old form of self-referentiality. Although these were never intended
for choral performance, only for reading, he reverts to the illocutionary selfreferenceof traditional performance, following the trend of extensive re-ritualizationand strategies of cultic embedment in order to maintain the fiction
that these songs of praise are being danced and sung by choruses. 17 Hymnic
presentation, which in fact occurs in Semos' second song (fr. 8516 PMG) in a
type of prelude to Dionysus, does not therefore stand in opposition to choral
dance presentation. Even the Homeric hymns, which function as prooimiato
epic/rhapsodic performance, occasionally point back to the ideal performance
ofan imaginary chorus. 18
16

See my observations in Bier! 1991:111-119 , 225-226. On Aristophanes, see Hubbard 1991,
passim(on intertextual self-refe rences) and Bremer 1993:160-165.
17
For reference to choral dance song, cf. Callim. Hymn. 1.52-54; 2.8, 12, 28-31, 85-87, 93; 3.3,
170-174,180-18 1, 240-247, 266-267; 4.79, 279, 300-3 15; in general on the interplay between
traditional generic conventions and artistic freedom , see Henrichs 1993, esp. 129-130 (on
the cultic framework and association with a ritual performance that is connected with group
solidarity). On the connected problem of the so-called mimetic hymns that reconstruct the
conditionsofthe enonciation within the song itself, which are undoubtedly unconnected to the
extradiscursive reality, see Calame l 992a:55-58, esp. 57nl 9 (with further references).
18
Cf.Calame 1995a:16-l 7 (on the dances and songs of the Delian Maidens, i.e. the choral embeddingof Hom.Hymn.3.146-173): "Est-ce dire que !es Hymneshomeriques,clont la fonction intro ductivene devrait plus faire de deute, etaient chantes par un chceur? Ou, sinon par un groupe
de choreutes, en tout cas par un aede entoure d'un chceur, seien le mode citharodique illustre
par de nombreuses descriptions de performances epiques dans l'Iliadeou !'Odyssee?"["Does
this mean that the Homeric hymns, whose introductory function should now be beyond doubt,
were sung by a chorus? Or, if not by a chorus, then in any case by a bard surrounded by a
chorus, in the citharodic fashion illustrated by numerous descriptions of epic performance in
the lliador the odyssey?"].See also Furley 1993:24-29.

a
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Self-reference to activity in the here and now marks Semos' songs of the
rthyphalloi and Phallophoroi as popular songs connected with ritual custom,
anchored in the real world. They can thus be classified as part of the tradition of ritual and communal choral poetry. At the same time, they should be
viewed as an artistic representation in the Hellenistic sense. This phenomenon
of being on the border between a ritual utterance, a serenade performed in a
Hellenistic theater constructed of stone, and a minor artform handed down as
literature makes these quotations of particular interest. Yet poetic composition and ritual use, as in the case of Aristophanes, are not mutually exclusive.
In what follows the classification of these songs as part of choral song
culture, which is connected with Old Comedy, is based on the komosin particular. A komosis a mobile, riotously celebrating choral group 29 that generally
stages a carnevalesque world. More recent discussions have seen the komosas
the origin of all dramatic forms. 30 lt is true that there is no explicit self-reference to choral dance, but the group does however refer to its song and its
movements. The members of the chorus march in more-or-less coordinated
fashion into the theater. The choreography stages a controlled "otherness"
consisting of a group of young people whom the festive community engages
for the purpose of performance.
The komos,from which Old Comedy apparently developed, represents, like
ritual, a particular practice of signification by a group of actors, 31 where there
29

°

3

31

Cf. Adrados 1975:40: "Komos, I say, was the generic term for every type of chorus which changes
place in performing ritual actions accompanied by dance , and eventually song, whether
mimetic or not ." Similarly Heath 1988:182: "lt is not only th e revelry after a symposium that
could be described as a Kwµo\ -any mobile celebration will do."
Cf. Adrados 1975:37-49, who originally argues for a broad meaning that extends beyond the
later restricted use of the term to the more or less comic (37-38). He thus thinks that "[a] komos
can perform all the genres of the Dionysian contest, besides various others." Ghiron-Bistagne
1976:207-297 is the best modern discussion of the komos.On the komosas origin of all dramatic
genres see 265-297; she divides the komoshistorically into three areas : a) the carnevalesque
festive procession of people going to and returning from a festival (208-225); b) the chorus
that dances and sings (225-23 1); and c) the komosafter a symposion (231-238); cf.also Kuithan
1808:44-76, Lamer 1922:1286-1304, Reckford 1987:443-451, and Heath 1988; Hoffman 1989:97
also quotes the passage from Semos as indication of the inverted world. See now also Pütz
2003:156-191 ("The Komos in Aristophanes") (with my critical review in CR 55 [2005]:422-424)
and Schmitz 2004 :280-320, who classify the komosamong the Rüge-and Heischebriiuche
of peasants and young people in the countryside and villages, later transferred also to city life.These
customs have according to Schmitz a function of social control. On comasts in archaeological
research see now Bron 1999, Smith 2000, Smith 2003, Isler-Kerenyi 2004, Steinhart 2004, and
Rothwell 2006 (! thank Erich Kistler, Zurich, for these references).
On the praxis of signifiers, see Lohr 1986, passim , esp . 1- 28, who is here is strongly influenced by the Telqueliensof the French poststructuralist school, in particular Julia Kristeva.For
a radical critique of Kristeva's positions proceeding from the structuralist concept of know-
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is only occasional indexical reference to the corresponding signified. 32In the
komosand in comedy one expresses oneself first and foremost through signs
andgestures that indicate a transgression of norms (üßpu;), the inversion of the
world,and a return to a primordial and chaotic past. 33The komosis constituted as
a central network of signs that surrounds and connects the individual significatory phenomena. This choral form explains the motifs of sacrifice, wine, phallic
sexuality,and aggression, as weil as its connections to O]d Comedy. In the archaic
symposiasticMännerbundinitiation is an important factor. The noisy procession
stagedat an annual festival represents in particular a reactualization of the ritualizedtransition from male youth to adulthood in the form of a choral presentation.The dramatic and critical transitional phase in initiation is experienced
as an inverted world. 34 Remnants of the archaic initiation of the aristocracy are
foundin the Athens of the late fifth and the fourth centuries BCE,the time of
Aristophanes,in comastic associations of young men formed from aristocratic
circles.As an expression of the transgression of norms they are often arranged
around the sign of the phallus. The notorious aristocratic gangs of rowdy
youths with the scandalous names of Ithyphalloi, Autolekythoi, and Triballoi
whomake the streets of Athens unsafe after their wild binges are weil known
from Demosthenes ' oration Against Konon.The Athenian drinking brotherhoodof the Ithyphalloi is directly reminiscent of the group of the same name in
Semos,so that the Ithyphalloi assume a key position in Hans Herter's organic
theoryof the origin of comedy, which is based on Aristotle. 35
ledge,see Hempfer 1976:13-65.In one of the more recent books on ritual Bellalso works intensivelywith the concept of practice, drawing on Bourdieu's (1977,esp. 72-158) concept of practice;see Bell1992,passim, esp. 74-88, 140-142, and index s.v.practice.
32
SeeLohr1986:74- 80.
33
Lohr1986:63-68calls the phenomenon "comic fall" (komischerSturz).
34
Onthe connection between initiation and symposium, see Bremmer 1990.
35
SeeHerter 1947,esp. 16-18. The description of the Autokabdaloi is also reminiscent of the
Autolekythoi.The lthyphalloi, Autolekythoi, and Triballoi have a special tie to the phallus.
Demosthenes
54.16- 17 reports that the lthyphalloi dedicated themselves to lthyphallos in a kind
of initiation. Forthe Autolekythoi and Triballoi as phallus gangs, see Whitman 1969and Griffith
1970.Thename rptßa>.J..oi
has been interpreted as rpicpaAAot
; Herter 1938c:1681.On the Athenian
aristocraticdrinking clubs, see Parker 1996:335-336and Murray 1990.In Athens it appears that
thelthyphalloialso danced in the theater to rhythm (Hyperidesfr.50Jensen): oi rou~
i0ucpa>.Aou~
tv rft 6px~crrpc;i
6pxouµEVot.
The theater is thus an important gathering place for these ephebic
groups;in the trial of the Hermokopidai,Diokleides(Andoc.1.37-38) makes the final statement
that he sawabout three hundred of the aristocratic conspirators in the orchestra of the theater
ofDionysusand that they were arranged (EcrravatOEKUKA<j>)
in groups of six or seven, some in
groupsof up to twenty.Might he have been thinking of the lthyphalloi, who normally gave small
performances in the orchestra in a chorus of varying size? In Semosthe lthyphalloi also perform
in the orchestra(Athen.622b):orav Karcxµfol']vr~v 6px~orpavyivwvra1.
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Besides initiation, however, are festivals of fertility or transition or inversion, in particular new year's festivals, that can be adduced as a possible Sitzim
Leben.The three central interpretative categories in the study of the history
of religion (fertility, new year, and initiation) do not lend themselves to a neat
separation between them, but as in the case of the Thesmophoriazusae,
all play
a role in the arrangement of this comically distorting practice of signification.

Ritual Analysis of the Songs (fr. 851 PMG)
An in-depth ritual and performative interpretation of the Semos texts will
show that the songs , by using redundancy and fusion, expand the synaesthetic
occasion of the choral presentation into a sensory ritual experience involving
the consumption of wine, sexuality, and sacrifice, and blend this into a "thick"
discourse with allusions to the chorus' own performance. 36 In what follows,the
text as transmitted will be considered in its performative context. The form
and content of the choral song cannot here be separated: optical and visual,
gestural, and kinetic signals in the description of the performance make up
a "thick" unit of expression and communication together with its rhythmic
form and verbal signs, the content of the linguistic message.
In his entertaining conversations over dinner, Athenaeus presents the
extract (Athen. 621d-622a) using the following introduction: Kwµ1K~<;
rrmötii~
~v n<; i:p6no<;na;\m6<; (621d) ["There used to be an ancient style of comic
paidia"].In the Greek imagination, as has already been shown, dance and play
were often associated with one another. There is an attempt to enact the pleasure of play using movement of the body. In comedy paizeinis thus often used
synonymously for dance. 37 The Spartan Sosibios (ca. 300 BCE)who is quoted
by Athenaeus (FGrHist595 F 7) subsumes under the Spartan term deikelistai,
which means something like performers in a mimetic presentation, all sorts of
popular comic actors who are called different names in different cities.38
36

37
38

Fora similar synaesthesia, consider in particular Pindar's dithyramb to Athens, fr. 75 5.-M.
In a cletic hymn Dionysus is summoned to the Dionysia and the dithyrambic performances
currently underway. Precisely as in the description of the he avenly Dionysia (Pind. fr. 70b
5.-M.), Pindar in his pictur e of the Bacchic spring festival (14-19), where reference is made to
its own occasion and performance, fuses together impressions of color, sound, movement, and
smell in a manner characteristic of ritual speech; see also Zimmermann 1992:53-60,esp. 54.On
"thick" description , cf. Geertz 1973:3-30 ("Thick Description: Toward an Interpretative Theory
of Culture" andJensen 1986:119-120 (" 'thick' performance").
Cf. above, Introduction nl80.
Their name seems tobe derived from bE!KIJAa,
which Hesychius glosses as, among other things,
"masks"; further explanations and passages in Pickard-Cambridge 1962:135.On anoodKvuµm
and an68E1~1~in the sense "present publicly" and "public presentation," see Nagy 1990:217-2
24
and 515 (in the index , with numerous further references) . For Errf8E1~1~.
see Goldhill 1999:3
-4.
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In this cultural and historical deipnological context the statement that
Sosibiosenumerates all kinds of expressions for mimes of this type suits Athenaeus' antiquarian and collector's interests: they are called Phallophoroi in
Sikyon,elsewhere Autokabdaloi ('improvisers'), in southern Jtaly Phlyakes, in
manyplaces Sophistai, andin Thebes Ethelontai. 39 While these types of improvisedscenes drawn from everyday life-Sosibios mentions a theft of vegetablesor the burlesque entry of a strange and boastful doctor who uses a strange
dialect-are more reminiscent of the speaking parts in Attic comedies, 40 it is
possibleto connect the following description by Semos with the chorus of
old Comedy.41Throughout the whole passage (62ld-622d) Athenaeus seems
EKaAOÜVTO
li' oi µETJOVTE~
TQVT01auTnvrrmliiavrrapa TOi~AaKWCJl
ÖElKTJAICJTal,
w~av Tl~ CJKEVOJ!O\OIJ~
drrn Kaiµ1µT]TCT~.
rnü lit dliou~ TwvliEIKTJAICJTWV
rroMai KaTetT6rrou~Eioirrpooriyopim.
l:tKIJWVlOI
µEVyap (j)aAAO(j)Opov<;
auTOu~KaAOÜCJJV,
iiM01 li' autoKaßlia.>.ov<;.
oi lit q>AUaKa~.
w~
'Iw>.oi,CJO(j)ICJTCI~
lit oi rroMoi· eri~aio1 OEKal TCIrroMa iliiw~ovoµa~EIVEiw06TE~
EBEAOVTCT~
(Athen.621e-f). In Thebes they are known as Ethelontai, volunteers, because they are not
organizedby the state. In Athens, too, as Aristotle reports (Poetics1449b2),comedies were
performedby ethelontaiuntil 486 BCE;that is to say, comic performance was not yet under the
controlof the polis, and so at this stage amounted to a kind of freeform farce without any overarchingor structured plot, which was only introduced by Krates. Improvisation privileges the
paradigmaticlevel, while the syntagmatic level of action appears only secondarily and is never
carriedthrough in a consistent fashion. On improvisation as spontaneous use of signifiers and
preconditionfor the comic, see Lohr 1986:172-175.On reflexes of improvised theater, especiallythat of Oscan Attellan farce, in Plautus, see Vogt-Spira 1995,whose conclusions may be
appliedto Aristophanes as weil. On the Ethelontai, see Kranz 1933:8. Cf.now on Athen. 621d-f
Stark2004:34-40,esp. 34-35.
40
Apassagefrom Alexis' Mandragorizomene
(Alexisfr. 146 K.-A.)is quoted by way of illustration:
seeArnott 1996:430-434;on the introduction to the play, 419-421. On the role ofthe doctor in
Greekand Roman comedy, cf. ibid.,431-432. The act of stealing food is a fundamental motif in
farceand a typical source of low humor; fruit and wine may also be associated with Dionysus,
to whomthey are in fact supposed to be offered. On the stealing of food, cf. Ar. Equ.418; on
stealingfruit, Epich. fr. 239 Kaibel. Robbery and theft stand in opposition to the code of civilization;the motif also belongs, for example, to the staged counterworld of Spartan initiation,where the initiates are supposed to steal cheese from the sanctuary of Artemis and are
subjectto a whipping if caught. There is also the Spartan mimetic dance called the tyrbasia,in
whichpeoplecaught in the act of stealing meat are imitated (Pollux 4.104-105).The Athenian
youngmen's association of the Triballoi is charged with the sacrilegious action of stealing
and eating offerings to Hekate (Demosth. 54.39). The simple transgression of norms induces
raucouslaughter in the group. The doctor can be associated with the alaz6n,and the fruit thief
with the b6molokhos.
The division into the types alaz6nand b6molokhoscan already be seen in
Aristotle.The eir6n,the ironic and cynical wise man, is also often mentioned in addition to
these.Cf.Arist.Eth.Nie. 1108a21-25and 1127a13-1128b4(detailed distinction between alaz6nes
and b6molokhoi);
cf. also the TractatusCoislinianus(in Kaibel 1899:50-53,here 52 [§6]and Koster
1975:63-67,here 66, lines 38-39); cf. generally also Hubbard 1991:2-8. On the passage of
Sosibiosin particular (Athen. 621d-622a),see among others Pickard-Cambridge1962:134-137,
Koller1954:44-45,Breitholtz 1960:114-122,and Taplin 1993:49-51(on the phylakes).
41
Reich1903:274-280sees comedy as a conglomerate of nonchoral mimes and choral members
(Autokabdaloi,
Phallophoroi, Ithyphalloi); Sosibiosis influenced here, Reichthinks, by Aristote39
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to have thematized the connection of choral celebration and the subsequent
improvisation of the performers, which manifests itself in the ritual ridiculeof
the spectators drawn into the ritual and in other entertaining little gags taken
from the everyday world.42
Athenaeus changes his informant from this point on and quotes both
of our comastic songs, using Semos as his source. 43 Like Sosibios, Semosalso
speaks of Autokabdaloi, who make speeches in improvised form (oxiöl']v)
while crowned with ivy, and says that these choral actors and their "poems"
were later termed iamboi.44 The ivy is already a clear reference to Diony-

42

43

44

lian and peripatetic theory, which characterized mimosand phallikonas original comicforms
(ibid., 254and 280).Breitholtz 1960:116- 117emphasizes that Sosibios'report saysnothingabout
dance. Webster in Pickard-Cambridge 1962:136 thinks that this involved small, popularscenes
that were originally danced-he makes a connection with the potbellied dancers, phlyakes,
and
the Spartan dance of men caught in the act of stealing meat (Pollux 4.104-105)-and that later,
under the influenced of developed comedy,became fossilized as a spectacle without dance.
On the passage as a whole, esp. on the fragments of Semos, see among others Muff1871:5-7,
Thiele 1902,Reich 1903:274-280,Cornford 19612 :106-111, esp. 106-109, RadermacherFrösche
,
12, Körte 1921:1218-1219,Pickard-Cambridge 1962:134-151, Wilamowitz I 1931/32:200-201
(= repr. I, 196-197), Herter 19386:1678-1680, Herter 1947:18-35, Pohlenz 1949:35-39(= KL
Sehr. II 1965:501-505), Gelzer 1960:210,Händel 1963:107-109nl7, Gelzer 1966:68-69,Sifakis
1971:20,West 1974:23, 36-37, Adrados 1975:307,Ghiron-Bistagne 1976:208-212and 245,Blech
1982:208-209, Reckford 1987:487,Leonhardt 1991:37-38, Cole 1993, esp. 32-34, Csapo/Slater
1995:94,97-98, and Csapo 1997:264. See also the discussion in the literary histories MüllerII
1857:197-198,Schmid 1929:635,and Lesky19713 :271-272. Breitholtz (1960:114-122)is extremely
skeptical about any conclusions relating to the possible origins of comedy. He concludes
(122): "Wir haben es hier mit einer der von der Theatergeschichte am meisten missbrauchten
Textstellen zu tun " ["We are dealing here with one of the textual sources most abusedby
scholars of the history of theater"]. Athenaeus is not interested in the precise distinction
between chorus and the individual mime; rather, in his dinner conversation he is clearlyonly
concerned about the effect of the behavior of performers of this type. In Hellenistictheater
the choral song becomes considerably less important as the aria becomes favoredand as solo2
ists take over the choral parts as entertainment in the theater. Cf. Gentili 1977:11-22(2006
:
41-49).
The two texts can be found as fr. 851 (a and b) PMG (= carm. pop. 5 [a and b]) (= PMG,pp.
452-453), carm. pop. 7 and 8 B. (= Bergk III 18824 :657), carm. pop. 47 and 48 D. (= Diehl111
1925:206-207), also in Kaibel 1899:73-75, Jacoby 111
, 290-291 on Semos, FGrHist396 F 24,and
Tresp 1914:201-203(fr. 165).
E~µo~o'6 l:l~AlO~
EVT<jircEpinmavwv (FGrHist396 F 24) oi m'.rroKaßoaAOI,
q>l]Ol,
KCXAOUµEV
EOTEcpcxvwµ€vo1
KITTWOXEOl]V
ETCEpmvov
f)~OEI~.
ÜOTEpov
OEfoµßo1 wvoµao8l]OCXV
cxuro(rE
Kai Tarco1~µcxm
cxuTwv(Athen. 622ab). Here, too, a later dramatic development seemstobe
conflated with an earlier choral stage: after the dance the choral performers seem to transition
in a clearly improvisatory way into a speech and ridicule the audience in true iambicfashion,
so that the performances as a whole are accordingly called iamboiafter the meter. On improvisation and ridicule, see Vogt-Spira 1995:81-84. On the iambosas ancient choral form,see
West 1974:34-37and Nagy 1979:242-243. West 1974:35correctly sees the Syracusanicxµß1orai,
who are compared to the Dionysiacround-dancing chorus of Athens (Athen. 181c),as dancers
who clearly correspond to the Athenian performers of the dithyramb. The dance of the iamboi
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sus.45 Then, before the actual texts of the songs of the Ithyphalloi and
Phallophoroi,Semos gives an extensive description of the ritual and performativecontext of the occasion that includes their wreaths, masks, costume,
and entrance into the theater. In a semiotic code that operates on various
levels,individual redundant signifiers are added together with the help of
fusionto form a complex symbolic image, which together with the practice
of signification in the performance and the verbal concretization of the songs
blendsinto a comprehensive synaesthetic unity of signs. The comic dissolution of the everyday order of things or the inversion of the world is thus indicatedas a message or signified in the process of communication. 46 As is clear
fromthe description of the players, the central sign of the celebration is the
massiveerect phallus 47 that is carried in by an especially prominent actor,
the phallus-bearer, accompanied by the choral group. In the biological world
the phallus has a particular use in demonstrative behavior. Primates use their
erect member for sexual display and to mark out their territory. 48 Humans
will also assume a central position in my interpretation of the songs in Semos. According to
West,iambosmay represent a choral address as weil as a speaking verse, and may also describe
the combination of chorus and individual speaker that develops from the exarkhosof the
choral group. lambosthus does not, he maintains (West 1974:22), consist of the specific verse
form,but the style of vulgar invective characteristic of iamboi,which is connected in particular
with Dionysus and Demeter (ibid., 23-25 and Richardson 1974:213-217). On the ribald ridicule
in the Thesmophoriazusae
that is sandwiched between the Demetrian role and the Dionysiac
function of the chorus, see above , pp . 169-171. On the combination of iambosand comedy, see
Degani1987, Degani 1988, Degani 1993, and Rosen 1988. See now also Treu 1999, esp. 129-140
and Saetta Cottone 2005, esp. 143- 151.
45
Onivy as a Dionysiac characteristic, see Blech 1982:185- 210.
46
Onthe inversion of the world in Dionysiac ritual, see Hoffman 1989.
47
In contrast to Herter 19386:1679 and Herter 1947:21, and because of the song that follows, 1
followPohlenz 1949:35 (= Kl. Sehr. II 1965:501) in the view that neither the Phallophoroi nor
the lthyphalloi were themselves equipped with an erect phallus . Herter 19386:1679 thinks
this must have "been visible through the see-through Tarentine clothing." Elsewhere he even
says (1947:21): "vielleicht hob er sich aber auch plastisch ab oder wurde geradezu exhibiert"
["perhaps it stood out prominently or was simply exhibited"]. A fetish carried by the Phallophoros need not of course exclude the presence of other phalli in the group, especially since
as a kind of chorus leader he encompasses the characteristics of the whole ensemble. Blech
1982:209nl33 connects figurative representations with the highly decorative headgear of the
Phallophoroi; on a fragment ofblack-figure pottery from Segesta, a man with a cap covered in
phalli can be seen , and on a fragment of red -figure pottery there is a depiction of a man with
an ivy wreath with phalli fixed to his forehead and nose (Athens , Acropolis 702; ARV 213, 238).
Thisis strongly reminiscent of grotesquely extended bodies in carnival rites .
48
Burkert 1983:24,58, 69-70, Fehling 1974:7-38, and Burkert 1979:39- 41, 45; for more on the
phallus, see Burkert 1983:58-72, esp . 69-72, and Burkert 1985:104 (in processions), 244 (phalli
made of dough at the Thesmophoria). On the phallus, see Herter 1938c. In earlier work the
phalluswas seen to have a mainly apotropaic function, but Herter interprets it as an indication
offertility in particular . Yet the connection to death and the world beyond is also emphasized
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transform this ethologically ritualized behavior in an expressive fashion into
complex ritual forms such as the phallus procession. 19
The phallus is enlarged for purposes of clarification and becomes an
independent iconic symbol, detached from the body. Phalli of this type have
for example been found on Delos in a shrine to Dionysus near the theater.
Two giant erect marble phalli on stone pedestals have now been installed in
this monumental complex, which was constructed by the successful khorego
s
Karystios at the end of the fourth century BCE;on the pedestal of the rightmost one a winged phallus -bird has been carved in relief.
Delos, with its famous phallophoriaat the Dionysia, has recently been
considered by Susan Guettel Cole as a possible Sitz im Lebenfor these songs,
since Semos came from there. 50 Relying on the sequence of procession (pompe)
with phallophoria,sacrifice, and procession of revellers (komos),which precede
the actual theatrical agon at the Great Dionysia in Athens, she interprets the
ceremony that lies behind Semos' description as a ritual activity too, which
symbolically marks as an inversion of the normal the transition from everyday
life to the festival and to the theatrical competitions that took place there.
The location of the rites in a fully formed Hellenistic stone theater is more
than clear from the context transmitted along with the songs. Even if their
setting on Delos cannot be proved unequivocally, Guettel Cole's suggestion
nevertheless represents an excellent working hypothesis. Joint ritual components that are also expressed in the text of the songs, namely aiskhrologia
and
tothasmos,phallic presentation, the drinking of wine at the symposium, sacrifice, marching in a procession accompanied by song, and the comastic proces-

49

°

5

(ibid., 1728-1733) ; cf. also Leonhardt 1991:32. Ghosts from the otherworld and daimonesalso
have erect phalli. But one should on th e contrary, though without completely losing sight of
the traditional aspects, also emphasize in particular the moment of inversion, the mixing of
all categories , and the grotesque, carnivalesque body that attr acts attention to itself, thereby
marking the Other; cf. similarly Graf1998:15. Csapo 1997:259-260 also criticizes the traditional
pattern of interpretation that views the phallus as symbol of fertility, aggression, and something apotropaic; he considers the Dionysiac phallus from the perspective of Turner 's "interstructure" (in contrast to the "antistructure, " which Csapo defines as a clear exception to the
norm ; Turner uses both concepts without drawing a clear distinction between them). the
total confusion of all standards, so that a contradict ory function is fulfilled, namely returning
society, vulnerable to social divisions , to normality without bringing these social differentiations themselves into question. Cf. Csapo 1997, esp. 253-254 and 287-288. lnstead of"interstructure" I use the phrase "betwixt and between," which also goes back to Turner and comes
close to the concept ofliminality (Turner 1967:93-111; cf. above, chap. 1 n370). In my view,the
komosas wild chora l procession reactualizes in accordance with the rules of the comic genre
the inverted, chaotic world of initiatory rites du ring the marginal phase.
for the biological and ethologica l derivation of ritual, see Burkert 1996 and Baudy 1998:67-99.
Cole 1993, esp. 30-34.
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sion, may be connected with the entrance into a theater of a chorus, which,
as in old Comedy, oscillates between Dionysiac ritual and artistic theater.s1
Exuberantpleasure at the festival appears next to grotesque transgressions of
normalboundaries, to tokens of the Other, the marginal, and death. Dionysus,
as addressee of the second song and embodiment of the phallus in the person
of Phales,unites these positive and negative aspects.
In Semos' description further visual features redundantly accompany
the central phallus: 52 the Ithyphalloi wear masks of drunkards. Yet the chorus
doesnot here enter wholeheartedly into a fictional role, such as that of satyrs;
rather,the simple mask allows the real identity of the citizen chorus honoring
the god of wine to shine through clearly.53This happens even more obviously
in the case of the Autokabdaloi and Phallophoroi, who wear no mask at all, but
are visually characterized as worshipers of Dionysus by their headgear and
costume,as are the other groups. The Autokabdaloi wear the typical garland
51

For the joyful, comastic aspect of sacrifice, see the pictorial analysis in Peirce 1993, who
emphasizesthe positive traits of ritual as opposed to the darker aspects of guilt that Vernant as
weilas Burkert and Meuli accentuate. She shows that rroµrr~,foprn(, xopoi, Kwµo~, victory,joy,
celebration,laughter, and symposionare often combined with sacrifice into a visual network of
signs.
52
oi auroKcißocx.\01,
q:>1']01,
KaAouµEVOI
EOTEq:>avwµEVOI
KIHWOXEO!']V
ETIEpmvov
p~OEI~.ÜOTEpov
lii:taµßo1wvoµcio01']oav
aurni TEKai TUJlOt~µarn aUTWV
.
oi lii: ieucpa.\.\01,q:>l']oi,
Ka.\ouµEvo1rrpoowrrEia µE0u6vTwv fxouotv Kai EOTE<pcivwvrnt,
YEtpilia,av01vac; €XOVTE~·
YITWOI81: XPWVTaJµrnoAEUKOI<;
Kai TIEplE~WVTal
rnpav-rivov
KaMrrrovaurnu~ µiixp1TWVoc:pupwv.01yfi8i: OICX
roü TWAWVO<;
E\OEA00VTE~,
ornv Kcmxµi011vIT)V
opx1arpav
yiivwvrn1,imorpicpovoivEie;
ro 0iarpov MyovTE~--- civciyn', Evpuxwpiav...
ol lii:q,a.\.\ocp6po1,q:>l']oiv
, rrpoowrrEiovµi:v ou .\aµßcivouotv, rrpooK6mov8' i:~ i:prru.\.\ou
rrEpm8iiµEvo1
Kai rrmoiipwTo<;
i:rrcivwrnurnu i:m,i0Evrnt onicpavov (TE) 8aouv 1wv Kai Ktnoü ·
KauvciKa<;
TETIEptßEß.\qµEVOI
rrapiipxovrn1 oi µi:v EKrrap6öov,oi 81:Karcxµioac; rcxc;0upac;,
ßaivovTE<;
i:v pu0µw KaiM.yovTE~
--- ooi, BciKXE,
niv8E µoüoav ay.\a'f~oµEv... (Athen. 622bc).
53
Onthe lack of consistent illusion (in terms of how the spectators react to the fictional role
of the player) and "inlusion" (in term s of how the players behave toward the spectators with
respectto a subjective knowledge of their role identity) in folk plays andin ritual performance,
seeLohr1986:53-58,74-80. In contrast to the veristic theater ofthe eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries,actual performers and the bearers of fictional roles never overlap completely. On
the mask ibid., 78- 79; like Calame 1989, Lohr treats the mask as a means of achieving distance
between performer, role , and spectator. Cf. Lohr 1986:78: "Die Filterwirkung der Maske
schwächtdie eindringenden dämonischen Kräfte im archaischen Ritual ab, die ursprünglich
im enthousiasmos
vollkommen vom Ich Besitz ergriffen hatten. Diese Funktion der kultischen
Maskewird in einer Art phylogenetischem 'Maskensprung' in die säkulare Darstellung des
Mythostransponiert " ("In archaic ritual the filtering effect of the mask alleviates the threat ening,demonic powers that in the process of enthousiasmoshad originally completely taken
possessionof the I. This function of the cultic mask is transposed in a kind of phylogenetic
'maskleap' into the secular presentation of the myth"l. The qualification µE0u6vTwvrefers of
courseto wine-drinking associated with the cult ofDionysus and the symposium. Kugelmeier
1996:154n269
is wrong not to see a reference to drunkenness in fr. 851 PMG.
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of ivy that dramatic choruses in Athens also at times wore. 51 In the case of the
Ithyphalloi, the type of garland is not given any further description. The mask
that is absent in the case of the Phallophoroi is replaced with a lavish headgear
that characterizes the players as wild men of the Outside. A visor-like frame
woven from herpyllos(wild, creeping thyme), an evergreen plant sacred to
the Muses,55 and twigs of the paideros,whose red flowers had aphrodisiac and
sexual connotations, frame their faces; 56 in addition, they wear over this the
obligatory "thick wreath," here made of ivy and violets , which are also appropriate in the context of sacrifice, drinking, and the symposium. 57
The marking of the period of inversion is further underscored by the
long, effeminate rohes that are typical of Dionysus, who is often character54

55

56

57

The ivy-wreath was worn as decoration by Attic citizen choruses, actors , participants in Dionysiac processions, the victorious poet, and the khoregos;see Blech 1982:208. On ivy as decoration , cf. also above, chap. 1 nll0 .
cf. Ar. Pax168; Theocr. Epigr.1, 2; Nie. Ther. 67. Blech 1982:209 identifies EprruMo~with thyme,
LSJ,s.v. and Olson Peace,99 ad 166-169 with Thymussibthorpii.
According to LSJ, s.v. rrmöiipw~. this plant is Quercusilex. A special kind of rouge appears to
have been extracted from its berries . According to Paus. 2.10.6, the rcmöiipw~grows only in the
sanctuary of Aphrodite in Sikyon. Despite the fact that Phallophoroi are mentioned just before
in the quotation of Sosibios (Athen. 621f), these Phallophoroi are not necessar ily connected
with the ones in Sikyon, although most commentators admittedly for this reason associate
Semos' Phallophoroi with Sikyon; cf. Herter 1947:19 and 50n83. The fact that the two plants
are attested for Sikyon in particular is not sufficient, since the plants are of such a general
type and so widely distributed that their appearance can hardly be limited to one place alone.
Delos is again a more likely candidate, since Semos came from Delos and also writes about
cults of Delos in his own work. In particular Dionysus and phallophoriaplay a prominent role
there , as Cole 1993, esp. 32ff., argues. The following also argue for Delos: Wilamowitz 1921:266,
Wilamowitz I 1931/32:160 with n3, 201 (= reprinted ed. I, 156 with n4, 197), Käppel 1992:54
and 330 (test. 100). In the general introduction to his commentary on the fragments in Semos,
Jacoby remains undecided (204): "Dieses bu ch [nEpi rrmavwv] gehört ins gebiet der realphilologie und vielleicht der literarhistorie; es war sich er nicht musiktheoretisch und nicht
aufDelos beschränkt oder auch nur von delischen zuständen ausgehend" ["This book [nEpi
rrmavwv] belongs to the realm of Realphilologi
e and perhaps to literary history; it was certainly
not concerned with musical theory, nor was it confined to Delos or exclusively concerned with
Delian matters"]. Shortly thereafter he then comments on F 24 in particular (208): "Allediese
formen kann es auch aufDelos gegeben haben " ["All these forms could also have occurred on
Delos"] (in the separate volume of notes by Jacoby (135n49) with reference to Vallois 1922).
Bruneau 1970:312n2 disagrees with Marcade 1969:189n3 and does not see the connection with
Delos. The language of the extant songs corresponds to the language of Attic drama, with only
slight Doric coloring; there is no Sicyonian Doric to be found, at any rate. But the songs are
not ancient either (cf. Wilamowitz I 18952:59n19), and are influenced by koine.West 1982:148
considers the possibility of an Athenian origin for the Ithyphalloi (fr. 851a PMG).
E.g. Plat. Symp.212e; cf. Herter 1947:19 and 50n85. On the crown of violets as sign of the spring,
the time of the occasion for Bacchic performances, cf. also Pind . fr. 75.6 (and 17) S.-M. Forthe
chorus who talks about the fantastic garland of flowers it wears on its head , cf. Cratinus fr.105
K.-A.Cf. further fr. 852 PMG("flower" dance). The head decoration also acts as source of visual
meaning.
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ized as androgynouS. 58 The comic inversion of the world is emphasized by
the following signs of transvestism: 59 over a khiton with white middle-section
and flowered sleeves-with the Ithyphalloi indications of plants are generally absent-the Ithyphalloi wear a Tarentine wrap made of a fine, thin ,
transparent material, which is belted at the waist and which reaches to their
ankles.6°Conversely, the anomaly of the Phallophoroi is strikingly demonstrated by the kaunake, the Sumerian-Babylonian hairshirt made of sheep's
wool,which transports the actors from the fabric of civilization to the realm
ofslaves,barbarians, and the animal. 61
The performative description of these choral entries is of great importance for the fluid transition from theater to ritual. Despite the brevity of
the ritual songs, which are grouped with the traditional carminapopularia,
Semossurprisingly places the choruses that perform them in the context of
the theater. The Ithyphalloi proceed in silence through the entryway of the
theater, and when they have reached the middle of the orchestra, where the
chorus normally sings and dances, they take up position, turn to the audience (imcrrpficpouotvEie;-eo0fo-rpov), and sing their phallus song, perhaps
58

Onthe effeminate Dionysos thelymorphos,see Casadio 1987:227-228 (= Casadio 1999:115-117).
On Dionysiac transvestism , see Casadio 1987:227-234 (= Casadio 1999:115- 123) with !ist
(1987:229n69[= l 999:ll 7n69]) of interpretative categories (agrarian magic, reintegration into
a state of paradise, transitional rites in the marginal phases of initiation of youths). On the
Ithyphalloi and Phallophoroi in this connection, see Kenner 1970:112 and Casadio 1987:229 (=
Casadio1999:118).
60 Tarentine cloth is transparent and thus particularly arousing. lt is doubtful, as I have said,
whether the Ithyphalloi actually wore an erect phallus on their body (though their name might
suggestthis) that, as Herter thinks (Herter 19386:1679 and Herter 1947:21), shimmered through
this garment. The Spartan gypones dancers also wear the tarantinidion(Pollux 4.104); cf. also
Casadio1987:231 (= Casadio 1999:120). For the transparent garmen t with girdle as aphrodisiac
enticement, cf. Ar. Lys. 46ff., esp. 48, Otacpav~x1rwv1a. On the feminine appearance achieved by
the long ankle-length garment, cf. the dress of the tragic actor, the god Dionysus, and Agathen
in Thesmophoriazusae
130ff. The six bearded , bald -headed transvestite dancers on the Sabouroff
red-figure vase (ca. 460 BCE)from Malibu (Malibu,J . Paul Getty Museum 86.AE.296;ARV 837,
10; ill. Price 1990, pi. 106 and Csapo 1997, pi. lC), who also wear the long khiton, have often
been compared to the Ithyphalloi, especially since they are also associated with a thyrsos-like
phallus-staff;for an extensive description of the exterior of this vase, see Reich 1903:276n2;cf.
alsoPrice 1990:164and Csapo 1997:264. The grotesque, bearded dancers wearing long feminine
garments on an Attic black-figure vase (Amsterdam 3356) from the middle of the sixth century
BCEhave also been compared to the Ithyphalloi ; see Webster in Pickard-Cambridge 1962:81,
141, 304and ill. 21 (pi. 66).
61
Onthe kaunakesee Herter 1947:20, Starkie Wasps,332 ad loc., MacDowell Wasps,278-279 ad 1137,
Sommerstein Wasps,222 ad loc., and Pickard Cambridge 1962:14ln6. The Thracian nickname
,p1ßaMoi (for rpicpa>J.01)for an Athenian drinking club should also be viewed in this context:
the Thracians represented the quintes sence of the wild barbarian for the Athenians; Herter
1938c:1681.
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accompanying it with dance. 62 The second choral group performs similarly:
the collective divides itself up, one part proceeding into the theater through
the side-entrances (parodoi)and the other through the middle doors, and in a
rhythmic procession (ßa(vovn:<;EVpu0µ4>)they sing their hymn to Dionysus
as a phallic prosodion.The circumstantial participle AEyovrE<;
(agreeing with
the actors) used to introduce the text of both songs is, however, problematic. Ought one then to interpret this to mean that the Phallophoroi and
Jthyphalloi only "spoke," and did not sing, the text? As will emerge from the
following analysis, body movements and music are naturally closely linkedto
other forms of ritual expression. Because of his literary interests Semosapparently had no interest in the performative self-references and so introduced
the quotations with the unmarked, everyday verb "to say, speak." This simply
conveys the information, then, that the text of the songs, which consists only
of their logos,"goes as follows."63
The formation, as well as the pragmatic context, is reminiscent of entries
in Old Comedy through the parodos.lt is almost as if we have in front of us
stage-directions for entry songs of the chorus in a particular role. Yet it follows
from the small songs of four to five lines that here we do not of course have
the description of a dramatic parodos,but a purely ritual action, the entry of a
phallic procession. In the first case (fr. a), both diction and gesture draw attention to the arrival of the gigantic phallus, which is probably, as in fragment b,
carried in by a Phallophoros. The audience, perhaps also a part of the chorus,
which enters into contact with the spectators and perhaps mingles with them,
62

63

For dance accompanying the cpcxMtK6v,
see Pollux 4.99-100.A cpcxAAtK6v
is alwaysa songto the
phallus; cf. Suda, s.v. cpcxMtKa,
cpcxMaKtov
= Etym. Magn., s.v. cpaAmKov
(786, 57-58), Phot., s.v.
cpcxMtK6v,
and schol. Ar. Ach. 261.
Asto whether the texts were spoken or sung, most scholars opt for the latter, despite the introductory AiyovtE<;;
see, among others, West 1982:148,"the chant of the (Athenian?)Ithyphalloi"
;
WilamowitzI 1931/32:160n3(= repr. I, 156n4), "DelischesKultlied" ["Deliancult song"];Nilsson
I 19673 :592, "charakteristisches Lied" ["characteristic song"]. Neither the meter ofthe first
text nor that of the second offers a decisive answer to this question, but the song hypothesis
does seem tobe justified from a performative point of view. Other Ithyphalloi, who greeted
Demetrios Poliorketes in Athens (cf. below, n70), are clearly connected with komos-like
choral
dancing: Demokhares of Athens, FGrHist 75 F 2 (quoted in Athen. 253cd)describes the performative situation as follows:rrpooo8tcxKoi
xopoi Kai i0ucpcxAAot
µEt' 6pxDoEw<;
Kai08~<;<irrDVtwv
cxutcjiKCXI
€CjllOtaµEVOl
KCXta
ttou<; OXAOtJ<;
i,8ov 6pxouµEVOl
KCXL
€Jt~8ovtE<;,
See also the glosses
in the Suda and in Phot., s.v. i0ucpcxAAot
· .. . Kai rrotDµcxrnfü, KCXAEio0m,
ä foi tcji iotaµiv<i>
cpcxAAcji
~8Etm µEt' OPXDOEW<;.
The Athenian Ithyphalloi will have danced to an ithyphallic
rhythm in accordance with their nature ; cf. the grammarian 's quotation, repeating a quotation from Hypereides' speech again Arkhestratides (Hyp. fr. 50 Jensen): oi t0U<;i0vcpaAAou<;
EVtfi 6pxDotp~6pxouµEvot.For further dancing Ithyphalloi, cf. Athen. 129d;the Phallophoroi
mentioned by Antheas ofLindos also performed a komos(Athen. 445ab).
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isordered in this movement to make way for the living epiphany. In the second
scenario (fr. b), the god Dionysus is praised in hymnic form by the entering
Phallophoroias divine personification of the fetish object.64
In the case of the Phallophoroi, there is even a description after the hymn
of a further ritual action by the chorus members: they run to the audience
and pull them in, making them participants in the ritual by ridiculing them.6s
Tothasmos
and aiskhrologia,censure and ridicule combined with an attack on
the audience, are also part of the inventory of Aristophanic comedy. 66This
ritualridicule under the protection of a mask that only partially obscures one's
identity also belongs to the group of signs that mark a transition from the
normalworld to that of the festival. Semos says the chorus members make fun
of whomever they choose from the audience. They do so standing (onxÖJ']v),
presumablyin contrast to the processional march of the hymn. They have set
uptheir formation (onioH;) in the orchestra, but this does not mean they stand
still,but as in the stasimon,they are now free to make fools of selected citizens
through dance and vulgar gestures. This is accompanied by loud laughter, but
at the same time this is also a deadly serious occasion, as the ancient debates
about6voµaori KWµ4'Ödvin comedy show us. 67Under the cover of the state of
64

lt must be emphasized that the two juxtaposed passages should not be interpreted as a unique
ritual sequence in the sense of a diachronic narrative , although Semos, or perhaps even
Athenaeus,could to some extent have manipulated the ju xtaposed variants in this direction.
65
EiTCX
rrpoorpEXOVT€~
frwea,ov oü~ [&vl rrpoEAOIVTO,
OTCXÖT]V
ÖE:fopanov· 6 ÖE;cpaAJ\ocp6po~
i0u
ßa8(,wvKarnrrao0ei~ai0cxl\w(Athen. 622d).
66
Ont6thasmossee Fluck 1931:11-33 and Rusten 1977, who emphasizes the exhibitionist element
in addition to the ribald and aggressive ridicule. The Phallophoroi possibly opened their cloaks
in a kind of anasyrisisor lifted them high so that the strapped-on erect member concealed
underneath would appear. Herter had already suggested this concealment of the phallus
under the cloak in the case of the Ithyphalloi. Cf. above, n47. Of course both the bearer's object
and the accompanying group could be phallic. Cf. the re verse of the so-called Heydemann
cup (Florence 3897), which depicts a phallic procession at the rural Dionysia (illustrations in
Deubner1932, pi. 22:2, Ghiron-Bistagne 1976:211 fig. 66, and Csapo 1997, pi. 4). The cloak may
have been removed for the tothasmos,which is reminiscent of the (aggressive) scenes in the
transition to the parabasisin Old Comedy; cf.also Ach.626-627, Pax729-730, Lys. 615, and Thesm.
656.With these passages the ancient opinion (schol. Pax729) is generally reproduced that the
cloakwas removed in order to be able to move freely while dancing . Only at Wasps408 do we
findthe removal ofthe long cloak (together with the exposure of wasp's sting, reminiscent of a
phallus)not at the transition to the parabasis;cf. also Sifakis 1971:86-88, 98, and 103-108.
67
SeeSommerstein 1996. Nagy 1979:243-252 shows the complementarity of praise and blame in
iambosand indicates how komosan d comedy, which developed from the latter, have a similar
function.Just as the iambosuses ritualized aggression against an tx0p6~ and thereby creates a
group solidarity among the cpil\01at the symposium, so too the ridicule of individual citizens in
adhocfashion in the mar ketp lace serves to increase the cohesiveness of the whole community
(249-252).
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ritual inversion, the less privileged are by way of exception given the chance
to attack the powerful, to the amusement of all. Only the Phallophoros leads
the way, his faced covered with soot. 68 Preparation and postlude both belong
to a performance in ritual and theater. The actual entry is never clearly separable, but reaches into the before and after,just as in Aristophanic comedy.
Tothasmoscorresponds in many ways to the improvisations of the speaking Autokabdaloi and Iamboi (Athen. 622b). The iambic rhythm of the choral
song changes to the rhythm of improvised ridicule. In the retrospective of the
literary and cultural historians Sosibios and Semos, whom Athenaeus quotes
in his learned discourse, what emerges is the rhesis, in Aristotelian terms, of
the actors, which to a certain extent is understood as the original proliferation
of actual choral performances. From direct ridicule of the audience we moveto
small dramatic scenes, such as the appearance of a boastful doctor (alazon)
or
a vegetable thief (bomolokhos),while the chorus continually oscillates between
ritual function and fictional role .
The entire passage has accordingly been adduced, with some justification, as a possible explanation of the origin of comedy: yet in the final analysis this does not take us beyond Aristotle's speculations. I shall therefore
attempt to interpret the songs themselves in their verbal dimension as meaningful, aesthetically articulated ritual that is in accord with the elements that
have so far appeared from the description of the context and that possesses
a completely similar meaning and function to that of certain choral songs in
Old Comedy. But here there is a complete absence of any participation in a plot
that has dramatic roles. What we have here, then, is a kind of re-ritualization
in a developed Hellenistic theater. The performance may also of course, as has
been seen, have functioned as prelude to the theatrical agon.
Fr. 851a PMC

As they move forward with rhythmic steps, the Ithyphalloi in fragment a
give the order in song to make way for the entrance of the phallus , the god.69
68

69

Black soot, white gypsum, or yeast as original makeup help to create a distancing and symbolic
emphasis, an effect also produced by masks; cf. Pickard-Cambridge 1962:74-80. The color black
is also a particular marker of the Attic ephebeiaand other rites of puberty; see Vidal-Naquet
1968, esp. 112.
The god here is probably Phales, the personification of the phallus in the procession at the
rural Dionysia, but also connected with Dionysus. Cf. Pohlenz 1949:35 (; Kl. Sehr. II, 1965:501):
"die Ithyphallen melden den Einzug ihres Gottes, der wohl eher Phales als Dionysos ist" ["The
Ithyphalloi announce the entry of their god, who is probably Phales rather than Dionysus"].
In the phallic procession at Acharnians241-279, discussed in greater detail below, Phales is
des cribed as "com pani on and fellow-comast of Dionysus" (<l>aA~~.
haipE BaKxiou, ~uyKwµE,
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Simple ritual rhythms-associated
in particular with Phales-Dionysus, or
with 'J0ucpa,\,\o~,the personification of the phallus in the fourth century
BCE,but also with Demeter as goddess of fertility-regulate their speech and
bodymovements. We are dealing with an ithyphallic meter, appropriate for
the choral group of Ithyphalloi, that follows a lyric iambic trimeter. 10 The
performerssing the following song (fr. 851a PMG):

70

263-264).On the phallus in the cult ofDionysus, see Herter 1938c:1701-1710. On Phales, see
Herter 1938. In Methymna on Lesbos, Dionysus has the additional name Phallen; Herter 1938a.
For the theme of parousiain the entry procession, cf. the German Advent song "Macht hoch
die Tür, die Tor macht weit, es kommt der Herr der Herrlichkeit!" ["Make high the door, make
wide the gate, here comes the master of magnificence!") and generally Weinreich 1929:34-286,
esp. 59-63.
The text is contested . The meter is normalized following Bergk or Tyrwhitt's conjecture
(3ialithll3ialithll) . lt would thus be identical to the hymn of Hermokles, also preserved
in Athenaeus (253d-f) (Duris of Samos, fGrHist 76 F 13, carm. pop. fr. 46 B. [= Bergk III
18824:674-676), Poetae Melici II D. [= Diehl II1 1925:249-251) and Powell 1925:173-175), which
was composed for Demetrios Poliorketes when he entered Athens in Dionysiac costume in 291
(?) BCE.A further parallel can be found in the small song by Theokles (Athen. 497c, Poetae
Melici III D. [= Diehl 111 1925:251) and Powell 1925:173). On the Theokles song: Athenaeus
connects the drinking vessel described as a dikeraswith Ptolemy Philadelphos, who is supposed
to have decorated statues of Arsinoe with it. The fragment is rich in performative information;
performance in the here and now is emphasized; cf. o~µEpov, the first-person singular and
plural, soteria, the Tekhnitai, a king, and the symposium . As with the other fragments ofSemos
preserved in Athenaeus that concern the lthyphalloi and Phallophoroi and are introduced with
'AEyovrE~,
the means of performance is also here much debated. Fraser l 1972:232-233 discusses
the text and thinks it is not clear who the speakeris. Contra Wilamowitz l 1924:166n2: "offenbar
bei einer Prozession der Techniten vor Philadelphos gesungen . Ich hatte Theokles früher
falsch unter Philopator gesetzt" ["Apparently sung at a procession of the Tekhnitai in front
of Philadelphos. 1 had previously incorrectly placed Theokles under the reign of Philopator").
Herehe refers to Wilamowitz 1921:127n2, where he dates Theokles to the time of Philopator.
On the hymn to Demetrios Poliorketes: Tresp 1914:203 compares Semos' Ithyphalloi with
the singing and dancing Ithyphalloi , who according to Demokhares of Athens, fGrHist 75 F 2
(with paraphrase of the hymn, which is attested in Duris ' version), greeted Demetrios (Athen.
253c).Cf. Habicht 19702 :50-55 and 232- 233, Habicht 1995:94-103 , Parker 1996:258-263 , and
Stehle 1997:42-46. For information about the Theokles and Hermokles text I thank Albert
Henrichs;cf. also Henrichs 1999, in which the hymn to Demetrios is also addressed (243- 247).
Anacreon fr. 78 D. (= 431 PMG) already uses the combination 3ialith ll. On this cf. also Gentili
1952:95-96 (now also Gentili/Lomiento 2003:124), and West 1982:148 (without Anacreon fr. 78
D.).Rossbach/Westphal 18893:306 also mention Ar. fr. 425 K.-A. (with the conjecture Mrrrovrn,
so that the first verse forms a trimeter); cf. K.-A. in PCGIIl.2, 233.
In the form adopted by Page (PMG)and West 1982:148, the first verse is a lekythion (trochaic
dimeter catalectic), which easily admits variations; the ithyphallic represents the catalectic
form of the lekythion . Wilamowitz's division (Wilamowitz 1921:266n5) into four trochaic
dimeters is not convincing . Once again , underlining indicates the performative element, and
italicization here andin the following examples indicates matters specific to the phallus cult.
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ava:yn'' EUpuxwpiav
r<j)0t:ij'J
TIOtdtE'
0eAEtyap o 0t:o~opeo~foq:,uöwµevo~
oux
µicrovßaöi,Etv.
1 <o:vayt:tErravtt:c;,>o:vayt:t', t:upuxwpiav Bergk o:vayt:t' <O:Vayt:tE
Kwµov>,
t:upuxwpiav coni. Tyrwhitt (denuoque Porson) 2 rroEitEt0 0t:0 A, rrotEitE
(om. t½) 0.) E, transp. Porson lsqq. o:vayt:t' Eupuxwp(avJIOt-1 EITET4)0EQ·
00,Et yo:pl op0oc;focp.,deleto 6 0t:6c;,coni. Wilamowitz <O:vayET'>
o:vayET'
1
EupuxwpiavrrotEitEItQ 0t:0, 0EAEtyo:p6 0t:oc;Wilamowitz 1921:266n5prob.
Diehl 3 E0EAEt
AE,corr. Meineke focpupwµ€voc;
A, em. Meineke71

Come on, up, make plenty of room for the god! For the god, upright
and at bursting point, wants to march through the middle.
Despite the detailed description, the following questions of choreography
remain unresolved: 1.) Was the phallus carried a) in front or b) behind the
comastic group as it entered? 2.) a) Does the chorus address the audience as it
enters, which is most likely given the context (fotorpeq:,oucnvEi~ro 0forpov),
b) does a chorus-leader direct these words to bis group, or c) does the group
order itself to move aside, as is also entirely possible given the use of the
imperative in performative speech? Option 1.a, which may be justified on the
basis of the model of the famous phallagogiaof Dikaiopolis (Ar. Ach.241-279)
and on the basis of visual representations, implies an address to the spectators (2.a). Yet the command to make way, if given to fellow members of a
community seated in a permanent theater of stone, can be seen only as a relic
of an earlier stage of development when the spectators, simply standing in
the marketplace, would crowd around the actors. Of course, if the phallus is
carried behind the group (1.b), then options 2.b and c would be conceivable.
The chorus would then be pushed to the side to enable the entry of the god
and the arrival of the phallus with the phallus carriers in a choreographically
impressive manner. If a section of the chorus were to have stationed itself
in front of the area of the spectators, then solutions 2.b and c together with
option 1.a would be conceivable. Thus a semi-chorus and the audience could
certainly have been addressed, so that the firm boundary between stage and
spectator would be broken,just as in ritual.
The urgency of the order is underscored by the three short syllablesat
the beginning (ava:yn'). 72 With their spondaic beginning, the ithyphallics
71

72

There is the mistake in the apparatus to line 1 in Page (PMG
, 453):he prints ci:vcxyer'
<avayErE
>
Kwµov, Eupuxwpiavconi. Tyrwhitt.
Onä.yEor ä.vayEas a performative signal of urgency in ritual, cf. above, chap. 1,n23.Cf. alsoAr.Av.
1720- 1721: ä.vayEliiEXE
rrcxpayE
rrcxpEXE
' l rrEpmfrrn0E... (self-address in fight songs); cf.Dunbar
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alternating with iambic trimeters (or at first with the lekythion) imitate the
penetration of the erect member, 73 The god is the phallic symbol; he enters
and participates in the sacred activity of the chorus. 74 The god wishes to
enter,and the circle of the community, who in the ritual using a typical metaphorjoins their divinity in a sexual act, is opened to him. In accordance with
Austin'sspeech act theory, the action of the comastic procession is completed
in the simple performative utterance. 75 With this self-command the entry of
the group onto the dance floor is brought about: Eupuxwpiav refers to the
here and now of the orchestra, to which Semos refers in his introductory text.
Thisis a wide open space (xwpo<;)suitable for the performance of the xop6<;,so
that xop6<;can also refer to the dance floor. Areas are often described with the
adjectiveEupuxopo<;,which refers to the breadth necessary to accommodate

Birds,753ad 1720:"This series of orders must have produced excited chorus-movements in the
orchestra."
Ibid.and in Dunbar Birds,284 ad 383, as weil as 290 ad 400, Dunbar notes that ävayc
should here be understood as a technical military term. On the connection between ephebic
military and choral service, Winkler 1990; the imperative is admittedly rather general and
can be connected with any specific performance of an action: cf. Eur. Tro. 325: <avay'> ävayc
xop6v(cf. in this connection Tyrwhitt's Supplement avayH' <avayHE Kwµov> in line 1); for
the completion of a sacrifice or festival : LSJ, s.v. 1.5;in particular the striking up of a song may
be introduced in this way: e.g. Soph. Trach.210-211 and LSJ,s.v. 1.7.
73
The ithyphallic meter is so called because of its use in the Dionysiac cpal\l\aywyia;see the
sources in West 1982:97- 98 with reference to Semos' Ithyphalloi. On the ithyphallic see West
1982:97-101, 146-148 and Gentili 1952:94-105 (now also Gentili/Lomiento 2003:123-12 8);
Aristophanes' use of the asynartetic combination with a iambic dimeter (the euripideus),
as in Ar. Equ. 756-760 and 836-840, Nub. 1114, Vesp.248-272, Ran. 396-397, 443-447, Pherecr.
fr. 2.3 and fr. 195 K.-A., is interesting; like Euripides, Aristophanes uses the ithyphallic as a
clausula, cf. Gentili 1952:104-105 (now also Gentili/Lomiento 2003:127-128). On the ithyphallic
in Aristophanes, see also White 1912:73-74 (§ 203). West 1982:146-148 especially emphasizes
the use of iambs and ithyphallics in traditional and ritual songs, which speaks in favor of the
song hypothesis . Cf. ibid., 148, the combination of the ritual T~VEAAaKaHivtKE Archil. fr. 324
W.and the refrain of the Palaikastro hymn with fr. 851a PMG. As is weil known, Aristophanes
incorporates much material from popular song (Silk 1980:124- 129). One could also argue that
Aristophanes himself did not make many distinctions in rhythmic structure from current
ritual forms. The conventionality, repetition, and simplicity that Aristophanes is criticized for
in his lyrics (Silk 1980) may weil be grounded in the characteristic ritual nature of choral song,
whichemphasizes the here and now of the performance . Cf. Mathews ' (1997) response to Silk's
criticism, which refers to the ritual and performative dimension , esp. to dance (ibid., 32-42) .
74
The gods are often invoked in cletic hymns to observe and participate in choral dance. This
occurs especially in the odes of the parabasis.
75
Cf.Aesch. Cho.942: fool\oM~ar ' (cf. the commentary of Sier 1988:289ad loc.:"Die Aufforderung
zur Ololyge ist schon Artikulation des Jubels , die den Schrei ersetzt" ["The command to
pronounce the ololygeis already an articulation of the rejoicing and takes the place of the
actual shout"]). The word represents the action , and so the command already amounts to the
chorus' moving apart. cf. in another conte xt Ar. Nub. 127 with Dover Clouds, 109 ad loc. (with
reference to Austin).
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ecstatic Dionysiac dance. 76 In the form of a notional paronomasia
the members
of the chorus thus implicitly also order themselves to form a "wide chorus,"
which is also supposed to be beautiful (t::0)for the worship of their god. Yet
in terms of meter, the form with omega is required here, so that the focus is
in particular on the space (xwpo<;)to be created for the chorus. The chorus
sings of how the god as phallus wants to enter, and the phallus does just that,
being carried in by the bearers . The use of 8EA€twith the infinitive is equivalent to the use of the performative future in Pindar as weil as in dramatic,
ritual, and magical texts, 77 with ßa8il;nv representing a self-referential expression for the performative activity of the phallic procession in the here and
76

77

JG] 3 1178.1 = CEG12 (pp. 10- 11 Hansen) (funerary inscription for Silenos from Rhegium, 433/32

BCE): Eupuxopot . .. 'A0~vm, cf. Corinn a fr. 655-fr. 1.8 PMG: y~av Eupou[xopov, fr. adesp. 934.20
PMG:rr6JuvEupuxopov. Cf. LSJs.v.: "with broad places , spacious;' Horn. II. 2.498,9.478;od.13.414,
15.1; Anth. Pal. 7.99.5; roads broad enough for choral dance: Pind. Pyth. 8.55, Eur. Ba.86-87 (and
the Delphic oracle at Demosth . 21.52); for roads: Philodamus, Paean in Dionysum (Powell
1925:165-171, 169 = Käppel 1992:375-3 80, 379- Pai. 39), lines 145-146 and Eur. HF783. Cf. also
Seaford 1996:159 ad Eur. Ba.86-87: "Eupuxopo~ often seems to imply xwpo~ (place) rather than
xop6~ (dance and song)"; and LSJs.v. "Prop. with broaddancing-places,cf. xop6~; then a conventional epithet, perh. connected by poets with xwpo~:•For the etymological connection of xwpo~
and xop6~, see Boedeker 1974:85-91. For the epithet "with beautiful chorus" (Ka.U.ixopo~)
,
cf. Eur. HF690, Hel. 1454-1455, Phoen.786, Cresphontes fr. 453.7- 8 N/Kannicht, Corinna fr. 669
PMG,Ar. Ran. 451; ~uxopo~ Appendix nova epigrammatum 2, 520, 7 Cougny ; Eüxopo~Phot., s.v.
EÜKUKAO~.
cf . also Eupuvw, "to clear the arena for dance;• Horn. Od.8.260. For Eupuxwpia: cf.
Com. adesp. 257 K.-A., Eupuxwpia~ <JEOEi.The word refers metaphorically to free space for
performing some action : [Plat.] Min. 315d3-4 Eupuxwpia ,~~ arrood~Ew~; for apodeixisas public
performance, cf. Nagy 1990:162, 217- 224. In keeping with the strong sexual coloring ofthe
song , Eupuxo1piav ('broadness of vagina') could also have been used in this passage (line 1) or
could at least have occurred to the audience . A similar te xtual suggestion is made by Bowie
1990:35- 36 in connection with Ar. Vesp. 834; instead of the transmitted qnJ..oxwpia
he
conjectures cp1J..oxo1pia
; one could con struct dpuxo1pia as a parallel to the frequent word
EupurrpwK-ria('broadness of anus') , Ar. Ach. 843, Vesp. 1070: cf. on EupurrpwK-riaHenderson
19912:77, on the corresponding adjective EupurrpwK-ro~ibid., 77, 195, 210, 213-2 14, 218.For the
name Xo1poljJaJ..a~used of Dionysus in the Sicyon ian myster ies , see Herter 1938c:1702and
Henderson 19912:132n128.
On the performative future, see Calame 1994/ 95:144 with 152n25 , Faraone 1995, and Henrichs 1994/95:80 with 104n97; cf. already Norden 1939:199-201 (on the future in prayer).
The concept of the perform ati ve future and performative verb forms will here be transferred to the third person , although it has hith erto been applied generally to the first and
second persons only. Cf. above, lntroduction nll2. For 0EJ..wwith the infinitive in the sense
of the more commonly used future, cf. Pind. Pyth. 9.1-3 E0EAW.. . rruewviKav .. . ayy{AJ,,.wv
TEAECJtKpau1
.. . yEywvEiv, Pind. lsthm. 1.15-16 i\0EJ..w. . . i\vapµ6~at viv üµv'!); Thummer 1
1968/69:128 classifies such constructions as examples of the "' enkomiastische ' Futur, das die
gegenwärtige Intention des Dichters ausdrückt und niemals über das Gedicht hinausweist"
[" 'encomiastic' future, which expresses the poet's current intention and never refers beyond
the poem"]; it is identical to the performative future.
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now.78 With the two asyndetically arranged attributives 6p0oc;focpu8wµEvoc;,
the divinity is transformed into a phallic symbol using metaphor in a tropologicalfashion typical of ritual. The perfect participle also forms a link to the
feast:just as symposiasts burst with drunkenness and overeating, 79 so too
doesthe erect phallus as expression of excitement. Both areas stand pars pro
totofor Dionysus and his ecstatic affirmation of life. The entering phallus, the
exuberantjoie de vivre, the inversion of the world, and grotesque corporality
are constantly associated with carnival and fertility. 80 The connecting link
betweenall ritual phenomena is the komosthat is here being staged.

78

The expression 6p86~ . . . ßaoi~EIV corresponds to the formulation in the description of
the Phallophoroi that follows, where it is said of the phallophorosthat he enters thus (i8u
ßaoi~wv); Semos' choice of vocabulary here is probably influenced by the song of the
Ithyphalloi. On ßa(vnv (cf. ßaivovrE~ EV pu8µ4> in the preceding performative information provided about the Phallophoroi) , which is synonymous with ßaoi~E1v,as a term in
common parlance with sexual connotations , cf. Henderson 19912:19n70 ("fuck") , 27, 136,
147,155 ("mounting"), and 194nl0. For µfoo~ cf. ibid., 156. For its use in combination with
the komos
, cf. Ar. Plut 1040: ETitKwµov ßaoi~E1v(komosof the young man about whom the old
woman complains; like the Ithyphalloi, he wears a garland and is drunk and out of control).
For ßaoi~EIVas self-referential expression of the chorus cf. inter alia Thesm. 1228-1229:
wpa o~ 'on ßaoi~E1vI oi'.Kaö'EKaorn (in reference to the chorus ' departure at the end of the
play).
79
Cf. Timokles fr. 31.2 K.-A. ap. Athen . 246f, 0Emvoüo1v focpuöwµivo1. The transmitted
i:ocpupwµivo~probably slipped into the text because of the words µtxp1 Twv ocpupwvin the
preceding description of the Ithyphalloi. If the god (6 8E6~) is fitted out with ankle bands or
some kind of foot covering ("mit Knöchelbinden oder sonst einer Fußbekleidung;' Pape II, s.v.
ocpup6w)or, something that would make more sense , with a garment that reaches all the way
to the ankles, this does not refer to the phallus being carried in, but to the cult statue or the
person representing a divinity such as Dionysus. But this would deprive the fragment of its
ambiguity.Cf. Herter 19386:1678: "Ob Dionysos oder der Phallos als solcher mit diesem 8E6~
gemeint war, läßt das Lied nicht erkennen " ["lt cannot be determined from the song whether
Dionysusor the phallus as such was meant by the term 8E6~"](with a !ist of the commentators
who argue for the one solution or the other ibid., 1678-1679). In any case, the solution appears
to lie not in an either-or, but rather in a both-and framework. Bursting and swelling (ocpuöoüv)
appliesequally to both Dionysus and the phallus. For Dionysos <l>AEU~
(from cpJ..tw,
"be full of,
teem with"), see Graf 1985:283-284, who considers (Graf 1985:284n10) the suggested connection with cpa,\,\6~and cpa,\~v to be problematic. On the adjective 6p86~ in a vulgar sense , see
Henderson19912:112. Cf. in particular the cpa,\,\6~6p86~ in Dikaiopolis' phallic procession (Ar.
Ach. 243,259-260) and Csapo 1997:284.On Orthos as name for Dionysus, see Herter 1938c:1702;
on the ancient daimonescalled Orthanes worshiped in Attica, ibid., 1693.
80
Onemay compare the aetiology for the phallagogia
at the Athenian City Dionysia (schol. Ar. Ach.
243):The Athenians did not honor the god imported from Boeotia to Athens. The male population subsequently feil victim to a disease of the genitals . The Athenians were only freed from
this after they introduced a ritual that consisted ofDionysus being brought phalli as a gift. The
inversionof order is restor ed to equilibrium with a renewal of fertility for the community.
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Fr. 851 b PMC

Even more interesting for its ritual and performative meaning is the following
81
song (fr. 851b PMG)of the Phallophoroi, which introduces a hymn to Dionysus:
cm{,B<XKXE,
ravöE µouoa:v axAa:t<oµEv'
an:AOUV
pu0µov xfovm; a:i6.\w µEAEl,
Ka:tV<XV
an:a:p0EVEUWV,
oü n wie; n:apoc;
KEXp11µi:va:v
w8a:iotv,aAX <XK~pa:rnv
Ka:rapxoµEvrov Uµvov·

For you, Bakkhos, we give this shining musical presentation, pouring
out a simple rhythm with changing melody, [a presentation] new,
virginal, one that uses songs never before used, but as something
unmixed and pure we begin this hymn.
The singers introduce themselves and refer to their own activity. In a speech
act they bring about and complete the ritual action of the performance of a
praise song. Characteristic performative expressions in the "we" form are
foregrounded. Reference to the here and now of the current performance is
made using the deictic pronoun. "This musical performance" (ravöE µoucrav,
1) happens in honor of the god of the festive occasion, and consists of the
following three levels: the rhythm of body language (pu0µ6v, 2), the melody
of the musical "song of the limbs" (µEAEt,2), probably determined by an aulosplayer, and the content of the song sung (08a:iotv, 4).82 Melody, movement, and
81

82

The god addressed in th e previous text (fr. a), who through a kind of fusion is equated with
the phallus, is sometimes also associated with Dionysus in his ap pear ance as Phales. See
a6ove, n79. As "proem" the fragment is naturally, as in Aristophanes, also already part ofthe
whole song of praise th at the chorus sings as an ensem61e . lt wou ld 6e incorrect to assume
that the iamboi (3ial3ial3ial3ial2ia cat.) are here, in contrast to an actual hymn, only spoken
or per formed in a parakataloge.On th e sung and danced iamboiof the Phallophoroi, see West
1974:36. On iam6ic trimeters in traditional and ritual chants, West 1982:147. He cites fr.847,
8516, 860,870, 883 PMGas examples of iam6ic trimeter; fr. 861, 868, 8766, 879.2, and 881 PMG
as examples of slightly shortened forms of the trimeter (ibid., nn23-24). Actual prooimiaare
kitharodic, rhapsodic, or choral-me lic dependin g on the context; cf. Calame 1995a:3 with
n5 and Nagy 1990:353-360. Of course the movement of the evocatio (e.g. "Sing forme, Muse,
of Apollo, who . .. ") that one finds in the Homeri c Hymns with its particular function as
proem should not 6e interchanged with the invocatio, the dir ect appeal to the divinity in cult
hymns .
06~is here somewhatsynonymous with µo}ui:~,i.e. the unity of songand dance (cf.Nagy 1990:94);
in any case 06~seems to mean in particular the diction of the song . Rhythm, melos,and oidegive
rise to the µoücrcx,the hymn as musical Gesamtkunstwerk
. Hymns and dan ce performance often
6elong together : see e.g. Burkert 1985:102- 103. Processions also often stop along the way and
perform hymns and dance . In the th eater, as in our case, the stopping is a66reviated 6ecause of
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the lyrical words of the song, which are distinct from everyday speech, in addition to the previously described opsis of the actors as they enter, thus create
the synaesthetic performance of a prayer. Form and content stand in an immediate connection to one another. Through their explicit self-presentation, the
membersof the chorus bring about a demonstrative and attentive attitude in
themselvesand in the spectators, who are drawn into an imaginary collective.
The performance completes the act of praise, while the individual semiotic
components, in particular the word of command, constitute and regulate this
minimalhymn. There is no actual prayer or mythical narration. In terms of
Ausfeld'sfamous tripartite division of the hymn (invocatio- pars epica- preces),
onlythe invocatiowith its presentation of the chorus' own performance, so
characteristic of ritual, actually appears in our case. 83 This means that perlocutionaryconsequences, such as the appearance of the divinity, are aspired to
implicitly,but the song contents itself with concentrating on its own activity
of sang and dance using gestures of self-display. Dionysus is supposed to be
attracted sympathetically and magically by the self-referential emphasis
on musical activity. 84 Using the Du-Stil of predication Bakkhos is addressed
as the addressee of the song, 85 which creates an immediate contact with the
spatial limitation. The procession could also of course have endlessly circled in the orchestra.
The prosodionis here performed by an entering kilmos, whose movements could in the
broadest sense be deemed equivalent to a "dance." We have unfortunately lost the dimension
of melody and choreography . They may perhaps also have underlined the abnormal character
of an inverted world; one can imagine the noisy and shrill sound of auloiand obscene sexual
gestures. All that is left is the Myo, of the <iJo~,in which the description of the performative context does, however , allow us to make conclusions about the other semiotic levels. Nagy
1990:51likewise distinguishes three dimensions: diction, the rhythmic structure of movement,
and melody. Here he applies the threefold division of lyric poetry (µD,o,) into logos,harmonia,
and rhythm found in Plat. Rep.398d and Arist. Poet.1447a21-23: ärraom [sc. rro1~0E1(,,
the genres
of epic, tragedy, comedy, dithyramb, and lyric) µEv rro1oüvrn1 T~v µ(µ1]01vEVpu0µ<jiKai Myl.jl
Kaiapµovi(! . .. For the triad, cf. already Alcm. fr. 39 Davies and above, chap. 1, n495 . In the
song of the Phallophoroi, dance (pu0µ6c,), words, and melody are thus fused together in the
µD,oc;,with the last two levels mentioned being subsumed under the concept <iJo~. For µoüoa
in the sense of a concrete song, generally in self-referential form (TavoE µoüoav 1), cf. Aesch.
Eum.308 µoüoav ornyEpav (immediately after the similarly self-referential xopov Ül/JwµEv
[Eum.307); cf. on üµvoc, ofoµ10, above, pp. 62-65), Aesch. Supp. 695, Soph . Trach.643, and Ar.
Thesm.107 (with chap . 1 n165); Pind . Nem. 3.28 Mofoav q>EpE1v
; cf. also in prose Plat. Leg. 829d.
83
Ausfeld1903.Bremer 1981:196 prefers the division "invocation,argument,and petition" for actual
cultic hymns. On form and composition ofhymns see now Furley/Bremer 1 2001:50-64.
84
Cf. Furley 1995; on the Greek hymn in general see, among others, Wünsch 1914:156-170,
Keyßner 1932, Burkert 1985:102-103, Bremer 1981, Lattke 1991:13-79, Furley 1993, Burkert
1994,Calame l 995a:2-5, and now Furley /Bremer 12001:1-64 . On the place of the hymn between
ritual and literature, which here occupies a central position, see the collective volume Cassio/
Cerri1991.
85
Cf.Norden 1913:143-163.
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god.86 lt remains an open question whether the fragment should be viewedas
a paean, since it is after all transmitted in Semos' book TTt::pi
rrmcivwv.87
As I have pointed out, this song has up until now been treated almost
exclusively in connection with the question of origins. In the context of the
question of to what extent Attic comedy reworked and incorporated archaic
and contemporary lyric, Christoph Kugelmeier considers the songs as a
possible model for the scene of phallophoriain the Achamians (241-279) .88
He characterizes the song of the Phallophoroi (fr. b), in comparison to what
he terms the "traditionally observed" song of the Ithyphalloi, as "reflective in a literary fashion." He bases his opinion on the fact "that it expressly
distances itself from the rrcipo<;. .. c;>6a{"(he also compares the formulation Katva:v cmap0evwrnv) "andin a skilful antithesis to the thus far simple
rhythm characterizes itself as an afo>.ov µe>.o<;
."89This claim to innovation is
almost hammered into the ears of the audience in an asyndetic and metaphorical series of attributives. The Muse is "new," "virgin," "uses songs unheard
before"; the members of the chorus begin an "unmixed hymn." Behind the
chorus as it performs the voice of the artist seems to appear, who like Pindar
and Aristophanes enters into a dialogue with his public .
The song has in fact the effect of polished poetry of the sort one would
expect of Aristophanes or even Hellenistic poetry. Just as in an Aristophanic
parabasis,with which it is often connected, it seems to engage with predecessors and to insist on its own originality. 9OA conscious poetic construction can
86Together with two satyrs, who have been connected by Cole 1993:31-33 with the comastic
performers of this song, a naked and enthroned Dionysus also appears on the Karystiosmonument on Delos. Like his priest in Athens in the theater of Dionysus, on Delos the god himself
had the right of proedriaand was thus imagined as being present in an immediate sense.
87
Cf. Käppel 1992:54 and 330 (test. 100) on Delos. This could also perhaps be assumed for fr.b
because of the intensive style of speech, which Käppel emphasizes as a characteristic of the
genre. He does not, however, consider the te xt a paean. Sacrifice and symposium could alsobe
made out tobe possible connecting links in terms of occasion, although the important generic
characteristic of the epiphthegmais not present. The metrical structure , but more particularly
the framework of the inverted world, the element of the phallic and ridicule, are unusualfor
a paean . To sum up, one can say that this cat chy folk song of the Hellenistic period integrates
elements of the paean . Ghiron-Bistagne 1976:208- 209 and 245 call the phallic songs paeans.
88Cf. Kugelmeier 1996:152-154. The question continues tobe posed; Kugelmeier followsthe
majority of scholars in thinking that the scene in the Acharnianscannot be viewed as a copyof
a phallic procession. For an approach to the prob lern using another formulation, see below,PP·
314-325.
89Kugelmeier 1996:154.
90 Bing 1988:22-23 connects the insistence on innovation with literacy and shows that the motif
is especially typical of the Hellenistic period . But the topos goes back all the way to the archaic
period . Among the older evidence he cites fr. 851b PMGbesides Hesiod, Pindar, and Timotheos.
Hellenistic poets introduced innovation in the category of the book in parti cular. Bing
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further be seen in the fact that metaphor, antithesis, asyndeton, alliteration,
homoioteleuton, parallelism, chiasmus, and enjambment appear frequently
andin a sentence with a relatively complex construction. 91
Yet poetic diction and references to originality should not be compared
without qualification to an art that is sophisticated and detached from ritual.
Ajudgment of this sort may be based entirely on the teleological assumptions
already mentioned. Composition of a poetic and aesthetic nature does not
necessarily represent a diametrical opposite to ritual. Rather, rhythmically
repetitive form together with poetic stylistic features and insistent claims to
innovation are also entirely characteristic of a ritual text. 92 In sum, rituality
and classical as weil as Hellenistic tendencies toward artistic self-awareness
are fused together in th is fragment.
In what follows the choral song will thus be treated as the expression
of a traditional choral culture, the foundations of which lie in the myth and
ritual of a society based on oral communication. Rituality ought in no way to
be understood as the stereotyped, unreflective repetition of fixed texts and
formulae with no adaptation, change, or renewal, although the recent and
widespread use of the word "ritual" in this sense might make one think so.
Quitethe opposite: the idea that a performance ought to bring a god pleasure
necessitates a continuous change in expression . Just as the worshiper wishes
mentions Meleager 's Garland,Anth. Pal. 4.1.55, where the author calls his poems ifpvrn rcoAAa
vE6ypcxq,cx;
similarly Philippos ' Garland,Anth. Pal. 4.2.3; Boiskos of Kyzikos Suppl. Hell.233.1:
Kcx1voü
ypcxq,Eu~rco1~µarn~; and Philikos of Corcyra Suppl.Hell.677: Kcnvoypcicpououv0foEw~
(the last two poets thereby foreground their metrical innovations). On the emphasis of the
new in the living choral culture, see below, n93. Henrichs l 993a:l 75-l 77 also refers to the
ancient tradition of this topos , which goes back to Pindar and Aristophanes; ibid., l 76-l 77nl2.
He also includes fr. 851b PMGin this context , following Bing 1988:22. For Aristophanes see now
also Bier! 2004a:l-8. For the motif of superiority, self-promotion, and originality in choral
lyric, see Maehler 1963:93-101 and Mastromarco 1987:83 with nl7 . For emphasis on innova tion in Hellenistic poetry, see Parsons 1993:163-166.
91
The accumulation of "a " sounds is striking, as is the alliteration of K and ex, the homoioteleuta in -ov and -cxv,the chiasmus stretching over five lines, -rciv8Eµoüoav ayJ..a'f~oµEvand
KcxnipxoµEv
-rov üµvov , the prominent antitheses and parallelisms: ooi, BciKXE,
rcxvliE
µoüoav
ayJ..cx1~oµEv
, 1 arcJ..oüvpu0µ6!_xiov,E~ ai6A<iJµii\Et, 1 KCIIVavarcap0ivEUrnv, oü n rni~ rccipo~1
KEXpl]µivcxv
<iJoaio1v
, cxJ..X
cxK~pcxrnvI Ka,cipxoµEv r6!_vµvQY.
. The song uses forms from Attic
drama, in which Doric coloring in lyrical sections is characteristic (especially exfor !]). The
doricisms do not go as far, for example , as using the Doric first-person plural ending -µE~ that
is typical for Sikyon. The fragment is associated with this city because of the Phallophoroi
mentioned immediately before this in Athenaeus (Athen . 62lf). Perhaps the fragment is even a
quotation from a contemporary Attic comedy (from the fourth century [?]; see below, nl23).
92
On the poetic structure of ritual, see Tambiah 1985:165 (with reference 389n52 to Jakobson's
"poetic function," Jakobson 1960:358 [cf. Selected Writings III, 27]). Nagy 1990:33 rightly also
connects song culture (SONG)to this ritual speech .
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to make a fresh and unused offering to the god, this too is the goal in the area
of aesthetics. This concept and the agonistic context in which many musical
presentations are arranged allow the voice of the poet, the manufacturer of
the composition (no117-c~c;),
to appear behind the voices of the actors, even
when the performance takes place in a communication situation dependent
on orality, as is usual in forms of traditional society.93 Written composition for
93

cf. Burkert 1985:103:"Although the names and basic rhythms of the dances are traditional,the
cult in no way demands the repetition of ancient, magically fixed hymns. On the contrary,the
hymn must always delight the god afresh at the festival; therefore for dance and hymn there
must always be someone who makes it, the poet, poietes."Cf. also Herter 1947:26:"es steckt
darin auch schwerlich die Spekulation auf die Neugier des Publikums, die schon späteren
Rhapsoden nicht fremd war, oder auch die Originalitätssucht, die seit Pratinas, Kinesiasund
Timotheos das Programm so vieler Dichter bestimmt hat. Zwar haben sich gerade die attischen
Komiker etwas darauf zugute getan, wenn sie eine 'neue Idee' vorbringen konnten, aber ihre
kultischen Vorläufer empfinden noch ganz unmittelbar , daß der Gottheit etwas frisches und
Unberührtes als Weihegabegefällt" ["this is unlikely to represent an attempt to gain the audience's curiosity, which was already a concern of the later rhapsodes, nor the quest for originality that had shaped the program of so many poets since Pratinas, Kinesias,and Timotheos.
While it was advantageous for Attic comic playwrights if they could present a 'new idea; their
cultic predecessors still had a direct sense that the god is pleased by an offering that is fresh
and untouched"). The one need not of course exclude the other. The interest of the spectators
clearly also had tobe awakened. Pickard-Cambridge 1962:141 seems to indicate the connections in the following statement, when he says that singers wanted to give the impressionof
improvisation ("no doubt supposed to be improvised on the spot"). All the same, he continues
on the basis of the thesis that the text has a strongly Hellenistic form. But the improvisations
only actually start after the song. For innovation as a requirement for comedy (cf. now also
Bier! 2002a) and for novelty in Ar. Thesm. 967 as a parabasis-likestatement (with comparable
passages), see above, chap. 1 n49; cf. also the relative's remark about Euripides' "new" Helen
(Thesm. 850: T~v Katv~v 'EAivT]V
µiµ~ooµm), in which Euripides' claim to originality shines
through in comic fashion; but Aristophanes' approach in this passage, namely to have the
relative perform the Helen, is especially new. For Aristophanic self-advertisement, see Bremer
1993:160-165. For borrowings in parabaseisof metaphor and vocabulary in connection with
personal originality and superiority in choral lyric, in particular in Pindar's epinician odes,see
Mastromarco 1987:83-93.
The topos of innovation in song is not a Hellenistic invention, but begins at a very early
stage: Horn. Od. 1.351- 352: T~Vyo:pQ'.O\Ö~V
µäÄÄovElt\KAEIOUO
' av0pwrrol, 1 ~ Tl~ a'i6vrEOOI
vEWT<XTTJ
aµcpmEÄT]mt;
Hesiod (fr. 357.2 M.-W.) reports how he and Homer sang songs on Delos:
EVvrnpoi~ üµvoi~ palj,ctVTE~
Q'.O\Ö~v;
Alcm. fr. 3-fr. 1.1-2 Davies: 'OÄ)uµmaOE~
l!EplµEcpptva\
1 iµlip<JJ
vfo)~ o:otöa~(with Page's supplement CR 9 [1959):16); Alcm. fr. 4-fr. 1.5-6 Davies:
yapuµam µaÄoaKg[ 1 ve6xµ' EOEt~av;
Alcm. fr. 14a Davies:Mwo' aye, Mwoa ÄtyT]a
rroÄuµµeÄE\
1
aiEVQ'.O\ÖE
µEÄo~1vrnxµov apxe rrapOEVO\~
Q'.ElÖT]V;
Terp. fr. 6 Loeb(= 4 Gostoli)(PMG,p. 363):ooi
ö' ~µEi~TETp<Xy!]puv
arrooTiip~ctVTE~
o:mOQ'.v
I fomTOV<JJ
cp6pµ1yy1
vfou~ KEÄaO~ooµev
üµvou\;
Pind. Nem. 8.20-21: rroÄÄo:
yo:prroÄÄ~AEAEKmi
, vrnpo:ö' E~EUp6vmMµev ßao<XV<JJ
IE~EÄeyxov,
iirra~Kivöuvo\;Pind. Ol.3.4-6: Moioa O'oürw rroi rrapii-1 om µ01 veooiyaÄoveup6vn rp6rrov1
l'lwpi<JJ
cpwvo:vivapµ6~m rrEÖlA<JJ
I o:yÄa6Kwµov
; Pind. Ol.9.48-49: a1vE1OErraÄa16vµtv oivov,
avern o'üµvwv I VEWTEpwv;
Bacchyl.Dith.19.8-10:Ü<patVE
vuv EVI mi~ llOAUT]p<XTOL\
Tl KC(LVOV
1
6Äßim~'A0~vm~;Eur. Tro.512- 513:Moiioa,Kmvwvüµvwv 1~oov ouv OaKpuo1~(j>Oo:v
ElllK~ÖEtov;
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a one-time performance places the stress on originality, and with the spread
of writing this trend is only increased. The simple rhythmic structure of the
folksong, transmitted not by accident among the anonymous carminapopularia,shows that here we have the product of a living choral culture that has
beeninfluenced by contemporary literary tendencies.
Ritual speech is a form of discourse that has a festive tone and that is
particularly based on a tropology of central metaphors in order to make
distinctive and expressive signals accessible to the observer through redundancyand fusion. The song of the Phallophoroi attempts to extend in tropic
fashionthe synaesthetic experience of the choral dance ritual to the sensory
experience of wine consumption, sacrifice, sexuality, and festivity, while on
the linguistic level of signification blending it into a "thick" discourse of selfreferential allusions. These areas have a close ritual connection to the divine
addressee, Dionysus. Elements relating to the inversion of the natural order
are found on an equal level with a confirmation of the cosmos in the sense
of the worship of an important polis god: negative and positive elements are
evokedat the same time in order to attract the attention of the theater god.
The predicate ay:\af~oµrv is a performative expression in the "we" formthat creates a self-reference to the musical and rhythmical singing and
dancing.The phatic utterance contains in particular the cultic act of providing
Dionysuswith renown and honor. This poetic verb is derived from the substanXen. Cy r. 1.6.38: EVrni~ µouoiKoi~ra vfo Kai av0ripa:EvOoKiµEi.
This motif appears particularlyclearlyin Timotheos fr. 796 PMG:OUKaEiowta rra.\ma, 1 KU\VO'.
ya:paµa: KpEtoow·1 vfo~ 6
ZEU~
ßao\AEUEl,
1 to rraAm 8' ~V Kp6vo~äpxwv· 1 arritw Moüoa rra.\ma. cf. also Timotheos in
his Persians
, where he talks of how the Spartans brought him to account "because I dishonor
the older muse with new hymns" fr. 791, 211- 212 PMG(ön rraAmotEpavvfot~ üµvoi~ µoüoav
cmµw);cf. the invocation of the paean that appears shortly before this , Timoth . fr. 791,
202-203PMG:a>Ji c;ixpuoEOKt0aptv
aE- 1 ~wv µoüoav VEOtEUX~Cf.also carm. conviv. fr. 917c,
3-4 PMG:äpn ßpuouoav amoav I rrpwrnrrayEioocpi<;<
föarro(KtAov
EKcpEpoµEv
(as in fr. 8516PMG
the skolionalso belongs to the poetry of everyday use; it is performed in the symposium as an
expressionof a living song culture by a group that appears in the performative verb form in
the first-person plural). cf. also the insistence on originality in Pratinas fr. 710 PMG:ovyfJ.v
auAaKtoµivavI apwv a>Ji äoKacpovµatEUWV,
and Kinesias in Ar. Av. 1376: ... vfov (i.e. 68ov)
E(j)EllWV
and ibid., 1384-1385:Kmva~. .. avaßoM~.
After Pindar and Aristophanes one may observe in Timotheos, Kinesias, and Pratinas,
parallelto the transformation of culture by writing , a radicalization in the construction of
artistic consciousness that leads to the Hellenistic practice. But the transitions are fluid; in
performancethe motif is additionally seen as a self-referential confirmation of the ritual. In
comedy,with Aristophanes we are still partly on the side of ritual , while similar utterances
in Middleand New Comedy refer also to Hellenistic practice. Yet the theme of innovation is
also part and parcel of the comic: one can laugh only about something that is new. Cf. now
also Bier!2002a. Because of the inversion of the world on the level of signs in the situational
context it is even conceivable that comic elements appeared in the actual hymn.
1
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tive ay}..a'ta('shining,' 'beauty,' 'joy'), which is a characteristic of every form of
celebration. Aglaia personified, together with Thalia and Euphrosyne, make
up the thiasosof the Kharites (Hes. Theogony907-909; Pind. 01. 14.13-17), who
incorporate in mythic fashion the kharisnecessary for performance. 94 In their
speech the members of the chorus create this kharis in a twofold and reciprocal fashion. Male performers identify themselves with these mythical female
dancers. 95 The grace and charm of their performance create pleasure for the
divinity being worshiped, which is returned to the chorus as thanks. Aglaia
is especially responsible for victory in the contest, which is possibly carried
out with the participation of other choruses after this preparatory ritual in
the theater. 96 In similar fashion, as in many passages of O!d Comedy, victory
in the coming agonof comic performances is thus contemplated. In Solon,the
adjective a:yAa6c;is in particular connected with the Muses, 97 whose musical
substrate (the actual song, µouoav, 1) the chorus thematizes in self-referential
form in the carmenpopulare.
This "we"-form relates to the transmission of the performance to the
audience and implies furthermore the occasionality of the festival. The
splendor (a:y}..a'fa)results from the interplay of all signifiers: speech, movement, music, the external presentation, and the festive context. The diction
shifts the boundaries of perception toward that which may be experienced in
concrete terms, to a sensory shimmer. The deep-red reflectivity of wine has
94

95

96

97

Cf. Pind. fr. 75.7-8: llt68EvTEµE ouv ciyAa'f<;t
I i'OETE
rroprn8EvT'cio1oäv(in the self-referential
and performative combination of song, dance, and music of the aulos,lines 18-19)and fr.148
S.-M.:opx~oT'ciyAa'tm;
civaoowv,EvpucpapETp'
"ArroAAov
(for Apolloas dancer), herein connection with dance. For the kharisof choral dancing, cf. above, chap. 1 n92. On ciyAa't~w:
the verb
appears with the same meaning in Theocr. Epigr.1.4.Cf.Etym. Magn. (9.52), s.v. ciy~Aat
' nµijom
0E6v,ciyAa'ioai(= among others Lex. Bachm. (11, 18]);cf. K.-A. on Eupolis fr. 131.cf. ErrayAai~w
in Ar. Eccl. 575 ("praise"), and Ar. fr. 700 K.-A.,Cratin. fr. 334 K.-A. ("make pure"); accordingto
LSJ,s.v.,ciyAa'f~w
never appears in Attic prose, which fits the song theory.
The Kharites dance at the weddings of both Cadmus and Peleus (Quint. Smyrn. 4.140).
Furthermore, the verb is also reminiscent of Aglauros, who together with the other daughters
of Cecrops also represents a dancing thiasos.
Cf. Bacchyl. Epinik. 3.5-6 (in connection with Nike): oEuov]ro yap ouv urrEpox<p
TENfKi;t
Iouv
'Ay]Aa'f<;i
.. . Splendor and the personification Aglaia are necessary elements for victoryand
are central aspects of the victory celebration; hence the importance of the word in epinicians.
The three Kharites are addressed in self-referential form as the appropriate guarantors of the
subsequent kiJmos:cf. Pind. 01.14.13- 17: <c;°i>
rr6rvt' 'AyAa'iaI cptAl']ofµoArrE
T' Eucppoouva,
0Ewv
Kpadorou l rraiOE<;
, ErraKooirEvuv, eaAia TEI i\paofµoArrE,
iooioa TovoEKwµovErr'EuµEvEi
rux1;t
1 Koucpaßißwvra. On the poetically-shaped names of the Kharites, see also Kannicht1989:31.
On the shining of the komos,cf. Pind. 0/. 3.5-6: cpwvav... ciyAa6Kwµov.
Komasand victoryare
also of importance in this song. On dancing and splendor, Pind. Pyth. 1.2:ßaot<;ciyMia<;
apxa.
Solon fr. 1.1 G.-P.: ciyAaaTEKva
.
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precisely the same effect on the observer. 98 The dimension of wine-drinking
and drunkenness, which in contrast to the Ithyphalloi is not emphasized on
the level of chjnc;,is accordingly integrated through the words of the song. The
members of the chorus "pour out" (xfovn:c;, 2) a "simple rhythm" (cm>..ouv
pu0µ6v, 2), the trimeter of the iambossung in cultic contexts, to which the
iaµßi~EIV
of ritual ridicule in the improvised portion represents the logical
continuation. 99 To this they add a "scintillating melody" (ai6>..c.pµi:AEt, 2),
transferring the glittering of colors to the iridescence and rich variation of
sound as weil as to the quickness of movement. 100 In addition, the hymn is
98

99

Cf.the adjective ay,\a6c;, "shining," "glowing," "sh immering"; cf. the epithet in connection
with the liquid nature of water, ay,\aov uowp (Horn.J/.2.307);ay,\a"f<wthus extends 6eyond the
meaning"give as an honour" that LSJ,s.v. ay,\a•i<w1.2assign it in this passage (on the meaning
"praise;' "honor," see a6ove, n94), which Campbell 1993:239translates accordingly as: "To you,
Bacchus,we give glory with this music." lt also implies in a quite concrete sense the splendor
and glow of the song, the performance, and the Dionysiac drink. For the com6ination with
offeringsthat decorate the sanctuary , cf. Isyllus, Paean in Aesculapium (Powell 1925:132-136,
133= Käppel1992:380- 383, 381-Pai. 40), line 28: 0uoiat<;~yM10EvTEµEvoc;.
For pu0µ6<;as the ordering of movement (~ Tfj<;KLV~OEW<;
Ta~1<;),cf. Plat. Leg. 665a: Tft o~
r~<;Ktv~oEw<;
Ta~Etpu0µ6<;ovoµa Eli'],TftOEa0 Tfj<;q,wvfjc;,rou TE6~fo<;äµa Kai ßapfo<;ouyKEpavvuµivwv,apµovia ovoµa rrpooayopEuotro, xopda OEToouvaµq,6TEpovKA1']0Eil'].
In connection with movement in dance, cf. Ar. Thesm.955a/b: pu0- I µov xopdac;; Plat. Leg.6706: ßa(vEtv
Evpu0µQ;Xen. Cyr. 1.3.10:6pxEio0at Ev pu0µQ. Without indicating parallels Thiele 1902:409n3
thinks that the expression pu0µ6v xü1v is "gut und alt" ["good and old"]. Cf. the passages in
LSJ,s.v.XEW
IIl.l "of the voice"-e .g. Horn. Od.19.521:xü1 rroAu◊wKfo q,wv~v;Pind. Isthm.8.58:
Erri0p~v6v TErroMq,aµov i:xrnv; Aesch. Supp. 631-632: KM01T' EvKrnia yiva xrnucrac;;and
especiallyAr. Vesp.1020 (parabasis): KWµ<J)OLKa
rro,\,\a xfocr0at.On the metaphorical combination üµvou<;oivoxoEiv, see Dionysius Eleg.3.1 G.-P. (for the combination of wine and poetry, see
alsoDionysiusEleg.1.1-2).
In Anaphe, men and women indulge in mutual ridicule during sacrifice to Apollo Aigletes
(Apoll.Rhod. 4.1713- 1730);Apollo and Dionysus are particularly connected with splendor and
the komos. Ritual ridicule, sacrifice , emphasis on shining appearance, and elements of an
invertedworld are also found in a ritual context in the Thesmophoriazusae
and our fragment. Cf.
the remarks on Thesm. 101-129 above, pp. 137-149; on Apollo's splendor and performance, cf.
esp. Thesm.126-128; the self-command 15.yaAAE
is identical with the performers' &y,\a"f<oµEv.
Cf.Etym.Magn. (9.52), s.v. &yfj,\ai·nµfjcrat 0E6v, &y,\afoat(= among others Lex.Bachm. [11, 18])
with the form /5.yaAAE
Thesm. 128; cf. further K.-A.on Eupolis fr. 131 (PCGV, 371). Kwµaio<;is
alsoa name given to Apollo in Naukratis; see also Ghiron-Bistagne 1976:273,who identifies the
Apollo(ibid.,275) on a Laconian cup (ibid.,fig. 127, Museum ofTarento 20909)as this Komaios.
Forai6,\4JµEAEt
cf. Lycoph.Alex. 671;cf.Telest. fr. 806.3-4 PMG:aio,\oµ6pq,ot<;(coni. Wilamowitz,
adoptedby Campbell 1993, 128) 1 . . . KaMµo1<;."Quickly moving": Horn.II. 19.404:rr61ia<;
ai6Ao<;
trrrwc;;
"glittering": of objects, e.g. TEUXEa,
Horn. J/. 5.294-295;esp. of music and dance: Eur. Ion
499:im' ai6Aa<;iaxä<;; in the context of choral projection Ion 492ff. (on the Makrai rocks, where
the Aglauridai perform their choruses in front of the temple of Athena); Ar. Ran. 247-248:
i:vulipovi:v ßu0Q xopEiav I ai6,\av i:q,0Ey~aµrn0a(in the song of the Frogs, which bears a _great
similarityto fr. 8516 PMGin terms of performativity; on the self-referential word xopEta, cf.
alsoAr.Ran.336,396-397; cf. also Thesm.9806 and 982). Kugelmeier 1996:154 sees in the "bunt-
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described with the epithet "unmixed" (o:K~parov, 4). 101The song under way
is thus like pure wine; it is offered to the god of wine like a poured offering
schillernden Melodie" ["brightly shimmering melody"] an antithesis to the simple rhythm.
Admittedly the composer of the song had no other choice but to use iamboi;the traditional occasion, in particular the element of ridicule that follows, determines the genre; the musicalframework in comparison with everyday speech is always festive. Variation does not necessarilyhave
to be equated with artistic intention as seen in the Hellenistic period, but is also a recognized
element of ritual style.
101cf. the synonymous aKr]pacn0<;in connection with the word wine in Horn. Od.9.204-205:
oivov ... j riMv aKrJpaowv, 0Eiov rror6v. The adjective aK~paro~ can be derived both from
KEpaw = KEpavvuµ1 (i.e. meaning "unmixed"; cf. Aesch . Pers. 614-615 : aK~par6v tE µr\rpo~
aypia~ ärro I rror6v; the passage occurs in a clear description of xoai [ibid.,607-622]) and from
Kr]paivw (i.e. meaning "unharmed ;' "unadulterated, " "untouched;' "pure" ; cf. Horn. II.24.303
and Theocr. Id. 22.38 in connection with üowp). Cf. LSJ,s.v. The two etymologically distinct
roots of the signifiers are connected on the level of the signified in terms of the concept of
purity . Both meanings, that of the unmi xed and that of the ritually untouched , play a part in
this case and are retained when used of this claim to originality. Gold is in particular spokenof
as unmixed, unadulterated, noble , and pure: cf. Archil. fr. 91.3 and 93a, 6-7. W. Unmixed wine
(like milk and honey) is unusual and indicates a deviation from the norm : these ingredients are
typical of xoa{; cf. Aesch. Pers. 607-622; cf. on this Graf 1980:217: "Strukturalist isch gesehen,
gehört der ungemischte Wein auf die Seite von Milch und Honig: die Mänaden schlagen denn
auch , ausser Milch- und Honigquellen, solche von reinem Wein. .. . Weinlose Libationen-mit
Honig , Milch, Wasser, Melikraton, öl-und solche mit reinem Wein müssten also zusammengehen, in Opposition zur Spende mit gemischtem Wein und dem Normalopfer, das sie
begleitet , stehen" ["From a structuralist point of view, unmi xed wine belongs together with
milk and honey: apart from striking open streams of milk and honey, the maenads also produce
ones of pure wine .. . . Wineless libations-with honey, milk, water, melikraton,oil-and those
using unmixed wine thus must belong together, in opposition to libation with mixed wine and
the normal sacrifice that accompanies it"]. Graf emphasizes in particular the symbolic function of pure wine (ibid., 219): "Den Austritt in die Marginalität bezeichnet umgekehrt unter
anderem die Libation mit reinem Wein" ["Libation with pure wine signifies among other things
departure into marginality"]. For wineless libation, see Henrichs 1983 and Henrichs 1984. Wine
was normally drunk mixed with water. Unmixed wine, the sign of the wild and uncivilized,
is only drunk by barbarians , beast-men like centaurs or satyrs , or the Cyclops in the odyssey
(Horn. Od.9.345- 974); cf. also the barbarian and bestial in the actors ' KauvaKrJcostume.
Probably precise ly because of the concept of the aK~parov , West treats the song fr.8516PMG
as a "parody" (West 1974:36) or "imitation " (West 1982:147n23) ofEur. Hipp.73-78: ooi r6v6e
rrAEKTov
oricpavov E~ aKrJparou I AE1µwvo~,<:ioforro1va, Kooµ~oa~ cpipw, l e'v0' oGrErro1µ~v
a~toi cpipßELvßora I oür' ~Mi rrw oioripo~, aAX UK~parov 1 µiA1ooa AE1µwv'r]ptv~ 6u:pxnai
1 Aiow~ OErroraµiaio1 KrJrrEUEt
op6001~. On aK~parov see the extensive comments of Barret!
1964:171-172ad Eur. Hipp.73-76 and 79-81. Parallels may be found in terms of syntax and partly
in terms of content: ooi in first position, the deictically emphasized object of dedication (r6v6e
oricpavov, rcivOEµoiioav) , the address in the vocative , the participial style (xfovtE~, Kooµ~oa~)
.
the performative situation with the verb in the first person, the antithesis ou ... a>.Aciemphasizing ritual purity . The decisive difference is that Hippolytos alone speaks, whereas in the
Semos song a group is performing , and Hippolytos offers a garland, while the chorus offersa
hymn ; in the utterance in Hippolytos' song there is also of course a "gar land" of words alongside the actual object. An important point in common is also its location in a komos(Hipp
. 55);
the previous strophes stage a komos,where Hippolytos orders his attendants to sing (58-60)
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(xo~).102
Xoa( are poured out completely, are unmixed, in contrast to the mixed
wine of the libation used in normal sacrifices, and are intended specifically
for the dead as well as for the chthonic deities, which once again symbolizes
departure from the everyday order of things and entry into marginality,103
since the inverted world is also associated with the return of the dead and
their terrifying and comic activities.
On the other hand, the ritual meaning, the pure and untouched nature of
the offering, is metonymically brought into line with the idea of the unmixed.
Theritual of sacrifice blends with the ritual of the choral dance, which excites
all the god's senses as well as those of the participants/spectators and which
results in the kharis of god and human alike. The singers emphasize the
newness and authenticity of their song (1<aivavarrap0€vrnwv, 3) because it
is a gift and an offering to the divinity, who is not satisfied with secondhand
goods.104 The composer as poietesmust create the hymn anew on every occaandas E~apxo<;then sings the hymn with them (61-72). Cf. Barrett 1964:169 ad Eur. Hipp. 58-60.
Neither Barrett 1964:167-176 ad Eur. Hipp. 58-87 , esp. 170-171 ad 73-76, nor Stockert in the
latest Teubner edition of the Hippolytus(Stuttgart/Leipzig 1994), 10 (in the !ist of testimonia
ad73- 87) mentions fr. 851b PMG.The commonalities do not appear tobe extensive enough to
call this an imitation; the parallels depend rather on the fact that both texts express rituality.
Hence the emphasis on purity and the stylistic similarity, such as the Du-Stiland the participial
predication (cf. Norden 1913:143-163 , 166-168) .
102Cf. Dionysius Eleg. 3.1 G.-P. üµvou<; oivoxoEi:v. For the transferral of the idea of onlvöEtV or
xfov to a song, cf. fr. adesp . 941 PMG(= carm . pop . 49 D., Terpander fr. 3 B., 4 Loeb, 8 Gostoli):
orrivöwµEVrni:<;Mvciµa<;nmoiv Mouom<; 1 Kai t4> Mouocipx<iJ<t4)> J\arnü<; uiEi:;Pind. /sthm. 6,
7-9, esp. line 9: onivöEtv µEA1<p86yyo1<;
ao1öai:<;;and Pind. 0/. 7.1-10, esp. 7-9: Kai iyw viKrnp
XITTOV,
Motoä:vÖOOlV
, aE0Ao<p6pot<;
1 avöpciotv niµnwv, YAVKUV
Kapnov <ppEVO<;,
iMoKoµm. The
paean, with which the song has sometimes been associated , was closely connected with sacrifice and the symposium. Between the dinner and the actual round of drinking a libation was
made to the gods and a paean sung, which served as the opening to the symposium proper. Cf.
Käppel1992:51-54 with test. 73-84.
103
On libations, see Graf 1980, Burkert 1985:70-73,Jameson/Jordan/Kotansky
1993:70-73. For the
distinction between onovöai and xoai, see Rudhardt 1958:240-248 and Casabona 1966:231-297.
On the distinction between the more common verb onlvöw and xtw,see Burkert 1985:70 and
Jameson/Jordan/Kotansky 1993:71.
104
Similarly Herter 1947:26: "Zwar haben sich gerade die att ischen Komiker etwas darauf zugute getan, wenn sie eine 'neue Idee' vorbringen konnten, aber ihre kultischen Vorläufer empfinden noch ganz unmittelbar, daß der Gottheit etwas frisches und Unberührtes als Weihegabe gefällt" ["While it was advantageous for Attic comic playwrights if they could present
a 'new idea,' their cultic predecessors still have an immediate sense that the god is pleased
by an offering that is fresh and untouched"]. Cf. for example the /ex sacra (text of A and B
with translation in Jameson/Jordan/Kotansky
1993:14- 17) of Selinous, A lOff.; the sacrificial
context involves various libations of wine (A 10) and a honey mixture (A 13). then a trapeza
and klineare to be set out for the pure Tritopatores, with a pure covering, olive wreaths, and
a honey mixture in new vessels (A 15: Kmvai:<;notEpioi:[0]1).The suggestions here of theoxenia
and aparkheare noteworthy. cf . Jameson/Jordan/Kotansky
1993:67- 70. New and pure fittings
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sion. Within choral culture, self-publicizing occupies a central position as part
of the rivalry between poets. The author as khoregos,leader and trainer, is in
close contact with the group for a long time . lt is therefore only natural that
the collective also makes this claim for the poet and speaks with his voice in
the same way it does in the parabasisof comedy.
Just as the flowers decorating their heads symbolize unwithering
vitality, among other things, 105 so too the ritual command for an offering to
be presented to a divinity in fresh and untouched form is also reinforced with
the above-mentioned adjectives (Katva:v amxp0€vwrov, 3). 106 The perforand equipment are sometimes strict preconditions for particular rites ; cf. Xenoph. fr. 1 G.-P.
(offering before symposium) and Jameson/Jordan/Kotansky 1993:35- 36 ad A 15 with particular reference to conditions in a cult calendar of the fourth century BCEfrom Kos (Sokolowski
1969 [LSCG],Nr. 151 A-C = SJG3 1025-1027).
105 At the same time the actors are also characterized as "wild men" from the Outside. On dressing
as satyrs at the Anthesteria , who represent "wild men" of this type , see Seaford l984:7nl7
and 19 (with reference to the modern Greek Kallikantzaroi as descendants of the satyrs).
On the Kallikantzaroi, who still survive in the folk belief of the Peloponnese and the Greek
islands, see Lawson 1910:190- 255 (on the centaurs) and Ginzburg 1989:186-187, 201-202(in
connection with many other similar groups, e.g. the Eskari, Surovaskari , Coledari, Regös).
Cf. the description (Ginzburg 1989:186) of the Kallikantzaroi, who in many ways show points
of connection with our actors as weil: "Die Kallikantzaroi
sind scheußliche, schwarze, zottige
Wesen, ... fast immer sind sie männlichen Geschlechts , mit riesigen Genitalien ausgestattet"
["The Kallikantzaroi are repulsive, black, shaggy creatures, ... they are almest always male,
equipped with massive genitalia") . Komos, beggar ritual , ecstasy, dressing up as animals,
vulgar emphasis on the sexual sphere, ridicule, fighting, and the personification of the dead
are typical of groups like these , who perform between Christmas and Epiphany (new year's
festival!). Leaves and flowers are often ritual indicators of marginality, in particular of youth in
the liminal phase of initiation, who embody mythical figures of this type in their groups: see
Jeanmaire 1939:174, 177, 179,181,189, 221; Brelich 1969 in his excellent introduction (13-112),
esp. in the morphology (25-44) of these rites of puberty , 72n60 (leaves), 88nlll (wood spirits).
The komos,the procession of drunken players, represents the reactualization of these liminal
experiences of puberty initiation rites . In a scholion to Aeschines ' speech 1.52 (115 Dilts)we
find the following interesting explanation: Kri6wv(6riv]oi'.irn1n:ai6Epaora(, en:wvuµia~EXOVtE~
'äyp101Kai Tp1ßa>.>.oiKai Kt:vraupot.' The figures explained here are thus pederasts (on the
connection to pederasty and initiation in the symposium see Bremmer 1990), andin particular they have the bynames "wild ones," "Triballoi" (like the Athenian groups mentioned in
Demosth . 54.39), and "centaurs ," which also refers to phallic wildness.
106
Vegetative imagery also lies behind the performative verb ay>.a'i~oµEv,following Hesych.(s.v.
ay>.a'i~Et'0ciMEt); cf. K.-A. on Eupolis fr. 419. Dionysus was himself described with the name
"Av010~(JGll/lll 2 1356.9 and Paus. 1.31.4). Parallel to Thalia (who forms the Kharites along
with Aglaia and Euphrosyne) as the name of the personified festival is the verb 0ciMm; cf.
Kannicht 1989:3lnl0. For Dionysus as god of growth, sprouting, and blooming , and for his
other cultic epithets corresponding to this idea, see Blech 1982:182-183 . The Greeks always
connected the Anthesteria via folk etymology with the maturation, or "blossoming;' of wine.
The Anthesteria have a streng connection with symbolic indications of performance: those
who perform the rites are dressed as "wild men ," it is a festival of the inverted world, of exception, anarchy , transition, and the new year; masquerade and the dead, the return of the dead as
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mative predicate Ka-rapxoµEv is reminiscent of the a:rcapx~, the first-fruits
offering of simple foods in the context of the natural world of the rural population of farmers. Pan, Hermes, the Nymphs, Priapus, Dionysus, and Demeter
are the prime recipients of this. 107 The performance and the aesthetic and
poetic form of the song culture grounded in the pragmatic are thus viewed as
an offering, as a gift for the divinity, who is expected to take pleasure in it. 108
Hymns"begun" (cf. Ka-rapxoµEv-rov üµvov, 5), on the other hand, are sung by
performers who have taken up position around an altar where animal sacrifice
takes place.109 In terms of the performative situation of the song the verb natughosts and barbarians, the staging of the origins of civilization, and wine also play a role here .
On the Anthesteria in general, see Deubner 1932:93- 123, Burkert 1983:213-243, and Auffarth
1991:202-276; an the Anthesteria as the frame of reference of the Plutus, see Bier! 1994.
107
On offerings of first fruits, see Burkert 1985:66-68 andJameson/Jordan/Kotansky 1993:67-70.
108
This text thus lends itself extremely weil to the approach based on the NouvelleHistoire,which
treats poetry as offering; cf. the fundamental study by Svenbro 1984 (who does not mention
fr.8516PMG, Dionysius Eleg.3.1 G.-P., and fr. adesp. 941 PMG[=Terp. fr. 3 B., 4 Loeb, 8 Gostoli]).
Svenbro makes an interesting connection between song (µ010~) and the homonym µ010~.
which comes from the same root and means a human or animal limb (221), and analyzes Greek
metrics and the bodily nature of its technical terms as a science that bases itself on the model
of ritual killing. In a dissertation (1992) supervised by Richard Martin, Sfyroeras attempts
to apply this theory to comedy . Cf. esp . 8-13 (unfortunately the examples adduced there,
esp. the incorrectly interpreted Herodotean passage [Hdt. 5.67.5], are not very convincing) .
Nevertheless , Sfyroeras' thesis of a fundamental connection between sacrifice and comedy
(see now Sfyroeras 2004) precisely in the light of this ritual song, which shows so many similarities to the komosand ritual poetry, seems weil worth considering .
109
On the practice of performing dithyramb, paean , and hyporcheme in a circle as prelude to a
sacrificial rite , see also Furley 1993:35-36. Cf. ibid, 36: "Anima! sacrifice survives to this day at
some festivals in Greece: hymns are sung while the animal is led round the sacrificial pit." On
the presentation of the dithyramb at the thymele, Pratinas fr. 708.1- 2 PMG:Tl~ 6 06pußo~ ob€;
TlT<l0€TC!xopcuµarn; 1 Tl~ vßpi~ ifµoA€Vbd l11ovuo1aliarroAurrarnya euµi:Aav. On the connection between paean and sacrifice, see Käppel 1992:44-47, 49-51, 55-56 (and test. 95), 58- 63,
81, 285 andin connection with discussion of the Erythraean paean to Asklepios (Pai. 37) (ibid.,
190-192on the sacred law Pai. 36a) and tr eatment ofthe Philodamus paean (Pai. 39), the occasion for which is provided by a theoxenia(ibid., 210, 254). The garlands worn by participants
at a sacrifice and by symposiasts (Eitrem 1915:64-75 , Burkert 1985:56 with 368n5, Jameson/
Jordan/Kotansky 1993:68) correspond to those worn by the performers of our song here . On
the combination of sacrificial ritual and drama, see Burkert 1966a. The art of drama arose from
improvisations at rural goat sacrifices . Intermediary stages remain in the folk custom.
The simplex iipxwem and the composite KaTapxc1v/ -wem describe both the general begin ning of an action and in particular the completion of practices that introduce sacrifices; for
KC!Tapxwemin the meaning "wash hands;• "sprinkle barley" (Horn. Od.3.445), "pasture the
animal for slaughter; • and other preparatory actions before sacrifice, see Dunbar Birds,541-542
adAr. Av. 959. By contrast , arrapxwem is limited to a particular ritual meaning (it is only later
attested as synonym for apxw0m ; LSJ s.v. arra:pxoµm). Burkert 1985:56 mentions iipxco0m,
KC!Tapxrnecn
, and arrapxwem as technical terms for particular rites carried out before sacrifice. The meaning of simply "beginning ;' "starting out ," and the preparatory ceremonies for
sacrifice are blended together in th e ritual language of the song .
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rally means the speech act of beginning; while the comasts produce an utterance about themselves in "we" form, saying that they are beginning a hymn,
the presentation is in fact being completed. The choral group thus take over
an important convention from song culture as a whole. The proem is where
the performers emphasize their intention. This kind of anabolemay be improvised in accordance with the rules of oral composition. Various hymns can be
introduced using similar set pieces. 110 In the transition to writing, this kind of
popular showpiece interwoven with ritual elements may then become fixed
as something formulaic, which is transmitted through writing and performed
annually. 111lt remains an open question whether the lines were really followed
by a hymn or whether this is already achieved through this introduction itself,
which then transitions into tothasmos.
110The verbs äpxE1vand KaT1ipxE1v
appear with the uncommon accusative construction in the
performative context of the introduction ; cf. Pind. Nern. 3.10-11: äpxE ... 1 o6K1µovuµvov;
Akm. fr. 98 Davies: 8o(va1~lit Kai i:v 81aoo101vI avlipdwv rrapa liarrnµ6vE001rrpfoE1rrmäva
KaTapx11v;
and our passage fr. 85lb.5 PMG:KaTapxoµEv'[()Vuµvov. Cf. also Plat. Euthyd. 283b:
eauµaoTov yap nva, c;i Kpfrwv, av~p KaTfiPXEV
Myov. For äpxE00m with the accusativecf.
Akm. fr. 48 Davies: Aarn'ilia, TEOli' apx<oµEv>o~xop6v (coni. West);Soph. fr. 737bPMG= Käppel
1992:366-367, 366-Pai. 32.2, line 2: oi:[0]Eväp~oµg_1(coni. Oliver) uµ]vov. With this one may
also associate i:~apxE1v,
which followed by either accusative or genitive refers to strikingup a
song, esp. with reference to the choral leader: Horn.Od.4.19:µol\rrfj~;JI. 18.51:y6010;withaccusative: Horn.Hyrnn. 27.18:xopou~;Archil. fr. 120 W.:li18upaµßov;fr. 121 W.:Moß10vrraujova;
for i:~apxE1v
with the accusative, implying a chorus, see Zimmermann 1992:19-23with further
passages l 9n3. For the performative future adooµm (cf. the self-referential ci>liaio1v,
fr. 8Slb.4
PMG)cf. Alcm. fr. 28: adooµm and 29 Davies:i:ywv li' adooµm. On the topos of the beginning
of a song in the Homeric hymns: äpxoµ' adliE1v: Horn. Hyrnn. 2.1, 11.1, 13.1, 16.1,22.1,26.1,
28.1; adooµm: Horn. Hyrnn. 10.1, 15.1, 23.1, 30.1; adliw: Horn. Hyrnn. 12.1, 18.1,27.1;Mouoawv
äpxwµm: Horn. Hyrnn. 25.1; on this introductory formula see Calame 1995a:6-8.For anabole
see Comotti 1989and Zimmermann 1992:22. This has tobe understood as originallybeingan
improvised prelude. Zimmermann summarizes Comotti's theory of the content of the anabole
as follows (ibid.):"Vorstellung des folgenden Chorlieds, Widmung an Dionysos, Kritikanderer
Dichter und poetologische Reflexionen dürften der Inhalt solcher ursprünglich zur Kithara,
später auch zu Flötenmusik gesungener Proömien gewesen sein, die sich im Verlaufdes fünften
Jahrhunderts zu regelrechten responsionslosen Bravourarien entwickelt hätten " ["The presentation of the followingchoral song, dedication to Dionysus,criticism of other poets, and poetological reflections must have been the content of these kinds of prooirnia, which were originally
sung to the accompaniment of the kithara, later also to that of the aulos, and which during
the course of the fifth century would have developed into fixed bravura arias without responsion"]. In this connection Zimmermann 1992:22 refers to the well-known Aristoteliantheory
of the development of tragedy and comedy (Poetics1449a9-13): yEvoµi:v11
li' oi:ivarr' apx~~
aUTOOXEÖHXOnKfj~-Kai
aUT~Kai ~ KWµ<;>/ita,
Kai ~ µEVarro '[WVE~apXOVTWV
TOV/ii0upaµßov,
~ lii:arro TwvTaqmAA!Ka
ä fo Kai vüv i:v rrol\Aa'i~TWVrroAEwvliiaµi:vE1voµ1~6µEvaKTA.
Our
song could thus relate in self-referential fashion to the prelude of a qmAA!KOV.
Howeverit is
not an ii~apxo~,rather the entire group, who takes up the introduction.
111Zimmermann 1992:22 also makes an interesting reference to a folk song; in fr. 871 PMGthe
women ofElis use the form of a hyrnnoskletikos to call for the epiphany ofDionysus.
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Overlying the dimension of sacrifice and offering, the element of the
sexualartfully asserts itself as a further level of meaning. The song is "virginal,"
untouched, that is, it will bring the god of the phallus particular enjoyment.
Theperformative form ayt-a't~oµcv implicitly expresses this connection, since
Aglaiais viewed as a young maiden on the threshold of womanhood who along
with the other Kharites belongs to Aphrodite's retinue and together with
Aglauros,associated with her, is often confronted with aggressive, phallic
sexualityor threatened with sexual violation. 112 At the same time, the epithet
cmap8ivrnrov can also be interpreted as the negation of the condition of
rrap8Evfa,especially in the sense "unfitting for virgins." 113 The "offering" that
they bring is "unvirginal" and unseemly for maidens, since the content and
the rhythm of the lines correspond to the coarseness and aggression of iamboi
andthe chorus in its function (and dramatic role) is made up of men, preceded
in the procession by a mud-covered phallus-bearer . As Phallophoroi they are
fitting worshipers of Dionysus Phales, to whom they present their song as
a gift. In the performance the words are in a certain sense "deflowered," or
offeredto the god for his consumption.
In short, then, the following is clear: the ritual komosrefers to its own
synaesthetic presentation and presents its god with a serenade that is suited to
the god in terms of the tropic form "wine, women, and song." The ritual significationsare fused with the performative style of speech into a complex speech
act. The festive procession (n:oµn:~)with the phallus, the comastic element
together with the drinking of wine, its external appearance, its connection
with offering and sacrifice, and the element of iambic ridicule reflect on all
levelsthe tensions characteristic of Dionysus that express the marked transi112

With their feminizing costumes the presenters through their utterance of ayAcx"t~oµEv
them selves becom e in a sense the Kharites ; in other words, they assume in part a feminine role.
Girlson the threshold of adu lthood are often represented in xopoi. The masculine identity of
the actors thereby touches, in terms of content , the border region between man and woman.
lt is significant that the participle xfovTE~ does not assume the feminine form relating to the
chorus' possible role, but refers to th e act ual ge nder ofthe singers.
113
Cf. Eur. Phoen.1739: arrcxp0EV€UT'
aAwµ€vcxand JA 993: arrcxp0EV€UTCX
µi:v nio' . Navarre 1911:249
thus translates the adjective as "qui n'est pas fait pour des jeunes filles" ["not designed for
young girls") ; similarly Horn 1970:68 ("ein Inhalt, der sich nicht für zarte Mädchenohren
eignet" ["content not suited for th e tender ears of maidens")); Kugelmeier 1996:154n27O also
seems tob e of this opinion . The adjective is ambiguous: 1.) lt can mean "virginal; i.e. before
defloration (as if from rrcxp0EVEUW
= KopEuw); it is thus treated by the majority of scholars as
synonym in asyndeton of Kcxtvav(cf. Soph . fr. 304 Radt). 2.) lt may refer to the opposite condition of no longer being a virgin, i.e. "unmaidenly" (cf. schol. Theocr. Id. 2.41, 279 Wendel) . The
above-mentioned meaning "not fitting for a virgin" can be viewed as a subcategory of (2). The
metaphor of the song as some thin g mixed or blended is contaminated in the ritual text with
the idea of defloration as offering.
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tion from the everyday to the sacred and the liminal nature of the comically
inverted world. As in comedy, positive worship of the gods is juxtaposed with
the radical and carnivalesque elements of comic inversion.
The Sitz im Lebenof the two songs cannot, unfortunately, be determined
with certainty on the basis of the information Athenaeus gives us, since
it is only the entertainment value of the amusing performers that interests
him in his dinner conversations. Two possibilities present themselves. The
ritual complex described is either a preparatory ceremony that precedes the
dramatic competition, as in Athens, 114 or a simple performance presented in
the theater mainly as a divertimento, as became common in the Hellenistic
period. Since this is only a brief ritual spectacle there is no integration based
on illusion into some form of dramatic plot. The answer to the question of
whether in a festive scene of this type we are dealing with proto-theater or
ritual has to remain up in the air. Entertainment and the sensory and symbolic
experience of transformation are so intertwined that a definitive differentiation of the sort possible in the choral songs of Old Comedy is here impossible.

The Parabasisand the Song of the Phallophoroi
As has been emphasized several times, there remains in modern scholarship
the assumption that ritual necessarily precedes theater. Relying on the rather
vaguely held judgment of Aristotle, who saw the beginnings of comedy in the
singers of <paAAtKa,scholars have often adduced the song of the Phallophoroi
in discussions of the origins of comedy. 115 Faced with the absence of a dramatic
plot with fictional roles, they have often connected it with the parabasisof Old
Comedy, since the latter has long been regarded from the perspective of realistic theater as an unassimilated ritual core because it interrupts the so-called
illusion of the dramatic plot. 116 So, for example, the following theory has been
114

Cf. Cole 1993.
Because the lack of sour ces the origin can unfortun ately probably never be known with
certainty .
116
On the parabasisas ritual core and original element: for earlier literature, before the actual
influence of the Cambridge ritualists, see Hubbard 1991:16n2; Cornford and Murray as prominent representatives of this direction in scholarship deliver opinions in this vein; Cornford
(19612:93) says of the parabasisin The Origin of Attic Comedy, which appeared in 1914:"With its
stiff canonical structure, it has all the air of a piece of ritual procedure awkwardly interrupting
the course of the play ..; see also Cornford 19612:110. Murray (1933:12) sees it as "a nugget of
unassimilated ritual embedded in the structure of the play...This opinion has endured up until
comparatively recently; Kranz 1933:25, Herter 1947:31-32, Kranz 1949:1125, Lesky 19713:273
("Kernstück ..), Seaford 1977:85- 86, and Reckford 1987:488.
The origin of comedy has often been connected with the song of the Phallophoroi (the Ithyphalloi, Deikelistai, Autokabdaloi, and phallika)but only in a general fashion. Cornford 19612:
115
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proposed: the song of the Phallophoroi could correspond to the ode, and the
ridiculeconnected with the song to the epirrhematic syzygy.m
110-111thinks the development can only have lead to the parabasis,because the Phallophoroi
did not assume any dramatic role (he does however think the phallic rites were connected with
the kömos,ibid. 111-114); Herter 1947:16-42 and passim attempts an organic reconstruction
using the chorus of the Ithyphalloi in particular; he thinks a plot arose from parabasis-likesong;
Pohlenz 1949 (= Kl. Sehr. II 1965:497-510) believes that the song represents only one possible
developmental step toward the parabasis;cf. also Giangrande 1963, Lesky 19713 :271-273 (relation to carnival and parabasis,later mimicry) , Reckford 1987:443-498, esp. 487-488 (following
Cornford, Semos' song is characterized as a "rudimentary kömosfrom which 'comedy' grew").
Contra, among others, Radermacher Frösche,12, Pickard-Cambridge 1962:133- 147, Händel
1963:84, 108, Sifakis 1971:20, 69 and Leonhardt 1991:37-38, who are skeptical about a link
between the song of the Phallophoroi and the genesis of comedy or the parabasis.Fora history
ofthe interpretation ofthe parabasis,see Sifakis 1971:15-20, and now also Imperio 2004:11-14.
Howa dramatic plot is supposed to have arisen from the undramatic phallikahas always been
viewed as a particularly problematic question. Herter 19386:1677 replies with the Aristotelian
formula that Aristotle does not derive comedy immediately from the q:,aM1Kcithemselves, but
traces it merely to the t~cipxovtE~ ta q:,ar.A1Kci;
he also says the element of improvisation is
critical. German scholarship was fond of making a connection between the Phallophoroi and
the parabasis,which in turn was interpreted as an original song of entry (parodos).The main
arguments advanced were: a) the term parabasisis synonymous with parodos;b) anapaests are
typical of the marching rhythm of the entry procession; the Phallophoroi also form an entry
procession; c) it was the chorus' job to salute the gods immediately after their entry proces sion (parabasis
odes). See Sifakis 1971:111- 112n21 for literature on the parabasis-parodos
thesis.
117
On the comparison between the parabasis,especially the epirrhematic syzygy, and the Hellenistic Phallophoroi and Ithyphalloi (hymns and ridicule) , see Kolster 1829:51-61, Koester 1835:
16-18 (both derive the parabasisdirectly from phallic songs). Muff 1871:6-7, Herter 1947:
Pohlenz 1949:37 (= Kl. Sehr. II 1965:503), and Reckford 1987:487-488. The parabasisodes as
reflexes of cult hymns have been extensively discussed by Fraenkel (1931 and 1962:191-2 15);
he shows that the greeting is directed at all the polis gods, not just Dionysus, as is the case
with the Phallophoroi. Kranz thinks (1919:162n4, 163 and 1933:30) that all choruses originally directed their song only to Dionysos Lenaios (on the Phallophoroi, see Kranz 1919:164).
Gelzer 1960:210 combines Fraenkel's theory of the dependency of the odes on cult lyric
with the German Phallophoroi theory (the epirrhematic syzygy is based on the song of the
Phallophoroi, a view held since Kolster 1829:60). Gelzer 1960:210 says: "Das [Phallophoroi Lied]scheint also eine Art Vorstufe zur Parabase gewesen zu sein, die sich an anderen Orten
an bestimmten Festen noch als selbständige Begehung erhalten hatte, in Athen aber in die
Komödie eingegangen war. Die Götter werden in der Syzygie unabhängig von der speziellen
Funktion des Chors im jeweiligen Stück angerufen, und nur ganz äußerliche Zusätze lassen
die Hymnen als vom Chor des jeweiligen Stücks vorgetragen erscheinen" [''The song of the
Phallophoroi thus seems to have been a kind of precursor to the parabasis,which in other areas
was still preserved as an independent celebration at certain festivals, but in Athens became
part of comedy. In the syzygy the gods were invoked independen tly of the chorus' particular
function in the given play, and it is only through additions of a completely superf icial nature
that the hymns appear to be performed by the chorus of that particular play"]. Cf. also Gelzer
1966:69,where the development from indecent q:,aAAlKOV
to parabasisis described; but it is
not quite correct to speak of a "Funktionsänderung zum Rügegedicht" ["change of function
to blame poem"], especially since mockery also formed part of the ritual of the Phallophoroi.
Cornford 19612:95 is skeptical of this; he thinks that the elements of invocation and ridi cule were in fact present in the phallic song and in the parabasis,but that the structure in
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Several misconceptions need to be dealt with here.
interruption of the plot in the Aristophanic parabasisis in no way
fundamental in nature. Even here elements from the plot are taken up and
processed. The Jack of dramatic unity and role identity is not confined to
this structural element alone, but is part of the open aesthetic and the
mode of perception of the genre as a whole. 118
1. The

2. Ritual and theater may certainly be present simultaneously; depending
on the interpreter's point of view and on the context, now one, now the
other comes to the fore. 119

Sifakis and Händel reject the connection between the song of the Phallophoroiand the comic parabasison the not entirely correct basis that we are
dealing here exclusively with censure and blame, while in the parabasisthe
"self-presentation of the chorus" is foregrounded. 120 I have attempted to show,
however, to what a great extent this fragment of Semos (fr. 851b PMG)in fact
contains traces of demonstrative self-presentation and self-promotion. Onthe
other hand, blame is also a standard thematic element in the parabasis.Both
coarse and aggressive ridicule and self-presentation are ritual forms and characteristic of ritual choruses.
the phallic song was different, because invective could be improvised endlessly. He therefore
argues against the genesis of the parabasisfrom the phallic song, and sees rather a relationship
between the latter and the exodos.Cf. also ibid. 110- 114. The remarks of Pickard-Cambridge
1962, 142-144 are also highly critical.
118
For the theory of the irrelevant digression, see the earlier bibliography in Hubbard 1991:16n4;
cf. further among others Zielinski 1885:184-187, Pickard-Cambridge 1962:199,Kranz 1933:25,
Gelzer 1960:208, Händel 1963:85, Sifakis 1971:66, 69, Dover 1972:49, and Heath 1987:18-23,4344. Criticism of this position has recently been mounting; cf. Bowie 1982, Harriott 1986:20-36,
Reckford 1987, and Hubbard 1991 (Hubbard reads the self-referential remarks of the poet as
interte xtual commentary and references of the poet to his work). To this debate add now
Imperio 2004:13- 14.
119
The characteristic style of speech used between the players and the participants/audience
is important here (cf. Athen . 6226: Emotpicpouo1v Ei~i:o 8foi:pov with the expression at the
beginning of the parabasisAr. Ach. 629: ourrw mxpißTJrrpo~i:o 8foi:pov, Equ. 508: rrpo~i:o8fotpov
rrapaß~vm, Pax 735: rrpo~ to 8foi:pov rrapaßa~ EVrni~ a:varraiorn1~). Cf. early on Schmid
1929:635:"Die Handlung spielt sich zwischen Chor und Publikum ab und entspricht der altattischen Parabase:• ["The action is acted out between the chorus and the audience and corresponds to the old Attic parabasis:']Cf. also Muff 1871:7 and Kranz 1933:30. The presenters do
not play entirely within a dramatic role and within a dramatic plot that the spectators simply
witness while submerging themselves therein, but actually enter into direct contact with their
surroundings, while oscillating between their real and their fictitious identity. They criticize
and ridicule individuals in the surrounding area and they worship the gods of the community
in front of and together with the audience.
120
See Händel 1963:84, 109 and Sifakis 1971:20.
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Even if the parabasisproper, in contrast to the epirrhematic syzygy, was
a late creation of the comic poets, 12 1 this need not mean at the same time that
the entire parabasisfreed itself of ritual and that only ritual remains are to be
found.122 I come to the following conclusion contrary to the communisopinio
after thorough investigation and interpretation: the question as to whether
the parabasisrepresents a ritual core or a remnant from which comedy developedas a secular, political genre cannot be answered with any certainty. There
is much to indicate that the parabasis,like many utterances by the comic
chorus, in form and content possessed a ritual nature even in the time of
Aristophanes.For in Aristophanes too the chorus speaks of its own activity and
about its performance, expresses praise, blame, and ridicule, dances (at least
in the odes), addresses the community gathered together, and finally, through
prayer,hymn, and invocation, brings about contact with the gods of the polis
as a whole, among others with Dionysus, the special god of the performative
realm.The comic genre is clearly so strongly based on these elements that it
can only be purified into a kind of bourgeois comedy by destroying its livelinessand comical nature.
The parabasiscannot thus be derived directly from traditional songs of
this type, especially since the situation is also complicated by the fact that the
fragments transmitted by Semos are perhaps of a later date than Aristophanes
and are possibly based on Attic comedy. 123 The relationship is only yielded by
the ritual context. Aristophanes reactualizes ritual. He is not an imitator or
parodist of an age-old tradition, but is within this tradition and, in the pragmaticcontext of a society whose thinking draws its nourishment entirely from
mythical and ritual forms, creates these songs anew and integrates them to a
greater or lesser extent into a comic plot that is characterized by a privileging
of the paradigmatic, as opposed to syntagmatic, level of action. Both phallic
songsare equally performance in the sense of a productive choral culture that
relies on traditional models and that is tied to a fixed, pragmatic context, the
ritual Sitz im Leben.The big difference lies in the fact that these songs are not
embeddedin a dramatic plot.
121

See Händel 1963:84 and Sifakis 1971:20, 59-70, esp. 68- 69.
See Händel 1963:107-109nl7 and Sifakis 1971:17-21. Sifakis describes the odes as "a relic of
genuine Kultlyrik"(ibid.,69).
123
There is much to suggest this , especially since the examples of the boastful doctor and the
Theban mania for strange words in the immediately preceding quotation from Sosibios (Athen.
62ld-622a) are drawn from contemporary New Comedy (Alexis fr. 146 K.-A.and Strattis fr. 49
K.-A.). See also the reference to language above, n56. Porson attributed the song of the Phallophoroi to Pratinas (as referred to in Bergk lil 18824 :657 ad carm. pop. 8 B., who does not ,
however, think the reasoning is sound).
122
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The closenes s of the traditional song material to Aristophanes resides,as
has been emphasized, not only in the parabasis,but in principle in all choral
utterances in comedy: for the particular style of the direct address to the audience, the transgression of borders with the polis assembled in the theater, the
deficiency of identity in dramatic roles, improvisation, ridicule, and sexual
coarseness are all necessary elements for comedy and the laughter essential
to it.

The Phallic Procession in a Dramatic Plot
(Acharnians 241-279)-the
Continued Existence of Rituality
The elements named above are also to be found at the beginning of a comic
plot. 124The parallel between the fragments of Semos (fr. 851a and b PMG)and
the scene of phallophoriaat the private celebration of the rural Dionysia in
the parodosof the Acharnians(241-279, in particular with the equally purely
iambic Phales song, 263-279), has been observed over and again .125As a comic
author, Aristophanes naturally sought here too to integrate the <paAA1K6v
halfway into the dramatic plot, even though, as in several choral songs, the
utterance is at the same time a result of the context that determines the
plot and also represents independent cult. 126In particular , for dramaturgical
124 Because of an incorrect interpretation of rrapa~aivE1v and the entrance-like character of the
two phallic songs , it used to be thought that the parabasiswas originally a song sung while
entering.
125Consider among others Kolster 1829:52, 59-60, Koester 1835:16-17, Müller II 1857:197-198,
van Leeuwen Ach.,50-51 ad 261 (also with reference to Sosibios [Athen. 621d] on improvised
comic scenes at performances of this kind at the rural Dionysia!), Cornford 19612:103-109,
esp. 103-104, 108, Körte 1921:1218-1219, Herter 1938b:1675ff., Herter 1947:24ff.(who emphasizes the parallels to the song of the Ithyphalloi), Pickard-Cambridge 1962:145- 147, Gelzer
1966:69,Horn 1970:63-71, esp. 68, Ghiron-Bistagne 1976:208-213 (who refuses to see any komos
either in the Aristophanic song or in that of the Phallophoroi, but sees instead an honorable
rroµrr~), Carriere 1979:19 and 34nl4, Zimmermann II 1985:41, Prato 1987:216 with n48 (with
special reference to the iambic meter of the Phallophoroi), Cole 1993:26 (only implicitly),
Habash 1995:567, Kugelmeier 1996:151-15 4, and Csapo 1997:284. Cf. now also Olson Ach.,140ad
237-279, 147 ad 261, and Pütz 2003:161-163.
126Many only see the nondramatic aspect in this song as weil; cf. Pickard-Cambridge 1962:146:"In
neither is there anything dramatic; the agents represent no one but themselves." Cf. Herter
1938b:1677 and Horn 1970:66-67; likewise Kugelmeier 1996:154 does not recognize an "actual
dramatic function" therein . Similarly now Olson Ach., 141 ad 241-279:" ... this scene, which
briefly interrupts the forward movement of the action to offer a vision of life in an ideal world
of peace . .. "The remarks ofleonhardt 1991:38 in this connection are unclear: "Die berühmte
Szene der Acharner des Aristophanes ist in keiner Weise mit der Struktur des Stückes verknüpft, sondern allein von der Handlung her begründet; die Feier der ländlichen Dionysien
symbolisiert die Segnungen des Friedens, den der Hauptheld Dikaiopolis mit den Spartanern
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reasons Aristophanes has abandoned the choral dimension of the komos,as in
the Agathon song in the Thesmophoriazusae
(101-129 ), and has turned the song
into Dikaiopolis' solo song.
I shall first reproduce the text, continuing to mark performative expressions,and noting correspondences with the Semos fragment:
t:.I. EU<prtµEi-rE,
EV<prtµdrE.

241

rrp6t0' Ei<;ro rrp6o0Ev6i\iyov, ~ Kavricp6po<;.
6 :::av0ia<;rov cpa.\Aov6pBovorrioarw.
Kara0ou ro KUVOUV,
c;)0uyarEp,i'.v'arrap~wµE0a.
0Y. c;)µfjn:p, avaÖo<;ÖEupo~V Erv~pucrtv,
i'.v'ErYO<;
Karaxtw roui\arfipo<; rouroui.
11!. Kai µ~v Kai\6v y' for'. JJLli6vva-Eöionora,
Kqaptcrµtvwc; <JotnjvÖE rnv rroµrrnv e:µE
rrtµwavra Kal0uoavra µna: rwv OlKErwv
ayayEtVrDXrtPW<;
ra Kar' aypOV(Llwvuma,
orpanii<; arrai\i\ax0tvra, ra:<;orrovöa:c;
öt µot
Kai\w<;~UVEVEYKElV
ra:<;rptaKovrounba<;.
ay', c;)0uyarEp,Örrw<;ro KUVOUV
Kai\~ KUAW<;
OLOEI<;
ßi\foouoa 0uµßpocpayov.W<;
µaKapto<;
öon<;o' 6rruoEtK<XKrro~onmyai\ii<;
oou µriöe:v~rrou<;ßödv, ETIEtba:v
öp0po<;
rrp6ßatvE,Kav rwxi\w cpui\arrrn0m ocp68pa
µ~ rt<;i\a0wv OOUTIEptrpaynra: XPU<Jta.
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n-

geschlossen hat. Somit kommt der Parodie des Phallikon kein anderer Stellenwert zu als den
zahlreichen Dithyramben-, Tragödien - und Hymnenparodien, die sich in den Komödien allenthalben finden." ["The famous scene from the Acharniansof Aristophanes is in no way joined
to the structure of the play, but is motivated only in terms of plot; the celebration of the rural
Dionysiasymbolizes the blessings of the peace that the protagonist Dikaiopolis has concluded
with the Spartans. Thus the parody of the phallikonpossesses no more significance than do
the countless parodies of dithyrambs, tragedies, and hymns found everywhere in comedies.")
Becauseit is embedded in the plot of the Acharniansthe song does not represent a true copy
of a phallophoria;
cf. Herter 1938b:1676. Webster in Pickard -Cambridge 1962:146 refers to the
differences between this and Semos' Phallophoroi: a) the latter have a distinctive costume;
b) they run toward the spectators and ridicule them; c) the cpaAAocp6po~
is blackened with
soot. Nevertheless, there can be no doubt that the spectacle represents the staging of a cult.
Accordingto Gelzer 1992:49 the passage is not a parody at all: "Dieses kompakte Genrebild des
ländlichen Dionysosfestes ist gewiss mit der drastischen Verve des damals wohl kaum mehr
als 20jährigen Dichters gewürzt; aber es ist als solches kein Witz, sondern die Darstellung eines
ländlichen Kultes" ["This compact genre painting of the rural Dionysia is certainly spiced with
the graphic verve of the poet, who was probably not much more than twenty at the time; but
as such it is not ajoke, rather the presentation of a rural cult"].
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c1:::av0(a,O(j)Cf)V
8' EOTlV
6p0oc;EKrfoc;

ocpaUoc;€~6mo0Erfjc;Kavri<p6pou·
Eyw8' aKoAou0wv~ooµm ro cpaAA1K6v·
ou 8', cI>yuvm, 0Ewµ' (XT(()TOUTtyouc;.rcp6ßa.
c/>a)äjc;,
frafpEBmcxfov,
~UYKWµE,
VUKTOTCEpmAaVflTE,µotXE,rcm8Epaonx,
far~ o' frn rcpoodrcovde;
TOV8fjµov €A0wväoµEvoc;,
onov8ac;
rw11aaµevoc;
EµaurQ, rcpayµaTWV
TEKal µaxwv
KaiAaµaxwv arcaAAaydc;.
rcoAAQ
yap fo0' ~810v,cJ'Jc/>aJ...fjc;
c/>aJ...fic;,
KAEmouoavEup6v0'wptK~VUAfl(j)Opov,
r~v Lrpuµo8wpou8p<;inav EKrnu<pEAAEwc;,
µforiv Aaß6vr', apavrn, KarnßaMvrn Karny1yapriom.
cI>aJ...fic;
c/>aJ...fjc;,
€UVµE0' ~µwv ~uµrcinc;,€KKpamaAric;
Ew0Evdp~vric;po<p~onc;
rpuß;\10v·
~ 8' aorcic;€VTCfl
(j)E\jJaA~
KpEµ~onm.
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265

270

275

Dikaiopolis: Silence! Silence! You, basket-carrier, step a little forward! Let Xanthias keep the phallus upright! Put the basket down
so we can start.
Daughter: (245) Mother, give me the !adle so I can pour pea soup
over this cake here!
Dikaiopolis:That's perfect. - Dionysus, lord, !et it be pleasing to you
that I send forth this procession and sacrifice with my household! (250) Let me celebrate in good fortune the Dionysia here in
the countryside without enemy attack, and bless my libations for
a thirty-year peace! Now, daughter, hold that basket up nicely, my
pretty, and make sure you put on a face as if you've just eaten bitter
herbs! How happy the man (255) who'll take you as his wife and
make little weasels with you that fart just as good as you do in the
morning! Step forward now, and keep a sharp lookout in the crowd
that someone doesn't pinch your jewelry while you're not looking!
Xanthias, the phallus has tobe kept erect (260) behind the basket316
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girl! I'll bring up the rear and strike up the phallus song. And you,
wife, watch me from the roofl Forward march!
Phales, Bakkhos' friend, fellow comast, nightwanderer, (265) adulterer, pederast, I greet you for the first time in five years, happy
now that I've come back to my deme and made my own personal
peace-agreement, freed from troubles, wars, and warmongers like
Lamakhos. For it's much nicer by far, o Phales, Phales, to snatch
Strymodoros' pretty Thracian virgin from the stony ground, grab
her by her hips, lift her up, (275) then throw her down and ream her
good and proper, o Phales, Phales! If you want to get drunk with us,
tomorrow first thing at dawn you'll be hungover and slurping down
a bowl of peace, and the shield will be hung up in the chimney.
In this scene Aristophanes draws on the festive life of the polis, embeds the
ritual of the phallophoriathat preceded the actual theatrical performances
into the plot, and blends it with the similar rites of the rural Dionysia.127 The
festivalof Kar' aypouc; .tnovuoia (250) is mentioned in particular because
the rroµn~shown on stage also leads the hero from the polis into the countryside,and thus is able to bring the idyllic picture of peace in the countryside
into the theater in the city. 128 The thirty-year wine offered by Amphitheos is
turned into a correspondingly sacred activity. :Errovba{in the secondary, metaphoricalmeaning of peace treaty are transferred by the comic hero into actual

nx

127 According to

schol. Ach. 202, the rural Dionysia correspond to the Lenaia, the festival of the
performance (cf. Pickard -Cambr idge 1962:144 - 145) . Actually the Lenaia , celebrated in the
month Gamelion, is a quite separate celebration from the rural Dionysia. The latter was celebrated in individual demes already in the month Poseideon. On the inadvertent connection, see
Deubner 1932:124. Still, elements of other festivals ofDionysus, such as, for example, mockery
delivered by people on carts, were transferred from the Khoes to the Lenaia. Typical of the
Lenaiaand also of the rural Dionysia were the noµn~. anapx~ . and aywv (with presentations of
comediesand tragedies) . In particular , competitions of Kwµo1are attested for the rural Dionysia,
and are of great importance for the origin of comedy. Similar elements (eioaywy~. noµn~, and
Kwµo~)were also familiar to the audience of the Greater Dionysia. On the individual festivals of
Dionysus (Anthesteria, Lenaia, rural and city Dionysia), see Deubner 1932:93- 142; on the Lenaia
and rural Dionysia, ibid., 123-138. Möllendorff 1995:130-131 in the context oflines 195-2 02 talks
of an interplay of two locations and festival times; still , it is doubtful whether tnovuo1a (195)
refers to the Lenaia. Throughout the play, rites of Dionysus, in particular the Anthesteria, are
reworked in pastiche-li ke fashion ; see Habash 1995 and Fisher 1993.
128 Cf.the performative announcement in the future Ach.202: a~w TC! KaT aypou~ Eicnwvl11ovvo1a.
The preparatory line 240: 8uowv .. . i~ipxnai has the hero, who has left in line 202, now
return, so that the <lerne is now to be imagined as the location . For th e relation of city and
2
countryside in this pass age , see Henri chs 1990: 269-270. Cf. also Henderson 1991 :59-60 and
Habash1995:560-567 .
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libations of wine in honor of the wine-god Dionysus. 129 The completion of this
ritual in Dikaiopolis' rural <lerneof Kholleidai (Ach.406) represents the tangibly
expressed realization of the private peace-accord. 130 The reduction of the celebrations to one's own oikosand <lernereflects the extraordinary nature of the act,
which is not based on the inclusion of the whole community. For this reason, the
usual collective style of speech is abandoned in favor of a monodic delivery.The
offering here is part of the ritual action, but at the same time it is also a metaphor, as in the song of the Phallophoroi,
for the performance being offered.131
Dikaiopolis brings the procession into formation by means of a speech
act: his daughter functions as kanephoros,who is responsible for the cmapx~;
she is followed by the slave Xanthias as phallophoros;Dikaiopolis, following
behind as symbol of comic inversion and distortion, fulfills as solo-singer the
role of a citizen chorus, while at the same time acting as E~a:pxwvor Kopucpaio~
of the mini-procession. After abrief prayer (247ff.),he begins the actual song,
all on his own instead of with a chorus, while the role of the crowd participating in the ritual is assumed by his wife on the roof. 132 The ritual of the
procession, which is based on the participation of the crowd and on the presence of a comastic choral dance group, which this woman represents, is kept
to the bare minimum of performers and participants. From the perspective of
the plot we have here imitation and reworking of a familiar ritual, with ritual
happening within ritual , theater within theater, but without any real reenactment (µfµ11crn;)
as in the other songs.
As in most of the choral utterances in comedy, here too in this pseudochoral passage there is no commentary or narrative, but only a ritual being
129

I30

l3J

132

For the Eleusinian dimension of Amphitheos as spondophoros,see Sowie 1993:21;for the procession ibid., 26-27. On the connection of the Lenaia with Eleusis, see Deubner 1932:125-126.
Amphitheos fetches the spondai(cf. Ach. 131, 178, 186), and Dikaiopolis offers them to the god
of the performance as wine (199, 208) and song (263ff.). On the metaphorical usage of spondai
in the Acharnians,see Newiger 1957:104-106.
Similarly Pickard-Cambridge 1962:146.
Cf. above, nn99 and 102 on cmivow, xiw, and cxmxpxoµa1.In the typical language of ritual, the
usual elements are mixed together. Cf. the performative expressions cxrrap~wµe8a(Ach.244),
Kamxiw (246), and orrovocx~(251, 268). In addition, 8uoavm (249) and the accessories for the
cxrrapx~as a whole refer to sacrifice. The scholia to Ar. Ach. 242 and 243 seem to relate the text
to the phallophoriaof the Greater Dionysia rather than to the rural Dionysia.
Through the instruction 8ew µ' cxrrornu ,iyou~ (262), she also becomes the internal female
"spectator" in the theatrical spectacle, which is at the same time ritual, being presented on
stage. The woman's viewing from the roof is especially connected with the ecstatic ritual of
the Adonis procession. See Ar. Lys. 389: ö ,· 'Aowv1aoµ6~oi:irn~ourri ,wv i:eywv with Henderson
Lys., 119 ad loc.See also Baudy 1992:34 with n188. A reason for this may be that the festival of
Adonia was thought of as particularly sexual and wild, with the phallus playing a key role;
cf. Baudy 1992:38-39, especially th e reference to the begetting of illegitimate children at this
festival as a motif in comedy.
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staged that proceeds as a speech act. Action is completed by utterance. selfreference also has the function of self-ostentation. In contrast to the songs
in Semos, which are given a comprehensive performative context, here the
performance of this kind of song is set as a whole into the scene.
lt is only in the commands and announcements that come before the
song that we get the actual sense of the procession, which would otherwise
be lost if only a brief song without these attachments were presented here.
lt is in the orders of the leader and producer that the formation of the minigroup and its connection with sacrificial ritual is brought about; in the case of
the texts in Semos, much of the ritual background has to be surmised because
the compiler of the passage did not consider that every detail was worthy of
transmission. In this performance it is the other way round: there is no reference to the chjm;,since this is perfectly plain to the spectator. One cannot,
then, entirely exclude the possibility that Dikaiopolis and his assistants wore
a particular type of costume or equally that the carrier of the phallus had
makeup on his face. The procession derives its particular comic and parodic
nature in particular from the sexual remarks directed at the daughter, who
leadsthe parade as bearer of the sacrificial basket. She is a potential victim of
the phallus that walks erect behind her. The presence of the girl introduces
the suggestion of a sacred marriage into the proceedings.
The iambic vulgarity is in many respects reminiscent of the brief sacrificial procession in the Thesmophoriazusae(282-291) that the relative of
Euripides stages in order to gain access to the Thesmophorion. There, too,
the path to the Other is connected by means of sacrifice and pompe with
ribaldwishes for fertility for the little daughter (cf. Thesm.289-291 with Ach.
254-258). 133 In a further command Dikaiopolis positions Xanthias as phallophoros
behind the virgin. The phallus has tobe carried erect behind the maiden.
This happens as soon as the procession gets underway. This sexual juxtaposition induces further laughter. Dikaiopolis himself takes up a position
at the end of the procession. Using the performative future in the "!" form,
Dikaiopolis announces the presentation of his song (~ooµm
cpa11.11.1K6v,
261) and sends his wife to her post as internal observer. Immediately after
the announcement of the performance and the order to proceed (rrp6ßa, 262),

ro

133The instruction

to her to watch out that nobody snatch and eat her gold jewelry (xpuoia) could
also contain a vulgar double entendre, alluding to her endangered virginity. Cf. Hesych., s.v.
xpucriov·ro rwv rraio(wv aiooiov . See Henderson 1991 2 :131 with reference to Av. 670 (xpuo6v
in the sense of Kuo6~). who does not however refer to the passage here and its secondary
meaning. Cf. Henderson 1991 2:144 and 178 on rpay~µarn. In contrast to the Thesmophoria
(Thesm
. 293-294), the slave -girl Thratta is not here excluded from the festival; she can be
snatched and enjoyed (Ach. 271- 275) .
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the procession gets under way to the accompaniment of the song struck up
by Dikaiopolis. Actual cult song and improvisation with attacks on individuals
are here fused together. The variation between "!" and "we" is striking. The
emphatic "!" expresses the isolation of the hero, while the "we" forms and the
command for silence and attention in the second-person plural (EucpriµEi"rE,
Eucp17µdrE, 241) involve not only the fellow performers from his household,
but also the audience as participants in cult and spectacle.134 This involvement is also especially brought about by laughter. Dikaiopolis becomes a kind
of prayer-leader, and with his refrain-like cry of "O Phales, Phales!" the audience's imagination may be stirred and instead of spectators become in fact
fellow players in a communal "we," gradually declaring themselves in agreement with Dikaiopolis' action.
The ritual staged here reflects polis ritual and as with the two songs
transmitted in Semos, reworks basic elements-such as the comastic (Ach.
264-265, 277-279), the ribald and erotic (254-260, 265, 271-275, 277-278),
aiskhrologiaand personal ridicule of Lamakhos and Strymodoros (270, 273),
sacrifice together with pleasure in eating and drinking, the symposion(277),
and musical performance 135 - into something new. All the rites and pleasures
mentioned are fused into the worship of peace (251, 268-270, 278-279) and
simultaneously refer to the festival currently taking place. 136 For these are
the elements not only of this small q>aAAtK6v,but also of Old Comedy as a
whole. Despite being reduced to a monody, the scene thereby becomes a kind
134

On the EUq:>!]µicx
formula that introduces cultic activity, see Kleinknecht 1937:2ln4 with references, 33-34, 38, and 151. Cf. also already Ach. 237-238. The address concerns the chorus as
weil as audience, to which the chorus extends itself. Cf. also the servant's cry before Agathon's
performance and Krytilla's before the assembly at the Thesmophoria (Ar. Thesm. 39, 295).On
the "we" forms: 244, arrcxp~wµE0cx
('let us begin the aparkhe');at the same time it is in turn
a reference to the beginning of the performance as offering that the mini -group and the
whole community bring to the god. The "we" in the protasis Eav µE0' ~µwv ~uµrril]~(277)also
includes the assembled polis as a collective, especially as Dikaiopolis before this repeatedly
emphasizes the fact that he wants to drink alone (199, 251-252, 268-269). The audience thus
imperceptibly becomes an accomplice to this peace agreement.
135
Kugelmeier 1996:153even thinks of"lustige Tanzbewegungen" ["comic dance movements"].In
comedy, a choral dance quite often leads to a solo dance: one has only to think of Philokleon's
ecstatic dance at the end of the Wasps. In general one may also characterize the body language
of the entering comasts as choral kinetics, that is, as dance in the broader sense of the term.
136 Dionysus brings together all these concepts. The idea of worshi ping for peace through
communal drinking, which symbolizes peace and sacrifice , is likewise quite concrete. On a
bone tablet from Olbia (SEG28 [1972):660, p. 192) there appears next to the name of Dionysus
the inscription EIPHNH TIOJ\EMO~among other things. This ambivalence is also of great
importance for the Acharnians.Dionysus is peace, to be sure, but peace cannot be wholly
subsumed under Dionysus, because the god also carries within him an element of Ares. For
Ares and Dionysus, see Lonnoy 1985 and Bier! 1991:154-157.
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of proto-comedy of a sort that could have arisen at the festival of the rural
Dionysia.137
Redundancy, repetition, simple rhythm , and the blending of the different
horizons and ritual aspects characterize this song too as a ritual text.138 The
131Together with the painting of the generic picture one may also think of Dikaiopolis' mimic
accompaniment.Even the idea of the rape (cf. now also Olson Ach., 150ad 272-275)of a woodstealingslave-girl 6ears a possi6le similarity to the fruit thieves, who according to Sosi6iosare
simplepranksters (Eµ1µEirnyci:pn~ EvEUTEAd
rfi AE~EI
KAiinrnvrci:~
nva~ cirrwpav,Athen. 621d).
Thisconnection was already thought of 6y van Leeuwen (Ach.,51 ad 272) and more recently
also by Ha6ash 1995:566n27.On the mimic and dance-like presentation of meat-stealing, see
Pollux4.105.Aristophanes criticizes this form of cheap farce (cf. Nub. 537-560, Vesp.57-63,
Pax739-751,Ran. 1-18), 6ut himself constantly uses thieving, sex, scatology,and ri6ald sexual
expressionsin his comedies in order to raise the laughter essential to comedy from his audience;cf. Halliwell1991a:290.The proto-comedy ofDikaiopolis would accordingly forma hymn
with mimic interludes 6y the E~a:pxwv,though here he of course performs without a chorus.
Fromthis one-man show a scene using actors could have arisen, in which two or three players
performsmall comic skits of this type, 6eing constantly interrupted 6y the songs and hymns
of a komos-chorus,with a leader who strikes up the song.
Eventhe sympotic conclusion is com6ined with allusions to the sexual sphere: Dionysus
is summoned to drink with Dikaiopolis; if he does so, he can also slurp a 6owl of peace the
next morning for his hangover-the notion of cunnilingus also lies 6ehind this. On rpußAwv
cf. Henderson19912 :143and 186 with reference to Pax 716:öoov pocp~OEI
~wµov~µEpwvrp1wv
(but OlsonPeace,214 ad loc. now argues against this interpretation). Sommerstein Acharnians,
169ad 278 correctly notes that Eip~vri~here comes as a surprise instead of "soup" (~wµ6~).
for breakfast (cf. ifw0Ev)in this vulgar sense, see Henderson 19912:186.On the chauvinistic
character ofthe song, see Silk 1980:132-133. The equally strongly performative song ofthe
frogs (Ar.Ran.209-267) forms a similar komos procession, in which only the transition into
another comic world is shown on stage. There, wine-drinking at the Khoes/Khytroi during the
Anthesteria is also reworked. The frogs strike up a song that the hungover crowd sings at the
Khytroi(6 KpmrraMKwµo~... Aawv öx>-o~,Ran. 218-2196 with Dover frogs, 223-224 ad loc.).
The solitary cele6ration and drinking are generally reminiscent of the eerie ritual of drinking
in isolationat the Khoeswith which the Acharniansends. Cf.Ach.1068ff.The priest ofDionysus,
the representative of the god, really does 6ecome his ouµrr6rri~(cf. the invitation at 1087).In
the end Dikaiopolis6ecomes the victor in the Khoes competition; as prize he receives a wineskinand enjoys himself with two whores.
138Redundancyand repetition are characteristic of the language of cult. The typical dou6lings
are particularly apparent here : EU<pl']µEiTE,
EU<pl']µE°iTE
(Ach. 237, 241) and the refrain-like
culticshout <l>aA~~
<l>aA~~
(271, 276). On the repeated invocation, cf. Pratinas TrGF I 4 F 3.16:
0ptaµßoot0upaµßE= fr. 708, 15 PMG:0piaµßE 010upaµßE;Ar. Ran. 316-317, 325,342: "[aKX'c;i
"ietKXE
; Ar. Thesm. 9936: c;i Eu1', Eut', EUOI(with Henrichs 1982:230n164).West 1974:23and
Nagy1979:242-24
3 point out that the noun foµßo~,like 010upaµßo~.0piaµßo~. and i'euµßo~in
the cult of Dionysus, refers to a person or type of dance. The Phales shout, which is in iambic
form,belongs to precisely this style of mocking speech. Repetitions in voca6ulary are found
in the followingpassages: orrovoci:~-Ach.
251, 268;cip06~-243, 259;cpaA>-6~-243,
260;orpanci~
arraMax0i:vm,251-µaxwv I Kai/\aµa:xwvcma>.AayEi
~.269-270(cf. already ITOAEµou
KaiKaKWV
arraAAayEl~.
201);rrp6ßmvE257-rrp6ßa 262. The a6ove-mentioned elements of ritual style do
not, however,exclude the possi6ility that the song was composed followingliterary standards.
for an evaluation,see Silk 1980:131-136, who categorizes this sang, despite his tendency generally to relativizethe artistic quality of Aristophanic poetry, as "low lyrics plus" (133).
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monodic form of performance is a striking expression of the Jack of pragmatic
reality in the imitation of a choral dance song. lt is particularly noteworthy
that choral self-representation and performative speech acts concerning the
performers' own singing and dancing are largely absent in the actual Phales
song and are shifted to the speech of preparation. Here there is no chorus that
talks with and about itself; rather, Dikaiopolis exercizes an exclusive right to
speech in the performative portion as weil. 139 The chorus is reserved for the
role of the Acharnian charcoal burners, who are opposed to this antisocial
behavior by Dikaiopolis and thus attack the individual, after their attention is
drawn to him by his sacred activity.
The symbolic meaning of aggressive phallic demonstration and iambic
ridicule in the komos,140 namely the dissolution of the normal order of things,
the separation of the everyday world from the world of the festival, and the
marking of the liminal, all serve the plot and the external cultic connection.
And even in an instance like this of monodic reworking the ritual choral
dimension is apparent. The monodic reactualization of a choral song serves
to remind the audience of the actual choral performance of this procession,
especially since Aristophanes shapes the scene in such a way that it is played
d<; ro 0forpov and that the audience, the whole citizenry, characterized as a
great "throng" (oxAo<;;
see 257), together with the female spectator in the plot,
thereby in fact becomes an active participant in a ritual familiar to it, even
though it has been transformed for the comic plot. 141 In the activated imagina139The announcement tywli' aKoAou0wv ~ooµm ro cpaAA1K6v
(261) corresponds to the performative future typical of such songs; cf., for instance , the formula aEiooµm in the Homeric hymns
above, nllO.
14 Cf. the emphasis on the breaking of sexual norms (pederasty and adultery [265], rape [271275]) and nocturnal gangs of young men (264-265). The elements are clearly reminiscent ofthe
comastic activity of the Athenian Ithyphalloi and Autolekythoi described in Demosth. 54.14.
The comic hero reactualizes practices in ritual action that can be interpreted as the remnants
of archaic aristocratic initiation. He thereby undergoes the rejuvenation characteristic ofit.
141Similarly Möllendorff 1995:131 with n57 and now also Olson Ach.,146 ad 257-258. The expression used by Semes, Ei~ro 0forpov M.yovrE~(Athen. 622b), is reflected in the expression EKT<iJ
o' ETElrrpooEircovEi~ 1 rov bfjµov tABwv aoµEvo~ (266-267), which has two senses . The surface
meaning is that Dikaiopolis, after five years, has at long last returned to his native deme; lifjµo~
can of course also be understood as the people, assembled in the theater. In the intertwining
of places and times, he now performs in the procession in front of the people and in his
hymn addresses Dionysos-Phales, who is present in the here and now of the theater. The verb
EloiipxE00mmeans among other things the entry of chorus or player onto the stage; cf.e.g.
Plat. Rep.580b and Xen. Anab. 6.1.9. The verbis used in the same sense in the opening description of the Ithyphalloi above (Athen . 622b). Dikaiopolis too has entered the orchestra and now
addresses the audience. The manner of expression is naturally kept consciously ambivalent;
cf. the announcement already in line 202, where Elo1wv refers both to going in behind the
stage and to the future entry in lines 237ff. For öx.\o~ in the sense ofthe mass of citizens ofthe
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tion of the audience even this adjusted scene becomes an act of worship and
Dionysustakes pleasure in the comedy, even among this kind of this confusion,a ritual within a ritual. 142
In contrast to the uncontaminated

q,a11.11.1Ka
in Semos, then, this song is situ-

ated in the context of a plot and in its particular form concentrates distinctive Leitmotivein the Acharnians.Nevertheless, this text also is clearly located
between ritual and theater: for apart from its dramatic function, which until
nowhas been almost entirely overlooked in this scene, the passage also has a
particular effect by itself alone as a reenactment of a cultic action.
Within the drama this song as independent episode, which reflects the
privileging of paradigmatic over syntagmatic action that is characteristic
of comedy, evokes the laughter necessary for its success by concentrating
together the elements of ridicule , the sacred, and ribald sexuality. 143 Naturally
Dikaiopolisdid not really improvise this song; yet around this cultic shout the
author composes this simple form with fixed ritual elements corresponding to
the improvised models based on orality. At the same time, the song is a staging
of an independent ritual , though with features clearly exaggerated for comic
purposes. Both in the fragments of Semos and in Aristophanes the phallus
sang is set in the public space of the theater; in both cases cult becomes spectacle.To draw a precise distinction between art of an entertaining nature and
ritual presentation is obviously impossible . Both have in common their charpolis, cf. also Ar. Ran. 219h and Demokhares of Athens fGrHist 75 F 2 (quoted in Athen . 253c),
describing the Ithyphalloi who greeted Demetrios Poliorketes in Athens ( .. . i0ucpaAAotµn'
cipx~crEW~
Kai <i>6~~
an~vrwv aunj> Kai EcptcrraµEVOl
KaT<l trov~ ox>..ou~
n6ov cipxouµEVOlKai
fo~6ovrE~. . . ); for ox>..o~used of a crowd of maenads , cf. Eur. Ba. 117 and 1058. On the quasichoral element in this song , see also Parker 1997:128: "One might speculate that this is a solo,
not a choral, hymn-form , but the fact that Dicaeopolis sings it as a solo does not prove that. In
his miniature festival, he may be representing a choir,just as his daughter represents a whole
troup ofbasket-carriers and his wife an ox>..o~."
142
Cf.the adverb KEXap1crµiivw~
(248), which refers to the xcipt~of the performance and the pleasure of the god. The song is furthermore a parodos within a parodos.
143 According to Warning 1976:283- 287, the purposeful plot or sujet is, to use terminology
derived from a dist inction drawn by E. v. Hartmann , an "anderweitige Handlung" ["an addi tional action/plot (in another time or place)"] , on which the paradigmatic comic elements,
the "komischen Handlungen" (Hartmann 1887:334) ["comic actions"], "gleichsam paras itär
operieren" ["simultaneously operate in parasitic fashion"] (Warning 1976:287). According
to Warning (323), the commedia dell'arte, with which Aristophanes has much in common in
terms of occupying a central position between literature and open ritu al form, is an exem plary instance of "wie die schematische anderweitige Handlung als Ermöglichungsstruktur
der eigentlich komischen Handlungen fungiert " ["how the schematic oth er action or plot
functions as enabling structure of the actual comic actions"]. Here, as there , we must speak of
secondary improvisation.
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acteristic theatricality. With the songs of the Ithyphalloi and Phallophoroi the
theater, dedicated to the god, serves as a place for carrying out a cultic action.
The Greek theater was never understood as a purely profane meeting place for
cultural amusement, but as a gathering place for the polis under the auspices
of the god and in connection with certain distinct ritual practices.
In Aristophanes, by contrast, the ritual of the everyday world, which
serves as a differentiation between what precedes and the actual dramatic
agon,is embedded in the spectacle of a comedy. The players here occupy,like
the comic chorus, a particular middle position between a role that is connected
with the plot and a function as actual performers in a ritual context. lt becomes
more and more clear in the scholarship on Aristophanes that his plays as a
whole are dependent on ritual models, that is to say, on patterns derived from
the actual cycle of festivals of the polis. The author integrates these varied
ritual subtexts in an intertextual process into a new dramatic text. The scenelike technique of interlacement allows one to see behind the Jack of unified
plot the independent character of a choral song or cultic performance.
A spectacle of this sort presented before the public is thus both cult and
theater. lt is difficult in the case of this passage of Aristophanes to determine
definitively in terms of Quellenforschung
what the antecedents and imitators
are. As with many choral passages, in particular odes and hymns, one ought
not treat even Aristophanes' Phales hymn either as a reflex or as a parody,144
at least not in the traditional and usual sense of the word, but rather as an
authentic product of an artist composing within a living choral culture. In a
society that is based on orality and that thinks and acts using fixed forms of
myth and ritual, a stable model that is firmly established as a genre is reactualized in a performance for a particular occasion. 145 In the marked form of the
144

145

Despite "komischer Züge" ["comic traits "] Kleinknecht 1937:53n5, among others, does not see
a parody in this "schlicht -volkstümliche Opfergebet und Phallophorenlied" ["simple popular
sacrificial prayer and song of Phallophoroi"]; cf. also Prato 1987:216. Similarly, Horn 1970:
57 views th e song as "ernstes Gebetspastiche" ["serious prayer pastiche"] based on popular
forms. Horn appears to be on the right track, even though he is chiefly thinking (as does
previous scholarship) of the problem of written models . The distinction between serious and
not serious does not present itself if one uses rituality as a point of departure, since in the
religious domain the nonserious, the comic, and the offensive are interwoven with the phallic
procession .
The "schwächere Anklänge" ["rat her weak reminiscences" ]- according to Kugelmeier 1996:154
the command at Ach. 253, ii.y',(;i 0uya,Ep an avayE,', and the content of Ach.257, rrp6ßaivE,Kav
TWXA½l
cpuMnEo0at, are somewhat reminiscent of Öta µfoou ßaöi~av in lines 1 and 4 of the
song of the lthyphalloi (fr. 851a PMG)-are typically motivated by the characteristic performative style of speech. Accordingly, the much more obvious connection between Ach. 243, 259
and fr. 85la.3 (6p06\; cf. on this Csapo 1997:284) and the relationship of the themes is based on
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speech act the spectacle is staged, that is to say, translated into pure action:
neither commentary, narration, nor reflection appear. 146In the case of the
phallicsongs one can identify the occasion as a festival for Dionysus and the
modelas a komos.In the texts, accordingly, using a manner peculiar to ritual,
the ideas of wine, sacrifice, ribald and aggressive sexuality, and ridicule are
fusedwith the self-referential emphasis of the performative act.141

the common nature of their occasion and genre. The reference to ,~v8E ,~v rroµrr~v (Ach.248)
is comparable to the expression ,civ8E µoüoav (fr. 85lb.l PMG);deixisof the here and now is a
sign of performance, which refers in self-referential form, using demonstrative pronouns, at
one moment to the cultic activity and movement of the procession, at another to the singing .
In the same way, the similar syntactic form of Ach. 263-270 and fr. 851b with direct address
in the vocative, predicate containing a performative verb in the first person, and subsequent
elaboration using circumstantial participles, as well as the subsequent ycip (Ach.271 and fr.
85la.3), belongs to cultic language.
146
The only thing that is roughly reminiscent of a reflection (Ach. 27lff.: rroU<ji ycip fo0'
~610v. . . ) is actually an order to enact the idea. The construction using a comparative in
the neuter singular (generally as a question ,{ Kci,U1ov;)with hortatory sense also appears
to belong to the language of cult: cf. Eur. Ba.877- 881 and 897-901 in the traditional form and
Dodds19602 :186-188 ad Eur. Ba. 877-881 (contra Blake's conjecture, recently accepted again by
Seaford1996:218-219ad Eur. Ba.877-881). cf . the prosodionPind. fr. 89a S.-M. and Ar. Equ.1264ff.
in connection with the performative activity of the chorus' own singing (,i KCXA/uov
.. . aEioai,
or adÖEtv), so that Aristophanes makes an intertextual connection to Pin dar; cf. fraenkel
1962:204-207.
147
Particularly in the song of the Frogs (Ar. Ran.209- 267) andin the procession song of the chorus
of initiates as they enter (Ran. 316-459), as well as in the parodosof Euripides' Bacchae(Ba.
64-169),the connection of the performative and the cultic (komosand Iakkhos-rroµrr~) occurs
in precisely the same way as in the song of the Phallophoroi (fr. 85lb PMG);in particular, the
short strophes directed at Demeter (Ran. 385a-393) and Iakkhos (Ran. 398-413) are likewise
(following the division made by Radermacher Fröscheand Coulon) sung in lyric iambics; the
purely performative transition to the Iakkhos song with the command to now invoke this god
(Ran.394-397) uses the rhythm ial!ec ithll2ia ith (according to the scheme of Dover Frogs,245),
which is distantly reminiscent of the Jthyphalloi. For parallels between these passages, see
also Silk 1980:145. Raderma cher Frösche,190 ad 354-371 suggests that an authentic Eleusinian
song of initiates functioned as the model for the strophes; fraenkel 1962:201-202 connects the
rhythm with traditional cult songs, while Zimmermann I l 985:130n51 connects that of the
Iakkhosinvocation particularly with Ach. 263-279 and the Phallophoroi.
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T

o TALK ABOUT RITUAL r~quires a great deal of understanding, reflection,
and nuanced breadth m order to come even close to doingjustice to the
complexity of the phenomena involved . Despite the <langer of falling
prey to simplification after studying the details, I shall nevertheless attempt
to summarize my conclusions in brief .
The Aristophanic comic chorus should in !arge part be understood in
the context of ritual utterance and as the expression of a living choral culture
that is characteristic of traditional societies based on myth and ritual. I have
subjected Aristophanes to an extensive reevaluation. Regardless of all the
undeniable contemporary trends pointing to the formation of an autonomous
literature and art in the fifth century BCE, the theatrical chorus stands as an
immediate ritual presence that also evokes past developments-in short, its
owngenesis. I have not concerned myself with the investigation of the ritual
originsfrom which comedy might have arisen, but rather with demonstrating
in what way these forms are still to be found in Aristophanes. The author's
dramatic art is not thereby diminished as literature , but is brought to the fore
in all its fundamental Otherness. The cr iticism voiced in recent times of the
apparent lack of literary quality in Aristophanic choral songs is also thereby
resolved.The poet ultimately had no desire to create literature of a lofty nature
for reading, but instead composed for the performance of a popular genre in
accordance with the fixed forms of a song culture that was omnipresent. He
integrated this choral tradition into a plot that for its part was based on ritual
patterns.
The chorus, or k8mos, represents the ritual foundation of comedy, around
whicha comic plot that tends be episodic in nature is entwined. In accordance
with the rules of the genre the unity of a so-called illusion is not intended. The
chorusrepresents the element that connects to the real world of the here and
nowand that has the capacity to remove the distance between itself and the
audience.
My investigations proceed from Gregory Nagy's finding that the occasion
of a performance originally determines the genre and is identical to it. The
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festivals of inversion involving dissolution and ridicule, which bring laughter
together with the presentation of the lowly and ugly to the center, form the
ritual occasion of Old Comedy. Tragedy is performed in the same context, but
treats heroic myth, thereby making the supernatural and the tragic fall its
theme. Tragedy, in terms of its choral utterances, therefore easily fits into the
tradition of high choral lyric, which is characterized by its mythical narrative
and didactic content.
Theater appears to have developed in the environment of carnivalesque
celebrations out of a comic and grotesque stream that is shared by all its
subforms. The tragic art represents a kind of sublimation of this substrate.
when the connections to its Sitz im Leben threatened to disappear, tragedy
was standardized as a serious and lofty genre. We assume that comedy and
the satyr play are substantially closer to ritual forms. The comic genre was
integrated into the agon only at a much later stage, to reestablish , as it were,
the connection with the Dionysiac festival. Popular traditions and customary
forms of choral song were preserved for a longer time here. Furthermore,
Old Comedy, like the ritual occasion that gives it its context, is based on the
conscious regression to the state of man before the advent of civilization-a
state from which he is believed to have subsequently emerged; from this
contrast with reality arises the laughter that the genre demands.
Nevertheless, Attic comedy and its chorus are not of course identical to
ritual in its pure form; rather , Aristophanes in using an intertextual mode of
operating also admits the high forms of drama and choral lyric, which in turn
have their own ritual Sitz im Lebenand which because of their mythic narrative
underwent a further development into an artistic literary genre. The authoritative nature of the gnomic style is thus influential as a pose, but is constantly
undermined in order to provoke the laughter of the audience. Texts that have
achieved the status of literature also receive parodic treatment.
Choruses are omnipresent in the culture of the Greek world. One worships
the gods in them. In the dance, one learns through one's body the fundamental
values and cosmological content of society. In the ritual of movement, myth
is translated into action . The education of youth for adulthood represents a
central social function of round dancing by age groups. At the same time, the
chorus is the place where the critical transition from child to man or woman
is experienced in symbolic fashion as social drama . Accordingly, countless
reflexes of archaic initiation rituals are found in the ancient chorus. In general
most Greek festivals are accompanied by choruses. The critical transitions of
the new year's and fertility festivals represent further occasions for khoreia.
These functions in the real world also cooperate with what happens on stage.
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The ritual chorus is marked by a double makeup, by an ambiguity between mimetic role and cultic function that draws on the presence of the
actorsin the here and now. The boundaries between the fictional represented
and the actual representer are consciously fluid and fashioned in such a way
that they overlap each other.
The comic chorus and the genre of comedy as a whole are characterized
bya transverse openness. The members of the chorus oscillate freely between
a plot that is only barely sustained and their cultic task in the actuality of
the real world. Through this particular communication situation very close
contact with the spectators is achieved, as is also characteristic of ritual. The
actors in a certain sense reach out to the bystanders and make them participants. The chorus of Old Comedy always remains in part the social institution "chorus," which correspondingly sings and dances. Integration into the
"other," purposeful action never occurs fully. The double communicative
capacityof ritual groups is thus also mirrored in the theater. Disambiguity and
withdrawalfrom the actual world in the sense of a closed plot occurs only to a
limitedextent in Aristophanes. Comedy as a genre obviously needs this transgressivestyle of discourse in order to move the community to act and laugh
together.
Ritual is above all an expressive, symbolic activity that as a synaesthetic
eventis transmitted between transmitters and recipients using several media.
Soto what extent , then, is the comic chorus ritual? While the tragic chorus,
whichremains largely embedded in the plot and which relates mythic events,
offers advice and instruction with an authoritative voice, and comments
on the events happening on stage, but only performs actions to a relatively
smallextent, in the comic chorus , by contrast, the narrative content recedes
into the background. The chorus is almost completely participant and actor.
Gnomicwisdom and commentary are present at most as a reflex to tragedy. Its
activityshould not, however, be conceived of exclusively in the sense of events
on stage, but rather as fundamental performative action, which is central
to every chorus: a ritual chorus principally sings and dances . Further, it acts
mimeticallyin dance, while relating its mimetic play to a simple plot. Ritual
dancesgive priority to depicting actions from everyday life. The hunt, sacrifice,military operations , and agricultural practices are the themes favored by
this kind of mimesis. lt is thus the actions of searching, fleeing, and guarding
asweilas other minor performances of cult that are at the center.
In particular, the ritual chorus continually presents its activity and its
role. The actors describe their exterior and accompany their actions with
performative verbs. This self-referentiality represents the transition to the
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real-world function of the Dionysiac citizen-chorus that worships the divinities of the polis. Thus, on the one hand, it creates the frame for the ritual play.
In its self-description it repeatedly draws attention to the fact that it now
depicts a bird, for example-it hops, has wings, chirps, whistles, and sings. On
the other hand, these self-references fuse with its function in the here and
now, in which the chorus sings and dances in honor of the gods.
I have connected these findings with the speech act theory of John L.
Austin and John R. Searle, which states that there are utterances whose pronouncement coincides with an action. We have seen that performative references function as a link between the internal and external communication
situations of the chorus. Furthermore, I have traced the frequent choral selfreferences back to the ritual nature of the chorus. In comedy, self-referentiality
has not so much to do with an artistic consciousness and reflection about the
author's own abilities, but rather stems from a ritual manner of speech. The
ritual group requires the illocutionary reinforcement of its current activity.
lt therefore accompanies the completion of its practices, set aside from the
everyday world, with performative verbs . This slightly mimetic activity thus
occurs through its utterance. In order that the participant or spectator may
follow this behavior, the members of the chorus underscore their actions
with the corresponding words of implementation in the here and now. When
the chorus sings "I pray," "! sacrifice," "! curse," "I ridicule," etc., it does just
that in the moment of utterance. Karl Bühler 's concept of deixisand Roman
Jakobson's linguistic theory of shifters are of great importance in this context.
Using the particular speech style of the " !" or "we" and through demonstrative emphasis of place and time, the chorus achieves its characteristic position
of mediator between the here and now of the orchestra and the then and there
of the fiction of the plot. lt functions to a certain extent, then, as a shifter
itself between the events imagined on stage and the polis. And it is precisely
this that connects it to its ritual models, to which it refers back. Through this
exchange of perspectives the chorus becomes a particularly flexible instrument that is opposed, however, to a closed action or plot in the Aristotelian
sense.
Speech act theory has shown itself to be particularly useful in the treatment of the chorus. The context can never of course be fully and completely
controlled in the pragmatic sense, but it would be a mistake to assume an
absolute lack of boundaries in this connection to the real world. As in the
case of a ritual dance group , the stage chorus also acts performatively within
a relatively limited framework that is predetermined by a concrete situation
defined by orality . When the members of the chorus talk of "now" singing
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and dancing, it may also be assumed that the words are meant sincerely and
are translated into action. The spectators become witness to the fact that the
speechact is successful.
Through the mimetic dimension the context of meaning on the fictional
levelbecomes more open, and for this reason Austin did not wish to include
the theater in his treatment. Yet the occasion as Sitz im Lebenand its anchoring
in the social and cultural fabric act against any expansion of the conceptual
horizonad infinitum.Furthermore, the oral medium of the act of communicationtogether with its deictic and performative markings lends it a good deal
ofpresence. That is to say, the free , associative structure of symbolic action is
channeledby being embedded in a real-world context.
The symbolic content of the transformation of the chorus through
mimetic action and body language-when, for example, it is changed into
an animal-can be resolved through the process of signification into a relativelybroad spectrum of signifieds. lt is thus possible to view such instances
of animal procession as groups of primitive monsters or ancestral spirits that
arebrought back to life and return to the earth for a short time at festivals of
inversionin the context of the renewal of fertility and the new year and that
celebratea festive prima! state. The komosof comedy can certainly be linked
withfestivals and interpretive paradigms of this type. Play using the role of an
animalreworks in dramatic form the critical transition in status from youth to
fullcitizen, among other things. These rituals experienced on a corporeal level
areconnected in a very broad sense with tribal initiation. In its comic "leap"
intothe totally Other and the archaic, comedy falls back on concepts of this
typethat barely survive and are only reactualized in ritual. But it also reflects
contemporarypractices in Athenian society that contain traces of these initiatory customs. The chorus is precisely the ritual place par excellencewhere
transformativetransitions of this type can be experienced in the marked form
of movement and body language. In the period of marginality, initiates are
imaginedas being in a condition of experiencing the complete dissolution of
allthings that support the established cultural order, until they receive their
newrole identities as fully adult males or females. During this absolute interim
periodthe young are symbolically stripped of all identity. In the dance of their
agegroup they assume the signification practices of the Other, so that through
thiscontrast they may celebrate in festive fashion and in front of the citizens
theirentry into their eventual, socially defined gender role, their seif.
The komosrepresents just such a group of youths who fall between all
worlds.The wildly celebrating participants drink excessive quantities of
wineand behave riotously like people who are free of all norms and values.
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They dress up as animals, barbarians, or slaves, assume characteristics of the
opposite gender, or even behave as completely grotesque and hybrid beings.
They caterwaul, rampage, panhandle, and solicit and ridicule the surrounding
crowd. They also do not shrink from the use of violence. The Dionysiac chorus
in its real-world function reenacts this uncivilized behavior and stages it in
the orchestra.
There are also comastic processions before and after the actual stage
performance. The boundaries between the before and after are thus likewise
kept open. Here too the actual stage presentation is fused with the ritual
framework, with which it is also constantly connected in the case of comedy:
for the comic chorus also especially concerns itself with aiskhrologia,
the ribald
mockery of fellow players and fellow citizens.
Using mimesis, the chorus of Old Comedy thus enacts the komosand the
marginal condition of the "betwixt and between" in the annually reoccurring restagings. lt places itself back in this interim stage immediately before
the attainment of maturity and acts out this period of inversion in dance and
play. The ephebic members of the chorus temporarily return to the threshold
phase of late childhood. They dance like children and their fun and merriment provoke laughter in everybody. They leap and hop about like untamed
animals. In its performance the troupe may also assume the role of women,
slaves, barbarians, and mythical daimones,which over the course of the evolution of comedy then gives rise to abrief and simple plot.
The removal of distinctions from human existence is also translated
into movement that resembles military parade and drill. Dances in armor and
other exercises that train the body are also supposed to prepare young men
for hoplite status. But these potential hoplites swing their weapons and equipment in a different and wild fashion, more like satyrs who swing the thyrsos.
They transform themselves symbolically into effeminate soldiers and comastic
horsemen, before finally being accepted into the society of men as full-fledged
members.
Despite the phenomenon of license and the dissolution of all ideological
and cosmological norms and values, the order of the polis is nevertheless
simultaneously reflected in the performance. Within the cult of the gods who
watch over the state and through the staging of their myths, the initiates on
the one hand receive the necessary education, while on the other hand the
performers strengthen the actual conditions of the here and now. The oscillation back and forth between these positions of reversal and consolidation is
extremely complex. The ritual behavior of inversion overlaps with the stabilizing function of the official cult of the gods, who oversee and guarantee lifein
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the community. The energy released in the Dionysiac festival creates communitas,which in turn strengthens the cohesion of the performing comasts, the
onlookers, and in short the whole city.
Using the example of the Thesmophoriazusae,
we have seen the interplay
of,on the one hand, the unrestrained independence of a group that undertakes
the typical ritual actions of the chorus-namely worshiping the gods and dancing-and, on the other hand, its connection to the progress of a simple plot.
The embedding is never total: the chorus continually switches into the other
communicative perspective of the here and now, giving glimpses of the pragmatic context. Here the parabatic use of language is important, and cannot
simply be confined to the parabasisitself. The ritual-performative approach I
have laid out here ultimately allows us, using the perspective of the chorus,
to give a completely new meaning to this comedy, hitherto subjected to a
rather stepmotherly neglect by scholars. While in the past scholars, relying on
a plot-based mode of interpretation, viewed the song component, relatively
detached from the deliberate action of the play, as a step on the path to the
ultimate superfluity of the comic chorus, we have now been able to carve out
a completely different connection for it to the plot. Because of certain initiation-like elements, the actors in their fictional role and in their cultic function enter into an interaction with the hero, who likewise assumes elements of
puberty initiation in his activity. lt should here be emphasized once more that
the festival of the Thesmophoria, which represents the cultic context for the
comedy,is not of course itself an initiation festival at which young maidens
are received into adult status: rather, during these autumn days, in accor dance with the scheme of ritual inversion, married women temporarily transport themselves back to the highly ambivalent state of their partheniaon the
threshold of marriage.
In this comedy the chorus creates the fictional context of the celebration of the Thesmophoria, while its songs also implicitly advance the simple
plot.The members of the chorus do not of course support the chain of events
as carriers of the action, for the chorus does not act as an additional "fellowplayer."lt only truly interferes in the action once, as a performative searcher in
the hunt formale intruders. Otherwise it remains almost entirely in the background.Yet on another marked level, characterized by a multimedia approach,
it places a world on stage that accompanies the plot in symbolic fashion and
lendsit a social and religious depth. The members of the chorus shape the relative in his fictional role in front of an inner audience. At first they construct
the relative as enemy; later he is stylized as an initiate in the marginal phase
and thus compared to their own role and their reactualized ritual function in
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their playful dance. By this means, compromise with the men is ultimately able
be brought about, so that only then does the sudden happy ending become
understandable. In this symbolic performance the hostile intruder becomes
a friend and ally. The chorus thus implicitly acts in the orchestra as a secret
catalyst for the ritual movement that also imitates the course of the festivalof
inversion that is the Thesmophoria. After complete reversal and the separation of the sexes, man and wife can once more be united , thus giving rise to
prosperity and fertility for the polis. In the hymnic prayer, the gods are drawn
into the complex play of oscillating levels of communication . Finally, in the
labyrinth of perspectives presented by the ephebic citizen chorus, members
of the audience may reflect in humorous fashion on the restrictions of the
gender roles constructed by the polis and recall their own initiation .
The observations developed using the Thesmophoriazusaeas an example
can also be transferred to other comedies. To anticipate any misunderstanding:
the fact that the comedy I have chosen as my example is set explicitly in a
cultic context does not, in general, play a decisive role in my assessment of
the comic chorus, for this does not always seem to be the case in the other
extant works of Aristophanes. Still, the Eleusinian mystaiof the Frogsrepresent
a further cultic chorus. Furthermore, we have extended to all choral groups
the popular rituality of the fictional role that lends individual comedies their
names. Finally, to emphasize this point once again: all comic choruses in their
pragmatic function outside the plot always represent a ritual association that
worships all the gods of the polis within the context of the festival of Dionysus
through the use of dance and song.
Up until the parabasisthe members of the chorus in Old Comedy are,
to be sure, often actively involved in the dramatic action as adversaries or
helpers of the hero, but here the dramatic perspective is broken time and time
again. And here too they complete minor everyday activities in the sense of
the speech act. They beat and attack their opponent, they ridicule him, or
they enter in the parodos:they carry out the action in the sung word. Yet the
chorus seldom actually determines action in the way the actors do. lt functions rather as a mediator between audience and stage. In what amounts to
a synaesthetic spectacle, the singing and dancing actors intensify and !end
depth to the action on stage using masks, expensive costumes , striking body
language and movements, and performative song accompaniment. Comedy
has less to do with the presentation of a complex plot than with a ritual
process, a multimedia , aesthetic, and communicative experience that unites
spectators , players, and gods. The message is hence to be taken mostly as open
and not one-sidedly political. What is important here is the artistic and appel334
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lative reenactment of ritual complexes, which in comedy constantly thematize the development from a fundamental crisis and inversion in the world
toward healing, fertility, and general well-being. The temporary marginality
of the komos,which refers back to critical periods of transition, is reworked
in a bewildering, episodic play of laughter . The events typically culminate
in a concluding wedding, which puts an end to the breakdown of order. The
comasticand joyful celebration at the end of the play transitions into a victory
celebration and the exuberant activity of the entire polis before and after the
comedy.The presentation on stage ultimately becomes in this sense a ritual
within a ritual and the chorus a link that can dynamically decrease, remove,
and increase the distance to the enonciation,the cultic Dionysiac event in the
here and now as weil as the audience.
In our discussion of the Ithyphalloi and Phallophoroi we have seen a komos
that is not integrated into a purposeful action set "elsewhere." Nevertheless,
the performative context, the occasion of the enonciation,is transferred to the
theater. The two phallic songs cited by Semos as examples of the genre and
transmitted by Athenaeus have up until now generally been referred to only
in passing and in connection with possible ritual origins of comedy. Since this
question is based on modern assumptions and cannot ultimately be resolved,
a new approach has been followed in the second chapter. Through an in-depth
ritual and performative interpretation of the texts as independent products
of a living choral culture, I have been able to show for the first time that the
festive hymn to Dionysus, by means of redundancy and fusion, extends the
synaesthetic occasion of the choral presentation to the sensual ritual experienceof wine-drinking, sexuality, and sacrifice and with allusions to the chorus'
ownperformance merges into a "thick" discourse. The information added by
Semosabout the songs' embedment in a performative context reveals the
connections of ritual , theater, and Hellenistic literature, and the fluid transition between comic theater and the ceremonies surrounding it. Furthermore,
the description of the visual, nonverbal semiotic dimension of performance
provides evidence of the theme of the reversal of the world, which is characteristic of a komos.In style and diction there are parallels to Aristophanes'
choral songs, in particular to the odes of the parabasis.lt is unlikely that the
comic playwright imitated or parodied these popular predramatic forms;
rather, as khorodidaskalos
he composes his songs anew in a productive fashion
within a fixed traditional context. Behind this lies a society based on orality
that defines itself almost exclusively using myth and ritual.
Of course the thesis advanced here, which is based on the theory of
function derived from the study of the sociology of religion-namely that
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the comic chorus has its foundation in the real world, in the initiation of the
youth, and possibly and secondarily also in the fertility cycle and the transition from the old year to the new-implies an alternative hypothesis to the
question of origin that conflicts in part with earlier theories about the genesis
of the genre. In the view of the ancients, upon which previous scholarship was
largely based until quite recently, the origin of comedy is rooted in practices
involving blame and begging that were supposed to even out social tensions
between city and countryside, rich and poor, powerful and politically underprivileged. All in all, I am convinced that this much-discussed problem cannot
be resolved conclusively, and accordingly have pursued other ways of uncovering ritual structures in the extant texts. lt should nevertheless be emphasized that even ancient attempts to explain the genre are only hypotheses that
were probably extrapolated retrospectively from the surviving comedies. Since
the development of Old Comedy under the given conditions of polis democracy did in fact lead to a highly explosive political theater-especiallywithAristophanes, whose comedies then gained acceptance in the tradition and were
shaped by social antagonisms of this type-is it not then logical that the first
literary theoreticians, for whom the dramatic forms used in ritual had already
become something foreign, relied on social and political hypotheses in order
tobe able to explain the contents of Aristophanes' political comedy retroactively in terms of these hypotheses? In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries such ideas of ancient dass struggle naturally found favorable reception.
lt is not my intention to deny the plausibility of these ancient theories.
My suggestion has the advantage, however, of taking into account the Greek
chorus' Sitz im Leben,something that is today commonly recognized and from
which the dramatic chorus among other things apparently evolved. When I
associate the comic chorus in this work mainly with initiatory practices,
but also with rites connected with fertility and the coming of the new year,
which are the three current paradigms in the study of religion, I am also able
to subsume the blame practices traditionally advanced by previous theories
under these headings. In tribal initiations, but also in the two other categories
of festivals, according to Arnold van Gennep's famous tripartite structure, the
existing order is repealed in a transitional stage of marginality. The members
of the chorus are thus located in an interim phase in an inverted world that
is also a fundamental element for comedy as a whole. Choruses in initiation
rites do not just work out generational conflicts, but, like the komoi,in their
condition of marginality they bring into question all social and cosmological
codes. Given this religious and sociological basis, one can thus not only explain
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the social and political tensions in political comedy between farmers and city
dwellers,the poor and the rich, the disadvantaged and the powerful, but also
understand practices involving ridicule and, in addition, all the phenomena of
the comic and carnivalesque world, such as dressing up as animals, the staging
of the other and the foreign, phallus worship, and transvestism, all of which
havetheir basis in so-called rites of inversion.
In particular, by taking into account conclusions gained from ethnologicaland anthropological scholarship on ritual, we have also been able in both
chapters to trace rituality within the microstructure of the texts. Figures of
speech such as metaphor, metonymy, alliteration, anaphora, and rhythmical
and metrical structure-commonly
described as aesthetic characteristics of
poetic style-ultimately have their basis in song culture, out of which literature developed only as a secondary phenomenon. The synaesthetic experience processes various ritual components, unleashing physiological processes
within both the actors and the spectators that pave the way for a feeling of
unityand group cohesion.
In terms of the scholarship on ritual, the following conclusion emerges:
ritual and literature are not complete opposites. In the field of German studies,
WolfgangBraungart, independently of my work, has also made this clear in his
1996 study. Ritual is not simply compulsive and heteronymous, just as literature does not simply mean completely free artistic play. Ritual, like literature,
possessesan aesthetic and expressive dimension of theatricality. lt, too, works
with symbols. Literature and ritual demonstrate common denominators in
their formal structure and in their form of public staging.
These inherent connections have long been recognized in the theater
of the twentieth century. Modem theatrical forms draw their strength from
rituality,especially when one reaches back to modes of drama other than the
dominant naturalistic and Aristotelian model. Theater as anti-illusionistic
stagingand the aesthetic and symbolic performative form make this interdependence clear. This can be seen even more clearly in the case of the conditionsof production and reception in antiquity.
The performative approach certainly cannot explain the phenomenon of
ritualin its entirety, but it has shown itselfto be extremely useful in the context
of cultic choruses, which are performed in a form of synaesthetic spectacle
in a social space with numerous references to the real world. Chorus, ritual,
and theater come together in performativity and in their innate tendency,
using several media and levels of expression, to present symbolic connectionsas spectacle, which in a broad sense connects and transforms both actor
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and spectator. The comic chorus in this respect, and given its anthropological
and social anchoring in real life, acts in a ritual fashion. lt not only developed
from this stratum, but in all its new formations and contexts remains ritual.
Theatricality gives rise to theater: even ancient theater, however, represents
only one part of a broader ritual show in honor of Dionysus.
Here a possible misunderstanding clearly needs to be addressed, namely
that the broad concept of ritual used in this work renders the latter synonymous with theatrical performance and confuses the distinction between
ritualized activity in general and religious activity in particular. We are not
concerned here with anchoring the chorus exclusively in festive contexts.
Even though the connections to religious festivals are of great importance in
the Thesmophoriazusaeand in the other comedies, it has not been my intention to confine myself to the purely religious. In my investigation, which has a
primarily literary orientation, I have traced in an interdisciplinary fashion the
attempt to uncover the presence of popular ritual, anti-illusionist, symbolic,
and expressive forms of expression in the so-called developed theater of
Aristophanes, that is to say the "predramatic" element in drama. The ritual
does not of course coincide with the performative, but the latter represents, as
has been shown in detail, only one important aspect of explaining the particular transversal openness of the comic chorus that transcends the dramatic
theory of the closed plot and illusion based on Aristotle and has its roots in
general rituality.
The chorus then is ritual, but not in the sense that modern assumptions about ritual might suggest-namely, that it is something extremely
rigid, proceeds in an empty, formulaic fashion, and ultimately exhausts itself
in pointless repetition. This description certainly does not apply to the lively
and richly expressive theater of Aristophanes. Rather, the chorus and ritual, as
with Athenian drama in general, present and process situations of social crisis
in a form that is spectacular and in aesthetic terms both directly appealing
and powerful. This display functions as communication. In performance,
which includes singing, stylized dancing, and mimetic action, the group of
performers and the spectators are subjected to a process of transformation
that resembles one of van Gennep's ritesde passage.
In Old Comedy, these rituals anchored in the real world are also connected
to the politics of the day. In contrast to the modern world, politics does not
represent a diametrically opposed area: instead the whole cosmos of the polis
is imbued with rituals. The various discourses of the real world in this genre
flow into one another. So, for example, ridicule, a fundamental element of the
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genre, is transferred to the disparaging of contemporary powerful figures and
is turned into a playful and open form of plot. This manner of expression in
a carnivalesque context must not, however, be identified in too one-sided a
fashion with a definite statement about the politics of the day.
The precise social and cultural backgrounds of this communicative act
are ultimately irrevocably lost. Cultural performance in all its dimensions was
comprehensible only for the authentic participant. For the modern reader of
comedyas literature, this context remains to a !arge extent buried. Evidence is
thus only to be found in traces, because its presence can only be imagined and
guessed at through its reception elsewhere and over a distance in time.
Beside all the comic tendencies toward inversion, there are numerous
passages in Aristophanes where the members of the chorus strive in cultic
worship to draw the gods into the performance unfolding at the moment.
Manydivinities, who have a function in the actual context surrounding the
playwhile also being involved in the corresponding plot, are often summoned
as chorus leaders. In this aspect too, the chorus acts as a shifter between two
levels, the human and the divine . The anthropomorphic gods dance and form
a chorus, which serves as model for the action proceeding on stage. In their
dance, the members of the chorus reenact their divine model and identify
themselves to a certain extent with this. Conversely, they also connect their
performance in the here and now with the spectators. The chorus with its
ritual activity becomes a link between god and human.
Wild, whirling, mimetic, and expressive body movements blend all these
modes of perception and ritual concepts into a complex message. Point of
departure, center, and periphery, just like the subject, object, and result of the
performative act, can no longer be distinguished from each other in this spinning whirlpool. The final verses of William Butler Yeats' AmongSchoolchildren
illuminate these connections:
0 chestnut-tree , great-rooted blossomer ,

Are you the leaf, the blossom, or the bole?
0 body swayed to music , 0 brightening glance ,
How can we know the dancer from the dance?
The dancer becomes completely absorbed as an entity into his performative
activity.Performance and actor are brought into alignment. As it acts, the body
becomes an object upon which the music and the rhythm, like some higher
power,are inscribed. In the Greek imagination this ecstatic effect is personified in a god of dance , in Dionysus in particular. Dance delights mankind in
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the same way that play delights children. Joy (xa:p1<:;)
is inscribed on the body
and face, especially in its expression. Dance causes a glowing lustre (ay>.ccfa)
to shine out, shaping bodily attitude in such a way that the dancer as agent
can no longer be separated from his activity. When the chorus leader is then
finally recognized in the person of a god, ritual unity with the Olympian gods
who protect the polis is created in the chorus , and this synaesthetically experienced state of happiness is transferred from the orchestra to the entire body
of the polis seated in the circle of the theater of Dionysus.
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28,29,30n79,42,47,58,60,62,
66, 77, 78, 79,81,88,89,98 , 101,
104,107,109,111,114,115,116,
118,119,120,122,123,124 , 141,
148,158,174,181,182,205,221,
223n410,248,255,267,277,286,
288,289,295,297,301,307,313,
318,320n136,323,335,338,340
and comedy, 3, 10n30, 143, 147,
149,227n418
and dancing/involvement
with a chorus, 3, 28, 76, 92,
112n72,120n101,121n103,
122,124, 125,126,130n128 ,
135,140, 162,199n340, 339
Anthios, 306n106
Bromios, 123nl15, 125
f~apxo~,29, 117n90, 12on101,
121n103,123, 124,141
Orthos, 295n79
Phales, 285, 290n69, 291,
296n81,309,322n141
Xo1poijJa11.a~,
294n76
festivals connected with
Dionysus,46 , 98,170n242,
208,218,248,317n127,334
see Dionysia
Dioscuri, 32n85, 208
dipledance, 103 with n41 and n42,
116, 117n90
Dipylon Vase, 68
dithyramb, 2, 3, 30, 36, 45nl19, 47,
78,82n218,92,103, 107,109,
119, 122nl10, 162n217,209,255,
270n7,271,274,275,280n36,
282n44,297n82,307n109,
315n126
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New Dithyramb, 30, 139n142,
140n144, 142,144,145n164,
162n217
Dover, K., 74
Dowen, K., 214
drinking associations of young
men in Athens, 275 with n35,
279
seealsoIthyphalloi,
Autolekythoi, and Triballoi
Echo,114,115, 118,125,126 - 129,
232n433,234,235,236n440
Eiresione, 154n186, 275n24
Elaphion, 133, 124n137
Eleusinien, 151n174
Eleusinian Mysteries, 76, 157n198,
163, 170n242,252n481

embrayeurs(shifters), 8, 9, 24n63,
25,26,59n158,97 , 135,330

seeJakobson , R.
emmeleia,81, 227n418
enonce(plot frame/narrated
dimension of mimesis),10, 24
with n63, 26, 94, 156, 189

enonciation(utterance situation),
9,10,24,25n63 , 26,28,38,45,
51n136,53,55,56n146,59,
63, 64,66,67,80,83,91, 176,
277n27,335

ephebeia,10n30, 22, 23n61,
196n333,207n364,251n481,
290n68
Erichthonius, 203n351, 206n360,
219,220,222
Eros, 213
Euripides, passim, 29, 58, 127, 128,
131,132,173,230,241,242,245
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as atheist, 173 with n254,
180n275
misogyny of, 153nl79, 172,
184n289,224
Evans-Pritchard, E. E., 19, 20

exodos,49, 54, 67, 127nl20,
312n117
festivals
connected with Dionysus, see
Dionysus
and fertility /transition/
initiation, 23, 26, 54, 55n145,
81n215,95, 112,154,155,
203n350,218,223,253,280,
328,331
seealsounder Hyakinthia/
Gymnopaidia/Karneia

Havelock, E., 11
Helen, 16ln213, 224, 225, 226, 227,
229,235,238,243
connection with Persephone,
157nl98, 221 with n405,
225n414
responsible for initiation of
young women in Sparta,
225n414,229n423,236
Henrichs, A., 28, 66, 123
Hera,96n21,110,lll,112,
227,259

114,219,

Herington,J., 22
Hermes, 96n21, 111 with n69, 112,
114,115,117n89,154,157nl95,
224n412,307
Herter, H., 52, 279
Hiller, E., 245

Fischer-Lichte, E., 12

Hippokoontidai, 32n85

Fraenkel , E., 110

Homer, 68,207,224,225

Frazer, J., 15

homosexuality, 234n436
seealsopederasty

gamelia,214n381

Horai, 146-147

Gennep,A.van, 151,210,336,338

Horn, W., 165

genre and occasion, 18, 46 with
nl21 and nl22

Huizinga,J., 71, 72, 73

Geltzer, Th., 49, 52

Hyakinthidai, 206

Gentili, B., 11, 21, 22

Hyakinthia, 225n415, 227n418

Goffman, E., 12

hymn, 18, 23, 39, 50nl31, 54,
57,62,63,84,88,90,92,96,
98,101,104,106,107,111,
114,116,118,119,120,121,
122,125,126,129,135,136,140
with nl44, 143, 147, 152, 160,
163,172n250, 186,210,238,250,
253,258,264,268,274,277,288,
289,291n70,296,297,300n93,
303,305,307,308,3llnll7,313,
324,335

Goldhill, s.,252
Gymnopaidia, 8ln215, 227n418,
229n425

gymnopaidike,
81 with n215,
227n418
Haloa, 96nl9, 170n242, 221n406
Händel, P., 312
Hansen, H., 223

Huxley,J., 14
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hymn (cont.)
and body movements, 108-109,
271-272,289
hymnoskletikos,116, 156n192,
158,159n205, 161,308nlll
unmixed hymn, 298, 303-304
with nlOl
seealsoAusfeld, C.
hyporcheme, 81, 82 with nll8,
92,93, 109n64,275,307n109
tragic hyporcheme, 61 with
n161,68n178, llln69
Jambe, 115,125, 127nl21,
171n248
iaµ~(~Etv /iambic ridicule, 303,
309,319,321n138,322
see also aiskhrologia
iambic poetry as a genre (iambos),
193,282n44,289n67,296n81,
303, 304, 321nl38
in context of Demeter /
Dionysus/ traditional
ritual songs, 193, 293n73,
303
iambosand comedy,
191n315,248n475,250n478,
282n44

iamboi,282n44, 290, 296, 309
Ibycus (depictions on vases of),
140
ithyphallicus,

292n70, 293n73

Ithyphalloi, 82, 114, 282nl5, 278,
279,283,286,287n73,288,
290,291,295n78,303,322,324,
335

Kabuki, 56

kalathiskosdance, 203 with n351
Kalligeneia and Thesmophoria,
95,114,116,136,154,192
Karneia, 203n351, 207n361,
208n365,227n418,229n425
Karystios, 284, 298n86
Khalkeia, 201

kharis,118, 120, 121, 135,
147n168,239,261,302,305,
340
Kharites, 118n92, 144, 146, 147,
154, 302 with n96, 306n106,
309

khoregia,khoregos,2,284,306
khoreia,19, 20, 22, 32n85, 68, 101,
107,119,123,144,148,260,
263,328

kinaidos,175n260
Koch, K.-D., 50
Koller, H., 22, 69

kommos,61, 66
komos,18, 52, 54, 59, 67, 91,117,
122,125,129,133,136,137,
138,140,143,204,215,216,
271, 278-279, 284 with n48,
288 with n63, 289 with n67,
295, 302 with n96, 303n99,
306 with n105, 309, 3llnll6,
315,321n137,322,325,327,
330-331,335,336
Anacreontic komosscenes,
133n137, 140n145
solo komos,133n137, 148, 160
kordax,81, 258
Kouretes, 208, 210

Jakobson, R., 9,201,330
see embrayeurs(shifters)
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Kourotrophos, and a festival
ofDemeter, 154n183; and
Thesmophoria, 154
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Kranz, W., 8, 58
Kugelmeier, Chr., 298
Kuhn, T. S., 12
Laughlin, C., 260, 261
Leeuwen,J. van , 228
Lenaia, 3, 74, 96nl9 , 170n242, 203,
205n354, 317 with nl27

definitions of mimesis, 22 with
n60,30,41-42,269
tragedy as mimesis, 7 with nl5
Mnesilokhos, 128, 223, 232,
233,244,245,246,247,248,
249
Möllendorff, P. von, 72, 241

molpe,101, 255
Muff, C., 93

Leto as model for a monodic singer,
143-144

Murray, G., 52

Leukippidai, 32n85 , 35n90 , 225,
226n416

Muses (choruses of), 77, 126nll8,
145

Lonsdale, S. H., 20

µü0o~ (mythos),6, 7, 10, 11, 58

Lord, A., 11, 256

Lysistrata and Euripides' Bacchae,
182 with n279

Lysistrataand Thesmophoriazusae,
182 with n279
Malinowski, B., 15

mania,102n37 , llln69,

114,16 2,
181 with n277, 182n 282 and
n283

mask, 7 (of the chorus) , 8 with
nl9, 27 with n69, 30, 53, 55,
73,89,176n265 , 187,215 , 245,
255, 280n38 , 283, 285 with
n53,286 , 289, 290n68,3 34
metatheater
and comedy , 29n76 , 48,
5ln134
and self-referentiality, 30
the Thesmophoriazusae
as
metatheatrical play,
242n457
mimesis, 32n85 , 69, 73, 98, 129,
131, 138, 178,199 , 218, 222,
226,227,233,242,257,329,
332

Nagy,G.,22,23,250,251,327
Nereids, 96n21, 142, 158, 162 with
n214
Newiger, H.-J., 145
Nymphs, 75n200, 96n21, 100n33,
111 with n69, 112, 114, 123, 126,
142,158,162,307
occasion and genre, see genre and
occasion
occasionality ("Sitz im Leben"),
3, 18,20,21,67,265,274,280,
284,310,313,328,331,336
old Comedy, passim, 10n30, 39,
42,48,52,53,55, 72, 76, 78,85,
91,139,166,170,175,187,189,
193,240,245,247,268,278,
281,285,288,310,320,328,329,
332,334,335,338
and its plot structures, 268

onomastik8m8idein,173, 191, 289
Orthia-Aotis, seeAotis-Orthia
Oskhophoria, 81n215
Otto, W. F., 118
387
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paean, 45 with nl19, 65, 107,
109n64,142,148n169, 157,158,
160,233n435,271-272,275,
298n87, 307nl09

Pavese, C. 0., 275

rrm8da, 2, 19, 22, 31n83, 35, 68,
214,239,328,332

Penelope, 206 with n359, 224 with
n412,225

rrm8ta (play), 68, 72, 213, 214, 280,
281n39

performance, passim, 11, 12, 332
concept of performance, 13
seealsoAustin,J. L.
nonverbal means of
expression (gesture/bodily
attitudes/ mimicry / dance
movements), 19, 27, 40, 44
with nl16, 53, 56, 59, 61, 66,
67n176, 80 with n214, 90, 92,
124,148n168,185,203,272,
279,288,289,297
performative future, 38n99, 43
with nl12, 122, 294, 308n l10,
319
performative verbs, 39, 44, 329,
330
performative deictic
references, 45, 85
performativity and ritual, see
ritual and performativity

rraf~Etv, 68n180, 72, 74, 96, 97,
115n84,117,135,202n348,
213n379, 280
Pan, 29, 95nl8, 111 with n69, 112,
114,115,116,117,125,
126,128,211,219,224n412,
307
Panathenaia, 57, 130n130,
133nl36, 198n339, 201,
202n348,203n350,204,205,207,
208,211,216,217n391,218,219,
222,239n448

parabasis,29, 49, 50n31, 51n136,
52,53,54,58,67,89,90,91,96,
100,105, 106n52, 110,117,120,
121, 127n120,130, 133n135,
134n139,152, 153,156,159,164,
166,167,171,173,176,223,224,
276,289n66,293n74,298,300,
306, 310 with n116, 311 with
n117,312,313,314,333,334,
335
as parodos,310n116
epirrhema,187, 188, 194,
195n328,272
in the Thesmophoriazusae,
107,
129, 130, 186-196,200,215,
220,221,222,237,249,254,
265
originality, 300 with n93, 301
second parabasis,94, 107
Parry, M., 256
388

pederasty,234,306n105,322n140
see alsohomosexuality
Peirce, C. S., 56

Persephone/Kore, 90, 115, 132,
154,202,219,222,225,231
Perseus/Euripides, 127n120, 128,
230,231,233,235

phallophoria,270-271, 284, 288,
298,314
Phallophoroi, 82, 106, 114, 285,
286,288,289,296,298,301,
309,310,311,312,317,324,
335
rrriöav (as dance term), 69n187,
80n214,126nll8,203n351,
210n369, 211n372
phallus, 27n69, 52, 154n186, 183,
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209n368, 215, 230 with n426 ,
233, 241n452,262,279,283,284,
288,290,291,294,295 , 296n81 ,
309,318n132,319,323
phallus procession , 284, 290n69,
292, 295n79
phallic songs and origins of
comedy, 114, 270, 313, 335
cpaAAtK6v
song, 288n62 ,
308nll0,311nll7,314
, 319,
320, 322n139
seealsoJthyphalloi, Phallophoroi
Philoxenos, 145n164
Pindar, 32, 43nl12, 45, 46n1 22,
81n215,106n50, 147,274,
280n36,294 , 298,300n93
seealsodithyramb
Plato, 41, 42n109, 68, 69, 75, 107,
117, 275n495
Plouton/Pluto-Hades , 100n33,
154n183,195n330,227n418,
241n452
Ploutos, 114, 154, 155n187 ,
195n330
pompe,54,272,319
seealsoprocession
Poseidon, 142, 158, 160, 161, 162,
204,206 , 207n361 , 219
procession, passim , 57n152 , 107,
204,217 , 272,273 , 284,294,309,
322
see also pompe
proedri~195n331,196n332
Prometheus, 216,217
Promethia , 236, 217n391

prooimion
(proem) , 147 with n167 ,
158, 296n81, 308
see anabole

prosodion,107, 108n56, 271-272,
288,297n82,325n146
Ptolemy Philadelphos, 148n168,
203n350,291n70

pyrrhikhe,75, 79, 80, 81, 134n139,
207,208,211,212,213,215,
218n395,224,249
seealsoweapons dance
and dithyramb, 209n368
and initiation, 2lln371,
238n446
Radcliffe-Brown, A. R., 19, 20,
263

ritedepassage,10n30, 23, 69,
139n143,151,196n333,207,
210,214n381,222,235,236,
237,239,243,244,249,251n481,
338
seevan Gennep , A.
ritual, passim, 17, 37, 48, 53, 92,
150,237,261,262,295,299,323,
337
and choral culture, 26, 273, 327
and myth, 28-29, 203n351
and performativity, 11-18, 66,
176,337
concept of ritual, 13, 14, 338
connections of ritual and
theatrical forms, 267
ethnological research into
ritual, esp.15
"ritual (with)in ritual", 42, 76,
89
similarities between ritual and
comedy, 268, 327- 328
ritual songs, 287
ritual style, 274
Rode,]., 57-58
Rösler , W., 170
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satyr play, 10, 23, 47, 48, 57,
58n157,59,80,82, 175,263,328
satyrs,58,59,60, 75n200, 76,
llln69, 122nlll,208,285,
304n101,306n105,332
Schechner, R., 4, 12, 70, 73
Schlegel, A. W., 25
Seaford, R., 11
Searle,J. R., 255,330
shifters, see embrayeurs
Sifakis, G.M., 51-53, 189,312

sikinnis, 59, 81, 82n218
Silk, M., 89
Skira, 96n19, 161n210, 195, 196,
197, 198n337,201,202,204,
205-206,216, 218,219
Snyder,J., 141
Sommerstein, A. H., 130, 142, 178,
185,186
song culture, 21 with n55, 22,
32,260n504,278,299n92,
300n93,307,308,328
seealsochoral lyric
Sophocles, 38, 62

sparagmos/diasparagmos,
126,
230n428
Sparta (celebrations/dancing/
festive cycle at), 31, 32, 33, 36,
81n215,203n351,208n365,225,
227n418, 281n40 and n41
speech act, speech act theory, 24,
39,41,46,61,90, 178,293,330
seealsoAustin,J. L., Searle,J. R.

stasimon,109 with n61, 272, 289
States, B. 0., 5
Stenia,170n242,
197,248
Süss, W., 242
390

171n248,195,196,

symposium, 141n146, 279, 284,
285n53,286n57,289n67,
301n93, 305nl02
and initiation, 279n34, 306n105
and the Athenian drinking
gangs of Ithyphalloi,
Autolekythoi, and Triballoi,
279
Tambiah,S ., 14, 20,254,255,263
Terpande½lll,

121n104

theater
and ritual, 40-42
anthropology, 4 with nlO, 5,
98n25,139,269n4,271n10
illusion/breaking of the
illusion, 10, 27, 29n76, 51,
186,327,337
naturalistic theater, 27, 89, 264,
337
semiotics, 9n26, 24, 54n147

theoria,272
Thesmophoria, 76, 82, 88, 94, 95,
96,97 , 102, 111, 112,113n75 ,
115,116,125,126,129,130,132,
134n139,135, 136,141,142,
149, 150,151,152,153,154,159,
168-169, 171,179,183,186,187,
189,193,196,197,198,203,209,
211,214,215,222,223,224,225,
226,227,230,235,237,238,239,
240,243,247,253,254,333,334
and Kalligeneia, see
underKalligeneia and
Thesmophoria
and Kourotrophos, see
underKourotrophos and
Thesmophoria
anodos(= first day of the
festival), 149nl 72
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anodos/kathodos
and the myth
of Demeter and Kore, 113n75
Aristomenes and the celebrants
of the Thesmophoria,
183n287
representations of
Persephone's anodos on
vases, 115
stibas,94
Thesmophorion of Bitalemi , 202
Thespis, lnl
Thomsen, 0., 103, 116

threnos,46nl21, 66
thymele,101, 104n46, 108n57,
184n288, 307nl09

tothasmos,170, 284, 289, 290, 308
tragedy, passim, 6, 10, 25, 26, 27,
30,42,47 ,4 8, 55,56,267,328,
329
Triballoi, 279, 28ln40, 306nl05
Turner, V., 4, 12, 19, 74
Vickers, M., 243, 244

weaving as metaphor for
integration into the citizenbody, 215n383
Wilamowitz, U. von
(W.-Moellendorff), 165- 166
wine, 60, 136, 166 with n231, 184
with n290, 216, 222n407, 279,
280,284,285,301,302,303,
305,306nl06,307,317,318,
32lnl37,325,331,335
and song/poetry, 303n99, 304
with nlOl
Winkler,J.J., 2, 22,250,253
Winnicott, D. W., 70
Wittgenstein, L., 15
woolworking, 198, 201,203,204
with n352, 211,212,236
Yeats, W. B., 339
Zeitlin, F., 221, 223, 235
Zielinski, Th., 49
Zimmermann, B., 50, 172

Warning, R., 242
weaponsdance,207,212n372,213;
see also pyrrhikhe
weaving, 198, 200 with n344 , 201,
202,209,210,213,214,219,
225n415
weaving, and connection with
Arrhephoria , Panathenaia,
Thesmophoria , 113n75, 201,
202, 203 with n351, 214, 228
weaving and dance , 108n58,
133nl37,204n351,207n362,
215n385,219,238n446
weaving and poetry, 201 with n345
391
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adesp. (PMG) 943.20, 294n76
comic adesp. (K.-A.) 257, 294n76
Aelian (Ael.)
VH 6.1, 216n389
fr. 44 Hercher, 183
Aeschines
schol. Aeschines (Dilts) 1.52,
306n105
Aeschylus (Aesch.)
Ag.23, 102n38
Cho. 151,65n172; 152-163,61;
321,66n173;334(,66n173;
342,66n173;386(,66n173;
475, 63nl68
Eum. 46, 212n375; 151, 65;
255-256, 179n273;306 , 63;
307, 62-63,97n23, 100;308,
63,297n82;321-396,62-65
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100; 328-333 (= 341-346),
62-63, 166n230;332-333( =
345-346), 63;370-371,64;
372-376,64
Pers. 614, 304nl01; 658-660,
62
Sept.848- 860, 61; 863, 66nl 73
Supp.626,65;630-709 , 65;
631-632,303n99;694-697,65;
825-835,61;830,147nl67
fr. 2046.7 = 16 Radt, 102n38
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l, 31-36, 38; 1.63, 263n512;
1.83-84, 35n90; 1.84, 102n38;
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141n146
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105n49
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193n320;F110b, 127n120
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121nl04
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